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Frequency of After-Shocks

and

Space-Distribution of Seismic Waves.'^

By

S. Kusakabe, Rigahishi.

With one plate.

Contents.

I. Introduction.

II. Experimental researches.

III, Frequency o? after-shocks.—Transference of the centre of after-

shocks.

IV. Iso-frequency curves ïor after-shocks.

V. Seismic frequency and degree of damage in a given region.

—

Sympathetic shocks.

Introduction.

As to the frequency of after-shocks, a hyperbolic formula

was empirically obtained by Prof. F. (Jmori'^ about ten years ago.

That his formula gives satisfactory results was adequately shown

by him in his valuable paper *' On the after-shocks of earth-

1) An abstract of this paper may be found in lie Proceedings of the Tokyo Physico-

Mathematical Society, Vol. II. ^'o. 11. May, 19)4. Tlie Pub. of the E. I. C. in K. L. No.

17, 1904.

2) F. Ômori, This journal, Vol. VII.
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quakes," in whicli the said formula was applied to the three

great earthquakes which had then recently occurred in Japan.

Lately, another formula in the form of a logarithmic function

has been obtained by ]\Ir. M. Enya,''' founded on three assump-

tions. The result of a laborious calculation is given by him to

show that the logarithmic formula is equally as good as the

hyperbolic.

As to the space-distribution of after shocks, Professor Omori

proposed the empirical formula

where a and b are constants, while r is the distance of an ob-

serving place from the seismic focus. As it is reasojiable to

regard the shocks as proceeding from the seismic focus, the iso-

frequency curves would take the form of a series of coneenti-ics

around the focus, if the earth were a homogeneous solid. The

existence of the so-called sympathetic shocks seems a mystery to

anyone who adheres to the above view and assumes, without any

reason, the surface intensity to be continuous.

As a matter of fact, however, the earthcrust is made up of

rocks varying greatly in physical properties, each having its

own density and elasticity. To make the variation more discon-

tinuous, rocks of all geological ages have been mingled together-

as it wei-e, by a series of geological disturbances, and are scattered

about through the earthcrust.

Consequently their space-distribution would never be ex-

pressed with any approximation to exactness by a formula wliieh

is a function of the distance alone.

The first step in a theoretical investigation of the frequency

* M. iMiya. The Piil). of the K. I. (!. (in Japanese) No. ;55, 1901.
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is to ascertain the cause of the after-shocks. It being a common

rule tliat even phenomena of one and the same category may

have different causes, so in the case of earthquakes probably

several distinct causes should be recognized, for it is hardly to

be supposed that all subterranean disturbances, differing as they

do so widely in intensity and in duration, should be referable to

any one common mechanical action. To what particular cause

or series of causes any earthquake may be due is not, however,

a question to be dealt with here.

It is generally accepted, as a matter of course, that an earth-

(|uake depends upon a sudden inpulse due to the internal stress

of the earth. But the modus operandi whereby that internal

stress manifests itself in an impulse is a problem, which is by

no means of little importance but which unfortunately is neglected

in most cases where the wave motions of the earthcrust are dis-

cussed. Were the earth a cosmic body of perfect elasticity, as

it is generally assumed by clever mathematicians, we might surely

expect seismic waves to propagate after certain laws deduced by

their subtle analysis.

But, in such a case as the above, how can the initial im-

pulse at the seismic centre be excited by the internal stress itself?

Ut tetisio, sic vis, and consequently no matter whether we adhere

to the Humboldt-Naumann volcanistic view, or to a tectonic

hypothesis, as Hoernes called it, or to R. Falb's sideric hypothesis, *•'

so very gentle must be the changing of the earthcrust that, though

incessant from day to day, it can really be proved oiilv l.»v

means of careful observation.

To cause an earthquake, the strain must inci'ease per mltum

* Grundzüge zu einer théorie der Erdbeben und Vulkanausbrüche, 1869.
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after the accumulated stress has reached the necessary amount

at the given point, where the seismic focus is situated. Again,

if at the instant when the weak point gave way, all the strata,

being released from their overstrained state, were to come to

equiliblium at once and there were no residual strain which might

recover with the la})se of time, the earthquake at that instant

would be the only effect of the accumulated stress.

According to the intrinsic meaning of the name " After-

shock," the nearest cause must be attributed to a residual dis-

turbance in the geotectonic condition after the original shock has

ceased. An earthquake not participating in this residual is not

an after-shock but an independent earthquake. To make clear

once for all my own standpoint, I must say, that the actual im-

jjerfectness of the elastic jjroperties of rocks which compose our
,

planet appears to be the prime cause— all other causes being

secondary relative to it— of after-shocks or rallier of all earth-

quakes. Although the magazine of seismic energy is being con-

stantly and steadily replenished by the incessant recovery of the

rocks around the seismic centre from their overstrained yielding,

the effects are intermittent and manifest themselves as aftershocks.

As a matter of fact, the folding of rocks and other kind-

red phenomena pertaining to their manifold changes of shape are

found in great abundance within the earthcrust. It may be a

(question whether such phenomena once occurred with great

frequency in a short time under wholly plastic conditions while

now-a-days, the crust being permanently set, they occur nmch

less frequently ; or whether they are not the results of yieldings,

occurring from time to time, wrought by the continuous action

of stress, and always ready to recover tVoni the over-strained

state.
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If the latter weie the case, it would not be wholly incon-

ceivable that au overstrained portion of the earthcrust recovers

gradually after its stress has been removed by the geological

disturbance which caused the original earthquake. In such a

case, to be sure, this phenomenon of recovery might be the prime

cause of the after-shocks of the original earthquake, since the

ultimate result of this phenomenon must be equal to that which

may be produced by an oppositely directed stress.

Experimental Researches.

From an investigation by F. D. Adams and J. T. Nicolson,^*

it is evident that even such a comparatively rigid rock as marble

may become wholly plastic under suitable conditions. For in-

stance, the diamter of a cylinder increased by 1.388 times its

initial, bulged out under endpressure. Another instance where

a plate of marble, resting horizontally on four posts at the

corners, in the course of about half a century, was considerably

bent by its own weight, is reported by T. J. J. See.^^

As to yielding and recovery in the case of torsion of rocks,

the author published some experimental results two years ago,'*^

and proposed a logarithmic formula to express the amount of

yielding and recov^ery from it at any instant. To cite some

of the results :— (1) The amount of yielding increases propor-

tionally to the logarithm of the time during which the couple

1) An t'XpeiiiiientMl investigation into tlie flow of marble. Pliil. Tran.s. of the K. S.

A. Vol. 195. 1901.

2) The secular liending of a tiiurbie slab under its own weiglit. Nature, Nov. 20, 1901.

3j Pub. ..f the E. I. C. in ¥. L. No. 14, 1903. Tokyo. This journal, Vol. XIX, Art.

6. 1903.
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acted
; (2) the residual surviving the couple after it has been

withdrawn increases with the increase of the time during which

the couple acted on the specimen
; (3) the residual diminishes

with the lapse of time and ultimately wholly disappears after an

infinite time, i.e. rocks from instant to instant recover from their

yielding to overstrain.

In the case of flexure,* though it is not so enormous as in

the case of torsion, the phenomena of yielding and of recovery

are sufficiently great to be dealt with. To give one instance ; in

a piece of sandstone which was loaded with 3000 grams-weight,

the amount of bending was «=27.95 x 10~^ radians at the instant of

loading. The latter quantity, however, increased to «= 33.86x10"*

after 3§ hours and to «= 60.57 x 10""* after about sixteen hours.

Further increase of the flexure could be distinctly observed during,

about two weeks till at last the yielding, though it w^as still

steadily increasing, was much obliterated by the influence of the

temperature-change.

After about two weeks, i.e. 20363 minutes, the specimen was

unloaded and the amount of residual bending was observed from

instant to instant. As in the case of torsion, it recovered gradually

and incessantly. The result of the experiment is given in the

following table.

* For the melliod of lue.isurement and other details the reader is referred to tlx»

author's paperss : Puh. of the E. I. C. iu F. L. No. 17. Tokyo, and this journal, Vol. XX.
Art. 5). 1900. \\i abstract is also given iu Proc. of tiie Tokyo Physico-Matiiematical

Society, Vol. 11. No. 11.
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a formula, however, was lately deduced from the loii^arithmic law

of yielding, as it was given in the author's papers above cited.

The formula is

„.. J,,
/'(27>+i) ir{p+t+i)Y

' '{r{p+\)jr{2p+t-\-\)r\t+\)

where'-' ;> is the total amount of recovery at the instant t, both

/' and t being reckoned from the instant when the external force

is wholly withdrawn, while k and p are constants, of which the

former specifies the I'ock and the latter the time-lapse required

by the force to attain its maximum.

Let F be the frequency, then if c is a constant, we have

Thus we have a logarithmic form for the frequency of at'ter-shocks.

A little consideration of the nature of the constant p will make

it reasonable to neglect the term —^ so long as t is not very large.

Then we have, for first approximation,

F=k'logil+ , V„ I
-^

I A + Btf

which is the same as that of Mr. Enya. Again, expanding the

logarithmic function and taking its first term only, we have Prof.

( )niori's formula

h + t

Though the resulting formula' for the frequency are tolerably

well formed inasmuch as they were tested by Prof. Omori and

* Tlie Rvmbol F stands for Gaininà-fiinctinn whidi may 1) found in any text-book

in intf-gral calciiliis. When p i« a positive integer we have the relation F (p+ l; = ]. 2. .3...,

(I'-D- P-
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Mr. Enva, the orijrinal formula tor tlic rccoverv is not whollv

l»eyoiul question. The assuini)tions under which the fornuila is

deduced are very far from what is actually the case in an earth-

(juake. Tiie force acting on the rock is assumed to increase

intermittently, and, what adds to the difficulty, it is assumed to

1)1' withdrawn not suddenly but slowly and intermittently. The

tullowino; may be chaser to the actual case.

Whatever view may be adopted as to the origin of th(>

.seismic energy, it is reasonable to consider the force as increasing

constantly with time, i.e.

where k is a constant, and attaining a sufficient amount i^ it acts

suddenly to cause an earthquake at the time T, so that we have

F=^k T.

Suppose the k)garitliniic law of yielding, which was experi-

meiitallv established in the last series of experiments, to be

granted, so that

,l7j = Kdfl0CJ [t+z],

where ^ is the amount of yielding and K a constant specifying

the kind of rock, while r is a constant referring to the choice of

origin of time t. Then we have

y^
= Kh (log{t-\-T) (If.

If the total force F is suddenly withdrawn at the instant

f^T when the original earthquake is supposed to have taken

place, it may be easily ])roved that the residual strain at any

instant t^-T+t' is «iiven bv

o=IcK{r^.t' + r]lo>j[^±l±^.
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Now, HS tlie frequency is assumed to be proportional to the

rate of recovery, we have

da
^—'di

c. k. K. T
-c. h.K.logi^l-^ jLJ^,

f+T

where ^, c, k, K and T are all constants, and t is written for

t' whose origin may be any instant, provided the proper value is

given to the constant ^.

Hei-e tlie frequency F may be considered to be composed

of two terms F^, which is hyperbolic and F2, which is log;nithmic,

so that h being a constant

As the constant T is, in all probability, very great as compared

with the other constants c, h and K, the main term is the first,

so that the curve of frequency i^ is a little different from a

hyperbola.

When h is given, the curve F^ takes a definite form, but

the curve Fi is wholly indefinite so long as T, i.e. the time

required by the force to become sufficient to cause the earth-

quake, is not known. That is to say, if the time during ivhich the

causal agent of the earthquake existed is long, the curve of frequ-

ency appi'oaches the hyperbola represented by Fi, but it deviates

more and "more from the latter curve as the duration T diminishes.

For example, the number of after-shocks of an earthquake of an

explosive nature is necessarily smaller than that of an earthquake

qI' geofertonic origin, and the frequency curve differs more from
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a hyperbola in Ihe one case than in the other. It is well known

fact that the most characteristic which distinguishes tectonic

quakes from volcanic ones is found in very numerous after-

shocks. The numerical example given below will show this

more clearly.

/i=1000; r-1
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In the above example, suppose the unit of time to be one

month, then the number of after-shocks during the first, second,

third, month etc., would be either 461, 298, 217, etc. or 494,

327, 244, etc. respectively, according as the time required by the

force to accumulate to the amount sufficient to cause the earth-

(juake was a hundred or a thousand months.

We may remark that the solution of the above formula gives

a means of determining the length of time required to generate

that earthquake, and this must, at least, elapse before the region

to which it refers is again disturbed by a similar catastrophe.

A few words may be inserted here in reference to the situa-

tion of the centre of after-shocks. It may appear, jyriina facie,

that all of the after-shocks must necessarily proceed from the

seismic focus of the original earthquake. But this is not neces-

sarily so, and it does not actually happen, that the centres of

the after-shocks and those of the original earthquakes coincide

with one another.

From the above theory of yielding, howevei-, it comes to

Ije the common rule rather than an exception that they do not

generally coincide. The seismic focus of the original earthquake

is, of course, a region where the stratum giving way to the

internal stress, was crushed or dislocated, e.g., in the case of a

tectonic earthquake. All the after-shocks, however, m re the

result of recovery from the yielding so that they take place

most frequently where the rate of recovery is the greatest. No

doubt, a region once dislocated can never recover so as to cause

any after-shocks. Of the neic/hbouring 7'egions, that part which

co)isi8ts of rocks most capable of yielding and recovery is most likely

to become the centre of after-shocks. Hence, though the after-

shocks are the residual efects of the original earthquake, the
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centre of them will he transferred elsewhere to some neighbourlmj

weaker region.

To give an example, in the case of the Miiio-Owari earth-

(jiiake,'^ wliieh was caused by a sudden falling of the Palaeozoic

strata on the right wing along the line of the ' fault of Neo,'

accompanied 1)V lateral shifting toward the north-west,'^ the

centre of the after-shocks was transferred considerably southward''^

to the lowland of Mino and Owari, which is believed to have

been recently formed out of the sediments of the confluent streams,

the Kiso îind the Nagara.'*^

Iso-Frequency Curves of After-Shocks.

The discussion in the last section refers to the frequency of

after-shocks in the very centre of the disturbance. Here a hint

is given to show how the geological distribution of rocks plays

the greater part in diversifying the foim of iso- frequency curves,

which would all be similar to each other if the earth w^ere a

homogeneous isotropic body.

It is a matter of course that a seismic wave })ropagating

through a medium having a greater hysteresis fades more rapidly

than one propagating thi'ough another medium having a less

hysteresis. That is to say, the distance li)etween two successive

iso-frequency curves should be dependent on the geological dis-

tribution of the rocks in the region. Not only is the frequency

1) A Mhort descriiition is fjiveii in Professors B. Koto's ami F. Oniori's papers eited

below.

2) JÎ. Koto. On tlie canse of tiic Great Eartliquake in Central Japan, 18'J1. This

jonrnal, Vol. V. p. '.\öo.

'.'>) F. Oinori. On the .\fter-shucks of Eartliqnakes. Tills journal, Vol. VII.

4) B. Koto. L'ic. ciied. p. o07.
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dependent on the geological nature of the region under considera-

tion^ hut it must be greatly affected by the geological distribution

of the rocks lying between the seismic focus and the said region.

Ill other words, the seismic-wave-conductivity, if we may

be allowed to employ such a terra from some analogies in heat

and electricity, may be different for different rocks, so that in

one direction an earthquake may be propagated with comparatively

smaller fading than in another direction.

Now, as was experimentally shown by the author himself,*

the amount of hysteresis generally decreases with an increase of

the elastic constants, while the latter increase with their age of

formation. Although nothing, as yet, can be said about any

numerical relation between hysteresis and the age of formation

of different rocks, yet in the rocks so far examined, a certain'

relation seems to exist.

To illustrate this fact, the hysteresis curves for a few speci-

mens of rocks are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. If there were no

hysteresis, the curve would, of course, shrink to a single line,

so that the amount of hysteresis may be conventionally compared

by the area enclosed by the curve. It is, then, a matter of

fact that the area is enormously great for new rocks such as

sandstone and rhyolite, and gradually diminishes as rocks of

older ages are examined, until it becomes very small for the

oldest rocks of the Arcluean age. Thus it would not be a wild

conjecture to say that the amount of hysteresis gradually diminishes

from Cainozoic, through Mesozoic and Palieozoic, to Aicluean

rocks, in a definite, though not yet ascertained, ratio.

An inference to be drawn from the above is that the seismic

* This joiiriKil, Vol. XIX, Alt. 6, and Vol. XX., Ait. 9. The Pub. of the K. I. C. in

F. L. Nos. 14 and 17. Tokvo.
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wave coiKliu'tivity is IcMst for Cainozoie rocks, mikI iiu'rcasing

step by step from JMesozoic to PaluMjzoie, it becomes several

times greater foi* Arcbœan rocks. Hence, provided the frequency

of after-shocks ;it the seismic focus be given, the frequency at

any place having a given distance from the seismic focus increases

with the geological age of the rocks forming the path of the

wave between the focus and tlie place.

In support of the above statement, I may cite the case of

the Mino-Owari earthquake. Seismologists have never enjoyed

so good an opportunity as that afforded them ])y the convulsion

in the Mino-Owari plain, of observing an enormons number of

after-shocks at a multitude of stations well distributed around

the seismic centre. After the catastrophe of October 28th,

1891, the after-shocks w^ere extraordinarily fiequent or almost

incessant : indeed, 1503 of them occurred during the remaining

two months of that year, and during the next year 867 were

recorded in the Meteorological Station of Gifu. The number of

observing stations for these seismic waves, on the other hand,

amounted to thirty-three in all, i.e. 14 in Mino, 9 in Owari and

10 in Mikawa Province.

Four curves of iso-frequency carefully drawn— irrespective,

of course, of the geology of the regions—by Prof. F. Omori*

are shown, with the corresponding geological distributions of

rocks supplied by the author himself, in Fig. 1. The iso-frequ-

ency curve for 7^^=500 lies wholly within Quaternary rocks and

is in an elongated form extending nearly north and south between

Gifu and Nagoya. The central region of the after-shocks may

be in a similar form. The succeeding curves, however, so far

* F. Omori. Loc. cit.
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from being simihir to the first, are in quadrantal forms. In the

western ])art, indeed, wliere the curves lie within Quaternary

rocks, they are all i)arallel to each other ; but in the other three

directions they shiink in or swell out with all possible irregu-

hirities.

These irregularities, however, become regular wlieii the geolo-

gical distribution of rocks in the corresponding regions is taken

into account. To express this in the form of a simple rule, the

curve swells out where Palœozoic, or better Archœan rock><, predo-

minate, and shrinks in where Cainozoic rocks pi'evail. This simple

law is sufficiently satisfied up to very minute portions, as the figure

])roves most clearly.

As a corollary, since the geological map indicates only the

surface distribution of rocks, we may conclude that the seismic

wave is mainly transmitted through the earth's surface, or more

probably, seismic action is mainly due to surface waves discussed

by Lord Rayliegh, and recently propounded by Lamb for isotropic

media. Any further discussion, however, as to the seismic wave

conductivity of different rocks requires moie precise quantitative

investigation of the amount of hysteresis for these rocks, which

may possibly prove a life-long problem.

Seismic Frequency and Degree of Damage in a Given Region.

It will not be entirely out of place to insert here discussions

on a topic relating to seismic frequency and the degree of damage

in a given region, in order that above statements may not be

misunderstood. Of the above conclusions, relating to frequency,

the one concerns the frequency of after-shocks at the central

region of a given earthquake, while the other relates to the case
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where the seismic centre is outside the region which we are con-

sidering. Any OIK' avIh) Ikis any knowledge of astronomy knows

that the ratio of the niimhers of eclipses of the moon and of

tlie sun theoretically observable at a given observatory differs

from the actual number of eclipses known to occur.

Similarly, though of a wholly difierent nature, the actual

frequency at a given station may be different from that indicated

in the above sections of this paper. A certain region, notwith-

standing the scarcity of the quakes originating in it, may be

frequently visited by seismic waves ]iroceeding from the sur-

rounding districts. Again, one region may be shaken so slightly

{js to escape attention, while the other weaker region is violently

damaged by the same seismic energy.

A complicated case such as the above, may be most clearly

illustrated by analogy taking the case

of heat. Let four thick pieces of

copper {A, C) and lead {B, D) be

arranged side by side as in the an-

nexed figure. Suppose we heat the

system at a point p to a high

temperature, sufiicient to melt the

greater part of the lead ])iece B,

but little of the copper piece C.

Then, taking into account the heat

conductivity and melting j)oint of

the two metals, we may easily so adjust the breadths of the

pieces B and (, that the lead piece 1) also melts in the part

where it is in contact with the copper piece C, though the latter

<loes not participate in the melting. The remaining piece Ay

tlîougli it is nearly as distant from the source of heat as the

Clipper.

A
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lead piece D, may be only slightly heated by virtue of the bad

conductivity of the lead piece B.

The higli degree of heat conductivity in copper, i.< analogous

to the small hysteresis of old rocks'-"", while the lo\^ melting point

of lead corresponds to the inferior elasticity of new rocks. To

say that, copper being a good conductor, may be easih* heated

even when the source of heat is remote, is wholly diflerent from

saying that it may be often melted under the t^ame conditions.

Although lead melts very easily, it does not conduct heat very

well, so that even the portion comparativ^ely near to the source

of the heat may remain solid. But it is so only when the part

intermediate between it and the source is also lead. If the inter-

vening metal is copper, the case is reversed.

All these complicated phenomena find their analogy in the'

case of seismic Avaves. Whether a region is frequently visited by

seismic waves or is not can never be determined by the data re-

lating to that region alone. A severe damage does not necessaî'ily

indicate that the epicentre of the earthquake lies near by. How-

ever great the destruction is, it is nothing more than the suj^erfcial

effect of the earthquake which is wholly controlled by surrounding

conditions. The 7nain factor which determines the degree of

disturbance is the geological distribiUion of the rocks in the

lühole domain.

The existenee of the so-called sympathetic shock or Relais-

heben is also due to the reason just stated. In the above illustra-

tion,' one wdio knew nothing of the thermal properties of the

metals might call the melting of the lead piece ]) sympathetic.

This iis simply :m anai.)gy, convent ioiialiy adopted lor sake of illustration. Tlie

Kciieral rnle tliat an analogy, however perfect, docs not explain all tla- facts connected with

it, Is true in this case.
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The Mino-Owari cartliquiike gives u concrete instance wliicli

explain^? this phenomenon also. From B. Koto's'-' valuable paper

we may cite the geology of the domain.

The extensive and populous plain of ^Nlino and (^wari is on

three sides bounded by mountains mainly of PaLneozoic formation.

Granite and schistose rocks make up the main blocks of the

range. Beyond the mountain-ridge, in the north, lies a plain

of considerable extent, where the Mesozoic forniation is extensively

developed, and later on has been intruded into in places by

Tuasses of Tertiary eruptions. The city of Fukui lies in the basin

of the River Kudzuryu draining this plain.

Similarly, in the west, there lies a plain of recent geological

era at the eastern border of Lake Biwa, the city of Hikoue being

the most populous one in the region. It was very remarkable

that these two regions were severely shaken and greatly damaged

by the earthquake, whereas the stretches of land Ijetween these

and the Mino-Owari plain suffered very little.

Under the point of view in question, it means simply that

the Pakeozoic rocks, having less hysteresis, conducted the seismic

wave very well 1)ut were not damaged by virtue of their high

elasticity, while the Cainozoic rocks in contact with them, wholly

absorbing the seismic energy, were severely shaken in consequence

of their inferior elasticity and large hysteresis.

In conclusion, I wish to express my best thanks to Prof. H.

Nagaoka for his kind guidance throughout the whole of this

investigation.

* B. Koto. Loc. cit. Geology .and Topography of Mino :uk1 Ow.irL
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Introduction.

The Mesozoic palœontology of Japan has been studied by

many authors, such as Mojsisovjcs, Neumayr, Yokoyama, Jimbö,

Yabe, Nathoest, Geyler etc.; but that of the Cainozoic group

has received comparatively little attention. The only author

who has written about its plant fossils is Nathorst, who re-

cognized in them both Miocene and Pliocene forms. On the

Molluscan remains, Brauns' '* Geology of the Environs of Tokio^'"-'''^

is the principal work. Its author studied shells collected chiefly

at Shinagawa and Oji, and described them as Pliocene. In the

same work he also added a few notes on fossils from various

other localities. After more than three years' careful study of

these so-called Japanese Pliocene fossils, I have arrived at a

conclusion differing from Brauns'. I have been several times

at Oji, Shinagawa and Tabata, and the number of species I

have collected far exceeds that mentioned in Brauns' list. The

collected specimens are now all preserved in the Science College.

* Formerly Yoshiwara.
** Memoirs of the Science Department, Tokyo Daigaku, No. 4, 1881,
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Tokyo is situated on the southern extremity of an extensive

Diluvial plain of the Kwantö district which is bordered on the

north and west chiefly by Palaeozoic mountain ranges, and on

the east and south by the sea. On the SE and SSW, there

are two long peninsulas, Miura and Kazusa-Awa, both project-

ing southward and consisting chiefly of inclined Pliocene tuff

layers. Everywhere in the plain, there is found a thick stratum

Fig. l.—Map of

Tokyo and its Environs.

X Fossil locality\

cBx Railway. J

Scale 1 : 200000.

of loam underlaid by gravel and sand. This sand is rich in

fossils especially in localities to the east and north-east of Tokyo.

The greater part of these localities yield fossils of the " upper

horizons," while those of the " lower horizons " are found only
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at a few places, such as Shinagawa, Oji, Tabata, etc. Shiuagawa

is a southern suburb of the capital and is very near the sea
;

the fossils are found at the foot of a hill along a railway cut-

ting. Oji and Tabata lie at the foot of the northern continua-

tion of a hill in Tokyo, and at Surugadai in Tokyo the same

fossil horizon as at Tabata is exposed along the cutting of the

Kandagawa. Besides, a few fossils of a still higher horizon are

found in Tökvö at Seki2;uchi-daimachi and also at Osaki at the

foot of a hill which is a northern extension of the one in

Shinagawa which has been mentioned.

The present paper consists of two parts, descriptive and

general. In the former, the shells are arranged according to

the system adopted by Tryon in his " llanual of Conchology."

The latter is a discussion of their geological age. Localities of

shells mentioned either have been determined by my own ob-

servations or taken from works written by others, among which

I may mention that of Pilsbry, which has proved to be very

valuable.



Description of the Species.

Mollusca.

Gastrcpoda-Prosobranchiata,

Order Pectinibranchiata.

mURICID/E.

7. MUREX FALCATUS Sow.

PI. I. Fig. 1.

Tryox, Man. Couch., p. 127.—Proc. Zool. Soc, 1879, p. 181.

Synonym.—M. aduncus Sow.; M. aeanthopliorus A. Ad.

Shinagawa (frequent).

Living: Hakodate (Hokkaido), Tsusaki, Sumoto (Awaji),

Gotö-Islands, Kii, Kagoshima and Misaki (Sagarai).

2. MUREX LONGICANALIS Tok.

PI. I. Fig. 2.

Shell small, spiral, fusiform ; whorls five, convex, crossed

by numerous fine transverse striations ; varices on each whorl

nodulous, but not spinous ; aperture oval, canal very long.

Height 19"'"^
; breadth 9™™.

Shinagawa (rare).

S. TROPHON EXIGUUS Tok.

PI. I. Fig. 3.

Shell fusiform, liut more broadly ovate than in the two

preceding species; spire prominent; whorls with numerous, sharp,

laminated varices, the interstices spirally ribbed; aperture ovate;

canal open.
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Trophon has hitherto been known as an essentially boreal

genus.

Shiuagawa (very rare).

Some living specimens Avere collected at Nanao (Xoto).

4. RAPANÂ BEZOAR L.

LiscHKE, Jap. Meeres-Conch., Vol. I., p. 51.

—

Tryox, Man. Conch., II.,

p. 202.

—

Morse, Shell-]Mound of Omori, p. 34.

—

Brauns, Geol. Env.

Tokio, p. 51.

Shinagawa, Tabata and Oji (many).

Living : Tokyo, Yokohama, Yokosuka, Misaki (Sagami),

Shimoda (Izu), Hakodate, Ise, Kobe, Higo, Nagasaki, Tosa,

Kagoshima, China and Philippines.

TRITONID/E.

5. TRITON SAULIJ: L.

PI. I. Fig. 4.

LiscHKE, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I., p. 45.

—

Tryox, Man. Conch., III., p.

10.—Syst. Conch. Cab., III., 2, p. 171.

One fragmentary specimen of this species, which is very

common in Japan, was found at Shinagawa.

Living : Tokyo, Misaki (Sagami), Hitachi, Awaji, Nagasaki

Tateyama (Awa), Setouchi (Inland sea in Japan), Takauoshima,

Luzon (Philippine), Mauritius (Indian Ocean), Natal (South

Africa) and Galapagos (South America).

FUSID/E.

6. FLSLS NODOSO-PLICATUS Dke.

PI. I. Fig. 5.

LiscHKE, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I., P. 33, II., p. 27.

—

Proc. Zool. See.,
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1879, p. 181.—Dunker, Nov. Conch., p. 11.—Syst. Conch. Cab.,

m., 3, p. 190.

Shinagawa (abundant).

Living : Yokohama, Misaki (Sagami), Nagasaki, Gotö-Is.,

Siimoto (Awaji), Mogi (Hizen) and Tomonotsu (Bingo).

7 FÜSLS PERPLEXUS A. Ad.

PI. I. Fig. 6.

Morse, Shell-Mound of Omori.

—

Lischke, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I., p. 34,

II., p. 26.

—

Syst. Conch. Cab., III., 3, p. 195.

—

Brauns, Geol.

Env. Tokio, p. 55.

Synonym.

—

F. ineonstans Lischke.

Shinagawa (many).

Living : Tokyo, Höjö (Awa or Böshu), Yokohama, Aomori

(Mutsu), Hakodate, Izugahara (Tsushima), Goto (Hizen), Mogi

(Hizen), Tosa, Futamigaura (Ise) and Nagasaki.

S. FUSUS SIMPLEX E. A. Smith.

PL I. Fig. 7.

Proc. Zool. Soc, 1879, p. 202.

Oji (very rare).

Living : South of Corea.

9. FUSUS Sp.

Shell oval, small ; spire short, 3-.whorled, not plicate nor

varicose, finely striated in the transverse direction on the last

whorl ; aperture oval ; canal short. Probably this is a young

form of a species different from the three preceding ones.

Height 15"""; and breadth S""'".

Oji (very rare).

Living specimens were collected at Misaki (Sagami).
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BUCCINID/E.

10. HEMIFISUS TERNATANUS Gmel.

PL I. Fig. 8.

Tryon, Man. Conch., III., p. 112.

Sliinagawa (rare).

Living : Chöshi (Shimösa), Höjö (Awa or Böshu), Ajiro

(Izu), Mogi (Hizen), Akune (Satsuma), Philippines and Indian

Ocean.

11. NEPTÜNEA DESPECTA Linné.

ScHRENCK, Moll. Amurl. and Nord-Japau. Meeres.—Tryon, Man. Conch.,

II., p. 116.—LiscHKE, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I., p. 37.

—

Syst. Conch,

Cab., III. 3, p. 107.

—

Verhand. Russ-Kais. Miner. Gesell. St.

Petersburg., 11. Series, XXXVIII. Band, 1, 1900.

Synonym.

—

N. arthritica Val.

Shinagawa and Oji (frequent).

Post-pliocene of Murman and White Seas (North of Russia).

Living : Hakodate, Aomori, Hidaka, Nemuro, Gulf of

Tartary (North Asia) Castries Bay (North Asia), East and

West coast of Sakhalin, and White and Murman Seas (Russia).

12. SIPHONALIA CASSIDARiEFORMIS Rve.

PI. I. Fig. 9.

LiscHKE, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I., p. 38.

—

Pilsbry, Catal. Mar. Moll.

Jap., p. 28.

Shinagawa (frequent).

Living : Hakodate, Enoshima (Sa garni), Shimoda and Oshinia

(Izu), Köchi (Tosa), Nagasaki and Goto Islands.
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13. BUCCINUM UNDATUM Linné.

PI. I. Figs. 10 a and h.

Syst. Conch. Cab., III. 1, p. 15 and 31.—Wood, Crag Moll., p. 35.—

Tryon, Man. Conch., II., p. 173.

—

Sowerby, Genera rec. and fos.

Shells.

—

Veriiand. Russ.-Kais. Miner. Gesell. St. Petersburg., II.

Series, XXXVIII. Band, 1, 1900.

Synonym.—B. littoralis King.—B. striata Sow.

—

B. ochotense Midd.—
B. pelagiea King,—B. zitlandica Forb.

The species of this genus are all restricted to the boreal

seas. No living specimens are found south of Hakodate. Though

my specimens differ in some points from the descriptions given

of BuGcinum undatum Linné in several works consulted, yet I

believe they are only a varietal form of the species, for it is

known as very variable in form.

Shinagawa (abundant), Oji (rare).

Post-Pliocene of the northern coast of Kussia (Murman Sea,

White Sea and Nova Zembla).

Living : Hakodate, Kitami (Hokkaido), Etorof, Siberia, Sea

of Ochotsk, North Cape, White and Murman Sea (Russia),

Baltic Sea, England, France, Iceland, Labrador, Newfoundland,

jNIassachusetts, and Ocean to the south of New Jersey.

H. YOLUTHARPA PERRII Jay.

PL I. Fig. 11.

MiDDENDORF, Sib. Reise.—Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., III. 6. (1860), p. 109.

—Tryon Man. Conch., III., p. 173.—Syst. Couch. Cab., III., p. 95.

Synonym.— V. paulueeiana Tap.

This genus has only seven species, all of which are restricted to

the North Pacific Ocean, with the exception of the present, which

is found living at Hakodate,' Tokyo Bay and Enoshima (Sagami).

Oji (rare).
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15. EBUKNA JAPOMCA Sow.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio., p. 64.

—

Morsk, Shell-Mound of Ömori., p.

30._Tryün, ^fan. Conch., III., p. 211.— Lisciike, Jap, Meeres-

Conch., I., p. 67., IL, p. 58.

Shinagawa and Oji (frequent).

Living : Tateyama (Awa or Bösliu), Misaki (Sagami), Ömori

(in Tokyo Bay), Enosliima (Sagami), Ajiro (Izu), Shimoda (Izu),

Hakodate, Öshima (Izu), Kamakura (Sagami), Tsusaki, Tsu

(Ise), Tsuruga (Echizen), Sado, Nagasaki, Higo, Shigajima, Awa

(Sliikoku), Shimonoseki, Tosa and Kagoshima.

NASSID/E.

16. NASSA JAPONICA A. Ad.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 29.

—

Lischke, .Jap. Meeres-Conch., III.,

]). 37.—PiLSBRY, Catal. Mar. ]Moll. Japan., p. 34.

Synonym.

—

N. temtis Smith.

(J>ji, Tabata and Shinagawa (abundant).

Living: Tokyo, Enoshima (Sagami), Uraga (Sagami), Oshima

(Izu), Seto-uchi (Inland sea in Japan}, Kino-Oshima, Sado,

Izugahara (Tsushima), and Shima.

17. NASSA LITESCEXS Philippi.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 29.

—

Lischke, Jap. Meeres-Conch., IL,

p. 52.

Oji and Tabata (frequent).

Living : Tokyo, Ajiro (Izu), Kominato (Awa or Böshu),

Nagasaki, Kiu-shCi, Enoshima (Sagami), Tsuruga (Echizen), Izu-

gahara (Tsushima), China Sea, Manila (Philippines), Java and

Indian Ocean.
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lYlARGiNELLID/E.

IS. ERATO CALLOSÂ Ad. and Rve.

PI. L Fig. 12. .

Tryon, Man. Concli., V., p. 9.

—

Pilsbry, Catal. Mar. ]Moll. Japan., p.

52.—Syst. Conch. Cab., V. 4, p. 146.

Shinagavva (rare).

Living : Tokyo Bay, Nagasaki and China Sea.

OLIVID/E.

19. OLIVELLA CONSOBRINA Lisch.

Pi. I. Fig. 13.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio., p. 29.

—

Pilsbry, Catal. Mar. ]N[oll. Japan,

p. 23.—LiscHKE, Jap. Meeres-Conch. IL, p. 62.

—

Syst. Concli,

Cab., V. I, p. 153.

Synonym.— 0. fabula Marrat.

Oji (rare).

Living : Tokyo, Enosbima (Sagami), Kamakura (Sagami),

Hakodate, Yamada (Ise), Nagasaki and North coast of Tango.

COLUIVIBELLID/E.

20. COLIMBELLA MARTENSI Lischke.

LiscuKE, Jap. Meeres-Conch., II., p. 47.

—

Tryox, Man. Conch., V., p.

130.—Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 29.

Brauns took the sj3ecimens of this species from Oji as

identical with CoUumbella scripta LixNné of the Mediterranean

Sea, but tbe former is clearly distinguished from the latter by

the epidermal coloring. O. sciHpia Linné has a yellowish-white

epidermis, usually marbled or longitudinally * broadly ' striped
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with chestnut or chocolate colour ; while in C. martensi Lischke,

the color is whitish with ' undulating lines ' or flames of chest-

nut, and frequently articulated bands at the suture and on the

middle and base of the body-wliorl. In our specimens the

coloring of the epidermis is distinctly preserved, so that our

identification is quite certain.

Shinagawa, OJi and Tabata (abundant).

Living : Tokyo, Enoshima (Sagami) and Nagasaki.

21. COLUMBELLA PUMILA Dkr.

PI. I. Figs. 14 a and b.

DuNKER, Moll. Jap., p, 6.

—

Tryox, Man. Conch,, V., p. 150.

—

Pilsby,

Oatal. :\rai-. ^Moll. Jap., p. 38.

Tabata (very rare).

Living : Tokyo. Kamakura (Sagami) and Nagasaki.

CANCELLARIID/E.

22. CANCELLARIA SPENCILEIIIANA Desh.

PI. I. Fig. 15.

Tryon, Man. Conch., VII., p. 67.—Pilsbry, Catal. Mar. Moll. Japan,

p. 21.—Chall. Report, XV., p. 273.—Syst. Concli. Cab., V., p. 25.

Synonym.—C. tritonis Sow.; C. undulata Sow.

Qji and Shinagawa (abundant).

Living : Enoshima (Sagami), Misaki (Sagami), Kominato

(Awa or Böshu), Shimoda (Izu), Chöshi (Shimôsa), Futamiga-

ura (Ise), Tsu (Ise), Kobe, Nagasaki, Wakanoura (Kii), Akashi

(Harima), Setouchi (Inland sea), China, Philij>pines and Au-

stralia.
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2S. CANCELLARIA NODULIFERA Sow.

PI. I. Fig. 16.

buxKER, Index. Moll. Maris. Jap., p. 103.—Tryon', Man. Conch., VIT.,

p. 68.—Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1868, Vol. II., p. 368.—Pilsbry,

Catal. Mar. Moll. Japan, p. 21.

—

Syst. Conch. Cab., Y., p. 27.

Synonym.— C. imperialis Mich.

Oji (rare).

Living : Yokohama, Shimizu (Suruga) and Kino-Öshima.

TEREBRID/E.

24. TEREBRA BIPARTITA Old.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 34.—Gould, Otia Concli., p. 126.—

PiLSBRY, Catal. INEar. Moll. Japan, p. 11.

Oji and Shinagawa (rare).

Living : Enosliima (Sagami) and Hakodate.

25. TEREBRA ALVEOLATA Hinds.

PI. I. Figs. 17 a and b.

Tryon, Man. Conch., VIII., p. 23.—Proc. Zool. Soc, 1879, p. 183.—

PiLSBRY, Catal. Mar. Moll. Japan., p. 11.

Synonym.— r. gotoensis Smith.

8hinagawa (rare).

Ijiving : Enoshima (Sagami), Goto Is. and Strait of Malacca.

26. TEREBRA PRETIOSA Rve.

PI. I. Figs. 18 a and b.

Tryon, Man. Conch., VII., p. 27.

—

Dunker, Index ÄIoll. Maris. Jap., p. 71.

Shinagawa (very rare).~

Living : Enoshima (Sagami) and China.
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27. TEREBRA SÜBTEXTILIS E A. Smith.

ri. I. Figs. 19 a, and ô.

Tryok, Man. Conch., VIL, p. 19.—Proc. Zool. Soc, 1879, p. 185 and

p. 217.—PiLSBRY, Catal. Mar. Moll. Japan, p. 11.

Shinagawa (very rare).

Living : Misaki (Sagarai), Izu, Shikoku and Kii.

2S. TEREBRA cfr. SEROTINA Ad. and Rve.

PI. I. Figs. 20 fl, a', h and h'

.

Tryox, Man. Conch., VII., p. 29.—Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan,

p. 11.

Shinagawa (very rare).

Living : Izu, Kii and Nagasaki.

PLEUROTOIVIID/E.

29. PLEUROTOMA OXYTROPIS Sow.

PI. I. Fig. 21.

Tryox, Man, Conch., VI., p. 168.

—

Pilsbry-, Catal. Mar. Moll. Japan,

p. 14.—Chall. Rep., XV., 1886.—Syst. Conch. Cab., IV. .S, p. 27.

Synonym :— P. nobilis Hixds.— P. leucotropis An. and Rve.— P. albi-

carinata »^ow.

Shinagawa and Qji (frequent).

Living : Tokyo, Enoshima (Sagami), Höjö (Awa or Böshu),

Öshinia (Izu), China, ^lauritius, Panama to Gulf of California.

30. PLEIROTOMA YERETEBRATA Smith.

PI. I. Fig. 22.

Tryon, Man. Conch., VI., p. 169.—Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan,

p. 14.—Akn. Mag. Nat. Hist, 1875., XV., p. 416.—Syst. Conch.

Cab., IV. 3, p. 31.
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Shinagawa (very rare) .

'

Living iu Japan. ,;;.:.•

31. PLEüROTOMA (DRILLIA) PRINCIPALIS Pilsbry.

PL I. Fig. 23.

Pilsbry, Catal. Mar. Moll. Japan, p. 16.

Shinagawa (abundant), Oj, (rare).

Living: Enosliima (Sagami), Nanao (Noto), Katanoura (Kii),

Tsu (Ise), Inland Sea, Kagoshima and Aomori.

32. PLEUßOTOMA (DRILLIA) SUBAURIFORMIS Smith.

PI. J. Fig. 24.

Dunker, Index Moll. Maris, Jap., p. 24.

—

Tryon, Man. Couch., VI.,

p. 207.—Proc. Zool. Soc, 1879, p. 195 and p. 217.—Pilsbry, Catal.

Mar. Moll. Jap., p. 16.—Syst. Concli. Cab., IV. 3, p. 199.

Öji (rare).

Living : Tokyo, Kamakura (Sagami), Moroiso (Sagami) and

Inland Sea.

33. PLELROTOMA (DRILLIA) RECIPROCA Gld

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 33.

—

Gould, Otia Concli., }>. 135.

Oji (abundant), Shinagawa (rare).

Living : Oshima (Izu).

34. PLELROTOMA (DRILLIA) RARIC08TATA Smith.

PI. I. Fig. 25.

Tryon, Man. Conch., VI., p. 202.—Proc. Zool. See, 1879, p. 192.—Syst.

a)nch. Cab. IV. 3, p. 195.—Pilsbry, Cat. ]\Iar. Moll. Japan, p. 19.
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Shinagawii (frequent).

Living near Nagasaki.

c^j. PLEl ROTOMA cMANGTLIA) GRACILENTA Rve.

PI. I. Fig. 26.

TRYONi Man.. ConcL, VI., p. 251.—Proc. Zool. Soe., 1879, p. 195.—

PiLSBRY, Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan, p. 19.

Synonym :—P. contracta Rve.— P. fusoides Rve.

Oji (rare).

Living: Kamakura (Sagami), Tokyo, East Coast of Kii,

Philippines and North Australia.

36. PLEUROTOMA (DRTLLTA) TARATENSTS Tok.

PL I. Fig. 27.

Whorls six, the upper three smooth, the rest only coarsely

(about right) longitudinally costated with no trace of transverse

ribs ; shell distinctly angulated at the shoulder ;
aperture long,

a little shorter than half the height of the shell. Height 4'""'
;

breadth 1.5""".

Tabata (very rare).

37. PLEUROTOMA OJIENSIS Tok.

PL I. Fig. 28.

Whorls eight, longitudinally costate and transversely Urate;

costse number fourteen or more, and are traceable to the base

of the body whorl ; lirse very fine and numerous, crossing the

cost£e as only fine striations ; canal long, only a little shorter

than half the heiglit of the shell. Height ö.ö'"'''
; breadth 2'""'.

Oji (frequent).
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38. PLEUROTOMA SAGAMIEMSIS Tok.

PL I. Figs. 29 a and b.

Shell more oval tliaii in the two preceding species and

turrated in form ; oblique longitudinal costœ about twelve or

more in number easily traceable from the upper suture line to

the priphery in one whorl, but the lower half of each whorl

usually devoid of the longitudinal plications ; transverse Urse

very distinct both on the costas and in the interspaces ; aperture

oval, short, a little longer than one third the whole shell height.

Height SO"""^ ; breadth 9*^"^.

Shinagawa (very rare).

Living : Moroiso and Enoshima (Sagami).

S9. PLEUROTOMA (3LINGELIA) PARVA Tok.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 33.

Shell elongated, turriculated, acuminated ; whorls seven,

convex, with no any prominent angle near the suture ; longi-

tudinal ribs about nine or ten, somewhat oblique, crossed by

transverse stirse ; canal lengthened ; aperture narrow. Height

and breadth 9"^'" and 3.5""°, or V'"'" and 2.5°"°.

Brauns determined the specimens as identical with P. {Man-

gelid) striolata Phil, of Europe and Madeira, but the latter

species is distinctly though narrowly shouldered, and has fine,

almost microscopic spiral lines, while in our specimens these

lines are coarser and distinctly visible to the naked eye. Be-

sides the figures of the European species given in AVood's Crag

Mollusca show many other differences.

Oji (abundant).
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DOLIID/E.

40. DOLIl }l LEITEOSIOMIM Klhtki^

PI. 1. Fig. 3(».

Brauns, Geol. Eiiv. Tokio, p. GO.—Pilübry, Cat. :Mar. ]\[oll. Japan,

p. 49.—Tryox, .Man. Conch., VIL, p. 261.—Schrexck, Moll.

Amurl. and Nord-Jap. Meeres, p. 401.—Syst. Conch., Cab., III.

1. p. 66.

Synonym :—D. japonieum Dkr.—D. variegation Künster.

Shinagawa (frequent).

Living : Tokyo, Misaki (Sagami), Hakodate, Nagasaki, Awa,

in Shikoku, Satsuma and Indian Ocean.

NATICID/E.

41. NATICA CLAUSA Desk.

PI. I. Fig. 31.

LidOHKK, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I., p. 81.—Schrenck, Moll. Aniurl. and

Nord-Jap. Meeres, I., p. 81.

—

Wood, Crag jNIollnsca, I., p. 147.

—

Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 17. (1866), p. 274.—Tryon, Man. Conch.,

VIII., p. 30.—P1L8BRY, Cat. Mar. JNIoll. Japan, p. 71.—^NIidden-

DORF, Mai. Ross. IL, p. 91.

—

Syst. Conch. Cab., 11. 1, p. 98.

—

Verband. Russ.-Kais. Min. Gesell, zu St. Petersburg, II. Series,

XXXVIII Band, 1, 1900.

Synonym :—N. janthostoma Desh.—N. consolidata Couth.— iV. septen-

trionalis Beck.—N. vittata Jeffrey.

Oji and Shinagawa (abundant).

Pliocene :—Red Crag, Sutton, (England) ; Mammilian Crag,

Brindlington, (England).

Quarternary :

—

Post-glacial :—Kelsea Hill (England).

Lower-glacial :—Rockheath (England).

Middle-glacial :—Hopton and Billockby (England).
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Upper-glacial :

—

Santa Barbada (California) ; San Pedro

(California) ; northern part of Russia (Murman Sea, White Sea

and Nova Zembia).

This living Species is decidedly circumboreal. It is known

to be found in the following localities :—Hakodate, Bekkai,

Kuriro, Akkeshi, Nemuro, Otaru, (all in North Japan), Sachalin,

Kamtschatka, Kaojak, Ochotsk Sea, Schlanter Is., Nova-Zembla,

Sitka (Alaska), Melville Is. (Arctic America), Vancouver, Green-

land, Massachusetts and Maine, Lappland (Russia), Portugal

and Arctic Europe.

Living specimens rarely found near Tokyo, Awa (or Böshu)

and Chöshi (Shimôsa) seem to be the remnants of those numer-

ous in the colder epoch.

42. NATICA AMPLA Rve.

PI. I. Figs. 32 a, h and c.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 30.

—

Schrenck, Moll. AmurL and Nord-

Jap. Meeres, p. 378.

—

Lischke Jap. Meeres-Conch., I., p. 80.

—

Morse, Shell-Mound of Omori, p. 66.

—

Dunker, Index. Moll.

Maris Jap., p. 61.

—

Tryox, Man. Conch., YIII,, p. 33.

—

Pilsbry

Cat. Mar. ]Moll. Japan, p. 71.

—

Morse, Shell-Mound of Ömori, p. 16.

Synonym :

—

N. Jamarckicma Recl.—N. didyma Bolton.—N. vesiealis

Phil.—N. robusta Dkr.— N. chemnitzi Recl.— N. petiveiiana'RECL.

—N, intermedia Recl.— iV. proUematica Rye.— N. hieolor Schrenck.
—N. iiieisa Dkr.

Oji, Shinagawa and Tabata (freq.uent).

The living form is very common in Japan :—Tokyo to

Enoshima (Sagami), Awa or Böshu, Choshi (Shimösa), Misaki

(Sagami), Henda, Shibo, Kagoshima, Kure (Satsuma), Nagasaki,

Hikata (Kii), Matsushima (Rikuzen), Uwajimn, Futnmigaura

(Ise), Tsu (Ise), Awa in Shikoku, Kôchi (Tosa) and Kagoshima.
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43. NATTCi. PAPYRACEA Bush.

PI. I. Fig. 33.

PniLipri, Abbild, u. Beschr. &:c., II., p. 4ô.

Shinagawa (frequent)

.

44. SIGAKETUS PAPILLA Gmel.

PL 1. Fig. 34.

Tryox, Mau. Conch., VIII., p. 58.

—

Pilsbrv, Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan,

p. 72.—LiscHKK, Jap. Meeres-Conch., II., p. 169.

—

Syst. Conch.

Cab., VI. 1, p. 36.

Synonym :

—

S. eostidatiis Quoy and Gainard.— 5. acuminatus A. Ad.

and RvK.— 5. coaretatus Rve.—S. nitidus Rye.

Oji and Shinagawa (rare).

Living : Tokyo Bay, Nagasaki, Okinoshima (Kii), Niijima

(Izu), China, Philippines, Tranquebar, Moluccas, Negro Is.

and Ked Sea.

SCALARID/E.

45. S( ALA HI A 1MMA(LLATA Sow.

PI. I. Fig. 35.

Tryox, ]Man. Conch.. IX., i). 61.

—

Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan,

p. 74.

Oji (rare).

Living: Tokyo Bay imd Philippine.s.

46. SCALAKU LAMELLOSA Lam.

PI. I. Fi^r. 36.

Tryox, Man. CJonch., IX., p. 74.

—

Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll. Jap., p.

74.

—

Brauxs, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 31.—Woous, Crag Mollusca,

I., p. 94.
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BraUins identified the specimens of this species with S.

clathratula Mont., found in the Crags as fossils and also living

in the British Seas, at Madeira and New England. Though I

can find no points of great difference by a mere comparison of

our specimens with Wood's figure, yet I deem it preferable to

give it the name of S. lamellosa Lam. which is living in our

waters ; for the specimens of Scalaria, which is very rich in

the number of its species, are often difficult to distinguish from

one another by comparing figures only.

Tabata and ()ji (rare).

8. lamellosa Lam. was hitherto collected at Yokohama and

Kamakura (Sagami), in the Mediterranean Ocean, near West

Indies and Sandwich Islands.

47. SCALARIA ACUMINATA Sow.

PI. I. Fig. 37.

Tryon, Man. Conch., IX., p. 83.

—

Lischke, Jap. Meeres-Conch., II.,

p. 168.

—

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 31.

—

Wood, Crag Mollusca,

I., }). 95, Suppl. p. 59.

Brauns ever named this specimen as S. cancellala Broch.

of the Coralline Crag of England.

Oji (rare).

Living : Tokyo and Malacca.

TRICHOTROPID/E.

4S. TUUHOTHOPIS UMCAKINATA Brod.

ri. I. Fig. 38.

Trvon, Man. Conch., IX., p. 44.

—

Pilsrry, Cat. Mar. iMoU. Japan, p.

59.

—

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 34.

—

Sowkrby, Genera Rec.

:ind Fossil Shells.
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Brauns called the specimens here referred to " Trichotropis

coronaia Gld." but this Gould's species is distinguished from

T. unicarinata Brod. by having a narrower keel at the upper

angle of the last whorl.

Trichotropis is known as living in the Arctic Seas.

Shinagawa and Oji (rare).

Living : Hakodate and Yamada Harbour.

EULIIYIID/E.

49. EULIMA LEVIS Tok.

PL I. Fig. 39.

Shell small, white, polished, elongated and tapering ; whorls

smooth, flattened; suture ill defined, scarcely distinct; aperture

longly oval, acuminated at the upper part ; outer lip straight
;

inner lip slightly reflected ; not umbilicated. Height 7"'^",

breadth 1.5'""'.

Oji (rare).

50. El LIMA OVALIS Tok.

PI. I. Fig. 40.

This small shell is distinguished from the preceding species

by its general form which is more ovate being 5""" in height

and l.o""" in breadth. Other characters are similar to the

preceding.

Tabata (rare).

TURBONILLID/E.

51. TIKHOMLLA afi. ELEGANTISSTMA Mont.

PI. I. Fig. 41.

Brauns, Geol. Euv. Tokio, p. 32.

—

Tryon, Man. Couch., VIII., p. 322.

—Wood, Crag Moll., SuppL, p. 184.
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Synonym:

—

Odostomia laetea Jef.—GJienmitzia jeffrèysii S. Wood.

Our specimens seem to have more ribs than tlie European

T. elegantksima jNIojit. figured by Wood.

Oji and Shinagawa (rare).

52. TÜRBONILLA FUSCA A. Ad.

PI. I. Figs. 42 a and h.

ÏRYON, Man. Conch., VIII., p. 356.—Proc. Zool. Soc, 1878, p. 864.

Oji (rare.)

Living : Japan, Australia, Port Lincoln (Tasmania) Hold-

fast and Adringa Bay (near Adelaide in South Australia).

53. TLRBONILLA PAÜCICOSTÜLATA Tok.

The general features, the characters of the body-whorl, etc.,

are similar to those of Tiirbonilla elegantissima Mont., but our

species has fewer rows of longitudinal ribs. Height 10'"'"
;

breadth 3""'.

Oji (frequent).

54. ODOSTOMIA FASCIATA Dkr.

PL I. Fig. 43.

Tryon, Man. Conch., VIII., p. 364.

—

Dlxker, Moll. Jap., p. 17.—

PiLSBRV, Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan, p. 84.

Shinagawa (rare).

Living at Nagasaki.

55. ODOSOmA PLANATA Gld. .

BnAUNS, Geol. En v. Tokio, p. 32.—Could, Otia Conch., p. 148.
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Oji (very abundant).

Living at Hong-kong. " •
•;-.:.:'. J.

56. ODOSTOMIA CPR. SIBPLANATA Old.

PI. I. Fig. 44.

Brauns, Gëol. Env. Tokio, p. 32.-^G6uld, Otia Conch., -p.'T48i'

Oji (rare).

37. ODOSTOMIA TAKINOGAWENSIS Tok.

PI. I. Fig. 45.

Shell tubulated ; whorls six, longitudinally ribbed, partly

smooth in the body-whorl, flattened a little on the upper side
;

suture distinct ; aperture oval ; inner lip thickened. Height

45mm
. bi-eadth 2""".

Oji (rare).

PYRAIVIIDELLID^E.

OS. PYRAMTDELLA EXDIIA Lischke.

PI. I. Fiff. 46.

LiscHKE, Jap. Meeres-Conch., III., p. 59.—Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll.

Japan, p. 29.

Qji (l'are).

Living at Tokyo and Kamakura (Sagami).

09. PlRA3nDELLA SPIRATA A. Ad.

PI. I. Fig. 47.

Tryox, Man. Couch., VIII., p. 297.— Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan,

p. 79 : . , ... . V • V---:
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Tabata (rare).

Living : Osbima (Izu) and Philippines.

60. PYRAMIDELLA CINCTELLA A. Ad

PL I. Fig. 48.

Tryon, Man. Conch., VIII., p. 307.

—

Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan,

p. 79.

Oji and Tabata (rare).

Living : Tokyo, Euosbima (Sagami), Setoncbi (Inland Sea),

and Osbima (Izu).

CERITHIID/E.

61. CERITHRTM KOCHII Phil.

PL I. Figs. 49 a and h.

Philippi, Abbild, and Be.sch. <fec., III., p. 14.

—

Tryon, Man. Conch.,

IX., p. 147.—Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan, p. 56.

Sbinagawa (rare).

Living : Misaki (Sagami), Yokosuka, Banda (Awa or Bö-

sbn), Kominato (A\^a or Bösbu), Katanoura (Kii), Tango, Naga-

saki, Cbina, Port Jackson, Van Dieman's Is., E. Coast of

Africa.

62. (ERITHIIIM NIPPORTENSIS Tok.

PI. I. Fig. 5Ü.

Sbell subulate, small ; whorls eigbt, flat, ornamented witb

a few, distinct, continuous longitudinal ribs, and three transverse

bands in each whorl except the last, which also cross the ribs

and project as granules ; body-whorl distinctly angulated on

periphery, the lower part devoid of longitudinal ribs and tra-
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versed by narrow but distinct striations ; aperture subquadrate
;

outer lips curved ; canal pointed below. Heigbt and breadth

15""" and 6'"'"
; or 8.5""" and :^>.8""".

Tabata (rare).

63. (KKITHIIM (( KKITHOPSIS) TAIUTENSIS 1\.k.

PI. r. V\y^. 51.

Shell elongate-turreted, thick, many-wliorled; spire subuljite

and elevated ; volution flat, ornamented with three equally

granulated bands and indistinct irregular varices ; lower halt" of

body-whorl smooth ; aperture oval, narrowed below ; inner lip

thickened. Height 6""" and breadth 1.5°'"'.

Tabata (rare).

64. POTAMIDES (I.AMPAMA) ZONALE Brug.

LiscHKE, Jap. Meeres-Concli., 1., p. 78, and II., p. 69.

—

Tryon, Man,

Moll., IX., p. 118 and p. 167.—Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 52.

—PiLSBRY, Cat. Mar. Moll. .Japan, p. 57.

<>ji (rare), Tabata (abundant).

Living : Tokyo, Yokohama, Hakodate, Matsushiuia (Riku-

zen), Tsu (Ise), Nagasaki, ( )8hima (Izu), Tosa and Hong-kong.

65. POTAMIDES (1 YMPAXOTONOS) FLUVIATILIS
PoTiEz and Mich.

PL I. Fig. 52.

ÏRYON, Man. Conch., IX., ]>• 159.

—

I'ilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan,

p. 57.—LiscHKK, Jaj). M(ere.?-Coneh., IL, p. 69.

Synonym:—P. mieropterus Kien er.—P. alatus Phil.—P. radix Dufo.
— P. retifera A. Ad.— P. euryptera A. Ab. .

Shinagawa (rare), Tabata (frequent).
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Living : Tokyo Bay, Nagasaki, Ise, Bonin Is., China,

Hong-kong, Pliilippines, Shingapore, Borneo, Australia, Mergui

Is. and India.

66. POTAMIDES CKR. INCISUS Hombr. and Jacq.

PL I. Fitr. 53.

Tryon, Man. Conch., IX., p. 160.

Tabata (frequent).

Living P. incisus Hombr. and Jacq. was collected in the

Philippines.

RISSOID/E.

67. RIÎSSOA (FENELLA) cfr. CERITHINA Phil.

PI. I. Fig. 54.

Tryon> Man. Conch., IX., p. 395.—Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., VI. 1860,

p. 421.

Synonym:—F. reticulata A. Ad.— F. scabra A. Ad.

Tabata (frequent).

Living specimens of E. cerithina Phil, were collected in

Japan, Red Sea, Persian Gulf and Rodriguez Is. (in Indian Ocean).

68. RISSOA SEPTENTRIONALIS Tok.

PL I. Fig. 55.

Shell turreted ; whorls seven, granulate at the intersections

of the longitudinal and spiral ribs as in the preceding species,

but the transverse lirse are not interrupted even upon the longi-

tudinal costse ; both ribs are also narrower than in the preced-

ing form and retain almost equal width throughout the whole

spire. Height and breadth 4'""' and 1.5'""'; or .S.S""™ and 1.5'"".

Tabata (frequent).
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69. KISSOA Mh:iUI)IONALTS Tok.

PI. l. Fig. 56.

Shell turreted ; whorls nine, angulated, each ornamented

with two or three large transverse elevated ridges, decussated by

longitudinal ribs ; body-whorl angulated at the periphery, the

lower part of whicli is only spirally striated; aperture subcircular;

outer lip not thickened, and without denticulation. Height 4°""

and breadth 1.8""™.

Shinagawa (rare).

TO. RISS(U SLB( YLTNBRICA Tok.

ri. I. Fig. 57.

Shell small, elongate, subcylindrical, with obtuse apex
;

whorls five, convex, finely transversely striated ; suture deep
;

aperture ovate, rather narrow at the upper part ; inner lip

thickened. Height 32°"" and breadth 1.7"".

Tabata (rare).

Order Scutibranchiata.

ROTELLIDit.

71. ROÏELLA COSTATA Lesson, var. 8UPERBUS Old.

PI. I. Fig. 58.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 52.—Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan,

p. 100.—LiscHKE, Jap. Meeres-Couch., II., p. 83.—Gould, Otia

Conch,, p. 156.

The color of the shell is very variable. It is preserved in

my specimen in numerous bands of a brownish tint somew^hat
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radially arranged, each one being placed between the striatious

of the whorl. In the base somewhat long brownish spots are

found but only in the circumscribed region near the outer

margin, the rest being uniformly cherry coloured without spots.

Shinagawa and Tabata (rare).

Living : Enoshima (Sagami), Awa or Böshu, Shimoda

(Izu), Hakodate, Shiraa, Futamigaura (Ise), Nagato, Katanoura

(Kii), Mogi (Hizen), Tsushima and Nagasaki.

TURBINID/E.

12. TUKBO ORAXULATUS Gmel.

PL I. Fig. 59.

Tryon, Man. Conch., X., p. 217.

—

Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan, p.

88.

—

Morse, Shell-Mound of Ômori, p. 67.

—

Lischke, Jap. Meeres-

Conch., II., p. 81.- Syst. Conch. Cab., II. 3, p. 37.

Synonym:— T. modestus Fhiu— T. eoreewsis Recl.— T. granulosus Sow.

Tabata (very rare).

Found in the shell mounds of the Stone-age at Omori.

Living : Enoshima (Sagami), Ise, Okayama, Köchi (Tosa),

Nagasaki, Kii, Shima, China Sea and Nicobar (Indian Ocean).

TROCHID/E.

73. TROCHUS LUPERIALIS A. Ad.

PI. I. Fig. 60.

Lischkp:, Jap. Meeres-Conch., III., p. 67.

—

Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll.

Japan, p. 92.

—

Schrenck, Moll. Amurl. and Nord-Jap. Meeres,

p. 358.

Synonym :— T. adamsianus Schrenck.

Shinagawa (rare).

Living: Tokyo, Hakodate, and Sumoto (Awaji).
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7/. ri{(M HIS iKOYKOSTOMUS Gmel.

PI. IL Fio. 1.

BuAi-Ns, ( îeol. Imiv. Tokio, p. .'34.—Lischke, Jap. Meeres-Concli,, I., p.

96.

—

Syst. Coueli. Cah., II. o, p. 25.

Öji (rare).

Living: Tokyo, Hakodate, Kii, China, Port Hamilton

(southern coast of Corea), Posjet Bay, Formosa and Philippines.

75. TROC HUS AMUSSITATUS Gld.

PL XL Fig. 2.

Tryon, Man. Couch., X., p. 188, and p. 250.—Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.,

1875, XVI., p. 109.

Shinagawa (very rare).

Living at Yaraada and Endermo.

76. TROCHUS (ENIDA) JAPONICUS A. Ad.

PL IL Fig. 3.

DuNKEE, Index MolL iVIaris Jap., p. 130.

Shinagawa (rare).

Living at Misaki (Sagami) and Minoshima (Kii).

77. TROCHUS (( ALLIOSTOMA) SHINAGAWENSIS Tok.

PL II. Fig. 4.

Shell impertoiate. Spire elevated, acute with flat whorls.

Whorls strongly sculptured on upper portion with granulated

spiral libs narrower than the interspaces, numbering two to

four on each whorl; base nearly flat, coarsely but equally ribbed;
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no longitudinal stride. Height and breadth 17.5'"'" and 16'""'

—

19""", or 14""" and 13"""—14'"'", or 7.5"'"' and S""™—Q""™.

This tolerably large form is not found living in Japan. In

the deposits of Shinagawa, it is quite abundant.

78. TRO( HUS (MINOLTA) ÂNGULATUS Tok.

PI. II. Fig. 5.

Shell flatly conical, small, thin, distinctly angulated at the

periphery ; whorls five, quite smooth, ornamented with two

transverse rows of crimson dots in the periphery and one row

of larger dots of violet near the suture line ; aperture angular
;

umbilicus wide, with many fine transverse ridges within. Similar

in shape to M. pulchennma Angas or M. philippensis Watson

of the Philippines. Height 4"'"' and breadth 4"'"'.

Oji (rare).

FISSURELLID/E.

79. FISSURELLA (MACROCHISMA) LISCHKEI Piisbrv.

PI. II. Fig. 6.

PiLSBRY, Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan, p. 106.

Shinagawa (rare).

Living at Enoshima (Sagami), and Nemoto (Awa or Böshu).

80. AOMAEA (ONI LI S Dkr.

PL II. Figs. 7 a and b.

DuNKER, Moll. Jap., XIII., }). 45.—LiscriKio, Jap. Meerfes-Concl»., II.,

p. 96.—PiLHBRY, Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan, p. 110.

Tabata (rare).

Living : Tokyo, Yokolinnia, Enoshima (Sagami) and Nagasaki.
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PATELLID/E.

SI. VXTVAÀA (HKL( OMSCIJS) AÄUSS1TATA Rve.

PI. II. Fi-. S.

Tryon, JIau. Conch., XIII., p. 184.—Liscjikk, Jap. Meeres-Couch., II.,

p. 100.—ScHRKKCK, Moll. Aimirl. und Nord-Jap. Meeres, p. 300.

Synonym :

—

P. granostriata Rve.

Tabata (rare).

Living: Hakodate, Kachiyama (Awa or Böshu), Atami

(Izu), Futamigaura (Ise), Kii, Fukushimamura (Tosa), Köchi

(Tosa), Benin Island, China, and Philippines.

Grastropoda-Opisthobranchiata.

Order Tectibranchiata.

TORNATELLID/E.

82. TORNATINA EXILIS Dkr.

PI. II. Fig. 9.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio., p. 84.—Dunker, Moll. Jap. p. 25.

Öji and Tabata (rare).

Living at Nagasaki.

83. TORNATELIA GIGANT>:A Dkr.

PI. II. Fiy. 10.

Dunker, Index. Moll. Mar. Jap.

Shinagawa and Oji (rare).

Living in Japan.
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84. RTNClICriA ARITATA Gld.

PL II. Fig. 11.

Brauks, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 30.

—

Lischke, Jap. Meeres-Coneh., IL,

p. 78.—Gould, Otia Conch., p. 122.—Pilsbuy, Cat. Mar. MolL

Japan, p. 10.

()ji, Shinagawa and Tabula (very abundant).

Living : Tokyo, Nagasaki and Hong-kong.

CYLICHNID/E.

' _85. (!YLU;HNA MrSASHlENSIS ToK. ,. \

PL II. Fig. 12.
;

Brauns, GeoL Env. ïôkio, p. 85.

—

Wood, Crag MolL, I., 175.

Shell cylindrical, convolute, entirely smooth ; vertex de-

pressed, concave, witli a hidden spire ; aperture linear, dilated

at the base, with an obtuse fold upon the columella. Height

and breadth 17'"'" and 7™'"; or lO™"^ and 7.5'"'"
; or 7""" and 3""".

Brauns identified this species with Bulla cylindracea Pennant.

of the Crag and the British Seas, but it is easily distinguished from

it by having a more elongated shell, no transverse striatious on the

surface, and by the narrower dilatation at the base of the aperture.

Shinagawa, Oji and Tabata (rare).

86. CYLICHXA A(?1:TA Tok. /

PI. II. Fig. ir>.

Shell small, thin, subfusiform, convolute ; spire hidden, outer

lip elevated and so elongated at the upper part as to give it the

appearance of having an acuminated apex, rounded at the lower

part ; surface smooth ; aperture linear, expanded below with an

obsolate fold upon the columella. Height 5""" and breadth 2""".

()ji (frequent).
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ST. (VfLINA OBirSA Tok.

PI. II. Fig. 14.

Shell small, eyliiulrical, thin, convolute; spire almost hidden,

appearing as if pushed in from ahove, and terminating in a

small blunt point ; surface transversely striated, the striae being

fine and close together ; aperture as long as the shell, narrow,

widened and truncated at the base ; columella with two oblique

plaits at its base. Height 4'"'"
; breadth 2'"'".

Tabata (rare).

Scaphopoda.

DENTALIID/E.

SS. DENTALTl M OCTOGOM M Lamk.

PI. II. Figs. 15 a and b.

LiscHKE, Jap. Meeies-Conch., II., p. 103 and III., p. 75.

—

Schrenck,

Moll. Anuirl. and Nord-Jap. ]\Ieeres., p. 381.

—

Brauns, Geol. Env.

Tokio, p. 35.

Shinagawa and Oji (rare).

Living: Tokyo, Hakodate, Enoshima (Sagami), Kii, Naga-

saki, China and Ceylon.

S9. DENTALTIM cfr. WEINKAl FFI Dkr.

PL II. Figs. 16 a and b.

Dunker, Index. :Mnll. Maris. Jap., p. 153.—Tryon and Pilsbry, Man.

Couch., XVII., p. 40.

Shell large, solid, the posterior third more curved than the

remaining portion, not compressed between convex and concave
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side, rounded in cross-section ; the lengtli about ten to eleven

times the diameter of the aperture. Longitudinal ribs promi-

nent near the apex, gradually decreasing in size towards the

posterior, so that they are obsolete on the anterior third of the

shell. At apex there me eight to eleven rather sharp and well

raised ribs, separated by wider concave intervals ; at a short

distance from the apex, an interstitial riblet appears in these

intervals, so that the ribs and the riblets alternate each other
;

in larger specimens there is a still smaller thread between the rib

and the riblet. Circular sculpture not conspicuously developed.

Apex with a v-shapcd notch at the convex side. Length 55-80"™.

On consulting the descriptions and figures given by Duxker

and PiLSBRY, this species is closely allied to Dentalium [Antalis)

weinkauffi Dkr., but in fossil specimens the ribbed portion is

not so distinctly separated from the smooth portion as shown in

the figure of the living specimens. Moreover, the number of

ribs at the apex is greater in the living than in the fossil one.

One fragmentary living specimen collected in Asamiwan, pro-

vince of Tsushima, and another one said to have been collected

at an unknown place in Japan probably belong to the same

species. 'J1ie question whether the fossil form is really identical

with Dental'mni iveinTcauffi Dkr. can only be settled by compar-

ing a still greater number of specimens both living and fossil.

The fossil has been taken by Brauxs for Dentalium entale Li.nné.

Shinagaw^a (abundant).

90. BENTALTIM EDOENSTS Tor.

PI. II. Fit-. 17.

Shell smidl, curved, very slender and tapering, thin and

fragile, slightly swollen close to the aperture ; surface glossary,
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entirely devoid of loiiQ;itudiiinl and transverse striations, some-

times with a few annular swellings. Apex with simple orifiee,

no slit; aperture as well as apical orifice circular. Length 2~>"""

in the largest specimen, and Ibrteen to sixteen times the great-

est diameter.

Shinagawa and Oji (rare).

The living specimens were collected near Enoshima and

Nagasaki.

Pelecypoda.

Order Siphonida.

PHOLADID/E.

91. TflARTESU STRIATA Linné.

PL II. Fig. 18.

DuNKER, Index Moll. Maris Jap.,—Chall. Report, Vol. XIII., p. 19

and 27.—TnvoN, Struct, and Syst. Conch., III., p. 128.

Synonym.— Pholas pusilla Linné.

In the drift woods found in the bluish clay of Tabata

(frequent).

Living chiefly in the floating woods and found in Japan,

Philippines, West Indies, German Ocean, Mediterranean öea,

Antillus, Central America, etc.

SOLENID/E.

92. HOLES OOrLDII Conrad.

DuNKER, Index Moll. Maris Jap., p. 173.

—

Lisciikk, Jap. ^Meeres-

Conch., II., p. 123.

—

Gould, Otia Conch., p. 165.

—

Syst. Conch.

Cab., XI. 3, p. 21.

—

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 36.
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Synonym.— S. gracilis Gld.

Öji (rare).

Living : Euoshima (Öagami), Misaki (Sagami), Hakodate,

ïae, Nagasaki and China Sea.

93. SOLEN KBUSENSTERNIT Schrenck.

PL II. Fig. 19.

Schrenck, ]\[o11. Amurl. and Nord-Jap. Meeres., p. 594.

—

Brauns,

Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 36.

Oji (abundant), Tabata and Shinagawa (frequent).

Living : Hakodate, Kuriles, East Coast of Sakhalin and

Akashi Bay.

94. MA( HA DIVARKATA Lke.

n. II. Figs. 20 a and b.

Lisch KP:, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I., }>. 142.

—

Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll.

Japan, p. 121.—8yst. Conch. Cab., XL 3, p. 87.

Shinagawa (frequent).

Living : Euoshima (Saganii), Misaki (Sagami), Hakodate,

AVakanoura (Kii), Nagasaki, and Setouchi (Inland Sea).

SAXICAVID/E.

95. SAXICAVA ARCJ KA Desh.

PI. II. Figs. 21 a and b.

AVooi), Crag. Moll., IL, p. 287.

—

Desiiayes, Traité élém. Conch., p.

480.

—

AVeinkauff, Conch. Mittelmeeres, II.—Ann. INTag. Nat. Hist.,

IV. 20, (1877), p. 131.—Trans. Koyal 8oc. South Australia.—

Verli. Kuss.-kais. Miu. (josell. zu St. Peterslnirg, II series, XXX-
VIII Baud, 1, r.tOO.—Cliall. Report, Vol. XIIL, p. 78.—Tryon,

Stiitc. and Syst. Couch., II., p. 135.

—

Koebelt, Conchylion-l)ueh,
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p. 318.—Ll;r^clIKK, .lap. IMecres-Coucli., I., p. lo4, and III., p. 100.

—

ÖCHRENXK, Mull. Aiuurl. and Nord-Jap. Meeres, p. 553.

—

Pilsbry,

Cat. Mar. Moll. Japan, p. 117.—Gould, Otia Conch., p. 163.

Synonym:— S. lithophagdla Da Costa; 5. elongata Bronx; S. rhom-

boïdes Poli; S. minutes Linxé; 5. prœcisus ^Ioxta(;u ; Mytilus

ritgosa Linnk ; M. pholadis Lixné.

In the determination of this species the form of the shell,

the inequilateral state of the valves, and the imbrication on tlie

si])honal side can not be availed of; for, on comparing my speci-

mens with the figure in Wood's " Oraff 3Iollusca,'' I find that

in Wood's specimen the outer imbricating ridge (not imbrica-

tion), runs not along the posterior edge of the shell as in my

specimens, but leaves broad spaces between it and the posterior

edge ; also the surface of the shell in the English form is

furnished with many elevations and depressions. Some specimens

from the Grand Banks in Newfoundland and from Great

Britain, which are preserved in our Science College, are furnish-

ed not with ridges, but only with great elevations not so strongly

curved as in my specimens.

Tabata (abundant).

Miocene—Vienna (Vörslan, Garifahren, Enzesfeld, Pötzleins-

dorf, Grund, Grinzing, Steinbrun), Turin.

Pliocene—Asti, Castel Anquanto, Messina, Belgium, Crag of

England (Cor. Crag—Sutton, Red Crag—Sutton, Walton Naze,

Cleyde Beds, Brindlington).

Younger Tertiary—Sicily, Khodus, Ischia, Puzzabli, Chri-

stiana, Scandinavia, Australia.

Diluvium— England, Canada, Sweden, Russia (Murman and

White Seas, and Nova Zembla).

World wide in Recent time:

Eukagawa and Susaki (Tokyo), Misaki (Sagami), Nanao
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(Noto), Nemoto, Shirahama and Kominato (Awa or Böshu), Osaka,

Hakodate.

East Coast of Northern Asia

—

Kamtschatka, Ochotschk Sea,

Avikainch Is., Behring Sea, Awatka Bay, Castries Bay, White Sea.

North Coast of Asia—Siberia.

West Coast of America—Sitka, Puget-Sund, Vancouver Is.,

San Francisco, Monterey, Sta. Barbara, S. Diego, IMangarita

Bay, Cape St. Lucas, Mazallan, Acapulco, Peru, St. Elena, AVest

Patagonia.

East Coast of America—Ciiamplain vSea, Prince Edward Is.,

Newfoundland, Massachuset tes, Mosse-a-bec Beach (Maine) &c.

Europe—Great Britain, Christiania (Norway), Sicily, Modena

(Italy), Rudelsdorf (Bavaria), Scandinavia, Azopes, Mediterranean

Sea, Nova Zembla, <fec.

Africa—off Cape of Good Hope, West African Coast, &c.

Indian Ocean—Madagascar, <fec.

Australia (Port Jackson) and New Zealand, &c.

96. PANOPiEA OEAEROSA Gld.

Brauns, Geol. Eu v. Tokio, p. .36.

—

Gould, Otia Conch., p. 165.

—

DuNKER, Index Moll. Maris Jap., p. 176.—Geol. Surv. California-

Paltcont. II.

—

Arxold, Pal. and Str. Mar. Pliocene and Pleistocene

San Pedro (Mem. Gal. Acad. Sc, Vol. III., 1903).

(Jji and Shinagawa (frequent).

Miocene—Oregon, Martinez, Waltnut Creek, near Mt.

Diabla, Estrella, Foxinis
;
(California).

Pliocene—San Ferdinando, San Pedro, Santa Barbara
;

(California).

Diluvium—Santa Barbara, San Pedro
;

(California).

Living : Hakodate, Awatcha Bay (Kamtschatka) and Puget

Sound (Oregon).
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CORBULID/E.

97. ( ORRIRA VEM STA Old.

PI. ir. Figs. 22 a, a', b and b'.

ScHREXCK, Moll. Aimirl. and Nord-Jap. Meeres., p. 583.—Gould, Otia

Conch., p. 1G4.

Shinaojawa (frequent), Oji (rare).

Living at Hakodate and AVhampoa (near Canton).

98. \E.ERA GOILDIANA Hinds.

PL II. Figs. 23 a and b.

KoEBELT, Illustr. Conch. '

Shinagawa (very rare).

Living : L^raga (Sagami), Goto Is. and Tsushima.

ANATINID/E.

99. MYODORA FLK Tl aSA Old.

PI. II. Figs. 24 a and b.

Gould, Otia Conch., p. IGl,

—

Brauxs, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 37.

Synonym.

—

M. proxima Smith.

Shinagawa and Oji (frequent).

Living in Kagoshima Bay.

IVIACTRID/E.

100. MAtTRA SACHALINENSIS Schrenck.

PI. II. Figs. 25 a and b.

Schrenck, ]\Io11. Amurl. and Nord-Jap. Meeres, p. 515.

—

Syst. Conch.

Cab., XI. 2, p. 67.

Synonym.

—

M. Widorfii Dkr.
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What Brauns designated by tlie name of M. sachalinensis

ScHRENCK is 31. sulcataria Desh., as I am now fully convinced.

Oji (rare).

Living : Knjüknrihama (Shimôsa), Hakodate, Otnrn (Hok-

kaido), Dili Choji and Wjatclui (West Coast of Sakhalin), Kaisen-

haufen and Castries Bay (Mandschurian Coast of North Japa-

nese Sea).

This species which is conspicuous for its large shell appears

to have its southern limit at Chöshi (Shimösa).

101. MACTRA VENERTTORMIS Desh.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 38.

—

Lischke, Jap. ]\reeres-Conch., I., p.

153, and II., p. 121.

—

Morse, Shell-mound of Öniori, p. 58.

—

Syst. Conch. Cab., XI., 3, p. 63.

Synonym.—M. quadrangidaris Desh.

Oji (frequent), Shinagawa (rare).

Living: ( )mori (in Tokyo Bay), Kii, Higo, Nagasaki,

Kagoshima, Tschifu, North China.

102. MA(TRA SULCATARIA Desh.

PI. II. Fios. 26 a and h.

Lischke, Jap. ^leeres-Conch., I., ]i. 133.

—

Schrenpk, Moll. Amurl. and

Nord-Jap. Metres, p. 570.

—

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 28.

Oji (ahundant), Shinagawa (rare).

Living : Tokyo, Knoui-a (Suruga), Izumi, Köchi (Tosa),

Nagasaki, Kagoshima, Hakodate, North China, Possjet Bay,

Kurile Sea at the east coast of Sakhalin.
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103. MXVTUX <K()SSEr Dkr.

PI. II. Fi,o.s. 27 a and b.

DuNKKE, Iiulox j\roll. Mûris Jap., p. 183.

Oji (rare).

Living: Tokyo, Komiiiato (Awa or Böshii), Sagami and Kii.

104. LUIRARTA OVALIS Tok.

PI. II. Fi-s. 28 a, b and e.

Shell oblong, thick, compressed, subequilateral ; the curva-

ture very ditî'erent in the anterior and powtejioi' sides ; surface

sculptured with fine concentric striations ; iimboues exceedingly

anterior in situation.

Length
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This specimen may be perhaps the young of Tresus nuttali

Conrad, but compared with the adult shell of Tresus nuttali

Conrad the posterior side is not truncated and more elongated.

The four living species of Japanese Luti'aria are not identical

with the present species.

Oji (rare).

106. TRESUS NUTTALI Conrad.

Brauns, Greol. Env. Tokio, p. 38.

—

Middendorf, Mai. Ross., III., p.

66.

—

Morse, Shell-Mound of Ömori, p. 61.

—

Gould, Otia Conch.,

p. 76.—LisCHKE, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I., p. 136.—Geol. Surv.

California-Palseont. II.

—

Arnold, Pal. and Str. Mar. Pliocene and

Pleistocene. San Pedro, (Mem. Cal. Acad. Sc, Vol. III., 1903).

Synonym.

—

Lutraria maxima Midd.; L. capax Gould.

Oji (abundant), Shinagawa (rare).

Pliocene—Santa Barbara (California).

Diluvium—Santa Barbara, San Diego, San Pedro, (Californa).

Living : Tokyo, Yokohama, Hokodate, Sitcha, along west

coast of America from 34° N. to 58° N. (Vancouver Is., Fusca-

strasse, Puget sound, San Francisco, Mon tari, Sta Barbara, S.

Pedro, S. Diego).

TELLINID/E.

107. TELLINA NITIDULA Dkr.

PI. II. Figs. 30 a, a\ and b'.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 39.

—

Lischke, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I.,

p. 129, and II., p. 113.—Syst. Conch. Cab., X. 4, p. 161.

Shinagawa and Oji (frequent).

Living : Misaki (Sagami) and Kii.
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108. TELLTNA YEDOENSIS Lischki;.

PL II. Figs. 31 a and a'.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 39.

—

Lischke, Jap. Meeres-Conch., II.,

p. 92.

<)ji and Tabata (frequent), Shinagavva (rare).

Living : Tokyo and Kii.

109. TELLINA SERRICOSTATA Tok.

PI. II. Figs. 32 a, a' and b.

Shell ovate, solid, equilateral, flattened ; anterior margin

rounded, posterior pointed, with the surface near it abruptly

concave, and either somewhat undulatory or irregularly ribbed;

concentric ribs very strong, serrated and dense, especially in the

posterior portion of the shell ; lunule small and lanceolate ; two

median and two lateral teeth in each valve ; mantle impression

deep. This species resembles Tellina serrata Brocchi, but the

thickness of the shell and the form of the postero-dorsal margin

of the inner surface distinguish these two species.

Length 34°^^ 25'"'", 25'"'"

Height 24"""", 17'"'", 15"""

Breadth 10""*, 8""", 9""".

Shinagawa and Tabata (rare).

no. TELLINA TENERA Say.

PI. II. Figs. 33 a and a'.

Syst. Conch. Cab., X. 4, p. 152.

Oji and Shinagawa (rare).

Living along the Northern Atlantic Coast of North Ame-

rica (from Cape Anu to New York and Massachusetts).
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111. TELLINA OJIENSIS Tok.

PL II. Figs. 34 a, a' and h.

Shell thick, tolerably swollen in the right valve ; anterior

side uniformly roiuided
;
posterior shortened and not so abruptly

truncate as in many other species, but with a only slightly de-

pression running from the umbonal region to near the postero-

ventral angle ; ventral margin, uniformly rounded ; whole surface

with densely numerous, regularly arranged, strong ribs
;

palliai

sinus very large ; hinge with a bifid cardinal tooth and a strong

lateral tooth on each side. Length 22'""' (or 20""")
; height IS"""^

(or 15'""')
; and breadth 10""" (or 8""").

Oji (rare).

Living at Hakodate.

112. TELLINA AFF. RUTILE Dkr.

PI. II. Figs. 35 a and a'.

DrNKEPv, Index Moll. Maris Jap., p. 191.—Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll.

Jap., p. 124.

( >ji and Shinagawa (rare).

T. rutile Dkr. is found living nenr Enoshima (Sagami) and

Nagasaki.

us. 1 EI.LIXA NIPPONKA Tok.

PL 11. Figs. 36 a and a'.

Shell transversely ovate, compressed, inequilateral ; anterior

side rounded, posterior short and subrostrated ; surface with fine

concentric striations ; cardinal tooth bifid in both valves; one

indistinct lateral tooth present. Length 21'""'; height 15"'"'; and

breadth 9'"'".
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Dji (rare).

Living : Tokyo, Yokohama and Nagasaki.

114. (URI < iR. RADrATA Dkr.

PL III. Fio-s. 1 a, a', a" and b.

PiriLippi, Abbild, and Besch. dc, I.

Synonym.

—

Psammobia amethystus Rvk.

8hin;igavva (rare).

Living specimens are found near Misaki (Sagami).

115. MACOMA NASin^A Conrad.

PL III. Figs. 2 a and b.

Brauns, GeoL Fnv. Tokio, ]i. 39.

—

Lis(;hke, Jaj). Meeres-Couch., XL,

p. 115.

—

Gould, Otia (Jonch., p. 188.

—

Middendorf, MaL Ross.,

p. 61.

—

Middendorf, Sib. Reise., p. 256.—Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.,

III. 16. (1865).—Syst. Conch. Cab., X. 4, p. 229.—GeoL Surv.

California-Palœont. II.

—

Arnold, PaL and Str. Mar. Pliocene and

Pleistocene San Pedro (Mem. Cal. Acad. Sc, Vol. III., 1903).

Synonym.— Tellina tersa Gld.; T. dissimilis IMartens.

<j|ji (abundant), Tabata (frequent), Shinagavva (rare).

Upper Miocene—Foxins (California).

Pliocene—San Fernando, Santa Kosa
;
(California).

Diluvium—San Pedro (California).

Living : Hakodate, Echigo, Tokyo, Misaki (Sagami) Kamts-

chatka, Behring Sea, Sitcha, South Coast of Ochotsk-Bay,

Esquimalt Harbour, West Coast of North America from the

Northern limit (Vancouver, Oregon, Montery, S. Diego).

PETRICOLID/E.

116. SAXIJ)()M11S NUTTALl Conrad.

Brauns, GeoL Env. Tokio, p. 40.

—

Schrenck, Moll. Amurl. and Nord-

Jap. Meeres, p. 253.

—

Lischke, Jap. Meeres-Conch. I., p. 127.

—
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Dunker, Index. Moll. Maris Jap., p. 208.

—

Syst. Conch. Cab., XI.

1, p. 242.

—

ÏRYON, Struc. and Syst. Conch., p. 175.—Geol. Surv.

California-Palieont. II.

Synonym :

—

Venus sulcata Pot. and Mich.; Venurupis gigantca Desh-

AYES ; Venus maxima Anton ; Saxidomus squalidus Deshayes ;.

5. purpuratus Deshayes.

Oji (abundant), Shinagawa (rare).

Diluvium—Santa Barbara and San Pedro (California).

Living : Tokyo, Misaki (Sagarai), Otsu (Sagami), Enoshima

(Sagami), Hakodate, Akashi (Harima), Setouchi (Inland Sea),

Chichijima (Bonin Is.), Kamtschatka, Sitcha, San Diego (Cali-

fornia), Kurache (Mouth of the Indus, India), Copisco (Chile).

VENERID/E.

117. VENUS STIMP80NI Old.

Bkauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 48.

—

Could, Otia Conch., p. 169.

Oji (frequent), Shinagawa (rare).

Living at Hakodate and Etorofu (Chishima).

lis. TENUS FOLIACEA Ph.

PL III. Figs. 3 a and b.

Philippi, Abbild, and Bescli. &c., II., p. 107.—Chall Report.

Shinagawa (frequent).

Living : Tokyo, Enoshima (Sagami), Katanoura, Torres

Strait, North Australia, Port Curtis, Queensland, Ceylon, Red

Sea, and Madagascar.

119. UYTHEKi]A CHINENSIS Chem.

PI. III. Figs. 4 a and b.

L18CHKE, Jap. Meeres-Cuneh., p. 122.

—

Schrenck, Moll. Aniurl. and

Nord-Jap. Meeres., p. 541.

—

Syst. Conch. Cab., XL 1, p. 81.
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Synonym :

—

C. pacißca Dill ; C. sinensis Sow.

Shinagawa (frequent).

Living: Saganii, Kii, Nagasaki, Hakodate, Kitanii (Hok-

kaido), West and East Coast of Sakhalin, China, New-Ifolland,

Dui and Ssakato (Tartary Strait), and Castries Bay.

120. CI IHEKEA MERKJRIX Linné.

PI. III. Figs. 5 a und b.

Bratins, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 53.

—

Schrenck, Moll. Amuii. and Nord-

Jap. Meeres, p. 545.

—

Lischkk, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I., p. 122 and

II., p. 108.

—

Morse, Shell-jMound of Öraori, p. 59.

—

Dunker, Moll.

Jap., p. 26.

—

Philipi'i, Abbild, and Besch. &c.

—

Syst. Conch. Cab.,

XI. 1, p. 15.

Synonym:— Venus lisoria Chem.; Cytherea fusea Koch.; C. formosa

Sow.; C. petachalis Lam.; C. impudica Lam.; C. castanea Linné.;

C. zonaria Lam.; C. graphica Lam.; C. morphina Lam.; C. ponde-

rosa Schum.

Shinagawa (rare).

Living : Tokyo, Enoshinia (Sagami), Chöshi (Shimösa),

Tsuda (Awa), Misaki (Sagami), Yokohama, Kuwana (Ise), Göno-

ura (Iki), Kagoshima, Higo, Fushiki (Noto), Hakodate, Naruto

(Awa), Nagasaki, Riu-Kiu, Formosa, E. Indies, Canton River,

Chi-fu, Hongkong, Siam, Philippines, Singapore, Amboina,

Ceram, Tenimber Is. (in Banda Sea), Molucca, Nicobar, Ceylon,

Mazatlan, Shanghai, Labuan (Borneo) and Java.

121. DOSJNIA KXOLETA Linné

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, j). 41.

—

Römer, Monogr. Venus;.

—

Lischke,

Jap. Meeres-Conch., 1., p. 127.—Weinkauflj Conch. Mittel-Meer, I.,

p. 120.

—

^SIorse, Shell-Mound of Öniori, p. 57.

—

Hörner, Tertiär-

becken Wien, II., p. 143.

—

Syst. Conch. Cab., XI. 1, p. 90.
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Synonym:—D. japoniea Rve.; D. troscheli Lke; Pectunenlus capillaeeus

Da Costa ; Cytherea sinuata Turton ; Exoleta orbieularis Brown ;

Artemis lentiformis Wood.

Oji (very abundant), Sliinagavva (frequent).

Miocene—Vienna, Schneitzenland, Touranie.

Pliocene—Crag of England and Belgium, Sub-appennine,

Castel Arquanto, Asti, Rome, Livorino, Sicily.

Younger Tertiary—Calabria, Tarents, Sicily.

Diluvium—Palermo, Morea, Cyperu, Rhodus, Glacial bed

of England.

Living : Tokyo, Shimösa, Hakodate, Enoshima (Sagami),

Misaki (Sagami), Enoura (Suruga), Setouchi (Inland Sea), Osaka,

Awa, Köchi (Tosa), Kagoshima, Chi-fu, Spain, France, Piedmont,

Corsica, Naple, Tarent, Sicily, Ustica, Adria-Zara, Venedig,

Morca, Tunis, Algeria, Balearen, Norway, Great Britain, Portugal,

Mediterranean Sea, and from North Cape of 72° N. to Senegal

of 15° N.

122. CldLINA CHÏNKNSIS Chem.

Braunh, Geol. En v. Tokio, p. 53.

—

Lischke, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I.,

p. 126 and II., p. 111.—Desnay. Traité p:iém., I. 2, p. 526.—

Proc. Zool. Soc. 1865, p. 196.

—

^NIorse, Shell-Mound of Ümori, p.

27.—Syst. Ck)nch. Cab., XI. 1, p. 111.

Synonym :

—

Venus sinensis Gmel.; Cijprina tenuitria Lam.

Tabata (very abundant).

Living: Tokyo, Yokohama, Omori (in Tokyo Bay), Misaki

(Sagami), Nagasaki, Tsu (Ise), Matsushima (Rikuzenj, Shima,

Higo, Kagoshima, Köchi (Tosa), Formosa, Shangliai, Hongkong,

East Coast of Cochin China, and China Sea.
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123. CLKHKNTIA All. PAPYKACEA Gray.

PI. III. Figs. a aud b.

Syst. Couch. Cab., XI. 1, p. 251.

—

Adam, Genera Recent Moll.—
KoEBELT, Illustr. Couch.—Deshay, Cat. Bivalve Shells Brit. äIup., I.

Shinagawa (rare).

124. TAPES DECUSSATA Dkr.

VAR PHILIPPINARUM A. Ad. and Rve.

PI. III. Fig. 7.

Brauns, (ieol. Env. Tokio, p. 53.

—

Schrenck, Moll. Amur], and Nord-

Jap. Meeres, p. 537.

—

Lischke, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I., p. 115.

—

Syst. Conch. Cab., XI. 1, p. 180 and p. 230.

In spite of various opinions on the distinctions between the

European and the Asiatic forms, the latter seems to me to be

a mere variety of the former.

Oji and Tabata (rare).

Pliocene—Crag (England).

Living: Tokyo, Hakodate, Kitaiui (Hokkaido), Enoshima

and Misaki (Sagami), Tanoura (Eikuzen), Nagasaki, Oshima

(Izu), Setouchi (Inland Sea), Mogi (Hizen), Nagasaki, Formosa,

West Coast of Sakhalin, Olga Bay, Rifunsiri I., Corea, Possjet

Bay, Castries Bay, Cape Notoro, Cape Tofuto, Singapore, China,

East Indies, New Zealand, Java, Amboina, Alexander (Egypt),

Britain, Lido (Mediterranean), Frankreich, Pyrenese Peninsula.

126. TAPES RIGIDUS Gld.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 37.

—

Gould, Otia Conch., p. 85.

(Jji (frequent).

Living : Hakodate, Puget Sound, and Strait of De Fusca.
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126. TAPES EUOLYPTÜS Ph.

PL III. Figs. 8 a, a' and h.

LisCHKE, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I., p. 119.

—

Philippi, Abbild, and Besclir.

&c.

—

Römer, jNIonogr. Venus.

Shinagawa (frequent).

Living : Nagasaki and Setouchi (Inland Sea).

CARDIID/E.

127. CARDflM CALIFORNIENSE Deshayes.

PL III. Figs. 9 a and a'.

Brauns, GeoL Env. Tokio, p. 42.

—

Middendokf, Sib. Reise, p. 248.

—

PiLSBRY, Cat. Mar. MolL Japan, j). 131.

—

Lischke, Jap. Meeres-

Conch., I., p. 144, and II., p. 125.

—

Middendorf, Moll. Ross., II.,

p. 40.—Syst. Conch. Cab., X. 2, p. 45.

Shinagawa and Oji (frequent).

Living : Tokyo Bay, Hakodate, Etrofu, Nagasaki, Castries

Bay, West Coast of Sakhalin, Behring Sea, Sitcha, Vancouver

Is., Fuean Strait, Puget-Sound, Ochotsk Sea, Unalaschka, and

from Fusca Strait to Montery (California).

128. CABDIÜM MUTItUM Rve.

PL III. Fig. 10.

Brauns, GeoL Env. Tokio, p. 42.

—

Lischke, Jap. Meeres-ConcL, I.,

p. 144.

—

Dunker, Index Moll. INIaris Jap., p. 211.

—

Schrenck,

^foll. Amurl. and Nord-Jap. Meeres, p. 517.

Synonym:— C. japonicum Dkr.; C. papijraceum Schrenck.

Shinagawa and Oji (frequent).

Liviug: Tokyo, Hakodate, Tsu (Ise), Awa, Nagasaki, Kö-

chi (Tosa), East Coast of Luzon, and East Indies.
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129. CARDIUM BKAUNSI Tok.

PL III. Figs. 11.

Shell very large, nearly trigonal, ventricose, equivalve, pos-

teriorly closed ; anterior and posterior sides nearly equal in cur-

vature, ventral margin semicircular ; umbones median and promi-

nent; highly projecting radiating ribs, numbering twenty in a large

specimen of 82""" length ; each rib rippled with very fine trans-

verse ridges. Characterized b}^ having a trigonal shape and a small

number of ribs. Length 82"™, height 88""", and breadth ôO'""".

Oji (rare).

m. CARDILM TOKYOENSLS Tok.

PI. III. Figs. 12 a and a'.

Shell ovate ; anterior side rounded, posterior subtruncated,

ventral, almost semilunar ; umbones prominent ; radial ribs forty

two in number, alternating with tolerably deep narrow grooves ;

ribs smooth, crenulated only at the posterior jiart ; cardinal

teeth two, lateral tooth one on each side.

Length Height Breadth

orvniTO f)1 mm -i Omm

This species differs from C. burchardl Dkr. in having smooth

ribs, a rather rounded outline, and a wider dorsal part. It much

resembles C. unicolor Sow. from the Philippines, but the latter has

crenulated and more numerous ribs and a greater height (100 : 06).

One living specimen of this species in the collection of

our College was found somewhere in Japan, but the locality is

not given.

»Shinagawa (rare).
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LUCINID/E.

131. LUCTNA BOKKALLS Linnk.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 44.

—

Wood, Crag Mollusca, II., p. 139.

—Weinkauff, Concli. Mitteliiieer., I., p. 162.

—

Hörnes, Tertiäc-

hecken Wien, II., p. 299.

—

(tcoI. Surv. California, Paîtront. II.

—

Jeffrey, Moll. Lightening and Porcup. Exp.

<>ji (very abundant), Shinagawa (frequent).

This species is widely distributed, but now entirely extinct

in Japan. It also occurs rarely in the Miocene (Italy, Austria,

Poland, America) and in the Pliocene (Italy, Belgium, England,

Norway, America etc.) In Diluvium it is found in Norway,

Iceland, Sweden, Great Britain, Ireland, throughout Continental

Europe to Mogador and Rhodus ; Santa Barbara, San Pedro,

Dead Man's Is., San Diego (America).

Living specimens are only rarely met with in the Mediter-

ranean, viz. on the coast of Piedmont, Corsica, Sicily and

Algeria. But in the Atlantic Ocenn it is quite frequent, especi-

ally in Norway, Great Britain, Holland, France and North

America. In the Pacific, it is found on the north-west coast

of America although not at all frequent. From the above,

it will be seen that this species mostly occurs in the arctic

regions.

132. VlXYVnWMYS CFR. FLEXrOSUS Mont.

ÏRYON, Struc. and Syst. Conch., III., p. 211.

Shinagawa (rare).

C\ flexuosus Mont, was found living at Hakodate.
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UNGULID/E.

133. MYSIA PACIFICA Tok.

Brauns, Ck'ol, Env. Tokio, p. 44.

—

Weinkaufk, Conclu ^Mittel-Meer.,.

I., p. 158.—W(X)]), Crajr Moll., II., p. 146.

Brauns described this species as Diplodonta triyonula Hronn^

which according to a iigure given by Wood is much thickened

in the interior of the sliell and more triaiiguhir at the angle

beneath the beak. Besides these two distinguishing characters I

can find no other marked difference between the two species.

The present species occurs very abundantly at ()ji, but has not

been found living in Japan.

134. MYSTA AFF. SEMIASPERA Phil.

I'l. III. Figs. 13 a, h and h'.

LiscHKE, Jap. Äleeres-Conch., II., p. 134.

Shinagawa (rare).

Specimens similar to the fossil species have been found

living at Nagasaki. JNIysia semiaspera Phil, is mentioned as

living at Nagasaki, in the West Indies, at Mazatlan, Acapulco,

Bachiade, San Bias in North Patagonia, ]vio Janeiro, Puerto,

Cabello and Tarns, and in the northern part of N. America (?)

ERYCINID/E.

135. LAN.EA STRIATA Tok.

PI. III. Pigs. 14 a and h.

Brauns, G«o1. Env. Tôldo, p. 43.

—

AVood, Crag ]\Ioll., IL, p. 125.

Shell small, orbicular, tumid, slightly e(iuilateral, nearly

circular ; surface with visible concentric lines ; umbones promi-
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nent ; hinge with two teeth on each valve and a trigonal pit

for the reception of the ligament. Length 9.5"'"^ (or 7"'")
;

height Q.ô"^"^ (or ß.ö''''')
; and breadth 8""" (or 5™").

Brauns designated this species as L. rubra Mont., but the

latter is distinguished by having no concentric striations, the

surface being quite smooth.

Shinagawa (abundant), ( )ji and Tabata (rare).

The species is known as living near Misaki (Sagami) and

Shima.

136. lAHMA AFF. SUBORBICULARIS Mont.

PI. III. Figs. 15 a and a'.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 43.—Wood, Crag Moll., II., p. 119.—

Weinkauff, Conch. Mittel-Meer, I., p. 174.

—

Jeffrey, Moll.

Lightening and Porcup. Exp.

—

Chall. Report, Vol. XIII., p
201 and 203.

Oji (rare).

L. suborbicularls ]\1ont. was found in the Pliocene and

Diluvium of Norway, Great Britain, Ireland and Italy ; and

known as living in the Mediterranean and Adriatic Seas, Indian

Ocean, North-west Coast of America, France, Portugal, Pied-

mont, Naple, Sicily, Spain, Norway and Madeira.

ASTARTID>E.

757. A8TARTE JAPONICA Tok.

PI. III. Figs. 16 a, a' and h.

Shell trigonal, compressed, thick, equivalved, concentrically

ribbed ; lunule impressed ; ligament external ; cardinal teeth exist-

ing in each valve
;

pallia! line entire. Length 2.5'"'"
; height

2 4"^'"
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Shiiiagawa (rare).

The living species of this genus are cliiefly fourni in arctic

regions such as Behring Sea, Ochotsk Sea, Norway, Wellington

Channel (North Canada), Kara Sea ; but it also occurs in the

United States, Great Britain and the Canaries. In Japanese

waters not a single specimen belonging to the genus has ever

been collected.

138. CAKDITA ROTUNDA Tok.

PI. III. Figs. 17 a and a'.

Shell oval, valves nearly equal in length and height, unequi-

lateral, exceedingly thick; anterior side rounded, posterior short-

ened and somewhat narrowed ; equally rounded on the ventral

margin ; surface with from eighteen to twenty radial ribs which

are crenulated and separated by fine shallow grooves ; umbones

very prominent and directed anteriorly ; margin crenulated
;

ligament external ; hinge teeth two, posterior elongated
;

palliai

line simple ; lunule very small, lanceolate.

Length 15'"'" 14""" 13'"™ IS'"'" 9.5"""

Heio;ht 15'""' 13'"'" 13'"'" 13'"™ 9'""'

Breadth 13°"" 10™"' 10™™ 9™™ 7™'"

In Japan we find two species of Cardita which resemble

this fossil one. They are C. ferriiginea A. Adams and C.

vesitata Deshayes. But the fossil form is distinguished from

C. ferruginea A. Ad. by having a more rounded shape, more

prominent and pointed umbones, and less breadth. C. vesitata

Deshayes differs from ours in having a very narrow shell (the

breadth being only 7.5™™ and the length 17™™) and less promi-

nent umbones. C. ventricosa Gld. from Vancouver shows great
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resemblance to the Japanese form, but tlie latter is to be dis-

tinguished by the thickness of the shell and the prominence

of the umbone.

Shinagawa (frequent), ( )ji (rare).

Order Asiphonida.

NUCULID/E.

139. Nü( ULA MIRABILIS Hinds.

BiiAUNs, Oeol. Env. Tokio, j). 46.

—

-AVood, Crag Moll., II., p. 82.

—

DuNKEE, Index ]Moll. Mari? Jap., p. 238.—Woodward, INIan. Moll,

pi. 17, fig. 18.

Shinagawa (frequent).

Living : Tokyo Bny, Kobe, Nagasaki and Kagoshima.

This is the species taken by Bratjns for Nucida cohholdiiv

Sow. as I am now convinced by an examination of the specimens

left by him in the Museum of our Science College.

m. NUCULA INSIGNIS Gld.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 46.

—

Goulj), Otia Conch., p. 175.—Wood,
Crag. Moll., II.. p. 82.—Woodward, Man. Moll., p. 117.

Shinagawa (abundant) ; Oji (abundant).

Living: Hakodate, and East Coast of Japan at ?u° N. Lat.

This species was also taken by Brauns for N. cobboldiœ Sow.

141. LEI)A (ONFUSA Hanlkv.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 49.

—

Lischke, Jap. Äleercs-Conch., III.,

p. 109.
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(.)ji aiid Sliiiiagiiwa (rare).

Living : Tokyo Bay, Enoshima (Sagami), Hakodate and

China Sea.

142. YOLDIA LANCEOLATA J. Sow.

n. III. Fig. 18.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p, 47.

—

Wood, Ci'ag. Moll., IL, p. 88.,

and siippl., p. 115.—Arch, für Natiirg., öl. I., 188ö, p. l-l anU

2ö(!.— Jin-FKi^v, ]\[oll. Lightning and Porcup. Exp.

Synonym.— Y. arctiea Brod.

Öji (rare).

Pliocene

—

Red Crag (Brawdsey) and Mam. Crag (Chillesfold).

Dilnviuui—Norway, Sweden, Scotland and N.E. America.

Living in the circumpolar regions of North Atlantic and

Pacific Ocean, and well known as a boreal species :—Nova

Zembla, Jenissei, Iceland ; IMetschigmen Bay and Nytschigane

Point in the Behring Sea ; Paget Sound ; Avatscha Bay, Seni-

avin Strait ; Enoshima (Sagami) and Hakodate.

ARCID/E.

143. ARCA INFLATA Eve.

PL III. Figs. 19 a and b.

Reeve, Monogr, Area, fig. 30.

—

Schrenck, Moll. Annul, and Nord-Jap.

Meeres, p. 578.

—

Syst. Conch. Cab., YIII. 2.

—

Brauns, Geol. Env.

Tokio, p. 44.—LiscHKE, Jap. Meeres-Concli., I., p. 146, and II.,

p. 1 44.—Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll. Jap., j). 148.—Morse, Shell-

Mound of ümori, p. 26.

—

Dunker, Index Moll. Jap., p. 235.

Synonym:—A. broughtonii Schrenck; A. siibcrenata Lischke.

Tabata, Oji and Shiuagawa (abundant).

Living : Tokyo, Tartary (Amur-Liman), East Coast of
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Hokkaido, Hakodate, Enôshima (Sagami), Awa, Miyajima (Aki),

Loochoo Is., Philippines and Kingsmill Is.

144. ARCA TENUIS Tok.

PI. IV. Figs. 1 a and b.

This species which greatly resembles A. infiata Rve., has

hitherto been taken for the fnll-grown form of A. suhcrenata

Lke. I)Ut the fnll-grown specimens of Area tenuis Tok. show

both valves quite equal in shape and with no marginal crenula-

tions caused by ribs. The distinctions from A. inflaia Rve.

are the follow in o-
:

1. The shell is more pointed at the antero-dorsal edge.

2. The shell is thinner.

3. The umbones are wider apart and not abruptly pointed

as in A. inflata Kve.; sometimes they are slightly depressed at

the middle.

4. The shell surface slopes towards the posterior edge,

gradually and not suddenly.

5. The breadth of the shell is generally less than in A.

inflaia Kve.

6. The ligamental area is decidedly narrower.
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the posterior Im It' of the dorsal margin is also niueh produced

and straight, giving a distinctly truncated shape at the posterior

Hide. Tlie unibones are sunken at the middle. It may however

be a young form of some other species of Area.

150. AR( A RECTANGULARIS Tok.

PI. III. Figs. 23 a, b and c.

Shell subquadrate, gaping anteriorly and posteriorly; anterior

side short, distinctly trujicate, the posterior surface of the shell

distinctly marked off from the anterior ; dorsal side almost

straight, angulate at the a ntero- dorsal margin ; ventral margin

curved in the middle ; surface with fine granulated radial ribs
;

hinge linear, straight, formed of a large number of small pecti-

nated teeth; ligament external, attached on a very broad lozenge-

shaped area between the beaks ; beaks high, rather wide apart.

Length 15"""; height 7"'"'; breadth ll.o""".

Our species differs slightly from A. navicularis Brug. found

in the Indian Ocean and the Philippines by its thicker shell

and more numerous ribs in the anterior part. A. noce Linn.

differs from ours, firstly, in its size and in the shape of the

posterior side, secondly in having more than thirty ribs without

intermediate riblets, and thirdly in the form of the posterior

portion of the internal surface. A. maculata Rye. much re-

sembles the Japanese species, but its antero-dorsal margin is

almost rectangularly truncated.

Shinagawa (very rare).

The living specimens were collected at Hakodate.

151. PECTUNCULUS ALBO-LINEATUS Lischke.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 45.

—

Wood, Crag IMoll., II., p. 66,

and suppl. p. 43.—LiscfiKi:, Jap. oMeeres-Conch., III., p. 108.
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Brauns took this species as identical with P. glycimeris L.

from the Mediterranean Sea and Great Britain, but these two

species seera to me to have many points of difference. Firstly,

P. glycimeris L. is quite orbicular and equilateral, having the

same dimensions in length and height, while our species is oval,

and inequilateral, the length being greater than the height
;

secondly, P. glycimeris L. has a broader ligamental area ; thirdly,

the breadth is decidedly less in P. albo-lineatas Lke. than in

P. glycimeris L.

Oji (very abundant), Shinagawa (frequent).

Living : Tokyo, Possjet Bay, Hakodate, Kitami, Bekkai

(Hokkaido), Aomori, Kii, Izugihara (Tsushima), Tosa and Fusan

(Corea).

152. LT3IOPSI8 WOODWAKDI A. Adams.

Brauns, Geol. Yaw. Tokio, p. o7.

—

Dunk er, Index ^loU. Maris Jap.,

p. 237.—Rep. Chall. Exp., Vol. XIII., p. 256.—AVood, Crag Moll.,

II., p. 70.

Brauns determined the specimens of this species abundantly

found at Oji as L. aurita Br. hitherto found in the Crag and the

Miocene of North Germany and the Sub-appennine formation,

and said that this still living species only known from the N.

W. Coast of Britain liad been found neither in the Pacitic

Ocean, nor in the East Indian Seas. But by a careful study

I have found many differences between them : firstly, the um-

bones in L. aurila Br. are not central but turned forwards,

thus giving an oblique inequilateral outline to the shell ; secondly,

the breadth is greater in L. aurita Br.; thirdly, L. woodwardi

A. Ad. is distinctly angular at both edges of the dorsal side,

while in L. aurita Br. tliev are rounded. Beside these signi-
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ficant differences, a still more important distinction is that L.

aurita Br. has a nearly smooth surface.

Shinagawa (very abundant).

Living in Jajtan.

IVIYTILID/E.

153. MODIOLA MODIOLUS Linné.

T'l. III. Fi-. 24.

Rekve, ^NrouoLH-. iModiola, fig. 2.—Syst. Conch. Cab., VIII. 3, p. 93.—

Wood, Ciag Moll., II., p. 57.—Pilsbry, Cat. Mar. Moll. Jai)an,

p. 139.—MiDDENDORF, Älal. Ross., II., p. 21.—Verb. Russ-Kais.

:Miiier. Gesell. St. Petersburg, II series, XXXVIII Band, I. 1900.

Synonym :

—

M. papiiana Lam., M. vulgaris Fleminc; ; M. larbata L.;

Mjjtilus wnhilieatus Pennant ; M. ciirtus Pennant ; M. curviro-

strcitiis Da Costa.

Tabata (very rare).

Pliocene—Eed Crag (Sutton) and Mamm. Crag (Postwick,

Brindlington).

Post-pliocene—White Sea and the western part of Älurman Sea.

Living : Tokyo, Hakodate, Setouchi (Inland Sea) ;
Sitclia

Is.; St. Paul Is. and Kadjak in Behring Sea ; Kildrin Is. in

Russ. Lapland, Russia ; whole North Atlantic Coast of Europe

and America—North Seas, Scarborough (England), Neeah Bay,

Kinnibei Floro (Norway), Eastport (Maine U.S.), New England;

and Mediterranean Sea.

154 MODIOLA AFF JAPONICA Dkr.

PI. 111. Figs. 25 a and b.

Reeve, Monogr. M(jdiola -Syst. Concb. Cal)., VIII. 3, p. 130.

Sliinagawa (rarii).

Living specimens were collected near Tokyo and Hakodate.
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PINNID/E.

155. PINNA SP.

Only found as fragments at Oji.

LIIVIID/E.

156. LIMA AFF. JAPONICA A. Adams.

PI. III. Figs. 26 a and h.

HuTTON, New Zealand Moll., p. 172.

Shinagawa (rare).

Living specimens were collected near Hakodate, and also

3 miles otï' Misaki (Sagami). Lima japonica A. Adams was

found near Stewart Is. and also in Japan.

157. LIMA HAKODATKNSIS Tok.

PI. III. Figs. 27 a and h.

Shell distinctly inequilateral, and thin
;

posterior side pro-

duced, anterior slightly angular ; dorsal margin straight ; surface

with numerous rather indistinct scaly radial ribs which are

crossed by a few indistinct concentric lines. Length 26'"'"
;

height 32.5"""
; breadth 20""".

Shinagawa (frequent).

Living specimens were collected at Hakodate.

PECTINID/E.

158. PIXTKN LAQUEATPS Sow.

Brauns, Geol. En v. Tokio, \\ 48.

—

Lisch ke, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I.,

p. 167, and II., p. 157.

—

F^chrenck, Moll. Amurl. and Nord-Jap.

Meeres.—Pilshrv, Cat. ]Mar. Moll. Jap., p. 143.—Report Chall.

Exp., Vol. XIII., p. 307.
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( )ji (frequent), Shinngawa (rare).

Living specimens are very common in Japan, Init their

occurrence is limited to the western coast of the Nortli Pacific

Ocean aiul to the north-west coast of N. America, probably not

extending far from California. In Japan tliey occur in the

following places : Tokyo Bay, Misaki and Koajiro (Sagami),

Ajiro (Izii), Chöshi (Shimösa), Hakodate, Sapporo, Enoura

(Suruga), Takashima (Kii), Futamiga-ura (Ise), Sakai (Settsu),

Osaka, Kobe, Tsuruga (Echizen), Tomo (Bingo), Awaji, Miya-

jima (Aki), Gönoura (Iki), Nagahama (lyo), Asamiwan (Tsu-

shima), Nagasaki, Kanze ^Satsuma), Kagoshima, and Loochoo Is.

159. TECTEN LJ^TUS Gld.

PI. IV. Fig. 2.

LiscHKE, Jap. Meei-es-Coiicli., I., p. 169, and II., p. 157.

—

Schrenck,

Moll. Amurl. and Nord-Jap. Meeres, p. 603.

—

Brauns, Geol. Env.

Tokio, p. 57.—PiLSBRY, Cat. Mar. Moll. Jap., p. 143.

Sliinagawa and ( )ji (frequent).

Living : Tokyo Bay, Jögashima (Sagami), Chöshi (Shimösa),

Hakodate, Rikuzen and Nagasaki.

160. PECTEN TOKYOENSIS Tok.

PL V. Figs. 1-10.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 48.

—

Sowerby, Thes. Conch., I., p. 65.

—

Syst. Conch. Cal)., VIII. 2, p. 256.

Shell very large reaching 150°"" in length, equilateral, in-

equivalved, thin, nearly round in outline. Kight valve strongly

swollen; surface with undulating ribs and furrows; ribs very
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broad without any distinct limit toward the interstices; they

number three or more near the central part of the shell, where

each rib is broadest at the ventral margin of the shell, being

about 3""" in breadth, and again divided into three or more

riblets; near the anterior and posterior portion of the shell broad

ribs are separated by a very narrow interspace, and a few coarse

lines of growth are visible ; in the younger specimens, the fur-

rows and ribs are more sharply bordered, the interspace being

wider ; ears nearly symmetrical, radially ribbed, the anterior

one only slightly notched. Left valve almost flat, only very

slightly swollen ; ribs few, eight in number, sharp and keel-like

beneath the umbones, but becoming less sharp near the ventral

margin ; interspaces broad and smooth, with very fine concentric

scaly lines ; ears radiately striated, the anterior one higher and

furnished with broad grooves.
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161. TF/TKN AI 1. TRRABIANS Lam.

ri. IV. Fig. 3.

SowKRHY, Thes. Coneli., I., p. 20.—Syst. Conch. Cab., VII. 2, ]). 77,

and p. 208.

SliiiKigawa. (very rare).

162. PECTEN PULCHELLIMUS ïok.

PI. IV. Fig. 4.

Shell small, round, radially ribbed ; ribs sixteen in number,

without any distii-ct limit toward the interstices ; surface without

concentric ribs, but with a few undulating lines of growth ; ears

unequal, the anterior one more prominent, radially striated, with

a distinct notch below, the posterior one serrated. Length

ymm.
iieigi^t 10"™.

()ji (lare).

ANOmilD/E.

163. ANOMIA AFF. PATELLIFORMIS Linné.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 49.

—

^Wood, Crag Moll, IL, p. IL

—

Jeffrey, Moll. * Lightening ' and Pore. Exp.

Tabata and Oji (frequent), Shinagawa (rare).

Living specimens were collected near Misaki (Sagami).

Ä. patelliformis L. is found as a fossil in the Cor. Crag

(Sudbourn and Sutton), Red Crag (Sutton, Bawdsey, and Wal-

ton Naze), Pliocene and Diluvium of Scandinavia, Great Britain,

Ireland, Belgium, Vienna Basin and Italy. It is also known

to live in Britain, Scandinavia, Faroe Is., Mediterranean and

Adriatic Sea, N. W. America, and probably in Japan.
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OSTREID/E.

164. OSTREA OIGAS Tiiunb.

PL IV. Fi.us. 5 a and h.

Brauns, Geol. Env. Tokio, p. 48.

—

Lisckke, Jap. ^leere^i-Coiich., I.,

p. 174, and II., p. 160, and III., p. 114.—Schkenck, :Mo11. Anuirl.

and Nord-Jap. Meeres, p. 475.

—

Reeve, Monogr. Ostrea Sp., 21.

Synonym :

—

0. talienwanensis Cross ; 0. laperousii Schrenck.

Oji and Shinagawa (frequent).

Living : Tokyo Bay, Cböshi (Shimösa), Wadanohara (Riku-

zen), Nagasaki, ïchifu, and Talienwan.

165. OSTREA DENSELAMELLOSA Lke.

PL IV. Figs. 6 a and b.

Brauns, GeoL Env. Tokio, p. 58.

—

Morse, Sliell-Mound of Omoii.—

LisCHKE, Jap. Meeres-Conch., I., p. 177.

Oji and Shinagawa (frequent).

Living : Tokyo, Sumoto (xlwaji), South Shikoku, Bungo,

and Loochoo Is.

166. OSTREA IRREGULARIS Tok.

PL IV. Figs. 7 a and b.

Shell small, very irregular, convex ; valves nearly equal in

length and breadth ; surface plaited or spinous, somewhat foliat-

ed, concentric striations usually invisible.

Tabata (very abundant).

Living specimens were collected near Misaki (Sagami).
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Vermes.

Brachiopoda.

TEREBRATULID/E.

WALDHEIMTA CiHUYT Davidson.

PI. IV. Figs. 8 a and b.

Brauns, ( Jeol. Env. Tokio, p. 58.

—

Davidson, Jap. Brachiopod, p. 300.

—Davidson, ^Monot-r. Rec. Brachiopoda, p. 54.

Shinagawa (very rare).

Living : Hakodate, Hitachi, Matsushima (Rikuzen), and

Strait of Corea.

WALDHEIMIA ELONGATA Tok.

PI. IV. Figs. 9 a and b.

Tlie shell is more elongated than in the preceding species,

with apex more prominent and projecting ; the shape of the

hinge-portion of the shell is also quite different ; ribs less dis-

tinct ; foramen complete.

Shinagawa (very rare).

LINGULID/E.

LINGULA HTANS Swains.

PI. IV. Fig. 10.

Davidson, Mouogr. Rec. Brachiopoda, p. 216.

Oji (very rare).

Living : Enoshima and Moroiso (Sagami), China Sea,

Australia.
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Echinodermata.

Echinoidea.

TEMNOPLEURUS TOREÜMATICUS Klein.

A. Agassiz, Kev. Echini, ]). 463.— A. Agassiz, Report Cliall. Exp,,

p. 108.

—

A. Agahsiz. List Echinoderm &c. (Bull. Mus. Comp.

Zool. Harvard Coll., Vol. I., 1863).—Bell, Observ. Charac. Ech.

&c. (Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1880, p. 423).—Martin, Tertiär-

schichten auf .Tava ; Anhang p. 1).

—

Döderlein, Seeigel Jap. and

Liukiu Ins. (Arch. f. Natur., L, 5, 1885, p. 73).—Ives, Echinod.

and Arthr- Japan. (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc. Ph., 1891).

Synonym :

—

T. hardwicki Agass.; T. hothyoides Agass.; T. reevesii A.

Agass.; Echinus sculptiis Lamk.

Miocene

—

Java.

Shinagawa and Oji (frequent).

Living : Tokyo Bay, Misaki (Sagami), Hakodate, Sendai

(Rikuzen), Wakanoura (Kii), Kobe, Maizuru and Miyatsu

(Tango), Torao (Bingo), Miyatsu (Tango), Nagasnki. Tsnruga

(Echizen), Kagoshima, Kamtschatka, Hongkong, North China,

Philippines, Arafura Sea, Unalaska, Cnilf of Persia, Karrax L,

Siam, Ceylon, and East Indies.

LAOANUM DECAGONALIS Less.

A. Agassiz, Rev. Ech., p. 520.—A. Agassiz, Report dredg. Gulf JNIexico

"Blake."

—

Bell, Echinod. coll. 'Perguiu' and ' Egeria ' ((-c. (Pi'oc.

Zool. Soc. London, 1894).

—

Döderlein, Seeigel Japan antl Liukiu

Ins. (Arch. f. Natui-g., I., 51 Jahr., 1885, p. 73).

—

Martin, Tertiär-

schichten auf Java, Anhang p. 3.

—

Duncan, Rev. Genera and Great

(Jrouj) Ecii., p. 156.

Synonym:—L. lesueuri Val.; L. elongatum Agass.; L. australe Gray;
Polijaster elcgans Mich.

Miocene—Java.
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Shinagawa and ()ji (rare).

Living : Tokyo Bay, INIisaki (Sagami), Wakanoura (Kii)

Kagoshinia, Hongkong, Philippines, Gasper Strait, Frurnanth

Bay, Australia, Bay of Bengal, New Caledonia, Torres Strait

Amboyna, Tongatabu, Paputi, and Tahiti.

ECfflNARACHMUS MIRABILIS Barn.

A. Agassiz, Rev. Ech., p. 526.

—

Döderlein, Seeigel Jap. and Liukiu lus.

Synonym:

—

Chœtodiseus scultella Ujtk.; Scutella japonica Mart.

Shinagawa (rare).

Living : Tokyo Bay, Misaki (Sagami), Tonio (Bingo),

Hakodate, and Otaru (Hokkaido).

FIBtLARIA ACUTA Yosh.

YosHiWARA, Prelim. Notice new Jap. Ech. (Ann. Zool. Jap., Vol. IL,

Pars li., 1898, p. 57).—Tokunaua, Fossil Ech. Jap. (Journ. Coll.

Sc. Imp. Univ. Tokyo Japan, Vol. XVII., Art. 12, p. 7).

As to a fossil the species of Fibularia were only found in

the Upper Cretaceous and the Eocene.

Oji (rare).

Living at Misaki (Sagami) and Shigajima (Chiknzen).

Vertebrata.

Vertebrate remains are very seldom met with. If we ex-

cept indeterminable fragments of bones of fishes we have the fol-

lowing three important species.
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MYLIOBATIS Sp.

PI. VI. Fig. 1.

A part of a tooth of ray-fish was found at Tabata by Prof.

YoKOYAMA. It is one of those flat, rectangular plates, which,

when tlie tooth is perfect, are placed close together, united by

suture, and laterally adorned with many small rhombic plates,

so as to form a kind of mosaic pavement on both the upper

and lower jaws. Our plate measures 30°"" in length, 5.i5"'"' in

thickness. The inner surface is furnished with twenty-eight

ridges and furrows.

The shape of the plate resembles that of the Japanese 31.

cornuta Gthr. found in the sea near Rikuzen and Hizen. But

the latter, in which the head is ô*^"", the trunk 24.5^™ and the

tail 35'"™ long, and which is probably one of the largest forms,

a dental plate of only 14'""^ in length, 3.5™'" in width and 2™'"

in thickness.

ELEPHAS ANTIQIUS Falc.

PI. VI. Figs. 2-G.

Naumann, Jap. Elephant der Vorzeit, 1881, p. 25.

—

Brauns, Geol.

Env. Tokio, 1881, p. 24.

—

Brauns, Ueber Jap. Dil. Saugethiere

(Zeitschr. deuts. geolog. (Tesells., I., 1883).

—

Roger, Vez. bischer

bekannten fossilen Saugethiere (Naturw. Vereins Schwaben and

Neuburg. Augsburg, 1896).

—

Falconer, Pjilngontologieal Memoirs,

Tl., p. 147.

—

Falconer and Cautley, Fauna antiqua Sivalensis.

Synonym :

—

E. namadicus Falc. and Caut.

This interesting fossil mammal was dug out, in the year

1898, from the lower part of a bluish clay at Tabata. The

specimens consist of two molar teeth (PI. VI. Figs. 2-5) and a

splendid tusk (PL VI. Fig. 6.) which are now in the Imperial
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University of Tokyo. SubsequfiUly some fragments of skeletons

were also collected by Prof. Yokoyama and myself.

The molar teeth are both broken at the anterior end. Tiie

crown of the larger specimen (PI. VI. Figs. 2 and 3) exhibits

the discs of seven worn ridges, the anterior most being half

bi'oken. The anterior five ridges are worn down into transverse

discs, but the penultimate one is more slightly worn into two

irregular shaped bands, while the most posterior one shows only

the summits of five small digitations. The anterior four discs

aie worn off short, but the others are less so, the degree of

wearing gradually diminishing as we go backwards. Each disc

is rounded at its lateral terminations, and has a crescentic

shape, the anterior enamel boundary being somewhat concave

and the posterior convex. The horns of the crescent are bent

abruptly forwards. There is a rhomboidal expansion in the

middle of the third and fourth discs, which is 1.15'"'", measured

between the outer surfaces of the enamel. The enamel plates

are thick and their outer edges present an appearance of con-

siderable crimpling, caused by the deep vertical grooving of the

outer surface. The grinding surface is concave from back to

front. The extreme length of the crown surface is 9.2'^"', and

the width at the first ridge 4"", at the fourth 5.3'™, and at

the last ridge 3.6"'". The greatest height of the tooth is 10.2""'.

It is evident that, the tooth, when entire, was composed of

about nine ridges, and that it was about 12""^ long. The inner

side of the tooth is convex as seen in the other specimens of

Elephas, and the outer edge concave in the upper view of

the crown.

The other specimen (PI. YI. Figs. 3 and 4.) has a large

part of its anterior half broken off. We find in it only three
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discs and two posterior less digitated ridges. The two anterior

dife^es are very much abraded, the enamel edge of the succeeding

one strongly projecting ahove them. The penultimate ridge is

partly worn and forms separate, transverse or oval bands. The

last rido-e is almost whollv broken off. The width of the crown

at the first ridge is 5''", while its greatest height is 10'"".

From the general form of the teeth, the shape and number

of the ridg( s, the mode of crimpling of the enamel plates, and

other chaiiicters, our specimens seem to belong to the third

premolar of E. anliquus Falc. or E. namadicus Falc. ;ind

Caut. Compared with the specimen found at Edobashi in

Tokyo our specimens are much smaller both in the height and

length of the crown, but among the specimens described as third

premolars of E. antiquus Falc. in " Palœoniological 3Iemoirs,''

there is one having a crown 12.4'^'" or even lO.T'^^'" in length.

Therefore I am quite justified in referring our two specimens to

the third premolar, the larger being probably one belonging to

the right side of the upper jaw, and the smaller to the left

side of the same.

Furthermore the anterior portion of a tusk (PL YI. Fig. 6.)

0Ï the same species was dug out from the same locality. It is

somewhat curved, with the cross section at the posterior extrem-

ity slightly elliptical where it has a diameter of about 9^"".

Hitherto there has been great confusion in the distinction

of the two species, E. antiquus Falc. and E. namadicus Falc.

and Caut. This has been due to the fact that it is very

difficult to distinguish them merely by the form and structure

of the teeth. In our country, elephants belonging to the above

two species have been found at several place«. Naumann, in

his " Japaîiische Elephanlen der Vorzeit,'^ identified them with
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E. namadicus Falc. and Caut. Ibuncl in tlie TMcistoceue of

India, while Brauns determined them to belong to E. antiquus

Falc. found in Furope and Northern Asia. According to the

latter author all the Japanese elephants are to be taken as

Diluvial forms. According to several works relating to these

two species it seems to me that there do not exist sufficient

characters to separate the Indian form from the European and

North Asiatic one. Therefore it will be preferable to follow

Otto Koger, and to consider them as belonging to one and

the same species.

INDETERMINABLE UNGULATE BONE.

PL VI. Fig. 7.

Only the articulating portion of a limb of an indeterminable

ungulate was found together with E. antiquus Falc. at Tabata.
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CONCLUSION.

Beauns collected the fossils of Mollusca and Brachiopoda at

<)ji, Shinagavva and Surugadai, and described :

from Oji,

26 Gastropoda, 2 Scaphopoda and 83 Polecypoda ;

from iShinagavva,

lo Gastropoda, 1 Scaphopoda, 21 Polecypoda and 1

Brachiopoda ;

from Surugadai,

7 Gastropoda, 1 Scaphopoda and 17 Polecypoda;

making in all 75 different species from the three localities: thus

33 Gastropoda, 2 Scaphopoda, 39 Polecypoda and 1 ^rr/-

I myself have collected at Oji

45 Gastropoda, 2 Scaphopoda, 48 Polecypoda and 1 i)ra-

chiopoda
;

at Shinagawa

47 Gastropoda, 3 Scaphopoda, 52 Polecypoda and 2 i?v'a-

chiopoda
;

at Tabata

27 Gastropoda and 15 Polecypoda
;

in total 1G8 different species, viz.,

87 Gastropoda, 3 Scaphopoda, 75 Polecypoda and 3 ^ra-

chioj)oda.

The following species mentioned by Brauns from (_)ji, Shina-

gawa and Surugadai are not found in m}^ collections. This is

mainly due to the fact that my determinations are in many

cases different fi-om his.
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CohimhcUa scripta Lixxi';.; MangcUa striolata Phil.; Trichotropis coro-

nata (Jld.; Bulla cijlinâracca Pkxn.; Dentalium entalc Linnk.; Solcn

grandis Dkh.; Lasœa rubra INIont.; Pectunculus glijcimcris Linnk.;

Nueula cobbolcliœ Sow.; Limopsis aurita ]>küc.; Pectcn plica Linnk.;

Scalaria clathratula jNIont.; Scalaria eanecllata Bkoc.

Looking at all the t^pecies described, it is quite certain tliat our

fossil beariuii' layers are deposits of a shallow sea.

In settling the question wiiether our fossil Mollusca belong-

to a fauna, warmer or colder than the living, 117 species out of

165 are to be availed of, for the remainder are either extinct

or are such as are very rarely i'ound in a living state.''' Among

the 117 species I find the following 26 tropical ones :

Rapana bezoar L.; Triton sauliœ L.; Hemifusus ternatanus ûmel.; Nassa

liveseens Phil.; Caneellaria spengleriana Desh.; Terebra alveolata

Hinds.; Pleurotoma oxijtropis Sow.; Pleurotoma gracilenta Rve.;

Dolium hiteostomum Kunster ; Sigaretus papilla Gmel.; Scalaria

immaeulata »Sow.; Scalaria lamellosa Lam.; Scalaria acuminata Sow.;

Turbonilla fusca A. Ad.; Pyramidella spirata A. Ad.; Cerithium

kochii Phil.; Potamides fluuiatilis Port, and Mich.; Potamides in-

eisus HiND.s and Jacq.; Turbo granulatus Gmel.; Troehus amussi-

tatus Old.; Troehus a'-gyrostomus Gmel.; Dentalium octogonum

Lamk.; Venus foliacea Phil.; Cytherea meretrix L.; Cardium muti-

cum Rve.; Area granosa L.

And to the arctic species belong the following seventeen :

Neptunea despecta Linné.; Buecinum undatum Linné.; Natica clausa

Desk.; Trichotropis vniearinata Brod.; Solen krausensternii Scii-

RENCK ; Panopœa generosa Gld.; Maetra saehalinensis Schrknck
;

Maetra suleataria Desii.; Tressus nuttali Conrad ; Tellina tenera

Say; Macoma nasuta Conrad; Venus stimpsoni Gld.; Cytherea

chinensis Chkm.; Tapes rigidus Gld.; Cardium californiense Di>h.;

Astarte japoniea Tok.; Yoldia lanceolata Sow.

* It must be acknowledged tliat our three localities belong to the s:iuie fucies. The

reasons are explained later on.
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The following seven species are found in latitudes both

north and south of Japan, and for the most part are world-

wide in distribution :

Martesia striata Linné ; Saxicava arctica Desh.; Saxidomus nuttali

Conrad.; Dosinia exoleta L.; Tapes decussata Dkr.; 'Lucina horea-

lis L.; Modiola modiolus Linné.

The remaining ones are those found only in Japdn (or in

the same latitude in Eastern Asia).

(I) Species chiefly found south of Tokyo :

Fusus nodoso-plicatus Dkr.; Fusus simplex E. A. Smith ; Nassa japonica

Ad.; Erato callosa Ad. and Rve.; Columbella martensi IjKi:.; Colum-

bella pumila Dkr.; Cancellaria nodulifera Sow.; Terebra subtextilis

E. A. Smith
; Terebra cfr. serotina Ad. and Rve.; Pleurotoma sub-

auriformis E. A. Smith ; Pleurotoma raricostata Smith ; Natica

ampla Rve.; Odostomia fasciata Dkr.; Odostomia planata Gld.;

Pyramidella einetella A. Ad.; Acmœa eonulus Dkr.; Tornatina ex-

ilis Dkr.; Dentalium cfr. weinkauffi Dkr.; Nœera gouldiana Hinds
;

Mijodora fluctuosa Gld.; Mactra veneriformis Dbsh.; Maetra crossei

Dkr.; Tellina nitidula Dkr.; Tellina jjcdoensis Lke.; Tellina rutile

Dkr.; Tellina nipponica Tok.; Lutraria ovalis Tok.; Cyclina ehinensis

Chem.; Tapes cuglyptus Ph.; Nueiila mirabilis Hinds ; Area kago-

shimensis Tok.; Ostrea denselamellosa Lke.

(II) Species chiefly ibund north of Tokyo :

Trophon exiguus Tok.; Volutharpa perriji Jay ; Nueula insignis Gld.;

Terebra bipartita Gld.; Crgptodon flexuosus Mont.; Area rectangu-

laiHs Tok.; Modiola japonica Dkr.; Lima hnhodutensis Tok.

(III) Species found both north and south of Tokyo.

Murex faleatus Sow.; Fusus perplexus A. Ad.; Siphoncdia ,cassidarœfor-

mis Rve.; Eburna japonica Sow.; (livella consobrina Lke.; Pleuro-

toma principalis Pilshky
; Natica papgracea Brsii.; Potam ides zonale

Brug ; Rotella costata Lesson ; Trochus imperialis A. Ad.; Trochus
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japonicus A. Ad.; Ringicula aretata (Jli>.; Solen goultli Conkad;

Macha clivaricata Lke.; Leda confusa Hanley ; Area tenuis Tok.;

Pcctuneiilns albo-Uncatus Lke.; Liinopsis woodwardi A. Ad.; Pectrn

la'jucntus Sow.; Pccten lœtiis (Jld.; Ostrea gigas Tiiunb.

(IV) Species foiiiul only near Tokyo or in places of nearly

equal latitude in Eastern Asia :

Pleurotoma reeiproea Gld.; PgramideUa eximia Lke.; Fissiirella lisehkei

PiLSBRY ; Lasœa striata Tok.; Gari radiata Dkr.; Ostrca irregu-

laris ToK.

The following list shows the disti'ibution of the species

living in the sea near Tokyo.

(A) Tropical species (114 sp.)

Area krausii Phil.—East coast of Japan, Tokyo to Awaji, Nagasaki

and Africa.

* Area granosa L.—Enoshima, Nagasaki, Hyakwanzaki, Tchifu, Singa-

pore, Philippines, Cape St. Jacques, Cochin China, Ceram, Celelics,

ïi-anquebar, Nicobar, Java, Mergui, E. Indies.

Caneellaria asperella Lam.—Yokohama, Lihmd Sea, Kiiishfi, TokyO,

Toino, China, Philippines.

* Caneellaria spengleriana Desh.—Enoshima, Misaki, Shimoda, Chöshi,

Kobe, Nagasaki, Wakanoura, Setouchi, China, Philippines, Australia.

Cantharus undosa Linné.—Yokohama, Molucca.

Collumbella scripta Lam.—Oshima, Tokyo Bay, Nagasaki, Ukushima,

Goto Is., Philippines, Indian Ocean, Australia, Polynesia.

Colunibi'lla misera Sow.—Nagasaki, Goto Is., Kamakura, Tokyo Bay,

Ise, N. Shore of Tango. New Zealand, Paumotus, Sandwich Is.

Cassis strigata Gmel.—Tokyo Bay, Setouchi, Sagami coast, China,

Molucca, Philippines.

Cyprœa arabiea Linné. —Tokyo, Tago, Samoa, New Caledonia, Australia,

Indian Ocean.

Cijprœa tigri-i Linné.—Tokyo, Satsuma, Pacific and Indian Ocean.

Cijprcea macula Adams.—Australia, Awa (or Böshu), Tsuriiga, Oshima,

Kii, Enoshima (Oshima), Formosa, N. Coast of Tango.

Cyprœa felina Gmel.—Nagasaki, Kino-Osliima, Misaki, Kii, Niijima,

Formosa, Indian Ocean.
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Cyprœa lutea Gron.—Awa (or Bôslm), New Caledonia, Australia.

Cyprœa poraria L.—Awa (or Bôshu), Formosa, OgasaAvarajima, Hacliijö,

Fiji, Australia, New Caledonia.

Cyprœa onoyx Linné.—^Tateyamn, Tanabe, Tsu-saki, Ceylon, Philippines.

Cuprœa lynx Linné.—Tokyo, Indian Ocean, Australia, New Caledonia,

Red Sea.

Cyprœa claudestina Linné.—Tateyama, Tsusliima, Kino-Oshima, Ceylon,

Australia.

Cyprœa miliaris Gmei>.—Tokyo Bay, N. 8, Wales.

Cyprœa erosa Linné.—Yokohama, Tanabe, Takanoshima, I'acific and

Indian Ocean.

Cyprœa staphylœa Linné.—Tateyama, Satanomisaki, Takanoshima, Pacific

and Indian Ocean.

Cyprœa htluola L,—Awa (or Böshu), Formosa, Ogasawarajima, Niijima,

Indian Ocean.

Cyprœa flaveola L.—Awa (or Bôshu), Formosa, Australia.

Cyelostrema mieans A. Ad.—Tokyo Bay, Inland Sea, Singapore, Australia.

* Cerithiwn kochii Phil.— JNIisaki, Banda, Kominato, Katanoura, Tango,

Nagasaki, China, Port Jackson, Van Dieman's Is., E. coast of

'Africa.

Ckmeniia papyracea Gray.—Tateyama, New Holland, Molucca, Au-

stralia, (Torres Straight, Moreton Bay (kc.).

Cardita variegata Bkug.—Yokohama, Hongkong, Cape of Good Hope

to Indian Ocean.

Cardium apertiim Ciikm.—Tokyo Bay, Hongkong, Luzon, East Coast

of the Pliilippines.

* Cardium mutieum R^-k.—Tokyo, Nagasaki, E. coast of Luzon, East

Indies.

* Cytherea meretrix L.—Tokyo, Awa (or Böshu), Misaki, Yokohama,

Higo, Fushiki, Hakodate, Naruto, Nagasaki, Kuwana, Gönoura,

Kagoshima, Riukiu, Formosa, East Indies, Canton River, Tchifu,

North China, Siam, Philipj)ines, Singajiore, Aniboina, Ceram,

Teniimber Is., Molucca, Nicobar, Ceylon, Mazatlan, Singhai, Hong-

kong, Labuan, Java.

Donox bicolor Gmel.—Yokohama, Nagasaki, Negro Is., Zanziber.

Donox australis Lam.—Awa (or Böshu), Australia.

Donox dysoni Dksii.—Tokyo Bay, Yokohama, Nagasaki, Siam, Indian

Ocean.
''•' Dolium leuteostomum Kunsïèk.—Tokyo, Misaki, Nagasaki, Awa, Hako-

date, Satsuma, Indian Ocean.
-'• Dentaliuni octogonum Lamk.—Tokyo, Enoshima, Kii, Nagasaki, Hako-

date, China, Ceylon.
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Erato Iw-hrynut (iiî.VY,—Tokyo, Kainakiiia, Aiisdalia.

Eulima cumingii Sow.—Tokyo, Sandwich Ls., Lord Hood's and A'iti Is.

Eulima hilincata Ad. and Rvk.—Tokyo, T'lUira, Setouclii, Sooloo Sea.

Fissurdla sinensis A. Aj).—Awa (or Höshn), Tal)u-8hiina, Cliina Sea,

Singapore.

•'^' Hcmifusus ternataniis O:\iel.—Tokyo, Yokoliama to Kii, Indian Ocean,

Philippines.

Hipponijx pilosus Dicsir.—Yokoliama, Nagasaki, Natal C^oast, Ca])e of Good

Hope, Loanda, Guadeloupe, IVIazatlan, ( Jalapagos, Polynesia.

Haliotis grunncri Phil.—Tök3^o, Nagasaki, China, Australia.

lauthina globosa Swains.—Tokyo Bay, Mazatlan, Mauritius, Atlantic

Ocean, Mediterranean Sea.

Latirus polygonus (^mel.—Tateyania, Ticao Is., Mascarene Is., Central

Pacific, Red Sea.

Littorina malaccana Phil.—Tokyo, Philippines.

Lijria nucleus Lam.—Tateyama, Okinoshima, N.E. Australia.

Leucozonia smargdula Linxé.—Yokohama, Philippines, Viti Is.

Lithodomus curtus Lis.—Tokyo Bay, Misaki, Madrepore, China Sea.

Murex sinensis Rve.—Tokyo, Tateyama, Nagasaki, Cliina, Indian

Ocean.

Murex adustus Laim.—Tateyama, Tsushima, Öshima, Philippines, Indian

Ocean.

Murex speciosus A. Ad.—Yokohama, Seneganbia.

Magilus rostratus A. Ad.—Tokyo Bay, Kino-Öshima, Madrepore, Red

Sea, Bourbon Is.

Maeoma trunrata Jonas.—Tokyo Bay, Red Sea, Philippines.

Mytilus atratus Lischke.—Tokyo Bay, South Coast of Ise, Nagasaki,

Cîhina, Port Jackson in Australia.

Modiola nitida Haxley.—Tokyo Bay, Inland Sea, Port Essington in

Australia.

Modiola areuatula IIanley.—Tokyo Bay, Singapore, Philippines, Java,

Malacca.

Nassa suturalis Lam.—Yokohama, Philippines, Australia, New C\ale-

donia.

Nassa papillosa L.—-Yokohama, C-entral Polynesia, Philippines.

Nassa gemmulata IjAM.—Tokyo Bay, Kii, Goza Harbour, Kagoshima,

Philippines, Sunda Strait.

"^-^ Nassa livescens Phil.—Tokyo, Nagasaki, China Sea, ^Manila, Java.

Nassa dominula Tap.—Yokohama, Goto Is., î^ast Indies.

Natiea powisiamis Recl.—Yokohama, Nagasaki, China, Moluccas.

Natica colliei Recl.—Tokyo, Nagasaki, Hakodate, Australia.
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Natiea mamilla Linn.—Tokyo Bay, East Indies, Philippines, New Cale-

donia, Central Polynesia.

Nerita adspersa Rec.—Tokyo, East Indies to Central Pacific.

Nerita crepidularia Lam.—Tokyo Bay, Yokohama, China, Philippines,

Indian Ocean, India to Malayan Archipelago, New Caledonia.

Oliva fulgurata Ad, and Rve.—Tokyo, Yamada Harb., Kamakura, Naga-

saki, N. Coast of Tango, China 8ea, Philippines.

Ostrea folium Gm.—Misaki, Wakayama, Indian Ocean.

Ostrea cueullœta Born.— Yokohama, E. Coast of Sagami, ^Nlisaki, Naga-

saki, Nicobar, Ceylon, Natal Coast, Indian Ocean.

Ostrea plicata Chem.—Misaki, Kii, AVest Indies.

Pleurotoma unedo Val.—Tokyo Bay, Misaki, Nagasaki, East Indies,

Indian Ocean.

Pleurotoma tuberculata Gray.—Tokyo Bay, Hongkong, Java, Australia.

* Pleurotoma oxytropis >Sow.—Tokyo, Sagami, Oshima, Mauritius,

Panama to Gulf of California.

Pleurotoma graeilenta Rve.—Tokyo, Kamakura, E. Coast of Kii, Philip-

pines, N. Australia.

Peristernia pulchra Rve.—Kominato in Awa (or Böshu), Philippines,

Indian Ocean, Red Sea.

Purpura alveolata Rve.—Awa (or Böshu), Kamakura, Oki Is., Seta

Coast, Oshima, Nagasaki, Philippines, Zanziber, Paumotus, Muscat

Bay, Indian Ocean.

Pyrula reticulata Lam.—Tokyo, Nagasaki, Kuroshima, IMatsuenohama,

E. Indies, Indian Ocean.

''^ Potamides fluviatilis Port, and Mich.—Tokyo Bay, Nagasaki, China,

Hongkong, Philippines, Singapore, Borneo, Australia, Älergui, India,

Pijramidella pulehella A. Ad,—Tokyo Bay, Goza Harbour, Mososeki,

Red Sea,

* Patella amussitata Rve,—Enoshima, Kii, Fukushimamura in Tosa,

Bonin Is,, China, Chifu, Philippines.

Patella stellceformis Rve.—Tokyo, Tsushima, Japan to Port Jackson,

S. Australia, Eastwards to Viti Cook's and Society Archipelago.

Pecten plica Linné,—Misaki, Takashima, Nagasaki, Ceylon, China Sea.

Pecten subprieatus Sow.—Misaki, Shima, Kagoshima, Philippines.

Pesten squamatus Cîmel,—Tokyo Bay, Sagami Sea, Zebu Is., Philippines.

Pecten irregularis Sow,

—

Banda and Neinoto in Awa (or Boshu), Taka-
shima, East Indies,

Pinna nigrina Lam,—Tokyo, Oshima (Ösumi), Philippines, Red Sea,

Rapana bulbosa Sol,—Yokohama, China, Philippines,

Rissoina subfuniculata New.—near Kachiyama in Awa (or Böshu),

Persian Gulf to Singapore.
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•"*= Rapana bczoar L.—Tokyo, Yokohama, INfisaki, Hliinioda, Hakodate,

Ise, Kobe, Iligo, Nagasaki, Kagoshima, China, Philippines.

Siphonalia hinnulus Ad. and Kve.—Tateyama, Tsu-saki, »Sooloo .Sea.

Stronibus aratrum JNIart.—Tokyo Bay, Hociety Is., Australia.

Strombus succinetus L. var. rohustus Sow.—Tateyama, Okino-Oshinia,

Hongkong, Philippines, Indian Ocean.

Stronibus luhuanus Linnk.—Tokyo, Nagasaki, Takanoshima, Tango, New
Caledonia, Philippines, "West Coast of Australia, Port Jackson, N. S.

Wales, Port Dorey in New Guinea, jMolucca, Java, Bourbon Is.

Siliquaria cumingii Morcii.—Tokyo Bay, Nemoto in Awa (or Bôshu),

Philippines.

Siliquaria australis Quoy.—Tokyo, Nemoto in Awa (or Böshu), Australia.

Sigaretus undulatus Lis.—Tokyo, Yokohama, China, Strait of Malacca.
'-^ Sigaretus papilla Gmel.—Tokyo Bay, Yokohama, Nagasaki, Okino-

shima in Kii, Niijima, China, Chifu, Philippines, Tranquebar,

Molucca, Negro Is., Red Sea.

Scalaria aeuleata Sow.—Tokyo Bay, Tsushima, Hongkong, Malacca,

Philippines.

Scalaria trifaseiata de Haan.—Tokyo, Yokohama, Singapore, Philii^piues.

Scalaria latcfasciata Sow.—Tokyo, Mauritius,

'i^ Scalaria acuminata Sow.—Tokyo Bay, Chifu, IMalacca.

Scalaria immaculata Sow.—Tokyo Bay, Luzon.

Scalaria sulcata Sow.—Tokyo Bay, Luzon and Catanuam in Philippines.

Scalaria lamellosa Lam.—Yokohama, Kamakura, Mediterranean Sea,

W. Indies, Sandwich Is., Mauritius.

Stomatia rubra Lam.—Tokyo Bay, Setouchi, Corean Strait, Philii)j)ine.-:.

Sunetta excauata Haxley.—Tokyo Bay, Kyushu, Satanomisaki, Kuro-
shima, Hakodate, Yokohama, Kamakura, New Holland, S. Australia.

Tercbra polijgyrata Dp:snAY.—Tokyo, Kamakura, Goza Harbour, Izu,

Kii, Philippines.

Terebra strigillata Linné.—Nemoto in Awa (or Böshu), Kamakura,
Nagasaki, Polynesia, Sandwich Is.

'^ Triton sauliœ Rve.—Tokyo, Misaki, Hitachi, Tateyama, Awaji, Naga-
saki, Tsusaki, Setouchi, Luzon, Mauritius, Natal, Galapagos, Matno"-.

Triton costatus Born.—Tokyo, Tateyama in Awa (or Böshu), Nagasaki,

Öshima, Atlantic Coast of Europe and Africa, Canary and Cajie

Verde Is., St. Helena, ^y. Indies to Brazil, Polynesia, Australia,

New Zealand, Tahiti, Cape of Good Hope.

Triton moritinctum Kve.—Tateyama, W. Indies, Philippines.

Tercbcllum tcrebellum Linné—Tokyo Bay, Nagasaki, Yobuko, I'hilip-

pines, Australia, New Guinea, Viti Is.
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'•^ Turbo (jranulatus Gmel.—Enoshima, Nagasaki, Kii, Shiina, China

Sea, Nicobar.

Tellina vulsella Ciiem.—Tokyo Bay, Kyushu, Zebu Is. in Philippines,

Amboina, Ceylon, E. Coast of Africa, Sechelisen.

Tellina puleherrima Sow.—Tokyo Bay, Singapore, Banka Strait.

Tellina rhomboïdes Q. and G.—Tokyo Bay, Philippines, Marianen,

Tapes variegatus Hanley.—Tokyo, Nagasaki, Oki, Tsushima, Philip-

pines, Coast of New Holland.

* Venus foliacea Chem.—Tokyo Bay, jMadagascar, Red Sea.

Vcnerupis monstrosa Chem. — Tokyo Bay, Tsushima, Kino-Oshima,

Philippines, Nicobar.

Xenophora pallidula Rve.—Tokyo Bay, Ceylon.

(B) Arctic species : (13 sp.)

* Cardium californiense Desh.—Tokyo, Hakodate, Nagasaki, Etrof, Cas-

tries Bay, West Coast of Sakhalin, Behring Sea, Sitcha, Vancouver

Is., Fueau Strait, Puget-Sound, Ochotsk Sea, Unalaciika, Fusca

Straight to Montery.

Cardium grœnlandicum Chem.—Misaki, Arctic Seas of America, Asia

and Europa.

'•^ Cijthcrca chincnsis Chem.—Sagami, Kii, Nagasaki, Plakodato, Kitan)i,

AVest and East Coast of Sakhalin, China, New Holland, Dui and

Ssa-Kato, Castries Bay,

Hiatula nuttari Conrad.—Tokyo Bay, Hakodate, Etrof.

''^ Mactra sulcataria Desh.—Tokyo, Nagasaki, Hakodate, North China,

Kurile Sea at the East Coast of Sakhalin, C/oast opposite Possjet Bay.

''• Macoma nasuta Conkad.-—Tokyo, INIisaki, Hakodate, Kamtschatka,

Beliring Sea, Sitcha, South Coast of Ochotsk Bay, Esquimalt Harbour,

West Coast of North America from the northern limit to Vancouver,

Oregon, Montery, California.

'^ Natiea clausa Dksh.—Tokyo, Banda in Awa(or Böshu), Chôshi, Hakodate,

Nemuro, Otaru, Sakhalin, Kamtschatka, Kadjak, Ochotsk Sea,

Schlanter Is., Kowajasemlja, Sitka, Melville Is., Vancouver, East-

port, Greenland, Atlantic Ocean southwards to INIassachusetts, Lap-

land, Portugal, Arctic Eui-ope.

Placunanomia luacrosvhisma Desh.—Tokyo, Hakodate, Kamtscliaka,

Ochotsk.

Pccten ijcssœnsis Jay.—Tokyo, Hakodate, Castries Bay, West Coast of

Sakhalin.
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Pccten vitrciis Ciiem.— Vokoliaina, Norway, Greenlaud.

Triton oregonensis Red.—Tokyo Bay, Hakodate, Aiiiwa Bay, Oku.siri,

^lagellan Strait (Chili), Alaska, Orctroii.

»^ Tressus mtttoli Comiad.—Tokyo, Hakodate, Sitcha, aloug West Coast

of America from 84° N. to 58° N.

•"^ Yoldia lanecolata Sow.—Enoshima, Hakodate, Nova Zcmbla, Jeni.ssei,

Iceland, Metschigmeii Bay, Nytschigane Point iu Behring .Sea, Puget

Sound, Avatscha Bay, Seniavin Strait.

(C) Species chiefly found only in Japan : (164 sp.)

I. Species found chiefly south of Tokyo.

Alcjjna ocellata A. Ad.—Tateyuma and Nenioto in Aw'a (or Böshu), off

Taleiishima.

Area obtusa Rve.—Tokyo, Misaki, Nagasaki, Setouchi.

Area amhigna Rve.—Yokohama, Nagasaki.

Bcla pyrrha Watson.—Yokohama, Kobe.

Acmcea heroldi Dkr.—Awa (or Böshu), Enoshinia, Sagami, Nagasaki,
'^' Aemœa conulus Dkr.—Yokohama, Tokyo, Enoshinia, Nagasaki.
''^ Caneellaria nodulifera Sow.—Yokohama, Kiuo-Öshima, Shimizu.

Cantharus undulata Sciiep.—Kominato in Awa (or Boshu), N. Shore of

Tango.

Columhella puniila Dkr.—Tokyo, Kamakura, Nagasaki.

* Columbella martensii Lke.—Tokyo, Enoshima, Nagasaki.

Columhella compta L.—Tokyo, Kamakura, Nagasaki.

Cassis japoniea Rvjc.—Tateyama, Tsusaki, Nagasaki.

Calliostoma argenteoniteus Lis.-—Tokyo, Setouchi.

Calliostoma eonsors Lis.—Tokyo Bay, Setouchi.

Cijclostorema dunkeri Tryon.—Tokyo, Nagasaki.

Corbida crijthrodon Lam.—Tokyo, Yokohama, Kii, Nagasaki.

Cijtherea lusoria Chemx.—East Coast from Tokyo to Izumi, Nagasaki,

China Sea.

'' Cijelina ehinensis Chemx.—Tokyo, Yokoluuua, jMisaki, Nagasaki, Shima,

Higo, Kagoshima, Tsushima, Ise, Formosa, Shanghai, Hougkoug,

East Coast of Cochin China.

Cardita cumingiana Dkr.—Tokyo, Yokohama, Nagasaki, Riukiu

Dolium zonatum Grun.—South of Tokyo Bay, Nagasaki, China.

* Erato eallosa Ad. and Rve.—Tokyo Bay, Nagasaki, China Sea.

* Fusus nodoso-plieatus Dkr.—Yokohama, jMisaki, Nagasaki, Ukushima,

Goto Is., Sumoto, Moji, Tomouotsu.
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Hiatura olivacca jAv.-^Tökyo Bay, Nagasaki, uear Sakai, Setouchi,

Chifu.

Imperator hœmatragus Mke.—Tokyo, Nagasaki, Setouchi.

Lylia cassidula Rve.—Nemoto in Awa (or Bösliu), Nagasaki, Kiiio-Üsliima,

Tsusaki, Satanoniisaki, N. Coast of Tango.

Lima dunkeri Smith.—Awa (or Böshu), Misaki, Shima.

Lima lima Linné.—Yokohama, Nagasaki.

Murex emarginata Sow.

—

Awa (or Böshu), off Goto Is.

* Mactra veneriformis Desh.—Tokyo Bay, Higo, Nagasaki, Kii, Kago-

shima, Chifu.

Modiola scnhausii Rve.—near Enoshima, Tokyo Bay, Nagasaki, Bizen,

Chusan, Chifu.

* Nassa japonica A. Ad.—Tokyo, Enoshima, Uraga, Öshima, Setouchi,

Kino-Üshiraa, Sado, Izugahara, Goza, Shima.

Nassa fuscolineata E. A. Smith.—Tokyo, Cape Shima, N. Shore of

Tango.

'' Natiea ampla Rve.—Tokyo to Enoshima, Awa, Chöshi, Misaki, Henda,

Shibo, Kagoshima, Küre, Nagasaki, Hikata, Uwajima.

* Niicula mirabilis Hind>s.-—Tokyo Bay, Nagasaki.

* Ostrca denselamellosa Lis.

—

Tokyo, Awaji, Bungo, South Shikoku,

Riukiu.

Philine scalpta A. Ad.—Tokyo Bay, Tsushima, Corean Strait.

Pleurotoma japonica Lis.

—

Awa (or Böshu), Kamakuru, Tokyo, Kii,

Nagasaki, North Kyushü, Hongkong.

* Pleurotoma subauriformis Smith.—Tokyo, Kamakuru, Setouchi.

Pleurotoma texta Dkr.—Tokyo, Nagasaki.

Pleurotoma costulata Dkr.—Tokyo, Nagasaki.

Pleurotoma leueharti Dkk.—Tokyo, Kamakura, Deshima.

* Pyramidella cinctella Ad.—Tokyo, Öshima in Izu, Setouchi, Matoza.

Peeten crassieostatus Sow.

—

Tokyo, Misaki, Ise, Nagasaki, Kii, Hong-

kong, Shanghai.

Pecten japonieum Gmel.—Tokyo, Tateyama in Awa (or Böshu), Seto-

uchi, Nagasaki, Misaki, Enoura in Suruga, Tateishi in Tosa, Kago-

shima, Riukiu, China.

Pinna japonica Hanlev.—Tokyo, Yokohama, Nagasaki.

Pinna lischkcana Cles.—Yokohama, Tokyo, Misaki, Okayama, Setouchi.

SiphonaUa fusoides Rve.—Tokyo Bay, Tsushima, Satanomisaki, S. E.

Coast of Kii.

Siliqua pulchella Dkk.—Tokyo Bay, between Tokyo and Öshima, Kyushü.

Spondjjlus crcnulatus Lue.—Misaki, Kii, Nagasaki.

Tornatella strigosa Gld.—Tokyo, Goza, Nagasaki, Riukiu, Kagoshima.

Triton cxeavatum Rve.—Tokyo, Nagasaki.
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Triforis fusca Dkk.—Tokyo, Kaniakura, Tateyama in Awa (or Bösliu),

Nagasaki, North Coast of Tango.

Triforis tricineta Dku.—Tokyo, Tateyama in Awa (or Böslui), Kania-

kura, Nortli Coast of Tango.

Troehus neritoides PiriL.—Yokoliama, Soutlieast Coast of Kii.

'• Troehus japonicus Ad.—Tokyo, Yokohama, Nemoto in Awa (or Bö-

shu), Nagasaki, Setouchi, North Coast of Tango.

'•' Tellina nitiduh Dkr.—Yokohama, Kaniakura, Nagasaki.

Tellina rutila Dkr.—Yokohama, Nagasaki.

Tellina irridella V. Martens.—Tokyo Bay, Kaniakura, Nagasaki.

Tellina prœtcxta V. Martens.—Tokyo, Yokoliama, Nagasaki.

'^ Tellina jjedœnsis Lke.—Tokyo, Kii.

Tapes mclanœgis Römer.—Tokyo Bay, Setouchi.

II. Species found chiefly north of Tokyo.

Dosinia japonica Rye.—Tokyo, Hakodate.

Glijeimeris japonica A. Ad.—Tokyo Bay, Hakodate.

Modiola japoniea Dkr.—Tokyo Bay, Hakodate.

* Nueula insignis Gld.—Tokyo, Hakodate.
'' Volutharpa perryi Jay.—Tokyo, Enoshima, Hakodate.

III. Species found both north and south of Tokyo.

Aemœa schrenckii Lke.—Yokohama, Nagasaki, Ojima, Hakodate.

Anomia laqueata Rye.—Tokyo, Misaki, off Kobe, Hakodate.

* Area inflata Rve.—Tokyo Bay, Nagasaki, Hakodate, East Coast of

Hokkaido (also in Tartarei, Kingsmill Is., Philippines).

Cohtmbella varians Dkr.—Tokyo, Kaniakura, Yokoliama, Hakodate, N.

Shore of Tango, Rifunsiri.

'^ Eburna japoniea Sow.—Tokyo, Tateyama, Misaki, Enoshima, Izu,

Hakodate, Osliima, Kamakura, Tsusaki, Echizen, Sado, Nagasaki,

Higo, Fukuoka, Awa, Shimonoseki.

* Fusus perplexus A. Ad.—Tokyo, Nagasaki, Sagami Bay, near Goto

Is., Hakodate, Tsushima, Moji in Hizen.

Hemifusus tuba Gmel.—Tateyama, Nagasaki, Hakodate, Tsushima, China.

Haliotis gigantea Gmel.—Tokyo, Nagasaki, Kii, Kamakura, Hakoihite.

''^ Leda eonj'iisa Hanley.— Enoshima, Hakodate, China Seii, Tokyo.

* L'mopsis woodwardi A. Ad. (?)—Japan.

Mya arenaria var. japoniea Jay.—Tokyo, Nagasaki, Hakodate.
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-^- Maeha divaricata Lke.—Enoshima, Misaki, Hakodate, Wakanoura,

Nagasaki, Setouclii.

Nassa fraterculus Dkr.—Tokyo, Ise, Kamakura, Goto, Tateyama, Hako-

date, Simoda, Nagasaki, Deshima.

'' Ostrea gigas Thunb.—Yokohama, Nagasaki, Cliöshi, Rikuzen, North

China, Talienwan, Chifu.

Olivella consobrina Lke.—Tokyo, Enoshima, Kamakui-a, Hakodate,

Yamada, Nagasaki, N. Coast of Tango,

Purpura lutcostoma Dillw.—Tokyo, Hakodate, Nagasaki, Seta Coast,

Suruga, Riukiu.

* Pleurotoma prineipalis Pilsbry.—Enoshima, Noto, Setouchi, Kii.

'^ Potamides zonale BRixi.—Tokyo, Yokohama, Hakodate, Matsiishima,

Öshima, Fla, Hongkong.

Patella toreuma Rve.—Banda in Awa (or Böshu), Enoshima, Nagasaki,

Hakodate, China.
'•' Peeten Icetus Gld.—Tokyo, Hakodate, Sagami Bay, Ikai, Nagasaki,

Yokohama, Cliöshi.

'^ Peeten laqueatus Sow.—Tokyo, Awa (or Böshu), Misaki, Bingo, Miya-

jima, Kii, Awaji, Iki, lyo, Satsuma, Suruga, Tsushima, Echizen,

Chöshi, Riukiu, Kohe, Nagasaki, Setouchi, California.

* Peetunulus albo-lineatus Lke.—Tokyo, Kii, Hakodate, Tsushima, Kita-

nii, Fusan, Possjet Bay.

'•' Botella costata Lesson.—Enosliima, Hakodate, Izu, Shima, Kii, Hizen,

Tsushima, Nagasaki.
''- Siphonalia eassidarceformis Rve.—Misaki, Enoshima, Nagasaki, Hako-

date, Izu, Goto Is., Öshima, Awa.
''' Solen gouldii Conrad.—Enoshima, Misaki, Hakodate, Ise, Nagasaki,

China Sea.

* Tercbra bipartifa Ged.—Enoshima, Hakodate.

Troehus pfeifferi Phil.—Tokyo, Shimoda. S.E. Coast of Kii, Hakodate.

,

Troehus subfusi-ens Sciirenck.—Tokyo, Hakodate, Öshima, Endermo.
'^ Troehus imperialis A. Ad.—Tokyo Bay, Hakodate.
''' Tornatella gigan*ea Dkr. (?)—Japan.

Telina inquinata Dksh.—Tokyo, Yokohama, Kii, Nagasaki, Hakodate,

Fusan, Castries Bay, West Coast of Sakhalin, Ochotsk Sea,

Vancouver, Columbia, West Coast of America north or south from

Vancouver.

Tapes vernieosa Gld.—Tateyama, Kagoshima, off Hakodate.

* Troehus argjjrostomus Giniel.—Tokyo, Kii, Hakodate, Possjet Bay,

Cliina, Port Hamilton (Corea), Formosa, Philippines.

Valuta megaspirc Sow.—Tökyo Bay, Setouchi, Hakodate.
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TV"^. SjH'ces f()uii(,l only nciiv 'l'ökyo.

AnaHna jnpoiiica Lki:.—Tokyo, ^'(llc()llam:l.

Anomia njtœimi (!i;ay.— >ris!iki.

Area satowi Dki;.—Tokyo.

Buccinum IciicostoiiKi JjKi:.—Tokyo l>ay, ^'okoliania.

('onus sicboldi Ivvi:. ("?)—Tokyo Jiay, China.

( (tuecUaria bocaqcana Ckoossk and Daiî. (?) -Tokyo liay, China.

Cijclostrema duplicata Lkk.—Tokyo.

Cardilia scmisidcata Dksii.—Tokyo Bay.

Cidtellus cultcllus Linnk.—Tnkyo Bay.

Dcntalium yoJwhamcnse Watson.—Yokohaum.

Dosiîùa biluiudata (iuAv.—Tokyo Bay, Yokohuuui, Saganii Coast.

Dosinia trailli A. Ad.—Yokohama.

Dosinia gibba A. Ad.—Tateyama.

Cijclina orientalis Sow—Y'okohama.

Cyprieardia lirata Rvk.—Tokyo Bay, Awa (or BöshiO.

Fissiire'la dilatata A. Ad.—Xenioto in Awa (or Bôshu).

'•• Fissurdia lischlui PiLsmtv.—Neniotu in A\va ((ji- Ijôshu).

Fissuridea sieboldii Rvk.—Tokyo Bay.

(kii'i oruata Dksif.—Tokyo Bay.

Gari bipartita Pnii..—Tokyo Bay.

Gastrana japoniea V. Maktexs.—Yokohama.

Hiatula atrafa Dksii.—Tokyo.

Lacuna oxijfropis Pi i-siît:y.—Tokyo.

Lacuna stcnotoworpha Pri.sBr;v.—Tokyo.

Lucinopsis divaricata Lki;.—Tokyo.

Lucina contraria Dkh.—Tokyo.

Lcpton suburotuwlum Dku.—Tokyo.

Lima japonicd A. An.---") miles oM' .löiiasliiina (^Fisaki).

Liniopsis pclagica !>. A. Smith.— ^'okohama, Knoshima.

Lincjula anatina Brn«;.—Tokyo, ]-]iioshiina.

'•' Mactra crossci J)ki;.—Tokyo.

Modiola phdippinarum Haxlkv.—Xeniotn in Awa (oy Böshn).

Modiolaria seniigranata Pvi;.—Tokyo.

Philine japoniea Lke.—Tokyo Bay, Yokohama.

Oliva signala L. ( ?)—Tokyo, Awa, China.

P'eurotoma patnielis Smith. Ç?)—Tokyo Bay, Japan Sea.

Pleurotoma ludhorfi Lki:.—Tokyo Bay, Xemoto in Awa (or Bö.<hu).

Pliurotoma tohijœnsis Pilsrky.—Tokyo, Kamakura.

Pleurotoma makimonos Jorss.—neishhorhood of Tokyo Bay.

Pleurotoma kaderleiji Lkk.—Tokyo Bay, Knosliinia.
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Potamidcs imilfifuriiiis L.—Tokyo.

Pytwnidella tenuiscidpta Lke.—Tokyo Bay.

PhasianeUi oligomphala Pilsbry.—Tokyo, Nenioto in Awa (or Bôsliu).

Parapholas p'mita Conrad.—Tokyo.

Pectimculus rotundus Dkr.—Tokyo Bay.

Pijramidella eximia Lke.—Tokyo, Kamakura.

Rissoina adamsiana ^Vkff.—Kacliiyaiiia in Awa (or Jdoshu").

Eœtci pulchella Ad. and Rve.—Yokohama,

Rœta ijokohamcnsis ]'iî.sbrv.—Yokohama.

Separatista s^paratista Dillv.—Nemoto in Awa for Boshu).

Sigaretus japmieus Lke.—Tokyo.

Scalaria casta A. Ad.—Tokyo, Yokohama, Kamakura.

Terehra hathyrhaphe Smith.—Tokyo Bay.

Triton dorsuosum Ad.—Tateyama in Awa (or Boshu).

Turbo guttatus A. Ad.—Tateyama in Awa (or Boshu ).

Trochus yokohamensis Pilsbry.—Yokohama.

Troehus japonica Smith.—Tokyo Bay.

Trochus paupereulus L.—Tokyo.

Tellina ovalis Sow.—Tokyo.

Tapes undulatus Born.—Tokyo Bay, Tateyama in Awa (or Boshu).

Vermetus tohyœnsis Pilsbry.—Tokyo.

Venerupis purpurea Dkr.—Nemoto in Awa (or Boshu).

Yoldia lischkei E. A. Smith.—Yokohama, Enoshima.

Tellina minuta Lke.—Tokyo Bay.

Venus yedœnsis Lke.—Kamakura, Tokyo Bay.

Y. Species found in Tokyo and elsewhere very widely

distributed.

•• Saxieava arctiea Df>sh.—Tokyo, Noto, Awa, Osaka, Hakodate, North-

eastern and Northern Sea of x\sia. Western Coast of America,

Euroi)e, Africa, Indian Ocean, Australia.

* Saxidomus nuttali Coxrad.—Tokyo, Misaki, Enoshima, Hakodate,

ILarima, Setouchi, Bonin Is., Kamtschatska, Sitcha, India, Cliile,

California.

* Dosinia exoleta TjInx.—Tokyo, Hakodate, Misaki, Kii, Setouchi, Chifu,

Nortli China, Sjjain, France, Piedmont, Corsica, Naples, Tarent,

Sicily, Ustrica, Adria-Zara, ^\'nedi,^•, Morca, Tunis, Algeria,

lialearen, Norway, Great Britain, Portugal, Mediterranean Sea,

from Nortli Cai)e (72° N.) to Senejral (15° N).
''•' Tapes dec'Hssata Dkr.— Tokyo, Hako hite, Kitami, Enoshima, Misaki,

Nagasaki, Uikuzen, Oshima, West Coast of Sakhalin, Olga Bay,
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Rifusiri, Koix'ii, I'ossjot Hay, Castries Jîay, Cape Notoro, Caj)e Tofiits,

lAninosa, Sini^^apore, China, East Indies, New Zealand, Java,

Anihdina, l\L:ypt, ]>rituin, Mediterranean, I-'ranee, rvrenncse

Peninsula.

* Modiola modiolus Linn.—Tokyo, Hakodate, Hetouchi, Beiiring- Sea,

Lapland in Russia, entire North Atlantic Coast of Europe ar.d

America, and New England in America, ^liditerranean Sea.

As may be seen from the above list, in which species

marked witli asterisks are those found also in our fossil locali-

ties, the number of tropical Ibrms found living and in the fossil

state is quite small. Tlie tropical living species amount to 399^

of the whole, wliile the arctic amount to 4^0, and those found

only iu Japan to ô')^o. Eut the percentage in our fossil forms

is as follows :

Troi)ical species 22 fo

Arctic species 15 ?o

It is quite interesting to observe that, while the proportion of

the arctic to tropical species in the list of the above ]ivin<>-

fauna is 1 : 9.75, that of the fossils is 1 : 1.4().

Among the fossil forms, the following are not found in the

environs of Tokyo :

—

Neptunea despecta LissL—Buccinum undatum Linxé.—Natica clausa

T>K<n.—Panopœa generosa Old.—Mactra sachalinensis Sciikexck.—

Venus stimpsoni Cld.— Tapes rigidus Ghw—Astarte Japonica ïok.—
Tapes euglijptus Pn.

—

Martesia striata Linné.—Lueina horealis L.

These species are never found in tropical regions, and the ßrst

eight species are restricted to arctic fauna. From this we see

that the sea near Tokyo was formerly inhabited by univalves and

bivalves of a climate colder than that which prevails at present.

Next let us consider the question of the geological age

of our fosteil beds. Era uns assumed the existence of a line of

unconformability between the shell bed and the Diluvium above

it, and identified manv of the shells with those of the Ensflish
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Crag, although lie recogn'izüd no extinct species in his collection.

The result obtained by in^'self is slightly different. Before

stating it, however, it is necessary first to examine whether the

fossil beds represent a single geological horizon or not. Fig. 1>

T)1T.UVÎIM !

I

I

I

r

Suzuki.

S;iiid with i,'r:ivcl. — r^

Miiacvjus chiv

]JR.\UNS.

—Loam. (3 metre.) ~)

Conglomcratii.' sand-

—

I stoue inlervein-

I
orl witli liiiiniiit

Tertiart
I

fihell-UiviT.

Tiiir.iccou-

stone.

Tketi.vkv.

I

Tol.ble layer-^M
Clayisli lufi'iiCL'OU

I
.sanilstuiic.

I- ,..-...
Fig. 2.—Profile at Oji fossil bed.

shows the order of succession of the layers at Oji as observed

by Brai'nh and Dr. T. ISuz'Jki. The boundary line between

the Tertiary and (Quaternary is assumed l)y Brauns to be directly

above the shell layer, while Suzuki takes for it a micaceous

clay, in which badly preserved ])lant impressions were discovered.

Of this line in the layers of Shinagawa Suzuki makes no precise

statement in his " j^xplanatory Text to the Geological Sheet,

Tokyo, 1887," (published in Ja])anese). As shown in my profde

(Fig. o), a bluish clay

and sand are ovei'laid

l)y a l)rownish clay, and

arc found above the

shell laver which cor-

"-^rr^-Bliiisli clay (I. '.'7 luolrc»

.'^aml-layvr i !.].'> luotre)

SlicU-layor ( .,>>7 metro + i

Fig. 3.— Profile at Shinagawa fo.'^sil ht'd.
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responds to that oi" ( )ji. This l)ro\viiish chiy cuntaiiis plant leaves

like those found in the corresponding clay at Oji. A ibssil local-

ity of Tabata, a place situated between Oji and Tokyo, lies at the

foot of a })hiteau which is a southern continuation of that of Oji.

Some years ago a good geological profile was exposed by a cut-

ting made for ]-ailway purposes. The brownish and bluish clay

layers at the bottom of my profile (Fig. 4) contain ditterent

kinds of fossils at diti'erent

jiarts even of the same hori-

zon. In some parts we find

numerous plant leaves, while

in others trunks of trees

and shells. Where the

shells are numerous, the

clay jjasses into sands. These

clay layers must represent

those of the plant bearing

clay of Oji and Shinagawa.

The fossil layer of ISuruga-

dai, whence Bkau>'S obtain-

ed some of his specimens,

is at present not accessil)le on account of the considerable

weathering of the rock surface. But it is almost certain that

it is a continuation of the shell-bed of Tabata, the geological

profile being the same in both localities, and most of the shells

collected by Beauts belong to those forms which are found at

Tabata. In the three profiles above mentioned, the uppermost

part which consists of loam with underlying gravel is decidedly

diluvial. Below the gravel lie brownish and bluish clays which

are represented partly by a shell-bearing sand, as at Tabata.

.« » • o

;-c>V:'-o->o>.o;^f ^•.•î ^ -oT-î.'/o j°;:

-^^-•^^••'=^E,^^L-r^^-=.-:^-^-^-=?)-Hru\viiisli Clav

Gravel layer (i

metre)

IJliiish clay

Fil!-. 4.—Profile :it Talnitii Ib^.sil l)e<l.
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In the brownish clay of Oji and Shinagawa, plant leaves rarely

occur, while at Tabata the brownish as well as the bluish clay

contains great quantities of them. Below the clays is found a

bluish sand, which yields some moUuscan casts^' at Shinagawa

and Oji and numerous shells at Tabata. At the last locality no

bed lower than this sand is exposed. But at Shinagawa and

Oji, there is a sand with numerous shells, showing a wavy line

of boundary against the overlying sand on natural profiles.

Brauns regarded this wavy line as an important demarca-

tion between his " non-fossiliferous zone" (in reality containing

shell casts at ()ji and Shinagawa) and the underlying shell bed.

However, as is well known, the surface of shell heaps constantly

disturbed by sea waves is usually not perfectly flat and horizontal,

but shows numerons depressions and elevations. The same thing

is also observable in strata, for instance in those of the Tertiary

of Sendai, Province of Bikuzen, where there are three shell

zones in a thick tufaceous sandstone, each shows a wavy surface.

On the eastern side of a railway cutting at Shinagawa, the line

is not always distinct, and the overlying sand, which does not

differ from the shell bed either in colour or hardness, sometimes

contains shells irregularly pushed in from the lower bed. From

the above facts it will be seen that the so-called line of demar-

cation is not of any great significance in the determinationf of

the age of the shell-bed.

The bluish cla}' overlying the sand is to be considered as

belonging to the same geological epoch as the lattei-, for in

some places the clay alters its nature according to the sand,

^' Casts found at Oji and Shinagawa belong to J /'ca inflate Rvt:., I'ec'ten laqueatios Sow.,

Pecluiu-Mlus nibo-linealus IjKE., Pcuiopœa rjeiwrosn (\lv., SaxidomuH imitai I. Coxkad, Tapex

rigidus (ild. and Mamwi na.-oitd Coxkad, etc.

t Jl must be ]<v[>\ in mind liiat the layers now under discnssiuii lie ahnost horizontally.
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liroHiiibli thiy

Pebble lav<'r

2^—Bluish day

Viij:. 5.—Profile showing the boundary line l)et\veen

brownish antl bluish clav at Tabata.

so that these two form a siiiirle heil as is seen on the western

side of the Sliinagawa railway cutting and also at Tabata. Next

rehiting to this bhiish clay and the overlying brownish one,

the ditl'erence of colour is quite unimportant, the line of bound-

ai-y between tliem being very irregular at Tabata as shown in

the figure -3. The

insignificance of tliis

line is also shown by

a regular horizontal

pebbly layer trav-

ersed by it. So the

brown color of clay will be only the result of oxidation caused

by the action of percolating water.

So if indeed any geological gap exists in our profiles, it

must be found high up between the brownish clay and the

gravel layer and not lower down. Brauns determined the age

of our fossil beds to be Pliocene by identifying their moUusks

chiefly with those of the Crag. But it very seldom happens

that non-pelagic species, either Recent or Pliocene, show so

wide a distribution as to be found in Japan and Europe at

the same time. No recent Japanese shells, excepting a few,

which are mostly cosmopolitan, pass the Red Sea on the one

side or the west coast of America on the other. Of the twenty-

two species described by Brauns as identical with those of the

Crag, only five are so according to mv own determination, and

of these four are either cosmopolitan or circumpolar. In

Brauns' work no extinct species are mentioned ; but I recogni/e

about ten* which are considered as surelv extinct. Still this

* TrochiiK Khinaf/ait'i'nsis ToK., Tellina serricosltin ToK . TtUina ojienaif ToiC , Cardiiini

braunsi Tok;, C'arditu rotunda ToK., Peclcn tokyoenùi Tok., Mysia pncifim TuK., tfrc.
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number may be regarded too small to warrant ns in assuming

the Tertiarv a2;e of the fossils. It is also interesting to note

that there was a decided diminution of temperature as shown

by the predominance of arctic forms in the molluscan fauna.

Another feature that leads us to think that our fossil zones may

be younger than the Pliocene is the discovery of a tusk, teeth

and bone fragments of an elephant from a bed below the shell-

layer of Tabata. The specimens belonging to tlie same species

and collected at other ])hices in Japan were determined by

Naumann as FJeplias namadicns Falc, which had formerly

been restricted to the Post-pliocene of the Narbada series accord-

ing to Blanford ;•' while Brauns, as before mentioned, took

them for those of Elephas antiquus Falc. and Caut. This

author, moreovei-, assumed all of the Japanese elephants, includ-

ing those from Tokyo, to be Diluvial forms. Therefore I

consider the shells formerly taken for Tertiary as belonging to

the Diluvial epoch.

* Nat"MAXX, Uehfj- .J:i))anisrlip f^lppli.inten der ^'<lrzpil. I'ala> int(\<rr,i])liic;i, Rd.

XXVI 1 1., Heft I., 1881, p. ;;4.
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PLATE I.

Fig. 1. Murex faient us Sow. (Nat. size).

Fig. 2. ]\Iurex longicanalis Tok. (Nat. size).

Fig. .3. Trophon exiguus Tok. (Magnified).

Fig. 4. Triton sauUce L. (Nat. size).

Fig. 5. Fusus nodoso-plicatus Dkr. (Nat. size).

Fig. G. Fusus perplexus A. Ad. (Nat. size).

Fig. 7. Fusus simplex E. A. Smith. (Magnified).

Fig. 8. Hcmifusus ternatamis Gmel. (Nat. size).

Fig. 9. Siplionalin cassidarœformis Rve. (Nat. size).

Figs. 10 a and h. Buccinum undatuvi Linn. (Nat. size).

Fig. 11. Volutharpa perryi Jay. (Magnified).

Fig. 12. Erato callosa Ad. and ßvE. (Magnified).

Fig. 13. Olivella consohrina Ljve. (Magnified).

Figs. 14 a and h. Columhella pumila Dkr. (Magnified).
,

Fig. 15. Cancellaria spengleriana Desh. (Nat. size).

Fig. 16. Cancellaria nodulifera Sow. (Nat. size).

Figs. 17 a and h. Terehra alveolata Hinds. (Fig. \la in natin-al size ; fig.

Ylh magnified).

Figs. IS a and h. Terehra pretiosa Rve. (Fig. 18« in natural size; fig.

18?> magnified).

Figs. 19 rt and }>. Terehra suhtexlilis E. A. Smith. (Fig. 19« in natural

size
; fig. 1% magnified).

Figs. 20 a, a', h and h'. Terehra cfr. serotina Ad. and Rve. (Figs. 20«

and h in natural size
; figs. 20 a' and h' magnified).

Fig. 21. Pleurotoma oxytropis Sow. (Nat. size).



Fig. 22. Phurdoma vertehrata Smith. (Nat. size).

Fig. 23. Fhurotoma 'principal is Pilsrry. (Nat. size).

Fi<^ 24. Pleurotoma sahauri/brmis Smii'H. (Magnified).

Fig. 25. Pleurotoma raricosiata Smith. (Magnified).

Fig. 26. Plettrotoma gracilenta Rve. (Magnified).

Fig. 27. Pkiirotoma tahatensis Tok. (Magnified).

Fig. 28. Pleurotoma ojiensis Tok. (Magnified).

Figs. 29 a and h. Pleurotoma sacjamieiif^ifi Tok. (Fig. 29rf in natural size
;

fig. 2% magnified).

Fig. 30. Dolium leuteostomum Künster. (Nat. size).

Fig. 31. Natica clausa Desh. (Nat. size).

Figs. 32 a, h and c. Natica ampla Rve. (Nat. size).

Fig. 33. Natica papyracea Bush. (Nat. size).

Fig. 34. Sigaretus ptapilla Gmel. (Nat. size).

Fig. 35. ^calaria immaculata Sow. (Magnified).

Fig. 3G. Scalaria lamellosa Lam, (Nat. size).

Fig. 37. Scalaria acuminata Sow. (Magnified).

Fig. 38. Trichotropis imicarinata Brod. (Nat. size).

Fig. 39. Eulima levis Tok. (Magnified).

Fig. 40. Eulima ovalis Tok. (Magnified).

Fig. 41. Turhonilla aff. elegantissima Mont.. (Magnified).

Figs. 42 a and J>. Turhonilla fusca A. Ad. (Magnified).

Fig. 43. Odostomia fasciata Dkr. (Magnified).

Fig. 44. Odostomia cfr. suhplanata Gld. (Magnified).

Fig. 4.'5. Odostomia taJcinogaivens is Tok. (Magnified).

Fig. 4G. Pyramidella eximia Lke. (Magnified).

Fig. 47. Pyramidella spircda A. Ad. (Magnified).

Fig. 48. Pyramidella cinctella A. Ad. (Magnified).

Figs. 49 a and h. Ceritliium hodiii Phil. (Fig. 49« in natural size
;

fig.

49& magnified).

Fig. .W. Cerithium nipporicnsis Toiv. (Magnified).

Fig. 51. Cei-ithium tahatensis Tok. (Magnified).

Fig. 52. Potamides ßuviatilis Pot. and Mioii. (Nat. size).

Fig. 53. I'otariiides incisus Hombr. and Jacq. (Nat. size).

Fig. 54. Pissoa cfr. cerithina Phil. (Magnified).

Fig. 55. Rissoa septentrionalis Tok. (Magnified).

Fig. 5G. Rissoa meridionalis Tok. (Magnified).

Fig. 57. Rissoa suhcT/lindriccc Tok. (Magnified).

Fig. 58.'notella costata Lesson, var. superhus Gld. (Nat. size).

Fig. 59. Turho gramdattis Gld. (Nat. size).

Fig. GO. TrocJius imperial is A. An. (Nat. size).
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FOSSILS FROM THE ENVIRONS OF TOKYO.

PLATE II.

Errata.

In the explanation of Plate VI., after " All figures

in natural size " add " except Fig, 6 which is in ^/^ nat.

sizey

Fig. 5. Troclius angulatus Tok. (Magnified).

Fig. 6. Fissurella liscJiIcei Pilsbry. (Nat. size).

Figs. 7 a and b. Acmœa conulus Dkr. (Magnified).

Figs. 8 a and b. Patella omussitata Rve. (Fig. 8a in natural size
;

fig.

8b magnified).

Fig. 9. Tmiiatina exilis Dkr. (Magnified).

Fig. 10. Tornatella rjigantea Dkr. (Nat. size).

Fig. 11. Ringicula arctata Gld. (Magnified).

Fig. 12. Cylichnu lausasliiensis Tok. (Nat. size).
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PLATE II.

Fig. 1. Trochus argnrostonius Gmel. (Nat. size).

Fig. 2. Trocliufi amussitatus Gld. (Magnified).

Fig. 3. Trochus japonicus A. Ad. (Magnified).

Fig. 4. Trochus shinagaioensis Tok. (Nat. size).

Fig. 5. Trochus angulatus Tok. (Magnified).

Fig. 6. Fissurella liscjilcei Pilsbry. (Nat. size).

Figs. 7 a and b. Acmœa comilus Dkr. (Magnified).

Figs. 8 a and h. Patella amussitata Rve. (Fig. 8a in natural size ; fig.

86 magnified).

Fig. 9, Tornatina exilis Dkr. (Magnified).

Fig. 10. Tornatella gigoMea Dkr. (Nat. size).

Fig. 11. Ringicula arctata Gld. (Magnified).

Fig. 12. Cyliclina musashiensis Tok. (Nat. size).



Fig. 13. C'ijlichna acuta Tok. (Magnitied).

Fig. 14. Cylichna obtusa Tok. (Magnified).

Figs. 1.5 a and h. Dentaliwn uctogonum Lamk. (Nat. size).

Figs. 16 a and b. Dentalium loeinliauß Dkr. (Nat. size).

Fig. 17. Dentalium edœnsis Tok. (Nat. size).

Fig. 18. 3Iartesia striata Linné, (Nat. size).

Fig. 19. Solen krausensternii Schrenck. (Nat. size).

Figs. 20 a and h. 3Iacha divaricata LivE. (Nat. size).

Figs. 21 a and h. Saxicava arctica üesh, (Nat. size).

Figs. 22 a, a', h and b'. Corbtda venusta Gld. (Figs. 22 a and b in natural

size ; figs. 22 a' and b' magnified).

Figs. 23 a and b. Neœrea gouldiana Hinds. (Magnified).

Figs. 24 a and b. Myodora fluctuosa Glu. (Nat. size).

Figs. 25 a and b. 3Iactra sacJialinensis Schrenck. (Nat. size).

Figs. 26 (A and b. 3Iaetra sulcataria Desk. (Nat. size).

Figs. 27 a and b. 3Iactra crossei Dkr. (Nat. size).

Figs. 28 a, b and c. Lidraria ovalis Tok. (Nat. size).

Figs. 29 a, b and b'. Lidraria sp. (Figs. 29 a and b in natural size; fig.

29 b' magnified).

Figs. 30 a, a', b and b'. Tellina nitidtda Dkr. (Figs. 30 a and b in natural

size ; figs. 30 a' and b' magnified).

Figs. 31 a and a' Tellina yedœnsis Lke. (Fig. 31 « in natural size; fig.

31 /; magnified).

Figs. 32 a, a' and b. Tellina serricodala Tok. (Figs. 32 a and b in natural

size ; fig. 32 a' magnified).

Figs. 33 a and a'. Tellina ienera Say. (Figs. 33 a in natural size ; fig.

33 a' magnified).

Figs. 34 a, a' and b. Tellina ojiana Tok. (Figs. 34 a and b in natural

size, fig. 34 a' magnified).

Figs. 35 a and a'. Tellina aff. rutile Dkr. (Fig. 35 a in natural size
;

fig. 35 rt' magnified).

Figs. 36 a and (//. Tellina vipponica Tok. (Fig. 36 a in natural size
;

fig. 36 cd magnified).
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PLATK III.



Plate III.

Figf«. 1 a, a', a" and b. Gari cfr. radiata Dku.

Figs. 2 a and h. Macoma nasuta Conrad.

Figs. 3 a and b. Venus foliacea Ph.

Figs. 4 a and 6. Cytherea cliinensis Chem.

Figs. 5 a and h. Cytherea meretrix Linné.

Figs. 6 a and Z>. dementia aff. papyracea Gray.

Fig. 7. Tapes decussata Dkr. var. jphilippinarum Ad. and Kve.

Figs. 8 «, a' and Z>. j^bpes euglyptus Pu.

Figs. 9 Ci and a'. Cardium californiense Desh.

Fig, 10. Cardium muticum Eve.

Fig. 11. Cardium braunsi Tok.

Figs. 1.2 a and «'. Cardium tokyoensis Tok.

Figs. 13 a, b and &'. Mysia aff. seviiaspera PniL.

Figs. 14 a and Z> Lasœa striata Tok.

Figs. 15 a and a' Lasœa aff. suborbicularis Mont.

Figs. 16 a, a' and b.. Astarte japonica Tok.

Figs. 17 a and a'. Cardita rotunda Tok.

Fig. 18. Yoldia lanceolata J. Sow.

Figs. 19 a and ^>. ^rc« inflata Eve.

Fig. 20. .^rca yranosa Linné.

Figs. 21 a and h. Area kagosltimensis Tok.

Figs. 22 a and i. ylrca a Sp.

Figs. 23 «, b and 6. ^4/'crt reetangularis Tok.

Fig. 24. Alodiola modiolus Linn.

Figs. 2.5 a and h. Mod.iola aff. japojiica Dku.

ï'igs. 26 a and &. Lima aff. japonica Ad.

Figs. 27 ft and />. Lima hahodatensis Tok.

(All the figures excepting tigs. 1 a" and b, figs. 2 a and h, fig. 8 /), fig. i) a'', fig. lo 6', figs.

14 a and />, fig. lô a', figs. 1() a, a' and 6, fig. 17 a', fig. 18, figs. 22 a and 6, figs.

2o a, 6 and c, fig. 24, figs. 25 a and b, and figs. 2(j a and 6 are in natural size).
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PLATE IV.



Plate IV.

Figs. 1 a and h. Area tennis Tok.

Fig. 2. Pecten lœtus Gld.

Fig. 3. Pecten aff. irradians LAi\r.

Fig. 4. Pecten pulchellimus Tok.

Figs, i) a. and ù. O.strea, (jigas Thumb.

Figs, ß a and &. Ostrea clenselameUosa IjKE.

Figs. 7 a and h. Ostrea irregularis Tok.

Figs. 8 a and i. Waldheimia grayi Dav.

Figs. 9 a and />. Wcddhcimia irrec/ularift Tok.

Fig. 10. Lîngula Juans Swains.

(All the figures exoeptin^j figs. 4, 9a and 9& are in natural size).
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PLATE V.



Plate V.

Figs. 1-10. Pectcn tokyoemis Tok. (Nat. size).
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Plate VI.

Fig. 1. Jlyliobatis Sr.

Figo. 2-6. Elephas antiquus Falc.

Fig. 7. Indeterminable Ungulate bone.

(All figures in natural bize)
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Theory of the Rainbow due to a Circular

Source of light.

By

K. Aichi <-tiid T. Tanakadate.

Wdli Ö jj/ati's.

1. Introduction.

From the time of Descartes, many theories of the rainbow

have been proposed, but Airy'^^ was the first to establish a satis-

factory theory on the nndulatory theory of light. Airy's equation

of the meridian section of the emergent wave-surface immedi-

ately after leaving the surface of the raindrop {y—ax''), was,

however, formed with reference to the tangent and normal to

the curve at the point of inflexion, based on geometrical optics.

This point in Airy's theory was afterwards developed in detail

by Boitel,'- Larmor,'"' and especially by Mascart^^^ and L.

Lorenz.'"'^ But all the above investigations were based on the

assumption of a point source of light, and for the actual case

(1) Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc. VI. p. .379 (1838); VIII. p. 595 (1848).

(2) Compt. Kend. May 28, 1888; Phil. Ma^. XXVI. p. 2.39 il888).

(3) Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. VI. p. 283 (1888).

(4) Traité d'Optique, I. p. 382 (1889) ; III. p. 430 (1893).

(5) Œuvres Scientifiques, I. p. 405 (Copenhagen, 1898).
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of the rainbow which is due to a source of finite dimensions,

the result hohls only approximately. Recently, the colours of

the rainbow have been minutely investigated by Pernter*^^ witli

the use of Maxwell's theory of compound colours. In that paper

Pernter also calculated the colours of the rainbow^ as due to a

circular source of light, by a numerical addition of the results,

due to seven point-sources in a straight line, each differing by

5'. This method of calculation is not exact, and the result only

holds as a rough approximation (see ante).

It is to be remarked that Pernter's values^'^ of Airy's inte-

gral /" (z), on which the whole calculation is based, are some-

times discrepant from those originally given by Airy. On

comparing them with Airy's values, we found three mistakes at

z-1.8, 2.2 and 3.6, and Pernter himself, in his second paper, ^^^

remarked that these mistakes came from Mascart's table and

that they did not aftect the final result of his calculation. For

z>8, on drawing the curve representing Pernter's values, we

found considerable irregularity. It seemed therefore advisable

to repeat the calculation, using Stokes's semiconvergent series

(see ante). The results of our calculations were always greater

than Pernter's values, excepting the maxima and minima values.

Some numerical examples arc given in the following table :

z /' : Pernter's f' : our's

8.8 0.189 0.223

9.4 .100 .125

10.0 .240 .268

10.6 .022 .033

11.0 .170 .189-

(1) Wien Sitz. Ber. CVI. 2a, p. .135 (1897); Neues über den Regenbogen (Wien, 1898).

(2) Loc. cit., p. 140.

(3) Wien. Sitz. Ber. CXIV. 2a, p. 1 (1905).
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In our calculation we did not take the mme numerical values

for z that Pernter took. Thus in our values given above which

were found by interpolation, there are probably öinall errors in

the last figures.

So far as we are aware, the various calculations are as yet

limited to cases which, strictly speaking, hold only for a point

source of light. These considerations have led us to undertake

the following investigation. It may therefore, be looked upon

as an extension of Aii'y's theory to the case in which the source

of light is circular, namely, when the apparent diameter of the

sun is taken into account.

Next, let us consider the experimental side. Miller'^^ and

Pulfrich^"' verified Airy's theory in the special case of two

dimensions with a cylindrical stream of water (or glass rod),

and a straight slit as the source of light. But a question sug-,

gests itself in connexion with the problem of the circular source

of light—if we take account of the breadth of the slit, assum-

ing its length to be infinite, what difference will occur ? This

question must be answered.

In the following, we shall start by briefly stating Airy's

theory, and then proceeding to find difierences when the source

of light is replaced by a small circular disk ; and after some

additional notes on the two-dimensional case, the colours of the

rainbow due to the sun are calculated in two cases, which may

be taken as illustrations of the difference between the point and

the circular source ; and lastly experimental results will be

discussed.

(1) Tr.-ms. failli). I'liil. Sor. VII. p. 277 (,lb41).

[2) Wied. Anil. XXXlll.
i».

194 (1888).
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2. Airy's theory.

It will be necessary, in the first place, to state Airy's theory

in a form convenient for use in subsequent investigations. First,

let us nesjlect the visual angle of the drop, i.e. the radius of

the drop compared with the distance of the observer from the

drop (in the case of table experiment, we have to consider the

observer's distance as infinity, the telescope being so focussed).

Describe a unit sphere having the centre c coinciding with that

of the drop, and let the points o and 8 on the sphere be the

directions of observer and point-source of light respectively, seen

from c, and oti be the direction of the ray of minimum devia-

tion in the plane sco. The position of the observer with

respect to the sun is specified by the angle 6-co, or by the

angle mco.

Put

d = jmco = D — l.çco (1)

where \) = r: — angle of minimum deviation,

r = radius of the drop,

n = index of refraction,

P — Ï = number of internal reflections,

Then the emergent wave-surface, being the surface of rotation

with the axis sc, is specified by the curve of the intersection

with the plane sco. Taking the coordinate origin at c, y— axis

in cm and ;c— axis perpendicular to it, we have the equation

of the curve

y = - -^^ , (2)
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when we confine our attention to small values of ^
; and then

the intensity of light in the direction o is given by

i{d) = const. A/-(/ß) (3)

where A = {-^f , (3„) *

/{xd) =
I

cos --^(ii^— xdu)dic. (3g)

But, if we do not neglect the visual angle of the drop, the

definition of Ö must be slightly changed. In this case the ray

of minimum deviation does not pass c, but meets the surface of

the drop at a point say c. Thus c' must be taken as the

coordinate origin and co the direction of the observer ; then 6

is defined by

6 = |o'c'm. (!')

Using this value of ß, and neglecting rß compared with the

observer's distance, we may state the same formula as the above.

For different wave lengths of light, the point c' is slightly dis-

placed, but the amount of the displacement being negligibly

small, we may take one })Osition of c' as the coordinate origin

for all the wave lengths of a visible ray.

Airy expanded f{xß) as a power series of x6, which is not

convenient for a practical calculation of values for ^ß>o, though

it always remains convergent. On the other hand, especially

for large values of 6, the following semiconvergent series taken

from fStokes''^ can be employed with advantage :

—

/{y.6)=-2h-^ixd)-* M CU8 (^;,__^-^j ,

u J ^^ ¥where ^~ l~T"j '

(1) Collected Papers, 11. p. :J2U (Lundon, iSbo).
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M= l -0.0347//--. tan 0=0.0694;/-^; .- -

or, approximately,

It must be remarked that both expansions only represent

f(xß) for Hy-O. But for ft<0, f{xß) being a function having no

characteristic ])roperty, it is at once seen that no important dif-

ference appears between a point and a circular source. In the

following discussion the places where ^<0 are therefore excluded.

3. Remarks on Airy's theory.

In his paper, Airy contined the value of 6 weithin 2°, but

he did not exactly determine the limit of approximation in his

theory. Also he did not discuss the dependency of the intensity

of the rainbow on the wave length of light. Pernter applied^^'

Airy's theory for 6 ^IQ'^ not only to determine the positions of

maxima and minim;i, but also to ^calculate the amount of inten-

sity, and he said^-' that t) might be 20° or 80°. Mascart took^'^'

as the value of A of (8„) at first

and then modified"*' it to the form of (o„) taking account of

dimension.

We shall have to examine these points in detail,' before

proceeding to our discussion. First, in the ecjuation (2), there

was neglected the term of x^ compared with .t\ Ditiërentiate (2)

with respect of x and

(]) Wien. Sitz. Ber. CVI. 2a, Tab. I, II (1897).

C-i) ,, „ „ ('XIV. 2aj p. H (1905).

(:V) Traité (l'Oi.li(iue.s I. p. ;594 (Copenliagen, 1889j.

(4) „ „ ill. p. 437 ( „ 1893).
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dlj h

Ix ~ a

put / =tiin £
,

' ax '

tlicn £, being the angle between the tangent to the \Yave-front and

tlie j-axis or tlie angle between the wave normal and the y-axis,

is of the order of ^. It follows that x is of the order ^'. This

shows that in (2) d1 was neglected as compared with d.

Secondly, tlie phase difference at a point x, y, z on the wave-

surface is easily calculated from the equation (2), the ;2;-axis be-

ing perpendicular to the x and y axes. Represent the position

of the observer by ç, vj, o, then the phase difference is

ö^=V(x-,-)2 + (^/---yf^-r-^/FT^' ,

or è^o^\d.,
,

h - 2^

where "i = ^-t-^ —^' ^2=~ör '

X, z, Ç, being small compared with fj. Then the intensity, being

proportional to the square of the amplitude, is given by

where V,= ^— ( a cos^:^f5 ila , V,--= ^— ( a sin ^^u da

d(T beins: the surface element of the wave surface, and « the

amplitude of the wave. In the case of a spherical drop, we

have to put

a = cr sin I
,

where I is the angle of incidence of the ray which has passed

through da, and c depends on I, n, p, representing the effect

of polarisation

or « = cr sin (lo+r)

where Iq is the angle of incidence of a i-ay of minimum devia-

tion and 7-= ! — Iq. But in the position of minimum deviation
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—7—=0 , -T-^= Unite,
dy (fr

i.e. £ is of tlie order r, or ;- is of the order of d-^.

Thus, if we again neglect 6^ as compared with unity, i.e. ß^ com-

pared with d, we have

a = const, r

In the case of the circular cylinder, we have simply

a = con«t.

Thus, putting da = dxdz and taking tlie limit of the integration

from — 00 to + oc

V^=—'^;r^ I I COS ^^o dxdz, V,——^—^ I I sin .^ddxdz
kri J J X ' Iq J J À

— ce— CO — 3;-x

where cos —j- o =cos -j—{o, + o,,)

2;r > 27r , . 2;r . . 2r .= cos—^— 0, COS—-— 0., — sin —-—o, sin —-— a, .

/ À
-

I ?. -

Therefore

^7- const. C 2;: ^ , f 27r ^ ,

In the first part of these integrals put

then
I

cos —j^ d^ dx =
(
—-—

J^ |
cos ~^{u^— xdu)du

,

and in the second part z^=^^v'^

+«

then I cos -:^d.idz=^-^ j
cos ^v'^dv=^-^

Hence Y^= -^l--f —^j» j
co.s-|-(?/-xÖ«)r?M

,
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and similarly for V,

_^ const, r -Iz ^ J C . 2~ ^ , ,7.

V.=—i
I
cos — -o, (l.r

I
SIR —,-0., rA-j= V, .

Afj J À J ?. '

— 00 — X

Thus, for a spherical drop

and for a circular cylinder

Of coui-se, if we leave ;. out of consideration, we may take as

the expression for V, and V,

Vc=const.
j cos~^diflx , ¥3=001151.

j
sin ~^-^^(Ix= ,

— =0 —00

as Airy, o^ being small compared with o,.

Airy's theory holds good only when 6'^ is negligibly small,

in other cases the theory must be essentially modified. If T is

not negligible, then we have to take into account the dependency

of the intensitv of lis-ht on the angles of reflections and refrac-

tions, namely the effect of polarization as indicated by Mascart

and Lorenz ; on the other hand the form of the wave front must

be modified by adding a term of X^. Thus some of Peruter's

calculation for large values of 6 can not be regarded as exact.

4. Extension of Airy's theory to that of a

circular source.

Passing now to the case of a circular source of uniform

intensity, the apparent diameter of the source 2tl> will he sup-

posed so small that we can neglect (p"' compared with 'I>, and

confine our attention to the neighborhood of the minimum
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deviation, so tliat Airy 's theory applies. It is most convenient,

in this case, to neglect the visual angle of the drop. Take the

Fiçr. 1. elementary area of the projection s of

the source on the unit sphere, s be-

ing that of the centre of tlie circular

source, and denote the angle between

s s and so by (/', the angular distance

between s' and s by (p, the angle sco

by Tf — d and the angle s'fo by D— x.

Then, in the spherical triangle ss'o,

we have the relation

cos (D — x) — coRcr cos(D — 0) + sxxKp sin(D — ^)co?ç^
,

which reduces to the form

x= 6 + <p cos</',

since x, 6, (p are small.

The intensity of light at o due to the elementary area s

which is equal to (f d(p d4', is expressed by

i (Ö)= const. Af\y.x)

from whicli it follows at once as the expression for the total

intensity in the direction co, that

1(6, 0)=const. AF(/, (D, xd) (4)

where F(;^,0,/^) =-^J J^^
^r/^#/2|^(ö+ ^coss^)j.

, (4J

/2{z(/? + ç'Cos^'')} = I cos
J^

<u"--y.{d + (fC0S</')îii(l2c .

Thus the function /- in Airy's theory is replaced by a

more general function F. From tlie form of the function /^
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and F, the difterence between a point and a circular source is to

be found. f'{-<d) does not change for different values of /, if we

reduce the scale of 6 properly, because it is a function of xß,

but not a function of /. and 6 taken separately ; this however,

does not hold for F, which is a function of /. as well as of xO.

Thus it is necessary to consider F more in detail, though its

evaluation as a function of x, O, and xO is by no means easy.

If we try to expand f-<x{d + ipQ,os,il>)l in a power series of

x(fao^(l', then its coefficients gradually increase with xO, and are

very inconvenient for values oî /.tJ>\. If we change f-\x{i^ + ipiioi^d>)i

to a double integral

= -_^
I

dx i dy\cos-^<x^+)/—xd{x + y)icos-^\x(pcos(/>{x + y)>

— sm-^}x"'+y-'~-xd(x+ y)>sïn-^\x<pcosô{x+i/)^

+ cos- '- <x^— ?/"

—

xd(x— y)

\

cos-^< /.(p cos (p{x—y)>

- sin-^|j3^~r-^'^(-«-2/)|si"-9-{^^cos^G^'--^)j]
>

and integrate with respect to
(f

and </•, by using the relations of

Bessel's function

J,^(?y)=
I

C0S{W cosf2)d/J. ,

0= I sin(?rco?/^)r///
,

and -j^^. U-^Jiiv ^<^)^= .j-^oiiAî^) >
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then the final form is

I (
dx dy cos- -~\ x'+ y'— xd{x + y) \

Putting -'^=^'(4-)' ^=Kf)' ' =K^)^
and y' = — y' in the latter half,

then applying the well-known sequence equation of the Bessel's

function

i!^=_i_|j,(,,0+j.(,„)|
,

this can le reduced to the form

r [dx'dy'coÂ>:'-' + y''--x'd{x'+ y')\ U2\y' {^' + v')\+^^![^' i^' + y')V\ ,

which is almost intractable for practical calculation.

If we transform the variables cp, (/' to :v, y which are given

by .'f = ^cos9^, y = (psin(/', and then integrate with respect to y, we

arrive at the expression

l^>/^^^^)=-^J d{.x)^(,<py-(,xy/%y.d + y.x) . (40

- 7. <P

This form is most advantageous for the numerical calculation of

F by means of mechanical quadrature.

5. Case where the visual angle of the drop is

not negligible.

In the preceding article we neglected the visual angle of

the dro}), i.e. r as compared with the observers distance, but
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when tliis is not the case, the consideration is more complicated.

Firstly, let us consider the case where the source of light con-

sists of three points 8,, .s\,, s,-, lying in a plane perpendicular to

SiC at a great distance. In tlio plane SiC o, the intensity of

tlie rainbow due to s^, is

where (i represents the angle Bi Ai O, Bj Ai being the direction

of the minimum deviation due to Si. Suppose that s-, lies in

the 2:)lane s^co, and its angular distance
(f

from Si, is small;

then the intensity due to s-, in the direction AiO or A2O is

i,{d)=c,AfLo + <f)i

Next suppose that S3 lies in another plane s^co, and its position

is represented by (p' and 9'', where (p' is the small angular dis-

tance of .<?:; from .9, and </' the angle subtended by .s, .% and Si .s.;.

Now then, in the plane SgCo there is no direction parallel to
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AiO, but there exists a direction whicli makes the angle d with

Ai Bi, and the intensity in this direction is given by

/,^(^) = c,A/-L(^+^'cos^)| .

Thus, in the plane Syco we have as the total intensity

and in the plane S;po

In this case, therefore though i(d) and i(d) do not exist in one

direction nor in one plane, they exist in the same arc of the

rainbow which is specified by 6. Hence, the distribution of the

intensity of the rainbow can not be considered as uniform along

the arc of the rainbow.

The above method is directly applicable to the case of a

circular source of light. To determine the position of a point

in the source of liglit, take the centre Sq of the source as the

origin from which (p is measured, the diameter D,, of the source

which lies in the plane s^co as the axis from which (p is mea-

sured, and the direction of the minimum deviation due to Su as

the 2/-axis from which 6 is measured. Then, in the plane s^co,

the intensity of the rainbow is given by

I(ö)=const.Aj A>^{d + ip)\dip
, («)

-•x>

<1> being the angular radius of the circle. Pernter took this in-

tegral as the general expression of the intensity of the rainbow

due to a circular source, of light and condemned our result, but

this holds only in the plane SqCo. Let us consider anothei' plane

which cuts the source in another line L and contains c and o.
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Then, the line T^ does not pass the centre of the source, but

is approximately parallel to Do. Representing the angular dis-

tance of L from Dq by y, and the angular length measured

from the middle point of Ij along L by x, we have as the in-

tensity due to L in the direction 6 in the plane Leo,

I(ö)=--const. A f f-\x{d-Vx)\,lx . {b)

This value of I{d) being a function of y, holds for any plane

which contains a part of the source and c, o. For a particular

value y=o, (b) reduces to (a), and when y = ^, I(^) becomes

zero.

The above discussion shows that, in general, when both the

angular diameters of the source and of the drop arc not negli-

gible, the intensity of the rainbow can not be considered as

uniform along the arc of the rainbow ; and exact investigation

is almost impossible unless we are informed of the distribution

of the drops. Again, if we consider the drop so large that the

distance of the lines AiO, AoO in Fig. (2) is greater than the

pupil of the observer's eye, the result must be considerably

changed.

If we take the mean value of intensity I(^^) along the arc

of the rainbow which is specified by 6 as

1/0)2- y'

IJd) = const. A f J Mx{d + x)\ dy dx ,

" -i/<I)-— ?/-

changing the order of integration, we have

IJi9)=const. A r dxJ<^''-x'Ax{d + x)\
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+Z dl

or

This coincides with (4'), i.e. the I'esult when we neglect the

angular diameter of the drop.

6. General nature of the intensity curve.

It will be advantageous to consider first tlie maxima and

minima of F as compared with those of /^, and then to discuss

the general character, and finally proceed to the numerical cal-

culation of F, In the expression (4') in § 4 put xx=z, then

- y. >i>

Thus the maxima and minima of F are given hy

J ^Vw^-^'^^|/^'(>^^+^^)|=o

Or, putting the mean value of -\/{x(ff-z'^ in the integral, we

arrive at the approximate relation

For smaller values of d, especially at the first maximum, f^

has no symmetry on both sides of the maxima and minima

(see PI. I.) ; so that the first maximum of F receives a small

displacement towards 6 = as compai-ed with /-. This displace-

ment becomes smaller and smaller for other maxima and minima.

For larger values of 0, as /-' is nearly symmetrical on both sides,

the maxima and minima approximately coincide with those of
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/"; nevertheless it does not follow tluit the niaximu for /" always

remain as maxima for F.

For the consideration of the general character of F, we

shall begin with that of /'"'. By Stokes's expression

,,,, 2 1 „ C.x^^ 17 1 ^"-Ks)

f- is composed of two terms : tlie mean term ,^ , ^ , and the
^ ^ y .3 y /.a

oscillating term, whose amplitude is limited by the same numer-

ical factor —.-- .-^ : therefore at maxima /"'- increases to 2x
VaVxH

(mean term) and at minima decreases to zero. But the character

of F is slightly different, since

The first term is equal to

and leads to the same mean term so far as the first order of

-7^ is concerned. But the second term, after putting ~y ~ra

-1/ (y/^V 7""

the mean value of —K'_^——
, and integrating with respect to

a new variable 1~y-^—^— j'^
, becomes

Thus the amplitude of the oscillating term is limited by

MV^'>^^^Vy-d)
i^i 1^ i j„u(.Ij smaller than ,~ ,~ ; and, more-

over, this may be positive or negative according to the sign of

sin(-j/3-;f^i/;f^). For the smaller value of a>, -y—^ becomes
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larger and the pei-iû(l_of sin^ ä -z^^/zö) is prolonged; in the limit-

ing case 0=0, ^I^Ht^J^ IiJL) becomes equal to ~ .-, as ex-

pected. Also for smaller values of x, i.e. of r, the same reason-

ing will hold true. Thus for large values of '!> and r, the differ-

ence of the two cases becomes manifest.

From this approximate expression,

F=-

3

,siir2r(^Y'sif,(-,/3-x<D-,/^)

it follows that F does not increase at maxima to 2 x (mean term),

but only to (mean ^erm + v^-^^^^^J ; and at minima it does not

diminish to zero, but only to (mean term—
.^ .^^^^^^j ; moreover,

for values of ll for which ^'i^'{^''ïî^x'^^/xö)<0, the maxima of

sin2^-^p changes to minima and the minima to maxima.

Finally, the expression for the intensity being

9"
r(^)=ci)n.st.( -^-j /-(//^) for point source,

I(/9,<I>)=con8t.f -^^j F(x,^,y.d) for circular source;

it follows, first, that for larger values of ^i), the difference of i(d)

and I(^, <I^) becomes larger; secondly, that for larger values of r,

the difference of maximum and minimum values of i{6) becomes

larger in virtue of r:5, but for I(/^, (I>) at the same time it is

diminished by the presence of F.

7. Case of the cylinder and slit.

We shall now treat the case which has often been tested

by experiment with the glass rod, and straight slit as the source

of light. In this case, if we neglect the breadth of the slit,
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Airy's theory applies ns well as in the case of the spherical

drop, when we change the vahie of A

/(^^)=const. \'f(xd)

where ^-(^-)'-

If we take into account the l)readrh of the slit, there is no

difficulty in applying reasoning similar to the above, to arrive

at the expression

1

^Yhere 2^1'= the angular breadth of the slit as viewed from the

centre of the glass rod. Or putting z=y.(f ,

-
<i>

This coincides with the integral at [a) on which Pernter's cal-

culation was based. Hence, we see that Pernter's integral holds

good for the case of slit and cylinder, but not for the case of

circle and sphere.

The difference of the expression of A in the two cases of

sphere and cylinder was not discussed by Airy and others ; but

the existence of the difference is evident from the geometrical

theory of the rainbow, in which the intensity is proportional to

r" in the case of the sphere and to r in the case of the cylinder.

In § G we always substituted the mean value of V {-/.ipf—z-

before integration, so that the expression foi- F lioeonies only

roughly approximate; but in the present case, ihere being no
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such term as V {y^^J—i', this expression for F must be taken

as nearly true.

Tlius tlie maxima and minima of Fi are given by

and to determine whether they correspond to maxima or minima,

we have to consider the sign of

This being given by the directions of the tangents to the curve

of/- (PL T) at the points y-9 + x-^\ and y-'^—yA\ we see at once that

when tlie intervals of the consecutive maxima or minima are

greater than ^'I', maxima of /" correspond to maxima of F, but

when >f'I* exceeds the intervals of tiie consecutive maxima or

minima, the maxima of /^ correspond to minima of F.

The maxima and minima not only interchange places at

certain points, but the interval l3etween the maxima and minima

slightly increases, as a consequence that the first maximum be-

ing displaced towards 6 = 0, while the higher maxima, showing

the same tendency, are displaced by smaller amounts. In Pul-

frich's experiment, where he takes the third maximum as

standard, the first and second are displaced slightly toward

^ = 0, and the other to the opposite side, as compared with

Airy's values of p. This displacement may be partly due to

the breadth of the slit.

8. Numerical calculation.

Fur iHimerical calculation we must have recourse to mecha-

nical (piad rature. The method of procedure is as follows :
—

Draw a circle having the centre at xO and radius e(pial to y'^*,
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then plot a curve whose ordinate is equal to the product of the

vahie of /^ into the corresponding ordinate of this circle ; the

area of the new curve divided by the area of this circle is the

value of F at -/M. The followinir table has been made according

to this method.

litif=a])pai'ent diameter of the sun = 32'

yj : (except 0) max. and mini, of Airy's value.

In Table I

F, : r=0.02r) cm. /=5893xlO-^ cm. x = 120.95

Fo : r=0.05 cm. ;.= 5893 x 10"' cm. x= 192.00

TABLE I.

xli
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In Table II

F, : r =0.025 cm.

F,. : ,,

; = 6302xlO-« cm.

;=5211xl0-« cm.

; = 4659x10-« cm.

TABLE II.

xâ
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TABLE III. {Continued).

xd
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9. Colours of the rainbow.

Pernter calculated the colours of the rainbow due to the

sun, but his calculation was not sufficient to establish the above-

mentioned results. We repeated the calculation for two cases.

The theory of compound colours being the subject of much

dispute, there is as yet no settled opinion. But we can admit

that, excluding the physiological and psychological points of

view, there are three primary colours, as Maxwell's experiment-^^

shows. For the discussion of the colours of the rainbow, we

may conveniently take only these three primary colours, in

such a ratio as to produce white, and proceed in the manner

indicated by Maxwell.

We take the primary colours

; = 6302 X 10-' cm. .">211 x 10"'^ cm. 4G.59 x 10-' cm.

(Scarlet) (Green) (Blue)

corresponding to Maxwell's

[24] [46] [64]

in the ratio 1 : 1.62 : 1.60, so as to produce white,

and «=1.332 1.335 1.339

whence D=42°22 41°80 41°21

and for r= 0.025 cm.

x= 115.3 131.6 142.9

for r= 0.05 cm.

z= 183.0 209.0 226.9

Thus we obtain the values of F given by Table II and

Table III in the preceding article. The results of compound

colours represented by Pi. II PI. V, PI. II and PI. IV

(Ij Scientilic Papers, I. p. 410 (Cambridge, 189 J).
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corresponding to tlie case of the point source, and PI. Ill and

ri. V to the circular source (2<I>=32' mean anguh^r diameter of

the sun), r in PL II and PI. Ill being 0.025 cm., and in PI.

IV, PI. V 0.05 cm. The intensity of the scarlet ray is given

by dotted
;
green by broken ; blue by solid lines, and the sum

of the three intensities, i.e. the total intensity, by curve (1),

which is compounded of a portion of white and a portion of the

two primary colours.

For example, in PI. II :

—

I at41°5 consists of 27 percent, scarlet, 48 percent, green, 25 i)ercent. white,

40°5 „ 14 „ blue, 14 „ scarlet, 72 ,, wliite,

38'^
,, 23 „ green, 77 ,, blue, ,, white.

In PI. Ill:—

I at 4i'^5 consists of 24 percent, scarlet, 43 i)ercent. green, 33 percent, white,

40°j „ 21 „ blue, 9 „ scarlet, 70 „ while,

38° „ 9 „ green, 19 „ blue, 72 ,, white.

where the angles correspond to S(j(?o=D— ^ in § 4.

The above calculation shows that in the colours of the

supernumerary bows due to the sun, white predominates, and we

can not distinguish many numbers of the supernumerary bows.

This explains the fact tliat the rainbow in nature is accompanied

by only a small number of supernumerary bows, while according

to Airy's theory the rainbow ought to be accompanied by îiumer-

ous bows.

According to § 6, we notice that the difference between the

maximum and minimum values of intensity increases witli the

size of the drop for a point source ; l)ut for a circular source

the intensity depends on two factors, one of w^hich enjoys the

same property as for a point source, l)ut the otluT produces a
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contrary effect. Montigny'^^ says that sapernumerary bows are

numerous when the drops are small. This holds for the case

of a circular source and supports our view, l)ut he considers this

as the result of Airy's theory, i.e. of a point source, which we

cannot understand.

10. Summary.

From the above discussion, we obtain the following result,

where (1) represents the case of a point source, (2) a circular

source :

—

{a) The positions of the maxima and minima of (2) ap-

proximately coincide with those of (I). Strictly speaking, the

first maximum of (2) is displaced by a small amount towards

^ = as compared with (1), and for other maxima and minima

this displacement becomes smaller and smaller. But the maxima

of (2) may correspond to the minima of (1), and the minima

to the maxima.

(b) The value of (2), which corresponds to the maximum

of (1), is smaller than that of (1), and the value of (2), which

corresponds to the minimum of (1) is greater than that of (1).

This difference between (1) and (2) increases with the value of

<1> (i.e. with the increased diameter of the source).

(c) As the value of 6 increases, the maximum value of (1)

and (2) gradually decreases. AVhile the minimum value of (1)

always remains 0, the mininunn value of (2) gradually increases

until it becomes equal to tlie maximum value and assumes a

stationary value, then the maxima and minima interchange, the

difference of the maximum and minimum values at first increases

and then decreases, then again assumes a stationary value, and

fl) riiil. Mag. IX. p. 389 (1880).
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SO on. If ill tliis int(>i-v;il between the two stationary values the

maxima of {'2) corresponil to those of (1), then in the next in-

terval the maxima of (2) correspond to the minima of (1).

((/) For larger values of r (radius of the drop) the intensity

of (1) and (2) increases by r^^. But at the same time for (2),

the diiference between the maximum and minimum values is

diminished by another factor F.

(e) The above is more manifestly shown in the case of

the laboratory experiment with a cylindrical glass rod and a

straight slit as the source of light. The stationary points of (2)

at which the maximum value coincides with the minimum are

easily found by

•/A) =mx interval of the maximum and minimum of (1),

where 7)i represents an integer.

(/) According to Airy's tlieor}^, the lasv of the distribu-

tion of the colours of the rainbow is independent of the magni-

tude of the drop. But in the case of the finite source, the

colour distributions are changed by the magnitude of the drop,

especially in the supernumerary bows.

iff) The supernumerary bows almost lose their colour as

the consequence of the finiteuess of the source. This effect is

more remarkable when the drop becomes larger.

11. Note on the experimental side.

To shoW' the above-mentioned results, we repeated rough

experiments witli gUiss rods and a straight slit as the source

of light.

Using homogeneous light, we see that when the slit is very

narrow the phenomena nearly coincide with Airy's theory, and
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that when the breadth of the slit is increased, the positions of

the bows (or fringes in this case) change very little. As an-

other effect of the increase of the breadth of the slit, the bows

become indistinct, especially the supernumerai-y bows. This

effect is remarkable when the diameter of the rod is large. We
could not observe the turning point, at which the maxima and

minima interchange, as the difference of the intensities is very

small. But we can roughly say that the point at which the

bows become almost indistinguishable corresponds to the position

at which the angular breadtli of the bow coincides with that

of the slit.

Again, using white light, it is easy to see that the colours

of the supernumerary bows change when the magnitude of the

rod is changed, and that the supernumerary bows almost lose

colour and become indistinct when the breadth of the slit is

increased.

In the table experiment, we always observed that, when the

breadth 'of the slit is not too large, the supernumerary bows are

numerous for a cylinder with a large radius, but fewer for a

small cylinder. This fact may be explained by the presence of

the factor r^?. In the case of natural rainbows where, as Pernter

indicated, the supernumerary bows were observed when the drops

were large, we can nut take into account the factor r's directly,

because the intensity depends, at the same time, on the number

of drops which are contained in a unit volume of space, and it

is probable that when the radius of the drop is large the num-

ber of the drops is smalh For instance, let us take the cases

r= 0.025 cm. and r = 0.05 cm., and suppose that the quantilies

of tlie dro})S \M'r unit volume is e(|ual in the two cases, so that

the ratio of the numbers of the drops is '2'
: 1, and that the
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intensity of the rainbow is proportional to the ~'Ah power of

the number of the drops. Then, the numbers in the curves in

PI. Ill and PL V are increased by 2-(0.02ö)'5 and (0.05)^,

or 1 and 1.2G respectively, and we see that the intensity curves

of the former are sharper than those of the latter. Thus, the

above result of observation is explained only by saying that there

was a comparatively large quantity of drops. But, we have

another cause on which the above observation must depend
;

namely, the imperfectness of Airy's theory for large values of d.

In the strict sense, we can not compare the corresponding

suj)ernumerary bows due to two drops of different sizes, because

the value of being different, the approximation of Airy's and

consequently of our theory is not the same in both cases. So

far as Airy's theory holds good, we can say that the super-

numerary bow due to large drops is less distinct ; leaving out

of consideration both the factor rs and the number of the drops.

The above discussion only holds for supernumerary bows
;

on the contrary, the principal bow is more distinct for large

drops, as PI. Ill and PI. V show. Thus a white rainbow is

probably caused by small drops, or rather mixed drops of dif-

ferent sizes. In fact, in many cases in nature, it is absolutely

important to consider the inequality of the size of the drops,

though actual discussion of this point is almost impossible.

In conclusion, we have to thank Prof. Nagaoka for suggest-

ing the problem and for giving kind advice during the course

of our investigations.
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CORRIGENDA.

l*;i,UX' 1, for plate I-X read plate l-XU.

The elastic constants of a substance in a magnetic field is

here defined as the ratio of the stress applied to the strain

caused thereby, the magnetic force constantly acting on the sub-

stance. The change of elasticity is then the difference of this

ratio, Nvhen the magnetic field is on, and when it is off*. In

the case of ferromagnetic substances, for which the hysteresis is

considerable, the change of elasticity so defined may, or may not

coincide with that of the same ratio, when the stress is first

applied and then the field. However, little attention seems to

have hitherto been paid to this point. Thus, in many*^ of the

experiments hitherto made regarding the change of elastic con-

*) Guillemin, C. R. 22, 264 and 432, 1846. .T. S. Stevens and 11. G. Dorsc'y, Phy. R<'V.

(2) 9, 116, 1899. G. Wiedemann, Electricitat III, 796. C. Barns, Amer. Jour., 34, 175,

1887; Phy. Rev. XIII, 257, 1901. Day, Electrician, 39, 480, 1897. J. S. Stevens, Phy.

Rev. (3) 10, 111, 1900. K. Honda and S. Shimizu, Jour. Sc. Coll., Art. 12 and 13, Vol.

XVI, 1902.
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stants by magnetization, the right order of properly applying the

stress and the field was inverted. In some experiments/^' the

effect of tension on the magnetic elongation was observed, and

the change of the modiihis of elasticity was deduced on the as-

sumjDtion that the effect was due to the change of elasticity by

magnetization. The acoustical methodf used by several experi-

menters is also an indirect one, and unsuitable for any accurate

determinations. In H. Rensing's experimentj, Kundt's tube was

used ; but the field in which tlie bar was placed, was far from

being uniform.

Our present experiments were undertaken with the main

object of measuring the change of elastic constants of the same

specimen by the direct as well as the indirect method and com-

j)aring the results thus obtained : the specimen to be tested being

placed in a nearly uniform field.

If Ç be the length or the angle of twist of the specimen, S

the applied tension or couple respectively, and H the magnetic

field, we have the relation

iii)-jL(m (!)
OS J

~ DS V)H) ^ ^

provided the change is independent of the order of applying the

field and the stress. Thence we have

If M be the modulus of elasticity or that of the rigidity respec-

tively,

*) Rock, Wie.l. Ann. 54, 442, 1895; Phil. Mag. (5) .39, 548, 1895. K. Tangl, Ann. der

riiys. 6, 34, 1901. K. ITonda :uurS. Sliimizu, loc. cit.

t) \V:irtm:mn, Ann. de Chim. et de Pliys. 24, 360, 1843. Treves, C. R. 67, 321, 1868;

Archives des Soc. Nat. N. S. 3», 74, 1868. Manrain, C. R., 121, 248, 1895.

%) Rensing, Ann. der Pliys. 14, 363, 1904. .:
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dS ~ 31 '

where c is a constant (lepcnding on the dimensions of the speci-

men. Hence we have finally

J L _ _L 'X>-//-^-o)

3Jjr Mo ~ c US

9(c//-Co)

tiS

^0^

or Mh-Mq _d3I dS .

Mn Mu
'

iî^
'

dS

Thus the change of elasticity may be calculated from the

effect of tension on the magnetic elongation ; and that of rigidity,

from the change of twist caused by magnetization, provided rela-

tion (1) holds.

The validity of (3) depends upon relation (1), which . is

usually employed in the theory of magnetostriction. It was

thought, therefore, that it would be interesting to test experi-

mentally how far the relation actually holds. Accordingly the

present investigation was carried out in the following order :

—

I. Experiments on the change of elasticity :

(a) Measurement of the change of elasticity by the

elongation method.

{b) Measurement of the modulus of elasticity,

(c) Comparison of the results with those of the

flexure method.

II. Experiments on the change of rigidity :

(a) Measurements of the change of rigidity l)y the

oscillation method.
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(b) Ditto by Barus's method.

(c) Ditto by the ordinary method.

The specimens tested in the present experiment were Swedish

iron, tungsten steel, nickel, and nickel steels of different percen-

tages. They were generally tested in the form of wires. For

the change of rigidity, the rod was also used in the case of

nickel and iron.

§ 2. EXPERIIVIENTS ON THE CHANGE OF ELASTI-

CITY BY IVIAGNETIZATION.

(a) IVIeasureinent of the change of elasticity by

the elongation method.

Since the elongation due to the change of elasticity is a

small fraction of the total elongation, it Avas desirable to devise

some differential method. For this purpose, the elastic elonga-

tion at no field was compensated by that of a non-magnetic wire,

and the differential elongation due to magnetic field was observed.

As shown in the annexed figure, the magnetic wire to be tested

and the compensating copper wire were hung side by side in the

vertical magnetizing coil cc. To both ends of the wires were

brazed brass rods bb, whose elongation could be neglected. The

upper rods were hung separately on two horizontal brass beams

aa resting on pairs of knife-edges, the distance between which

could be adjusted at will. To tlie lower rod attached to the

copper wire, a light carriage vi for a mirror system was clamped.

Two Ihie spiral springs ss of german silver attached to the sides

of the carriage, supported horizontally the axis of the light mir-

ror with a suitable counterpoising. The lower rod for the mag-

netic wire carried a flexible band / made of a bundle of very
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_a.^3^E_a

line cop23er wires, which

pressed the axis of the

mirror lightly upon the

plane vertical side of

the carriage. To the

lower ends of these rods,

a flexible silk cord was

attached ; a pulley p
hanging in this cord was

pulled vertically down-

ward by a weight. The

friction-wheel q served

to adjust the distance

between the two vertical

wires. Instead of bung-

ing the weight directly,

a system of pulleys gh

was used in order to

avoid any injurious

shock accompanying the

loading and unloading

of the wires. When the

elongations of the two

wires due to tension were

exactly equal, there was

of course no rotation of tlie axis of the mirror. If, however, the

compensation were disturbed in any way, the rotation could be

observed in the usual manner by means of a vertical scale and a

telescope.

To increase the .sensitiveness of the arrangement, a wire about
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74 cm. long was used ; for want of a sufficiently long coil, two

coils of the same dimensions were used, placing the one above

another. The length of each coil was 39.90 cm., the internal

diameter 5.80 cm., and 4~« = 393.5. The air gap between the

two coils was only 1.7 cm., so that the heterogeneity of the field

in this space was inconsiderable. The wire to be tested then lay

nearly in a uniform field.

The compensating copper wire was chosen of such dimen-

sions as to produce an elongation nearly equal to that of the

specimen. The final compensation was always made by properly

adjusting the distance between the two knife-edges supporting the

horizontal beams, from which the wires were suspended. A cer-

tain weight was added to the pan, or removed from it, and the

distances of the knife-edges were adjusted, until either the addi-

tion or removal produced no rotation of the mirror. Since the

elastic elongation was not exactly a linear function of the

tension applied, a compensated system for a given initial and

additional weight caused a rotation of the mirror for a different

initial weight and the same additional w^eight. Hence the com-

pensation was made anew for every initial weight, 1 kilogram

always being used for the applied weight. It was, however, a

matter of no great ease to obtain an exact compensation. Hence

the slight deflection in no field was always recorded, and taken

into account in the calculation of the deflection due to the change

of elasticity by magnetization. To prevent shocks in putting on

the additional weight, the face of the initial weight was covered

by a mat of cotton wool. In this way, the reading of the deflec-

tion was greatly facilitated.

In the above arrangement, the rotation of the mirror caused

by a change of temperature is very small, as it is affected only
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by the relative expansion of the specimen and the compensating

wire. But to avoid the elVect of heating as much as possible, the

coil was waterjacketed.

To increase the sensitiveness of the arrangement, a long

scale distance of 7.2*) m. was used. The scale w^as graduated on

a ground glass, and illuminated from behind by a mantled gas

flame. The telescope was placed in front of the apparatus and

near the rotating mirror ; consequently the line joining the cen-

ters of the scale and the mirror deviated slightly from the line

of sight of the telescope. In this way, the scale at such a long

distance could be read to a tenth of a millimeter with the observ-

ing telescope.

If the specimen undergoes a differential e-ongation o/, a

rotation ocp of the axis is produced, such that d(p = <Vrlr, where r

is the radius of the axis. If the scale distance be d and the

reading on the scale corresponding to the elongation ul be '^ we

have

n(p = -z-f ; hence ol=—j-

In our case, 2?- ^1. HI mm., so that a deflection amounting to

one division of the scale in the field of the telescope corresponds

to an elongation of 4.47x10"' per unit length of the specimen.

The sensitiveness of the apparatus w\as therefore about 10 times

greater than that of the apparatus used by many previous investi-

gators.

The magnetizing current supplied by a set of secondary bat-

teries w^as measured by a Siemens-Halske ammeter, which was

occasionally compared with a Kelvin ampere-balance.

The present arrangement also enabled us to measure the

magnetic change of length of the specimen under constant tension
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by applying a magnetic field to the specimen and observing the

deflection of the mirror corresponding to different fields.

Our procedure in the experiment was usually as follows :

—

The wire to be tested was first annealed for about 4 hours in a

charcoal fire, and then gradually cooled. To avoid surface oxida-

tion during the process of annealing, the wire was buried in a

fine powder of charcoal, and sealed in an iron tube, which was

placed in a furnace. In this w^ay, a small quantity of carbon

might enter into the wire, but the oxidation was quite inappre-

ciable. Variation in the diameter of the wire caused by the

oxidation was avoided in the above manner.

To either end of the wire thus annealed, was brazed the

brass rod before mentioned, and the whole was suspended in

position as shown in the foregoing figure. Then the mirror and

pulley-systems were placed in position. For avoiding a conti-

nuous slight vibration of the mirror, as well as for the rapid

damping of the vibration due to loading or unloading the wire,

it was necessary that a glass rod fixed to a stand should come

lightly in contact with the bifilar cords near the friction-wheel

q. The addition or removal of a weight from the pan was

occasionally observed to cause a lateral displacement of the image

in the mirror ; this was, however, easily effaced by adjusting the

clamp of the carriage to the rod.

The magnetic change of length under constant tension was

first measured. Since the hysteresis effect of tension on the

-length change was found to be considerable, the tension was

varied cyclically between zero and its maximum value before be-

ginning the experiment, in order to remove any initial effects.

According to the results of our experiments, the ascending

branch in the curve of elongation due to tension, lies a little
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above tlie desceiulinp; one. In the following tables, the length

changes iintler constant tension arc results for the stage of in-

creasing weights, taken after several cycles of loading and un-

loading.- The usual processes of observation were followed. The

wire was lirst loaded with the smallest weight, which was generally

1 kilogram ; the demagnetization by reversals was then carefully

effected. A series of gradually increasing currents was passed

through the magnetizing coil, and the corresponding deflections

of the scale were noted. The wire was then completely demag-

netized, and the zero position of the scale tested. Another weight

of 1 kilogram was added and demagnetized, and the same processes

were repeated. In this \Yay, a set of observations corresponding

to the different weights was taken.

The change of elasticity was next measured. We applied an

initial load to the pan, demagnetized the wire l)y reversals, added

and removed a weight of 1 kilogram, and adjusted the compen-

sation, until the deflection due to the additional weight was as

small as possible. The demagnetization was then carefully effected.

The small deflection due to the additional weight for no field was

recorded. Then we applied a magnetizing field and observed the

deflection due to the additional weight. After the demagnetiza-

tion, the deflection due to the same load for no field was again

tested. The difference between the two deflections for no field

and for the magnetic field gives the change of elasticitv due to

magnetization, provided we know the total elongation caused by

the additional weight of 1 kilogram. To avoid any accidental

eiror in observing these deflections, the deflections for several

cycles of loading and unloading were, in each case, recorded, and

their mean was taken. The initial w^eigbt was next increased.
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and the same procedure repeated. The compensation was always

readjusted for different initial weight.

Our object was partly to test the validity of equation (3),

and since tlie change of elasticity was considerably affected by

tension, the initial and the additional tensions were so chosen as

to exactly correspond to those in the experiments of the mag-

netic change of length under constant tension.

In the calculation of the percentage change of elasticity due

to magnetization, the values of elasticity were taken from the

results of our experiments specially undertaken for this purpose.

The specimens tested and their dimensions were as follows :

—

Substances.
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TABLE I.

/= 9.°8.

7=1540
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As may be seen Iroin Fig. 1, nickel contracts ])y magnetiza-

tion in a ^Yay similar to that given by many earlier experiment-

ers ; in weak iields, the contraction rapidly increases with the

increasing field, l)ut gradually tends to an asymptotic value, as

the field attains a higher value. The increased tension decreases

the amount of contraction for low fields, wdiile for higher fields,

it increases the contraction. Thus there exists a certain field in

which the effect of the additional tension is null. This neutral

point for two successive tensions, shifts toward the higher field,

as the tension increases. In their general course, tlie curves are

quite similar to those already obtained l)y Mr. 8. Shimizu and

one of us.'''

The change of elasticity of nickel is given in the table below

and in Fig. 2.

TABLE 11.

/^lo.'^o C.

7 = 1540
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Tn tlio above table, -//" denotes the weight applied or removed

lor stud villi;- the elongation of the specimen.

The coellicient of elasticity first decreases as the field increases,

attains a minimum value, whoncc it begins to increase, at first

rather abruptly and then gradually. The effect of tension is to drive

the field corresponding to the minimum elasticity toward the higher

field, and also to depress the absolute amount of decrease. For

a weak tension, the elasticity increases by magnetization in fields

higher than a certain field at which the change is zero. This

field is displaced toward the higher field by the increasing tension.

The change of elasticity calculated from the effect of tensions

upon the magnetic change of length is as follows :

—

TABLE III.

7'-=
1 540
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for both results, the fields in which the change is maximum,

coinciding in a remarkable way. The amount of the change is

generally greater in the present case than in the previous one.

(iij Commercial Nickel. Figs, o and 4.

The change of length by magnetization is generally similar

to that in pure nickel. But the effect of tension is much smaller

and the field in which the effect of an additional tension is null

does not differ so much for different tensions as in the former

specimen. The results are given in Table IV and in Fig. )>.

TABLE IV.
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The change of ehisticity is as follows. Curves are also given

in Fiü;, 4 witli full Hues.

TABLE V.

J T= ± 638 gr.jjiimr /'=8.°4 C.

7=1326
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of the latter specimen, as it was slightly annealed with a gas

flame.

The change of elasticity calculated from the tension effect on

the magnetic change of length somewhat resembles in its aspect

that for pure nickel, but the amount of the change is much smaller.

The calculated values are given in Table VT and in Fig. 4

with dotted lines.

TABLE VI.

JT=±6z^gr.l}iim:-
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TABLE VII.
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For small tensions, tlie change is an elongation in low fields,

attains a maximum in a certain field, passes zero, and afterward

is changed to a contraction. The maximum elongation decreases

with the increasing tension, driving the zero toward the weak

field
; and beyond a certain tension, the length of the wire steadily

contracts with the increase of the field. It seems also that the

field corresponding to the maximum elongation slowly moves to-

ward the v/eaker fields as the tension is increased. These results

are in complete agreement with those obtained by former ex-

perimenters.

The change of elasticity for this sample was unexpectedly

small, its amount being not very much greater than the limit

of experimental error. The values obtained are given in Table

VIII and in Fig. 6 with a full line.

TABLE VIII.

T= 102"/ gr. 1)11711.-
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TABLE IX.

JT= ±784 gr.juii/i.-
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r=4i36
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TABLE XII.

JT= +816 gr.JDUii.
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TABLE XIII.
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Tlu* observed values of -.4- are generally small, but are rather

greater than those for iron. The elasticity increases by magneti-

zation in a manner similar to that of iron. An unconspicuous

maxinnim is, however, observed in a high fields. Increased ten-

sion decreases the amount of the change ; this makes the feature

of the maxinuim conspicuous. The following table and the full

lines in Fig. 10 show the results of our experiment.

TABLE XIV.

/=io.°2.

r=i427
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TABLE XV.

Jr=±688^r./;//;;/.-
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TABLE XVI.

/= io° o C.

r=89o
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The observed values of the change of elasticity are as follows.

Curves are also given in Fig. 14 in full lines.

TABLE XVII.

J 7"= +823 gr.jinnir /=ii°.3 C.

7=890
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TABLE XVIII.

J7"= ±823 gr.fmm!'
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TABLE XIX.
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The observed change of elasticity is generally similar to that

for 50.72 ^o Ni, but less in its amount, as shown in Table XX
and in full lines in Fig. 18.

TABLE XX.
/=9°.2 C.

T=So6
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From the above results for nickel steels, we may conclude

that for small tensions, the change of elasticity is considerably

less than that calculated from the tension effect on the magnetic

change of length. But the difference between the two becomes

less and less as the tension is increased, almost vanishing for

great tensions.

(6) lYIeasurement of the Coefficient of Elasticity.

A
?./(

[Hki

oo^

t
w

t

s^

Since it was necessary, in the calculation of —p^i to know

the coefficient of elasticity in no field, a special arrangement was

devised for this purpose.

Referring to

the figure, m is the

specimen, at the

ends of which brass

rods of moderate

diameter are braz-

ed. The upper rod

is clamped to the

tripod Ä resting on

a rigid wooden

frame. To the

lower rod, is at-

tached a flexible

cord, which passing

through the inter-

space between the

grooves of two fric-

tion wheels P fixed
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to a stand, cavrios the scale pan tor the weight W. Near the

upper and lower ends, the spechiien touches the horizontal axes

carrying two mirrors M and 3f respectively. The axes are so

pivoted at their ends, that they rotate with almost no friction.

^S' is a vertical glass scale illuminated from ])ehind ; its image

formed by successive reflexions in M and 31' is observed by a

elescope T. If the load on the pan causes the elongations o/'

and ol respectively at 3r and M, the rotations of the axes are

given by

<P'=— and <P=—y

where r is the common thickness of the two axes. Again, if 71

and 71 be the deflections of the scale due to separate rotations <p'

and <f respectively, we have

^ = 27 and <p= -^^^^^-^^

where d=31'S and a = 3[31'. The actual deflection observed is

s=n—n.

Now ' dl-ul'=r((p-(f')

=^('-{;[i+(t-7)(i- :;)]}•

In our experiments,

J=624.5cm., a=6.5.83cm., r=0.795rara.,

and 4- =0-1054.
a

n'
Since n was very small compared with s, and — appears as

a small correction, it was sufficient for our purposes to determine

?i' roughly only once for a specimen throughout the sets of obser-

vations. This was easily done by directing the telescope to 31' and
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reading off the deflexion. Usually n' did not exceed 7 divisions

of the scale, wliile ^ was greater than 90 divisions.

To prevent shocks by loading, the face of the initial weight

was covered with a mat of cotton wool. The wire to be tested

was surrounded by a tube of paper to prevent disturbance due to

air-current.

Denoting the weight, by which the elongation dl—ol' is pro-

duced, by P, we have for the coefficient of elasticity

F

E=
A

dl-dV

where A is the section of the wire. P in our experiments was

100 grams, which gave a deflection of more thnn 00 divisions of

tlie scale. To test the working of the present apparatus, 10, 50

and 100 grams were loaded Vv'ith the following results :
—

TABLE XXII.
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varied from 1 to 7 kiloi;T;ini?, iiiid then ;)i;:iin down lo 1 kilo-

gram. The results are tahul.-ilcd in llic lollowiiiLr t:il)le :

—

TABLE XXIII,

12° C.

Pure
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The mean curves corresponding to these numbers are given

in Figs. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25. They are drawn in a

very exaggerated scale. They show distinct hysteresis ; in three

of them, the ascending branch lies below the descending one,

while in the others, the case is reversed. In commercial nickel,

the increase of elasticity is the greatest ; in tungsten steel, it is

the least. In 50.72 % Ni. and 70.82 "/o Ni., the elasticity seems

to attain a vague maximum at a high tension.

In the calculation of —yr- for different tensions, the values

of E for corresponding tensions were employed. This was abso-

lutely necessary, since for different tensions, E changed more

than 10 o/o in many of the sjiecimens.

(t) Comparison of the results with those obtained

by the flexure method.

In a previous paper by jMes.-iis. S. Shimizu, S. Kusakabe and

one of us, the change of elasticity of magnetic bars, as determined

by the flexure method is given. It is highly interesting to com-

pare the results with those obtained l)y our elongation method.

In the flexure method, we observed a slight change of flexure

by magnetization when there was no suspended weight ; this per-

haps arises from the initial bending of the specimen due to its

own weight. In subsequent experiments of the kind, it was

thought preferable to subtract this initial change of flexure from

that of flexure due to ,a suspended load. We have therefore

recalculated tiie former results, as shown in Table XXIV and in

Figs. 2B, 27 and 28.
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TABLE XXIV.

SOFT IRON.
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nickel in weak fields, where its initial decrease was considerably

reduced.

For Swedish iron and tungsten steel, the results somewhat

resemble those of the present experiment deduced from the magnet-

ic elongation. But they are several times greater as compared

with the results of the direct experiment. In nickel, the course

of the curve is considerably different from that of the present

experiment ; its form is, however, very interesting, if we consider

it in connection witli that of the curve —rr- to H. It is here toA
be noticed that as regards magnetic quality, the specimen in the

present experiment was veiy different from that used in the former

experiment, so tliat the quantitative comparison of the two results

is of little vafue.

S 3. EXPERimENTS ON THE CHANGE OF RIGIDITY

BY (VIAGNETIZATION.

(«) IVIeasu renient of the change of rigidity by the

osculation method.

One of our methods consisted in giving torsional oscillation

to the wires maguetized with different fields and calculating the

coefficient of rigidity for different fields from the periods of oscil-

lation. The Avires tested wx're the same as those used in the

above experiment for the change of elasticity. The wire was

hung vertically in the field of the magnetizing coils used in the

previous ex]ierimeiit. Its upj)er end was brazed to a rigid brass

rod, which was clam})cd to the i'rame above. To the lower end,

a similar rod was brazed, to which the oscillating weights were

fixed. In order to sullicientlv diminish the disturbance due to
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the resistance of air, the Foucaiill current etc., tlie jjcriod of

oscillation was made very long by using u weight with consider-

able moment of inertia. A rectangular brass bar (42.80 x 0.895

x

l.'.M() cm."') was horizontally fixed to the lower end of the lower

rod, at its middle point. Two e(][ual cylindrical weights (each

()ô7 gr.) made of had could be fixed symmetrically on the bar at

any desired distance from the middle. Besides, two ecjual cylindri-

cal weights (1()71 and 1(540 gr.) of lead could l)e put on the bar

with their axes coincidiuir with that of the rod. Suitable combina-

tions of these different weights enabled us to adjust the periods of

oscillations for different tensions to convenient values. A liirlit

mirror was lixed to the lower rod. The image of a horizontal

scale placed in Iront (jf the arrangement was observed with a

telescope in the usual manner.

To start the torsional oscillation of the wire, a lead tube was

directed to one end of the horizontal l)ar. The tube going to the

observer was held by his hand ; the oscillation was started by

l)lowing through the tube, while observing through the telescope.

The amplitude of the oscillation could be increased or diminished

at will, by blowing with suitable force on the bar in a suitable

phase of its oscillation. In this way, the equality of the amplitude

could easily be effected within 1 mm. uf the scale. It was usually

Ü cm. with a scale distance of 1.40 m., which corresponds to an

amplitude of about 1°.

It was necessaî'y to ])rotect the oscillating system from distur-

bance due to air currents.

Our procedure was as follows :— The wire to be tested was-

first demasrnetized bv reversals, the zero of the scale set to the

position of ecpiilibriuni ; a iield was applied, and then oscillation

started. Care was taken to adjust the amplitude lor dillerent fields
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SO as to make them as equal as possible, in order that in the

comparison of periods for different fields, the effects of amplitudes

misht be neglected. One of the observers sio;nalled at each com-

plete oscillations, while the other recorded tlie time by a mean

time chronometer. According to the usual method of time-obser-

vation, 60 consecutive oscillations were availed of for the deter-

mination of its period. The first and the last 10 were signalled

and recorded ; we thus obtained 10 sets of time records for 50

complete oscillations. The mean of these observations gave the

period of oscillation, which usually ranged from 10 to 20 seconds.

Its value may be considered accurate to —Tqaq^ of a second. These

processes were repeated for a series of successively increasing fields,

the demagnetization being of course effected before each experi-

ment. After a series of observations was taken, the experiment

at no field was again repeated, and we usually found the result

fairly unchanged.

Since the magnetizing coil was waterjacketed, the heating-

effect was inappreciable. The magnetizing current was measured

both before and after each experiment, and the mean was taken.

The current remained fairly constant during each experiment,

except in a few cases.

Though the period of oscillation was long and tlie oscillating

weights were moderately distant from the lower end of the coil,

it was necessary to determine experimentally the retarding effect

of the Foucault current, which was liable to be produced in the

system viljrating in the magnetic field. For this purpose, a copper

wire of the same size îis tlie specimen was oscillated in a number

of fields and tlie corresponding periods were determined. We
found that for the periods used in our experiments, the effect was

negligeably small. Logarithmic decrements for different fields
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wore also (Utoniniu^l ; l)nt 2:;onor;illy uo appreciable change wa'?

observed. In sonu' of the magnetic wires, tlic damping of tlie

oscillation was found to l)ecome slightly faster as the field was

increased. Ihit, the chano;e of the looarithmic decrement was too

small to sensibly affect tlie })eriod of oscillation, when referred to

the equation

'=To[T=Tn{l +
St:-

where T is the actual period of oscillation, Tq that for no damp-

ing and y- the logarithmic decrement. This agrees with the

results'-' l)y Ignaz Klemcncie, and 11. Tomlinson for iron.

The values of rigidity at no field were calculated from the

jK'riod of oscillation for the bar only, whose moment of inertia

was known from its dimensions.

In tlie oscilhition method, tlie right order of applying the

twist and the field was followed. Since the oscillation was very

slow, the valne of the I'igidity thus determined may proj)erly be

considered to be tlie statical value. Tlie results of experiments

are as follows :
—

* Ignaz Klemencic, Wien. Ber. 78, Nov. 7, 1878, 8.

II. Tomlinson, Proc. Roy. Soc. *», 117; T'hil. Trans. 179, 1, 1888.
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TABLE XXV. Ko= 0.96 X lo^-

Nickel. Fio;. 29. /=I4°.7 C.

T=iisS
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Swedish Iron and Tungsten Steel. Figs. 30 and 31,

TABLE XXVI.

SWEDISH IRON
;

A'o= o./S6x lo'-. /'=I4°.6 C.

TUNGSTEN STEEL
;

Ko— o.6oSx lo'-. /= i4°.o C.

T=
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Nickel Steels. Figs. 32, 33 and 34.

TABLE XXVII.

28.74?^ Ni.; />ro=o.6i3x lo'-. ^=i5°-5-

r-:928
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twisted and then magnetized. In our experimentg, instead of the

magnetic wire, a copper one was used for the compensation of the

twist at no field, in order to avoid any ambiguity caused by the

magnetization of the compensating wire. The specimens were cut

from the jorevious samples into about one-third of their k^ugths.

The copper wire was so chosen that its total twist for a given

couple was nearly equal to that of the magnetic specimen to be

tested. The two wires were connected in the same line by a cop-

per rod of moderate diameter with a small mirror attached to it,

and hung vertically from a torsion circle. The lower end of the

specimen was also rigidly connected to another copper rod. To

this rod, a rigid pin was perpendicularly fixed, the ends of which

slid in the vertical grooves cut on the inside of a flat hollow

cylinder at the center of the lower torsion circle. In this way,

the tension applied to the pan hanging on the lower end of the

lower co2:>per rod was transmitted independently of the twist. The

upper and lower ends of this connected system could therefore be

twisted to any desired amount by means of the torsion circles,

while the tension was constantly acting on the wire. A magnetiz-

ing coil, whose length was 30 cm. and 47r?i= 379.7, was placed

co-axially with the lower wire, which was, in our case, the speci-

men to be tested. The coil had a small resistance of 0.6i?, so

that the effect of heating was negligibly small, though the w^ater-

jacketed arrangement was dispensed with. A long scale distance

of 6.797 m. was used to increase the sensitiveness of the arrange-

ment. The sensitiveness was such that a deflection of 1 scale

division corresponded to a change of total twist of lö.Ü".

To stop the vibration of the mirror, a short brass wire was

fixed horizontally to the vertical copper rod a little below the
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reilectiiig iiiirror and bent downward, rlust below it, a small

mercury cup was placed, into which the wire dipped.

Our method of observation was as follows :—First the torsion

circles were adjusted so that the magnetic field produced no de-

flection of the mirror. The readings of both circles for this posi-

tion corresponded lo those of the untwisted state of the wire.

Next the lower circle was twisted by 6 and then the upper circle

was tv>-isted in the opposite sense, until the mirror regained its

original position for no field. Let the angle through which the

upper circle was twisted be denoted by d'; 6' was nearly equal to

d. After demagnetization by reversals, the mirror usually turned

through a small angle ; but the amount of the rotation was

usually so small that we could leave it out of account. Different

fields were successively applied and corresponding deflections were

read off". Next the twist was increased and the procedure repeated.

The experiments were made also for different tensions. Be-

fore increasing the tension, the wire Avas untwisted to the original

state of no twist, after passing through a cyclic twist of gradual-

ly decreasing amplitude about the position of no twist. This

procedure was always necessary to restore the wire to the state of

no twist, since the simple untwisting usually left a residual deflec-

tion.

If the couples required to give unit twist to the two wires

be r and r' respectively, we have

if the ansular deflection of the mirror due to magnetization be

ddf and ^r the increment of r, we have

• •

7ji
= z + oz and {z^rn){d-dd)=T'{d'-^od)

or Zj^{d-<W) = z\0'-\-oO) und r,T{i}-üt))= oO{z' +t),
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hence by division, we get'

or,

d'+dd

wliere K is the rigidity of the specimen, and oK its change due

be neglected, we haveto magnetization If
Ö

dK
Krr d

1 +

If tlie change were greater than 1»^, the first equation was

used, and if it were less, the second equation was availed of.

'i'he results of experiments are as follows :

—

Nickel. Fig. 35.

TABLE XXVIII,
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^=5.0°

T= 1022
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Swedish Iron and Tungsten Steel. Figs, 36 and 37.

TABLE XXIX.

SWEDISH IRON.

T= 327 1 gy-lmnir t— 20°.o C.

' = 2.5' ' = 5.0^

H
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28.74 ']o Nickel Steel. Fig. 38.

TABLE XXX.

/= 2I.°2.

r=948
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50.72 0/0 Nickel Steel. Fig. 39.

TABLE XXXI.
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70.32 0/^ Nickel Steel. Fig. 40.

TABLE XXXII.

/-=i9°.2 C.

T=iiog
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Thus the change of rigidity in these nickel steels is similar,

in its general aspect, to that given by the oscillation method.

In 50.72 o/o Ni. and 70.32 o/^ Ni., however, the small initial de-

crease of rigidity is not observed. Increased twist diminishes the

change of rigidity ; increased tension affects the change in a similar

manner but in a greater degree. The change as given by Barus's

method is generally greater than that by the oscillation method.

The difference becomes less as the tension is increased. In 28.74 o/^

Ni., the results by the two different methods fairly agree, and the

agreement becomes closer with increased tension. Thus, also in

these alloys, relation (o) is not generally satisfied, except in

28.74 o/o Ni. The difference, however, becomes less as the tension

is increased.

Beside the above samples, a number of others including iron

and nickel steels of different percentages, were tested with the

purpose of studying the different behaviours of the different

specimens. The samples were as follows :

—

Samples
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irreversible nickel steels were alsu tested after being cooled in

liquid air.

To study the eflect of the amplitude of twist, three different

twists were usually applied, differing by about 2.5° from each

other. Three or four different tensions were also .applied for study-

ing the effect of tension.

Swedish Iron. Figs. 41, 4'2, 4o and 44.

TABLE XXXIII.
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44. The curve was obtained after several cyclic changes of the

field.

23.6 »o, 26.649^ and 24.04^ Nickel Steels.

Figs. 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50 and 51.

TABLE XXXIV.
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table. The change is ooniinoii tor all these specimens ; the rigidity

first decreases, attains a minimum, and tlien gradually recovers

its initial value, as the lield is increased. In still higher fields,

a slight increase is observed, which increases with the field.

The fact that the change of rigidity becomes appreciable,

only when the S2:>ecimens are once dipped in liquid air, is to be

expected from its magnetic property as regards the cooling in

liquid air."''

35 0/^ Nickel Steel. Figs. 52, ->>, 54, ôô and 50.

TABLE XXXV.

T^ili^gr.jmm:

=
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70.32 0/, Nickel steel. Figs. 62, 63, 64, 65 and 66.

TABLE XXXVII.

7= \22 gi'-lrmn?

d=
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In general behaviour, the change of rigidity and its hyste-

resis resemble those of 45'?o Ni., except that tlie amount of the

change is a little less than that for this alloy. Comparing the

above results with those for well annealed nickel steel of the same

percentage, we observe that the effect of annealing remarkably

increases the change of rigidity.

(a) IVIeasurement of the change of rigidity by

ordinary method.

In a paper by Messrs S. Shimizu, S. Kusakabe and one of

us,''' the change of rigidity of ferromagnetic bars is given, having

been determined by first apj^lying the torsion and then the

magnetic field. To investigate whether the results are the same

or not, if the order of applying the torsion and the field, is

reversed, the same arrangement used in the experiment above cited

was availed of. The essential parts of the arrangement remained

unchanged, except for the mirror system. The rotating cylinder,

to which the mirror was

fixed, was horizontally

supported by means of

two very weak spiral

springs (ss) attached to

the sides of a carriage

(c) similar to that used

in our measurement of

the change of elasticity.

To the carriage, was

rigidly fixed a horizon-

tal axis, the conical ends

*) K- Honda, S. Shimizu anil S. Kusakabe, \oc. cit.
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of which fitted to agate cups on the arms of a F-shaped bar (a).

This bar could be adjusted to any desired position, such that the

axis of the mirror would be pressed by the plane side of the

carriage perpendicularly on a point of the circumference of the

torsion wheel (t) rigidly fixed to the specimen. To adjust the

pressure properly, a sliding weight {b) was put on a pin (p) pro-

truding from the carriage.

Two vertical scales oO cm. long were erected at a horizontal

distance of 6.45 m. in front of the mirror in the same vertical

line; one at the same height as the mirror, and the other about

one meter above it. The image of the scales was observed with

a telescope at the same height as the mirror. An initial couple

was applied and the mirror was so adjusted that the image of

the lower scale was observable with the telescope. A suitable

weight was then chosen for giving an additional couple, which

twisted the rod to such an extent that by the consequent rotation

of the mirror, the image of the upper scale just appeared in the

field of the telescope. Tliis weight was 500 gr. The readings of

the two scales corresponding to the removal and to the addition

of the additional weight, were taken. When properly adjusted,

their difference was fairly constant for repeated observations ; the

mean of several observations was always taken as the deflection

due to the weight. Next, a field was applied and the procedure

repeated ; in this way, we obtained the values of deflections cor-

responding to the difierent fields, the demagnetization being, of

course, carefully made before each experiment. The difference of

the deflections in a certain field and in no field gives the change

of rigidity.

The sensitiveness of the present arrangement was such that

a deflection of 1mm. of the scale reading corresponded to a twist
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of 7.(i4"xlO~^ per cm. of the specimen. The specimens tested in

the present experiment ^Yere those used in the previous experi-

ment above quoted, and had the following dimensions :

Metals Diameter Length Rigidity

Soft iron 0.1 KSG cm. 20.43 cm. 7.i)2 x 10^'

Nickel Lllf) 21.42 7.41x10^^

On the other hand, the determination of the change of rigid-

ity by the ordinary method of first apj^lyiug the couple and then

the magnetizing field was always made, and the results obtained

by the two different methods were compared. The magnetizing

coil was the same as that used in the last experiment, so that the

heating effect due to the magnetizing current was negligibly small.

In using the present arrangement, all necessary precautions

were taken, which were referred to in the paper above quoted.

The results are given in the following:—

Nickel. Figs. 67 and 68.

TABLE XXXVIII.
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JJV= ± 3.50 X lo'', 1= 16°.; C.
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ly resembles that of 'j as given by tbe flexure method. Jii

both cases, the right order of applying the stress and the field

is inverted.

Soft Iron. Figs. 09 and 70.

TABLE XXXIX.
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^, SO that relation (o) can not be satisfied even ai^proximately.

In concluding the descriptions of the results of our experi-

ments, the following remarks may be added. Since we measured

the changes of elasticity and of rigidity for the same wires of

ferromagnetic metals and alloys, it will be now interesting to cal-

culate the change of Poisson ratio by magnetization. Since the

change of elastic constants is considerably affected by tension, it

is necessary to calculate the change of the ratio from the

changes of elasticity and rigidity for the same tension.

If <y be the Poisson ratio, we have

E
K /dE dK\

a
K

TP

The value of -y^ used in the calculation of the following tableK ÙE oVv

is that for no field ; and the values of -^ and -^ are those ob-

tained by the tension effect of the magnetic elongation and by

the Barus's method respectively, for in these two sets of experi-

ments, the stress was first applied and then the magnetizing field.

TABLE XL.

Specimen.
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From the above table, it will he seen that the Poisson ratio

is generally diminished by magnetization. In nickel, it is very

large amounting to even 50 per cent; l)ut in tungsten steel, it

is almost zero, indicating a tendency to increase. The change of

the Poisson ratio also considerably varies ^Yitll tension, and the

above table shows only an example of the change.

§ 4. CONCLUDING REIVIARKS.

The results obtained in the present investigation may be

summarised as follows :
—

(i) In Swedish iron and tungsten steel (Figs. 71 and 72),

the change of elastic constants is generally positive, l)ut its

amount is extremely small, less than 0.5 fo. The change by the

indirect method is several times greater than that by the direct

method. It is interesting to notice that the change of elasticity

and that of rigidity almost coincide with each other, not only in

their general aspects, but also in their quantitative relations.

(ii) In nickel (Fig. 73), the change of elastic constants is

remarkably large, amounting to about lofo in the change of

elasticity and 7^o in the case of rigidity. The elastic constants

first decrease and then increase, as the field becomes greater.

The elastic constants by the indirect method are numerically

greater than those by the direct method.

(iii) In 28. 74% Ni. (Fig. 74), magnetization increases the

elastic constants by a small amount. The changes given by the

two different methods nearly coincide with each other for a mode-

rate tension. In Ö0.72 % Ni. and 70.32 ?« Ni. (Figs. 75 and 76),

the increase of the elastic constants is remarkably large, approach-

ins; in amount the change of rigidity in nickel. Except with a
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very weak tension, the change by the indirect method is greater

than that by the direct ; but this difference becomes less as the

tension is increased. With a tension of 3 or 4 kg. per square

millimeter, it nearly vanishes.

(iv) In Fig. 77, curves showing the relation between the

change of rigidity (by indirect method) and the percentage con-

tent of nickel in nickel steels are given. These curves correspond

to the change of rigidity in a slightly annealed state. They show

s, marked maximum at about 50fo Ni., and a minimum at about

24.40 9". Ni.

From the results above given, it is evident that there are

some cases in which, relation (3) given in the earlier part of this

paper, does not hold even approximately, so that equation (1) can

not be freely used in any quantitative discussion.

There are many analogous cases in the problem of magne-

tostriction. As will be seen from our subsequent paper to be

published presently, the change of magnetization by stretching a

magnetized wire does not agree with the change deduced from the

results obtained by magnetizing the wire in the unstrained as well

as the stretched state. Similar phenomena are also observable in

the change of magnetism caused by the twist. Next, we may

cite the case of the Wiedemann effect. It is well known that in

iron and nickel, the twist produced by magnetizing the wire

traversed by an electric current is generally greater than the

twist caused by passing the current through the magnetized wire.

The difference is remarkable ; in some cases,''' the former is seve-

ral times greater than the latter. In nickel steels,t the difference

is, however, very small. Again, take the case of magnetizing a

*) and t) K. Honda and S. Shimizn, Jour. Sc. Coll., 16, Art. 14.
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•wire traversed by an electric current/^' The change of magneti-

zation by the longitndiual current is considerably greater, in the

case of magnetizing the wire traversed by the current, than in

the case of passing the current through the magnetized wire.

All these jihenomena may perhaps arise from the hysteresis effect

of magnetization ; i.e. the final states attained by a magnetic sub-

stance differ according to the order of applying the field and the

stress, or the field and the longitudinal current.

In conclusion, it may be remarked that, since the change of

the elastic constants by magnetization is not so small as is gener-

ally believed, in any theory of magnetostriction aiming at the

<piantitative agreement between the theory and the experiment,

these changes must necessarily be taken into account. In addition

to this, an equality such as

dxd// H/jüx '

in which § is a quantity which depends upon two apparently

independent variables x and y, can not be used without experi-

mental verification. These facts make the development of the

theory very difficult.

In passing, the following remarks may be added. If we con-

sider, in the above equation, Q as the length of a specimen, :c

the temperature and y the magnetic force, we have

provided I is independent of the order of applying the field and

the temperature. Integrating, we get

Khr-lg)
m(^ m. )h \ m Jo

*) K. Honda, Ibid. 11, p. 284, 1899.
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If a be the coefficient of thermal exj^ansion,

Thus the change of the coefficient of thermal expansion by mag-

netization is equal to the temperature coefficient of the magnetic

elongation. As the latter coefficient is known from the experi-

ment* by Mr. S. Shimizu and one of us, the values of da are

calculated and graphically drawn in Figs. 78, 79, 80, 81 and 82.

By referring to the figures, we see that the change of the

coefficients of thermal expansion by magnetization depends con-

siderably upon temperature. Ordinatcs of the curves represent

the change of the mean coefficient of expansion between two

temperatures belonging to each curve.

The change of the mean coefficient of expansion in nickel

(Fig. 78) betw^een the ordinary and liquid air temperatures first

decreases, attains a minimum, and then gradually increases, as

the field becomes greater, till it is greater than its initial

value. At a temperature higher than the ordinary, the change

of the coefficient of expansion steadily increases, soon aj^proaching

an asymptotic value. In a given field, its value increases wàth

temperature, and after passing through a maximum, slightly de-

creases. The maximum amount of the change is of the order of

19^ of the coefficient itself.

In soft iron and tungsten steel (Figs. 79 and 80), the change

of expansion is very small. Up to a moderate temperature, the

coefficient of expansion increases steadily with the field, except in

weak fields, in which a small decrease is observed. At higher

temperatures, the change becomes negative for all fields. In iron,

a maximum decrease is observed.

*} K. Honda and S. Shinuzu, Jour. .Sc. Coll., XX, Art. 10, I'JOC
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Tn cast cobalt (Fig. 81), the change of the coefficient of ex-

pansion at low temperature increases with the field, reaches a

maximum, and then decreases. As the temperature becomes

higher, the amount of the maximum gradually lessens ; the posi-

tion of the maximum shifts towards lower fields and the curve at

last cuts the zero line. At a sufficiently high temperature, the

change of expansion is always negative.

The change of the coefficient of expansion in annealed cobalt

(Fig. 82) is rather abnormal, and its maximum amount is consi-

derably large, being about 2 9^ of the coefficient itself. The

change of the mean coefficient of expansion between the ordinary

and liquid air temperatures steadily decreases with the field,

though its amount is small. As the temperature rises, the amount

of the diminution increases rapidly and then decreases. Here the

course of the curve shows a minimum decrease of the change.

As the temperature is further increased, a considerable amount of

increase is observed, which steadily increases with field. It

attains a maximum and again decreases, till it changes its sign.

The values of da thus obtained may possibly differ from the

values obtained by heating the specimens in a constant magnetic

field. They are the changes of « by magnetization, when the

temperature is first raised and then the field applied. However,

any experiment for the determination of the change of «, in which

the thermal expansion is directly observed in magnetic field,

must be welcomed, as affording a counterpart for the analogous

comparison.

Again, if we put, in the last equation, the tension T per

unit area for //, we get

\ m )t V 9« Jo öt
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or ar-ao= oa= .

^^^^

but since

we have finally

da E 1 fiE

T dt E- dt

Thus the effect of tension upon the coefficient of thermal expan-

sion can be found from the temperature coefiicient of the modulus

of elasticity. The relation was first obtained by Dahlander/-' and

verified by him to agree well with the experiment. In problems

which do not relate to magnetism, the hysteresis effect is generally

very small, so that tlie agreement might have been expected.

*) Dahlander, Pogg. Ann. 145, p. 147, 1872,
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Tlio recent advance in our knowledge of tlie Permoearbon-

iferous Foraminifera is largely due to tlie works of Prof. E.

ScHELLWiEX. He studied, among other forms, those in the Carnic

Alps, found the long accepted separation of the genera, FusuUna

and Schwager'nia, to be of only a subgeneric value, and accord-

ingly united them under the one genus Fusulina, which ho

proposed to divide into three subgenera. To me, however, it

seems more natural to subdivide it into four.

In the following descriptions of these four subgenei'a, I pro-

pose the use of the designations, primary-, auxiliary- and trans-

verse septa. By primary septa, I mean those longitudinal partitions

marked on the surface as deep sutures,^^ and commonly called

'septa.' The auxiliary septa are those parallel to the former, but

showing no suture on the outside ; for they are mere stalactitic

1) The origin of the suture on the surface is evident from tiie explanation of Schellwiex

on the formation of the septa.
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outgrowths of the wall ; they are usually shorter, and always

without a median lamella/^ which is invariably present in the

2:)riinary septa. Tlie transverse septa (the ' Nebensepten ' of C^

Schwagek) are those at right angles to the other two, extending

from the roof of a volution to its floor, when completely de-

veloped. When only the basal portion of the transverse septa is

developed, they appear as spiral ridges, and form what are general-

ly called the basal skeleton (* Basalskelet '). Although all the

septa, like the wall itself, are often perforate throughout their

entire length, yet it frequently happens that they are imperforate

iu their lower portion which then appears as a quite dense cal-

careous mass. The basal skeleton is also never perforated, the

pores being evidently not physiologically necessary."^

Synopsis of the Four Subgenera.

1. FUSULINA s. s. Type: F. cijlindrica Fischer.

Shell fusiform or cylindrical, sometimes ellij^soidal, rarely

acicular. Only the primary septa developed ; these are much

folded, especially near the umbilical ends.

2. SCHWAGERINA. Type: S. jmnceps Ehrexberg.

(cfr. PL ir., fig. 1).

Shell sj^therical in the typical species, fusiform in those ap-

proaching Fusulina s. s. With only the primary septa, which are

slightly or not at all folded, except near the umbilical ends.

1) Tlie term in;iy be iiKippmpi iate ; but T inenn by it :i boiindiiry line between two

successive walls, wiiicli simietiinos luii.s into llie nilddle >.>( tlie tepla. See the remarks by

ScHELi.wiKN on the structure of" the septa.

2) I ajjfree with Schei^mvien in the view tlial tlie greater traiisi)arency of the wall and

of the upper i)art of the sc|)ta is due to the intercalation of commonly transparent calcite,

iiifdtrated in the pores; otherwise we have no reason to maintain the greater turbidity of

the deu!-e cilcareous matter in the basal portion of the septa.
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0. DOLIOLINA. Type: T. lepkla Hchwacjeu (PI. II.,

ligs. 2, 3).

Shell cyliiulrieal in llie typit-jil sj)C'cics, but si)lierical in those

approaching Schwager'uia. Septa of two kinds
;

primary septa

being straight and basal skeletons more or less developed.

1. NEOSCHWAGERINA. n. subg. Type : X. craÜcuUfera

Schwager (PL I., figs, o, 4).

Shell fusiform to spherical. Septa of three kinds : transverse

septa numerous, and 1 to 4 auxiliary septa are found between

each pair of ])rimary septa. '^

The above lines are with but slight modification,'-^ an almost

complete recapitulation of the passages in my former paper " On

a Fumdina-\\m.cî-,tonQ, with Helicoprion in Japan." Since then two

important papers treating this group of Foraminifera have been

published, one by l^of. W. Volz and the other l)y Dr. G. II.

GiRTY.

In a recent work on the geology of Sumatra ,^^ Volz de-

scribed a Carboniferous Foi'aminifera of the family Fusulinidae

under the new name of Sumatrina Annae. This greatly interested

me, as I had once found an unquestionably identical form in

limestones from the province Bitchu in Japan, and from Ta-gai-

tung, En-ngan-hsien, prov. Yun-nan, in Ghina, and had taken

it to be an nn described species belonging to my Keoschwagerlna.

The reason ^Yhy I describe the subgenus as sometimes fusiform is

because I believe the Foraminifera is surely a form which should

be included in it.

1) C. ScHWAGEH, one of llie most excellent observers of llie fossils of this group the

world ever seen, seems to liave already been disposed by a similar consideration to sei)arale

<S'. cralicullj'era from the other allies. (Carbon. Foram. ans China n. Japan. 1*. 14'J).

2) T here substitnte 'anxiliary septa' for my older term 'secondary septa.'

o) W. VuLZ: Zur ütologie von Siunalra. (reo), u. Paieonl. Abhandl.
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VoLZ defines liis gemis Sumairina as follows :
" Spindelför-

mige Fiisuliniden mit einem aus ^-4 lüngs- and querreifen beste-

henden Dachskelet." From this and the illustrations in his

paper, it is beyond doubt that Sumairina and Neoschwagerina

refer to the same group of Foraminifera. The only point in which

VoLZ differs from me is in regarding Schtoagerina craticulifera

Schwager as a Doliolina}^ and hence making a generic distinction

between this species and Sumairina Annae. On the contrary, I

am inclined to treat Samatrlna Aiinao and Scliwagerina craliculi-

fcra together as one group, quite distinct from DoUolina wliose

type is D. lepida.

There is a species of Keoschwagcr'uia—X. glohosa sp. nov.-

in the upper complex of the limestones at Akasaka, possibly a

variety of X. craticulifera ; it possesses more numerous transverse

septa than the type form in the lower complex, the longer and

shorter septa being alternate ; the same can be said of the auxi-

liary septa (PI. I., lig. 'j). Such being the case, I cannot help

thinking that the ' Dachskelet ' of Sumatrlna Annae is but a

shortened structure of the auxiliary and the transverse septa. If

I am right, it is clear that Sumatrlna is a synonym of Xeo-

schivagerina. It is much to be regretted that Volz made no refer-

ence to S. craticulifera in describing his Sumairina.

According to Dr. G. H. Girïy, his new genus Triiicites is

distinguished from Fusulina. by having the septa " for the' most

part straight and not fluted except in the immediate vicinity of

tlie axis, so that the greater portion of each chamber is not

divided into chamberlets." The genotype is T. secalicus Say sj).

from the Coal Measure of the Mississippi valley. I ' would here

1) Ditto, p. 21.
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cxpri'ss my urciit übligatioii to Di'. (Jirty wlio wah kind cmoui^li

to send mc some specimens of the Foraminiteni, thus enabling

nie to verity bis description of tbeni. As I examined tbeir sec-

tions under tlie microscope, I was fnlly convinced of tbe correct-

ness of bis remarks on tbe i)eculiar structure of tbe form
;
yet I

am still in doul)t wbetber it is possible to separate satisfactorily

tbe .Vnierican form from tbe grou}) of Schwagerina witb a fusi-

form sbell, siicli as S. fiisuUnoides Schellwien and S. fusiformis

Kkotow. Tbe former, according to Sciiellwien, bas " die grosse

Centralkammcr, die Hin- und Herbiegung der Septen, die in der

median Ebene nie den Jîoden erreicben, Merkmale welcbe den

Fusulinen zukonnnen," wbile Triiicites secalicus possesses, beside

these characters, tbe thick septa of a Fiisulina s. s. Therefore,

until more important dilterences from Fusulina s. s. and Schtva-

gcrind are found, it seems to me unnecessary to keep Triticiles

as a distinct genus, or even as a new subgenus.^^

In addition to the above, let me remark briefly on some of

the characters of Fusulina, which have been treated in detail l)y

Möller, Schwaiger and Schellwien. The iirst thing to be

noticed among these characters is tbe presence of connecting

lamellae, which are found between the septa or between tbe septa

and tbe wall. They are somewhat different in nature from tbe

ramification of the primary septa, common in Fusulina. The

occurrence of these connecting lamellae is very inconstant, and

probably of no great significance. I once or twice met with

lamellae of this kind in the transverse and longitudinal sections

of F. japonica Guembel var. from Tomuro, Asogori, prov. Shimo-

1) However, 1 nni iiicliiie'l lo believe lliat ;i similar iiaitie will l)e needed in I'nture for

llie prototype of Fumlina and Sdum'jei ino , and its direct descendants, if .such really occur.

See p. 2L
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tsuke, Japan (PL II., fig. 1). Under the microscope, they appear

as dark compact lines quite distinct from the septa. They may

perform the same function as the ramifications or infoldings of

the primary septa, or the intercalations of auxiliary and trans-

verse septa, subdividing the chambers or chamberlets.

Secondly, I am in doubt about the following remark of Prof.

SCHELLWIEN.^^

" Es tritt sehr häufig eine Verdickung der zum Septum

umgebogenen Kammerwand ein, indem sich auf einer oder beiden

Seiten der Septallamelle Kalksubstanz absetzt, welche in der Regel

dunkler gefärbt Sie wird in der Kegel erst nach der

Bildung der neuen Kammervvand ausgeschieden zuweilen aber auch

schon, ehe die Bildung der späteren Dachwand erfolgt ist, wie

eine Beobachtung bei Fusulina japonica lehrt." In all my slices

of Fusulina I can find nothing which coincides with the above

description ; nor does the figure in his work to which he refers

show anything of the kind. In all cases, the boundary between

the calcareous substance of the primary septa and what he regarded

as produced by a secondary acretion is not distinct and under

the microscope they always seem to fade away on both sides.

Thirdly, the true nature of the median lamella, which is the

direct continuation of the thin coverino- on the whole surface of

the wall, is also doubtful. Dr. Girty has already objected to the

long accepted view of the poriferous nature of the wall."^ Though

I am not in position to express anything definite here in regard

to this matter, I give in fig. o, pi. III., jui interesting case of a

natural staining of the wall. The figure shows a longitudinal,

slightly oblique section, of Neoschwogerina craticulifcra in a

1) HcnELLAViEN : Die Fauna des Karnisclien Fusulinenkalks. P. 240.

2) Ü1KTV : I.e.
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limestone block tbuiul in a Shiwon-ciitting near Sakawa, province

of Tosn. In inicroseopic sections, it almost always happens that

the thin nppcr layer of the wall together with the median lamellae

is stained deep brown, while those parts of the walls and the

septa Avhich appear to be thoroughly perforate, rem;iin almost

unstained. This fact seems to be in favour of the view that the

median lamellae of the septa and the covering layei' of the wall

are of a different nature from the rest of the shell; but from this,

I would not directly conclude the non-porosity of the shell.

ScHELLWiEX made mention of a particular case of the for-

mation of septa in Schwagerina of the group of Schwagerina

Verbcehi, savins: "Es tritt nämlich liüufio; eine Verdickuns; des

Septums ein, ehe die neue Kammerw^and gebildet Avird, wodurch

bei der geringeren Stärke des Septums leicht der Anschein erweckt

werden kann, da^s die Scheidewand eingekeilt wäre. Diese Ver-

dickung legt sich als ein dünner Beleg über das Septum."^*

Taking these points in consideration, it appears to me that

the whole external surface of the shell and of the septa of some,

if not all Fasulina, is covered with a thin exogenous shell layer

as in some other highly organized Foraminifera (for example,

some species of the Genus Rotalia).

Foui'thly, the infolding of the septa seems sometimes, though

probably seldom, to occur also in the middle portion of the shell

of Schwagerina as in Fasulina s. s. Such a case is seen in the

outermost whorl of Schwagerlna princeps, in a transverse section,

from east of Yang-chao-shan, Wei-nung-hsien, prov. Kwei-tschou

in China, as shown in fig. 1, })1. T.

Fifthly, ' Sumatrina ' Annœ is said to possess, an extremely

1) ScHELLWiEX : I.e., p. 258.
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large chamber, and indeed that of Fasidina s. s. usually attains

a large size ; 1)nt in other subgenera the large ehauiher is of rare

occurrence. Thus, Schwagerina is generally taken as including

those forms which have a minute first chamber. Now, I go so

far as to question whether the size of the first chamber is in any

measure constant, for I have an examj^le of a Neowhwagerina

with a large first chamber, but quite similar to X. craticuUfera

in other respects (PI. I., fig. 4).

The genus Fusulina has a very wide geographical distribution
;

consequently there is a considerable number of works relating to

its occurrence in various parts of the world, many of which are

not accessible to me. Moreover, it seems that not much reliance

can be placed u])on the statements of its occurrence, as we do not

know whether in all cases the specific names are used in the sense

taken by us. These and other circumstances render an exliaustive

treatment of its distribution impossible ; still we can get a general

survey of the genus from the following summary of the more

important literature of the subject.

American Border of the Pacific.

North America :—The distribution of Fusulina-WmeBiowQ

in North America is very extensive. Though Fusulina s. s.

seems to be common in the above region, singularly, Doliolina

and Neoschu'agerina are at present very little known. Of Fasu-

Una, especially the name of F. cylindrica Fischer in its varieties

is most frequently met with in the literature of the American

Carboniferous ; thus we find them reported from the Subcarboni-

ferous limestones of Colorado, Kansas, Ohio, Nebraska, Iowa,

Indiana, California, Wyoming, Utah, Illinois, Arizona and Britisli
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Colunibia.'' Untortuiuitely, none of tluMii arc liiUy illustrated, and

it is by no means' certain that they all belong to the same species.

Schellwien"' is of the opinion that some of the s])ecimens of the

so-called 7*'. ci/Iindrica from Iowa, Illinois, Indiana and Nebraska

are distinct from the well known Russian s]iecies. Triticitefi

secalicns Say S]\ from the INIissouri region is one which was

usually accepted as Fmulina cylindrica, but it has lately been

separated from it by Girtv and even made the ty]ie of a new

genus. Beside these forms, Shümard'' described F. elongata from

New Mexico and Texas, and Schellwien^' and Spaxdel'' found

F. efr. regidaris Schellwien in Kansas, Nebiaska and Indiana.

According to Gtrty'"'^ F. elo7igala Sc'Hu.^r. occurs associated

with Produclus semireticidcUus var., Derbya, 31eekella, Leptodus'^

and Richlhofenia in an ujiper Permian limestone of Western

Texas. The last two genera of Brachiopoda being almost

exclusively asiatic type, their record from the American

Permian is specially noteworthy. Of Schwagerina, we know onlv

S. Tobusia Meek^^' from California found together with F. cylin-

drica and its variety gracilis (Mc Claud limestone. Boss' ranch).

1) There is, indeed, a multitude of articles relating to tlie Nortli American Fusulina.

Tho-e published before 1897 are found in S. Weller's "A Bibliographic Index of North

Amoiioan Carboniferous Invertebrates" (Bull. U. S. Geological Survey, No. 153, 1898).

' Manual cf Geology ' of J. D. Daxa (4th Edition), amongst otliers, gave me a fair under-

standing of the distribution of tlie fossiliferous deposits and their kimls. Tiie later publications

at ray disposal are: G. II. Girty : The Carboniferous Formations and Fauna of Colorado.

U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof, paper, No. Ki, 190.'j. Do: The Helalion of Some Carboniferous

Fauna. Proc. Washington Acad. Sei- 1905. F. L. Ransome: The Geology and Ore-deposits

of the Bisbee Quadrangle, Arizona. U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. p. No. 21. 1904.

2) Schellwien: Die î'auna des Karnischen Fusulinenkalks, p. 280.

;>) B. F. SuuMARD : Notice of New Fossils from the Permian Strata of New ^lexico an<l

Texas. Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sei. Vol. L. 1858.

4) Schellwien : I.e. p. 251.

.")) E. Spandel: Die Foraminiferen des Permocarbon von Ilooser, Ivans is, Nordamerika

0) Girty: Tlie L'pper Permian in Western Texas. Amer. .lourn. Sei. 1902.

T) Leplixlii!f — Li/ttoii!(i.

8) F. B. Merk: Description of the Carboni forons Fo-;;lls. Pal. Calif. Vol. 1, 1804.
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Concerning Neoschwagerilia eraticuUfera Schwager from British

Columbia, very recently communicated by Scheelwien/^ no detail

have yet been published.

Guatemala :—In the departments of Quiche, Huehuetenango,

Alta-and Baba-Verapaz there exist thick limestone and dolomite-

deposits probably of the uppermost Carboniferous. The fauna in

addition to FLisidijia granum avenœ F. Kömer which is a form

first described from near Padang, Sumatra, consists of Aihyris,

amblgua David., Synocladia, Productus semireticulatus Mart, and

Lonsdaleia floriformis Flem. sp."^

Asiatic Border of tine Pacific.

Vladivostock :—7^</sw/ma-limestone occurs along the coast of

the Ussuri bay between the mouth of the river Mai-cha and Zymu-

cba. According to Th. Tschernyschew,^' the FusuUna shows a

peculiar form, being very long and having numerous (17-20) close

volutions. Associated fossils are Camarophoria dlargariiowi TscH-

ERN., C. sp., Relicularia rostrata Kut., Productus irginœ Stuciv.,

and P. cora d'Orb. The author believes that the limestone

corresponds to the /Schwagerina-zone of Eastern Russia.

Korea :—In this peninsula, T^wsw^ma-limestone is exposed

near Phyong-yang. It will be described at some length later on.

Japan :—We encounter Fusuliiia-Vimestoue in various parts

of Japan : in the main island (Honshu), in Shikoku, and in

1) Schellwien: Trias, Perm u. Carbon iii China. 1902.

2) C. Sapper: Grnndzüge der Physikalischen Geograpliie von Guatemala. Petermans

jViittheilungen. Ergiinziingsiiefte No. 11.3. 1894. No. 127. 1899. Fusidlwi -'m^ said to be also

found in a graywacke in this place"

'.">) TscHERNYSCHEW : Die O'oerkarbonischen Bracliiopodcn des Ural u. des Timan.

Mémoires du Comité Géologique. Vo). XVI-, No. 2. 1902. p. 731.
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Kiuslifi ; but tluis l';ir tliciu is no evidence of its occurrence in

Hokkaido (Yesso) and the Kurils (Chishima) in the north, or in

Formosa (Taiwau) and the Loo-choo (Riukiu) in the south.

Nothing is known at present of its occurrence in the southern

half of 8aghalien (Karafuto). Ahnost invariably the species of

FusuUmi are found in limestone, but there is a single instance of

its occurrence in a slate, (as in * Auerniggschichten ' of the Garnie

Al[)s), at jMaiya, prov. Kikuzen, where the slate undei-lies the

FusuUna-WmQ^iowii.

The poverty of other fossils in /^^^^s^t/ma-limestones excepting

crinoid remains seems to be a character not only peculiar to Japan

and China, but also to the rest of the world. The limestones

contain a rich fauna of Brachiopoda, with which Cephalopoda are

rarely associated, only when Fusulina is present in very small

numbers. They, no doubt, are a littoral formation, and this is

the reason why Cephalopoda are also almost always lacking in the

Japanese Anthracolitic fauna.^^

1) Tlie Japanese Antliiacolitic Cepha-

lopoda which are now known me are only

three. Of these two leing qnite imper-

fect in preservation but one deserves some

notice. Tliis is moreover very incomplete

being in the state of a cast. The shell is

small, diameter measuring 2.") mm., with

a large umbilicus and broad whorls, deeply

covering the inner ones. The ventral side

is broadly rounded, the whorls being

lunnlar in cross section. No periodic

grooves are impressed on tlie cast. The

suture lines are beautifully shown ; they are rather distant, simple and very characteristic,

composed of two saddles and two lobes on one side of the shell. They may belter lu- under-

stood from the annexed woodcut in four times the natural size. From this and otiicr characters,

I consider it to belong to a species of Crcistriocerns.

The specimen, mentioned above, is from Omi, Nislii-kubiki-göri, prov. Kchigo, and

comes in association wilii Fruduclua cfr. spiralis Waag., b'pirij'er cfr. üldhamiüiius Waaü.,

P. cfr. undalus Dkfr., Marlinia ? sp. and Schuugeiinu Verbeeki GeUs'UZ.
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It is not my intention in this i)lace to enter into a detailed

description of the stratigraphy of our upper Palaeozoic strata and

faunal contents ; a very condensed account of them is found in

late lh\ T. Harada's work ' Japanischen Inseln', and ' The

Outlines of the Geology of Jai:)an ' issued by our Imperial Geo-

logical Survey. Some authors are accustomed to regard our

/«Mi/ma-limestones as belonging to one and the same horizon,

but such an assumption is at present without foundation in fact

and can oidy be settled l)y a careful investigation, both strati-

graphical ami paUeontological, of the limestones in question.

The only well known I\isi(lina-\\mesioneä of Japan are those

of Kinshö-zan behind the small town of Akasaka, near the city

of Ogaki in the province of Mino. In this locality Richthofen

got his fossils which Schwager afterward studied. Geological

studies of the district were subsequently undertaken by Professors

GoTTSCHE,^' KöTö"^ and Wakimtzu.'""^ All these investigators agree

in accepting two grand divisions of the limestone deposits, which

have been designated, (as in the Garnie Alps, and Russia), as the

Fusulina-nnd the Schicageo^ina-limestone series respectively. Both

series are again subdivided into a number of zones in which,

however, they do not quite agree. I examined more than a

hundred microscopic sections of the limestones brought from all of

these zones, mostly by Mr. Wakimizu, and came to the con-

clusion that the distribution of Fusulina among them quite

justifies the two grand divisions of the strata. The distribution of

the Foraminifera in the respective divisions is as follows :^^

—

1) C. Uottsciik: Ueber J apanisclic Carbon. Zeit. il. deiitsch. geol. Gesell. Bd. XXXVl. 1881.

'J) ß. KöTö: Ciassi ficJilion of the Carboniferous Liiuestones of Akasaka (in Japanese).

Juurn. Geol. See. Tükyö. Vol. V. 1898.

3)T.Wakimizü: Limestone Beds ofKinshü-zan, Akasaka (in Japanese). Ditto. Vol. IX. 100.

4) Yabe: a Trip to Kins!iô->:an (in Japanese). Ditto. Vol. XI. 1904. The Second

Trip, (in Japanese). Ditto. Vol. XIV. 1906.
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UiipiT division

—

'Schwager lna-Um(if^tünv. scries.

Schwagerina Verbeeki. Very ricli in a certain zone,

alone or in association witli the next species.

Neoschwagerina globosa sj). nov. (PI. I., fig. ö ; PI.

III., fig. 1). Present in almost all the zones.

Lower division—ii^MS^/^mn-liniestone series.

tSchwagerina Verbeeki. Kare.

Voliolina lepida. \ These species are very

Neoschwagerina cralicidifera.) abundant in a certain

zone called " ^anie ", together with the next sj^ecies.

FusuUna japonica.

Fusulina sp.

Neoschwagerina globosa. Very rare, if really present

at all ; I have once seen a doubtful tiace of it in one

of my slices.

The preponderance of Neoschwagerina globosa in the upper,

and of Fusulina in the lower series makes the contrast very

striking, and in this connection, there are two important facts to

be mentioned :— (I) Helicoprion Bessonowi Kaepinski, which was

lirst found in the Artinskian of the Ural occurs at Hanaw^a, prov.

h>himotsuke, in a limestone with abundant Fusulina japonica

var.^^ (II) Neoschwagerina globosa seems more closely allied to N.

craliculifera of Schellwien found in the ' Doliolina '-limestone

lying immediately beneath a limestone with Nenodiscus tangticus

ScHELLWiEX of the lower Triassic in Semenow mountains of north-

eastern Tibet,^^ than to the typical N. craliculifera from Japan

and China.

1) Yabk : On a i'HSü/m'^-limestone with Helicoprion in Japan. Ditto. Vol. X. 1903.

2) E. ScHELLWiEN : Trias, Pciin u. Carbon in Cliina. Schriften il. riiysikalökonom.

Gesell, zu Koenigslerg. 10('2. Paleuzoi.^tlie u. Triadische Fossilien aus China. Futterer's

Durch Asien III. 1903.
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China :

—

Misuli?ia-\itaesiones are extensively cleveloi)ed in

various parts of China, in the provinces of Yun-nan,'^ 8e-tschuan,^^

Kan-sn,'" Kiang-si,''^ Kiang-su,^^ Hu-pei,'"'^ Kwei-schoii,"' and

Tibet/^ According to Schwager,''^ Lorenthey,^"' Dovyilb,^^^ and

Schellwien/^* they contain Fnsulina brevicula Hchwager, F.

japonica Gumbel, F. Piichthofeni Schwager, F. cylindrica

Fischer, var. gracilis Meek., F. alternans Schellw. Schivager-

ina jyrinceps Ehrenberg, S. Verbeeki Geiniïz, DolioUna lepida

Schwager, Neoschwagerina craticullfera Schwager, and a few

other allied, but undeterniinable forms. The limestones are

referred to several distinct zones of dilîerent ages in the ap])er

Carboniferous and Permian. Several specimens of them from

China also have come into my hands through the courtesy of

Messers Jimbö, Yamada, Ogawa, and Hirabayashi ; some of

them are from places probably new to science, therefore it may

be better to mention the localities of my samples, with the names

of Foraminifera contained in them.

1) Ta-gai-tung, En-nang-hsien, prov. Yun-nan/'^ (Yamada'ö

coll. No. 31).

Fimdina sp.

Schwagerina Verbeeki

Neoschwagerlna craticullfera

N. (Sumatrina) Annœ

Besides, Fisulinella and Bigenerina.

I) S^ ^) B}\\ «"•) "fffi 4) ïl® 5) TUM

9) SciiWAGKK : Carb. Foram. aus China n. Japan. Richthofijn's China IV.

10) E. LoKKNTHEY : Microskopische Untersuchnngen der Paleozoischen Gesteine

Szkchkny's Ostasien IH. 1899.

II) H. DoüVlLLK : Examin des Fuss, raporte de la CJiine par hi mi-^'^i.in I.kci.euk.

Comptes Rendu. CXXX. 1900.

12) SCHKLLWIKN : i-C
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2) Uchai, Ta-kuan, piov. Viui-nan." (Vamada's coll. No. 3/3).

Schwagerina Verbeeki

3) Ho-chang", between ITo-tung and Tsn-chung, AVei-mnig-

cliou, ])rov. Kwei-schon.-' (Ya^fada's roll. No. 1(5.)

Fusul'ina sp.

Do/ioliua Icp'ida,

Besides, FumUnella (the same species as the above).

Bigenerina, Tetrataxis.

4) Between Ho-tang and Hsia-ma-kwan, Wei-nnng-clion, prov.

Kwei-schou.'^' (Yamada's coll. No. 13).

Fusulina cylindrica

')) East of Yang-chao-slian, Wei-nnng-elioii, prov. Kwei-

schou."*^ (Yamada's coll. No. 17).

Schwagerina princeps

H) East of Ho-tang, AYei-nnng-clioii, pi-ov. Kwei-schon.

(Yamada's coll. No. 15).

Schwagerina sp.? not exactly determinable.

7) Che-hai, Hni-tso-hsien, Tong-chnan-fii, prov. Ynn-nan.'^'

(Yamada's coll. No. 26).

Schwagerina f not exactly determinable.

8) West of Man-kan-shaii, Tien-chien-hsien, prov. Se-tschnan,*"'*

(Yamada's coll. No. 37).

Fusulinella, the same form as fonnd in the rocks No. 1

and 3.

9) Pong-tsze, prov. Kiang-si.'' (coll. by Jimbo).

Fusulina sp. indet.

Besides, Endoihyra and Bigenerina.

1) mm'^imm^'^ 2) nnt^'^mm^ mm^^)

7) ti^^m^
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10) Northwest of Long-cha-chong, Ping-sliing-hsien, prov.

Kiang-si.^^ (coll. by Hirabayashi).

Schwagerina Verbeeki

JSeoschwagerina sp. nov. aff. ci'aticulifera.

11) Liu-yüan-kang, Shin-ngan-hsien, prov. Kiang-si."' (coll.

by Hirabayashi).

Schwagerina sp, indet. [S. princeps) f

Fusulina sp.

12) Kwnii-cboang, Fa-liaiig-hsien, KiMn2:-si.'^ (coll. by Hira-

bayashi).

Fußulina sp. indet.

13) Temple of Lei-yin-ko, Yen-sben-cben, sulnirb of Po-scbaii-

bsien, prov. Scban-tung.'*' (coll. by Ogawa).

Fumlina sp. indet.

14) Colliery of Nan-chao-cbing, Soiitb-east of Po-sban-bsien,

prov. Scban-tung.'^' (coll. by Odawa).

Fusulina sp. indet.

I ndo-australian -continental Border

of the Pacific.

Lnan-j)raba)ig, Indocbina :—Near tbe bnse of tbe Trias, tbere

is a limestone witb Lonsdalcia and Scliivagerma!'^

Tenasserim :— In a dark limestone are found, beside Scli-

wagcrina Oldhami Nœtling, Lonsdaleia salinarla Waagen" and

Wentzel, ProduciuR sunmtrensis Kœmer, Pletrrolomaria aff. durga

Waagen, and a few other fossils.'^'

G) Lapvaiuoxt: Tr.iiu' tie Ciéoloaiie ITT. edition, p. 942.

7) F. N()i:'ri-rN(i: Ctirljoniferoiis Fossils from Tciiasscriin. Ree. (îeol.Siirv. India. XXVI. ISP.'Î,
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l\uliino;, Siiinntni :—The lower /'/^.s^/z/ma-limestoiie contains

F. granum avenœ, F. sp., 5 si)ecies of Bigener'nia, Produclus

sum<(trensis Roem, Spirifer Dameù Fliege i., Bellerophon convoluius

V. BuciT, Pleuratomar ia Xik'Uini Fliep.el, Naticopsis sumatrensh

Roem., etc., while the iip])er />o//'9////''6-liiuestone contains Doliolina

Verbcehl, Neoschwagerina eraticuUfera, N. {Siimatrina) Annœ

V'oLZ, îuul also rarely FusuJina grannni avenœ. FtvECII, Fltegel

nnd VoLzJ^ believe the age of the /)o//o//?ir/-lime.stone to ])e the

n])perinost C'arboniferons."^

Coasts along the Mediterranean Sea.

Persia :—According to Möller,"^ the Fas^dina-WiwQ^^iowe of

the eastern Albours-range contains Fusulina Verneuili Mölli:r

and tichwagerhia iyrincej)% Ehrenberg ; these are associated with

Brachiopoda such as Orthotetes crenistr'ia Phill. and ProdvciKH

semireliculatus Mart .

Turkestan :—In the Cliarat of Bokhara, close to the Turk-

estan frontier, there are two horizons of 7^</.si/7m«-limestone,

according to A. Krafft/^ The i^Msi«/ma-limestone of the upper

1) F. Roemkk: Ueber eine Kohlenkalkfminu der Westkueste von Sumatra. Paleontographica

XXVII. 1880. F. Frech: Die Steiiikolik-iiformation, 1899. Flu-xh-x: Die Verbreitung des

Marinen Obercarbon in Süd-und O.stasicn. Zeits. d. deutscb. geul. Gesel. Bd. L, 1S98. W.

VoLZ : Zur Geologie v. Sumatra.

2) Fasulina-Wm^^ione of Borneo is frequently mentioned in the literature of Fusulina,

evidently copied from a note in the Geological Magazine of 1875. But according to Flie«el's

comment in tiie Zeitschrift der deutschen geologischen Gesellschaft, the note in the Geo-

logical Magazine being an a!)breviated translation of Stachk'.s paper wliich appeared in Ver-

handlungen der k. k. geol. Roichsanstalt, Borneo was originally an unfortunate missprint

for 'Sumatra.'

Kayser also made mention of occurrence of a i''u.su/i/irt-bearing rock in Timor (Geolo;^.

Formationskunde II edition 1902), but nothing is known at present about its details.

:!) Möller: Ueber Einige Foramini feren-fuhrende Gesteine Persiens. (.lahrb. d. k. k.

geol. Reichsanstalt. Bd. XXX. 1880.

4) A. Krafft: Geologische Ergef)nisse einer Reise dos Giiarat Bikliara. Denksolirift.

d. k. Akad. Wisv;. Mat. Nat. Klasse. Bd. LXX. IflOl.
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Carboniferous attains a tliickness of almost 300 m. and contains

Fiisulina sp., a characteristic short and swollen form with irregular

S|)irals. Tliis limestone is followed above by a younger complex

of tuff, tufip-sandstones and black FusulinaAimQ^iouQ. The last rock

contains two different forms of FasiiUna, one of which is an ally

of F. japonica and probably identical with F. M'ùlleri described

by RoMANOWSKY in the third part of his " Materialien zur

Geologie des Turkestans", while the other resembles F. breuicula

and F. muUiseptata. The above determination of the fossils was

made by Schellwien who, however, found no trace of Schwagerina

and Doliolina in these limestones. According to Bogdanowich

and SuESS,^^ a limestone with Fusullna occurs also at Jatantschi-

tag and on the southern flank of Tekelik-tag, eastern Turkestan.

The latter regarded it of Moskow stage.

Salt-range :—The rich fauna of the lower ProductusAixnQ^tone

of the Salt-range also contains many forms of Famlina s. s. The

total absence of Doliolina and Neoschwagerina in this and other

divisions of the Anthracolitic deposits and the corresponding

deposits of the Himalayas gives to them an aspect very different

from those of China. The species of Fusulina have been described

by Schwager,'-' who distinguished the following species : F. hat-

taensis Schwager, F. jMÎlensis Schwager, F. longissima Möller,

F. sp. indet. The occurrence of F. longissima Möller (this

specific identification is sometimes disputed), formerly restricted to

Russia, is very important. The fauna accompanying the Fusulina

of the Salt-range is too well known to be repeated in this

place.

Balia Maaden and Cilician Tarsus, Asia Minor :—According

Ij E. SuESS: Beiträge z. Geo!, u. Puleont. Centralaslens.

2) Schwager: Protozoa in Salt-range Fossils. Pal. Intlioa. Ser. XII f., I., 7- 1887.
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to P^npeule'^ nnd Schellwien, many forms of FusuUna occurs in

a complex of limestones of Iladi Veli Oglou and Aktchal Dagli

near Balia Maaden. From Hadi Veli Oglou, Schellwien mentions

DoHoUna att". lepida, Xcoschwagerina craliculifcra, Schwagerina

princcps, Fvsulina japonica and F. tenuissima which are in as-

sociation with Produclus cfr. sumatrensis, JVaticopsis, Bellerophon,

Plewotomarla, 3Iurchisonia etc. while from Aktchal Uagli N.

craticuUfera and S. princeps are recorded.

Also in Cilician Tarsus, a. limestone with Fusulina cylindrica

seems to occur.

Island of Chios :—We owe much to Teller-^ for our knowledge

of the existence of a Fusulina-WmQsionQ in this island. Stache,^^

who made a study of the collection made by Teller, mentions the

existence of F. Suessl Stäche and /'. elongata Schum. in the

limestone.

Palermo, Sicily :—In 1872, Permian limestones with a rich

fauna were found in the Sosio valley in the Province of Palermo in

Sicily. The fauna has been described in detail by Gemmellaro^^

and is remarkable for the numerous Cephalopoda that it contains

(fifty nine species of Ammonites and eighteen species of Nautilus),

showing an affinity on one side to the Artinskian forms, and in

the other, to some of the Produclus-\\uiQ?,ione?>. The two genera

of Brachiopoda, Richthofenia and Leptodus, characteristic of the

Asiatic Permocarboniferous deposits, are also known from this

place. At Rocca di S Benedetto, the Fusulina-WvßQBiomQ is

described as covered by a loose ' Calcare Grossalono.' To my

1) J. ExDKRLi:: Ueber eine Antliracolithische Fauna von Balia Maaden in Kleinasien.

Beitr. /.. Geol. u. Paleont. Osterr.-Ung. u. Orients. Bd. XIII. 1900.

2) Denkschrift d. k- Akad. d. WIks. Mat. Nat. Classe. Bd. XL. p. ZAA.

Ö) Verhandlungen d. k.k. ge(d. Reichsansatalt.. 1879. p. 'M\-

i) G. G. Gemmellaro: La Fauna del Caleari con Fusulina. 1887-88.
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regret, details ubout the species of Fasulina are unknown to me

as in the case of the Island of Chios, Brazil and North America.

Garnie Alps :—The Fusulina-Wme^ione^ and the fauna contain-

ed therein have lately been treated in details by Frech, Schellavien

and GoRTANi.^^ Schellwien distinguished the followinii; four

horizons of the limestones according to the distribution of the

species of Fmulina :—
4) Highest zone (Trogkofelschichten).

Fasulina alpina Schellw. var. comniutiis f

Fusulina regularis Schellw.

Schwagerina fumlinoides Schellw.

Schwagerina iwincej)^ EhrexYB.

Beside the above forms, there are also Sleuimannia, a genus

of calcareous sponge also found in the Salt-range and in Japan,'"'

Frodiictus cancrini Vern,, Scachinella variabilis Gemm., Spirifer

iibetanus Diener, Spirifer Wy7inei Waagen, T/ialassoceras

mic.rodiscus Gemm., Pojpanoceras sp. etc.

3) Zone of a /iSc/i^ra^erma-limestone.

Fusulina alpina var. communis

Fusulina multiseptata Schellw.

Fusulina tenuissima Schellw.

Schwagerina princep)s.

'1) The principal zone of Fusulina.

Fusulina alpina var. fragilis

1) E. SuKSS : Ueber das Vorkoininen von Fusulinen in den Alpen. Verli. d. k. k. geol.

Keichsanstalt. 1870. F. Fekch : Die Steinkolilenformation. 1899. E. Sciiiollavien : Die

Fauna des Karnisclien Fusullnenkalks JI. Theil. Paleontographica Bd. XLIV- 1898. M.

GoRTANi: Fossiii rinvennti in un primo saggio del caleare a Fmuline di Forni-Avoltri (alta

Carnia occidentale). 190o. (by review). Do: Sul rinvenimento del Caleare a i<'«.s«/m« .presse

Forni-Avoltri nell alta Carnia occidentale. 1902. (by review).

2) Yai3i;: Materials lur a Knowledge of the Antliracolitic i^auna of Japan. Jourii.

Geol. t^oc. Tükvu. Vol. IX. 1902.
'"
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Fasullna alj)ina coiiimunis

Fasulhia m uli'iseptala

Fusulina rcgularis

Fusulina incisa Schellw.

1) The lowest zone of Fusidiiia.

Fusulina alj^ina var. anliqita

Fusulina alpina var. communis.

Fusulina tenuissima

In the lowest zone there are also Amblysi^y/ionella s|).,

Lonsdaleia floriformis Flem., Spirifer fasciger Keys., S. trigonalis

Mart., var. lata Schellw., Reticidaria. lineatus Mart., Productus

semlreticulatus Mart.

Asturia, Spain :—A /^V^v/Zma-liniestone forms the base of

the upper Ca r))on itérons exposed in the district ; it contains,

beside Fusulina cylindrica and some other forms of the same

genus, an important leading fossil Spirifer mosquensis.^^

Para, Brazil :—The Carboniferous fauna of Tapajos is very

rich in Corals, Crinoids, Bryozoa, Brachiopoda, Lamellibranchiata,

and Gasteropoda, while Fusulina is very rare. The last is reported

to occur at Itaituba.'^

Russian Sea.

Russia:—In central Russia, the upper Carboniferous series

is divided into two well known groups :—the lower or Moscovian

stage (horizon of Spirifer mosquensis) and the upper or (xshelian

stage (horizon of Ghonetes uralica).

In the upper Carboniferous rocks of the Ural mountains, two

1) Meunier reported tlie occurrence of :i limestone containing Fasuliiifi at Morvan,

central France, but according to F- Frech, it is not a true Fusulina hut a FimdincUn.

2) Katzek: Grundziige der Geologie des unteren Amazonas Gebietes, i90J.
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faunistically different horizons may be likewise distinguished :

—

the lower (C^) (horizon of Spirifer mosquensis) and the upper (C3)

(horizon of Prochicius coro). The latter is a Fmulina-Wme^ionQ

and is covered by that of Schwagerina.

In the Oka-Kljasnia and Oka-Wolga basins, the horizon of

Choneies uralica is overlaid by Schwagerina Dolomite.

As may be seen from the above, the Schvmgerlna-Wme^iow^

of the Ural mountains, must be placed on a somewhat higher

level than the Gshelian stage. The Artinskian marls and sand-

stones (Cpg) conformably overlie the Schwagerina horizon.

The species of Fusulina which is a genus very widely

distributed in the Russian Carboniferous and Permian, was fully

worked out by Möller a quarter of a century ago. According

to the works of Möllee, and those of Krotow, Stuck enberg,

SiBiEiZEAV, and Tscheenyschew^' which subsequently appeared, I
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Ikivc made the above mentioned table of tlie vertical range of

tlie most im])oitant species of Rnssian Fusul'uia.

0. V. A'oiglit lias found a limestone witli abundant Schwager-

l/ia prlncepx near Symperopol in the Crimean peninsula, this is

an important discovery, for it indicates the existence of an open

connection between the Russian and the Mediterranean sea in the

Carboniferous time."

Arctic Ocean.

Spitzbergen:—J. G. Axdf.iîsox and Goer-' observed a limestone

with Fasulina cjjlimh'ica and '^p'rr'ifer mmqueims in Spitzbergen
;

but TscHERXYSCHEW doubts the correctness of the determination

of the Fusulina. The limestone overlies the Culm deposit and the

Devonian.

Bear Island :—We owe to Andees(^n our knowledge of the

existence of a FasulbKi-WmQ^tonQ of the middle Carl)oniferous age

in this Island. According to this author, the fauna consists of

Fusulina cijUndrica Fischer. Camaroiihoria isoryncha IM'Coy,

Syringopora ramulosa Goldf.? and a Cyathophylloid coral.

Prince Albert Land :—Salter described a Fusulina from the

Carboniferous limestone of this island under the name of /''. hy-

2)erhorea, a form closely allied to /'. longissima according to Möller.

The next table, imperfect as it is, owing to the want of

uniformity in the limit of species among various authors, clearly

1) TscHERNYscHKW : Die Obecarbonischen Brach iopoden des Ural u. des Tini:in. p. (ISl.

2) Andkrson. Leber die Stratigraphie n. Tectonic der K;\ren-insc-1. Hull. (!enl. \\-\<{.

Upsala, 1900, Göiqs; Oefvers. Vet. Akad. Forhandl. ISSO.
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shows that Neosckwagerina and Doliolina (including Sumalinnd)

have their distribution almost entirel}' confined to the Pacific

ocean, which seems to be their proper habitat.

Studying the Fmulina of tlie Garnie Alps, Schellwien ar-

rived at an important conclusion. '^ According to this author,

species of Fusulina s. s. bear a local nature in striking contrast

to Schvmgerina princeps and many other allied forms, which show

a wide distribution. Tschernyschew,^^ however, considered this

view as direct contradiction to the theory of derivation of >^Wi?ra^m'/irr

from Fusulina s. s. and pointed ont the occurence of some Carnic

species and a variety of Salt-range species in the Russian Car-

boniferous. Be that as it may, it seems to me that the derivation of

Sehwagerina from Fusulina has no relation to the view maintained

by Schellwien.

Table showing the Distribution of the Important

Species of the Genus Fusulina.''^
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Table showing the Distribution of the Important

Species of the Genus Fusnlhii—{('<nit limed.)
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The consideration of the vertical range of the genus Fusu-

lina is also very difficult to summarize at present ; for the

geological age of the /i^sw/ma-limestones of various parts of the

world, is for most cases, still in dispute. For instance, there

are two different views about the age of the lower Productus-

liraestone of the Salt-range^^ and of the * Doliolina '-limestone of

the old Pacific coast ; some regard them as of the uppermost

Carboniferous, while others consider them as Permian.

It is evidently misleading to consider a species of Fusulina

to have a much restricted vertical range : to give only one

instance, F. montipai^a is common in all deposits from the zone

of Spirifer mosquensis up to the Artinskian formation in Russia.

But as is usually the case, there is of course a possibility of

less longevity in the case of the more lately evolved forms

which have attained a higher complication of structure.

The distribution of the four subgenera of Fui^ulhia in time

is fundamentally different from that of Orhitoides of the later

Cretaceous and Tertiary. In this latter genus, w^e can count

at present four principal suligenera, namely Orbitoide^ s.S.,

Orthophragmma, Lepidocyclina and Miogyjosina, which appeared

in almost regular succession, each confining its distribution to a

certain geological age, for example, Orhitoides s.s. to the (^re-

taceous, Orthophragmina to the Eocene, Lepidocyclina to the

Oligocène and 31iogypsina to the INIiocene."' In the case of

Fusulina, such a replacement of an older type by a younger

seems never to have happened ; the species belonging to a

1) Waagen: SaU-range Fossils, Geological Result. Pal. Tndica. Lapi'Auent: Note sur

les calcares a Protluctiis du S:ilt-range. Bull. Soc. Geol. France 1903. Tschernyschkw:

Die Obercarb. Brachiopotlen. Noetling : Ueber des Verlialtuiss zw. ProdiictuskalU und

Ceratitenschichten. There are many other works by tlie last named author on this subject.

2] Some Italian authors deny to accept tills view of pouvillé and Sçlilumbçrger on tiie

geological range of the Foraminifera.
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structurally lower tyjie, retnine<l for ages its characters rigid and

unsliifting, the times and circumstances produced highly structur-

al types, but hartlly inHuenced the survival ot" the ancestral

forms.

The derivation of Xcoschicagerina either from DolioUna or

diicctly from iSchicayevhia is a point still undetermined ; how-

ever, it is almost certain Avlien tracing the development of

Xcoschuayerina craticulifera from the initial chamber onward,

that the first numerous chambers are already with transverse

septa though not with auxiliary ones. Therefore it is not im-

possible that Neoschwagerina is but an imj^roved form of Dolio-

Una, unless the basal skeletons are transverse septa much

shortened by degeneration, contrary to my present belief.

The subgenus DolioUna is Schwagerina, only one step

higher in structure, and their relationship is so close that the

form known as S. Verheeki may likewise be called D. Yerbeehi.

Triticites secalicus and some other forms, included in /Sch-

wagerina by Kkoïow and Schellwiex, undoubtedly show vestiges

of a common ancestral group from which the typical FusuUna

and Schwagerina sprang. The prototype, we have many good

reasons to believe, might have been an elongate form, either

fusiform or cylindrical, composed of some number of closely

coiled volutions and divided into chambers more or less com-

pletely formed by numerous streched septa. Therefore if many

of the lower Carboniferous forms of FusuUna could be found

and their structural details made known, the mutual relations

between Schwagerina and FusuUna s.s. would be cleared up.
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NOTES ON A FUSULINA-LIMESTONE
FROM KOREA.

The discovery of a I^hsulina-limeBtoue in Korea is especially

noteworthy, as it proves the existence of Anthracolitic deposits

in more or less extension in a land geologically little known.^^

When I examined a slice of Korean limestone brought back

by Mr. N. Fukuchi, my attention was immediately attracted to

small foraminiferal remains which I took for a Fu.^ulina in a

state of very bad preservation ; but unfortunately other sections

of the same rock, since prepared, did not reveal any more reliable

forms. x\t my request, Mr. T. Iki of the Imperial Geological

Survey, very kindly paid a good deal of attention to the subject,

while inspecting mines in the peninsula, and brought back many

specimens of limestones which he placed at my disposal for ex-

amination. These limestones are all from the neighbourhood of

Phyong-yang."^

Our knowledge of the Fasulina-limesione and its associated

rocks in Korea is at present very imperfect ; an area along the

Tai-dong-gang^^ below Phyong-yang is coloured by Gottsche in

his geological map as Tertiary, while the surrounding region is

1) In one of my former papers, Mesozoic Plants from Korea (Jonrn. Sei. Coll. Imp.

Univ. Tokyo, Vol. XX., No. 8, 1905), I proved the Mesozoic age of a thick complex, on

tlie evidence of a fossil flora, widely spread in a region including the greater part of the

Kyong-«yang-Do and a part of the Chhung-chiiyong-Do and Chol-la-Do. The plants found

in the slate whicli Gottsciik referred to the Carboniferous, on account of the occurrence

of his supposed Neuroplcrh in it, though not yet studied in detail, so far as my own
opinion is concerned, is probably of a Triassic age. Also there is some doubt about the oc-

currence of J'totZino-limestone in Korea mentioned by II. Ckednior (Elemente d. Geologic.

1897, p. 467) and G. Fltegkl (Zeitschrift d. deutsch geol. Gesell. Bd. L.) ; the original

paper if there be one, is not accessible to me.

-') ^-m- -) Xnn. (Tai-dung-river).
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entirely incliuleil in the crystalline schists. in p. ,SI)'.> uf his

text, he gives the following accounts of the younger complex:

—

"? Tertiär. Die Hügel, auf denen Phyong-yang steht,

zeigen theils am Ufer des Tatung, theils an ihrem nördlichen

Hänge folgendes Profil von unten nach oben :

1. Feinkörniger Sandstein mit undeutlichen Pflan-

zenresten und his 4 cm. grossen Kohlenschmitzen,

durch eine 2 m. starke Conglomeratbank getrennt

von 70 m.

2. gelblichen, auch schwärzlichen Mergeln, ohne Ver-

steinerungen 40 m.

o. fest, graue Mergelschiefer, ohne Versteinerun-

gen 25 m.

4. leicht zerreibliche Sandsteine mit einzelnen Ge-

rollen 5 m.

140 m.

In 1. fanden sich sowohl im unteren Theil, als in der Con-

glomerat-bank wohl erhaltene Kieselhölzer, welche Herr. Dr. J.

Felix in Leipzig als neue Arten der Gattungen Araucarioxylon

und Cedroxylon erkannt hat. Die erstere Gattung ist nach

seiner Mittheilung von Carbon bis in's Tertiär, die letztere vom

Rh?et bis in die Gegenwart nachgewiesen. Die Schichten von

Phyong-yang, welche sich auch auf dem linken Ufer noch 15 li

gegen Südost, im Ganzen auf 40 li verfolgen lassen, sind also

rhietisch oder jünger. Das Liegende derselben bilden theils

krystallinische Schiefer, theils (zwischen Phyong-yang und Sam-

deung) Kalke von unbekannten Alter."

Phyong-yang liîis long been known for some coal seams

exposed in its environs, partly workable and of wide reputation
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in the peninsula ; FukiTchIj in a report (in Japanese) of the

coal-survey, briefly refers to the geology of the district as

follows :

" Near Phyong-yang, there are three different rock series

exposed:— (1) the Palaeozoic composed of slate and limestone,

(2) the Phyong-yang series consisting of three parts, the upper

composed of sandstones, the middle of alternations of sandstones

and of at least three coal seams and the lower of shales, and

(3) alluvial along the Tai-dong-gang. At three spots (one near

Mun-syu-bong'^ and two at Mu-no-san-^j a limestone with Fusulina

was seen beneath the lower shale of the Phyong-yang series,

but the exact relation between them is unknown."

In one of his reports, Mr. T. Iki''^ also gives the similar

result of his observation on this coal bearing series ; he could

not, as I am informed, make out a distinct stratigraphical break

between the shale with the coal-seams and the same with the

limestone-lenses. Besides, there is another series of sandstone

exposed at the north of the Tai-dong-gang near Phyongyang

which often contains imperfect impressions of plants and sometimes

makes an approach to a conglomerate, with numerous inclusions

of pebbles. The latter he doubtfully referred to mesozoic.

Although it is impossible at present to correlate the respec-

tive layers of the profile made by Gottsche with those of the

one made by Iki and Fukuchi, this much is certain, that the

so-called Tertiary of the former corresponds, at least partly, to

the coal-bearing series of the latter ; for Gottsche had pointed

out the occurrence of his Tertiary (?) deposit also at a place lö

Korean li (=6 km.) south of Phyong-yang, where there are no

1) 3^7K_^ (Ml. Mun-syu). '2) J^EUl (Mt. Mu-no).

Ö) Jcurn. Geol. Sec. TôkyG. Yd. Xill-, p. 17;;. 11)U() (in Japautse).
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otlier rocks than those of the coal-bearini:; series of Iki and

FUKÜCIII.

Admitting the correctness of Felix and Gottsciik's view,

there must be at least two divisions of rock series, one post-

Rhfetic and the other Anthracolitic. Tiiat tliere is a gradual

transition between them is hardly conceivable ; l)iit tlie locality

from which Gottsciie collected Araacarioxylon and Cedroxylon

not being exactly known, the boundary between these two for-

mations is at present also unknown.^'

I found ?\isulina in specimens of limestone from the follow-

ing places near Phyong-yang :

—

I) From a small exposure along the railway cutting near Kai-

ka-dong""^ on the southern side of Mu-no-san (coll. by Fukuchi).

The limestone is compact and dark-grey, traversed by numer-

ous irregular fine calcite veins : microscopically no other organic

remains than small circular sections of crinoid stems and

Fusulina sp. indet. aflf. Richthofeni Schwager

are found. The latter is very seldoui in the rock.

II) Ko-pan-san,^' in a valley of (coll. by Ikt).

The limestone is black in colour and is carbonaceous, also

with numerous fine calcite veins. Under microscope, we find

Fusulina sp. indet. aff. Richthofeni Schwager.

Stacheia sp.

Bigenerina Bradyi Möller sp.

Lagena sp.

1) At ahoiit ].') ri (^6 km.) west of Phyong-yang appears a thick complex of sand-

stone and shales of a nature similar to those to the east and south, but lacking limestone-

lenses, and accompanying thick conglomerate beds. What is especially important in Iici's

observation is tlie occurrence of limestone-pebbles in the above conglomerate. Iki took

this formation as of decidedly younger age than the coal-bearing one, and therefore, it

stands without relation to the present problem.

2) f^J^m •"') '^^n^ t^^'- Ko-pau),
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Ill) Kotch-jyang-kol/^ west of the Sam-deung-^ coal-field

(coll. by Iki).

The limestone is extremely light coloured, with numerous

small pullets of rather irregular form and size. Among the

pullets are found numerous minute shells of Foraminifera, some

of which probably belong to the young of Fusulina.

A similar rock is also reported by Iki and Fukuchi as

exposed near Mun-syu-bong. There is a limestone kilne, situated

at the northern foot of Mu-no-san.

The geological age of this limestone is surely Anthracolitic,

])ut to what part of it the rock belongs, is impossible to say.

DESCRIPTION.

FUSULINA sp. indet.

PI. TIL, figs. 4 and 5.

Fig. 5, PI. III. shows a transverse (slightly oblique) section

of a Fusulina through its first chamber ; it is the best I have

ever seen in the thin slices of Korean limestone. This Fusulina

is very small in size, with about four volutions, and attaining

only 1.0 mm. in diam.; the volutions increase regularly and at

the same time gradually in height, though tliey are not so

closely coiled as in F, japonica Guembel. The rate of growth

of each volution is to be estimated as follows,-x-, x, x, 7, 9, 12,

14, 18, 20, , the first three figures showing dimensions not

capable of being measured with any accuracy. The walls are

1) mn 2) H|5
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tliiii (nearly 0.0-) mm. in tlio ontormost volution) while the septa.

;ire still thinner. As was seen from one of the transverse sections,

the latter hecome especially thin near the umbilical end. The

shell has luimerous septa which number about 30 in the fourth

vohition ; infoklings of the septa arc numerous and similar to those

of /'. Richtliofeni Sciiwagek, except near the umbilical end.

Fig. 4 shows a longitudinal section, very excentrically made,

of a Fumlina, whose specific identity with the above is rendered

]n'obable by its small size, the similarity in the relative thickness

of the wall and septa, and above all by the absence of any

other forms belonging to a clearly distinct species in many

slices of the same rock. The areolar ramification of the septa

at the umbilical end is not so conspicuous as in F. Richthofeni,

a species which otherwise very much resembles our form in

structure. This section, though taken very excentrically, also

affords us some idea of the general aspect of the species ; it

may be called cylindrical rather than fusiform. The canals of

the pores are simple, and have a breadth somewhat less than

0. 01 mm.

In several respects, this Korean form is also not unlike /'.

cylindr'ica Fischer, though provided with many distinguishing-

features ; for instance F. eylindrica has first chamber excessively

large in comparison with our form; the ramification of the septa

near the umbilical end is also not quite alike in these two.

From the above explanation of the accompanying figures, it

will be seen that there is a peculiar small form of FusuHua s.s.

in Korea, probably distinct from any of the described forms. I

once took it for a local, dwarf variety of F. Richthofeni, a form

hitherto found in China, but this needs verification from the

exaniination of more numerous and better material?.
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LAGENA sp. indet.

Pi. I, fig. 0.

With some liesitation, T refer a form Iviiowii from a single

longitudinal section to the genus Lar/ena. It n.ppears to be pear-

shaped, somewhat produced at one end, and has a thin calcare-

ous and finely poriferous shell. I once met with quite a similar

form while examining a slice of a 'Kuro' limestone of Akasaka,

prov. Mino, which agrees with the Korean not only in outline

and structure, but also in dimensions.

It attains 1.1 mm. in length and 0.6 mm. in breadth.

BIGENERINA BRADYI MÖLLER sp.

PI. II., fig. rx

Compare :

1870. Textularia eximia Brady: Monograph of Garb.

and Perm. Foram. P. 132, pi. X., figs. 27-29.

1897. Cribrostomum Bradyi Möller: Foram. d. Russ.

Kohlenkalk. p. ôo, pi. in., figs, la-e
;

])1. VI.,

fig. 1, text figures 18, 10.

I compare the form represented in the above figure to

Bigenerina Bradyi from the Russian and Bi-itish limestones
;

the shell is small, attaining only 1.1 mm. in length and 0.55 mm.

in breadth, composed of two rows of 4 and 5 alternating cham-

])ers which are then followed by a uniserial one. It appears in

the section, more parallel sided than the typical form figured

in the above cited works ; this is ]>rob;ibly due to the slight

obliquity of the section from the median plane.
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Its resemblance to the Ku;?sian and l>ritisli species is very

striking, and so that they at least show a close relationship to

each other, if they are not really identical.

STACHEIA sp. indet.

ri. 111., lig. G.

Fig. (3 shows a peculiar form. In a thin slice of u lime-

stone, there is a peculiar form not hitherto met with in the

/«sw/ma-limestones of Japan and China. In spite of its great

imperfection, however, it seems to me to be a fragmentary

specimen of a species of the genus Stacheia. It possesses only

7-8 concavo-convex chambers in succession each embracing pre-

vious ones except at its peripheral margin. These chambers

are subdivided into numerous chamberlets by more or less radial

partitions which are almost complete. The chamberlets are

ladially elongated and of a varying breadth. The wall and

partitions are rather thin, uniform and imperforate ; they appear

granular, being preserved in quite a different manner from those

of FusuUîia and Lagena which occur in association.

If its determination as the genus StacJiela is correct, its

occurrence in the Korean limestone is of some interest ; for it

is by no means a common genus, though not rare in some Car-

boniferous limestones of England, ^^ the Carnic Alps,^'^ and Euro-

pean Russia.''^ Stacheia Greuinhi Mölle.r'^^ from Persia may

1) II. B. Braijv : A Monog. of Carh. and Perm. Foram. p. 107.

-) ScHELL%vxEN : Die Fauna tl. Kainischen Fiisulinenkalks. p. 26.j.

;!) Möller: Die Foram. d. Kuss. Kuhlenkalks. p. 78.

4) MoLLEK : Ueber Einige FuraHfHiiftrenfuIuende dcsleiue Fersieub. Jalub. d. k.k.

2eul. Keichsaust. Bd. XXX. 18SÜ.
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probably belong to another genus. Slachela has a range from

Silurian to Lias.^^

Ill conclusion, I desire to express my obligations to the

gentlemen who have had the kindness to allow me to use

materials collected by them. To Prof. M. Yokoyama, I also

tender my best thanks for his courtesy in looking over this

paper while in manuscript.

1) Chapman counted six species of the genus in the Khaetic rock of Somerset; some

of them are indeed specifically identical with those of Carboniferous (Chapman: Rhaetic

Foraminifera from Somereset. Ann. Mag- Xat. Hist. XVI. 1895). Also a Devonian species

found hy Schubert in a liujcstone of Bohemia is very like S- pohjtremaloides Brady from

Carboniferous. (R. J. Schubert u. Ad. Liebus: Vorläufige Mittheiluug ii. Foraminiferen

aus dem Böhmischen Devon. Verli. d. k. k. geol. Reichsanstalt 1902. p. ü(3). Therefore,

the Foraminifera though interesting in itself, has no vahie for geological correlation.

Postscript.

Very recently, Prof. Yokoyama found Fudozamites lanceolatns and

(Hadopldcbis Wldthyeims in a collection of plant-remains from Kam-peuk-

uön near Phyong-yang. This comfirras Mr. Iki's view, mentioned above
;

but without further knowledge on the geological relation extisting between

tlie plant bed and the coal bearing formation, the problem on the geo-

logical age of the latter above alluded to, is left unsettled for ever.

The remarkable occurrence of a peculiar, elongate species of Fitsidlna

ill a calcareous sandstone of Tsukitate, near Kesennuma, prov. Rikuzen,

was accidentally omitted in the note on Japanese Fusidina (p. 11).
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE GENUS FUSULINA.

PLATE 1.



Reference to Plate I.

Fig. 1. Hckwagcrlna princeps Ehuenberg, from the east of Yang-cliao-shan,

China. Transverse section, x 20.

Fig. 2. Scliwagerina VerbceJci Geinitz, from Tochikubo, prov. Ivvaki, Japan.

Longitudinal section, x 20. a, septa ; b, basal skeleton.

Fig. 3. Neoschwcujerina craticulifera Schwager, from Akasaka, prov.

Mino, Japan. Longitudinal section, x 20.

Fig. 4. Ncoscliwagcrina craticulifera Schwager, with a large first chamber,

from Okubo, prov. Bitchfi, Japan. Cross section, x 18.

Fig. 5. Neoschwagerina globosa Yaue, from Akasaka, prov. Mino, Japan.

Longitudinal section, x 48. a, long transverse septa ; b, short

transverse septa ; c, jnimary septa in a ])arallel section. Notice

the tine poriferous nature of the wall and the upper portion of

the septa.

Fig. 6. Lagena s[). indet., IVnui I'hyoiig-jang, Korea. Longitudinal section.

X 48.
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE GENUS FUSULINA.

PLATE II.



Reference to Plate II.

Fig. 1. Fusulina japonica Gümbel var., from Asogori, prov. Shimotsuke,

Japan. Longitudinal section, x 20. a, connecting lamella.

Fig. 2. DolioUna lepida Schwager^ from Akasaka, prov, Mino, Japan.

Cross section, taken somewhat excentric. x 48. a, basal skeleton,

in a parallel section.

Fig. .3. Ditto. Longitudinal section, taken somewhat excentric. x 48, a,

basal skeleton ; b, primary septa.

Fig. 4. NeoscJiwar/erina Amine Yolz, from Okubo, prov. Bitchvi Cross

section, x 20.

Fig. 5. Bigenerhia Bradyi Möij-er ? from Phyong-yang, Korea. Longi-

tudinal section, x 48.
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE GENUS FUSULINA.

PLATE III.



Reference to Plate III.

Fig. 1. NcuschifcKjcriiia (jlohosa Yabe, from Akasaka, prov. Mino. Tan-

gential section, x 20. a and d, transverse septa ; b, primary septa
;

c, auxiliary septa.

Fig. 2. Sckwagerina Verheehi Geinitz var., from U-chai, prov. Yun-nan,

China. Cross section, x 20.

Fig. 3. Neoscliivagerina craticulifera Schwager, from Sakawa, prov. Tosa.

Japan. Tangential section, x 48. Drawn from a photograph.

Notice the outer layer of the shell and median lamellae of se})ta

stained to yellowish hrown.

Fig, 4. Ficsullna aff. liichthofeni Schwageh, from Phyong-yang, Korea.

Tangential-section, x 48.

Fig. ."). Ditto. Cross section, x 48.

Fig. 6. Stachtla sp. indet., from Phyong-yang, Korea. Longitudina

section, x 48. Drawn from a [)hotograph.
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Tn :i previous paper (this Journ. 19, Art. lö), it was shown

tliat Freray's inetasulphazilate, which till then had been considered

to be constituted as an amine oxide, O : N(S0nK)3, is in reality a

hydroxylaminelrisulphonate. The nature of the products of the

proximate hydrolysis of the metasulphazilates seems to afford

the strongest additional evidence that thes3 salts are hydroxyl-

aminesul2:)honates and, as such, mixed anhydrides of an acid-

sulphate and a hydroxylaminedisulphonate.

The ultimate hydrolysis of a hydroxylaminetrisulphonate,

through intermediate stages, into hydroxylamine and an acid sul-

phate, is difficult to carry to completion (this Journ. 19, Art. lô,

28), but the first stage of it, into a hydroxylaminedisulphonate

and one-third of the quantity of acid-sulphate that is produced in

the ultimate hydrolysis, is very easily accomplished. The hydroxyl-

aminedisulphonate thus obtained proves to be an entirely new salt,

structurally isomeric with the corresponding hydroxylaminedisul'

phonnte (Fremy's sulphazotate) , from which it differs greatly in
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essential physical and cliemical proj)erties. The one is a ßß-

clerivative, the other an a^9-derivative of hydroxylamine. Which

is which is determined by the behaviour of the two salts towards

sodium amalgam. A salt of the series already known remains

unaffected, whilst one of the new series decomposes (p. 12) into

sulphate and aminemonosulphonate (sulphamate, aminosulphate),

just as its parent salt, hydroxylaminetrisulphonate, decomposes,

in like circumstances, into sulphate and aminedisulphonate

(iminosulphate). It must, therefore, have the «,9-coastitution,

as shown in the following equation", framed to express its de-

composition by sodium :

(SOsNa). . NH(SO;,Na) 4- H.O+ 2Na =(SO,Na) . ONa + NH^lSO.Na)+ NaOH.

and the other salt have the /9^9-constitution which it has always

been assumed to have, HON(S03Nh)2. The activity of the aß-

salts towards sodium amalgam serves also to demonstrate their

sulphatic constitution (derived from that of the hydroxylamine-

trisulphonates) as the mixed anhydrides''' of an acid-sulphate

and a hydroxylaminemonosulphonate.

The action of potassium hydroxide upon the two salts seems

clearly to establish the difference there is in their constitution.

The old salt reverts to nitrite and sulphite when it is left, even

in the cold, in a concentrated solution of the alkali (this Journ.

7, 40), whereas the new salt is only incompletely decomposed

into sulphate, aminemonosulphonate, and nitrogen (p. 13)., after

several hours' digestion at 100-125° with the alkali. These

results are exhibited by the following equations, the upper for

the old or ^/3-salt and the lower for the new or «/9-salt :

* Two other examples of such mixed sulphatic anhydrides are any' hydroxylaminetri-

sulphonate and any hyponitrososulphate. Ka^chig has recently adduced evidence (Zeit-

angew. Chem., ]9(»5, i8, i;509) thit nitrosyl sulphate is, after all, not a sulphate but a

nitrosulphonate, OoX.SOgll.
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HON(S03K),+ ;MvOH= 2(SO,K)K+ NOoK+ 2H2O
;

3(!S0,K)0NH(S0,K) + ")KOH = 5(S0,K)0K + NH2(S0,K) + N,+ 3H.,0.

The lower of these equations recalls the action of heated alkalis

upon hydroxylamine (Lossen) and in)on hydroxylaminemonosul-

phonate (Claus). The upper equation brings out strongly the

oxiniidic constitution of the /9^9-salt.

It is an interesting fact that the course of the hydrolysis

of the two salts in acidified solution is widely different, but it

is a fact which cannot apparently be used to establish the

nature of the difference in their constitution. The i'^lß-or long-

known salt, by losing one of its two sulphonate groups, readily

passes into the hydroxylamine-/9-monosulphonate, H0NH(Ö03K),

whereas the new or «^5-disulphonate passes (p. lo), much less

easily, into acid sulphate and hydroxylamine itself (and j)roducts

of its well-knowai decomposition), without ever affording evidence

of any production of a monosulphonate, which in this case

should have the «-constitution, expressed by (S0;;K)0NH.2, and,

as an amidogenium salt, be perhaps incapable of existence. The

slowness with which an a,9-salt begins to hydrolyse is illustrated

by the fact that a solution of the potassium salt will remain

clear for five minutes at the common temperature after it has

been mixed with hydrochloric acid and barium chloride, where-

as a solution of the ^î'^î-salt will almost at once begin to show

turbidity. When the hydrolysis of the «^9-salt proceeds in the

absence of much or any hydrochloric acid, nitrogen and ammonia

very largely take the place of the hydroxylamine which is

obtained in nearly the theoretical quantity when the salt hydro-

lyses in presence of a sufliciently concentrated hydrochloric-acid

solution. The following equation expresses what principally

hajipens in the absence of hydrochloric acid ;
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3(803K)ON({S03K) + 3H2O= 5(S03K)OH+K + (SO:Jv)ONH^.

Silver oxide and lead peroxide seem to be without action

upon the a/3-salts in solution ; they certainly do not produce the

deej^ly coloured peroxylaminesulphonate which so strikingly

results from their action upon the /5;3-salts. This difference

accords with that indicated in the constitution of the two series

of salts. A hydroxylamine-a/3-disul2)honate also unexpectedly

agrees with a hydroxylamine-;3/9-disulplionate in not reducing

cop2)er or silver oxide in alkaline solution and is also inactive

upon a solution of iodine in presence of sodium acid-carbonate.

A hydroxylaminemonosulphonate, H0NH(S03K), which, like it,

has an aminic hydrogen atom in its constitution has the activity

of hydroxylamine upon both alkaline copper solution and upon

alkali-bicarbonate iodine solution.

Like the /9/?-salts the hydroxylamine-«/9-disulphonates decom-

pose with gentle explosion when heated. Also, like the ^^yJ-series,

that of the a/9-disulphonates includes highly alkaline normal

salts, such as (S03K)ONK(S03K) and (S03Na)ONNa(S03Na).

A concentrated solution of the disodiura salt is not preci-

pitated by silver nitrate, mercuric nitrate, lead nitrate, or barium

chloride. A concentrated solution of basic lead acetate precij)itates

from it an oil, which becomes crystalline on standing. A con-

centrated solution of a potassium salt j^i'ecipitates from it the

very much less soluble potassium salt. Barium hydroxide gives

a voluminous, apparently amorphous, precipitate, probably of a

sodium barium salt.

The molecular magnitude of the normal or trisodium hydr-

oxylamine-«;5-disulphonate. (p. 11), as determined cryoscopically by

means of melted Glauber's salt (Löwenherz), is that expressed by

OjNS^Na^, the same, therefore, as that found for the normal
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sodiiiin /9,9-salt (tliit^ Jouin. 19, Art. lö, IVo). Kemarkably, howev'er

(and it is a unique experience with this method, so far as has

been ascertainable), the depression of tlie sohdifying point of the

sodium sulphate is at first much less than that which corresponds

with the simple molecular weight, the number for which it only

reaches and remains steady at, in the course of an hour or two

and after several repetitions of remelting and solidifying. It

would seem from this that the solid salt consists of associated

simple molecules which require time to separate from each other

after dissolution in melted Glauber's salt.

The discovery of this new series of salts, establishing as it

does the existence of significant structural isomerism in other

than carbon compounds, should prove to be of very special

interest, there being hardly any other instance known, except

that of nitramine with hyponitrous acid, the existence of

which is disputed by Hantzsch {Zeit, anorg. Ghem., 1898, 19,

106) just because it would be the only case known in inorganic

chemistry.

The subjoined scheme of equations may serve to show at a

glance the relation by derivation of the new series of salts to the

old series. A hydroxylamine-^'^^-disulphonate, a salt formed by

the union of nitrous acid with a metasulphite, is oxidisable wholly

into a peroxylamiue-sulphonate. This, by hydrolysis in presence

of an alkali, becomes, to the extent of half its nitrogen, hydroxyl-

aminetrisulphonate ; to the extent of a fourth of its nitrogen,

the /5^3-salt again ; and, to the extent of the remaining fourth of

its nitrogen, nitrous acid (nitrite) again. Lastly, by acid hydroly-

sis, the hydroxylaminetrisulphonate becomes sulphate and a

hydroxylamine-a^3-disulphonate. From this it will be seen that,

at most, only the half of the ßß-^'a\i comes out as the «^^-salt.
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one-fourth of it being regenerated and the remaining fourth

reverting to its parent salts, of which the sulphite has suffered

oxidation to sulphate.

ßß salt

4HN0o+ 4SAK2= 4H0N(S0,K),
ßß salt

4HON(SO,K)2+ 2PbO,= -2[ON(SO;,KX,], + 2Pb(0H),
;

ßß salt

2[ON(S03K)o].3 4- HoO= 2(S03K)ON(S03K), + H0N(S03K), + NO^H
oi'i salt

2(S03K)0N(S03K), + 2H,0 =2(S03K)ONH(^03K) + 2HO(S03K).

The leturn of an ö^5'-salt to the state of its /9;9-isomeride can

hardly be looked upon as possible, its own production having

been due to oxidation of a fourth of the sul^ihonate groups into

acid-sulphate.

Salts

Dijwtasdum Hydroxylaynine-aß-disulphonate,— (SO^K) ONH
(SO3K).— PotassiuDQ hydroxylaminetrisulphonate, dissolved in ten

times its weight of warm water (it is much less soluble in cold water,

this Journ. 19, Art. 15, 8), soon begins to hydrolyse when its solu-

tion is quickly cooled and mixed with a drop of dilute sul2:)huric

acid just before it would otherwise crystallise out again. The

hydrolysis, to the end of its first stnge, is complete in about four

days. When the solution is deprived of sulphate and neutralised

by the addition of barium carbonate or hydroxide, filtered, and

evaporated, the new disulphonate is obtained in crystals, . to the

extent of at least two-thirds of the calculated yield. That

hydrolysis of the trisuli^honate proceeds to the extent shown in the

equation (see above) in about four days and then proceeds much

naore slowly, has been ascertained both acidimetrically and by esti-

mation of the sulphuric acid j^roduced.

The di2)otassium salt is an anhydrous salt, about twice as
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soluble in water us the corresponding (but hydrated) ;9^?-salt. ( )f

it 6.44 parts at 16.4°, 7. IS ])arts at 17.8°, and 8.0Ô parts at 20°

dissolve in 100 parts of water. Its solution is neutral to litmus,

to methyl-orange, and to Phenolphthalein.

The salt forms h;ird monoclinie prisms which are sometimes

short thick prisms, sometimes flattened tables, and sometimes long

slender prisms or needles. Crystals of the one or other habit generally

recrystallise in that habit but the salt is not dimorphous. A saturated

solution of one form of the salt is saturated also towards another

form of it, whilst the two forms will lie side by side unchanged

for a length of time in the same mother-liquor. Prof. Jimbö

has kindly supplied the following account of his examination

of a short thick prism :—A monoclinie crystal, developed per-

fectly on one end of the clinodiagonal, about 6 mm. long, was

measured by means of a contact goniometer, only two angles, c

e and e d, having been measured by reflection. The faces a and

g were depressed ; the other faces also did not give good

images. Seven faces were recognised ; one other could not be

determined.

= 133°25'

= 144°27'

= 127°o3'

. 141°25'

= 126°15'

: 117^

The results of analyses, of (A) the tabular form and of (B)

the acicular form of the salt, are as follows :

A. .2863 gave .1845 potassium sulphate. Potassium = 28.98

.2100 gave .3673 barium sulphate. Sulphur = 23.96

a.
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.2739 gave 12.58cc moist nitrogen at

19.0° and 7o6.1mm. Nitrogen = 5.22

B. .2679 gave .1751 potassium sulphate. Potasium = 28.74

.2684 gave 11.9cc. moist nitrogen at

16.7° and 765.5mm. Nitrogen = 5.19

HO7NS2K2 requires potassium, 29.06; sulphur, 23.79; nitrogen,

5.21 per cent. In all analyses given in this paper sulphur was

determined by heating the salt with hydrochloric acid in a

sealed tube at 180 for five hours or at 200° for two hours.

Trijyotassium Hydroxylamine-aß-disulphonate, (SO.o,K)ONK(SOo

K)22H20.—This salt is precipitated, at first as an oil, when

alcohol is added to its concentrated aqueous solution, prepared by

dissolving the disulphonate in a little hot water and adding to it

the calculated quantity of potassium-hydroxide solution. The oily

salt slowly solidifies into lumps of microscopic crystalline plates.

The quantity obtained should be about equal in weight to that

of the disulphonate used, the calculated quantity being five parts

from four. It is very soluble in water. Its solution is not

precipitated by barium chloride, in this respect being unlike a

solution of the corresponding ^9,9-salt. It is caustic in taste, and

ex2:)lodes suddenly when heated.

Analysis: .1696 gave .1286 potassium sulphate. Potassium = 34.05

.2588 gave .1944 potassium sulphate. Potassium = 33.73

.1568 gave .2343 barium sulphate. Sulphur = 20.52

H40yNS2K:> requires potassium, 34.18 ; sulphur, 18.6(> per cent

The disodium salt, (S0:;Na)0NH(S03Na), is like the ßß-sa\t,

anhydrous. The very soluble sodium hydroxylaminetrisulphonate

is dissolved in five times its weight of water and acidified with

dilute sulphuric acid. In two or three days at the ordinary

temperature it will have all hydrolysed and the solution is then
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{o ho neulr:iliso(l with sodium carbonate. On exposure foi- a niglit

in the ice-chamber, almost all the sodium sulphate will crystal-

lise out and then the mother-liquor can be evaporated to get the

new salt. Like corresponding ,9,9-salt, this salt forms hard masses

firmly adhering to the sides of the vessel. These masses are

stellar or warty groups of microscopic thick rhombic plates. The

salt is exceedingly soluble in water, from which it can be nearly

all precipitated by alcohol. Two preparations of the salt were

analysed (I. and II) :

I, .2201) gave .lolo sodium sulphate.

.1059 gave .2096 b.irium sul2)hate.

.0151 gave 20.45 cc. moist nitrogen

at 17° and 75(5.8mm.

II. .2509 gave .1502 sodium sulphate.

.0959 gave .1910 barium sulphate.

HOjNSoNa.j requires sodium, 19.43 ; sulphur, 27.02 ; nitrogen, 5.92

per cent.

The trlsodium sail, (S03Na)ONNa(S03Na),2H20, is prepared

just in the same way as the tripotassium salt. It is obtained as

a crystalline powder. For determination of its molecular magnitude,

see p. 11.

.1450 gave .1054 sodium sulphate. Sodium = 23.57

.2269 required 7.56cc. N/lOhydrochloric

acid with methyl-orange as indicator.

Alkalinity as sodium = 7.66

.3594 gave .5698 barium sulphate. Sulphur = 21.75

H409NS2iSrao requires sodium, 23.41 ; alkalinity sodium, 7.8
;

sulphur, 21.71 per cent.

Diammonium salt, (SO3NH )ONH(S03NH4).—Ammonium

hydroxylarainetrisulphonate (this Journ. 19, Art. 15, 9 hydrolyses

Sodium =
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in the same way as the sodium salt. The ammonium acid-sulphate

is got rid of by adding just enough barium hydroxide solution,

filtering, and evaporating, at first at a gentle heat and then in

the cold over sulphuric acid under reduced pressure. It occurs

as small thick plates, which are somewhat hard, and as nodules

composed of minute tabular crystals. It is a very soluble salt, 3

parts dissolving normally in just 2 parts of water at 18°, but it

is very apt to form suj^ersaturated solutions. It is a more stable

salt than the corresponding ;9,3-salt. Its crystals are probably

anhydrous, but those analysed showed the presence of 0.25 H2O

per molecule.

.3559 gave .7189 barium sulphate. Sulphur = 27.74

.2320 gave 35.5cc. moist nitrogen at

16.2° and 754.5mm. nitrogen = 18.18 per cent.

HAN3S2 requires sulphur, 28,21 ; nitrogen, 18.53. With iH.O

added, it requires sulphur, 27.66 ; nitrogen 18.17 per cent.

Barium salts.—Barium salts have not been prepared in a

state suited for satisfactory determination of their nature. Evapor-

ation of a solution of the ammonium salt with excess of barium

hydroxide in a vacuum over sulphuric acid to a small volume removed

all ammonia. After removal of the excess of barium hydroxide by

carbon dioxide, the filtered solution was further evaporated in the

desiccator. First, a viscid liquid and then a bulky friable, porous

mass, devoid of crystalline character, were obtained. The latter

was not quantitatively analysed but it yielded, when hydrolysed,

barium sulphate aud hydroxylamine sulphate in cr^^stals which

were further identified by a very satisfactory sulphuric acid de-

termination. The product was therefore undoubtedly a barium

hydroxylamine-«^3-disulphonate. By using less barium hydroxide,

crystallised ammonium l)arium salts of varying composition may
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l)(j ol)tuiiie(l. One tjuautitativüly examined had a composition

corresponding fairly well with that of a compound of (*> niol. of

the dianinionium salt with 1 mol. of the i-normal barium salt.

Molecular Magnitude of TrUodium Hydroxylamine-

i/.ß-disulj)honale.

By Löwenherz's method, the molecular magnitude of the

Irisodium hydroxylamine-^9/5-disulphonate has been found to be

(anhydrous) 233 and 230.6, whilst OyNSzNas requires 259.35

(this Journ. ig, Art. 15, 33). By the same method, the following

approximations to the same number have been obtained for the

«^9-salt, namely, 269.6, 279.3, and 256.4, using the constant, 32.6,

for sodium sulphate found by Löwenherz. The details of these

determinations of the molecular magnitude of the «y9-salt are

specially interesting (p. 4). Of this salt, .8371, dissolved in

40.48 melted Glauber's salt, produced a depression of 0.22° in the

crystallising point, corresponding with the mol. weight, 306,2.

After solidifying and melting three times, the depression reached

0.24° and remained at that, which corres2:)onds with 269.6. There

was now added .5848 more of the salt, and the depression due to

this addition was at first only .005°, corresponding with a mol.

weight of *)416, that is, about 40 times the normal magnitude. On

allowing the mixture to solidify and remelt, the depression grew

in amount until at the sixth repetition it reached its maximum,

corresponding with the simplest formula of the salt. The whole

quantity, 1.4219 now caused a depression which gave the mol.

magnitude as 279.3. .Vdding now .9026, the additional depression

was at first only .04°, corresponding with a mol. weight of 1878

which is about 8 times the sim[)le molecule. But, again as
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before, after several times repeated melting and solidifying, the

normal depression was reached and remainçd constant, and the

total quantity of the salt, namely, 2.3245 gave a depression of

0.73°, indicating the molecular magnitude, 256.4.

Reductio7i of the Disodium Sali by Sodium Amalgam.

Disodium hydroxylamine-a;9-disulphonate, .4811 gram, was

shaken with 12 grams of 3 per cent, sodium amalgam (which

acts very slowly on it) and left with it, with occasional shaking,

for three days. Much sodium remained unconsumed. The solu-

tion was rendered neutral to phenophthalein by acetic acid and

the sulphate present precipitated as barium sulphate. Of the

sulphur in the quantity of salt taken, 13.73 per cent, were thus

found as sulphate, instead of 13.51, the calculated third. The

aminemonosulphonate in the filtrate from this suljjhate was

hydrolysed by heating the solution at 150° for three hours in a

sealed tube with hydrochloric acid. It thus yielded the rest of the

sulphur as sulphate, a result which, effected at such a temperature,

showed that that sulphur was all in direct union with nitrogen

and that none of the hydroxylaminedisulphonate had been left

undecomposed by the sodium. As a check, the ammonia, the

other product of the hydrolysis of the amineraonosul2:)honate, was

also determined and found equal to 5/y percent, instead' of 5.94

per cent., the full amount. The production of aminemonosul-

phonate by the reduction of the hydroxylamine-a/3-disulplionate

was further established quantitatively in a separate experiment, in

which, after the reduction, the aminesulphonate was precipitated

characteristically by mercuric nitrate and the acid itself, after

recovery from its mercury salt, crystallised out and otherwise tested.
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Decomposillon of the Potassiiuii Salt h)/

Potassium Hydroxide.

Whether potassium hydroxylamiue-ay9-disulplionate is decom-

l^osed solely into acid-sulphate, aminenomosulphonate, and nitrogen,

^vllen heated with a concentrated solution of potassium hydroxide

(p. o), or whether it is, to a small extent, decomposed into nitrous

oxide, according to tlie equation,

—

4(SO,K)0NH(SO3K) + 6K0H= 6(S0,K)0K+ 2NH,(S03K)+ N^O + 3H,0,

is not certain. It is experimentally difficult to get sufficiently

trustworthy qualitative results. Even qualitatively, there is

the uncertainty to deal with, as to the entire absence of nitrous

oxide from the nitrogen obtained. In these experiments, the gas

given off extinguished a flaming match and refused when mixed

with hydrogen te explode by the electric spark. The occasional

production of some nitrous oxide is, perhaps, to be inferred from

the ratio of the quantity of sulphur as sulphate to that as

aminemonosulphonate found in one experiment, although its j)ro-

duction was not thus indicated in another experiment. But, as

accuracy in determining this ratio is affected by the fact that

the analytic separation of sulphate from aminemonosulphonate

is only approximate (this Journ. 9, 281-2
; 13, ÖO0-6), the

production of any nitrous oxide still remains uncertain. Another

difficulty in the quantitative examination of the decomposition is

that the decom2)ositiou is far from complete after several hours

heating at 120.° The presence of still undecomposed salt is shown

by the production of hydroxylamine when the products are

hydrolysed and by the fact that a temperature of 180°, instead

of 150°, is necessary to ensure complete hydrolysis of the products.
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No ammonia is generated, the only products being those already

mentioned.

When the gases were to be collected the salt was heated

with one and a half to twice its weight of potassium hydroxide

and about four times its weight of water for six hours at 100°

or for four hours at 120° in a tube retort connected with a

Sprengel pump. Needless to say, explosive ebullition and corrosion

of the hard glass tube (rendering it opaque) had to be encount-

ered as difficulties. When the gases were to be allowed to escape,

the mixture was heated in a platinum dish on the water bath.

For analysis, the residue in either case was made fohitly acid to

Phenolphthalein by nitric acid, and sulphate then preci2)itated

by barium nitrate. The thoroughly washed precipitate was purified

in the usual way by fusion with an alkali carbonate before

weighing. The aminesulphonate was precipitated by mercuric

nitrate, the mercuric salt was hydrolysed, and the sulphuric acid

and sometimes the ammonia resulting were determined. The

filtrate from the mercury precipitate always showed the presence of

hydroxylamine-«/9-disulphonate.

In an experiment with 1.057 gram of salt, the sulphur found

as sulphate was 66.82 per cent., and that as aminesulphonate

10.73 per cent, of the total sulphur, leaving 17.45 to be accounted

for as undecomposed salt. Of the total nitrogen, 29.64 per cent,

were got as ammonia from the aminesulphonate, and 48.89 per

cent, as gas (27.85 cc. moist nitrogen at 18° and 639.8 mm. =

.002692), leaving 21.47 per cent, as undecomposed salt. The

difference between 17.45 and 21.47, perhaps due to slight leakage

of air into the apparatus during the six hours heating, is not at

all so significant as it is made to appear by the way of stating

the results, the total percentage of nitrogen in the salt being only
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5.2 per cent. On tlie assumption that 65 per cent, of the salt

decomposed so as to ü;ive nitrogen (]). 13), and 10.7 so as to give

nitrous oxide (p. 13), and that IS.3 per cent, remained unde-

composed, the numbers sliould be sulphur as sulphate, 66.68, and

as aminesulphonate, 15.01 per cent., nitrogen as aminesulphonate,

.30.02, and as free nitrogen and nitrous oxide, 48.30 per cent., of

the total.

In another experiment, in which .9792 salt was heated at

120-125° for four hours, the indications of the analysis were that

19.9 per cent, of the salt had resisted decomposition and that no

nitrous oxide had been formed. The numbers obtained were

66.69 per cent, sulphur as sulphate, instead of 66.75 calculated
;

and 12.94 sulphur as aminesulphonate, instead of 13.35 calculated.

Some of the gas was lost, so that the distribution of the nitrogen

could not be sufficiently tested.

In an experiment, in which the salt was heated at 100°

with potassium hydroxide for many hours in a platinum dish with

occasional renewal of the water, the sulphur of the sulphate produced

amounted to 77.24 per cent, of the total. Decomposition of all

the salt with production of nitrogen would give 83.33 par cent.

Products of Hydrolysis of Hydroxylamine-aß-disulphonates.

Potassium hydroxylaminetrisulphonate, which for these ex-

periments could be substituted for the disulphonate, the product

of its hydrolysis, was moistened w^ith dilute sulphuric acid and

heated in a vacuum at 100°, in order to effect its hydrolysis and

collect the gas evolved. The gas had no action upon ferrous

sulphate, and was not appreciably soluble in alcohol. It there-

fore contained no nitric oxide and apparently no nitrous oxide.
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Sodium hydroxylarainetrisnlphonate in solution in water, just

acid with sulphuric acid, was left for several days to slowly

hydrolyse, principally to the disulphonate. It was then kept for

fifty minutes at 95°, during which brisk effervescence of nitrogen

went on, slackening only when near the end of the time. The

acidity was then found to be somewhat more than that indicated

by either of the following equations, the one for hydroxylamine

sulphate, the other for the unknown hydroxylamine-«-monosul-

phonate :

(S0:,Na)0NH(S03Na)+ 2H,0= (S0,H)0NH30H 4-^X804
(S03Na)0NH(S03Na)+ H,0 = (SO,îs\i)ONH, + NaHSO,

The additional acidity and the escaj^e of nitrogen indicated the

occurrence, to some extent, of the decomposition expressed by :
—

3(S0,Ka)ONH(SO,Na) + 3HoO= N, + NH,HS04 + 4NaHS04+ Na.SO^

The solution gave only a moderate reaction for hydroxylamine

with the copper test, and on evaporation, with or without previous

neutralisation, gave nothing but sodium and ammonium sulj^hates.

In presence of sufficient hydrochloric acid, say, one volume

of the fuming solution to ten volumes of solution of the salt, the

production during hydrolysis of nitrogen and ammonia is ver}^

slight. The disodium salt in such a solution, after it had been

kept heated for five minutes or so by immersing the vessel in

boiling water, gave evidence, on titrating with iodine, of the

presence of hydroxylamine equivalent to *>5 23er cent, of the salt.

In another experiment, in which the solution was left standing

for 50 days at the ordinary temperature, 76.5 per cent, of the

salt had then yielded hydroxylamine.

In another similar experiment, the solution after standing in

the cold was also evaporated in the cold under reduced pressure,

until the salts crystallised out, and still nothing else but sodium
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and hydroxylamine sulphates, except a very little ammoninni

sulphate, was obtained.

In other experiments, using m these cases the dipotassium

salt, the hydrolysis was allowed to go on either in the cold or at

60°, and portions of the solution occasionally tested to see whether

some indication could be got of the production of hydroxylam ine-«-

monosulphonate at any stage of the hydrolysis. In making the

test, the acid sulphate was removed by barium chloride and the

solution then tested with iodine in presence of sodium acid-carbon-

ate. Since the consumption of the iodine caused no precipitation

of barium sulphate, evidence was thus obtained that the reducing

substance was hydroxylamine only and not its sulphonate

derivative. Ultimately, by evaporating the solution, when suf-

ficiently hydrolysed, hydroxylamine sulphate was crystallised out,

along with the sodium sulphate.
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Tn our previous oxj^eriments, we investigated in some detail

tlie cliange of elastic constants of several ferromagnetic metals and

alloys caused by magnetization, with special regard to the order

of applying the stress and the field, and found that in some cases,

the change is considerably large and moreover that it differs more

or less for different orders of applying the stress and the field.

In order to find the proper explanation of these facts, it will be

necessary to investigate with the same sj)ecimens as in the previ-

ous experiment, the change of magnetization by stress, with sjiecial

regard to the order of applying the stress and the field.

Since J. J. Thomson'^ gave his theoretical exposition of the

reciprocal relations between magnetism and strain, several theories^^

1) J. J. Thomson, Application of Dynamics to Physicä and Chemistry, Chapter IV.

2) F. Kolâcêlc, Ann. d. Phys., 1», p. 1, 1904; Ann. d. Pliys., 14, p. 177, 1904. A. Heyd-
welller, Ann. d. Phys., 11, p. 002, 190:!. R. CI ms, Ann. d. Phys., 1», p. 034, 1904. S. ,Sano>

Proc. TDkyd Math.-Phys. Sec, S, p. 175 and 207, 1904.
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in the same field have been published, and the present investi-

gation may also afford interesting materials for testing the validity

of these theories. In this direction, we have been preceded by

Rensing^^ and Cantone,"' in the case of iron and nickel ; but, a

more extended researches, may not be undesirable. With this

view, sets of experiments have been undertaken firstly to investigate

the change of magnetization by applying successive stresses under

constant fields ; and secondly, to investigate the magnetization by

applying the magnetizing field under different constant stresses

and thence to deduce indirectly the change of magnetization by

stresses.

Specimens used had the following dimensions :

—

Specimens.
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iii;ii;iK'liziug coil which was one that liad l)eeii used in our previ-

ous cx])ei'iments, was placed in its vertical position. The length

and ilie constant of the coil were respectively 40 cm. and 392.6.

A secondary coil was wound on a glass tube (external diameter

1.5 cm.), consisting of 1246 turns of well insulated copper wire

(diameter=0.56 mm.) in 6 layers, the length of the coil being

14 cm. This secondary coil was fixed coaxially in the magnetiz-

ing coil, so that the former might lie in a uniform field excited

by the latter.

To compensate for the induc-

tion due to the magnetizing field

alone, a similar secondary coil con-

nected in series with the above

secondary coil was inserted within

another coil equal to and connected

in series with the magnetizing coil,

so that by sliding the secondary

within the primary, the induction

could be compensated to any desired

degree. These two pairs of coils

were placed at a sufficient distance

from eacli other to prevent their

mutual action. The ballistic gal-

vanometer for measuring the

induced current due to the magne-

tization of the specimen was drum-

Ô shaped, with 0.8 -^«^ resistance ; a

mirror with a small magnet w^as

suspended in the center of the coil by a spider thread. Its

period of oscillation was about seconds. The galvauijuieter was
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connected with the secondary circuit of the system and placed at

a distance of about 15 meters from the magnetizing coil to avoid

their direct action. The galvanometer was, however, still disturbed,

when a strong current was switched on to the magnetizing coil.

To prevent this, the compensating primary was so directed that

the direct effect of the combined system on the galvanometer Avas

null. To determine the constant of the galvanometer, we should

have used the compensating secondary coil, if it had been wound

in one layer, so that its effective sectional area could be determined

Avith sufficient accuracy. But, as the ambiguity of the sectional area

in the secondary coil of 6 layers was inevitable, another coil was

constructed with a thin copper wire wound on a wooden cylinder

of 5.04 cm. diameter, in a single layer ; the number of turns of

the coil was 48. This was always put in series with the second-

ary circuit and placed at a sufficient distance to be safe from any

sensible influence of the magnetizing circuit during the experi-

ments for magnetization. When the constant of the galvanometer

was to be determined, the compensating secondary coil was

removed from the primary coil and replaced by this coil ; then the

magnetizing coil for the specimen was shunted off, a weak magnetiz-

ing current of known strength switched on to the primary coil,

and the consequent deflection of the galvanometer was measured.

The constant of the galvanometer was thus determined from the

field in the primary coil and the dimensions of the secondary

circuit in the usual manner. The resistance of the whole second-

ary circuit was 10.80 ^.

The deflection of the galvanometer was read by means of a

scale and telescope with a scale distance of 1.527 m. The sensi-

bility of the arrangement was such that one scale division corres-

ponded to a change of 1.42 C.G.S. units of intensity of magneti-
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zation. To obtain a smooth motion of tlic i;;ilvjinometer niiiror

due to the induction, it was found necessary thnt the two primaries

as well as the two secondaries should have nearly the same

dimensions respectively ; the kick, which was observed when the

dimensions of these coils were di fièrent, was probably due to the

self-inductions and the capacities in these coils.

Compensation for the earth field was eöected by a special

coil of fine copper wire wound on a glass tube in a single layer.

This coil fitted closely to the inside of the magnetizing coil and

to the outside of the secondary. It was fed by a current from

2 Daniel cells with adjustable resistance in the circuit.

The current in the primary circuit was measured by a

Siemens and Halske ammeter witli two shunts, -w- and 7^77.

This was occasionally compared with a Kelvin's ampere-balance.

The specimen to be tested was cut to a suitable length (about

27 cm.) so that if placed centrally, it might lie in a nearly uni-

form field of the magnetizing coil ; it was brazed at its both ends

to thick rods of brass. The whole was hung vertically in the

axial line of the magnetizing coil, and consequently of the second-

ary coil, the upper rod being firmly clamped to the rigid frame

above the coils. To the end of the lower rod, a hook was attached
;

from this hung a flexible cord which, after passing through a

system of two pulleys, was stretched by a weight, without im-

parting any injurious pendulum motion to the specimen. Near

the end of the lower rod, a rigid pin was screwed on perpendi-

cular to the rod. The ends of the pin fitted to the two V-shaped

grooves cut lengthwise and diametrically oj^posite to each other

on the inside of a brass cylinder, which could be turned about a

fixed vertical axis to any desired angle. The angle of twist was

read by means of a graduated circle and the index attached to
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the torsion cylinder to ;:^
• of a degree. In the experiment ot

the tension effect, the above arrangement served to prevent any

accidental twisting of the S2:)ecimen ^vithout causing a sensible

friction to the stretchiuir.

§ 2. IVIETHOD OF EXPERIIVIENTS.

Our procedure was usually made in the following order : The

direct effect of the magnetizing coil on the galvanometer was

tested first of all. The specimen was removed, the secondary

circuit opened, and the maximum current was passed through the

primary. If there were aiiy constant deflection of the galvano-

meter mirror, the observer signalled to the exj)erimenter wlio

adjusted the orientation of the compensating primary coil, till the

deflection was brought to zero, in breaking, making or reversing

the current.

Next the secondary circuit was closed, a strong current was

passed through the primary, while the observer w^as watching the

galvanometer ; the compensating secondary was slid within the

primary, till the ballistic deflection was reduced to zero.

Next the compensation for the earth field was effected. For

this purpose, the specimen was introduced into the magnetizing

coil, clamped firmly and stretched by a suitable tension, care be-

ing paid to place the wire co-axially with the coils. The speci-

men was carefully demagnetized by reversals ; the secondary was

closed, a weak field excited in the primary, and the consequent

deflections noted. After a complete demagnetization, the came

magnetizing current was passed in the opposite direction. If the

two corresponding deflections of the galvanometer Avere not equal

to each other, the resistance in the compensating circuit was so
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adjusted, that tlie rovorsal of the inaguetizing field, if it was

repeated two or three times, caused an qv[ua\ deflection of tlic

galvanometer. Tiiis method was found to be very sensitive, a very

small change of the current in the compensating system produc-

ing a decided inequality of the galvanometer deflections in oppo-

site directions.

Tiie tension effect was first tried. To wipe out any uncertain

remanent stress of the specimen, cycles of tensions, from zero to

the greatest to be used for the specimen, were passed through

before commencing any experiment. As a preliminary to test the

working of the arrangement, a series of increasing fields was

applied step by step under a constant tension, and the increase

of magnetization was observed by the galvanometer. After a

complete demagnetization, a weak field was applied and kept con-

stant. While the observer was watching the galvanometer, the

experimenter applied a series of increasing tensions step by step
;

the throw of the galvanometer at each step was recorded. Then

the tension was decreased step by step, and the corresponding

deflection were sometimes noted. After passing through several

cycles of the tensions, the observation was rejieated. After a

complete demagnetization, the procedure was repeated for another

higher field and so on. The number of fields chosen was natu-

rally large for the region where the change of magnetization was

considerable, but rare where it was small. The magnetizing cur-

rent wiS found to remain nearly constant during an experiment,

except in strong fields, where it was sometimes found to vary 2

or 3 per cent. The reading of the ammeter was always observed

both before and after the experiment, and the mean was taken.

Instead of increasing the tension step by step, the maximum

tension was often applied at once ; but it was found that the
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consequent deflection of the galvanometer was nearly the same as

the sum of the deflections obtained by the application of tension

in successive steps.

Another series of experiments is possible in this direction.

The sj^ecimen was demagnetized with the smallest initial tension
;

it was then magnetized, and then the deflection of the galvano-

meter due to an additional weight was observed. After several

alternate additions and removals of the additional weight, the

changes of magnetization due to the addition and removal were

observed. Then the demagnetization with the initial and added

weights was effected, and the change of magnetization due to a

second additional weight was measured, and so on.

Next the magnetization under constant tension was deter-

mined. The specimen was first thoroughly demagnetized by rever-

sals, loaded with the empty pan only. A series of successively

increasing fields was applied step by step, and the throw of the

galvanometer corresponding to each increment of the field was

recorded. Demagnetization was again effected, after the specimen

had been loaded with an additional tension, and the magnetization

tested in the same way ; and so on. In this way, the magneti-

zation under different constant tensions was obtained.

The procedure in the experiments on the eflect of torsion

was similar. The torsion was increased step b}'^ step under a

constant field and the change of magnetization corresponding to

each step was observed. The eflect of cyclic twist was also in-

vestigated. The effect of the maximum twist applied at once does

not differ from the sum of the deflections obtained by a graduated

applications of twists, as in the case of tension. The magnetiza-

tion under constant torsions was next measured. These sets of

experiments were repeated for several tensions nearly equal to
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those used in oiir |»i'('vi(»iis ('X|iciiiii('iils on t lie <'li:iiii;(' (»t li'jiditv

hy niagnc'tizcition.

The stînidardizatioii of llic hallistif ^galvanometer was made

lor «acli -el of (»l)S('r\alions, tliongli llic constant rcniaincd f'aiily

fonstant duiinii the wliolc; cxiM'riinent, Instead of nsin;;' eaeli

tinic tlie sj)ecial coil made foi' the standaidization, we often nsed

the compensatin«^ secondary coil foi* a set oï ex]»erinients, lecord-

ini; tli<* deflections of the j^alvanorneter corresponding to a scries of

ma<i;netizin_i; currents, and at the end of a set, th(i induction of

this coil was comj)ared witli the standardizing^ coil. In tliis way,

tinxi and lahoiir were economized, without the risk of introducing

any sensihle error in the constant of galvanometer.

? 3. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS.

Tlie intensity of magnetization was' calcidated in the usual

manner from the throw of the Inillistic galvanometer with a

known constant, the numhers of turns of tlie secondary and thr-

standardizing coil, and th(; sections of the specimen wire and i\ut

standardizing coil. 'J'he necessary correction for the reduction to

tangent was made for considerahle deflections. 'J'he magnetizing

field was calculated from tlie reading of the ammeter of known

constant, hy use of the known turns of the coil. The demagnetiz-

ing force, though it was very small, was also taken into account.

Tensions were all reduced to weights ])er square millimeter, and

torsions to twists per unit length.

In the following i)ages, / denotes the intensity of magnetiz^i-

tion, //' the external field apj>lied ami 7/ th(Mnternal or effective

field, all expressed in C.G.S. units ; T «lenotes the tension in

grams per square millimeter, and r the twist in minutes of arc

|)er unit of length. *
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I. SWEDISH IRON and TUNGSTEN STEEL.

The effect^- of tension or of torsion on the magnetization of

iron and steel is so well known that it is superfluous to enter

into a detailed description of tlie effect. Only the general features

of the change of magnetization will be given here. It will, how-

ever, he noticed that our investigation has one characteristics that

several effects of the stress on magnetization were studied on tlie

same specimen with special attention to tlie order of applying the

stress and the field. The specimens were also those on which

strains caused by magnetization had been fully studied ; hence

the numerical results of the present experiment should be of some

use to theoreticians, who have either already obtained, or shall

attempt to obtain, some reciprocal relations between magnetization

and stress, so that they will be given in their proper places.

(«) aiiange of mognetizaiion hy tension under constmit

field: (o/, T)„

As will be seen from Figs. 1 and 3, the change of magne-

tization oZ,. due to the initial effect of loading increases uj) to a

moderate field, and then decreases with it. In Swedish iron,

curves (o/„ T),i in weak fields initially bend upward, and after

passing through an inflexion point, the curvature changes sign.

As the field is increased, the point of inflexion approaches the

origin ; in strong fields, o/. is very small, and the curve is nearly

straight. In tungsten steel, curve (o/,., T),[ has a slight curvature

for all fields.

In weak fields, the effect of removing the suspended weight

is very small and slightly increases the magnetization. Subse-

(juent loading causes an, increase of magnetization ; and unloading,

1) See Wiedemann's ElectricitiU, ."ï, chap. 4; Ewing's IMagnetic Induction, ciiap. 9
;

"Winkolinann, iraiull)iicli der Plivsik, Zweite Anfinge, V.i, p- oCl-üOT, .'îllî-olU,
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;i (leuroasc. in stroiii;" lielcls, the initial and the cyclic cllcct of load-

ing;" nearly coincide with cacli other. ('urves (/)/,., T),, tor cyclic

cfVects arc given in Figv. '1 and 4 in magnified scale. Curves

(o/,, I1)t as deduced Ironi the initial ellect of {o[„ T)„ are given

in full lines in I'^igs. 0, (I and 7 ; they jise and then fall steeply

in low held, and afterward decrease slowly, cutting the axis of II

at the Villari [ujints. The decrease of magnetization reaches u

maximum, and then gradually diminishes tending to approach zero,

as the field is increased. This maximum decrease had been an-

ticipated from the theory of magnetostriction^' by Professor Nagaoka

anil one of us. Curves ('>/,, II)j. as deduced from (Vî/,, T)„ of the

cyclic eiiéct rise only slightly in weak fields ; but in strong fields,

they nearly coincide with curves (o/,, //); for the initial elVect.

The following are the numbers obtained by experiments.

SWEDISH IRON.

Initial T= 1 5

2

gr.li/unr ; t—\6.^°C.

ir
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TUNGSTEN STEEL.

Initial T= i^g gr.jiin/ir ; /=i^.2°C.

H'
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Tlic change of inagiietiziition by tension nndei- dilTerent in-

itial loadings, wlieie the demagnetization was always elfected with

the initial load, is given in tlie following table. For an e(iual

increment ^»7' of 7', o/, decreases i'a})idly, as the initial 7' increases,

whereas in the graduated a[)[)lications of tension, o/.. increases

nearly })ro])ortional to uT. The difVerence between these two

values of nl, is considerable.

SWEDISH IRON.

/=i6.5°6:

r=: 1 5 2 gi-.jmiiir
;

7= 1 677 gr.jmin'r
; T^i^-'ß grjinm.'-

;

dT= 1^62 gr. o 7= 1561^;'.
,

T= 1 5 62 gi\

H'
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(b) Jlaynetizatlon under condant lenHions : (/, H)j

The magnetization increases rather rapidly in low fields and

gradually a])proaches saturation. The effect of tension is, in its

general features, similar to that obtained from (''/, T),f. AVith

low tensions, the increase of magnetization is considerably less than

tlie value of the initial effect obtained from the latter experiment,

while with high tensions, the contrary is true. These facts will

be seen in the following tables and curves [yl, 1I)t in dotted lines

in Figs. '3 and^7.

SWEDISH IRON.

/-i6.°5 C.

T= 152
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TUNGSTEN STEEL.

T=\S9.
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and slightly increases the magnetization. Tn Swedish iron, the

cyclic eftect of twisting (Fig. D) under low tensions is always to

diminish magnetization. In high tensions (Fig. 11), the eifect has

a singular character : for a small twist, the magnetization increases,

bnt for a large twist, it is diminished. In tungsten steel, the

cyclic effect of twist is similar to the C3'clic eftect of tension in

Swedish iron, but in amount it is very small. Curves {ol;, H)r,r

as deduced from ('^/,, -)H/r are given in Figs, lo, 14 and 15 in

full lines. They greatly resemble those for the tension effect,

having i)oints corresponding to the Villari points. With consi-

derable twist, (''^c, t^)-,T (Figs, lo and 14) is always negative.

The experimental numbers are given in the table below :

—

SWEDISH IRON.

T= 1 5 2 gr.lniinr ;
/= 1 5 .°6 T.

r
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T= 323S or.jiinii:-, /= I 5 .6° C.

r-
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The effect of tlie graduated ai)plication of twist does not

sensibly differ from tliat of applying the maximum twist at once.

{d) Magnetizaiion nnder condant twist combined with ten-

sions : {I, H)-,r.

The effect of a constant twist on magnetization is very small
;

in a small twist, the magnetization sliglitly increases, but above

a moderate twist, it is decreased l)y twisting. With a moderate

twist, curves {oT, H)-^-,. as deduced from {I, U)-,r have an opposite

sign to those deduced from (o/., r)j,r', but tliey have the same

sign as curves (o/,., ll)-,r obtained from (''/„ r)/, ,, The following-

tables and the dotted curves in Figs. 13, 14 and 15 will show

these changes of magnetization.

SWEDISH IRON.

T
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7'= 3238 A'/'.
A«//'-', /= iS-ö*" C

7 _
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From the results thus far described, it may be concluded

tliat in Swedish iron and tungsten steel, the final magnetization is

aöected in no inconsiderable degree by the order of magnetizing

and straining. This fact &tands parallel to the result of our pre-

vious experiment that in these metals, the change of elastic con-

stants by magnetization is considerably affected by the order of

applying the stress and the magnetizing field.

II. NICKEL.

The eiïëct of stress on the magnetization of nickel has been

thoroughly studied by several physicists, so that there remains

little to be studied about the eftect. Our present experiment has,

however, this characteristic that several effects of stress on magne-

tization were studied with the same specimen over a wide range

of the magnetizing field and with special attention to the hyste-

resis effect.

{a) Change of magnetization by tension under constant

field: {df, T)u.

The initial effect of loading on magnetization in very weak

fields is an increase of magnetization by low tension, and a

decrease by high tension ; but the cyclic effect is always a

decrease, unlike the Villari reversal in iron. Above '1 C.G.>S.

units, however, the initial and the cyclic effects are always a

decrease of magnetization.

In low tension, o^i or ''/^ decreases almost proportionally

with T; as T is increased, the rate of decrease becomes great,

and after passing through an infiexion point, it begins to

decrease, as shown in Fig. 1(). As the field is increased,

the decrease of magnetization passes through its maximum.
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Except in weak liclds, llie cyclic cHbcl. {nf,, T),, (Fig. 1<),

doited lines) fairly coincides with the initial etlect. Curves

(rî/„ //)/ deduced iVoin (o/„ T)„ arc given in Fig. 17, in full lines.

In weak fields, they fall steeply and then gradually rise ; as the field

is further increased, they slowly tend to apj)roacli the axis of the field.

NICKEL.
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NICKEL.

oT=\022 gr Iininr, /=I4.3° C.

T-iSyj gr.jjiiiir.
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NICKEL.

/=i4.r)° c.

T^\b^
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of //, become negative and after passing througli very incon-

spicuous negative maxima, very slowly bend towards the axis
;

the maxima become flatter with the greater tension, and the

positions of the maxima as well as the points of intersection

with the axis move toward higher fields with the increasing

tension. The course of the curves is thus ({uite similar to that

of curves {nl, 7/)/. in the case of iron. The following tables are

the numerical data obtained.

NICKEL.
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T=62^6 ^!^n'.////!/L-, /=i4 7° C.

9-3'

24.0

38.1

513

68.8

//'= 2.38

of.: OL

1.8 154 lo.r

11.3 454 66.2

20.5
!

— —

//' = 3.99

àh

139

5.5 29.8 43.0 24.8 36.3

39-8 61.9

58.2 95.3

68.8 ico.8i68.8 116.4.3/0

oL

//'= 10.64

oL oL

11.6' 24.5 7.1' 16.9^ 9.9' 19.4

26.1 55.0 20.4 42.8 26.8 53.5

41.7 88.8! 33.8 73.8 42.3 91.8

50.6 107.2
j

5 1.3 1 16.5 57.0 121.c

68.8 142.4 68.8 152.5 68.8 141.

5
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The eflect of the graduated ajiplication of twist does not

sensibly differ from that obtained by applying the maximum

twist at once.

[d) 3Iagnetizalloii under conüdnt twht co/ithuicd iritJi

tensions : (/, 1f)-,r.

The etfect of a constant twist on magnetization is to ineroiise

the magnetization in weak fields and to diminish it in strong

lields. As for curves (^^V, //)-,/• (dotted lines in Figs. 21 and

22) deduced fi'om (/, If)-.,r, the general course is quite similar

to that of the curves obtained from (''^,, '),i,r\ but (juantita-

tively there is some ditference between these two. The difterence,

however, becomes less with increased tension.

NICKEL.

T= 1 197 gi'-immr, t^i^.f C.

r =
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T=y:)j[6 or.liiimr, /-137" C.

---
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It is to be noticed tkat in nickel, the initial and the cyclic

effects of tension or twist on magnetization nearly coincide with

each other except in weak fields, and that the change of mag-

netization does not much depend on the order of magnetizing

and straining. Thus, in nickel, the hysteresis effect is compara-

tively small except in weak fields ; and therefore the agreement

between the theory regarding mngnetostriction and the experi-

ment might well have been expected. Thus, in our previous

experiment, we found that the changes of the modulus of elasticity

by magnetization for different ordeis of magnetizing and straining

fairly coincided with each other, while in the case of rigidity,

the diflei'ence w'hs somewhat greater. In the present experiment

also, the tension effect shows a better aoreement for different

orders of magnetizing and straining than for the torsion effect.

III. NICKEL STEELS containing 28.74, 50.72 and

70.32 per cent of Nickel.

As for nickel steels, experiments on the effect of stress on

magnetization have been very few. So far as we know, the

effect of tension only was studied by H. Tomlinson^' with nickel

steels of 22, 25 and oO per cent of nickel, and by Professor H.

Nagaoka and one of us'"' with nickel steels of -îô and 45 per

cent of nickel. Hence somewhat detailed desci'iptions of the

phenomena will not be unnecessary.

(a) Change of inagnelizaUon bij lenalon under cundant

field: {of, T)j,

The magnetization increases at first rather rapidly, l)ut after-

Ij Tonilinson, Proc. Roy. S, c. 56, p. lO:), 1894; Beibl. 1», M2.

1) Xii,'iioka ami HoikUi, Juur. C .11. Sei., 1«, Art. 8, lUO'J.
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ward slowly with the tension. Tlic increase in low fields is

tolerably large, but in strong fields, it is very small. The initial

effect is significant only for weak fields, where the cyclic is

remarkably less than the initial. The following tables and Figs.

23, 24 and 2^") show these changes of magnetization.

Cnrves (o/,, H),. from (o/., T)ii rise rapidly with the field,

attain shar]) maxima at low fields, fall at first rapidly and

then gradually to asym])totic values, as shown in Figs. 2'), 27

and 28 in full lines. The maximum of ()I increases with tension.

For the same tension, the maximum rapidly increases with the

percentage content of nickel.

28.74-.; NICKEL STEEL.

Initial 7"=
i 34 .^r. /;/////.,- /=i4.o° C.
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50.72?<; NICKEL STEEL.

Initial T=\6o gr.limn.-, ^=13.7° C.
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28.74o^ Ni.; but in ")().72ö^ Ni. niul 70.iy2o/ç Ni., Üw clunigc is

o-cnerally oroiitor in tlio j^rosent oaso tlian in tlic lornior, as may

be seen from tlic following table.

28.74''c; NI.

/=i4.2° c:

70.32?« NICKEL STEEL.

T=
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(/>) Magnetizaiion linder constant tensions : (/, H)^^

Among other ferromagnetic metals and alloys, nickel steels

are characterized by the extraordinary steepness of the curve of

magnetization ; in a field of 5 C.G.S. units, the magnetization

attains a value which is only a little short of its saturation

value. The steepness increases \Yith tension, first rapidly and then

gradually to an asymj^totic value. The enormous values of sus-

cejitibility x are given in the following table and plotted in Fig.

29. It will be noticed that the maximum value increases with the

percentage of nickel. In 70.32^ Ni., the susceptibility even attains

a maximum value of 1015 for 7^=4930 gr.lmnî^, which is sevenil

times greater than the maximum susceptibility of a well annealed

Swedish iron. In very weak fields, the magnetization is consider-

a1^ly increased by tension, but in higher fields comparatively little.
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Curves {dl, H)j, (Figs. 26, 27 and 28, dotted Hues) deduced from

(/, H)r take a course quite similar to those deduced from (o/, T)ii

In 2S.74iO/o Ni., the maximum o/ is generally greater, and the asymp-

totic value decidedly greater than in (o/^ 7')^^ for the same tension

and field. On the contrary, nl oî 50.72o/o Ni. is always less than

the corresponding value in the last experiment. In 70.o2o/o Ni.,

there is a fair coincidence between the two values of nl.

28.74-.' NICKEL STEEL.

/=i4.o° C.

T=i34
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50.72;^.' NICKEL STEEL.

/=i3.i° C.

T=^)'6l gr.jvuir
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(c) Change uf nuKjnelizat'wii hij tw'id under différent

tensions : (of, r)/^_
y.

In very low liekly, tlie iiKignetizatiuii coii.siderably increases

with twist ; in liiglicr fields, it first increases, but afterward

begins to decrease with the twist, and in still higlier fields,

the magnetization decreases nearly uniformly with the twist,

as shown in Figs. oO, 132, 34, oG, 38 and ol>. The change

of magnetization rapidly increases with the percentage content

of nickel.

As for the cyclic effect (Figs. 31, 33, 3Ô, 37, 38 and 40),

it coincides fairly with the initial, excejtt in w^eak fields. In

28.74^^ Ni. and 70.329^ Ni., the increase of magnetization is only

observable in very weak fields, and the magnetization generally

decreases with twist. In Ö0.72<jo Ni, the magnetization first

increases with the twist, attains u maximum, and then decreases.

As the tension is increased, the change becomes gradually less.

Curves {o/,., II),, r (Figs. 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 40 and 47 in full

lines) obtained from (oT,, 7)jfy, rise and fall steeply in a very low

field, cut the axis of i/, become negative, and after passing through

rather conspicuous negative maxima, slope away gradually toward

the axis, with the increasing field. ol is numerically greater

for a greater twist. In 50.72o^ Ni., however, rî/ for a small twist

is always positive, tending to zero, as the field increases.

Curves (o/,, ll)-,r for cyclic effect shown in the same figures

are similar to the above curves, and become coincident with them

above a moderate field. The increase of magnetization with small

twists becomes less as the tension increases; and for 28.74^^ Ni.

and 70.32^^ Ni., it almost vanishes at a high tesnion.
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28.74?^ NICKEL STEEL.

T^g-^g gr-jimn.-, ^'=14.2° C.

H'= o.\o H'=o.2i //'=:0.48

r
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T=i77S g}'.lmm\ /= 1 4.
2
° C.
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Z=42ii gr.lwiur, t=\A,.2° C.

//'=o.i3
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50.72?«' NICKEL STEEL.

/-I4.3° C.
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7=3409 ;çy./mm-, /=i4-3° C.

//' = o.28 N'=o.69 H'=i.28

r
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70.32?* NICKEL.

7'=[i2} j^-r./m/u.'-, t=\2.y° C.
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T=il6(i grjinvir, t=i2.y° C.

H' =o.2g H'=oM //'=o.88

r dh
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Tlu' t'lVcct (»t ,i;iviiii;- ;i iiiaxiniiiin twist at once dues not

inatc'iially diller tVom tliat o\' a graded twisting.

{d) Magnelizalion under constant twist combined with ten-

sions : (/, //)t,,.

The efiect of a constant twist on magnetization is compara-

tively great, especially in higli fields. In 28. 74^^ Ni., the magne-

tization is slightly increased by a small twist, hut above a

moderate twist, it decreases. In 50.72^^ Ni., the increase of magne-

tization by a small twist is not appreciable, but the magnetization

always decreases wntli greater twist. The magnetization of 70.o2^^

Ni., is also decreased by twisting, exce}>t in weak fields in which

a slight increase is observed. In all cases, the change of magne-

tization decreases with increasing tension.

In 28.74 0^ Ni., curves (o7, H\,r (Fig. 41 in dotted lines)

deduced from (7, If)-.,, show a somewhat different aspect from

those deduced from {ol, t)^,^ especially for a small twist. For a

small value of twist, ol is always positive and have a faint

maximum ; for a greater twist, it is first negative and afterward

positive ; and for a still greater twist, it is always negative, and

except in weak fields, it takes a course parallel to the corre-

sponding curve obtained from the last experiment, but the former

lies somewhat below the latter.

In '"yO.l'Ir^ô Ni., curves {ol, H)-, , (Figs. 42 and 4;> in dotted

lines) deduced from (/, 7/jt, y have a quite ditîërent aspect, i.e.,

nl is always negative. It rapidly decreases in weak fields, and

after passing through a negative maximum, slopes away very

slowly toward the axis of H \vith increasing field. Tension leduces

the decrease of magnetization.

In 70.:>2^ Ni., curves (/)/. ll)-.,-,- (Figs. 44, 40, AiS and 47

in dotted lines) deduced from (/, //):, ;,. take a course similar to
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those obtained from the last exixriment, but the difference is that

in the former, the positive maxima in weak fields are considerably

smaller, the ])oint8 at which ol changes its sign, lie in a lower

})art of the field, and dl tends more slowly to zero than in the

latter. The effect of tension is to j)usli the point of intersections

with the axis of H toward the origin.

For these alloys, curves {dl, H)-., 7 as deduced from (/, H)-^ j-

rather resemble the curves (J 4^ //)t, t obtained from the last ex-

periment.

28.74?«' NICKEL STEEL.

Z=959 gr.jininr, t=\/\..<ö° C.

r:
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50.72?«' NICKEL STEEL.

7"= 1151 o-r.linj/i.'-, /= 1 3.3° C.

z =
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70.32?«' NICKEL STEEL.

T=\\2i gr.lvim.-, /=i3.o° C.

7 =
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Thus in the case of nickel steels, the change of magnetization

by tension does not diifer much for the different orders of

straining and magnetizing. So also in the change of elasticity,

we found a fair agreement between the values for different orders,

especially at high tensions. On the other hnnd, the change of

magnetization by twist differs sometimes in a considerable degree

for the diflerent orders, while in the change of rigidity, the agree-

ment between the values for different orders is generally good, if

the tension be large, especially in 28.74 and 70.32 per cent of

nickel. In all, alloys, for which the hysteresis effect is small,

have also a small difference in the changes of elastic constants

by magnetization for the different orders of magnetizing and

straining.

Thus far, we have seen that generally the change of magne-

tization by stresses differs more or less with the different orders

of applying the magnetic field and the stress. In some cases, the

difference is not only quantitative but also qualitative, as for the

effect of twist in Swedish iron or in 50.72o/o Ni., if the initial

effect of twisting under constant field be compared with the

results of maa-netization under constant twist. On the other

hand, there are examples of good coincidence as in the case

of the tension effect in nickel and 70.32^^ nickel steel. Gene-

rally speaking, the tension effect shows a better agreement for

the different orders of magnetizing and straining, than for the

torsion effect ; and the discrepancy is remarkable in low magnetic

fields, as may be expected from the consideration of the hys-

teresis effect prominent in that region.

In our preceding paper, we have remarked, that the depen-

dency of the change of elastic constants on the different orders

of magnetizing and straining, is probably due to the hysteresis
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effect accompanying magnetfzation. This explanation agrees well

with the facts brought out bv tlie present experiment.

§ 4. RECIPROCAL RELATIONS.

Among several important reciprocal relations obtained l)y

J.J. Thomson, the two relations, which have the connection with

the present experiment, are referred to below.

Let a cylindrical bar of soft iron, whose axis coincides with

the axis of x, be magnetized along its axis. Let e, f, g, be the

dilatations of the bar parallel to the axes of x, y, z respectively
;

J.J. Thomson obtained the relation

"9/2-4 KtilJefJ hm-n xI\deJjT.f,g

_^n-^i{^\ \
^1)

Am— n. xl \ (If / }r,e.o)

where /, H, /. have the usual meanings, n represents the coefficient

of rigidity, and m is connected with the modulus of compiession

k by the relation h =m — r//3. In his original work, the factor

k is dropped in the right hand member of the above equation
;

the error is to be traced back to his equation (41).

Since dI=xdH+Hdx, we have the relation, supposing the

strain to be kept constant.

'i)I ).j,, I 0/

Hence equation (I) may be written

''*''

(
"^^

\ - JH. ( J^L}\ - ^"'~'^
( ^^ \ (2)

Again if T is the tension per unit oF area, we have
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since we may put f=ff'

If H is zero, we have

de m rif m— n

lience neglecting the change of elastic constants by magnetization,

we have, from (o)
,

/ 3/ \ VI / r)/ \ m-n / dl \ .

\ dT Jtc~ nßin— 7i) \ 'Oc )jfj^ n{om—n) \ Of I H,e,g

Hence by (2) and (4), we get

lien ce finally we get

(w). = (Tri <«'

As to the twist, .1. J. Thomson obtained a relation, whicli

strictly speaking, holds in the case of a thin tube, i. e.

'^-^m„\^-"{':,)\ ^-
oc 1 r bi

n—

Here again in his original work, the factor j is dropped ;
<• is

not the twist r per unit length, but it is connected with r by the
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relation c= r7, wheie > is the radius of the tliin tube. As in the

former case, we have

in which L is the twisting couple. Equation (6) then becomes

or, very nearly '"(w)z=K4^L-

The last equation, if it be integrated over the cross-section of

the wire of radius H gives

2^'\ÜH )l n\öz J Jii n \ Uz )„
'

where Ira is the mean intensity of magnetization. Hence

«-"y (wl= i^ (-^),; ^^)

From a thermodynamical consideration, A. Heydweiller ob-

tained two relations, neglecting small quantities,

9e _ 9/
,

7(1 -2a) .

aiy- a^' "^ E ' *^^

J__ô^_ 0-/ 1-2(7 97

Ä^ Th -~
l\T' ~ E OTrrr , (^0

where E is the modulus of elasticity, and a the Poisson ratio.

In his original paper, a was put equal to (. Equation (9) was

obtained by diti'erentiating equation (8), considering <t and E to

be constant. But in magnetic fields, both n and 7'.' vary con-

siderably wûth tension, as is shown by our previous experiment,

so that if we retain the second term in the right-hand side of
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oquiition (*)), [hv term /^yr(

—

T^) "lust be subtracted from it.

lint the'tJL' terms l)eiiig small comjiared with the first term, they may

be neglected without causing any considerable error. The second

term in equation (8) is also very small.

On another occasion/'' Heydweiller gave relations, which

are very nearly equal to the last two with the second terms sup-

pressed, and remarked that they are correct. Heydweiller's

equation (8) diiVers from that given l)v »1. .1. Thomson by a term

of second importance.

Reusing experimentally tested relation (i>) in the case of iron

and nickel, and showed a fair agreement between the theory and

the experiment.

11. Gans criticized Heydweiller's equations and proposed his

own, i.e.,

bH ~ 47Z II T ^ 47:J'J ^^ \ fi„ ö// J'

It' the medium surrounding the magnet be air, we may put

/^=1 ; hence

dH ~ Qf
'^ E ^ K dH ^ ^

Thus, Gans's equation differs from that of Heydweiller by the

term -^ t^ , which generally is not very small, but in weak

fields, it sometimes overweighs the first term. As in the case of

Heydweiller, differentiating the above relation with respect to T,

Gans obtained an expression for the change of elasticity, which

differs from that of Heydweiller bv the term —^^7- ...... rr • Here

again, it was assumed that n and £ are inde])endent of 7', a

supposition not admissible in a magnetized wire.

*i Rensing, loc. cit. \>. ;'.77.
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By a similar consideration as Heyclweiller, A. Kolâcêk ob-

tained eqnation (8), and also a relation between magnetism and

twist, i. e.,

Or 9/
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By a direct method, Dr. S. Sano obtained the relation

dl
.

7(1-2.7)
.

27T (ijxlH-') ,.de

un

where x„ is ;i term in the expression of susceptibility, whicli

is independent of tlie strain. Since I = xJF, Sano's equation

practically coincides with Gans's. For the change of elasticity,

Dr. Sano obtained

which is practically the same as Heydweiller's equation, but

different from Gans's by a term not negligibly small in Aveak

fields. The above equation was obtained independently of the
Oc

relation for g^r • As to the effect of twist. Dr. Sano obtained

an equation, which can be transformed into (12).

Thus far, the relations for r-^, given by Heydweiller, Gans,

Kolâcêk and Sano all agree with one another in the first im-

portant term -^yr- Relation (1) given by J.J. Thomson does not

differ in reality from others. Relation (13) given by Cantone

also coincides with others in the first term, provided x is in-

dependent of H. The second term 7(1-2^)/^ in (8) and (10)

may be neglected for the first approximation ; the third term in

relation (10), which becomes important in weak fields is properly

to be added.

The relations for -r-fr- given bv Heydweiller, Gans and Sano
'

0^7
also agree with each other in the first term —r-rpr- Gans's differs

principally from the others by a term not generally small in

weak fields.

As reojards the relation for -^i-, Kolâcêk's and Sano's coin-

cide with each other. Thomson's relation (6) also does not difier
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from the others. If x he independent of IT, Cantone's formula

coincides with the others.

Thns, the chief rehitions to be tested by experiments :ire as

follows :
—

Oe _ 0/ _2^ OP

l_^E__ ^i

ßr 2 r*7 07

Our present experiments combined with the previous investi-

gations on the change of elastic property due to magnetization

furnish us with good materials for the testing of these relations.

Our results taken as a whole, give for the effect of tension

as well as of twist, two different sets of experimental data

corresponding to the different orders of applying the magnetic

fiekl and the stress. The mutual correspondence of the results

in the previous and the present experiments in this respect is

tabulated below :

CltaiKje of Sirains hy

Magnetizatiiju.

1

.

Magnetic elongation under

constant tension.

Elongation by tension under

constant field.

2. INIagnetic twisting under

constant couple (Baru.s's method).

Cliaugc of rigidity under con-

stant field (oscillatiun method).

Chanfje of 3IagnctiZ((t/ou hij

Strain.

\.' Magnetization under con-

stant tension.

Change of magnetization by

tension under con.stant field.

2.' Magnetization under con-

.'^tant twi.st.

Change of magnetization by

twist under constant field.
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The theoretical relations to be tested were, however, deduced

on the supposition that the magnetization is independent of the

order of magnetizing- and straining, so that in comparing the

theory and the experiment, too much weight is not to l)e placed

on the above correspondency.

, rTrr aii" -vrr "^vcrc deduccQ irom ourôH Uli
0/

The values of
i>H

previous experiment, while the corresponding values for .^„, ,

^rp. and
.J-

were obtained from the present experiment. In the

following tables, I -77^ and
0-7

are the values of tbese differ-

ential coefficients obtained from curves (o7, 2')j^ ; while

0-7

' 0/
and

7'^

J^
E'

hE

are the values of the coefficients from curves (7, H)t-

is the value obtained from the results of the elonga-

tion method ; while -7^
7v i(/7

is that obtained from the ten-

sion effect on magnetic elongation. -7- Tu is the value of

the coefficient obtained from the result of the oscillation method,

and

s

Tlf that obtained from the Barus's method ; while

J)7
07^

and
07

are the values obtained from curves

{oT, z)jj and (7. H)- respectively. To find the values of these

differential coefficients, corresponding curves were carefully drawn

on section papers ; a fine straight line drawn on a thin glass plate

was brought into contact with the curve at the required point

and the trigonometrical tangent of the inclination of this straight

line was evaluated.
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SWEDISH IRON.

//

7"= 1627 gr.jmm."

bH m Ud?
271 fi/-

T=2^lo gr./miii.-

lU^JffiUdr

2^=5535 gr-jmrn."-

üH



EFFECT OF STRESS OX :\IA(;NKTIZATI0N. 09

TUNGSTEN STEEL.
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' NICKEL,

^=«54° gi-.jtiuiir- 7 = 2283 gr./mm." 7'=5r40 gr.jiniJi."

II üH
irbi-

7^
I f—̂ 1

I
—^—

bll wT̂\h o//

"ö/-

Measured in 10.-

10.8

311

62.5

135

206

365

5-3
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28.74?<ï NICKEL STEEL.

//

7= 1427 gr./.i/iiii.

tie

in?

7'~2']q'6 i:;r.j/iiiii.'-

'Oe

Ibrinlbrrir

7'--=4S56 .^'v-./;,

à// Ud//b"d
Measured in 10.

4-7
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7=1671 gr.jtinii:- 7^=3277 g):/in;ii.

JI

5-1

10.7

21.5

49.8

129

300

05

5^

-10.4

-3-0

-0.93

-0.30

— O.IO

-0.03

:ri^
O .

I .'O
^,^

-1^

Measured in 10.

2S

-3-9

- 1.2

-0.39

-003

-0.01

-19

-8.7

—0.61

— coo
— 0.00

— 0.00

-26

-14

-7.6

~o.6

— 00
— 00

-7.2

"-3

-077

-o.oS

-0.02

-o 00

-6.7

-1.6

-0 70

-0. ÎO

-0.02

-o.co

— 14.6

-15-3

-0.5

— 0.0

— 0.0

— 0.0

-6.1

-Ö.3

-1.6

— 0.0

7'„, = 1112 gr.jmin. -

io86.fr. 1109 .o-r. 1103.fr. 1123 .fr. 1123
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Among till tlie specimens tested, nickel allbrds the best

evidence in favonr of the theories above tested. The

discrepancies due to the diH'erence of the orders of a})plying

the stress and the field, are generally small, when com-

pared with those in the case of other specimens. The agreement

is especially good in the case of tension eifect, if the term 'y'TTT

be suj^pressed ; the difference between the values -7^.7 and

—Typ is of such orders of magnitude that they may be explained

by the errors introduced in estimating these values from the corre-

sponding diagrams. P'or the rest of the specimens, the agreement

is tolerably good in many cases, except a few cases in which it

completely fails. Generally speaking, the tension effect shows a
.fig

better agreement between theory and experiment, if -^rr be
fi/ 0/

compared with -r^ ; while —^ deduced from the {I,H)r

curve is often of a different order of magnitude, as in the case of

2S.74Yo Ni. As for the comparison between —"m "yT/ ^^^^

YFpT » the agreement is less remarkable, but the discrepancies

may in many cases be due to the errors introduced in estimating

the curvature of the curves for obtaining -^tiw • ~^jw de-

duced from (/, H)j. curve is often of a different order of magnitude,

as in the case of Swedish iron. For torsion effect, things

are much more complicated, except in the case of nickel and

nickel steels of 28.74 and 70.32 per cent of nickel, in which the

agreement is fairly good. For the last two specimens, -^ -r-j-

generally agrees with --—q^ or -^^ -^-^ , while in the

case of 50.729^ Ni., the former is of a different sign from the

latter for small twist. In all cases, the discrepancies become less

in high fields.

As to the term -^- .^rr obtained by Grans and Sano, it

may be noticed that its introduction makes the agreement between
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theory and experiment rather worse. The origin of this term

is, however, to be traced to the fundamental assumption that

at the ends of the specimen wire, the lines of induction issue

normalh'^ from its end faces— an assumj)tion far from being

realized in our actual experiments. Hence the importance of this

term must be reduced, when applied to the case usually subject

to exjDeriments.

Thus far, the agreement between theory and experiment is

in general to be considered as fairly good, if we consider the

difficulties encouutei'ed in measuring the minute strains caused by

magnetization, and also the considerable dependence of the mag-

netization ujDon the order of magnetizing and straining. Since

the theories, which are based upon quite different considerations,

all agree with one another in the first important term, it may be

concluded that for the first approximation, they are all verified

by the present experiment. It seems however impossible to decide

experimentally the correctness of the terms of second importance

for ferromagnetic substances, in which the hysteresis effect appears

in no inconsiderable amount.

In conclusion, we wish to express our best thanks to Dr.

S. Sano for useful suggestions in working out the theoretical

part of the present investigation.
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AYliile engaged in a study of the Gephyrean worms of Japan,

I liave devoted special care in examining the organization of three

forms which seemed to me to be very remarkable in many re-

spects, viz., of Bonellia miyajimai, Tlialassema tœnioides and T.

elegans. All the three species, considered to be new, have already

been described by me in short in a paper entitled " The Gephyrea

of Japan." ^^ I now propose in the present article to describe

them somewhat in detail, for which act I believe no apology is

needed in view of the many points of peculiarities presented by

them in their organization. Indeed some of their structural points

appear to me to be of very great significance both from the

systematic and the phylogenetic standpoint. The two species

referred to llicdassema probably deserve to be made into a new

and distinct genus ; l)ut for the present they may remain under

tlic same 2:eneric desicrnation used bv me before.

1) Tl.is Journal, Vol. XX., Art. 4, 1904.
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In this place I beg again to express my most sincere thanks

to Professor Mitsukuri and Professor Iji:\rA, to whom both I

owe much in completing this as well as my former paj^er on

Gephyreans. My thanks are also due to my friend, Mr. Miya-

JiMA, to whom I am indebted for the gift of the unique specimen

on which I had based Thalassema miyajimai. Further I owe

a debt of gratitude to Messrs. Yatsu and Tsuchida for much

valuable advice and assistance rendered me at Misaki.

1. Bonellia rniyajiinal I. Ikeda.

Figs. 1, 2, PI. I. ; figs. 5-17, PI. II.

1904. B. miyajimai, I. Ikeda, Jour. 8ci. Coll., Vol. XX., Art. 4, p. 73.

The single (female) specimen as yet known of this species

was obtained by Mr. Miyajima in 1900 while on a collecting

tour in the island of Okinawa, Loochoo Islands. It was found

in a hollow in the coral rock along the shore in Tomari, a

village two miles distant from the port of Naha.

On dissecting the female specimen I was fortunate enough

to discover in the body-cavity a remarkable worm which I consider

to be the parasitic male of the species.

The Female.

A colored drawing, in double natural size, of the female in

the living state was made on the spot by the collector. It is

now reproduced in fig. 1, PI. I., of this paj)er.

Externa! Characters.—The body proper is relatively short and

thick ; it is ovoid in shape, being conically rounded posteriorl3^
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111 the preserved state, it measures about 20 mm. in lengtli and

10 mm. in maximum breadth. The j^roboscis is long and slender,

being in the fully extended state nearly six times as long as

the body proper. Anteriorly it splits as usual into two long

branches ; ventrally it is somewhat deeply grooved for the entire

length.

The ground-color of the worm is a grayish brown ; over it

are scattered numberless small specks of a blackish brown color.

These pigment specks are especially dense over the basis and the

dorsal surface of the j^roboscis. The skin-papilUe are relatively

small and sparse, except in the anterior and posterior parts of

the body where they are slightly larger and crowded than in

other regions.

One of the most peculiar features of the species is offered

by the ventral hooks. Instead of being present in a single

pair as in all other known Bonellia, they are very numerous,

there being no less than twenty-nine in all (fig. 6, PI. II.).

Moreover, they are so small in size that they might easily

be overlooked by the naked eye. They are of an elongate

conical shape, gently bent like a horn, and measure commonly

0.f")-l.'') mm. in length. Their color is a pale yellow. They

are found irregularly scattered in a small area directly behind

the oral aperture. Examined from the inside of the body-wall,

the bases of the hooks .are seen to be deeply implanted in two

cushion-like muscular pads, symmetrically situated one on each

side of, and in direct contact with, the ventral nerve-cord (fig. ü,

PI. IL). In the pads the inflated bulbs of the hooks appear

as double-contoured circles {h.h.). Several branching muscles

{r.m.) radiate from the pad periphery, soon to attach themselves

to the body-wall.
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Internal Characters.—The general internal anatomy of the

female seems to agree nearly with that of Bonellia viridis, except

in a few, not unimportant points.

The alimentary canal, throughout its convoluted course, is

kept in position by numerous delicate muscle-threads originating

from the body-wall.

The posterior end of the œsophagus is embraced by the

heart, a broad vascular sinus of a triangular shape with the apex

directed forewards. From the basal angles of the heart, there

arise two moderately long vessels (commissures), which eventually

join the ventral vessel running over the nerve-cord. That junction

takes place somewhat behind the external aperture of the oviduct.

The oviduct (segmental organ) is single and unpaired, that

of the right side being absent. The portion of the organ adjoining

tlie external aperture is for a short distance thin and duct-like,

the wall of tlie part being highly muscular ; the rest of the organ

is thin-walled, swollen and sac-like, extending behind nearly to

the anterior border of the middle third of the body proper.

The internal opening into the body-cavity is represented by a

small, but very distinct, ciliated funnel, which is borne on the

anterior end of the swollen oviduct, closely behind the point of

its passage into the duct-like portion. The sac-like oviduct is

found to be filled with eggs and presents a pale yellowish color.

The ovary is represented by a long cellular band developed along

the dorsal median line of the ventral blood-vessel.

The anal glands are relatively short, but bulky on account of

the repeated branching of the main canal. The ultimate branchlets

are beset with numerous ciliated funnels, each of which appears to

be borne on a short thick stalk (fig. 7, PL II.). The free end of

the main canal is lixed to the body-wall by a fine muscle-thread.
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The Male.

.Vs bctbit' nK'nlioiit'd, ;i iiiahî worm (lig. 2, J*l. 1.) wiis

discovered in the body-cavity of the t'emalc. It is to Ijo pre-

sumed that the male had wandered into that organ through the

genital passage, which in other species of the genus is known to

be the seat of the parasitic male. I am strongly inclined to

think that in the present species it is normal for the male to

get into the body-cavity of the female and there to reach the

state of maturity.

The male in question (lig. 2, PI. I.) may be said, compara-

tively speaking, to be of very large dimensions. It is probably

the largest ever recorded from among the Bonellian species.

While in all the cases hitherto described the males rarely exceeded

2 mm. in length, that obtained by me in the present case is

28.0 mm. long and 2 mm. l)road in the broadest j)^!'^^- '^^^

elongate body is cylindrical but tapers towards both ends. In

the preserved state, it is bent into a shape resembling the Greek

letter Ô (fig. 2).

The unusually large size of the male worm seemed to greatly

facilitate the study of its structure, and I have endeavored to

take best advantage of that fact, with the hope of being able to

contribute towards settling at least some points of dispute con-

cerning the organization of Bonellian males. 1 think I have

succeeded in bringing out several noteworthy points, partly a])-

parently peculiar to tlie species and partly modifications or

emphatically developetl phases of corresponding characters in

other species.

The skin presents a light yellowish color and a smooth

appearance. It was however ascertained by observation under
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the microscope that the epidermal surface is uniformly covered all

over with closely set cilia. No ventral hook is present. The

body-cavity, which extends through nearly the entire length of

the body, is laterally compressed in relation to the considerable

thickening of body-wall on the sides. In the anterior part of

the body-cavity there are present four large funnels belonging to

the vas deferens. The alimentary canal is not a continuous tube

fixed at both ends to the body-wall, but is represented by a

number of small isolated vesicles.

With these general remarks I will proceed to put down the

results of my microscopic studies on the male.

The Body-wall.—This is of a very considerable thickness and

is composed of live distinct layers, viz., the ej)idermis, the dermal

musculature, the trabecular layer, the subperitoneal musculature

and the peritoneum.

The epidermis [ep., figs. 8, 10, 11, lo) consists of very tall

and narrow cells arranged side by side in a layer. The nucleus,

rod-like in shape, is situated near the base of the cells. In fig.

8, which shows a part of a paratangential section through the

body-wall, there is seen externally to all the structures the

epidermis, which, being obliquely cut, presents a crowd of strongly

stained nuclei in the basal parts. The cilia on the epidermal

surface are developed, as already indicated, uniformly all over

the body.

The dermal musculakire, directly underlying the epidermis,

consists of an external system of transverse and an internal system

of longitudinal muscle fibers. The two systems are in direct

contact with each other. Both are so very tliin and the fibers

composing them so fine that, in sections passing vertically through
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them, it is with great difficulty that their presence can be

ascertained. Very much easier is it to observe tliem on sections

cutting tliem in an ol^lique direction, as, f. i., on a jiaratangential

section such as shown in fig. 8 {cm., l.m.). Seen on such

sections the continuity of both systems as layers is interrupted

by the presence of a number of variously sized oblong sj)aces

(/. s., fig. 8) that interpose between the fibers. The spaces are

elongate in the direction of the course of the fibers constituting

the layer. A series of uuclei arranged in a line marks the

boundary of the spaces, presenting an appearance as if the latter

were provided with an endothelial lining. As a matter of fact,

however, I believe the said nuclei belong to the connective-tissue

and were apparently brought into the above arrangement by the

pressure, as it were, of the spaces in question. These spaces

themselves are evidently nothing else than direct continuations

of the lacunae of the trabecular layer.

The trabecular layer {t.l, figs. 9-11, 18) forms a voluminous

part in the entire thickness of the body-wall. Especially thick

is it on the sides where the body-wall is thickest. It may be

said that the layer consists of irregularly branching and anasto-

mosing trabecule and of a system of irregular lacunar spaces

that surround the trabeculœ. These seem to be essentially com-

posed of fine, reticular and loosely bundled fibers— connective-

tissue fibers—amongst which at certain intervals are seen the

nuclei of the tissue. The trabeculaî contain, besides, a certain

number of other fibers which, from their appearance, may be

called muscular (m./., fig. 0). The lacunar spaces in the layer

contain a lymph-like fluid that bathes the trabecule on all sides.

The fluid can be deeply stained with hematoxylin. It is probably

of a nutritious nature.
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The above trabecular layer corresponds, in joosition at least,

to the parenchymatous tissue of the authors on Bonellian males.

That tissue has been sjenerally considered to consist of an ao-o-rega-

tion of stellate cells, a view which I am quite at loss to reconcile

with what I have seen and described above. Some writers

—

amongst them Vejdovsky ('78) for one—have stated that blood-

corpuscles and spermatozoa occur in the tissue-spaces of the

parenchyma and that they both are generated from that tissue.

Now, in the male of Bonellia miyajimai I can say with certainty

that free cells never occur in the layer and that the male sexual

colls originate, as will be shown further on, from a source ap-

parently quite independent of the tissue in question.

The fourth layer of the body-wall is offered by the sub-

peritoneal musculature, consisting of fine muscular fibers that run

in oblique directions just outside of, and in direct contact with,

the peritoneum. Tlie layer is in general exceedingly thin and

not always easily distinguishable. Only along the ventral median

line of the body-cavity, it presents a not inconsiderable thickness.

In this position, it can be plainly made out that there exist in

the layer two intersecting systems of obliquely running muscular

fibers {o.m., fig. 9, PI. II.). In each system the fibers are

arranged in a single layer, nearly parallel with one another and

in short but moderately uniform distances. Their course strikes

an aiiglo of approximately 40° in relation to the longitudinal

body-axis.

It lias been stated by some investigators of Bonellia that a

peritoneal layer does not exist in the male. Contrary to this

statement, I find the inner surface of the body-wall lined with

a thin epithelium which might without impr023riety be called the

peritoneum {jw-, figs. 11 and 12). As seen in sections, it consists
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of very flat cells arranged in a single row. It is uniformly

developed throughout, except for a certain extent in the posterior

parts of the body-cavity, along the ventral median line just above

the nerve-cord, i.e., in the region where the male sexual organ

develops from the peritoneal layer.

The Ventral Nerve-cord.—This is an unpaired, medianly

situated string of a considerable thickness, running in the ventral

body-wall for nearly, but not quite, the entire length of the body

{v.n.y figs. 9-13 and fig. 16, PI. II.). In the greater joart of

its course, the cord heaves up from below the inner surface of

the body-wall, thus bringing about a peritoneum- covered, broad,

longitudinal ridge projecting into the body-cavity (fig. IG). Only

in the anterior fourth of the body-length, this ridge formation

does not take place ; there the presence of the nerve-cord does

not apparently directly affect the thickness of the body-wall

(figs. 11-13). Anteriorly the cord terminates with two swellings

situated side by side and which are separated from each other

by an intervening lamina of the connective-tissue (fig. 10). They

lie in about the same level with the anterior end of the body-

cavity. Thus the nerve-cord does not reach up to the anterior-

most end of the body ; nor does it form any sort of a nerve-

ring, which in males of other Bonellia species is known to exist

around the sperm-duot. The bifid anterior termination may

possibly be regarded as representing the remnant of a degenerated

nerve-ring.

The Alimentary Canal.—Whereas in most Bonellian males

hitherto known, the alimentary canal was found to be degenerated

to the extent that it lacked both the mouth and the anal opening,
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the male worm of the present species seems to have fallen into

a state in which the degeneration of the same organ has gone a

step further. This is manifested in the fact that the digestive

tract does not exist as a canal but is evidently represented by a

large number of separate vesicular sacs, floating freely in the fluid

of the body-cavity. In my opinion, the sacs have arisen in that

the alimentary tube has undergone division into pieces, which, by

closure of the wall at ends, have each assumed a vesicular form.

My attention was first called to the vesicles as the male

specimen was laid into oil preparatory to imbedding. Under the

microscope they appeared as smooth-surfaced, regularly spherical

bodies, varying in diameter from 0.2 mm. to 0.3 mm. They were

found scattered in the whole extent of the body-cavity, apparently

without any definiteness as to the manner of their occurrence.

Sections showed that the bodies in question are hollow spheres,

closed on all sides and bounded by a thin continuous wall con-

sisting of two epithelial layers (fig. 17, PI. IL). The outer layer

{pr.) is made up of excessively flattened cells arranged in a

single row and looks quite like the peritoneal epithelium. In

fact I believe it is nothing else than the peritoneal covering of

the intestinal wall. The inner layer (ept.) is much thicker and

is composed of approximately cubical or cylindrical cells, arranged

likewise in a single row. The inner free ends of the cells are

generally seen to be produced into a few pseudopodia-like processes

of varying length. Frequently the processes send out branches.

They may moreover anastomose with those from an adjacent cell.

The body of the cells contain a number of large and small

vacuoles, which often press aside the nucleus of the cell. The

central cavity of the vesicular bodies in question contains no

substance that can be revealed by staining.
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It is out of question that the above vesicular bodies are results

of mechanical injuries or of some sort of artificial treatment.

Their wall never and nowlierc shows an interruption or a histo-

logical disturbance which might be taken for an indication of

recent severance by force. Since, now, there exists in the male

specimen no trace of an alimentary canal, one is naturally led to

the conclusion that this had broken up into the numerous vesicles

above described, presumably by repeated constricting processes at

an early period in the male's life.

An identical fate seems to befall upon the alimentary canal

of the male of another species called by me Bonellia misahiensis

(Jour. Sei. Coll., Vol. XX., Art. 4, p. 76). There I have found,

instead of a continuous alimentary canal, about ten separate sacs

of different lengths and sizes. These were scattered in the body-

cavity, apparently standing in no definite relation to one another.

The vas deferens.—Thi^ presents some very remarkable pe-

culiarities. In Bonellia viridis, B. minor, etc., according to

Selexka, Greeff, Kietsch, Vejdovsky and some other authors,

the vas deferens is a long unpaired canal opening near the anterior

body-end. It runs free in the body-cavity and should sometimes

extend far backwards even into the posterior one-fourth of the

body, finally ending with a single, large, ciliated funnel. The

above holds good also for the male of B. misahiensis, which I

studied. In B. 7niyajimai, however, the vas deferens is very

short, scarcely longer than one-eighth of the body-length and

posteriorly splits up into four branches, which, arise in succession

one behind another and each of which terminates with a long-

stalked, large funnel. Externally the vas deferens opens by a

minute aperture situated somewhat ventrally from the anterior
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body-end. Further, the vas deferens does not run free in the

body-cavity as it does in other Bonellian males, but s»tands

throughout its entire length in connection with the ventral body-

wall, only the four long funnel-stalks projecting free into the

body-cavity. As determined from serial cross-sections, the vas

deferens in the anteriormost parts is imbedded quite in the body-

wall, running between the nerve-cord and the body-cavity [v.d.^

fig. 12). The wall is internally lined by an endothelium and

externally invested by a dense layer of reticular connective-tissue

fibers ; the lumen is filled up with spermatozoa, which fact greatly

facilitates the tracing of the course of the duct. Posteriorly, the

latter gradually recedes from the nerve-cord and comes to pursue

its course in a longitudinal ridge that raises itself from the

body-wall along the cœlomic floor [v.d. in fig. 11). In the

ridge just referred to, the vas deferens sends forth dorsally

three branch canals in short succession ; its posterior elongation

after giving ofiP the third brancli may be called the fourtli ; so

that it may be said that there exist in all four branch canals

into w^hich the vas deferens divides up posteriorly. Of the three

canals cut across and indicated by the letters v.d. in fig. 12,

the two upper ones are sections of the first and the second branch

respectively, while the lowest is that of the posterior continua-

tion of the main vas deferens before giving out the third branch.

Fig. 13 represents a more posterior cross-section of the worm ;

in it we see the first and second branches (I. and II.) as free

tubes—in the section both cut obliquely crosswise—in the body-

cavity ; the third and fourth branches (III. and IV.) pursue

their course still within the narrow ridge of the body-wall just

above the ventral nerve-cord. A short distance still more pos-

teriorly, all the four branches are met with as free tubes as
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shown in lîg. 14. The tubes finally terminate each with a large

ciliated fiiunel and may be called the funnel-stalk of unusual

length. Their wall shows the same histological structure as the

vas deferens of other Bonellian males, being made up of tliree

layers ; viz., 1) the peritoneal epithelium (fig. 14, ^jr.), 2) the

thin connective-tissue layer {c.t.l.) and 3) the endothelial layer

of the lumen (eut.). Both the peritoneal and endothelial layers

consist of flat cells, except at the outflaring distal end of the

funnel where the covering epithelium consists of cylindrical cells

thickly ciliated on the exposed surface. The transitions of the

flat peritoneum into this ciliated thickened epithelium takes place

abruptly. In fig. 15 is shown a cross-section through a funnel

right close to the internal opening. In it the non-ciliated

thickened epithelium of the lumen is seen at two opposite places

to pass directly into the outer ciliated epithelium and at other

places to be separated from the latter by the connective-tissue,

owing to the uneven configuration of the funnel mouth that had

probably been brought about by the action of the fixing reagent.

Male Sexual Cells.—Small masses of spermatozoa are found

floating in abundance in the cœlomic fluid. Each mass, spherical

or ovoid in shape, consists of a central, comparative large sper-

matophore bearing numerous spermatozoa in the periphery. The

former can scarcely be stained and is commonly vacuolated (fig.

14, S.171.).

As to the origin of the sperm-masses, two irreconcilable

opinions had been advanced by previous authors. According to

one view, they are formed in the parenchyma of the body-wall,

i.e., in a. tissue which corresponds, as far at least as the position

goes, to what I have called the trabecular layer in the male of
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the jDreseiit species. The other view maintains their production

from the peritoneum at indefinite j^laces. Now, in the male of

the present species the question admits of a very clear solution.

Here the testis may he said to he definitely d<n'eloped, apparently

from the j^eritoneum, as a longitudinal series of small cellular

masses, projecting into the hody-cavity above and along the

ventral nerve-cord and borne on a narrow mesentery-like band.

The testis in its entire length extends through the posterior

three-eighths of the body. Fig. 16 represents, highly magnified,

a portion of a transverse section through about the middle of the

posterior half of the body. In it is seen the ventral nerve-cord

{v.n.) m cross-section and surrounded by the reticular connective-

tissue, which in its turn is delimited against the body-cavity by

the thin peritoneum (j^r.). In the middle above the nerve-cord

is seen the testis in cross-section : supported on the mesentery-

like band is one of a series of small spherical or ovoid bodies

which I take to be the sperm-cell masses in an early state of

development. Each such body consists of a protoplasmic ground-

substance, containing in the periphery numerous, small and round

nuclei which are j^robably to be seen in the light of spermatocyte

nuclei. The central part of the body usually shows a roundish

or oval, very faintly stained space, containing a single, likewise

faintly stained nucleus and often one or more vacuoles in addition.

I take no heed in identifying the substance of the central space

with the S23ermat023horic mass of the detached and floating sperm-

mass. Moreover, it seems to correspond to the central cell of a

young egg-follicle in the female. As is the case with the latter,

the central nucleated mass appears to undergo degeneration at a

later stage ; anyway, the single nucleus is no longer visible after

detachment of the sperm-masses, the spermatophore then contain-
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ing several large and small vacuoles only. By a careful obsei vjition

of serial sections I have come to the conclusion that the several

young sperm-masses are attached to the mesentery-like band for

the moi^t part in :i single row, which, however, is not quite con-

tinuous, but is interrupted at intervals by gaps, presumably left

behind by the falling off of the riper masses into the body-cavity.

I am thus led to endorse Spengel's ('79) view, so far as it goes,

that the floating sperm-masses originate from the innermost layer

of the body-wall, i.e., from the peritoneum. However, in the

male studied by me, they certainly do not arise from all over

the latter, contrary to the opinion maintained by some investigator.

The formative region is strictly confined to a narrow streak in

the peritoneum, along the median line of the ventral body-wall.

Thus, it is interesting to note, the testis presents a far reaching

degree of identity with the ovary of the female, not only in

origin and position but also to a certain extent even in structure.

The Coelomic Corpuscles.—Besides the above described sperm-

masses, the coelomic fluid contains an abundance of free cells or

coelomic corpuscles (figs. 14 and 16, b.c.). Spherical or ovoid in

general shape, the finely granular cytoplasm shows a nucleus

which is full of deeply stained chromatin. They are especially

numerously present in the posterior and anterior parts of the

body-cavity, being at some places so closely packed together as

to present an irregularly polygonal shape.

The principal features of Bonellia 7niyajimai may be sum-

marized as follows :

The female. Body short, cylindrical, narrowed towards both
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ends. Proboscis six times as long as the body ; slender. Color

grayish brown with minute blackish brown flecks. Ventral

hooks numerous. Anal gland branched, bearing numerous stalked

funnels.

The male. Found in body-cavity of female. Unusually large,

being nearly 30 mm. long ; without ventral hook. The greater

part of the thickness of the body-wall presents a trabecular

structure. Alimentary canal broken up into numerous vesicles.

No nerve-ring is found. Testis in the same position and of

essentially similar structure, as the ovary of female. Vas deferens

divides posteriorly into four branches, each ending with a ciliated

funnel.

2. Thalasseina tœnloides I. Ike da.

Fig. 3, PI. T. ; figs. 18-22, PI. IL
;

figs. 23-36, PI. III.
;

figs. 37-47, PI. IV.

1904. Th. Umioides, I. Ikeda, Jour. Sei. Coll., Vol. XX., Art. 4, p. 63.

First an account of the circumstances that led to the dis-

covery of the species may be given.

For a number of past years, the proboscis alone of the worm

had been a rather well-known object to Japanese collectors, though

its real nature had remained a standing puzzle to them. They

had to do with a long, flat, bandlike object that often reached a

length of one meter or more and had a breadth of 1-1 s cm. It

was somewhat convex on one side and slightly concave on. the

other, the latter showing further a median longitudinal groove.

Both sides presented a bluish-gray ground-color, variegated with
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markings that consisted of narrow transverse stripes of a deep

bro^Yn to brownish-black color. The stripes were either continuous

from side to side or interrupted more or less in their course.

Some of them were much narrower than others. They were very

numerous and closely situated on the concave and furrowed side

of the body, while on the other side they were present at wider

intervals besides being represented always by irregularly broken

or discontinuous streaks. The extreme ends of the body were

either rounded off or notched in and strongly contracted, in the

latter case appearing like the severed end of a preserved tape-

worm. Wormlike as the object was, neither the head nor the

tail end could be distinguished ; nor was ever an opening that

might pass for the mouth could be detected on it. In the

living state, it exercised a slow wave-like movement that proceeded

without a definite rule as to its direction.

The body in question has been taken from time to time in

the sea near the Misaki Marine Laboratory. It has also been

observed or obtained at several other locatities ; f. i., by Mr.

Namiye in Tsushima (Strait of Corea) and in Tomo (Prov. Bingo,

Inland Sea) ; by Mr. Hatta in Amakusa (Kiushiu) ; by Mr.

Yatsu in Haneda (Gulf of Tokyo) ; by Professor Oka in Tate-

yama (entrance to the G. of Tokyo) ; etc. It is evident that the

creature is distributed over a wide stretch of the coasts of Japan.

At first sight one is irresistably led to assume that the object

is a Nemertean. In fact it was surmised to be one—perhaps a

highly degenerated form of the group—by several observers and

more than one of them had gone into a study of its minute

structure. At another time it had engaged the special attention

of a student who had suspected in it an aberrant form of Tur-

bellaria. But, after all, none of the observers could come to a
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definite view as to the systematic position of the object supjoosed

to be an entire animal. Its remarkable size and shape effectually

held back idea of its being an Echiuroid proboscis. In 1900,

Mr. Yatsu took up the problematical object for a renewed

study. I was kindly allowed to examine his sections and

what at once called my attention was the close structural

resemblance of the object with an Echiuroid proboscis. After

making comparisons, Mr. Yatsu and myself were both convinced

of the fact that tlie object could be nothing else than an

enormously long proboscis torn off from an unknown Echiuroid,

the body proper of which has apparently never yet been obtained.

At this I was given a free hand to track out the species and to

continue the investigation. For this liberty and for placing all

his material at my disposal, I beg here to express my thanks to

Mr. Yatsu.

During October and November 1901, I was at work in the

Misaki Marine Laboratory, endeavoring to obtain the entire animal

of the anticipated Echiuroid. With the kind assistance of Messrs.

TsucHiDA and Aoki of the Laboratory, I have finally had the

satisfaction of securing in all six specimens of the animal, all

living and with the body and proboscis in natural connection.

They were all females.

As then ascertained by myself, the Echiuroid in question,

called by me Thalassema tœnioides, is by no means uncommon

in the neighborhood of tlie Misaki Marine Laboratory. I have

met with it most abundantly in the inlet Moroiso, right close to

the Laboratory. It inhabits sandy or rather muddy but firm

bottom, from between the tide-marks down to a depth of about

seven fathoms. There the worm lives concealed in the burrow.

Seen under water, the opening of the burrow appears as a small
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pit of oval or roundish shape, and from it is protruded, in calm

warm wealther, the long proboscis of the worm, while the body

proper remains entirely hidden. The proboscis may thus be

exposed to a length of one meter or more ; it is usually extended

in a nearly straight line and rests flat on the bottom surface

with the grooved (that is, the ventral) side facing upward. It

then appears like a band of a dirty grayish color and might

easily be mistaken for a dead leaf of Zostera. It makes a

stretching movement, its free end moving from side to side, as

if it were slowly creej)ing on the bottom. When disturbed by

a touch with stick, or even when suddenly covered by shadow as

it lies extended on the sun-lit bottom, the proboscis is rapidly

and entirely withdrawn into the pit-like burrow.

For obtaining the worms, search was made for the protruded

proboscis in such places as will be exposed above water during

the low tide. The position was marked by planting bamboo

sticks close to the burrow pit. By the time the place was

sufficiently out of water, it was revisited and the digging out of

the worm was done. In this way I have learned tliat the

burrow sinks perpendicularly to a depth of 70-90 cm. into the

moderately firm ground. It is tubular and cylindrical, measuring

for the most part about 2 cm. in diameter ; near the lower end

it is considerably wider, reaching up to 4-5 cm. across. The

wall surface of the tube is smooth and bears a rusty reddish color.

External Characters.

Having failed to obtain a male specimen for study, all my

observations on the external and internal organization of the

species are based on the female.
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The species is a remarkably large form. In PL I., fig. 3

is shown in natural size the smallest specimen I have obtained.

The body proper may measure 40 cm. in length and 2-3 cm. in

greatest width. The proboscis in the fully extended state may

be 150 cm. long and 1-11 cm. broad. So that, a large individual

w4ien fully extended may reach 190 cm. in total length.

The general appearance of the proboscis has already been

described. Here it remains to be mentioned that the basal portion

of that organ, for a length of 5-8 cm. in front of the mouth, is

quite free of the transverse stripes on both surfaces and presents

a grayish to light-brownish yellow color, which deepens in tone

towards the position of mouth. At the transition of the proboscis

into the body proper, the former forms an incomplete funnel

around the mouth. The free distal end of the flat proboscis is

simply rounded.

While in life, the worm incessantly changes shape and

dimensions by alternately contracting and stretching out, but the

shape given in fig. 3 may be considered to represent its normal

state of rest. In that condition the body is cylindrical and

broadest near the hind end, which is itself conically pointed.

Anteriorly it very gradually narrows towards the oral end.

The skin presents a brownish red tint over a pale yellow

ground. It is thickly beset with small papillœ of a light

ochraceous color and of various shape and size. They are- largest

and most crowded near both ends of the body, where most of them

present a star-like and not a round outline. Except near the

body ends, there are seen on the surface narrow longitudinal lines,

in all five in number, running equidistant from one another. . The

lines are of a light yellowish color and are somewhat translucent
;

they can be best seen when the body is in a contracted state.
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On account of tlieir presence the muscular layers of the body-

wall appears divided into five broad longitudinal zones,

A short distance (1-1.3 cm.) behind the mouth there exist

a pair of moderately long ventral hooks. These are gently curved

mediad and are of a bright yellow color.

Some Points of the Internal Structure.

Figs. 18 and 19 in PL II. and fig. 23 in PI. III., all drawn

from dissections of the worm, will serve to give a general idea

of the arrangement of internal organs. For study of the micro-

scopic structure were employed material which were fixed with

either saturated corrosive sublimate solution or Flemmtng's strong

solution. Heidenhain's iron-hsematoxylin or Delafield's hsemat-

oxylin was used for nuclear stain, and several anilin pigments

for plasma stain. In the following description, I will first take

up the body proper, leaving the proboscis to be dealt with last.

The Body-wall.—In the living state of the worm, this is

relativelv thin. It o-rows somewhat thicker towards both ends

of the body, where the surface is beset with largest papillse. It

may be said to be made up of five distinct layers, viz., the cuticle,

the epidermis, the cutis, the muscular layer and the peritoneum

(fig. 26).

The cuticle, which forms the outermost covering, is moderately

thick (figs. 27 and 28, ct.). As was pointed out by Jameson

('99) in Thalassema neptuni, it is composed of an outer deeply

and an inner less deeply staining layer and of the innermost

alveolar layer.

The e2yidermis is represented by a single-layered epithelium
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composed of tall cylindrical cells (figs. 26-28, ep.). While it

presents a smooth surface against the cuticle, the internal contour

is irregular, owing to the fact that the inner ends of the com-

ponent cells are produced into a few number of finely tapering

and branching processes as had been observed by many previous

investigators (fig. 27). The processes penetrate for a short distance

into the cutis and anastomose with one another as well as wdtli

the connective-tissue fibers of the cutis. At places they are

further seen to stand in connection with certain processes of sub-

epidermal ganglion cells (?i.c.), which again are directly traceable

to comparatively thick nerves {ii.) running in the cutis. In rare

instances I have observed in the epidermis small compact groups

of club-shaped epidermal cells, which were somewhat sunk into

the cutis with their swollen inner end {s.o.). It looked very

much like a sense-organ and I am greatly inclined to consider

it to be one, although no hair-like appendage could be made out

at the outer end of the cells.

Here and there among the ordinary epidermal cells are found

those which look very much like a mucous cell (figs. 27 and 28,

gl.). They are of a swollen appearance, due to the clear secretory

contents ^Yhich press the cytoplasm and nucleus against the cell

base. As Jameson has said, the glandular cells in question—for

they are without doubt unicellular glands—show no external

opening. Quite another kind of unicellular glands is numerously

met wdth in the larger dermal papillœ (fig. 28, g.gL). Here we

have to do with elongate club-shaped cells of a large size, which

lie for the greater part of their length imbedded in the cutis

and whicli with their distal narrowed end pass between epidermal

cells and finally open externally each with a pore through the

cuticle. I distinguish two varieties of the glandular cells in
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question. The one is much hirger and more elongated than the

other and exhibits finely granular contents which stain deeply

with hœmatoxylin. The same glandular cells occur also on the

dorsal side of the proboscis (fig. 45). They are apparently the

same as the similarly situated unicellular glands, known to occur

commonly in other Echiuroids. The second variety of the glands

is characterized not only by being shorter but also by having an

almost homogeneous plasma containing some coarse granules which

are intensely stained by eosin or erythrosin. So far as I know,

this kind of the glandular cells has never yet been described

from other Echiuroids. The cutis (figs. 26-28, cts.), the meseu-

chymatous layer directly underlying the epidermis, is compara-

tively thick. It attains greatest thickness in dermal papillœ, of

which it in fact forms the main internal mass. The tissue

consists of a clear ground-substance which is traversed by numer-

ous, irregularly branching fibers, as in a fibrous connective tissue.

Most of the fibers take a course vertical to the body surface.

Here and there the fibers are seen to emanate from the ends

of slender spindle-shaped cells, of w^liich they seem to be direct

prolongations. The same connective-tissue cells and fibers occur

also in deeper parts of the body-wall among the muscle fibers.

In the cutis and especially numerously in its superficial parts

are met with some nerves and ganglion cells, of which mention

was already made. Inclosed in the layer are further peculiar

pigment bodies {pg.). They are of a spherical shape, and contain

innumerable minute granules of a brownish color. They occur

most abundantly in the deeper part of the cutis and in the

non-papillated region. There is another sort of pigment-like

bodies {pg'.) which are found most abundantly in the peripheral

parts of the cutis. They are of various sizes, are quite homo-
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geneous in structure and can be deeply stained with haematoxylin.

The possibility is not excluded that the bodies here referred to

are but coagulated masses produced from the lymph-like fluid

that permeates the cutis tissue.

At places in the cutis, especially in close proximity to the

epidermis, are found relatively large cells of a roundish shape,

with finely granular cytoplasm strongly stainable with eosin (figs.

27 and 28, iv.c). They are devoid of plasmic processes and can

therefore be easily distinguished from ganglion cells. Possibly

they represent a sort of free wandering cells.

The strongly developed muscular layer is of the usual com-

position, consisting, as it does, of the longitudinal (fig. 26, l.m.),

the circular {cm.) and the oblique systems. The longitudinal

system forms a continuous sheet. To special thickenings of that

sheet are due the five, equidistant, pale-colored, longitudinal lines

visible on the outside of the body-wall.

Here may be mentioned the well developed muscles that are

attached to the bulbous bases of the paired hooks. One of them,

the interbasal muscle (figs. 18 and 19, i.m.), stretches itself

transversely between the hook bulbs ; the rest are the radial

muscles {r.m.) that radiate from each of the latter.

With regard to the peritoneal lining of the body-wall, I

have found no points of special interest. The internal surface

of the body-wall presents a deep brownish red color.

The Alimentary Canal.—This is exceedingly long and takes

a convoluted course which is complex but definite (fig. 23).

Throughout its length the canal is fixed to the body-wall by

means of numerous muscular filaments and by some muscular

mesenteries. It may be said to consist of five main parts, viz.,
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the pharynx, the œsophagiis, the crop, the midgut and the in-

testine. The names here employed to designate tlie different parts

are in a measure provisional and may not be exactly identical

with the parts called by the same names in other Echiuroids.

I have found it not alwa3's an easy matter to draw homology

between the different regions of the digestive tract in the present

species and those in other Echiuroids.

The mouth leads into the pharynx which is a sac-like,

relatively short, muscular tube (figs. 18, 19 and 23, ph.). In

preserved specimens it is about 45 mm. long and 7-10 mm. wide.

It is the widest and the thickest-walled part of the entire

digestive canal. When filled with sand it may be distended into

a large thin-walled sac. The outer surface of the wall is smooth
;

under circumstances the circular folds of the inner surface may

be seen on the outside through the semitransparent wall. For

its entire length the pharynx is fixed to the body-wall by a pair

of tolerably wide and thick suspensory membranes of muscular

nature, the wing muscles or lateral mesenteries (fig. 23, w.m.).

These arise right and left from along the lateral sides of the

pharynx and insert themselves on the body-wall along two

parallel lines, each running 7-10 mm. apart from, and on either

side of, the ventral nerve-cord. Tiie two mesenteries are asym-

metrical in that the one on the left side terminates behind with

a free edge which slants down ventro-posteriorly from the hind

part of the pharynx, while the other on the right side is more

prolonged and extends farther backwards in connection with

the œsophagus, at the same time the line of its parietal insertion

gradually approaching the ventral median line. The right lateral

mesentery just referred to terminates posteriorly by becoming

confluent with the suspensory membrane {d.m.) of the dorsal
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vessel id.v.), at a j)oint a short distance in front of the junction

of the posterior end of the oesophagus with the crop ((??'•). I

shall return to this suspensory membrane in relation with the

dorsal vessel.

The œsophagus (fig. 23, œs.) is a narrow muscular-walled

tube 2-4 mm. wide and which, when stretched out, may measure

200-300 mm. in total length. From the hind end of the pharynx

it proceeds posteriorly down to about the middle of the body

length ; then it makes a sharp bend forwards, thus bringing

about a narrow U-like loop. The ascending limb of the loop,

on reaching a point a short way behind the posterior end of the

suspensory membrane {d.m.) of the dorsal vessel, makes another

sharp bend but this time backwards. Just at this point the

oesophagus passes over into the third section of the alimentary

canal, the crop (c?\). The first part of the oesophagus from the

pharynx to the posterior end of the suspensory membrane of the

dorsal vessel is, as before indicated, connected with the body-

wall by the right lateral mesentery. The same part is further

peculiar in that it is internally provided with a typhlosole-like

structure projecting into the lumen along the midventral line

(fig. 35, ts.). In addition to the above mentioned mesentery, the

oesophagus is fixed in its entire length by a series of muscular

strands which spring from the body-wall close to the ventral

nerve-cord on the left side.

The crop (fig. 23, or.) is, like the foregoing section, a narrow

tube but is characterized by the internal surface being beset with

villi-like papillae. In the empty state it is 70-90 mm. long and

3-4 mm. wide. It takes a linear course and is furnished through-

out its length with the ventral mesentery {v.m.) which is inserted

on the ventral body-wall close to, and on the left of, the nerve-
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cord. Of this mesentery the parts immediately adjoining the

crop wall form a gland-like structure of a reddish brown color

(fig. 37, gLs.),

The crop is followed by the mid(jut (fig. 23, m.g.). This

is about three times as long as the former. The inner surface

is put into closely set transverse wrinkles, instead of having

papillœ. The tube bends forwards and backwards several times

so as to form irregular W-like loops. It is not supplied with a

mesenterial membrane but is fixed to the body-wall by a series

of numerous muscle-threads, which on the whole are arranged

in the manner of a mesentery. In all the specimens examined,

the crop was found to be infested by an abundance of a Sporo-

zoau parasite.

The boundary between the crop and the next following

section, the intestine, is externally marked by the anterior end

of the collateral intestine or the siphon {c.i.). The intestine

proper is a comparatively wide (4-7 mm.), complexly winding

tube of a great length. When straightened out, it may measure

nearly li meter in length. The inner surface is thrown into

small transverse folds, which can be seen from the exterior through

the thin wall. Like the preceding part of the digestive tract,

the intestine is held in position by a mesentery-like series of very

numerous muscle-threads. It may be distinguished into two parts.

The first part {in.), making up about two-thirds of the length

of the entire intestine, is accompanied by the collateral intestine

{c.i.) ; it takes an irregularly winding course down to nearly the

posterior end of the body-cavity and then turns round forward,

to pass over into the second part at a certain distance. The

second part {in.) all along exhibits the siphonal groove {s.g.),

brought into view owing to the absence here of the overlying
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collateral intestine and which runs down nearly as far backwards

as the junction point of the anal glands. The part in question

of the intestine lies ventral to the windings of the first part and

takes at first an anteriorly directed course up to about the middle

of the body ; it then makes a sharp bend, thence to run back-

wards down to the anus at the posterior body-end. The terminal

part of the intestine which may be called the rectum, is very

short.

The alimentary canal in its entire length, excepting the

pharynx and the " typhlosohle " bearing portion of the œso-

phagus, is always filled with fœces which are in the shape of

small rods.

Having given above the gross features of the alimentary

canal, I will now pass over to its microscopic structure. In this

respect the present species presents not a few j)oints of peculiarity.

For the sake of comparison, I have studied histologically the

same organ-system of Echiurus unicmctus, a species which more-

over was thoroughly described by Selenka ('85) and Alice

Embleton ('00) ; and I have found that, while that species

presents an essential agreement with other previously known

Echiuroids in the anatomy as well as the histology of the digestive

system, the present species shows no small degree of deviation in

those respects, especially as regards the microscopic structure of

the foregut and of the anterior portion of the intestine.

The wall of the pharynx consists of four layers, viz., the

mucous membrane, the muscular layer, the trabecular layer and

the peritoneum. See PL III., fig. 32, which represents a part

of a cross-section through the pharynx and the wing-like lateral

mesenteries {w.m.).
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The mucous nicnibrane (fig. 32, m.m. and fig. 33) constitutes

II moderately thick, much folded layer, which again is made up

of the lining epithelium {epl.) and the subjacent connective-tissue

layer (fig. 33, c.t.L). The former is composed of tall and narrow

cells containing nucleus in about the middle of their length.

Their internal or free end is covered with a thick cuticle (ct.),

while the opposite, much narrowed end seems to be directly

continuous with a process of the connective-tissue cell. Hence,

there exists no sharp demarkation of the epithelium against the

underlying tissue. As was noted by Jameson ('99) in Tlialassema

neptunij the pharyngeal epithelium incloses numerous club-shaped,

unicellular glands {gl.) with colorless homogeneous contents, in

which is observable a deeply stainable, more or less reticular

structure. The nucleus in these glandular cells lies always near

the swollen inner end. The connective-tissue layer {c.t.L) between

the epithelium aud the muscular layer, is of a considerable but

varying width. It is composed mainly of fusiform or branched

cells, which send out slender processes that give a fibrous ap-

pearance to the tissue. A quantity of variously sized, deeply

stainable spherules are contained in the layer ; they are in all

appearance the same as those found in the cutis (fig. 26, 'pg'.).

The muscular layer of the pharyngeal wall consists of the

inner circular and the outer longitudinal systems (fig. 32, cm.

and l.m.). The latter, according to both Eietsch ('86) and

Jameson ('99), should be entirely wanting in Tlialassema neiduni,

while in Echiurus imicinctus and E. pallasi it is only weakly and

inconspicuously developed. In the present species, that system is

remarkably w'ell developed, forming a layer nearly equal in thick-

ness as that of the circular muscle system.

Externally to the muscular layers is what I have called the
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the trabecular layer (fig. 32, Lt., and fig. 34), which is probably

identical in nature with the layer I have described by the same

name from the body-wall of the male of Bonellia miyajimai (p. 7).

The layer in question of the pharyngeal wall consists of an ir-

regular network of strands, inclosing roundish meshes of various

sizes. See ßy. 34, which represents under high magnification a

small portion of the layer in section. The said strands are made

up of a stainable ground-substance, in which are numerous con-

nective-tissue fibers and a sparse number of cells, besides being

traversed by some isolated muscle fibers {m.f.). The meshes form

in reality a system of irregularly branching and freely anastomos-

ing canals, the lacunar sinus (l.s.). The sinus contains numerous

amœboid cells (w.c), laden with spherules which are of a yellowish

brown color in the fresh state and which stain deeply with hemat-

oxylin. The cells are of various sizes, the size apparently depend-

ing U2:>on the quantity of the spherules contained in the cell-body.

The peritoneum investing the external surface of the pha-

ryngeal wall requires no special description beyond mentioning

the fact that it consists as usual of greatly flattened cells.

Of the several layers composing the pharyngeal wall, the

connective-tissue layer of the mucous membrane and the trabecu-

lar layer were not known before from any Thalassema. In Th.

neptuni, according to Jameson ('99), both the inner lining

epithelium and the peritoneum should directly overlie the. middle

layer consisting of circular mnscle fibers alone. In Echiurus

unicinctus, I have found that a connective-tissue layer is present

beneath the inner lining epithelium, but no trace of a trabecular

layer beneath the peritoneum.

The wall of the œsophagus is structurally nearly similar to
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the pharyngeal wall, except in the more conspicuous development

of the longitudinal muscle system and in the absence of the

trabecular layer. The typhlosohle-like ridge (fig. 35, ts.) in the

anterior part of oesophagus is superficially covered with an epi-

thelium, in which cell outlines are indistinct but which exhibits

nuclei arranged in a row (fig. 36, epL). The epithelium contains

a large number of small, yellowish brown spherules, either in a

scattered manner or in irregular and indefinite groups. The

spherules are probably the same as those contained in the wander-

ing cells. The main internal mass of the ridge is a transparent

chondroid substance, contained in which are a few cells and some

peculiar fibers. The former {c.t.c.) are without doubt of mesen-

chymatous nature ; they send forth into the ground-substance a

number of long and slender, fiber-like processes. The latter are

filaments of a considerable thickness ; they are irregularly wavy

and run in indefinite directions. Apparently they stand in no

direct connection with any of the cells, and their appearance

leads one to compare them with elastic fibers in the connective

tissue of the higher animals. From its structure the typhlosole-

like ridge can scarcely be assumed to be an organ of secretion

or of absorption. More probably it is an apparatus which may

aid in the mechanical crushing of the food mass taken in.

The villi-like papillœ, the presence of which characterize

the inner surface of the crop, are of a very remarkable histo-

logical structure. They consist almost wholly of a syntitium,

evidently formed by fusion of the epithelial cells (fig. 38, epL).

The internal surface shows no ciliation. As seen on cross-sections,

there opens a large unicellular gland (gl.) nearly regularly in

the depression between the bases of every two papillœ. In this
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section of the alimentary tract as in all following sections, the

longitudinal muscle layer (/.???.) lies internally to the circular

{cm.), the reverse of the order seen in the pharynx and the

œsophagus. The former layer is in contact with the basal surface

of the internal epithelium and is longitudinally folded. Where

the folds recede from the unfolded circular muscle layer there

exists a connective-tissue space of a considerable width. The

peritoneal covering (j^r.) of the crop is quite peculiar in that

here, as nowhere else on the entire alimentary canal, it is com-

posed of tall cylindrical or even club-shaped cells with coarsely

granular contents.

In connection with the crop I may here deal with the

structure of the ventral mesentery which joins it to the ventral

body-wall. That mesentery (fig. 37, v.m., and fig. 39) is of a

considerable thickness ; it incloses in the interlamellar connective-

tissue layer sinus-like spaces in which are found some wandering

cells (fig. 39, w.c). These cells are quite indefinite in shape,

being sometimes elongate, sometimes ovoid and at other times

amœba-like. Most of them, but not all, contain in the cytoplasm

a limited number of yellowish brown spherules, which are in all

probability the same as those found in cœlomic corpuscles and

in the peritoneal cells to be directly described. As before men-

tioned, the ventral mesentery presents a glandular appearance in

the parts adjoining the crop (fig. 37, ffl.s.). This is due- to the

facts that the surfaces of the mesentery are thrown into numerous

small folds and that the peritoneal covering is thickened and is

converted into a peculiar structure. Fig. 39 shows highly mag-

nified a small portion of a cross-section through the mesenterial

part in question, with two folds on its side. It will be seen

that the peritoneum of this region is characterized firstly by the
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i\\ct thnt it is at most places more than one cell in thickness,

and secondly by the relatively bnlky component cells containin<>;

an abundance of variously sized spherules of a yellowish brown

color. Those cells [jr (/»'.)], which sit with one end directly on

the subjacent connective-tissue, aie of an oblong or elongate shape

and possess round nucleus with distinct chromatic bodies, while

the others \_b (p)'.)^ more superficially situated are shorter, being

roundish or irregular in shape, and show clear looking nucleus

with only a few and indistinct chromatic bodies. Some of the

latter kind of the colls detach themselves from the peritoneal

surface and fall into the cœlomic cavity. Evidences of this fact

can be easily obtained by tracing on serial sections. The cells

thus liberated can impossibly be distinguished from the corpuscles

{b.c.) found floating in the cœlomic fluid. In fact I take no

heed in regarding the region in question of the ventral mesentery

to be the formative source of all the cœlomic corpuscles.

Passing on to the midgut, T find that the small transverse

folds on the internal surface are formations of the lining epithel-

ium alone (fig. 40, epl.). They are made up of spindle-shaped

or pyramidal epithelial cells arranged in several layers with tlieii*

long axis directed nearly vertical to the epithelial base ; whereas

at the bottom of the narrow^ depressions between the folds, the

epithelium consists of comparatively short cylindrical cells in a

single layer. Near the free internal surface of the folds are

some small unicellular glands (gl.) of a flask-like shape, opening

by narrow duct into the gut lumen. Close to the base of the

epithelium is the layer of longitudinal muscle fibers {I.m.). That

of circular muscle fibers (cm.) lies more externally and close

under the peritoneum {pr.). This is composed of cells which
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are not quite flat nor cylindrical but present a somewhat swollen

appearance.

To judge from the arrangement of the musculature, the crop

and the midgut, taken together, probably correspond to the

anterior portion of Rietsch's " intestine intermédiaire " in Th.

oieptuni and to Jameson's " crop " or the anterior portion of his

" intestine " in the same species. However, there exists in this

respect a notable discrepancy in the fiict that neither the crop

nor the midgut in the present species is provided with the

siphonal groove, which does not extend, as it does in other

Thalassema species, farther anteriorly than the anterior end of

the collateral intestine.

With regard to the wall of the part called by me the intes-

tine, I have found the finer structure to be essentially the same

as is known from the intestine of Thalassema neptuni, TJchiuoms

pallasii, E. iinicinctus and several Bonellia species. Only the

internal epithelium of the collateral intestine presents a condition

which seems to deserve a brief description. Fig. 41 represents

a portion of a cross-section through that organ, seen under a

high power of magnification. The internal epithelium {ept.)

forms a few number of longitudinal ridges that project into the

lumen and greatly narrow it. Each of these ridges may be said

to consist entirely of a continuous mass of protoplasm, apparently

the result of fusion undergone by the epithelial cells. The

nuclei are visible only near the free surface, arranged in a single

irregular row. Interspersed among the nuclei are a number of

vacuole-like spaces. All the internal parts of thé ridges consist

of a densely and coarsely granular mass containing numerous

pigment spheres of various sizes (pg.r/.)-
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The anal (/lands (fig. 2o, a.c/.), present in a pair, open into

the very short rectum. They are hrown tubes of ()-7 cm. length,

fixed at the extreme tip to the body-wall by a long and slender

muscular thread. The main canal of the organ is thickly beset

all over with tubules, which are either simple or are divided into

2-Ö branches (fig. 20). Distally the tubules or their branches

pass over each into a relatively large and long funnel-tube of a

deep brown color.

The Segmental Organs.—1 have devoted special attention to

the segmental organs which offer the most striking characteristic

of the species. They are present in a very large number (figs.

18 and 23, seg.). They were never less than 200 in total

number, and in certain individuals I have estimated this to be

nearly 400. Moreover, unlike all other known Echiuroids, there

is no indication of their segmental arrangement, nor of their

strictly paired disjDOsition. On the contrary, they occur densely

and irregularly crowded together in two longitudinal zones, one

on each side of the ventral nerve-cord, beginning in front just

behind the ventral hooks and extending posteriorly to a length

of 10-18 cm. In the anterior parts of each zone, some four or

five segmental organs stand abreast ; in the middle parts, three

(see fig. 18, •::•) ; more posteriorly, two (fig. 29) ; and finally in

the posteriormost parts, they occur in a single row.

Each single segmental organ is a thin-walled, elongate, bottle-

shaped tube, measuring 10-12 mm. in length in the fresh state

(see fig. 24). Internally it ends with a relatively large and

apically situated ciliated funnel (ßi.). To my knowledge, such

an apical position of the funnel on segmental organs has not

been known before from other Echiuroids. All the specimens
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examined by me being sexually ripe females (obtained in No-

vember and December), I have found the swollen part of the

segmental organ filled with spherical ova of a light yellow color.

Studies of the segmental organ on sections (figs. 29-31) did

not bring to light much structural peculiarities. In fig. 29 is

given a sketch of a small portion of the body-wall in cross-section,

showing the position of the organs on either side of the ventral

nerve-cord (v.n.) and the manner of their opening externally on

the ventral surface (ex.o.). The j^art of the out-leading duct

directly adjoining the external opening is characterized by being

lined with a thick epithelium extremely rich in unicellular

glands (fig. 30, (jL). These are of an elongate oval shape, each

opening on the external end with a comparatively large and

distinct pore. Their contents show a coarse reticular structure,

deeply stainable with hematoxylin ; the nucleus is found always

near the inner cell end. The true epithelial cells lie so narrowly

compressed between the glandular cells that their limits can not

be made out {ep.). However, their nuclei can be easily dis-

tinguished by their oblong shape, while those of the underlying

mesenchyme cells are round and somewhat larger. The main

tubular part of the organ has thin wall, the structure of which

is shown in fig. 31 in longitudinal section. The internal epithel-

ium (epi.), as also the external peritoneal covering (p)'.), is com-

})Osed of very flat cells in a layer. Almost in contact with the

internal epithelium is a layer of longitudinal muscle fibers {l.m.).

Between this and the peritoneum is a connective-tissue layer, in

which run a number of muscle fibers in indefinite directions [o.m.).

With regard to the form and structure of the ciliated funnels

(lig. 24, fn.), no point of special interest has come into my

notice.
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The Circulatory System.—This is essentially of the same

arrangement as in otlier known J^ehinroids, except in a few

points. One remarkable feature of it consists in the unusual

length of the vessel (figs. 18, 1*.> and 23, d.v.}, a fact which

stands in relation with the posterior situation of the so-called

lieart. This describes as usual a curve embracing the alimentary

canal,—in the present species, at the posterior end of the midgut.

As before indicated, a large part of the dorsal vessel in front

of the crop is lixed to the body-wall by a mesentery-like sus-

pensory membrane (fig. 23, d.mX »Such a membrane is unknown

in other Echiuroids, the dorsal vessel running free in the body-

cavity throughout its entire course. The parietal insertion of the

said suspensory membrane is dorsal in the anteriormost part.

Posteriorly its course gradually changes into lateral on the right

side of the worm and finally into ventral. Soon after this, the

membrane becomes confluent with the right lateral mesentery

before described. More posteriorly from this point, the single

membrane formed by the confiiuence connects the dorsal vessel to

the dorsal surface of the œsophagus and no longer to the body-

wall. This condition obtains for a length of 10-20 mm. in about

the region marked with •::• in fig. 23. After that, the posterior

continuation of the membrane separates from Ijoth the dorsal

vessel and the œsophagus, and runs for a short distance with

free edges until it becomes continuous W'ith the ventral mesentery

(v.m.), which joins the crop to the ventral body-wall on the left

of the nerve-cord. From the point the suspensory membrane

leaves oft' the dorsal vessel, this runs of course free in the body-

cavity down to the heart, except at a single point 10-12 cm.

from the mouth. The point is marked with + in fig. 23. There

arises from the vessel a short and slender nmscle thread, which
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inserts itself on the ventral body-wall on the right of the nerve-

cord.

The heart and the ventral vessel are joined by a relatively

short (8-4 cm.) commissnre or neuro-intestinal vessel (fig. 23, n:i).

This arises from the heart with two roots, so that it presents

the shape of an inverted Y. The ventral vessel (figs. 18, 20, 23

and 29, v.v.) runs throughout its length just above and along

the ventral nerve-cord. Like this it bifurcates immediately be-

hind the mouth. The two vessels thus formed 2>roceed into the

proboscis and constitute the lateral vessels of that organ (fig. 20,

I.V.). In three specimens out of the six dissected, I have ascer-

tained the presence, on the ventral vessel, of a peculiar slender

branch which probably corresponds to the ring-vessel described

by Spengel ('8o) from Echiurus pallaslL The vessel in question

(figs. 19 and 20, r.v.) branches off' from the ventral vessel at a

point about 1 cm. behind the ventral hooks and runs forwards

over and beyond the interbasal muscle of the hooks. Arrived

at a close proximity to the bifurcation point of the ventral

vessel (see fig. 20), the vessel under treatment {r.m.) splits into

three short branches. Of these the two lateral branches soon

join the roots of the lateral vessels [Lv.) of the same side, while

the single median branch connnunicates with the anterior end

of the ventral vessel at the bifurcation point.

As regards the finer structure of the heart and the vessels,

1 have scarcely anything to add to what is already known from

other Echiuroids. Only let it be mentioned that the ventral vessel

of the ventral vessel has an internal lining epithelium consisting

of tall club-shaped cells with the swollen rounded end projecting

more or less free into the lumen. Sec ept. in fig. 42, which

shows a longitudinal section of the wall of the vessel in question.
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The Ovary.—As already stated, all the six specimens ex-

amined by me \\gyc females. In all the cases, the ovary was

develo2:)ed as a long narrow band, lying over the posterior parts

of the ventral vessel for an extent of about one-sixth of its total

length. Structurally the organ offers no new points Avorth

specially mentioning.

On the same ground I may altogether dispense with giving

an account of the nervous-system.

Floating Bodies in the Coelom.—Besides the cœlomic cor-

puscles already referred to (fig. 39, b.c.), the cœlomic fluid further

contains two kinds of peculiar floating bodies that require to be

described. One of them shall here be called the corj^uscular

bodies ; the other is the so-called " Töpfchen."

The corpuscular bodies are of very various sizes. The larger

ones measure 1-2 mm. across and are easily seen with the naked

eye. Spherical in shape, they are of a dark reddish or of a

dark violet color in the fresh state. Examined under the micro-

scope, they are found to be hollow blastula-like spheres, the wall

of which consists of an epithelium-like aggregation of remarkable

looking cells disposed in a layer. Seen on the surface, the cells

present an irregularly lobed appearance, tightly clasping one

another with the lobes (fig. 21 a). A distinct boundary mem-

brane exists between them. The finely granular cytoplasm incloses

a number of refractive granules or spherules of a deep brownish-

violet color. The nucleus is spherical, shows a relatively thick

nuclear membrane and is but little affected l)y ordinary nuclear

stains.

The physiology of the above described bodies remains com-

pletely in the dark. As to their origin, a clue might be found
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by a study of the smaller ones which are apparently in the

process of development. With the decrease in size of the bodies,

I find that the component cells grow continually less in number,

the lobe-like processes of these less pronounced and the internal

cavity less spacious. So by a gradational series of transitional

forms, the blastula-like bodies are led over to a simple group of

a few number of cells (fig. 21 b) which are simply oblong or

subspherical in shape and cohere together like blastomeres in a

segmenting ovum. Such a small group may be formed of only

four or three or even two cells. Each cell then compares well

in appearance with the unicellular blood-corpuscle (fig. 39, b.c.)

found likewise free in the body-cavity, though generally slightly

larger in size. In fact, the identity of the cells referred to seems

to scarcely admit of a doubt. It may then be thought of that

the polycellular body arises by repeated division of the unicellular

corpuscle. And yet, notwithstanding careful researches, I have

never been able to detect a sign of cell division in the cells,

irrespective of these being isolated or combined. It seems to me

not improbable that in view of their extreme poverty in chro-

matic substance, the nuclei of the cells in question are in an

inactive state as regards the dividing power. If now the poly-

cellular bodies are really formed of the unicellular corpuscles, I

should think the mode of formation is not by repeated cell-

multiplication but by aggregation of the latter in as many

number as the body is seen to consist of.

The " Töpfchen," commonly found in the body-cavity of

Gephyrean worms, is in the present species a small globular body

provided at one part with a relatively large and ciliated funnel-

like opening (fig. 22, fn.). The funnel wall is covered with a
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tall ciliated epitholiuni. For the rest the external surface is

covered with a Hat non-ciliated epithel iinii. The interior of the

body is Idled with a mass of irregularly shaped cells, which

mass inclose a number of brownish pigmented spheres. The

internal termination of the funnel could not be exactly deter-

mined.

The above peculiar body is a thing which is by no means

satisfactorily known. Most of the earlier and some recent writers

have regarded it to be a parasitic organism, while some others,

f. i., Metalntkoff ('oo), have considered it to be a liberated part

of the worm-body. Although unable to offer decisive evidence,

T am certainly inclined to accept the latter view.

The Proboscis.—The long tape-like proboscis in transverse

section presents a crescent-like shape, the concave side of which

is the ventral.

The epidermis {figs. 43-45, ep.) is composed of a layer of

cylindrical cells with round nucleus situated nearly in the middle

and containing a distinct nucleolus beside numerous chromatic

granules. On the external surface the epidermis shows a very

thin cuticular layer and bears fine cilia on the ventral side of

the proboscis but not on the dorsal. Internally the epidermis

sits on a fine but sharp basal membrane (figs. 44, li.m.), the

cells being quite without the basal processes that we have seen

in the case of epidermal cells of the body proper. The epidermis

is thickest and the ciliation most conspicuous along the margin

of the ventral surface (see fig. 43). Peculiar to the epidermis

of the dorsal side is not only the absence of ciliation but also

the fact that there open through it numerous unicellular glands

(fig. A~). g.gl.) similar to those found in certain parts of the body
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proper. The glands originate without doubt each from an

ej^idermal cell, and assuming a long and club-like shape, have

sunk deep into the subepidermal mesenchyme.

Kight close to the internal surface of the basal membrane

is the dermal musculature, which consists of the two systems of

the external longitudinal and the internal circular muscle fibers

(figs. 44 and 4;j, I.m. and cm.). Both systems are made up of

fine muscle fibers running closely side by side in a single layer.

Almost all the parts internal to the dermal musculature are

occupied by the massive mesenchyme or the connective tissue,

in which lie imbedded the pigments, the muscles of the deep

parts, the nerves and all the rest of internal organs. Struc-

turally, a distinction may be drawn between the mesenchyme

of the periphery and that of the inner parts, although the two

insensibly merge into each other. The latter forms by far the

greater portion of the entire tissue. It is distinctly, though very

loosely, fibrous, the fibers running mostly in the dorso-ventral

direction. They are seen to be fine long processes, emanating

directly from certain isolatedly situated cells—the connective-

tissue cells (figs. 44, 46 and 47, c.t.c.)—which are either spindle-

shaped and bipolar or irregularly shaped and multipolar, so to

say. The fibers and cells lie in a space which appear to be

occupied by a clear fluid, probably of a lymph-like nature.

Occasionally met with in that space are roundish cells without

processes and which may be identified as wandering cells (fig.

44, W.C.).

The mensenchyme of the periphery (fig. 44, p-c), forming

an indefinite, but on ~ the whole thin, layer just beneath the

dermal musculature, consists of rather closely disposed, irregularly

shaped cells, which at places are apparently in direct fusion and
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at other places are joined to one another by means of some short

processes, leaving mesh-like spaces between them. The cytoplasm

of the cells is deeply stained by eosin or erythrosin and shows

a finely granular structure. The most deeply situated cells of

the layer are not infrequently provided with longer processes

than those more superficially situated, and that often in a less

number,—thus approaching the form of the ramified mesenchyme

cells in the deep parts of the proboscis. On the dorsal side of

the proboscis, the continuity of the peripheral mesenchyme

layer is much broken as seen on sections, on account of the

presence of the club-shaped unicellular glands (figs. 43 and 40).

RiETSCH ('86) has described from Bonellia minor and

Thalassema neptuni a subdermally situated layer of " cellules

ganglionaires," which occupy a position outside of the dermal

muscle layers and which stand in direct connection with epider-

mal cells by means of fine processes. Now, the above described

peripheral mesenchyme cells are not without resemblance to the

" cellules ganglionaires." Nevertheless, it seems not warranted

to directly homologize the two, since the former are situated

inside, instead of outside, the dermal muscular layers. Moreover,

in T/h. kenioides the epidermis of the proboscis, unlike that of

the body proper, is found to be everywhere separated from the

underlying tissue by a distinct limiting membrane, and under no

circumstance could a direct plasraic connection be demonstrated

to exist between the two tissues.

In two ventral regions of the proboscis, the layer of the

peripheral mesenchyme is specially thickened internally into a

pair of massive, longitudinal bands (mnrked with + in fig. 43),

which on transverse sections present . a somewhat triangular

outline and are conspicuous on account of an unusually dense
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appearance of the tissue. The bauds run all along the lateral

margins of the proboscis, just beneath that ventro-lateral zone

of the epidermis where this consists of considerably taller cells

than in any other parts of it. The mesenchyme cells in the

bands differ in no way from those in more strictly subdermal

situations, but what gives to the tissue its distinctive appearance

is the fact that the mesh-like intercellular spaces are taken up

by the wandering cells present in a large number.

In the mesenchyme space, peripheral as well as deeply

situated, are present pigment granules in abundance. To their

peculiar distribution is due the brownish markings of the pro-

boscis. Observed under the microscope, the granules are of

various sizes and appear greenish yellow in color. They are

generally arranged in irregular streaks, mostly around and along

those connective-tissue fibers that extend in dorso-ventral direc-

tion in the thickness of the proboscis (fig. 44. ])g.g.).

Of the muscles that traverse the mesenchyme space, there

are to be mentioned, in the first place, those muscle fibers

that run in the longitudinal direction. These are arranged in

numerous, small and separately running bundles (figs. 44 and

47, m.f.bl), which show each a delicate sarcolemma-like en-

velope. Certain other muscle fibers, especially those that take

dorso-ventral course, do not form themselves into bundles but

run singly. Nevertheless, even these isolated muscle fibers can

be readily distinguished from the connective-tissue fibers in that

they show a finely fibrillar structure. A special system of

fine muscle (fig. 43, m.f.) branch off from the circular system

of the ventral dermal, musculature, on each side of the pro-

boscis at a point about midway between the lateral vessel and

the lateral margin. It proceeds obliquely U2:>wards and towards
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the latter. In tlu' course tlie single iil)cr.s somewhat diverge

from one another ; and after penetrating through the ventro-

lateral mesenchymal band ( + ) spoken of before, they finally

terminate under the thickened epidermis of the region. The

system has certainly greatly to do with the incessant movements

exhibited by proboscidial margins of the living worm.

With respect to the nerves, I have nothing to add to what

has been already known from other Echiuroids. Suffice it to

say that there exists a pair of strong longitudinal nerves, the

lateral nerves (fig. 43, l.n.), which join together near the apex of

the proboscis, and that these lateral nerves at intervals of their

course give off branches {n.) towards the sides. The branches

again split into finer branches, which finally become lost from

view in the subdermal tissues.

Of the blood-vessels, there are three, exactly as known from

other Echiuroids. They are one median and two lateral ves-

sels, all which, running longitudinally, become finally continuous

with one another near the apex of the proboscis. As usual,

the median vessel lies imbedded in the mesenchyme, while the

thin-walled lateral vessel is contained within a continuation of

the body-cavity, the so-called perihœmal cavity (fig. 43, pej'.c).

The perihsemal cavity represents a moderately wide tubular

space, running ventral to the lateral nerve. It is internally

lined with the peritoneum consisting of somewhat flattened and

stellate cells (fig. 46, pr.). Basally to the peritoneum is a very

thin layer of circularly and longitudinally running muscle fibers.

Now, the lateral vessel does not lie quite free in the perihiemal

cavity, but is attached all along its dorsal line to the wall of

the latter (fig. 46, x). Two flat epithelia [ep. and e?it.) of quite

similar appearance and an interposed thin layer of muscular
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fibers {m.f.) constitute the wall of the vessel. The inner epithel-

ium may with propriety be called the endothelium, while the

outer is the continuation of the peritoneal lining of the perihœ-

mal cavity. This structure of the vessel wall is clear in the

present species, though it does not agree quite with our previous

knowledge derived from other Echiuroids. Thus, Rietsch ('86)

says that in Thalassema neptuni and Echiurus j^ttHcisii the vessel

wall is composed of only the peritoneal layer. Spengel ('8o)

states for the same of Echiurus pallasii :
" Ich weiss nicht, ob

eine innere Zellenauskleidung vorhanden ist. Ich fand nur eine

dünne Membran mit eingestreuten Kernen und in oder auf dieser

liegend Muskelfasern, vorwiegend longitudinale Bündel bildend,

und als äusserste Schicht einen Peritonealzellenbelag "

[p. ölO). One sees at once that the " dünne Membran mit

eingestreuten Kernen " in the above extract corresponds to the

endothelial layer.

The median vessel of the proboscis is of essentially tlie

same structure as is known from Bonellia 7uinor, Thalassema

neptuni and Echiurus pallasii (Rietsch, '86), except in some

not unimportant points. The reader is referred to fig. 47, which

represents a part of a cross-section through the vessel in ques-

tion. On the external side of the vessel wall and lying against

the mesenchyme tissues {c.t.c.y m.f.b.), is a, row of tall club-like

cells arranged in an epithelium-like manner {ejd.). Tliey have

the swollen and rounded end directed outwards, and sit with the

opposite truncated end on a thin layer of circular muscle fibers.

(c.vi.). Some of the mesenchyme cells in the immediate sur-

rounding are seen to insert their processes between the cells of

the row. Inside the circular nuiscle fibers is a layer, which on

cross-sections might at first sight be mistaken for an epithelium
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consisting of cubicnl or cylindrical cells arranged in a row.

What then appear like cells are in reality cross-sections of

sarcolemma-like sheaths that inclose each a bundle of longitudi-

nal muscle fibers {Ijii.). In most places this layer forms ap-

parently the innermost wall of the median vessel. A continuous

endothelium could not be brought into view. However, there

exist, here and there on the internal surface of the wall, peculiar

isolated cells of irregularly stellate shape (ent.c.) They are fixed

in position in that a part of their body is inserted in the inter-

stice between the sarcolemma-like sheaths. If the cells can

really be considered to constitute a part of the wall, they may

possibly represent endothelial cells. In the proboscis of Bonellia

7)iisakiensis, which I studied fer the sake of comj)arison, I found

the median vessel as well as the lateral vessels provided with

distinct endothelium. According to Kietsch, neither an endothel-

ium nor a layer of longitudinal muscle bundles, such as I have

described, should exist in the wall of the median vessel in the

proboscis of Thalassemia neptuni, Echiurus unicinctus and Bonel-

lia minor.

3. TJialassenia elef/ans I. Ikeda.

(Fig. 4, PI. I. ; figs. 48 and 49, PI. IV.)

1904. Th. elerjans, I. Ikeda, Jour. Sei. Coll., Vol. XX., Art. 4, p. 65.

During July, 1902, I have obtained in all four specimens

of this highly interesting species. At first it was thought they

nn'ght possibly be the male of Th. tœnioides, but a closer ex-

amination soon revealed the fact that I had before me a new
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species allied to, but quite distinct from, the one just mentioned.

Th. elegans inhabits the same shallow and muddy ground as Th.

tœnioides, in the inlet of Moroiso, close to the Misaki Marine

Laboratory. It lives in deep, vertically or somewhat obliquely

sunk pits, which may be four feet deep and is scarcely dis-

tinguishable from those of Th. tœnioides. I must say, however,

that I have never had an opportunity of discovering on the

sea-bottom the external opening of the pit inhabited by the pre-

sent species. Nor have I ever been able to see the outstretched

proboscis of the worm on the bottom, notwithstanding the special

searches I have made. This, coupled with the fact that the

species so long escaped the notice of collectors in spite of the

peculiar and conspicuous coloring of the proboscis, makes me

think that the protrusion of this organ out of the hiding place,

takes place under limited physical conditions, probably in the

night time only.

As already indicated, the species is much alike Th. tœnioides

in points of size, shape and color, though there exist remarkable

differences in details and especially in the internal structure.

The proboscis, as measured on living specimens held in cap-

tivity, is 30-40 cm. long and 1.7-2 cm. broad in the broadest

part, which is at the base. It is therefore considerably shorter

and somewhat broader than in Th. tœnioides. The ground color

is a clear yellow, which deepens in tone towards the base and

along the free margin. The somewhat concave ventral aspect

of the organ is marked in the distal parts with a fine and irregular

network of a bright green color. The network is distinct for an

extent of 6 cm. or more from the tip
;
proximally it grows gradually

less distinct, at the same time assuming the form of fine transverse

stripes. Finally, at about lö cm. distance from the tip, the
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marking disappears altogether. The ventral concavity of the

jiroboscis deepens towards the base, so that in this region the

organ presents the form of a half-tube semicircular in cross-

section.

The cylindrical body proper measures 30-35 cm. in length

and transversely 2.5 cm. across. The general color is a brownish

red. Of the paler colored, equidistant, longitudinal lines due to

special thickenings of the longitudinal muscle layer of the body-

wall, there are ten, instead of five in which number they occur

in Th. tœnioides. The dermal papillœ are in all respects similar

to those of the species just referred to. They are largest and

most closely aggregated in the anterior and the posterior parts

of the body. Where the circular muscles of the body-wall has

strongly contracted, there appear on the surface small lenticular

outbulgings of the skin, regularly and closely arranged in long-

itudinal rows in the zones between every two of the ten pale-colored

longitudinal lines. In the anterior half of the ventral side of

the body, there are seen, in the living state, an indefinite number

of deep red flecks which incessantly move about, at the same

time changing their size (fig. 4). These flecks are brought about

by the coming in contact of parts of segmental organs, which

are of a milky white color, with the reddish inner surface of the

body-wall. The two ventral hooks are situated a short distance

—about 1.3 cm.—behind the base of proboscis. They are moder-

ately large and slightly curved needles of a brownish yellow

color. No anal hook is present.

Some Points of the Internal Structure.—All the longitudinal

lines visible on the outside, excepting the one which runs in the

mid-ventral line and is superposed by the nerve-cord, appear on
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tlie inner surface of the body-wall as slightly elevated, narrow

ridges or thickenings of the longitudinal muscular layer. In the

ten zones separated from one another by the above lines, the

circular muscle fibers form more or less regularly arranged trans-

verse bundles. The basal parts of the muscular sheath of the

ventral hooks are provided with numerous radial muscles, but

there exists no interbasal muscle.

The entire alimentary canal, when stretched out straight,

may be 210 cm. long in a large specimen. It pursues a complex

and tortuous, but to a certain extent definite, course (fig. 49).

The manner of its winding resembles that of many other Echiur-

oids, especially of Echiurus unicinclus to my knowledge. As in

this species, the entire canal is fixed to the body-wall by means

of narrow muscular strands only, which are very numerous and

of which the points of both origin and insertion are not in a

straight continuous row but are distributed in different parts in

relation with the convolution of the canal.

Here again, much difficulty is experienced in identifying the

parts of the alimentary canal with those that have been distin-

guished by writers in other species. I can separate the canal

into only three j^a^ts, viz., the pharynx, the œsophagus and the

intestine.

The i^liarynx (fig. 49, ^j)A.) is a muscular tube, 4-5 cm.

long and in the empty state about 5 mm. wide. Its inner

surface is thrown into minute transverse folds. The posterior

end of it is marked by the presence of the heart (Ä^.), situated

on the dorsal side. -No lateral mesenteries are present, but

there exist some muscular strands that join the pharynx to the

body-wall.
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The œsophagus (o?s.)'^ is a somewhat narrower tube, measuring

25-30 cm. in loniith. Making turns backwards and forwards, itOct '

describes narrow 8-likc curves. The inner surface of the œso-

jiliagus is distinguished by the presence of closely set, villi-like

jirotuberances, which look very much like those in the crop of

Th. tœnioides.

The intestine [in.) forms by far the largest part of the entire

alimentary tract. It may be about 170 cm. long when stretched

out straight, and is somewhat wider than the œsophagus, measur-

ing on an average 8 nmi. in width in the empty state. The transi-

tion of the oesophagus into the intestine is externally marked by

the point of origin of the collateral intestine {c.i.). At first the

intestine, as it starts from the last end of tbe oesophagus, is

directed forwards in the anterior parts of the body on the left

side. It then crosses over to the right side, above and across the

pharynx. Thenceforth it runs posteriorly, pursuing an irregularly

tortuous course, down to a point within a short distance from

the posterior body end. Here it makes a sharp bend to continue

its irregular winding course this time forwards. Coming up to

a position in front of the first beginning of the intestine, it makes

a second crossing over from left to right above the oesophagus.

After that, it starts on the final, posteriorly directed, irregular

course, which brinies it to the terminallv situated anus.

The collateral intestine [c.i.) is a moderately wide tube,

running along the anterior parts of the intestine for a length of

about 80 cm. The posterior parts of same, unaccompanied by the

organ just mentioned, exhibit the siphonal groove (s.f/.), which

terminates behind in front of the rectum. This is about 1 cm.

1) In fig. 49, tlic first part of the rosopluigns was iiiadvcrlenlly siipplii-d witli tlic

reference scj., which should he vs. iiLstcad.
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long and is slightly dilated, being suspended on the lateral sides

by an inconsiderable number of muscular strands.

The anal glands {a.g.), present in a pair on the sides of

the rectum, are long and conspicuous tubular organs, which in

large specimens may measure 20 cm. in length. The tube

gradually narrows towards the tip. Only in the basal parts the

organ is connected to the body-wall and the rectum by a few

number of muscular strands ; for the rest, it is entirely free.

Over its entire surface are distributed numberless small and short-

stalked funnels (fig. 48).

As before mentioned, the so-called heart (fig. 49, ht.) is sit-

uated dorsally on the hind end of pharynx. This anterior posi-

tion of the heart constitutes one of the peculiarities of the species.

On that account the dorsal vessel {d.v.) is rendered relatively

short. The neuro-intestinal vessel {n.i.) arises from the ventral

median point of the ring-sinus, which surrounds the extreme hind

end of pharynx.

The genital glands, both male and female, develop, as in

many other Echiuroids, from the peritoneum covering the pos-

terior parts of the ventral vessel. In the present species, how-

ever, they do not form a specialized band lying on and along

the ventral vessel, but cover the surface of the latter all around

throughout their length. In all the four males and the single

female I have obtained, the segmental organs were filled with

fully mature reproductive elements of the respective sex. The

spermatozoa are of a . relatively large size, with head of an

elongate conical shape. The eggs are sjjherical and relatively

small in size.
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The segmental organs present some very remarkable points,

though, taken singly, they are of the ordinary type of structure.

Each organ represents a conspicuous sac of an elongate club-like

shape, tapering towards tlie inner end. It may be o.5 cm. long

and about 8 mm. broad at the bulbous base. The internal

opening, present at the base, is provided ^Yith two, relatively

short, sj)iral lobes.

The organs are present in a rather numerous number, though

in a far less number than in Th. lœnioides. Moreover, the

number varies with individuals and presumably also with the

sex. In a general way I may say that it ranges from 13 to 27.

The organs are by no means indefinite as to the mode of occur-

rence, but show a decided tendency towards a symmetrical and

segmentally jmired arrangement. Six or seven pairs of them

may be distinguished, opening ventrally on both sides of the nerve-

cord. The pairs are well separated and lie equidistant from one

another, the first pair occurring only a short distance behind

the mouth and the last pair behind the middle of the body.

But it must be mentioned at once that the pairs are not always

perfect nor strictly symmetrical with respect to the number of

segmental organs composing each half-pair on either side of the

ventral nerve-cord. Thus, while in some cases a pair consists of

two segmental organs—one on each side of the body—and is thus

perfect, in other cases a half-pair may consist of a group of l-o

segmental organs, the number in each group varying in different

pairs and very frequently also on the two sides of one and

the same pair, which is thus rendered to consist of two sym-

metrical or assymetrical groups of the organs. It may even happen

that a single organ exists on one side, but none on the other to

complete a pair. Where more than one segmental organs occur in
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a group to form a half-pair, they open close together apparently

without a definite rule as to the relative position of the pores.

The exact manner of the grouping of segmental organs may

be best seen from the following tables, which I have drawn up

from four specimens available for the pur]3ose.

Specimen A, J. (Dissection figured in fig. 4Ü).

Order of pairs.
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Noteworthy is the f;ict that in Specimen A, the first pair

of segmental organs lies just beliind the ventral hooks ; whereas

in all the other specimens I have found it situated in front of

the hooks. It seems then assumable that the pair which pre-

sents itself as the first and the anteriormost in some individuals

is entirely lost in others. In this respect, Specimen B may be

considered to represent in a way a stage in which the pair in

front of the ventral hooks is on the way of disappearing, that

pair in the said specimen being represented by a single segmental

organ on the left but by none on the right side. This way of

looking at things leads one further to infer that the posteriormost

pair is also disappearing ; the process seems to stand on the way

of progress in Specimen A, and to be consummated in Specimen

D, as will be clear from a comparison of the above tables referring

to the specimens in question. Granting that the segmental organs

in the present species show signs of having undergone numerical

diminution, it may be admissible to assume that the state of

their pairwise or pseudo-pairwise arrangement has been derived

from the condition obtaining in Th. tœnioides, in which the

organs in question occur crowded together without apparent order.

In support of this view may be adduced the fact that whenever

more than one segmental organs from a half-pair group in the

present species, they are grouped together without a definite rule

as to their relative position. Anyway, with respect to the number

and the mode of arrangement of segmental organs, the present

species may be said to stand in a measure intermediate between

Th. tœnioides and other Echiuroids with only 1-3 pairs of that
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Explanation of Plates.

Explanation of Index Letters.

a.g. .
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V'J-"

IKI'-

Pil'ih

ph...

pr...

r.m.

r.v.

scg.

s.g.

S.1II.

s.o.

(yplilosolc-liku ridgi; in ics-

o[)liaf;ii.s.

V vacuole-likc spucea.

. .|)igtnen t-l)o(lies. sjt spcriDiitozi )ii.

..pignient-lilvc luxlios in cutis. tJ trabccular layer.

..pigment granules. /.s

..pharynx.

..peritoneum.

..radial nmscles ol' ventral

hooks.

..ring vessel.

..segmentel organs.

..siphonal groove,

..sperm-mass.

..sensory organ.

v.m.

v.n.

v.v.

'W.C.

,.vas deferens.

..ventral mesentery,

.ventral nerve-cord.

..ventral vessel.

..Wanderin»; cells.

w.iii wing-muscles of pharynx.

Plate I.

Fig. I.

—

Bonellia miyajimai (female). 2 x .

Fig. 2.—Male of Bonellia viiyajimai. From a ))h()tugrai)li. IJ x

.

Fig. 3.

—

Thalasscma tœnioides. Drawn fnnii a small specimen in tlie

living state. Nat. size.

Fig. 4.

—

Thalassema elegans. Anterior half of the body proper with the

proboscis^ in tins living state. Nat. size.
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Plate II.

(Figs. 5-17, BonelUa miyajimai.)

Fig. 5.—Magnified figure showing the two muscular pads (jn.p.) enclosing

the roots (Ji.h.) of ventral hooks, together with the ventral vessel

{v.v.) and the ventral nerve-cord {v.n.) as seen from inside of the

body-wall. A number of radial muscles [r.m.) radiate from the

periphery of the pads.

Fig. 6.—Ventral hooks seen from the external surface of the body. About

Fig. 7.—One of the primary branches of the anal gland, giving oft' numer-

ous secondary branches, each of which ends in a small funnel (/«.).

About 40 X.

Fig. 8.—Part of a paratangential section of the body-wall of the male

(near the posterior body end), slicing the epidermis {ep.) and the

dermal muscular layers. The epidermis is cut obliquely, so that

its one-cell layered structure is made obscure. The small roundish

or oval spaces (/.,s.) among the dermal muscular fibres {cm., l.m.)

are lacunar spaces which form an anastomosing network continuous

with same of the subdermal trabecular layer. About 180 x .

Fig. 9.—Part of a horizontal section of the body-Avall of the male, passing

partly through the ventral nerve-cord (v.n.) and partly just below

it where the oblique muscle-layer {o.vi.) is much thickened.

About 180 X

.

Fig. 10.—Transverse section through the anterior region of the male,

passing through the anterior swollen extremity of the ventral

nerve-cord (v.n.). The section also shows the vas deferens (v.d.)

and the narrow body-cavity (c), both cut across near their anterior

end. About 180 x .

Fig. 11.—Part of a transverse section througli the body of the male in

about the middle of the anterior one-eighth of its length, in

which region the vas deferens {v.d.) is somewhat widened and its

position slightly raised so as to project into the body-cavity (c).

About 180 X

.

Fig. 12.—Highly magnified figure representing a transverse section through

the ventral nerve-cord (v.n.) and the vas deferens (v.d.). The

latter is here divided into three canals, all which are still con-
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tiiinctl in a common connective-tissue ridge, projectiog prominently

into the body-cavity (c). Zeiss, oc. 2 and liom. imm. -^^.

Fig. 13.—Part of a transverse section of the male, passing through the

posterior portion of the anterior one-eighth of the body. Two

(I and II) of the four terminal branches of vas deferens are seen

free in the body-cavity. About 65 x .

Fig. 14.—Sections of the tubular terminal branches (four in number) of the

vas deferens. All the branches lie free in the body-cavity ;
they

are cut through in various directions. Zeiss, oc. 3 and obj. E.

Fig. 15.—Cross-section through a ciliated funnel of the vas deferens,

close to the inner end. As the result of preservation, the funnel

has lost its natural shape and the section is seen to have passed

at two opposite places through the parts where the inner and

outer epithelia are directly continuous. About 410 x

.

Fig. 16.—Highly magnified figure showing a sperm-cell mass (s.m.) together

with the underlying ventral nerve-cord (v.u.), both in cross section.

The sperm-cell mass is fixed to the bodj'-wall over the nerve-cord

by a short mesentery-like stalk. Zeiss, oc. 2 and hom. imm. J^«

Fig. 17.—Part of the wall of the vesicular body, representing the dege-

nerated alimentary canal of the male. The inner epithelial

cells (ejit.) are vacuolated and are provided at the inner end with

pseudopodia-like processes. Zeiss, oc. 2 and horn. imm. Jg.

(Figs. 18—22, Thalassema tœnioides.)

Fig. 18.—Anterior part of a dissected specimen, showing, among otlier

things, segmental organs in situ. In the regions marked with c,

a number of the organs have been cut off at the roots, in order

to show the manner of their arrangement. About 1.5 x .

Fig. 19.—Same as above, to show the anterior courses of the dorsal {d.v),

and the ventral vessel {v.v.), and also the ring vessel (r.v.). The

ring vessel runs over and beyond the interbasal muscle {i.m.) of

the ventral hooks ; at the proboscis basis it divides into three

short branches, for which see the following figure. 2 x

.

Fig. 20.—Greatly magnified figure representing the manner of communica-

tion between the bases of the two lateral vessels (l.v.) of pro-

boscis and the three anterior branches of the ring-vessel (r.v.)

mentioned above.

Fig. 21.—Corpuscular bodies floating in the ceclomic lluid. a, surface
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view of irregularly lobed cells composing the wall of a very

large corpuscular body, h, an entire small corpuscular body con-

sisting of only four cells yet without lobe-like processes. 410 x

.

Fig. 22.—Optical longitudinal section of a " Töpche^i." Zeiss, oc. 2 and

hom. imm. J^.

Plate III.

(All figures in this plate refer to Thalassema tœnioides.)

Fig. 23.—Internal anatomy of a female specimen. The body-wall was

cut open along the mid-dorsal line to expose the viscera into view.

Eeduced to ^^^ natural size.

Fig. 24.—Some segmental organs greatly magnified. Each organ consists

of a basal tubular portion, a swollen portion containing numerous

eggs and of the ciliated funnel.

Fig. 25.—Magnified view of ciliated funnel-tubes on the surface of anal

gland. Some tubes stand single, while some others are branched,

tiach branch ending with a funnel.

Fig. 2b".—Part of the body-wall from a transverse section, passing through

nearly the middle of a small papilla. 180 x

.

Fig. 27.—Part of a section through a small papilla under higher magnification

than in fig. 2G, to illustrate the finer structure of the peripheral

parts. Zeiss, oc. 4 and hom. imm. ^^.

Fig. 28—Part of a section through a large papilla. In the cutis-Iayer are

imbedded numerous large unicellular glands (g. <jl.), distinctly

opening each for each through the epidermis on the cuticular sur-

face. Zeiss, oc. 2 and hom. imm. ^L.

Fig. 29.—Median part of a transverse section through the ventral body-wall.

Some segmental organs are seen in section on both sides of the

ventral nerve-cord. Zeiss, oc. 2 and obj. ag.

Fig. 30.—Part of a longitudinal section of the wall of a segmental organ

near its external opening. Owing to abundance of large uni-

cellular glands, the epithelial wall in this region is conspicuously

thickened, as shown also in the preceding figure (ex'.o.). Zeiss,

oc. 2 and obj. hom. imm. jW.

Fig. 31.—Part of a longitudinal section of the wall of the tubular portion

of a segmental organ. Between the two epithelial layers (the
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jieritioneiira pr. and the inner epithelium ept,), there exists a

connective-tissue layer comprising the internal longitudinal {l.m.)

and the external oblique muscles (o.m.). Zeiss, oc. 2 and obj.

horn. imm. J^-

Fig. '.V2.—Part of pharyngeal wall and of muscular Literal mesentery (lu.in).

in transverse section. Circular folds of the mucous membrane

(m.m.) and the muscular arrangement are well seen. About 40 x .

Fig. n.'».—Small part of the pharyngeal mucous membrane greatly magnified.

Unicellular glands {(/I.) are interposed between strongly compressed

epithelial cells (cjit.). Zeiss, oc. 2 and obj. hom. imm. J^.

Fig. .'^)4.—Highly magnified figure showing the structure of the trabecular

layer in the pharyngeal wall ; taken from a cross-section. In the

lacunar spaces (Ls.) are contained amoeboid cells (iv.c). Zeiss,

oc. 2 and obj. hom. imm. J^.

Fig. .').").—Cross-section of the anterior portion of oesophagus with the typli-

losole-like ridge (ts.). wjn. (misprinted v.m. in the plate) in this

figure indicates the posterior continuation of the right lateral

mesentery. 56 >< .

Fig. 3G.—Showing the histological structure of the typhlosole-like ridge of

œsophagus. Zeiss, oc. 2 and obj. hom. imm. j-i

.

Plate IV.

(Figs. 37-47, Thcdassema tœnioîdes. Figs. 48 and 49,

Thalassema elegans).

Fig. 37.—Cross-section of the crop and of the ventral mesentery {v.m.), on

which a gland-like structure {cjl.s.) is developed. About 40 x

.

Fig. 38.—Part of the crop-wall in cross-section. The villi-like prominences

of the mucous membrane are seen to be composed of a syncytial

mass of protoplasm. Peritoneum {pr.), peculiarly modified, con-

sisting of tall cells. Longitudinal and circular muscle layers in

reversed order against same in pharynx and œsophagus. Zeiss,

oc. 2 and obj. hom. imm. ^2-

Fig. 39.—Part of a cross-section through the gland-like structure of the

ventral mesentery. Above, two side-folds of the mesentery proper

(A,B). a {p'.) and h {pr.) indicate two forms of the peritoneal

cells, h.c, cœlomic corpuscles, probably derived from the peritoneal

cells. Zeiss, oc. 2 and obj. hom. imm.J^-
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Fig. 40.—A small part of the midgut in cross-section. Only one of the

epithelial folds is shown. The peritoneal lining (pr.) consists of

moderately tall cells in a row. Eelative position of the two mus-

cular layers (cm. and I.m.) as in crop. Zeiss, oc. 2 and obj.

hom. imm. -JL.

Fig. 41.—Highly magnified figure of a part of the wall of collateral intes-

tine in cross-section. Only one of the folds is shown, Zeiss, oc.

2 and obj. hom. imm. ^L.

Fig, 42.—Part of a longitudinal section through the wall of ventral vessel.

Zeiss, oc. 2 and obj. hom. imm. 12*

Fig. 43,—Left marginal portion of proboscis in cross-section. 6.5 x

.

Fig. 44.—Ventral part of a cross-section through proboscis. On this side

the epidermis is ciliated. Zeiss, oc, 2 and obj. hom. imm. J^

Fig. 4.'5.—Dorsal part of a cross-section through proboscis. On this side the

surface is not ciliated ; numerous unicellular glands (g.gl.) are

present seated deeply in siibdermal mesenchyme. Zeiss, oc. 2 and

obj. hom. imm. J^-

Fig. 4G.—A small part of a cross-section through proboscis, showing the

relation of the perihfemal cavity (per.c.) to the lateral vessel

{I.V.) and also the histology of the region, Zeiss, oc. 2 and obj.

hom. imm. J^.

Fig. 47.—Greatly magnified figure of a part of a cross-section of the median

vessel of proboscis. Zeiss, oc. 2 and obj. hom, imm. J^.

Fig. 48.—Magnified figure showing a number of ciliated funnels (ßi.) si-

tuated on the surface of anal gland in Thalassema elegans.

Fig. 49.—A specimen of Th. elegans dissected to show the internal organs

in situ. The body-wall has been cut open along the dorsal median

line. Reduced to | natural size.
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1. GENERAL REMARKS.

The greater willingness, recently shown by the Chinese to

have the mineral resources of their country investigated by the Ja-

panese, naturally led several of our scientific men to avail themselves

of the opportunity to explore the mines and coal-fields of the in-

terior of that bulky empire.

Between the years 1809 and 1900, Mr. T. Hirabayasitt,

now Assistant Professor in the Engineering College of Tokyo,

visited the province of Chiang-hsi,^^ and during his six months

stay there made many valuable geological observations.

In 1002, ^Messrs. T. Wada, T. Ogawa and N. Kaxehara, all

geologists, examined the mines of Northern China, especially those

of Shan-tuns."^ and Chih-li.''

1) jlP§- Ofiii written Kiangsi.

2) lÜili.
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In tlie following 'year, Prof. K. Yamada of the Kyoto

Universit}^, explored South-western China, penetrating into the

2-)rovinces of 8sn-ch'nang^^ and Yiin-nan.'^

Also during and after the late Manchurian campaign, many

of our geologists went to investigate the mineral wealth of Southern

JManchuria then occupied by our army. They were Messrs. T.

Ogawa, K. Inottye, N. Kanehara, N. Fukuchi and C. Oinouye,

most of whom belong to the Imperial Geological Survey of

Japan.

Among the many valuable scientific prizes brought back by

these men, are the fossil plants collected in coal-mines, and there-

fore directly available for determining their geological age. The

greater part of these plants belong to those of the Mesozoic era,

while others are either those of the Carboniferous or of the

Tertiary period. The task of examining these fossils, I took upon

myself, and the following are results obtained from my study of

the Mesozoic forms.

The Mesozoic ilora of China is already known from the

works of Schenk, Krasser, Zeiller, Newberry, and others
;

l)ut as the plants described in this paper all come from new

localities, I hope they will add not a little to the knowledge of the

Chinese flora of this formation.

The plants belong to three distinct periods of the Mesozoic,

so that they may be treated under three distinct headings.

]) 0jll- Also written Sccliwan, Sz,ts\v:in. etc.

'-i) am-
It is here to l)e nuteil thut the ('liiiiesc names of places are pronoiinceii nioie or less

differently in the dinerciU parts ol' the JOnijiire. Rut t'or the sake of' unifürmity, they are

all written iierein as they are pronounced according to the official dialect of Pekin, and

the mode of representing them in Roman letters followed in this paper is that proposed hy

TitdMAs 'NVAnK.
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I. TRIASSIC PLANTS.

These were brüught back by Prof. Yamada from two places

ill Yün-uan, viz. T*ang-t'ang|' and Shui-t'ang-p'u,^^ very near each

other and quite near the boundary of 8su-ch*uang. The distance

between these two })kiceö may be from 15 to 10 kilom. The

following is a rough geological profile constructed according to a

sketch-map by Prof. Yamada.

Boundary bctw. Yuiuian & Ssuchuaiig

Kolti Rive}'

Tangtang

«Si

Plants PS

Shuitungpu \

»? 'Sä

: Plants :

i'Jiintüupii

1. SiiiuUtone probubly of Palaeozoic age.

'_*. Limestone (Permo-Carboniferous?)

.">. Diabase and its tnfts.

4. Red and green sandstones and siiales, containing fossil jilaiits; and near

Shui-tang-pu a coal seam.

5. Limestone.

G. Red and yellow sandstones and shales probably bflongini; to a lormation

constituting tiie Mesozoic Rasin of ^'sn-cb'uang, tlie greater ]i:irt uf whiLli

seems to be Jurassic.

The number of species brought back from Yiin-nan is small.

From T'ang-t'ang we have

1. Anffioptendiitm cf. infa return Fei^tm.

'2. Cladophlebis sp.

o. Chrpolithes Yamadal n. sp.

Besides, there is an imperfect fragment of a fern which

seems to be a species of Glossopteris. From Sliui-t'ang-j)'u, we

have

1) fiii« ^)
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1. Anfj'wpterldium cf. infarcium Felsïm.

'2. ClaUiropterü SP.

3. Pliœnicopsis f Yamadai x. sp.

These plants are contained in a fine-grained greenish grey

sandstone in whicli the venation of the leaves is for the most

2)art imperfectly preserved, so as to make their determination

extremely difficult. Notwithstanding this fact, the presence of

Ang'iopierid'nim cf. infarcliuii Feisï^i. in the florulas of the two

places shows that in all probability they belong to the same geo-

logical horizon.

As to the age of the plant-l)eaiing rocks, the only species

available in determining it is the above mentioned Angiopleridium.

Angiopteridiiim infarcium is a form described from the Upper

Gondwana of India which belongs to the Triassic. Therefore it

is most likely that the Yiin-nan plants represent some part of

the Triassic. Whether they are contemporaneous with the Khœtic

forms described by Prof. Zeiller from Tai-p'ing-ch*ang, a place

more to the west in Yiin-nan still remains to be confirmed.

II. JURASSIC PLANTS.

By far the greater part of the fossils treated in this paper

belong to the Jurassic. They are from five provinces, or 8hôngs,

as they are called by the Chinese.

A. Ssu-ch'uang-Shêng.'^

The plants come i'rom three j>laces in this province, and all

were collected by Prof. Yamada.

1) w;iit
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a. Ch'ing-kang-lin, P'èng-Hsien.'^

The ])lant-bearing rock is a dark grey argillaeouus saiulstüiK-,

with line glittering pii'eis of miea. The preservation is excellent.

The species of plants found here are three, viz. :

1. Tod lies Williamsoni (Brongx.).

2. Fodozamites lanceolalus (Lixdl. et IIutt.).

4. Antholilcs ch'nicnsis x. sr.

Todites Williamsoni is a widely distributed Middle Jurassic

fern, and Fodozconiles lanceolatus is also a form, chiefly occurring"

in the same formation. Therefore there is hardly any doubt

about the plant-bed being Jurassic. And so is the next locaHty.

b. Ta-shih-ku, Pa-Hsien, Chung-ching-Pu.-*

The })lants are found in a dark sliale having an im})erfect

platy structure. Their preservation is very good. We have only

two forms.

1. Tod lies Williamsoni (Broxgx.).

2. Carpolithes globularls x. sr.

c. Lung-wang-tung, Chiang-pei-Ting.''^

From this phice we have only two small fragments of Equi-

setaceœ in a dark micaceous shale. One specimen resembles

Schlzoneura hoerensls Hisinger. This species is a plant found

in the Rhœtic as well as in the .Jur;issic, and as it occurs also

in the latter formation of Sai-nia-chi"'' in iSouthern Mancliui'ia, 1

consider it not improl)a]>le that the plant-bed of Jjung-wang-tung

belongs to the same formation as the above two places in Yün-nan.

1) BmTm¥r^.
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B. Chiang-hsi-Shêng.'

The plants of this province weie all collected by Mr. Hira-

BAYASHi who found them in shales in coal-mines. These shales

are all of nearly similar character, being dark, more or less soft

and imperfectly cleavable, except the one from Ch'ung-chia-fang,

which is coaly and black, and harder than the others. The

plant-species are very few, probably not because they arc rare,

but because the collector had not time to gather a large number

of them. Of the six localities, those which show only a single

species of Podozamiies lanccolatus (Lixül. et Hutt.) are the fol-

lowing three.

a. San-chia-chung, An-yiian, P'ing-hsiang-Hsien.-^

b. Kao-kang, P'ing-hsian-Hsien."'^

c. Ch'ung-chia-fang, I-ch'un-Hsien.^'

The place called

d. Sha-shih-chieh, An-yiian, P'ing-hsiang-Hsien,'^

has given, besides Podozaiiiiies lanceolaius, a species of Ginkgoaceœ

called Phœnlcopsh latior, a plant widely distributed in the Jurassic

of Siberia. At

e. Ssu-lu-pu, Hsing-an-Hsien,^^

there are only two indeterminable Cycads, Pterophylluvi and

yUssonia the former of wdiicli however shows some resemblance

to that already found in the Jurassic of other parts of China.

Also at

1) ö:l'4ft^ 4) 'KmUm^H-
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f. Liao-chia-shan, Fèng-ch'èng-Hsien"

there is only a Cladophlebis whicli is not (It'teniiiiialilc, .'iltlioui^h

it presents some resemblance to the Jurassic forms.

Of these six localities, the only one which is un(lonl)te(ny

Jurassic is Sha-shih-chieh. Pi'ohably so are also the three ])laces

which have yielded Podozamlics, while the last two, paheontologic-

ally speaking, can be described simply as Mesozoic. ]\Ir. Hira.-

BAYASiîi, however, from the geological point of view, considers the

six coal-mines al)Ove eiinmerated as belonging to one and the

same formation.

C. Shan-tung-Shêng.'-'

The plants from this ])r()viiice were collected in the coalmine

of Fang-t*u in Wei-H,sien" by Mi'. AVada wlio visited the ])lace

in 11)02 in com])any with ^lessrs. Ooawa and Kaneiiaua. A

large slab of a «rev ari>illaceons sandstone, toirether with some

smaller ones sent to me by Mr. AVada, contain fossils in excellent

preservation which belong to the f)llowing four s])eeies :

1. Toditesi Williamsoni (Broxgn.).

2. (oniopferies hymenophylloide.^ (Broxgx.)

''\. Cfenh sr.

d. Podovamties lanceolalus (I^ixdl. et ITutt.).

Of these four, the three which are specifically déterminai are

well-known .lurassic forms, and Ctenls which I have left unde-

termined on account of its fragmentary character also j)resents

some resemblance to one of the forms called C. Zeuschnerl Racib.

occurring in the Jurassic of Puhmd. Therefore it is quite certain

1) mmm^m\i-
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that we have here a formation which represents the middle por-

tion of the Mesozoic Group.

RiCHTHOFEX in tlie second vohime of liis " Cliina " refers to a

coal-field situated south of AVei-hsien which certainly includes tlie

mine of Fang-t'u. He took it for Cail)oniferous (China IT, ]>.

227), an error which arose from his thinking that it belonged to

the same geological formation as the Sinian which occurs very

close to it.

D. Chih-li-Sheng.^^

Mesozoic plants were collected only in a single locality, viz.
;

Lao-tung-ts'ang, Hsuan-hua-Fu.-^

According to Mr. Ogawa who made this collection, the

coal-hearing strata of this place are sandstones and shales, overlaid

by a conglomerate composed of pebbles of porphyrite and pre-

senting a tuffy character. Their strike is said to run parallel to

the mountain-rano;e of Clii-min2;-shan which takes a east-north-east

and west-south-west direction, and is made up of highly contorted

layers of the platy sandstones, white limestones, etc. of the Sinian

formation. The geological j^i'ofile is as given below.

Hsiahorn/iinji

Chimingpu

1. Sinian Formation (Palreozoic).

2. Conglomerate consistini; of juirpliyrite-pohbles.

P>. Coal-bearing Series.

4. Lœss.

5. Yonnw Quaternary liver-gravel.

1) lt*tft^ 2) âlt/fJ^iTiff.
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Tlio plants oeeiir in clurk-grey, biuidcd, sandy shales, and are

tolerably well i)reserved. They belong to two species, viz. :

1. Coniopterls hymenophyllouhs (Brontjx.)

2. Ginhfjo ßaheUald IIeek.

The first ocenrring in the ]Mi(ldK' durassie of JMiro])o, Siljeria,

da])an etc. and the second also in that of Siberia, there is no

donbt about the coal-field of T.ao-tung-ts'ang belonging to tlie

same formation.

RiCHTHOFKX had already taken this coal-field for Jurassic,

not from plants found at Lao-tung-ts'ang, but probably from

those which he collected at Tshai-tang,^^ lying to the south of

the above place.

E. Shêng-ching-Shêng.-^

Plants were collected at the following four ])laces :

a. Nien-tzu-kou, Sai-ma-chi."^

The collector, ^h\ Kaneitaha, went to Xien-tzu-kou to ex-

amine tlie coal-field. The plants are contained in a brittle shale,

dark grey to blackish, sometimes slightly reddish. They are

generally well preseived, although rarely they are quite carbonized.

The following forms have been distinguished :

1. Schizoneura hoerensis Hisinger.

2. Todites Williamsoni (Bkoxgx.).

3. Cleiiis Kaneharai n. sp.

4. Ginlcgo Irpida Heetî.

5. Baiera yracHi>< Brxr».

^' ^'^ ("li;ii-i'anir .-iccordiiiii; to the Pckin official dialect.
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0. Czekanowskia Murrayana (Ltndl. et Hutt.).

7. Pahjssia iiiane.h urica n. sp,

Todiies Williamsoni, Ginkgo lepida, Baiera gracilis, and

Gzekanowskia Murrayana are true Middle Jurassic forms. Schi-

zoneura hoerenùa is a species occurriii.; in both the Jur-issic and

the Rheetic of Europe, while Palyma manchurica has its nearest

allies in forms found in the Indian Jurassic and the European

Rh?etic. Therefore it is quite certain that the plant- and coal-

bearing series of Nien-tzu-kou belongs to the Middle Jurassic,

b. Sha-ho-tzu, Oh'ang-tu.^^

From this locality, Mr. Ogawa brought several pieces of a

fine-grained yellowish sandstone, containing several fragments of

plants which belong to a single species of Dioonites Brongniarli

(Mant.). This Cycad which was first found in the Wealden of

Europe has also been found in the Jurassic cf Japan. Therefore

the coal-bearing layers of Sha-ho-tzu in which it was found \)Y0-

bably belong to the same formation.

c. Ta-t'ai-shan, Ch'üan-yen-kou.-'

From the coal-mine of this place, Mr. Ogawa brought a

thinly cleavable, l)rittle, grey shale containing several fragments

of plants which belong to two species, viz.

1

.

Podozamiles lanceoJala^ Ltxdl. et Hutt.

2. Ginkgo sp.

The first, as has already been stated several times, is a widely

distributed Jurassic species, although it occurs also in the layers

above as well as in those below this formation. .
Of the second

species the specimens are all fragmentary and not determinable

1) liilïiîM-T-- ^) ^^llrtAèlU-
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with anv cle2;ree of certaiiitv ; still it seuiiiy to be u form undoubtedlv

belonging to those found in the Junissic. Therefore we may

fairly assert that we have heie a ionuation wiiich probably cor-

resjDonds to the one above named.

d. Pao-êrh-shan.'^

A piece of light grey sandy shale, found by Mr. Ogawa in the

coal-mine of the above place, contains numerous fragments of

roots of an Equisetaceous plant which, however, resemble those

of Phyllotheca slblrica IIeer of the Siberian Jurassic, and whicli

I have therefore called Phyllotheca sp. Also a small fragment of

a pinna of a Cladophlehis was found with acute pinnules. But

it is so imperfect that it can not be determined with any degree

of accuracy. On this account, I leave the age of this coal- bearing

tormation undetermined, although presumably it is also Jurassic.

III. Cretaceous Plants.

At two places in the Mesozoic Basin of Ssu-ch'uang, Prof.

Yamada collected plants which are decidedly younger than those

found in other localities. These two })laces are called Shi-kuan-

fzu and Sha-ehi-miao.

a. Shi-kuan-tzu, Chao-hua-Hsien.-*

This i)lace lies north-east of Ching-tu-Fu'* the capital of the

province, and very near the northern boundary of the Mesozoic

Basin. The i)lant-bearing i-ock which occurs together with coal-

seams is a dark grey friable shale, in which the plants seem to

2/ BgftU^îîilif.
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l)e tolerably niiinerous. The species, however, \Yhich I have been

able to distinguish luunber only three, viz. :

1. ConiopterU nitidula x. sp.

2. Glossozamiies Hoheneggeri (Schenk).

3. Podozamites lanceolatus (Lindl. et Hutt.).

Glossozamiies Hoheneggeri is a species hitherto found only

in the Wernsdorf beds of the Northern Carpathians ; while

Co7iio2yteris nitidula, although new, shows a great affinity to

C. Cordai (Schenk) of the German Wealden, Podozamites lan-

ceolatus is a form ran^in«; from Khœtic to Cenomanian. Therefore

it is fairly certain, that we have here a formation which corres-

ponds to the Neocomian of Europe.

b. Sha-chi-miao, Ho-Chou.^^

This place is situated to the east of Ching-tu-Fu, and in

the midst of the Mesozoic Busin. The plants are imbedded in

a light grey cleavablu shale, associated with the coal-layers of

the district. The specimens belong to the following three

species :
—

1. Gladophlebis sr.

2. Glossozamiies Hoheneggeri (Schenk).

3. Glossozamiies aciiminatus n. sp.

A glance at these forms immediately suggests the same

formation as at Shi-kuan-tzu, especially as the genus Glossozamiies

occurs mostly in the Lower Cretaceous.

1) ^'}Wâ>mm-
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIES.

I. TRIASSIC PLANTS.

A. T'ang-t'ang, Hsiian-wei-Chou.

Yun-nan-Shêiig.'^

1. ANGIOFTERIDIUM CFR. INFARCTUM ] kistm.

PL I. Figs. 1-7.

Aiujiopicrldunn iiijantain V\:i>yyi\yTiA., Flora of tlie Danuida and Panchot

Divit-ioii«, \K "J."), pi. XXX1\'A, Fi^s. 4, 5, öa.

We have several fragments of isolated pinme of a fern which

evidently belongs to the family of T(vn'w2')ieridcc. They are oblong-

linear in shape slightly tajR'ring buth above and below. The

apex is quite rounded, while the base nariows abruptly. 'J'he midrib

is moderately strong, straight and evanescent. The secondary

veins are fine, numerous, dense and parallel. They rise from the

midrib at an angle of 40°-45°, and then curving outward go

obliquely to the margin of the pinna. Forking generally takes

place close to the midrib, but further on, the veins remain

mostly simjjle.

The greatest l)readth attained by our s])ecimens is 3() mm.,

but the length is not known. The density of the veins is about

4 to a millimeter.

The species, to which this Chinese form shows the greatest

resemblance, is the one above named from the Triassic of
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India which, however, has been founded on only tw^o fragmentary

pinnae.

But so far as I can judge from the figures and descriptions

of the Indian form, it seems to agree perfectly with the Chinese,

both in the shape and size of the pinnie, and also in the close-

ness of the veins. Still the sjDecimens in both forms being im-

perfect, I deem it advisable at present not to assert their perfect

identity.

2. CLADOPHLEBIS '^p.

PI. I. Figs. 8, 1).

The specimen shown in lig. 8 represents a fiagment of a

pinna of a lern which probably belongs to the collective genus of

(Jladophlebis.

The pinnules are finger-shaped, blunt at apex, clo3e together,

attached to the I'achis by the whole base, mostly straight and

slightly inclined forward. The midrib is distinct and evanes-

cent ; the secondary veins are not well preserved, but on careful

examination, they seem to be twice forked.

Another specimen shown in fig. 1) has simihir but smaller

pinnules. The secondary veins have been totally defaced.

From the impossibility of determining the species of Cla-

dophlebis from such meagre fragments, I leave them without an}'

specific name.

3. CARPOLITHES YAMADAI x. sr.

ri. I. Figs. 10, 11?

AVe have two fruits of an oval outline, with their apices,

which may have been more oi" less pointed, broken off Uiie of
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them (represented on tlie rii;lit liand side of fip;. 10) meiisurcs

')"2 iiini. long, o*J mm. luoad and lOnnn. thick. They a])peai' to

have heen sessile, with the place of attachment about 8 mm. broad.

The surface is nearly smooth, showing only longitudinal

striations in its lower part.

These fruits have been found attached to each other by

their lateral faces as if tiiey were twins, so that the place of

contact has been quite flattened. Their cross-section, as they now

are, is elliptical, but this may possibly be a distortion by pressure,

from a shape originally round.

It is quite singular that there is another, though much

smaller, specimen (fig. 11) pressed almost flat, but also consisting

of two jiieces. If this specimen l)elongs to the same plant as

the first, it is not at all impossible that the fruits were borne

on the stem quite close to each other.

4. GLOSSOPTERIS ? sp.

PI. V. Fig. 2.

A fragment of the basal part of a frond. It shows a midrib,

from which the lateral veins, though indistinct, are evidently

divergent. It seems to belong to one of the species of (r/a^.s'-

opteris, such as G. inclica Feistm. already described by Zeiller

(Flore Fossile des Gîtes de Charbon du Tonkin, pi. LVI,

fig. 1) from Tai-p'in-ch'ang (i<i^V'^\ ^ place also in Yun-

nan. It is much to l)e regretted that the only specimen from

T'ang-t'ang is so imperfect as not to allow any accurate determi-

nation .
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B. Shui-t'ang-p'u, Hsüan-wei-Chou,

Yün-nan-Sheng .

'
^

1. ANGIOPTERIDIUM CFR. INFARCTUM 1 eistm.

PI. II. Fig-. 2.

Two frasjraeiits of oblonsf-linear entire leaves. The one which

has been figured measures about IC mm. in breadth, pierced by

a moderately strong, straight midrib. Although the secondary

veins are mostly defaced, yet by a proper illumination, we can

observe that they are very fine and dense, similar in their course

to those of the above named species.

2. CLATHROPTERIS sp.

PI. II. Fig. ;i

On a piece of stone, ^ve see fragments of two broad laminae

of a fern apparently partly overlapping each other. One of these

laminae shows a distinct, but weak straight midrib which gives

off at regular intervals straight secondary veins at angles of from

45"^ to 50"^. They are mostly opposite or subopposite, but some-

times alternate. We have probably here to do with a species of

Claihropteri^, a genus widely distributed in the Rhœtic formation

of several countries.

1) m\^v^n.m\\^KmM\
Sluiitangpii is said to be an iusimiilieaiil viiliigL', not ([uite 4 kiloui. suiiih nf Kn-ti
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3. PHŒNICOPSIS (?) YAMADAI >. hp.

PI. IL Fig. 1.

Leaves sessile, eloiignt(^ \ve(lge-slia])L'(l, always split into two

more or less uiieciual lolies near the base. Lobes straight with

sides subparallel, ])ierceil with line straiglit, dense, ])arallel veins.

Heer established the genus PZ/œi/icopsis (Beitr. zur Juraflora

Ostsib. u. d. Anun-l., p. 49) for long, linear, simple and undivid-

ed leaves attached to the stem in a bundle, and provided with

dense parallel veins, while he brought similar leaves which re-

peatedly fork and possess rarer veins under the genus Baiera

(1. c, p. 51). A fine specimen above figured from Yunnan has

the general appearance of Phœnicopsis on the one hand and the

forked nature of the leaves of Baiera on the other. Should the

apices of the leaves, which are all broken oft' in our specimens,

prove to be broad, the plant would asrume an appearance some-

what like Rhipidopsis Schmalhausex (Beitr. zur Juraflora Russ-

lands, pi. W and A^TTT) and need be treated as a new genus.

The breadth of the lobes measures over a centimeter at a

place () centimeters from the base. But I presume they become

still l)roa(ler above. The veins aie mostly simple, but near the

base they seem to fork several times. Their numl)er ranges be-

tween 20 and -M) in the broadest part of the lobes.
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IL JURASSIC PLANTS.

A. Ch'ing-kang-lin, P'êng-Hsien,

Ssu-ch'uang-Shêng^'

L TODITES WILLIAMSONI (Broxg.n.).

PL III.

Todites WUllamsoni Seward, The Jurassic Flora-Yorkshire coast, part, I,

]'. 87, pi. XIV, figs. 2, 5, 7, XV, 1-3, XXI, 6.

At<pleriiam whitbyense Schenk, Riehthofen's China, vol. IV, -ç. 246, pi.

XLVI, ügs. 5-7, XLVII, 3-Ô, XLVIII, 1-4, p. 253, pi. LU, figs. 1-3.

Fossile Pflauzen in Wissensch. Ergebn. cl. Reise d. Grafen Bêla Szécheny in

Ostasien, p. 310, pi. I, figs. 1-2, III, 1-2. Yokoyama, Jurassic Plants from

Kaga, Hida and Echizen, p. 31, pi. Ill, fig. 3, X, 1, 2.

This fern which liad borne the names of Cladopklebis whit-

hyensls, Asplenium irJatbyense, Alethophteris whiibyens'is etc. was

some years ago pointed out ])y Senyard, as bi-ing closely rehited

to tlie recent genus Todea in the nature of its fructification.

Our specimens are tolerably well preserved in two good-

sized slabs of stone, the whole surface of which is covered with

tiie ])innie of this fern which, however, are all sterile. The

pinnules agree with those of the English specimens as described

l\v Hfyyard which, in spite of great variations in shape in dif-

ferent jiarts of a frond invariably have the acute apex and

twice forked lateial veins.

This s])ecies occurs in several places in China, as will be

seen further on.

2. PODOZAMITES LANCEOLATUS (Lind, et Hutt.i.

PI. II. Figs. 5, 6.

F' dozonite-i lanceolatiis Schf.nk, Jurassische PfiaiiZ'ii in Riehthofen's (!hina, •

vol. IV, p. 248, ])1. XLIX, Hgs. 4, 5, p. 251, L, 1-0, p. 255, LI, 3, LII, «,

1) ww'^Bmnm
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p. 258 LI, 7, \\ 261, LIV, 2c. Fossile Pflanzen in Wissens. Ergcbn. d. Rei?e

(1. Grafen Bela S/Z-clieny in Ostasien, p. ol7, i»l- II. tit's. 8'>, 9I>, III, 9, p.

.)20, II, Ö. Kras'SER, Die von W. A. Olinitscluw in China n. Cciitralasicn

1898-1894 .izesani. fossilen I'llanzen, p. 14(i ])1. 1\', ih^. 1. Vauk, .Aresozoic

Plmts from Korea, j). I\', ti^s. 1-5. Yokoyama, Jurasî^ic I'lants from Kajza,

Ilida and Echizen, pi. 45, pi. IV, tigs, la, le, 2, -îa, 4al>, V, VI, 1, \l\. 8!),

XII, 18. Felstmantkl, Fossil Flora of the Jahalpur Group, }). 11, pi. Ill,

tigs. 4-7, IV, 1-10.

The specimen represented in fig. 6 shows leaflets ns tliey

were attached to tlie rachis. Most of these leaflets have about

15 veins, and in sliape correspond to what Heer distinguished

as variety minor, althouoh some are a little too broad for tliat.

The one on the left side and in the lower corner is a long oval

in shape. These facts show how variable the leaflets of this

plant are, even on the same rachis.

The specimens shown in lig. ö are isolated leaflets. The

one in the right lower corner is the smallest of all the leaflets

found at Ch'ing-kang-lin, It has an acute apex witli about 10

veins, and resembles the oval one above alluded to.

The subdivision of this species iuto many varieties according

to the form of the leaflets, as has been done ]>y Heet;, is, I

believe, not tenable, as already pointed out by ï^ewakd.

3. ANTHOLITES CHINENSIS x. sp.

PL IL Fig. 4.

The only specimen we possess consists of a fragments of a

stem, 2 mm. in l>readth, and ahnost entiicly changed into co;il,

on l)Otli sides of which nre attached somewliat ova! or sometimes,

slighty (junclrate ))odies about Ö mm. long and o mm. broad,

forming quite a close row. It })robably rejiresents an infloi'os-

cence of some coniferous or Ginkf/o-Vika tree oi', indeed, of a

male eatkin, the oval Ijodies being pollen-sacs.
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B. Ta-shih-ku, Chung-ching-Fu (Pa-Hsien),

Ssu-ch 'uang-Shêng.^ ^

1. TODITES WILLIAMSONI (Beoxgx.).

PI. V, Fig. la.

We have several pinnse of a fern well preserved and un-

doubtedly belonging to the species above named. The pinnules

are often 20 nun. long, acute and furnished with twice forking

secondary veins.

2. CARPOLITHES GLOBULARIS x. kp.

ri. Y. Fig. lb.

On a stone with Todites Williamsoni are scattered many

small spherical bodies mostly about ô mm. in diameter, but

sometimes a little larger. One of them is provided with a

petiole 3 mm. long. They are probably seeds belonging to a

plant of the family Ginhgoaceœ.

The seeds taken by Sapokta as belonging to Baiera Muen-

üeriana Presl (Paléontologie Française, Plantes Jurassiques, vol.

Ill, pi. XXIX, fig. 3) show some resemblance to the present

species, but they are more oblong in shape.

What has been figured by Heer (Beitr. z. Juraflora, pi.

VIII. fig. 12) as belonging to Baiera longifolia Heer are a

little larger than ours.
ft^

C. Lung-wang-tung, Chiang-pei-Ting,

Ssu-ch'uang-Shêng.-^

From this locality we possess two indeterniinal)le fragments,

.

of Equisetum-like stems which, however, ap]»arently belong to
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two iliilc'ii'iit foniis. The one (lig. )'., IM. \l li;is the longi-

tiuliiinl m'(>(>ves nearly "J inni. ai)Mrt, while the other (fig. 2.

pi. X) has them inueh eloser together, so that it looks sonie-

wliat like Schizoneura /lo'rcnsix Hisinger liereafter to 1)C de-

scribed from Nien-tzu-kou near Öai-nia-chi in Shêng-ching.

D. Sha-shih-chieh, An-yiian, P'ing-hsiang-Hsien,

Chiang-hsi-Shêng.'

1. FODOZAMITES LANCEOLATUS (Lim)t>. kt Huit.).

PI. IV. Fig. 3.

Two fraguieiits of leaflets giving their basal ])ortion. Their

shape and venation undoubtedly point to the well known species

above named.

2. PHŒNICOPSIS LATIOR IIker.

PJ. IV. Fig. 4.

Phifniooim.^ latior Heek, Beitr. zur Juiuflora O.stöib. u, d. Amur]., p. ll.i,

]il. XXXI, Hgs. 1-6, XXIY, Ic. Ueber die Pflanzen Versteinerungen von

Andœ in Norwegen, p. 13, pi. L, figs. 5-10.

Fragments of isolated leaves which measure up to 10 mm.

in breadth, with 23 or 24 elose veins. An interstial vein is

sometimes observable. The way in whieh the leaves nari'ow

toward their base admits no doubt about their being F/i/rnicopsis,

and indeed, I*, latior Heer. That they do not belong to F.

.yjeclom Heer is shown by their having more numerous veins

and H more abruptly narrowed base. »Small fragments onlv (>

or 7 mm. broad still possess 23 veins.

ij im^wmw:k]jm^^
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E. San-chia-chung, An-yüan, P'ing-hsiang-Hsien,

Chiang-hsi-Shêng.^ *

1. PODOZAMITES LANCEOLATUS (Lixdl. et Hutt.\

PI. IV. Fig. 2.

We bave only a single fragment of the basal portion of a

leaflet, but it undoubtedly belongs to the above named species.

F. KaO"kang, P'ing-hsiang-Hsien,

Chiang-hsi-Shêng.-^

1. PODOZAMITES LANCEOLATUS (Lindl. et Hutt.).

P]. TV. Fig. 1.

()n a slab of a dark coloured shale, there are several isu-

ated, moi-e or less fragmentary leaflets wliich also belong to the

same species as that of San-chia-chung.

G. Ch'ung-chia-fang, I-ch'un-Hsien,

Chiang-hsi-Shêng.

1. PODOZAMITES LANCEOLATUS (Lixdl et Hutt.).

PI. I\^ Figs. T), 6.

From this place came three fragments which we have identi-

fied with the species found in the above two places.

H. Ssu-lu-p'u, Hsing-an Hsien,

Chiang-hsi-shêng. '^

1. PTEROPHYLLUM ? sp

PI. IV. Fig. 1>.

A frngineiit of a leaf with close segments, whose apices aj-e

-fill biokeii OÏÏ. They are slightly inclined forward, about o mm.

i5j um'ä'Mmm^iifi -i) um'àn'-ummèm
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hrojid, üiul i'mnislicd with in:mv jKiiallt'l vt'in.s wiiicli aic, liow-

evor, verv indistinct. In apjHniiaiiee, the .specimen is not nnlike

that of Plcrophylluni XatliorsLi Schenk (Kichhofen's China, ])1.

XI i[, tigs. Ü, 7), but it might belong equally as well to the

genus JS'lhsonia.

2. NILSSONIA ? SI'.

PL IV. Figs. 10, 11.

We possess two fragments, both of which have been figured.

The one (fig. 10) represents an apic:il portion and seems not to

be segmented. The other (fig. 11) shows two segments (> to 7

mm. long and about H mm. l)road, pierced wnth fine parallel

veins numbering about 10.

I. Liao-chia-shan, Fêng-ch'êng-Hsien.

Chiang-hsi-Shêng-''

1. CLADOPHLEBIS si>.

PI. IV. Figs. 7, 8.

Two fragmentary pinnœ of a Cladophlebis with closely set

finger-like pinnules slightly inclined forward and furnished with

furcate lateral veins. The forking is commonly single but in

some cases double, especially in veins on the anterior side of the

midrib.

The specimens look like some of the figures given by Schenk

as Asplenivm arcjvtuhtm Hf.er (e. g. figs. 2 and 8, pi. XLVI,
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Kichthofen's China ]. c), or bv Heer as A. v-hlthyense (fig. 3,

pi. LUI, Beiträge 1. c). But it is not possible now to deter-

mine them \Yith any degree of accuracy.

J. Fang-t'u> Wei-Hsien,

Shan-tun g-Shêng/^

1. CONIOPTERIS HYMENOPHYLLOIDES (Bkonc;n.).

PI. VI. Fig. 3.

Coniopleris hymenophylloides Seward. The Jurassic Flora—The Yorkshire

Coast, p. 99, pi. XVI, fig. 4-6, XVII, 3, 6-8, XX, 1, 2, XXI, 1-4.

SjjJxeno'pierin humencphylJoides Bcongniaet. Histoire Végétaux Fossiles, p.

189, pi. LVI, fig. 4.

Thyrsopteris Murrayana Ilecr. Beitr. zur JuraÜora Ostsih., 1876, ]•. 30,

pi. II, fig. 4, II, 1-4, VIII, 11 11. Yokoyama Juiassic Plants from Kaga, Hida

and Echizen, p. 22, pi. XII, fig. 5.

ThyröOpteritf Maa/ciaiia Heer, Beitr. z. Jurafioi-a, 1876, p. 31, pi. I, fig.

1-3, II, 5, 6.

Dlcksonia nephrocarpa Yokoyama, loc. cit., p. 25, pi. I, fig. 1.

For further synonyms see Seward already cited.

Seward in the work before cited united many ferns there-

tofore known under different names with the British species

which was first described by Broxgniart under the name of

Sphenopieris hymejioj^hylloide^. The reason wliy this plant received

so many different denominations is undoubtedly due to tlie great

variability in form of the |»innules, as has been proved by Seward

and also to the fact that the fertile pinnules had l)een treated

as belonging to a diffei-ent fern.

Some fragments of pinnit" of a fern brought from the coal-

uaine of P^ang-t'n, in spite of theii- rather imperfect preservation,

1) UJJtitil8iPJiJ5T-Ft=^
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I consider to hclonp; to tlio lîritish Rpccies above reterrcd to.

Our figured speciuien sliow.s a very great resemblance to lig. li,

])1. XX of Sewaro. P>ettei- specimens of this species were found

at T>ao-tung-ts'ang in Ciiih-li as will be seen further on.

Mi;. Vabi: is ])robably right in referring specimens found

by him in Korea to this species, (Mesozoic Plants from Korea,

1)1. II, fig. S, 111, S) iniperfect as they are.

2. TODITES WILLIAMSONI (llnoxox.).

PI. VI. Fig. 4.

Todifrs Wi//i(nmo)il Skwaud, The Jiu'assic Flora, p. 87, pi. XIV fi.ù\ 2, 5,

7, XV. 1-;), XXI. n.

On a large slal) of stone is a splendid frond of a fern which

by the characteristic sha])e and venation of its pinnules, indubitably

belongs to the well known form above cited, and which, not

only has been alieady described from Ch'ing-kang-lin in 8su-

ch'uang, but also occurs near Sai-ma-chi in Sheng-ching, as will

be seen later on. Oiu- figure represents only 'a portion of the

frond Ibund.

3. CTENIS M*

PI. VL Fig. la

We possess only a portion of a pinna which shows alternate,

elongated pinnules which are dilated at base and decurrent on

the rachis. The entire length of the pinnules is not known, as

we have only a small part of them preserved. Their breadth
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near the base measures 2") to 2(S niillimeters. The veins, which

are slightly divergent and therefore run more or less to the

margin, dichotomize here and there and again anastomoze, thus

forming a network of meshes much elongated transversely. The

number of veins is about 12 in the space of a centimeter.

In general aspect, this fern resembles Ctenis Zeu^chnerl

Raciboeski (Flora Kopalna, p. 01, pi. XVI) from the Jurassic

of Poland, but the latter possesses much closer veins, there being

16 to 24 in the space of a centimeter. Qenis remotinervis

RaciboPvSKi (ibid., p. 59, pi. XVIII, fig. 2), also from the same

place, i-esembles the Chinese form in the number of the veins

(8 to 12 in the space of a centimenter), l)ut the nets seem to

be much shorter.

4. PODOZAMITES LANCEOLATUS (Lindl).

PI. VI. Fig. lb, 2.

There are several isolated leaflets of this plant, some of

which are very long and narrow. Tiie one shown in the figure

(1 b) has about Id veins.
«

K. Lao-tung-ts'ang, Hsüan-hua-Fu,

Chih-li-Shêng."

1. CONIOPTERIS HYMENOPHYLLOIDES (Brongx.).

Pi. VII. Figs. 1-5.

Coniopferk hpnenophylloides Sicward, The Jurassic Flora, p. 99, pi. X^^I,

%s. -4-0, XVII, 3, 6-8, XX, 1, 2, XXI, 1-4.

The species which has been already described from Fang-t'u

ij mr^'È.'^}ii'^Ai^(mt.\wo^ii)
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ill tlie province of Shaii-tung is liero re}) relented by several well

preserved specimens which however belong to sterile pinna?.

An example represented in fig. 2 l)elongs to the apical portion

uf a primary })iiHia. The secondary pinna) are alternate, elonga-

ted, springing from the rachis at a wide angle, and sei)arated

from one another by an interspace which is generally narrower

than the breadth of the pinnie. The pinnules are more or less

rhomboidal in general outline and possess a few rounded lobes,

while the lowest of them, especially the one on the posterior

side, show lobes which are spreading and irregular, a character

already noticed by Seward in his British specimens.

Fig. T) represents a pinna with more laciniated pinnules,

while in the specimen shown in fig. 4, the pinnules are small

and entire, showing only here and there slight traces of lobation.

As already stated, the variability in the form of the ])innules

of this species has been amply proved by Öewaed in the work

above cited.

2. GINKGO FLABELLATA Heii:.

PI. yii. Figs. 0-11.

Ginbjo flahcllala Heeu. lieitr. z. JuraHura Ostt-ih. u. d. Aiiuirl,, J 876, p.

(iO, pi. VII, fig. 10, XIII, 3, 4. Nachtrag, p. KJ, pi. IV, tig. 7a.

Heer's description of this species is as follows
;

" Leaves small, kidney-shaped, deeply lobed, lobes 8 to 14,

oblong, obtuse at apex ; veins longitudinal, 3 to ") in number
;

petiole slender, elongated."

We have several fragments of leaves of a (rlnTc(jo which we

identify with the above named species of Heer, although some

look much like lliuse al.-^u descrilx'd liy IIeek as Gnikyo pu^illa.
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At all events, even granting that these two si^ecies are distinct,

it would l^e impossible to distinguish them, if the specimens

existed only in imperfect fi-agments, so alike are they in appearance.

An example represented in fig. 8 shows four lobes, one of

which is again split into two, each of which measures about

3 mm. in breadth. The three others ai-e all simple and possess

about the same breadth as the other two. The len2;th in the

one at the extreme right, in which the apex is well ])reserved,

is about 15 mm. The others which all lack the apex seem to be

a little longer. The veins are indistinct, but appear to number

4 or o.

A fragment represented in fig. 7 shows only two lobes, one

of which is again sj^lit into two by a shallow incision. The lobes

are all apically rounded, and measure not quite o mm. in breadth.

Their length is not known as their basal ]^ortion is broken off.

The veins are again indistinct.

Fig. represents another isolated lobe partly split into two

blunt loblets which are about o mm. in breadth. Its shape is

slender in comparison with those of the typical form.

L- Nien-tsu-kou, Sai-ma-chi,

Shêng-ching-Shêng.' '

1. TODITES WILLIAMSONI (liii >v(;n).

PI. YIII. Fig. 1.

Tiiere are several S2)lendid specimens of this world-wide fern

which I have already described from 8su-ciruang. They all be-

long to the sterile pinna- which, howevei", show all the charac-

'teristics of the bi)ecies.

1) ^jiit^&îfc^^iiV^
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2. CTENIS KANEHARAI n m-.

ri. IX. Figs. I, la.

The tVoml is ])innatc. The pinnules or segments are alter-

nate, elongated, somewhat inclined forward, slightly overlapping,

mostly 2^arallel-sided, hut slightly narrowed at hase, and attached

laterally to a straight racliis which is longitudinally striated. The

length ot the ])inuulcs is not known, as they are not wholly

preserved, ])ut the hreadth in one of them is l>5 mm. which

diminishes to '20 mm. at base. The stem or racliis is straight

and measures 10 mm. in hreadth. The veins ai-e numerous,

l)arallel, about 10-12 in the s})ace of a centimeter measured across

the segment, often dichotomizing and also uniting so as to form

an elongated mesh.

The only specimen which we possess is incomplete as may

be seen from the figure, but the above given characters sufficiently

show that the plants belong to a form hitherto undescribed. In

the size of the segments and the fineness of the venation, it re-

sembles Ctenu Zeuschneri Raciborski (Flora kopalna ogniotrwalyk

glinek krakowskich, czesc 1, Archegoniatie, p. GO, pi. XVI) from

the Polish Jurassic, but in the former the basal portion of the

segments is much more abruptly Jiarrowed than in the latter.

3. SCHIZONEURA HŒRENSIS (lIisixciKK).

PI. VII. Fig. 10.

^chizoneura hccrenain ItAClBORSKl, Flora kopalna ogiiiotiAValyk ylinek kra-

kowskich, cze,se 1. ArcJicfjoniald; p. 00, ])1. XXVI, fig. 7, XXVll 28-ol, o7-4.>.

X.ATFioE^iT, Floran viil H('i<;anäs odi irdsiiitrborir, ]>. !>, 40, Höiranärf iiklre, ])1.

i, lig:^. 1-1, Helsingborg, j)l. 1. fig. •"). Möi.lki:, lîidrag till Boi-uholnrs

lo.^sila llora, Pkrkhphijia, p. ()i», pi. \'I, lig. ü».
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Calamités Guembeli Schenk, Die fossile Florti der Grenzschichten d. Keupers

u. Lias P"'rankens, p. 10, pl. I, figs. 8-10.

A single specimen of a fragment of an equisetoid stem 25 mm.

broad, and 170 mm. long, of which the lower 90 mm. is a cast.

There are two nodes, one near the upper end of the fragment,

and the other about 70 min. from its lower end, the internode

between being nearly 90 mm. in length. The surface of tlie stem

shows longitudinal I'idges and grooves, the former about half a

millimeter broad and the latter much narrowed. The surface of

the ridges is finely striated in the longitudinal direction.

I believe this j^lant is to be identified with the well known

species widely distributed in the Rhaïtic of Europe, and accord-

ing to Raciborski, also occuring in the Jurassic of Poland.

4. BAIERA GRACILIS Buxbury.

PL IX. Fig. 2a.

Baiera gnirili-'^ Si:\vaki), The Jurassic Fh)ra- Yorkshire Cuast, part I, }). 26o,

1.1. TX, figs. :i, 5.

Baierai^ gracili--< Binbuky, (^)uart. Joui'u. Geol. Hoc, vol. \'Ii, p. 1<S2, pl.

XII, fig. 8.

Tlic specimen which I designate by the above name is a

k^af consisting; of several lobes which ao-ain divide into two lony;o or?
narrow ones. These are more or less parallel-sided, bluntly

pointed, o-ü mm. broad, pierced with )] or 4 longitudinal veins,

between which several interstial ones are also observable. The

lower ])art of the leaf is not preserved, but that it is a fan-

slia})e(l one is (juite evident. I believe it is to be identilied with

the species abf^ve named, tlescribed long ago from Scarborough

in England.
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5. GINKGO LEPIDA Heer.

PI. IX. Fig. 2b.

Giid-;/o lepula IIeeh, Jîeitr. /. Jurafloi-a Ostsil). ii. d. Amurl., p. (J2, |)1.

\'1I. li- 7, |.l. XII. Naolitra-, p. 17, pi. IV, fius. 71), 9-12, ])l. V, ti-s. la,

L>. ;5a. 4.

Ginkgo cf. IcpUla VuKovama, -Jurassic Plants IVom Katia, llida ami ]'>lii-

zen, ]). ()0, ])1. XIV, %. 10.

Oil the same piece of stone as the above species, there is

another fan-shaped leaf which has a petiole 2 mm. broad and

20 mm. long. This petiole above splits twice into two, each

branch bearing three to five narrow lobes which are shorter in

comjDarison with the breadth than in the ])receding species. The

length of the lobes varies, but the breadth is commonly about -)

to Oram, Their apices are bluntly pointed. Veins are few,

about five in number in the broadest part of the lobes.

According to Heer, this species is distinguished from Ginkgo

sibirica Hr., an allied one, by the leaf splitting into more numer-

ous lobes which are narrower and pointed.

6. CZEKANOWSKIA MURRAYANA (Lixdl. et Hutt.).

PL X. Fig. 1.

Czfkanon-iikia Murraijana Skwakd, The Jui-assic Floi-a I, p. 279, tcxt-fi".«.

48-50.

Solenite-" Murmijüna Lixdlkv and Hittox, Fossil Flora of'(rreat Britain,

vol. Ill, pi. 121.

Czekanon'sIcLa rlgida Heer, Beitr. zur JuraÜoi-a 1. c, pi. V and VI. Tpars).

Schenk in Eichthofen's China, vol. IV, p. 251 pi. L, %. 7.

A piece of stone from Sai-ma-chi is covered with several

tufts of long narrow leaves, one to two millimeters in breadth.
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;m(l ocoasionnlly dichotomizing. Tlie veins are entirely obliterated.

The length of the leaves must have been more than 10 cm., but

there is none that is preserved up to the apex. Looking at the

figure, some of the leaves seem to be toleiably broad : but this

is only an appearance due to their partial overlapping.

Although the breadth of the leaves is a little greater than

in most of the specimens hitherto found in other countries, I

believe, the plant belongs to the same species.

7. PALYSSIA MANCHURICA x. sp.

PI. YITI. Fig. 2, 2;i.

A single specimen of a branch of a Palyssia shows subop-

posite branchlets, with leaves linear, broadest at a point about

one-third of the distance from the base, expanding, acuminate,

recurved, spirally disposed, on a cushion decurrent and sessile.

The midrib is strong, elevated as a ridge on the back side

of the leaf.

The species already described which can be compared with

this one are three, viz. Falyssia Brauni Exdl., P. indica Feistm.

and P. conferta Feist:^. The first occurs in the Rhtetic of

Euro])e and has been figured by Schexk, ScHi^rPER and others,

and when compared with the Chinese form, shows leaves which

are decidedly longer. The second which occurs in the Rajmahal

(Liassic) and Cutch (Lower Oolite) Series of India has leaves

whicli besides being larger, are obtuse at apex. The third, also

found in the Cutch Series, shows leaves which, though more or

less acute, are more parallel-sided and not so recurved as in

those of the Chinese form.
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M. Sha-ho-tzu, Ch'ang-tu,

Shéng-ching-Shêng-.'

1. DIOONITES BRONGNIARTI (Mant).

P]. XT. Fio-8. 1, 2.

Dloonifci Jironr/nlarti Si:\vAnD, The Wenldeii Flora, p. 47.

Dioonitn Kokrl Vokoyama, Jurassic Plants, p. 44, pi. VU, tig. labe,

XIV. 14.

This is the only fossil brought from the Sha-ho-tzu coal-

mine. It consists of several fragments, some belonging to the

apical portion (fig. 2) of a leaf, and some to the middle portion

(fig. 1) of the same. The segments are close together, long,

narrow, parallel-sided, either straight or very slightly curved

forward, attached to the upper surface of the rachis by the

whole base and more or less inclined forward, especially near

the apex of the le*if. Tlie apices of the segments are mostly

broken off, but judging from their form, they seem to have l)een

bluntly pointed. The most of the segments are about 3 mm.

l)road, pierced l>y 0-7 fine, equal, parallel veins.

I formerly described a species of Diooniles found in the

Jurassic of Kaga and Echizen under the name of D. Kotœi

which Sewaed considers as probably identical with D. Brong-

niarti, an opinion to which I now quite agree.

N. Ta-t*ai-shan, Ch'iian-yen-kou,

Shêng-ching-Shêng. '

1. PODOZAMITES LANCEOLATUS (Lindl. et Hutt.).

PI. XI. Fig. 3.

Seven fragments of leaflets of Podozamites lanceolatus which

-) &'^.^^ï^^ila\ii ('- l<il^ni. somh-west of T'ieh-linjrJ.
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nre Itlunt at npex are contained in one piece of stone. The

Veins are numerous, being up to 20 in number and mostly

provided with a finer interstial vein. In shape they correspond

to what Heer once called the variety Eichwaldi.

2. GINKGO SP.

PI. XI. Figs. 4-7.

We have several specimens of leaves of a Ginkgo all of

which lack their apical portions. Their general shape however

reminds us of those of Ginkgo lepida (Heee Beitr. z. Juraflora

Ost-sib. 1876, pi. XII) and Ginkgo sibirica (ibid. pi. XI), al-

though fig. 7 is also not unlike that of Ginkgo concinna Heer

(ibid. pi. XIII, fig. 7).

0. Pao-êrh-shan, Shêng-ching-Shêng.^^

1. PHYLLOTHECA sp.

PI. XL Fig. 8.

Numerous fragments of roots of an equisetaceous plant,

1-3 mm. in breadth and with slender fibres rising from them,

look very much like those figured by Heer from Siberia, as

probably belonging to his Phyllotheco sibirica (Beitr. z. Juraflora

Ost-sib. u. d. Amurl., 1870, p. 43, pi. TV, fig. 7).

1) ^:^^4è!^UJ {-'O kilora. soulh-e:ist of T'iehling.
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III. CRETACEOUS PLANTS.

A. Shi-huan-tzu, Chao-hua-Hsien,

Su-ch'uang-Shêng.' '

1. CONIOPTERIS NITIDULA n. sr.

PI. XII. Fig. 4, 4a.

Frond tripiunate. rrimary piunte elongated. Secondary

pinute also elongated, bluntly pointed, attaclied to the rachis at

a very wide angle, close together and often touching. Pinnules

short, blunt, inclined forward, very close together, united at

base so as to appear like mere lobes, indistinctly and coarsely

crenate. Veins few, the raidvein which is fine and goes off at

an acute angle from the rachis usually forks twice, so that the

pinnules become three- veined.

Our only specimen, shown in the figure, represents two

primary pinnie side by side, but separated from each other by

a short interspace. The secondary pinnse which measure about

10 mm. in leniith and about 2 mm. in breadth are 2;enerallv

given 00 at ]-ight angles to the rachis and possess 6 or 7 i)in-

nules besides the terminal one.

This plant shows a distant resemblance to Coniopteris

lijjinenopliylloides Biioxg. already described from Lao-tung-ts'ang

in the province of Chih-li, but tlie shai)e of the jniinules in the

twu is (|uite different.

^V closer relationshi]) is shown by tSphenopteris Cordai

Schenk (Foss. Flora d. norddeutsch. AVealdenform., ])1. YI,

fig. 1.) which, however, seems to have pinnules a little larger

1) MJiltBSftiJ^S^ST-
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and more distinctly crenate. Of the generic denomination, I am

not quite certain.

2. GLOSSOZAMITES HOHENEGGERI (Schenk.).

PI. XII. Fig. 1, la.

Podozamites Hoheneggerl Schenk, Die fossilen Ptlanzeu tier "Wernsdoift^r

Schichten in den Nordkarpathen, p. 9, pi. II, figs. 3-6.

A cycad, hitherto known only from the Urgonian beds of

Wernsdorf in the Northern Caipathians, is represented in China

by the fine specimen here figured and one other less perfect.

The figured specimen represents a part of a leaf probably be-

longing to its lower portion. The leaf is pinnate with segments

inserted upon the rachis, but as the .specimen shows the back

side of the leaf, they appear as if attached to the lateral sides

of the rachis. Segments are linear, obtuse, rather abruptly

narrowed at base, sessile, straight, varying in length, being

longest in the middle portion of the leaf, sub-02:)posite or alter-

nate, mostly set at right angles to the rachis, only slightly

inclined forward in the anterior portion, separated from one

another by an interval which varies but is generally less than

the breadth of the segments ; but in the anterior part they are

closer and almost touch. The rachis is slender, straight and

longitudinally grooved. The veins in our specimens are not

well preserved, but on careful examination they are seen to be

fine, divergent and dichotomous, just as represented in Schexk's

figure.

The length attained by the longest segments is not exactly

known, for all of them have their apices broken off. But this

much is certain that they are more than 30 mm. long, with a

breadth of about ö mm.
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3 PODOZAMITES LANCEOLATUS (Lind, et Hutt.).

PL XII. Fig. 3.

A part of a stem with leaves attached to it which possess

about 16 veins and corresponding in sha[)e to the variety

genuina of Heer.

B. Sha-chi-miao, Ho-Chou,

Ssu-ch'uang-Shêng.'^

L CLADOPHLEBIS «r.

PI. XII. Fig. 2.

A faint impression of a fragment of a pinna of a fern

probably belonging to the genus Cladopldebis. The pinnules are

close together, falcate, pointed, with secondary veins once forked.

It is not unlike a specimen figured by Schenk as Alethopteris

Albertdi Schimp. from the Wealden of Germany (Foss. Flora

d. nordwestdentschen Wealdenform., pi. VI. fig. 4.)

2. GLOSSOZAMITES HOHENEGGERI (Schenk.).

Pi. XII. Figs. 5a, 6?

Fig. öa is an isolated segment lacking the apex. It is

20 mm. long with the broadest part about 5 mm., and lying a

little anterior to its middle portion. From this broadest part,

it gradually narrows to the base where the breadth i<! only

2 mm. The veins are fine, but distinct, divergent and dichoto-

1) m)\\t^m]^mm
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mous, numbering about 15 in the broadest part. Between these

veins, there are longitudinal striations.

Another segment represented in fig. 6 is comparatively a

broad one, attaining a breadth of G,5 mm., wliile its length

is 35 mm. The veins are quite of the Glossozamites type,

so that it probably belongs to the same species as the other

specimen.

3. GLOSSOZAMITES ACUMINATUS n bi

.

PJ. XII. Figs. 5b, 7.

What I call by the above name are long, lanceolate seg-

ments, l^roadest near the base and gradually tapering above to

an acuminate apex. A specimen shown in fig. 5b attains the

breadth of 10mm., while its length, if it had the apex preserved,

would measure more than 70 mm. The base measures about

7 mm. in breadth and has no stalk. The veins are distinct,

divergent and dichotomous, quite in the Glossozamites style.

They number about 20 in the broadest part. The interspaces

are longitudinally striated as in the preceding species. Fig. 7

represents the apical portion of a segment, though the extreme

apex is broken off.

In shape these segments are considerably ditlerent from those

of Glossozamites Hoheneggeri. Therefore at present I prefer to

treat them as belonging to a new species.
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Plate I.

Triassic Plant«.

T'ang-t'ang (Yün-nan).

Fiijjs. 1-7. Angiopteridium cf. ivforctum Feistm.

Fig. la. A part of tlie same enlarged to show the venation.

Figs. 8, 9. Cladophlehis sp.

Fig. 10, 11 ? Carpolitlics Yamadai n. sp.

Fig. 10a. Do. showing the face of contact of one of the twin-fruits

represented on the right hand side of fig. 10.

Fig. lOh. Do. showing the back-surface of one of the twin-fruits repre-

sented on the left-hand side of fig. 10.

Fig. 10c. Twin-fruits seen from below.
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Plate II.

Triassic riants.

Shui-t'ang-p'u (Yün-nan).

Fig. 1. Phœnîcopsis (?) Yaviadai n. sp.

Fig. 2. Angiopteridium cf. {nfardiirii Fei^t.m.

Fig. .'). Clathroptcris sp.

Jurassic Plants.

Ch'ing-kang-lin (Ssu-ch'uang).

Fig. 4. ÄntJioliies chinensifi u. sp.

Figs. 5, 6. Fodozainitcfi Icmceolafus (Lindl. et Hutt,).
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Plate III.

Jurassic Plants.

Ch*ing-kang-lin (Ssu-ch'uang).

Fig. L. Toditcs WiUiamsoni (Brongn.), with two inagniiied pinnules

on the left.
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M. Yo/.oi/ama : Menozolc I^ciidn from (JIdaa.
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Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Figs.

Figs.

Fis.

Plate IV.

Jurassic Plants,

Chiang-hsi.

Podozamites lanceolatus (Lixdl. et Hutt.).

Podozamites lanceolatus (Lindl. et Hutt.).

Podozamites lanceolatus (Lixdl. et Hutt.).

Phœnicopsis latior Heer. Sha-shih-chieli.

6. Podozamites lanceolatus (Lindl. et Hutt.).

8. Cladoplilehis sp. Liao-chia-shan.

Kao-kang.

San-chia-clinng.

Sha-shih-cliieli.

Ch'iing-chia-fang.

Pterophyllum ? sp. Ssn-lu-ji'ii.

Fig. 10, 11. Nilssonia ? sp. Ssn-ln-p'n.
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Plate V.

Jurassic Plant?.

Ta-sMh-ku (Ssu-ch'uang).

Fig. Irt. Todites WilUamsoni (Brongn.).

Fig. lb. Carpolitlies globular is n. sp.

Triassic Plants.

T'ang-t'ang (Yün-nan).

Fig. 2. G!ossopteris{?) sp.
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Plate VI.

Jurassic Plant«.

Fang-t'u (Shan-tung).

Fig. la. Ctenis sp.

Figs, lb, 2. Podozamites lanceolatus (Lindl. et Hutt.).

Fig. 3. Coniopteris hymenophylloides (Brongn.).

Fi'--. 4. Todites Wiïïîaimoni (Buongn.).
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M. Yokoyama : 3Iesozoic Plants from China.
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Plate VII.

Jurassic Plants.

Lao-tung-ts'ang (Chih-li).

Figs. 1, la, 2-5. Coniopteris hyuienophijUoidci^ (Buongn.).

Figs. 6-9. Ginkgo flabellata Heer.

Nien-tzu-Kou (Shéng-ching).

Fig. JO. Schkoneum liœrcnnis (LlisiNOEJi.)
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M. YoLoj/atiia : Me-^ozoic IHaida from Otiita.
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PLATE VIII,



Plate VIII.

Jurassic Plant.«:.

Nien-tzu-kou (Shêng-ching).

Fig. 1. TocUti'S WiUiam/ioni (BnoNftN.).

Fig. 2, 2a. Pahjfisia manclmrica n. sp. 2a showing the enlarged leaves.
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Plate IX.

Jurassic Plants.

Nien-tzu-kou (Shêng-ching).

Fig. 1. la. Ctenis Kaneliarai n. .«p. la showing the venation.

Fig. 2a. Baiera gracilis Bunb.

Fig. 2b. Ginkgo lepida Heer.
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Plate X.

Jurassic riants.

Nien-tzu-kou (Shêng-ching).

Fig. 1. Czelcanowskia 3Inrrai/aiia (Linul. et Hutt.).

Lung-wang-tung (Ssu-ch'uang).

Fig. 2. Schhoncura hœrcnsis (IIisfnger) ?

Fig. 3. EquLsctaceœ.
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M. Yo/Mijama : Mesozoic Plants from China.
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Plate XI.

Jurassic IMauts.

Sha-ho-tzu (Shêng-ching).

Fij:;. I, 2. Dioonites Brompùarti (Mant.).

Ta-t'ai-shan (Shêng-ching).

Fig. 3. Podùzamitcs lauceolatuii (Lindl. et IluTr.)-

Fig-. 4-7. Ginkgo sp.

Pao-érh-shan (Shêng-ching).

Fig. b. rhyllollieca sp. Ftools,
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Plate XII.

('rotacooiis Plants.

Ssu-ch'uang.

ï'igs. 1, la. Glossommites Hoheneggeri (Schekk). Shi-liiian-t2U.

Fig, 2. CladopJdehis sp. Sha-chi-miao.

Fig. 3. Fodozamites lanceolatu-s (Lindl. et Huit.). Shi-hnan-tzn.

Fig. 4, 4a. Coniopteris nitidula n. sp. Shi-hiian-tzn.

Figs. 5a, 6 ? Glossozamitefi Holieneggeri (Schenk). Sha-dii-mifio.

Figs. .5b, 7. Glossozamites acuminaius n. sp. Sha-chi-miao.
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Of all our wind instruments the syakuhati has for more

than two centuries been one of the most popular with our people.

Its origin is probably to be traced back to a similar jiipe called

the hiioyogiri, which was already po2)ular under the Asikaga

Shogunatc. It had been originally an inseparable accompaniment

of a sect oi" itinerant Buddhist priests called homusô, and special

melodies were composed for it. The characteristic color of its

notes gave it a peculiar hold u})on the fancy of the nation,

which has steadily grown stronger until to-day it lias become so

pojiular that every favourite air is })layed on it and even a special

system of written music has been developed for the instrument.

The timbre of the notes of the syakuhati somewhat resem-

bles that of a flute and also that of an oboe, being peculiarly

pathetic and of a rural color. The characteristic variety of

expressions and tone-colors, of which it is capable is not attain-

able by any other instrument of the kind.
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The name syakuhati is derived from the length of the pipe,

wliich is 1 syaku^^ and 8 {hati) sun, for the Japanese key itikotu

(d). However, in pipes in popular use the length differs, varying

from ca. 1.2 syaku to 2.1 syaku. To give the octaves of the

proper syakuhati a pipe 1.2 syaku long is used. Of late, the

instrument has been occasionally played with a violin, in unison

after the Japanese manner. In this case the length of the pipe

is 2.1 syaku, giving c, for the gravest tone.

Moreover, a simple melody is oiten played in unison with

two pipes of different lengths, 1.7 and 1.0 syaku, using different

positions of the finger-holes for the two l)ipe^•, whose gravest

tones (litter by an interval of a whole tone.

The pipe is cut from well seasoned bamboo (Phyllostachys

Quilioi, Iviv.) near its loot in such a way that both its ends cor-

respond to knots in the bamboo. The compactness of the tissues

is the important factor determining the quality of the note. The

bamboo must be neither too hard nor too soft. This compact-

ness is in some measure estimated from its density. There is a

traditional receijH for the choice of the bamboo viz., that a

proper syakuludi with a i)eriphery of 3.7 su.n at the uppermost

linger hole, must have weight of about 100 uLomine-'-MÖ gr.,

when perfectly dried.

\\\ n. I, is reproduced a photograph of a syakuhati in the

possession of Mr. K. Uehara of the Tokyo Musical Academy,

a virtuoso on the instrument. The pipe has five lateral openings,

f)ur in front, the uppermost being at the back. The centre of

the upper front hole is always a little above the middle of the

pijie. The lengths occupied by the consecutive frönt holes are ca,

1/9.Ö of tslie total length. The distance between the back hole

1 1 »»/(t/:u=10 s«/i=0.öüö03 ui.
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and the uj)iHr from liolc measured along tlie Iciigtl» of the j^pe

is c;i. O.TT) ol' I lie leiigtli occupied by the consecutive front lioles.

Tiie iiiiinhiT of knots of a proper syakuhali must be seven.

( )f these the two at tlie ends, and the one immediately below

tile lowest hole, i.e. about o xun from the lower end, are consi-

dered very important for giving strength to the pipe and for

insuring the ]")ro[)er tuning. The latter, on this account, has

received the s})ecial name, (jorobusi ik'tween tliis knot and the

lower end, two or three knots are required. According to the

natural distribution of knots in the bamboo plant, the distances

between consecutive knots increase toward the U2:)per end of the

pipe. In the traditional form of the syahuhali, the distances

between consecutive knots, excluding those situated between the

f/orobusi and the lower end, must form a harmonic series of o,

1,
~) and () sun, making 18 in all. Such an ideal form is rarely

met with. Also the fact that the two ends must correspond to

knots, greatly restricts the choice of the bamboo. To obviate this

difficulty, an improvement has recently been made which consists

in joining up the i»ipe from two separable halves. This modi-

lication alters the (juality of the i)ipe in no sensible way.

The lower jtart of the pipe usually bends forward with a slight

curvature. The most conspicuous featuie of the instrument is

the embouchure. It is called the utaguli («/rt = song ; katl^mowûi)

as in other wind instruments of the

kind. A })art of the thick wall in

front of the upper end is beveleil

'^^'"^''
with a plane making an angle of

about ?yif with the downward direc-

tion of the length, so that a portion

of the inner wall forms u shai'p
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knife-edge. For the bamboo knife-edge an imbedded piece of horn,

whale bone, ivory, etc., is usually substituted to prevent wearing.

The back part of the upper end is rounded off with a slight incli-

nation backward, so that when the end is applied between the lower

lip and the chin, it may fit uniformly to the chin. The general

aspect of the embouchure may Ije seen in the annexed figures.

Tlie interior of the pipe is cleared of the septa at the knots

and carefully varnished with reddish Japanese lacquer. In some

pipes, the septa are entirely removed, so that in the interior no

abrupt change of the section exists ; whereas, in other pipes,

the septa are imperfectly removed so that in the joint below each

knot, the section of the pipe is slightly narrowed. In any pipe,

the inner diameter decreases slightly toward the yov'OÄt<s/ at which

the section is narrowed somewhat abruptly. Below this contrac-

tion, the calibre is uniform, or gradually widens towards the

lower end, according to the fancy of the constructor.

The lateral openings are generally of a circular or slightly

elliptical shape. Their areas are determined with some pro-

portion to the sectional area at the gorobnsi For many pipes

the third hole, counted from the lower

end, is made a little narrower than the

.1 • 1 . il /V/r/,' Hole
others, in order to secure the })ro2)er

tunin"-. The hole <>;iadually widens to- _ _
ward the inside, as shown in the annexed

figure, which shows a portion of the I U^S'Xl
longitudinal section of a pipe. (Jenerally,

the position and width of each hole slightly ditler for different

pipes, according to the irregularities of the sections. Irregu-

larities on -the inside of the lateral openings more or less affect

the pitch of overtones.
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The Iac(|Ueiini;' oi' tlic iiiiu'i- wall is necessary in ordei' to

SL'Cure llie easy pioduetion ot" tlie notes. A roughness of the

interior also prevents tlie elearness ot" the notes, and lowers the

pitcli sensibly. It' the inside of an nnvarnished pipe be wet

tlirongliout witli walei-, its note is remarkably improved.

In phiyinii the ])ij)e, the embouchure is applied between

the lower lip and the eliin so that a narrow arcnlar aperture is

left between the lip and the knife-edge, upon which the jet of

rair foni the mouth is directed. The pipe is held by its lower

part between the thumb and the middle finger of the right hand

so that the middle finger rests midway between the lower pair

of front holes. The left hand holds the upper part of the ])ipe,

the thumb corresponding to the back hole, and the middle

finger being phiced between the upper pair of front holes. The

distribution of the other lingers will l)e understood. The lower

end of the ])ipc should be placed a few cm. above the right

knee when the i)layer is seated. To produce the note, the lips

must be contracted a little, so as to rightly direct the jet of air

upon the knife-edge. Thus, the cavity of the mouth of the

])layer, the narrow opening between the lips and the knife-edge,

taken as a whole, makes up a special form of the embouchure

of an organ pipe. The adjustment of the lips is not an easy

matter for l»eginners so that for most persons it takes a week of

training, before a tolerable clear sound is jiroduced.

The most conspicuous characteristic of this pipe is that the

pitch of the several notes corresponding to the different positions

of the holes, may be varied within a wide range, l»y simply

adjusting the area of the arcular a])erture of the embouchure.

This adjustment is usually made by changing the inclination of

the head of the i)layer, relative to the pipe. The angle through
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which the adjustment may be made measures about 10", produc-

ing a change in the note of more than a semitone. To raise or

lower the note, the head is inclined so that the arcular aperture

is slightly widened or narrowed, while the pipe is held almost

immovable. The raising or lowering of the pitch produced in

this way is called respectively the kari or meri of the sound.

Besides this adjustment, a slight lowering of the pitch is often

effected by placing the finger immediately above the corresponding

hole, so as to prevent free communication of air through the

hole. This adjustment, the action of which is called kazasu is

rather difficult, so that it is only made by virtuosi. Since, in

this way, the compass of the notes for consecutive positions

overlap each other, the instrument is capable of 2)roduciug almost

any nole within a range of nearly two octaves, notwithstanding

the small number of its lateral openings.

In short, the instrument is to be regarded as an ingenious

form of organ j^ipe which produces a continuous gradation of

notes. In this i-espect, the syahihati may be compared to a

string; instrument such as a violin rather than to wind instru-

ments of its kind. The smooth slurring of the Jiote by a semi-

tone which is frequently met with in many Japanese melodies,

executed on this instrument, is peculiarly sweet. The extraordi-

nary variability of the note makes the technics of the })ipe much

more difficult than in the case of other instruments. Except

when guided by a good ear, the homophonic jterformance of a

melody by two syakuhati is not an easy matter.

It may be added that beginners are apt to make the mouth

opening too narrow by a striving to })roduce the notes, so that

the pitch are generally lowered.

The princijxil objects of the present investigation are to
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examine the specinl function of the mouth in producing the

varieties of the notes and also to study the effects of the lateral

openings in general. The latter part, therefore, may be applied

to any other instrument with lateral openings. In addition, the

eflect of obstacles placed inside the pii)L> is dealt with, with re-

ference to the knots of the syakuhali.

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS.

1. Notes in different Positions.

The syahuliatl upon which the experiments were made, was

of the following dimensions :

The length of the pipe from end to end =49.2 cm.

The distances of the centers of the holes from the upper

end = ll).8, 28.4, 28.3, 33..3 and 38.2. cm.

The mean diameter of the finger-holes= 0.9 cm.

The diameter of the section immediately inside the mouth =

1.9 cm.

Ditto at the f/orobusi = 1.'') cm.

Approximate pitches of the notes for all the possible combi-

nations of holes for a nearly constant width of the mouth are

tabulated as follows :

—
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The pitch for each position varies of courèe with different widths

of the opening of the embouchure, with the pressure of the breath,

and also with the degree of the opening of the finger-holes. In

the above table, the fundamental tone was obtained by a very

light breath-pressure in order that it might not deviate much

from the natural pitch ; on the contrary, the overtone can be

obtained only by somew^hat strong pressure. When blown forcibly

as in actual playing, the fundamental tone is raised about a

semitone so that the overtones for the positions 1, 2, 4, 8, 10,

17, 30, 31, 32 become the octaves of the corresponding funda-

mental tones. It will be noticed that the overtones of the other

positions are very much complicated with respect to their funda-

mental notes. While the fundamental notes are generally lowered

more or less by closing the hole below the uppermost open one,

the contrary is often the case with the overtones as in the

positions 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, etc. Besides, an overtone much lower

than the octave is met with in the position 9 and 18.

2. Correction for the Mouth.

How much the natural pitch of the pipe is influenced by

varying the area of the mouth-opening may be shown by the

following simple experiment. The embouchure is brought to the

lip, as in playing. Bring a pro])er vibrating tuning fork near

the embouchure and adjust the aperture so that the resonance

is maximum. If the pipe be slightly inclined from this position

or if the lower lip be slightly moved, the resonance at once falls.

For an ordinary organ pipe of a circular section, the correc-

tion which is to be added to its leno'th in order to obtain the

fractions of the wave length, is according to Cavaille-Coll, 3^ R,
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where R is the sectional radius of the ])ii)e. Lord Rayleigli^'

pointed out that the greater part of it is (hie to the einboucliure.

As far as 1 am aware, there has been no further experimental

investigation with respect lo the details of the relations between

the dimension of the embouchure and the correction due to it.

In the case of the sj/akuhati, the mouth opening is very

narrow, being an arcular passage between the lip and the sharp-

ened edge of the embouchure, so that the correction of the

length due to the embouchure may be expected to be very great.

As may be seen later, it is in some cases ten times the sectional

area of the pipe.

To study the effect of the embouchure directly on the

Sf/akuhali, is not very easy, 1) because the determination of the

area of the irregular mouth-opening between the lip and the

edge, is difficult ; the more so, since the area is varied seriously

by a slight motion of the lip ; 2) because the ettect of the lateral

oj)eniiigs interferes with that of the embouchure if we wish to

examine the cases for various notes. I sought, therefore, for a

simple form of resonator which was similar to the syakuhatl in

the essentia] form of the embouchure and which enabled me to

study tlie etî'ect of the embouchure only, iree from the complica-

tions due to the lateial openings. The exi^eriment made for this

purpose was as follows.

A glass pipe witli a fairly uniform inner diameter of o.9'3

cm. and a thickness of -.7 mm., was iixed vertically. The upper,

open ejul was polished carefully, while the the lower end was

stopped with a cork, through a hole in which a small glass tube

was inserted. Through this small tube, water was introduced

J) i;aylui-li. riiil. Mm-,', ^o), :!, 4(L'. 1877.
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into or removed from the lower part of the pipe, in order to

adjust the length of the air column inside the pipe at will. A
thin plate of zinc, 0.4 mm. thick, was fastened on the open

end to cover it partially, leaving

a segmentary aperture between its

straisiht edo;e and the edsje of the

pipe. In order to secure a close

contact between the plate and the

polished end of the pipe, a small

(juantity of tallow was applied to

the ]ilaee of contact. The area of

the segmentary aperture was calcu-

lated from the length of the arrow. In the annexed figure, tlie

area of the segment A B ( - is given by

where = r~i>

r being the radius and j} = CX. A strip of glass graduates

throughout its entire length was a})])lied to aperture so that its

end came into contact with the edge of the zinc plate and the

value of 2^ was estimated to the tenth of a milimeter.

The tuning Ibrks used consisted of a set of lo forks giving

a tempered chromatic scale within the range of Cj to c... The

number of vibrations of these forks had been previously deter-

mined approximately in comparison with a set of standard forks

made by Koenig. For lower notes, Koenig's forks giving >^ol
,

Mi-j, and Ut.., were employed.

First the air column within the pi})e was adjusted to a

desired length /. The diiïerent forks were successively brought

I
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near the apertuiv, tlie zinc })l;ite was so adjusted that the reso-

nance was maximum and then the corresponding value of p was

measured. Next tlie length of the air column was clianged and

the procedure was repeated. The i-esult of these experiments

gave the relation hetween the dimensions of the emhouchurc and

the proper i)itch of the resonator for different lengths of the air

column. The results are given in Fig. o in which the ahscissa

is the numher of vihrations of the resonator and the ordinate is

the fourth root of the area of the aperture a. From the

diagram, it will be seen that :

1. The curves n to a* for different values of / seems to

conver2;e toward the orisfin with a slisrht curvature.

2. When the length of the air column becomes comparable

with its diameter, as for /=~).2)-3 cm., the number of vibrations is

nearly proportional to av.

o. The greater the length of the air column, the slower the

pitch rises with the increase of the aperture.

4. The narrower the area of the aperture of the embouchure

the greater is the ratio — r-

Care was duly taken not to bring the tuning fork so near

to the aperture of the embouchure as to affect the nalural pitch.

The effect of the moisture in the air column was calculated

and found to he insensible within the required range of accuracy.

The pitch of a simple resonator having its three dimensions

comparatively smaller than the wave length :ind communicating

with the external atmosphere by a small opening in its surface,

has been investigated by many eminent physicists. Helmholtz^^

obtained theoretically for a circular aperture,

1) IlelmhoUz, Celle, Bd. LVII. l-Ti'. 1SGÛ.
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ClfT*

where S is the volume aud a the velocity of the sound wave in

air. Sondhauss^^ ohtained experimentally

H= 52400 o* /SV- (length in mm.)

These results have been discussed by I^ord Kayleigh"' in his

classical paper on resonance. On the other hand, the correction

for the open end of a cylindrical resonator has been treated both

experimentally and theoretically by many physicists/^ beside the

worthies above quoted. The jiresent experiments furnish in some

measure the intermediate stage of transition from the first case

to the second. As will be seen from the above result, when the

length of the air column is small, the pitch is nearly proportional

to n'f and also nearly so with /~- or /S"- ; and when the area of

the aperture gradually approaches a complete circle, the curves n

to ^' tend to the values given by the ])revious results for the

open pipe.

It is an established fact that for a similar resonator, the

pitch is inversely i)roportional to its homologous dimensions.

Hence, the above results may be applied to other pipes with

diflerent diameters, if n and /"' be multiplied by the ratio (the

diameter of the glass pipe above experimented on / the diameter

of the other pipe) and o^ by (the same ratio).-^^

1) Sondliauss, Poüg. Ann. LXXXI. pp. 245, 357, ISöO.

1) Rayleigli, Phil. Trans. CLXI. pp. 77-118.

.".) Poisson, Mem. de I'Acad. des Sei. 1SI7, II, .",05. Savart, Ann. d. Chim. t. XXIV,
I82.'î. Hopkins, Cam. Pliii. Trans. V, ]8;]8^. Quet, Journ. d. Liouville, XX, 1, 1855.

WfrliK-ini, Ann. d. Ciiiiii. ot I'iiys. (n), XXIII, 4.34 ; and XXXI, ?.8ö, 1848-51. Zam-

miner, Po-g. Ann., XlVII, lS.3,,]85ri, Gripon, Ann. d. Chim. Ill, .384, 1874. Ray-leigh,

I'hil. Mag. (5J III, 4.-.(;. Posapqnet, ihid IV, 291, 1S77 ; and VI, 6.3, 1878. Koenig,

Wied. Ann. .^(iO, 1881. Blaikley, Phil. mag. (5) VII, r.9, 1879.

Ilfiiiiholtz, Crelle, Bd. .57, ISC.O
; Gpsannnelte Ahiiandlnngen Ed. I.
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The eftec't of tlu» thickness of tlie pipe or of tlie plate is very

small, provided it is very small in comparison with the wave

length. The relation above obtained is, therefore, ap])licable also

to the case of the sf/ttl-ithaii as shown in the latter part of this

paper.

3. Lateral Openings.

Lord Rayleigli^ in his paper on resonance, has suggested a

method for the theoretical treatment of the lateral openings of

wind instruments. However, as far as I am aware, no further

result either theoretical or experimental has been published.

The necessity of investigating the functions of the lateral openings

for the explanation of the phenomena connected with the syahu-

hati, led me to undertake a series of experiments which T shall

now describe.

A cylindrical pipe was made of a zinc plate, 0.'~) mm. thick,

with an inner diameter of 4.0cm. and a length of 1 ra. Along

scale printed on paper was attached to the side of the cylinder.

A cylindrical tank with a depth of over 1 m., was filled with

water in which the cylindrical pipe was inserted vertically so as

to var}^ the length of the air column inside the resonator when

the pipe was laised or lowered by hand. Lateral holes of

diHerent diameters were made in the side of the pipe at different

positions. For different positions of the holes, the lengths of the

air columns were determined which give respectively the maximum

resonance for different tuning forks.

For the degree of accuracy required for the present purpose,

the raising or lowering of the pipe could conveniently ))e done

with one hand, while the other hand held the fork near the

1) Ravleigli, loc. cit.
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Oldening. Arrangements which in the earlier part of the exjieri-

ment had been used for guiding the motion of the pipe and for

reading its height were afterward dispensed with. Tlie verticaUty

of the pipe was approximately secured hy a straight brass rod

fixed parallel along the side of the pipe at a distance of 2,o cm,

this rod being held in contact with the side of the tank during

tlie raising and lowering of the pipe.

Holes which had to be covered, were closed air-tight with

curved plates of zinc closely fitting the side of the pipe, and

sealed with a kind of tallow. The slis-lit irre2;ularitv on the

inner wall of the pipe due to the closing of the hole in this

way, was found to affect the velocity of sound within the pipe

in no sensible degree.

The results of the experiments are summarized below :

a) Correction for the open end.

First, the correction of the length due to the open end only

was determined in the usual manner, before any holes were made.

The results gave 0.42 R for the mean value, where R is the sec-

tional radius of the pipe.

b) One circular hole.

In Figs. 4,5 and G, the relation is given between the distance

d of the center of the hole from the open end and the total length

L, from the open end to the water surface which gives the

maximum resonance for different tunins; forks. The difference

of the ordinate between the curve and a straight line through

the origin making an angle of 45° with the axes, gives the

distance / of the center of the hole from the water surface. The

value of -.y-^= (l where -< is the wave-length corresponding to the

the note, may be considered as the correction due to the lateral

opening. It will be seen that the correction increases first
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slowly with d and then rapidly when d approaches the lialf wave

length. The rapidity of the increase of the correction « with

d, depends on the width of the lateral hole. Fig. 7. shows the

relations between d and 'f, for Ci, corresponding to three different

values of the diameter of the hole r. The curves have very long

inflexions so that when d is neither very small nor near the half

wave length, they may be regarded as approximately straight

lines apparently converging to a point on the axis of d.

For diöerent notes with different wave lengths, it was found

that if the curves be drawn for different notes representing the

relation of a and (instead of (/), they coincide with each
1

other very closely except when . is nearly I. This is true for

holes with different areas.

When d becomes greater than ~, the relation is quite similar

to what it would be if the pipe were cut off at a distance equal

to — from the open end. If the upper end of the pipe be

perfectly closed by a rigid plate, the results are similar to those

obtainable in case the pipe were prolonged by a length =^—0.4 R
and the rigid j^lane were removed. If, again, the open end be

partially closed with a plate having a circular hole, the case

is quite similar to what it would be if the tube were produced by

r — c where c is the correction of the length due to that partial

opening. The latter fact has been verified experimentally with

several mouth plates, with different diameters, the corrections

due to which had been previously determined. Thus, « is periodic

with respect to -^, with the exact period of ;.

c) Several holes.

When more than one hole is made, the case becomes much

comj^licated, since the different combinations of holes produce a

great number of cases wliich must be investigated inde[)en(lently.
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From tlie results of the experiments, we may infer generally that

the correction a for any one hole is diminished by making another

hole nearer the open end, and that the diminution increases with

the width of the second hole and with its approach to the first

hole. In Figs. 4, 5 and 6, the dotted lines give the value of

/ when a similar hole is made at s cm. from the first opening.

It will be seen that for the diameter of holes =-1.8 cm., the effect

of the second hole is to make the curve a to —- almost parallel

to the axis of -j-.

The correction a diminishes almost uniformly with the decrease

of the distance separating the two holes ; and the rate of the

diminution increases with the diameter of the second opening or

with the number of farther openings if such be present ; but it

is nearly independent of the distance of the first opening from

the open end. The relation may be seen from the following

tables :

—
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TABLE I.

Diameter of lioles=ômm.

Distances of holes from the open end =0.7, G.75, 11. 7ö, 16.75

and 21.75 cm.

rL = Length of air column for maximum resonance, in cm.

la = Quarter wave length minus the distance between the

closed end and the open hole nearest to it, in cm.

o : opened.

X : closed.

/=i5° C
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TABLE II.

Dianieter of holes=1 cm.

Distances of holes from the open end = 0.8, 0,70, 11.7"), 16.7Ô,

21.75 and 31.75 cm.
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TABLE III.

Diameter of holes = 1.S cm.

Distances of holes from the open end = 11.7, 21.7, )îl.7, 41.7,

and 51.7 cm.

Positions
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TABLE TV.

o : diameter = 0.5 cm.

©: „ =1.0 cm.

Distances of holes from the OjDen end =0.8, 6.75, 11.75, 16.75

and 21.75.

t=is° C

Positions of Holes
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were carried out. The eyliiulrical glass pipe used in the pre-

vious experiment for the effect of the aperture of

the embouchure was fixed horizontally. The

length of the air column inside the pipe was

adjusted by means of a wooden piston around

wliicli a sheet of cloth was wound so that it

fitted tightly to the inside of the pipe. Dia-

phragms were made of wooden cylinders of

different lengths bored with cylindrical or conical

passages of diflerent calibres. Their lateral sides

were covered by velvet in order to secure close

contact with the interior of the ghiss pipe. Each

of them was placed in the resonator successively

at difterent distances from the open end. The tuning forks of

the series used in the previous experiments, were successively

l)rought near the open end and the lengths of the tube giving

tlie maximum resonance were determined.

First, the diaphragms with cylindrical passages of different

diameters, were tested. The results of the experiments are given

in Figs. 8, 1), and 10 in full lines, in which the abscissa is the

distance of the middle section of the diaphragm from the open

end, and the ordinate is the length of the air column measured

from the open end to the piston. Horizontal dotted lints show

the length of maximum resonance when no diaphragm is present.

The difference of the ordinate between a curve in full line and

the corresponding horizontal dotted line gives the correction of

the length due to the corresponding combination of the diaphragm

and the tunins; fork. It will be remarked :

a) That the curves for different notes are nearly parallel
;

b) The the correction is negative when the diaphragm is
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near the node, is null at a certain distance from it, and thence

increases almost proportionally with its distance from the node.

c) That the correction increases with the decrease of the

sectional area of the passage, first slowly and then rapidly, as is

also shown in the following table :

TABLE Y.

T^ength of the diaphragm = 1 cm.

Diameter of the
Correction due to the diaphragm when its

end is at the open end.
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however, we confine our study to the former mode exchisively.

Tlie latter mode will, T hoi)e, form the subject of a future com-

munication.

The results wlien a conical passage was used, are given in

Figs 8, Î), and 10, in broken lines ; the diameter given there is that

of the narrower end, the wider one being always 4 cm. i.e. equal

to the inner diameter of the pipe. Here, again, the abscissa is

the distance between the open end and the middle section of

the diajDhragm. The results are quite unaltered if the direction

of the conical channel be inverted. It will be seen from the

figures :

a) That the correction due to the diaphragm is about 0.4

times less than that of the corresponding cylindrical channel

whose sectional diameter is equal to the diameter of the narrower

end of the conical channel.

b) That the full line and the corresponding broken line

intersect each other at a point near the corresponding horizontal

dotted line. This shows that, where the eftect of the diaphragm

is null, its form and size are immaterial.

c) That the straight line joining these points of intersection

for ditterent notes, is directed toward the origin. This shows

that the position at which the effect of the obstacle is null,

is given by the ratio of the distance from the piston or the open

end to the wave length of the note.

Lastly, the efîëct of the length of the diaphragm was studied.

The result is shown in Fig. 11. It will be noticed that the

correction increases with the length of the channel. Though in

this case the length of the diaphragm ranges from 5 to 1 cm.,

the different curves are nearly concurrent to a point on the

corresponding dotted line, if the abscissa be taken proportional
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to the distance between the middle section of the diaj)hragm and

tlie open end of the glass pipe.

Another way of studying the effect of diaphragms is as

follows. Inside an ordinary organ pipe a diaphragm is so inserted

that its position may be adjusted in any desired way ; the pipe

is blown by means of a regulated bellows ; and the pitch of the

pipe for different positions of the diaphragm is determined. The

organ j)ipe used in my experiment was a wooden one with a

rectangular section, giving a^ for the fundamental tone. The

diaphragm was made of wood, fitting tightly in the inside of the

pipe and perforated with a channel having a rectangular section.

The lateral side of the diaphragm was covered with cloth in

order to secure close contact with the inner wall of the pipe.

The diaphragm could be brought to any position by means of two

thin rods of steel which were fixed to the diaphragm diagonally

opposite to each other. If the diaphragm is gradually pushed

into the pipe wdiile it is being blown with a constant pressure, the

pitch of the note gradually rises till a maximum is attained at

the node of the pipe ; whence the pitch falls gradually with the

further position of the diaphragm. The results of the experiment

are quite analogous to those in the former experiment.

For the case when the section of a nearly cylindrical pipe

varies slightly, Kayleigh obtained

X>
27:

ro.s -^
,, , 27:x AS

J

On

where J( is the correction of the length due to the irregularity
;

/ the length between the consecutive loop and node ; JS the small

variation of the section givjen as a function of x measured from

the node along the length of the p\i)e ; and So the mean section.
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This relation has been obtained on the supposition tliat tlic

velocity of flow in every transverse section is uniform. Tlie as-

sumption does not hold in the cases investigated, since the abrupt

change of the section at both ends of the diaphragm produces

an irregular flow of the air. It will be interesting, however, to

test the above relations for the present case.

Let JS= const, between .r=^ + (i and c — (^, and elsewhere=

Then, we have

J' — -:r— CO^i

For J/= 0, we obtain ç = | /. This is nearly the ease in Figs.

and 10.

If ^ = /,

,j
I JS . -l-a .

J' —— —z SDl

Therefore, if a = const.,

J/ oc Js or oc {li — r)'-

where K is the radius of the cylinder and r that of the channel.

This is verified qualitatively in the table given in p. 24.

Comparing the above formulae Avitli the results given in

Figs. (S, V), and 10, Ave see generally that the actual values of

^l are far greater than the theoretical values, the discrepancy in-

creasing with the decrease of the radius of the passage. This

shows that the disturbance due to the end of the dia2>hragm is

considerable.

APPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS

TO THE SYAKUHATI.

The results of the present ex|ieriments may be applied to

the case of the sjjakuhaii in the following ways :
—
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The position of the node when all the lateral openings are

closed, is easily found, since the lower end must correspond to

the loop, 2^rovided the usual correction for the open end is

made. When the embouchure is adjusted so that the note is

r*, for this [)Osition, the distance JV of the node from the mouth

must be

4

where L is the total length of the si/akuha(i=-i.^.2 cm. ; E the

inner radius = l cm.; -^ = 30.1 cm. (^= 15° 0).

iY=9.9cm.

jNow, as already mentioned, Fig. 3 may be reduced to the

case of a similar cylindrical resonator wdth its sectional diameter

equal to that of the i<i/akuhati. Since in the present experi-

ment, the ratio of the diameter of the glass pipe used to the

sectional diameter of the syakuhati is nearly 2, the value of n in

the figure was nuiltiplied by 2 and / was divided by 2. From

the figure thus reduced, was found the value of the ordinate for

which -^-l for r-/ is U.D cm. For this value of the ordinate, a

curve giving the relation / to n was drawn, whence the correc-

tion corresponding to nny other note could be obtained. In this

way, X for any position of the holes can be found, if we have

only determined the numl)er of vibrations of the notes corres-

ponding to that j)osition. AVc have

-V+^ from the embouchure gives the position of the virtual

loop. The distance of thie apparent loop l^eyond the open hole

is to be regarded as the correction due to the opening.
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Tlie lesiilt of tlie calculât ion for a number oi* positions is

tabulated below :

Xos. of Pc
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Within the compass of the fundamental notes of the syahu-

hati, the correction due to the lateral openings, is represented

nearly by

d
a =,/(.)(4+.),

where c is constant and /(r) is a function of tlie radius r of the

lateral openings. From the curve I in Fig. 7 for which the

ratio -jr is e(i[ual to that in the ><.yahuhati,

a = 1-2.8 X ("4- + 0.047^ cm.

Again from Fig. o, the correction due to the embouchure

is given by

«'=A- m(7i- »o)= 10.8- -r^(» - '-^ÖO)

27-2 Z-

now, ^_/4-« + ^'^/+yi(,)(^_l.+ ,^4-7;_
^

/-- •2[/4- (/(>•) + ny- 2[/(ry/~l-]^0

>-i'^^:*'f<^-)){^u/^[mM^}

In tlic syakuhatl,

/ = (/+ 1.3.4) i;' /, .o"357-12.8/'

(/+13.4f J
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For ail example

Position
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small, provided that it is not situated at the open end of* the

pipe. For the note Ci, the variation of ?? was at most 3 when

the above mentioned irregularity was situated at above 4 cm.

from the open end.

The effect of the slight general conicality^^ on the natural

pitch, is known to be of a second order of magnitude.

The function of the gorobusi seems to be to lower the note

for position No. 2, by increasing the resistance of the channel.

If the knot is absent, the note Avill be a little too high and the

interval of the note above the gravest note will be too great.

Besides, it is suspected that the strength of the pipe due to this

knot has something to do with the tone of the pipe. This is a

question still to be studied.

The irregularity of the overtones remains to be explained.

For most of the fundamental tones, the vibration of the air in

the pipe is chief!}' in the part of the pipe above the open hole

nearest to the embouchure ; the principal jiart of the energy of

the vibration is transmitted to the external air from the lateral

hole or holes. This is shown by inserting in the lower end of

the pipe a glass tube communicating with a manometric capsule.

The disturbance of the flame is very small compared with the

case when the end of the glass tube is driven into the upper

part of the pipe or when it is inserted in the lateral hole.

However, when an overtone is excited which is higher than the

octave of the corresponding fundamental note, the manometric

flame communicating with the lower end of the pipe, is set in a

forcible vibration, showing that for this mode, the lower part of

1) K;.yleigh, Theory of Sound, 1I„ 115.

lioutet, Ann. d. Chim. XXI, 150, 1870.

Ulaiklcy, Phil. Mag. VI, 119, 187S.
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the pipe plays an important part in the production of the note.

Indeed, for overtones, the distance between the lower end and

the holes approaches the half wave lengths of the notes, so

that the lower part may form a resonator whose pitch is near

that of the upper part. Thus the pipe, as a whole, forms a

communicating system of two resonators. The complete explana-

tion of the phenomena may, therefore, be made only after the

investigation of such a multiple system of resonators, has been

fully made. However, a qualitative explanation is possible for

a number of cases, as in the following.

In position No. 5, the virtual length of the pipe above the

open hole is nearly equal to the whole wave length of the note

aT while the lower half is a little longer than the half wave

length of the same note. Therefore, for this note, the vibration

of the air takes place within the pipe in such a way that very

near the open hole an actual loop is produced and only a small

portion of the energy escapes from the lateral opening. This is

verified by the experiment, since if the open hole be closed

while the pipe is being blown, the general mode of the vibra-

tion remains nearly unaltered, only the pitch is slightly lowered.

Indeed, of corresponds nearly to the second overtone of

position No. 1. In a similar way, in the first overtones for the

positions Nos. 18, 19, 20, 28, 24, 25, etc., the back hole

aj^proximately corresponds to the loop of the third overtone Of

the position No. 1. Therefore, for these positions in which

holes near the nodes of that mode are closed, this note is liable

to be produced.

In position 17, the fundamental tone is very high if com-

pared with others such as Nos. 18, 19, etc. In this position,

no energy escapes from the back hole, so that there is no change
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in the note, if that hole be closed ; the position is really equal

to position No. 1.

The intermediate overtone f^ in position 18, is related to

the position No. 2, in the same way that No. 17 is to No. 1.

The intermediate overtone c?2+ is due to the lower half of

the pipe.

The probable defect of the instrument, lies in the too wide

interval of the notes between positions Nos. 1 and 2. This

inconvenience may be avoided if an additional hole be opened

below the gorobusi, corresponding to the little finger of the right

hand. I have calculated the position of this side hole for the

note di, for the syakuhati investigated, and obtained 6.0 cm. for

its distance from the open end. On opening the hole, the

desired pitch was obtained, and moreover, the overtone of the

new hole filled ujd the gap for the missing d*. Another con-

venience attained by this hole is that, by opening it, the

irregularity of the overtones is removed for most cases, since it

divides up the lower part of the pipe into short halves and

thereby hinders the interference due to that part. The best

position of the new hole, however, must be determined rather by

convenience in playing. From this point of view, a little higher

position of the hole, would be recommendable, so that the end

of the little finger might cover the hole without much efibrt.

My best thanks are due to Prof. A. Tanakadate and Prof.

H. Nagaoka who have favoured me with kind encouragement

and useful suggestions, during the course of my investigations,

and also to Mr. R. Uehara who kindly placed his instrument at

my disposal for photographic reproduction.
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With Fiâtes I.-llI.

In a former paper/^ I dealt with the gastrulation of the

ovum in Petromyzon, but owing chiefly to the want, at that time,

of the living material at my hand, my sketch was necessarily

incomplete. Since that time, I have had several opportunities

to renew the observation ; especially during the last spring, an

unusually abundant supply of the material enabled me to carry

on my work on this subject more satisfactorily than it had ever

})een possible. Unlike Tokyo, my former residence, there is in

Sapporo a number of bodies of water in which the animal lives
;

it runs up in crowds rivers and brooks in and about the city to

spawn in the sandy beds of these streams and also of springs.

This circumstance induced me to try the artificial fertilization of

ovum repeatedly, and I am glad to say the experiment was

always attended with success. The material obtained in this way

was sufficient for following the steps of changes undergone by the

1) On the Formation of the Germiniil Layers in Petromyzon. Jour. Coll. Sc, Imp.

Univ., Tokyo, Japan. Vol. V., Pt. I., 1891.
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ova during gastrulation ; and these steps are, so far as it seems

to me, very peculiar but none the less interesting. I will describe,

in the following j)ages, the chief points obtained.

Before passing to the explanation of the processes, it should

specially be mentioned here that the ova in the earlier stages, from

the blastula to the gastrula inclusive, are very liable to suffer

artificial injuries caused by the effects of the killing reagents

employed. At any rate, some unequal shrinkage is, in the stages

in question, almost unavoidable : the animal hemisphere which is

not only formed of a thin layer, but contains the hollow seg-

mentation cavity, contracts necessarily more severely than the

solid vegetative hemisjohere, thereby causing not a little alteration

in the shape of the ova. It is, therefore, advisable that the living

material should be employed, at least, for the study of the

superficial changes ; and it follows that great care should also be

taken in examination of sections« for the preparation of which

hardened ova are of course necessary. I have endeavoured to show

such shrinkage in some of the figures given {Figs. 17 and 21),

in which the ovum itself had considerably contracted causing strong

wrinkles in the non-contractile chorion. It is probably from the

same cause that hardened ova often deviate in configuration from

the living.

For the sake of simplicity, I will start with what I have

come to consider as the old morula stage given in Fig. 1. . The

ovum at this stage presents the shape of a sphere, the lower third

of which shows a solid opaque appearance and represents the so-

called vegetative or yolk hemisphere ; while the upper larger part,

the animal hemisphere, is more or less translucent containing

the hollow segmentation cavity within. By stages, the ovum not

only increases in bulk, but assumes the outline of a tall ellipse
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{Fig- 2), (lie long axis of which pusses throiigli from pole to

pole. The superficial area of the traiisluceiit hemisphere has been

greatly added to since the last stage, while the opaque part has

still further diminished in extent ; it now occupies the lower

fifth of the ovum, as will be seen from Fig. 2. To simplify descrip-

tion, the translucent hemisphere may be called the upper, and

the opaque the lower, hemisphere.

This peculiar stage has been, so far as I am aware, entirely

overlooked by all the previous authors. Max Schnitze is the only

author^^ who figured correctly {Fig. 15, Taf. I.) the ovum of the

stage in question, but he seems to have paid no special attention

to this peculiar shape of the ovum and gives no account of it.

The same omission was committed by the present author ; Fig.

1, PL I, given by him in the above cited paper shows an oblique

section through a little further advanced ovum in which the

gastrula invagination is about to take place.

Now at a certain point in the line of junction"^ of the trans-

lucent hemisphere with the opaque, a shallow depression trans-

verse to the long axis appears {Figs. 3« and 3^, bg.) ; this gradual-

ly extends itself to the right and left along the junction line,

and at the same time it deepens, so that the depression, or as it

may now be called the groove, is deepest in the part that appeared

first and is shallowed out towards both its extremities. The

deepest part in the middle represents, as further history will

show, the dorsal side of the forthcoming creature.

The groove in question is not difficult to make out ; the

chorion which in the foregoing stages had been closely applied

1) Max Schultze : Die Entwickelungsgeschichte von Petromyzon Planeri. Haarlem,

1856.

2) This line will be called, in the following pages, the junction-line, denoting simply

the boundary between the translucent and opaiiue parts of the ovum.
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to the surface of the ovum, now stands apart at some distance

from the latter. Seen from the lateral side, the ovum appears

deeply constricted in the direction of the groove. For the

sake of convenience this groove will be called the boundary

groove from its position.

One might suppose that the groove just referred to repre-

sents an early trace of the blastopore, as was probably so

assumed by Max Schultze.^^ The present author came previously

to the same erroneous assumption. The blastpore, however, appears

later, as will become clear from the following description.

At a time when the arms of the groove nearly reach the

opposite point of the ovum, a second depression {Figs. 5a and 5b,

hp.) appears in the same meridional zone as, and a little below,

the first one ; this constitutes tJie filmst rudiment of the blastopore.

The blastoporic depression is likewise transverse in position

{Figs. 5a, 5b, Q>b, and 6c, bp.) ; it is, however, not hollowed out

evenly on the bottom in the shape of a pulley's groove, as in the

case of the boundary groove {Fig. Za, bg.), but is pushed forwards,

so that in section the bottom presents an acute angle in the

deepest part of the depression ; thus producing dorsally a steep

ridge overhanging the depression itself, while ventrally it is

shallowed and loses itself on the surface of the opaque hemisphere.

The whole of this crescentic groove appears like a nail-mark left

on a soft body such as dough.

In the above statements I have set aside an important

point which is, however, full of significance. Shortly after the

appearance of the boundary groove, it is seen that the rounded

base of the ovum, on which this rests in the position given in Figs.

1, 2, &c., shows a more or less' flattening of the surface near the

1) loc. cil. p. l.'î.
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grooved part marked witli A {Figs. Aa and Ah), so tliat the oviiiu

appears as if it were truncatud at thi.s i)art, as may ho well seen

in a lateral view. The field tliat lies between the groove and

the flattened area of the base is gradually produced into an

eminence which is soon converted into a cone witli rounded i\\)

(Fig. 4a, c. em). The cone is directed not merely outwards, but

also forwards, in extreme cases overhanging the groove in front

like a beak, while laterally it slopes downwards to the right and

left like a pair of wings {Fig. 45).

Corresponding to the changes which have just been mentioned,

the view from the lower pole of the ovum necessarily undergoes

notable alterations. It is no longer circular in outline, but is

pear-shaped being gradually narrowed towards the protruded

(dorsal) part and coming to a point in that part as if it had been

compressed from side to side, while the remaining (ventral) part

is still rounded as before. The ventral rounded part still retains

a spherical form, while the compressed part is, as just noticed,

flattened. This flattened part of the basal surface remains, how-

ever, not long in this condition, but is gradually transformed

into a slit-like depression {Figs. 5a and 5b, bp.) ; it is this de-

pression which w^as spoken above as an early trace of the

blastopore. When the latter becomes obvious, the conical eminence

grows for a time still more j)rominent {Fig. 5a), but subsequently

it becomes depressed assuming a flattened out appearance

{Fig. 6a).

According to my view, this series of occurrences is nothing else

than the beginning of the gastrula invagination. As the lower opaque

hemisphere begins to invaginate within the upper hemisphere, {. e.,

to push on toward the op2:>osite pole, it at first flattens instead of

remaining convex as heretofore. The pushing inward is, however.
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hindered by tlie mass lying within, and the inward pressure is

thus converted into one directed against the part lying in front

of and dorsal to it, the part thus pressed showing itself as the

conical eminence {Fig. 5a, c. em.). When finally, the resistance

to the inward movement is overcome, the flattened area moves

further inwards towards the segmentation cavity as a continuation

of the process of invagination and thus the blastoporic depression

is finally established. When this is done, the conical eminence

is at liberty to subside, becoming low^er and flattened out.

It is further evident that the boundary groove is a product

of the same process, though passive in origin : along the junction-

line between the translucent and opaque halves, the thin wall of

the translucent hemisphere is connected with the upper edge of the

opaque half; and when the conical eminence is protruded, it is only

the opaque j)art which takes part in this protruding. Thus, as

the part below the junction-line protrudes while the part above

it is kept distended by its liquid contents, and as the junction-line

remains in its original position, there is necessarily j^roduced a

constriction along this line between the two j^arts ; and this con-

striction is nothing but the boundary groove. Accordingly, the

demarkation of the groove against the opaque part, which is at

first faint, becomes sharp and distinct with growing elevation of

the eminence. I have observed that at that time the groove appears

to be brought nearer to the base {Mgs. 4a and 5a, bg.) than

before,—a phenomenon denoting the progressing invagination of the

opaque hemisphere. The ventral view of the ovum remains as

yet unaltered.

The appearance and subsequent disaj^pearance of the

conical eminence were doubtless observed by Max Schultze^\

1) loc. cit., p. ?•
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Calberla^^ and A. Goette.-^ Gocttc regarded the eminence as the

equivalent of the " Kandwulst " of the Teleostean ovum and of

the " Randzone " of the Amphibian ovum, while it seems not to

have been understood by the two other authors at any rate. To

a discussion on this point, I will return further on.

Let us now turn to follow the further fate of the two de-

pressions above described, by which way the superficial changes

of the gastrulation can be best learned.

In the first place, the history of the blastoporic depression

will be dealt with. The limbs of the dorsal lip which overhangs

the depression extend themselves further and ventrad along a

level somewhat below the boundary groove above referred to,

describing a large arc {MffS. la and 7c, bp.). The part of

the ridge thus added likewise overhangs the depression at every

part, but it becomes gradually lower towards both its distal ex-

tremities, finally to become lost on the general surface of the ovum.

This addition of the blastoporic \\\) in its extent is, however,

brought about not by lateral prolongation of the blastoporic

depression in its slit-like form, as might be supposed, but is

produced by the opaque hemisphere generally sinking down in

its proximal largest part. To do this, a small field of the

hemisphere which lies immediately behind (ventral to) the slit

is at first flattened {Fig. 6c, bii.) ; then, while the flattening is

further extended into the ventral part, the flattened area is gradually

changed into a large shallow depression which is deeper towards

the median and the steepest part of the dorsal lip {Fig. Ic, bp).

In other words, the slit-like blastopore is now converted into the

1) E. Calberla: Zur Enlwickelung des Medullarrohrs und der Chorda dorsalis der

Teleostier und Pelroniyzonten. Morphol. Jabrb., Bd. 3, 1877.

2) A. Goette: Entwickelungsgeschichte des Flu&sneuuauges (Petromyzon fliiviatilis).

Hamburg und Leipzig. 1890.
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the form of ii widely gaping funnel, the dorsal part of which is

wanting. The funnel formed would be entire if the opaque field

were pressed down in the direction of the long axis of the ovum

(cf. Fig. 17) ; but instead of that it is pushed dorsad and forwards,

that is, in an oblique direction making an angle of some 60° with

the axis {Fig. 17, hp.), so that a half-funnel is brought about.

This sinking down of the opaque half is nothing but a part of

an extended invagination of tlie lower hemisphere of the ovum.

The arc of the blastoporic lip attains its maximum extent

in the stage when it describes about a semicircle {Fig. 7c). At

tliis time the blastoporic funnel is represented by a large hollow

excavation ; the hind part of the opaque hemisphere which is

sickle-shaped in outline still shows a convex surface. From this

stage on, both the limbs of the arc are brought nearer to each other
;

/. e.f the angle contained in it grows less {Fig. Sc, bj).). And at

the median deepest point of the funnel the blastoporic passage is

converted into a circular pore. The convergence of the arc-limbs,

however, goes on only until they assume the shape given in

Fig. Sc, and stops long before the rest of the opaque hemisphere

has all been changed into a concave surface ; and this shape of tlie

blastopore is kept up until the entire withdrawal of the opaque part

within the ovum. When this is nearly accomplished the blastopore

shows a feature similar to that in earlier stages and is reduced

into a small oval depression still wanting the . ventral lip- {Fig.

10a). Tlie depression is then gradually converted into a circular

pore {Fig. lib, bp.) which constitutes the definitive blastopore.

This transformation of the oval depression into the circular

pore is, as is very well seen in Fig. 11, brought about by

the upheaval of the hitherto'' non-existant ventral margin

of the blastopore. The ridge thus formed is nothing
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else than the ventrally prolonged arms of the arched lips which

had heretofore bounded the pore on the doisal and lateral sides :

the limbs have now become united at the median point of the

ventral junction-line. In this way, the hhistopore is for the

first time surrounded all around by a lip. It should, however,

be specially mentioned that the lip is in the ventral part very

slight in elevation so that the general surface of the ovum still

passes over into the floor of the invaginated pocket at a wide

angle.

Now the gastrulation is completed ; no trace of the opaque

area can be detected on the external surface of the ovum. The

ovum is much reduced in bulk, so that it is in size about two-

thirds of that of the stage of Fig. 2 and shows a solid, instead of

a hollow, consistence.

It is a remarkable fact that the part of the opaque area

which answers to the yolk-plug in the Amphibian ova is not

represented here at any stage, as will be seen from the above

accounts. A yolk-plug is present only when the invagination of

the yolk field is delayed to a late stage in which the ventral lip

of the blastopore is completely established, as is best seen in the

Amphibian ova.

The process mentioned above was observed by Max 8chultze,

A. Shipley and A. Goette. Shipley states: "The invagination

at first has a wide-arched slit-like opening, but this soon narrows

into a small circular pore "'\ but he says nothing further on this

important part of the history ; the sinking of the opaque hemi-

sphere in the shape of a hollow funnel did not, it seems to me,

attract his attention. Max Schnitze"^ knew some of the changes

1) A. Shipley : On some Points in the Development of Petromyzon fluviatilis. Quart.

Journ. Microic. Sc., 1887, p. 5.

2) loc. cit. p. 13.
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taking place in the opaque hemisphere ; he gives, though briefly,

an account of the depression of the lower hemisphere. Six of

his figures {Figs. 4-5«, Taf. II.) show a close resemblance to

those of the earlier stages of mine and at least attest his correct

observation.

The accounts given by Goette are, on the other hand, more

accurate ; he says :
" Diese (the first indication of the archenteron)

besteht in einer queren, halbmondförmigen Furche, welche aufwärts

gegen den Vorsprung oder die künftigen Rückenseite des Embryo

durch eine wulstige Lippe begrenzt, deren seitliche Fortsetzungen

aber nach unten gegen die spätere Bauchseite unmerklich verstrei-

chen. Dies hängt zusammen, dass die Furche, indem sie sich

taschenförmig vertieft, dabei die Richtung konzentrisch zu der

oben gezeichneten Rückenfläche des Embryo einschlägt, also

ventralwärts flach abläuft. Diese spaltförmige Tasche ist die

Urdarmhöhle, ihre äussere Oefl'nung das Prostoma "^\ These lines

are, it is obvious, to some extent in accordance with tlie state-

ments given above by me concerning early stages. To my great

regret, he gives no account of the further changes of the semilunar

furrow which " ventralwärts flach abläuft," notwithstanding the

fact that these changes represent, in my opinion, one of the most im-

portant points of the gastrulation, by which the Petromyzon ovum is

put in sharp contrast to other ova of unequal-holoblastic segmenta-

tion, for instance, of the Anuran. First of all, the flattened yolk-

hemisphere in Petromyzon is converted, towards later stages, into

a deep and hollow depression, so that it is, as shown above, never

brought into the form of a yolk-plug throughout the whole

phase of gastrulation. This fact evidently shows a great activity of

the opaque hemisphere itself, by Which activity alone the invagi-

1) loc. cit., p. 2.
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nation is carried on. Tii the Anura, on the otlier hand, the yolk-

hemisphere shows no indication of a depression on its surface at all

and is exposed on the surface of the ovum down to a late stage until

the gastrulation is completed ; this exposed part of the yolk-field

is what is called the yolk-plug. It is tliercfore plain that the

invagination of the yolk-hemisphere is, in this case, not carried

on by its own power alone, but is to a large extent eftected

by tlie sinking sickle-furrow, that is, by the infolding animal

layer : in slioi't, its own activity is almost nil. To this point, I

will return further on.

In the second place, no less striking are the changes under-

gone by the boundary groove during the gastrulation. It was

mentioned above that this groove becomes obvious for the first

time at a certain point on the junction-line and gradually

embraces the ovum {Figs. oa-4J), hg.), constricting it into two

unequal portions : the larger translucent and the smaller 02:)aque.

For a certain interval of time it does not, however, surround the

ovum completely {Figs. ba-Qb) ; that part of the ovum just op-

posite the point of its first appearance remaining free from the

constriction, although this part becomes likewise involved eventu-

ally {Fig. la). With the increasing growth of the conical

eminence which, it will be remembered, appears below the boundary

groove, the latter not only cuts in deeper, but is pushed

forwards by the eminence to cause in its middle portion a

curvature with the convexity turned toward the front : in

other words, the boundary groove retains no longer its original

transverse position. Tow^ards the ventral part, the groove becomes

shallow passing over into the junction-line which in this

part still remains in the original condition {Figs. 4ia and 4b,

bg.). As the visible blastoj^ore appears and consequently the
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conical eminence decreases in height, the groove grows further

in curvature, for it is pushed forwards on the dorsal surface of

the ovum by the eminence now flattened in consequence of

withdrawal of the cells composing it. As the invagination goes

further, the elevation increases in its antero-posterior extent,

pushing the groove still further forwards. The eminence may

now be called the embryonic shield {Figs. Qa, and Q>b, em.s.).

By the time when the invagination has extended over the larger

part of the vegetative field {Fig. 7c.), the ovum is completely

surrounded by the groove, although still shallow in the ventral

part just constricted {Fig. 7a, bg.).

The translucent part of the ovum, against which the remain-

ing parts are marked ofiP by the groove, is in the course of

development, continually diminishing in extent, and at a stage

like that represented in Figs. 8a and ^b, it is reduced into a

small swelling, while the embryonic shield has extended consider-

ably. This reduction of one part and the augmentation of the

other are, in early stages, evidently the effects of one and the

same process, i. e., of the invagination, by wdiich the segmenta-

tion cavity is partially obliterated ; but in later stages, the

matter is much complicated, as will be explained in the following

lines.

I will here call attention to the change of the position of

the groove in the stages spoken of. A comparison of the

groove in Fig. 7a with that in Fig. 8a shows an apparent

forward shifting of it, i. e., an extension of the embryonic shield

{em.s.). If this shifting of the groove were done, as in early

stages, merely by the sinking down of the opaque hemisphere

from the surface, it ought necessarf'ily follow that the junction-

line at the ventral median line (indicated with l) would have much
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approached tlie dorsal blastoporic lip, since in order to add such

a considerable extent to the embryonic shield, a great deal of

the opaque hemisphere must invaginate within the ovum. But as

seen in the figures referred to, this hemisphere in fact suffers but

little change of extent, except that it is more or less depressed on

the surface. We are thus led to conclude that the marked

translocation of the groove is mainly brought about by the exten-

sion of tlie embryonic shield produced by the bachward shiftinr/

of the translucent animal layer. The opaque hemisphere has only

little, if at all, to do with the invagination or with the reduction

of the segmentation cavity. Thus, it is obvious that the marked

translocation of the groove is an apparent one : its real shifting

due to the actual invagination of the opaque hemisphere is probably

very little. As will be shown farther on, this translucent layer,

shifting backwards, partly contributes to the growth of the

blastoporic lip and is partly turned inwards.

In this way, the translucent part containing the segmentation

cavity, is, in a still further advanced stage, reduced into a small

vesicle and comes to be situated somewhat in the ventral

aspect of the ovum {Figs. 9a) ; the boundary groove around

it is accordingly seen also on the ventral aspect. Finally with

tlie thorough obliteration of the segmentation ca\âty, the groove

is, of course, lost from sight {Fig. 10a). Now the ovum assumes

a new outline ; it is swollen in the anterior part and decreases

in bulk posteriorly, while, in a little younger stage, it is rather

bigger in the posterior part with the ventral part of the yolk-hemi-

sphere still bulging out {Fig. 9a). The ovum is now pear-shaped

{Fig. 10a).

Standing thus in intimate connection with the gastrula

invagination, the boundary groove marks precisely the extent in
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which the process goes on : every part of it is pronounced on the

external surface of the ovum.

The previous authors give no account at all of the groove

just dealt witli. Max Schnitze only touches on it^^ ; however,

he ascribes to it, as above referred to, quite another meaning,

regarding it as the earliest indication of the blastopore. Prof.

Ch. Ishikaw^a discovered, independently from myself, the groove

in the Japanese Giant Salamander {Blegalohatrachus maximus),

of which an account of the early development was published

last summer."^

I will finally give a brief explanation of the changes

of the conical eminence which has been touched upon inci-

dentally. The conical eminence is at first brought about by

the commencing invagination of the opaque hemisphere, and in

the course of the 2:)rocess, it is extended and flattened into the

embryonic shield which is anteriorly and laterally bounded by the

boundary groove {Figs. 5a-8b). The embryonic shield comes

later to be produced in front into a conical knob from the upper

end of the ovum, when the translucent swelling containing a

small remnant of the segmentation cavity has been driven into

the ventral aspect {Figs. 9a and 9ô). When this swelling at

last disappears from the ovum and the ovum assumes a pear-shape,

a prominent elevation of an oval outline becomes obvious on the

dorsal surface of it ; it is rounded and broad in the anterior part

and is gradually narrowed towards the blastopore to become lost in

the neighbourhood of the lateral blastoporic lips {Fig. 10, m.p.).

This elevation is doubtless the medullary plate which answers

1) loc. cit. p. 13. ^

2) Ch. Iwliikawa: Gastrulation of the Japanese Giant Salamander [Mcgalohatrachus

maiiiiiui). Zoul. Magaz., Vol. XVII, 1905.
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to the correspondinp; structure, for instance, in Amphibian ova.

A narrow but sharply defined groove {M.g. 10 /;, r.r.) running

lengthwise along the median line of this oval field represents the

" Rückenrinne." It is broader and deeper towards the blastopore

and communicates with it {Figs. 10 h and 10 c, r.r.), while an-

teriorly it fades away.

The gastrulation in the present condition is not yet closed,

but has yet to envelope the opaque hemisphere which is still

exposed between the blastopore and the boundary groove that has

just disappeared. This exposed part is brought within to some ex-

tent, doubtless by the active invagination of the opaque field itself,

which has been uninterruptedly taking place from the first : it is

flattened and dej^ressed in the like manner as in the preceding

stages. An active growth of the dorsal blastoporic lip is, however,

indisputable from the fact that the medullary plate is obviously

added by stages in its antero-posterior length. This addition in

the plate is indeed not less than one-third of the original length,

by the time a prominent pair of the medullary ridges becomes

visible (compare Figs. 10a and 10b with Figs. 11« and lib).

Such an enormous growth of the blastoporic lip denotes nothing

else than its overgrowth on the opaque field, which accomplishes,

under co-operation of the invagination of the opaque field itself,

the process of gastrulation. Now the blastopore assumes a circular

outline ; the precise mode by which the pore is brought into the

definitive form has already been stated in foregoing pages.

I will now turn to follow the internal changes corresponding

to the superficial occurrences described in the preceding pages.

Let us start again from a young blastula stage. Fig. 12 shows
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a vertical section through the two poles of the blastula which

is still spherical in outline. The segmentation cavity [s.c.) which

is semilunar in shape occupies the upper half of the ovum ; the

cavity is roofed by a dome-like layer, while its floor is formed

by a thick mass of cells. The cupola part (a.h.) is the animal

hemisphere which looks translucent, when observed as an

opaque object, because it is thin, consisting of a layer only

2-3 cells in thickness ; these cells are smaller than those

which compose the remaining part of the ovum, the vegetative

hemisphere (v.h.). The smaller cells, the micromeres or animal

cells as they are called, can further be distinguished from

the larger cells by their smaller nuclei and by the smaller quantity

of yolk-granules which they contain. The macromeres, which

contain larger nuclei, are loaded with an enormous quantity of

yolk.^)

The segmentation cavity is not bordered by a sharp limit
;

the cells in both the animal and vegetative heuiispheres project,

or even are set free, into the cavity : in this stage, the cells of

both kinds are evidently still undergoing segmentation.

In the vertical section {M(/. 13) through the axial plane of

the ellipsoidal ovum (cf. Fig 2), the segmentation cavity (s.c.)

shows conspicuous changes ; it is no longer semilunar, but circu-

lar in outline ; and it now occupies the upper four-fifths of the ovum.

The micromeric wall {micm.) forming the animal hemisphere is

still represented by a layer which is 2-3 cells thick ; the

vegetative hemisphere is, on the otlier hand, formed as before of

1) B. Lwofl" (Ueber die Bildung der primllren Keimblätter etc. bei den Wirbeltieren.

Bull, Soc. Natural. Moscou, 1S94) informs that tjie yolk-granules contained in the macromeres

are coarser than those in tiie micromeres, a distinction which I can not make out in spite

of careful observations.
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;i lliii'k crowd of iiiacroiiu'ros {mac///.), :illlioiii;li lliis lias iiiucli

(lecrciised in tliickness as {'omparcd willi the correspoiuling pail in

the foregoing stage. Moreover, the inner zone of tlie layer is no

longer loose in structure, but is very compact. The same is

also true of the micromeric layer. Consequently, the demarka-

tion against the segmentation ca.vity is no longer an irregidar

line, but is even and sharj). We may therefore say that here

the segmentation is over and that the ovum is fullv sfrown in

the axial diameter l)y multiplication of the component cells.

It should be further noticed that the floor of the segmenta-

tion cavity is not flat, but is excavated, so that the massive layer

of the floor and the thinner cupola layer pass over gradually,

not abruptly, into each other. The animal hemisphere is fully

distended ; the distension seems to be maintained by a more

or less viscous fluid of albuminous nature, which fills up the

segmentation cavity and which coagulates when hardened and is

affected, though faintly, by staining reagents.

A median sagittal section through an ovum, in which the

boundary groove is just manifest, is represented in Fi(/ 14.

A change which draws attention first of all is a shallow indenta-

tion formed at the junction of the micromeric layer witli the

macromeric (b.^.) ; this is the boundary groove cut through. No

less conspicuous is another change met with in a small area of the

micromeric wall (imc. ep.), which forms the upper half of the

groove. Here it is thinned out, being reduced into a layer one

cell deep, while the remaining parts are still in the same condition

as before ; so that the transition of these parts is no longer gradual

but abrupt, the micromeric layer one cell thick passing at once into

the multicellular macromeric wall {Figs. 14 and 23). The micro-

meric layer under notice is not an aggregation of indifferent cells
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as in a younger ovum, as will be seen by a comparison of this

part with the corresjDonding part in the ovum last described {Fig.

13), but it constitutes a typical columnar epithelium which stands

in direct connection with the indifferent mass of yolk-cells. While

the micromeric layer is in this way undergoing histological

differentiation, the macromeric part also does not remain unchanged
;

it is produced by cell-multiplication outwards into a rounded

elevation (c. em.), which represents the forerunner of what I have

called above the conical eminence.

The origin of the boundary groove has already been explained

and is not difficult to understand. Notwithstanding the eminence

protruded, the junction line, i. e., the connection of the

epithelium with the solid mass of yolk-cells, retains its original

position, while the thin-walled animal hemisphere above this line

is kept distended ])y pressure of liquid contents within it. Con-

sequently, a constriction or a groove is necessarily brought about

along the junction line as a passive result ; this is the boundary

groove {Mg. 14, b. g.)

The boundary groove is very striking in the median sagittal

section through a little further advanced ovum {Fig. 15, h. g.),

in which a dorsal small part (*%;.) of the vegetative hemisphere

is flattened. In this section it is very well seen that the groove

looks striking, not because it had sunk deeper, but merely because

of the further protrusion of the eminence (c.em.), which now shows

a conical configuration when observed as an opaque object (see Figs.

Aa and Ab). In sections of the same stage {Fig. 15) it is seen that

the cells composing the eminence and the flattened part are much

smaller and more thickly crowded than those of the remaining

part of the macromeric hemisphere (this point is unfortunately

not well shown in the figure). Further, a part of the macromeric
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mass lying close to (he Ixmiulary groove has slipi)ecl a liltlc into

the segmentation cavity, as may be gathered by comparing the

points marked with | in Figs. 14 and lö. From these facts it

is not dillicult to inter that the com})onent cells in this part,

especially in the inner zone, have been nndergoing repeated divi-

sion. This increase in bulk of the inner mass must be one of

the causes of the upheaval of the conical eminence.

Notwithstanding that there is detected as yet no trace of

an indentation which represents the commencing de2)ression of the

blastopore, the flattening of the macromeric hemisphere can safely

be regarded as the first step of gastrula invagination (p. 3).

The relations of these parts are made still clearer in the

section through the median sagittal plane of a little older ovum

{Fi(j. 16) in which the blastopore had come into view in the

form of a nail-mark (compare with Figs, öa and ob). The

flattened area of the vegetative hemisphere is converted into a

large notch {bp.) ; this notch represents evidently the earliest

trace of the visible blastopore. I wish to explain in the following

lines the mode by which the notch is brought about, the posi-

tion where it ajipears and the eflects which are imparted by the

formation of it to other parts. In the first place there is little

room for doubt that the notch is formed not passively by down-

ward pushing of the conical eminence (c.em.), but by a gradual

infolding of the flattened field, which infolding is carried on by

its own activity and is the continuation of the j^i'ocess that caused

the flattening. The pushing in of the macromeric mass of this part

forms a large fold raised into the segmentation cavity ; and the

component cells which in younger stages formed the superficial

row of the flat field now take a radial arrangement.

It follows, in the second place, that the blastoporic notch
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appears not al the junction line, i. e., not at the bouiulary Ix'twecn

the microraerie epithelium and the macromeric cell-mass, out in

the macromeric part itself. In younger stages {Fi(j. 14), the upper

limit of the conical eminence is represented by the boundary

groove which there coincides with the junction line. When the

curvature of the boundary groove takes place {p. 11), the groove

in the dorsal part shifts a little further forwards ; nevertheless,

the conical eminence is formed almost entirely of the macro-

meric [)art (/''iff- 1'3). Therefore, decidedly macromeric must

be the flat field which forms the lower slope of the eminence;

and it is this field which is converted into the blastoporic notch

(Fif/- 16). The junction-line corresponds, in the stage spoken

of {M(/- 10), to the free margin of the dorsal blastoporic lip(*),

as it may now be called ; this line is, however, by no means

distinct nor sharply defined.

Lastly, as an ell'ect of the actual (visible) invagination of th{>

macromeric part, the segmentation cavity is obliterated to a

certain extent and consequently assumes a new outline [Fiff. 16.

.5. c). The conical eminence suffers a greater alteration : it is

changed into a less conspicuous elevation which lies between the

blastopore and the boundary groove, its original conspicuous part

having been pushed in, forming the walls of the invagination.

The boundary groove (/^.y.) which has ))ecome, as stated above,

manifest by the growing prominence of the eminence, becomes

likewise inconspicuous. It is no doubt these changes which caused

(îoette to state :
" Sie (the eminence) verstreicht aber sehr

l)ald, nachdem gerade unter ihr, also zwischen dem Ilande der

Keimhöhle und dem Gegenpol, die erste Andeutung des Urdarmes

sichtbar geworden ist."'' I can» not Init wonder at his keen

1) loc. cil; p. 2.
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inöii;lit uliirh is expressed in (his sliori account; indeed, lie

coiTcctly uhserved tlie position at wliicli the blastopore becomes

lirst visiblr. Aeeordiiii;- to liini, it is Ibiind "/wischen dem Kande

der Keindiöhle und dem ( !e,i;en})ol," wlule all other investigators

maintain that the ])()re oeeiir.s at the boundary between the

mieromerie and the macromeric part, /. c, at the junction-bnc

itself. This part— the part of the first appearance of the

blastoi)ore— is, however, not regarded by Goette, as 1 do, as a.

maeromerie part, but as a mieromerie ; for, according to him,

the conical eminence is brought about by " Anbiiufung der dort

scheinbar entstehenden und hinabrückenden Mikromeren,"^' and

the blastoporic cavity is nothing else than a fissure appearing in

this cell-mass. Starting from this standpoint, he assumes that

the Nvhole process of gastrulation consists in two processes : a) the

backward shifting of the mieromerie layer roofing the segmenta-

tion cavity and the forward pushing of the layer forming the

archenteric roof, which 1)oth represent his so-called '' dorsale

Einstülpung," and /;)
" Umwachsung der Makromeren durch die

Mikromeren." The process which brings forth the "Anhäu-

fung " of the micromeres represents, according to Goette, this

backward shifting of the mieromerie roof of the segmentation

cavity. This assumption is, I believe, not in accordance

with the facts, and the point of dispute lies after all in the

origin of the cells giving rise to the " Anhäufung " or the conical

eminence.

There are several facts which make us infer their being

macromeric in origin. First of all, these cells are loaded with

thickly-crowded yolk-granules and contain large nuclei, so that

they can not be distinguished, in these respects, from those in

1) lac cil; \}. 4.
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other macromeric parts occupying the largest ventral portion of

the ovum (see Fig. 23). While these characteristics disapj^ear

rather abruptly in the micromeres forming the columnar

epithelium, there is ventrally, in this respect, never any distinc-

tion between this mass of cells and the remaining macromeric

part. In addition to this, there occur active cell multiplication,

—a fact which shows that the cells are not derived from other

parts, but are formed here. Compare Fig. 14 with Fig. 15.

Notwithstanding the fact that the eminence has grown much

more conspicuously in the latter section than in the former,

there can be detected no indication of downward shifting of any

cellular elements which may contribute to the growth of the

eminence. After all, it is plain that the cells forming the

conical eminence are the macromeres which have here multiplied

in situ, not '' scheinbar " but in reality.

Having made out the early steps of the gastrula invagina-

tion and the relations to the parts with which it stands in

connection, I will turn to the explanation of further changes

going on in different parts : the changes in reference to a) the

difïërentiation of the micromeric elements forming the roof of

the segmentation cavity, b) the invagination of the macromeric

and micromeric parts, and c) the translocation of the boundary

groove and the obliteration of the segmentation cavity in conse-

quence of the progressing invagination.

a) The epithelial structure of the micromeric layer, which

is in early stages confined to a small area, is by stages extend-

ed farther and farther {Figs. 10-22). Already at a stage when

tlie segmentation cavity is reduced into a small vesicle {Figs. Sa

and 85), the differentiation almost reajches, at least on the dorsal

median part, the entire roof of the segmentation cavity {Fig. Vô).
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111 ;iii ovum willi ventnilly shifted segmentation cavity {Figs. Or/

and i)d), the median sagittal section of which is represented

in T^Vy. 20, (lie micromeric layer assnmes epithelial character

throughout and is at its ventral limit (iQ sharply marked off

against the macromeric part, just like its dorsal limit at the

stage when the invagination was about to take place {Mffs. 14

and 23).

Laterally the differentiation proceeds in a similar way as in

the median zone just stated, as will very well be seen in the

three sections represented in Figs. 25, 26 and 27. Of these

three figures, the last (Fig. 27) is a transverse section through

an ovum a little younger than that shown in Fig. 8a or Fig.

19 ; the lower depressed part (bjj.) shows a part of the blastoporic

funnel ; on either side of the macromeric cell-mass, we see very

well its connection with the micromeric layer which presents

the typical character of a columnar ejiithelium. The two other

figures {Figs. 25 and 2G) w^ere drawai from a series of horizontal

longitudinal sections through an ovum of about the same age

as that shown in Figs. 7a and 7d or in Fig. 18. In the section

taken from the dorsal part {Mg. 25), the differentiation of the

animal layer already reaches the junction-line, while in the other

section {Fig. 26) from the ventral part, the layer is still many

cells in thickness.

Great care was taken to make out in every possible way the

actual mode by which the aggregated elements of the micromeric

layer are brought into the epithelial structure ; but all my efforts

have been fruitless after all. Although wanting positive evidence,

we can make some surmises from another point of view. There

can be only two possible modes : either the outermost cell-row of

the indifferent animal layer comes to be converted in situ into
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the definitive epithelium, or the indifferent cells wedge in be-

tween other cells so as to produce an epithelial layer one

cell tliick. If the former mode were the case, the cells of the

inner rows must either fall into the segmentation cavity, or shift

downwards along the inner surface of the outermost row, l)ecoming

heaped up, as it were, at the foot of the animal layer. In reality,

there are never and nowhere detected such indications. On the

contrary, in the part where differentiation is going on, the cells

of the outer row and those of the inner rows are found pushing

in between one another, and the layer of such condition passes

over gradually into the part which has already become a true

epithelium {Figs. 14-19 and Fig. 23). The latter supposition

seems, therefore, to be in accordance with facts. And this is

reasonable, since the animal laj^er has to extend exceedingly in

order to invest completely the macromeric hemisphere, i. e., to

accomplish gastrulation, as will be shown in future pages.

b) As regards the invagination, a part of the flattened

macromeric field which is still seen projecting from the surface

below the blastopore (Fig. IG, f) comes first under notice. In

a little further advanced ovum {Fig. 17), this part is lost from

sight ; the invagination, on the other hand, goes deeper. The

invaginating pocket is not turned towards the center of the

segmentation cavity as in younger ova {Fig. IG), but pushes its

way dorsad and forwards nnder withdrawal of the protruded

part which at first is in the floor of the pocket bnt must

sooner or later lie in the roof {Fig. 17). The dorsal wall of

the blastoporic pocket is conseqnently brought to involve the

macromeric field, and here the archenteron {ar. en.) is formed

for the first time. It is therefore ,.plain that this additional

invagination {Fig. 17) is made enth-ely by the cells which formed
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tlio projoetod part. Now it follows that the cells composini;; the

roof of the arehenterie pocket first formed are those which

formerly gave rise to the conical eminence, while its floor is re-

presented by the macromeric mass which had lain ventral to the

eminence.

The layer constituting the arehenterie roof shows an

e]tithelial character {Figs. 17 and 18, mac. ep.) ; it is, however,

not difhcnlt to distinguish from the regular cylindrical epithelium

of the outer layer. It looks irregular because it is composed of

tall cells which are variable in shape and length and are thickly

loaded with yolk-granules ; further it is distinguished by the

nuclei of the cells beino- laro'er than those of the outer

layer cells. The outer regular and the inner irregular epithel-

ium pass over into each other at the dorsal lip of the

blastopore. On the other hand, the inner layer is to be traced

uninterruptedly into the outermost row of the macromeres, which

is partly invaginated but is in the greater part still ex^oosed. The

irregular epithelium arises without doubt by delamination, so to

speak, from the subjacent cells. The row of cells forming the

floor of the segmentation cavity has nothing to do Avith the

epithelial layer in question ; it always shows its original sharp

contour. On the contrary, in front of the anterior end of the

invaginating pocket, there is always seen some disturbance of

cells, and some detached cells are seen projecting into the

segmentation cavity {Figs. 17-19, •::••::• and Figs. 25 and 26, •::••:> ).

This appearance is due, it seems to me, merely to the fact that

here the outermost row of macromeres is being split off" from the

underlying crowd of cells, to be turned into the arehenterie

roof.

Passing now to a little further advanced ovum {Fig. 19), the
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roof of the archenteron is no longer formed of the irregular

epithelium of macromeric origin {jnac. ep.) alone, but a regular

columnar epithelium (i. mic. ep.) is added to form the posterior

section of it. The latter part is not only similar in every

histological respect to the outer epithelium {Fi(j. 24 e. mic. ep).),

but is directly continuous with it at the dorsal margin of the

blastoporic aperture. No doubt both have the same micromeric

origin. The anterior limit of the inner micromeric epithelium

{Fig. 19, *) against the macromeric epithelium is by no means

distinct, but both the layers gradually pass over from one to the

other. Traced towards the lateral part, the micromeric epithelium

forming the archenteric roof gradually decreases in its antero-

posterior extent, finally to get lost at the blastoporic margin still

represented by the junction line. Therefore, the micromeric

roof is at present posteriorly limited by a crescentic outline.

The contribution of the micromeric layer to the formation

of the archenteric roof has already been pointed out by Balfour^^
;

but it was more clearly made known by Goettc'* and Lwoff."'-

Goetto's view differs, however, from the accounts given above by

me in so far as concern the origin and the extent of the layer.

Goette's assumption of the gastrulation, which Lwoff confirms,

attributes micromeric origin to the archenteric roof in its whole

extent, while according to the results of my present work, the

anterior part of the roof is represented by macromeric layer.

At any rate, so long as the blastoporic lip extends in the

form of a large arc {Figs. 5b, 6c, and 7c), the archenteric

roof is formed entirely of the irregular macromeric epithelium

1) Balfour: Comparative Embryology, vol. IT, p. 85. A.Shipley gives a brief account

of the same fact {loc. cit., p. 5).

2) loc. cit.

3) loc. cil.
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alouc [/'if/s. IG-LS, /Ndc. cj).) ; it is probably tliis i)iiit ui' thu

epitlieliuni, wliicli misled Goette and Lwoff to assume the

arcbeuteric root' as beiug, in its entire extent, formed of an

irregular epitlieliuni 1-2 cells in thickness. As soon as the limbs

of the arc commence to come nearer each other {Fig. 8c), the

microraeric epithelium appears inside in the archeuteric roof

{Fig. l^O ; it is thus supposable that the approximation of the

arc-limbs, /. e., of the lateral blastoporic lips, stands in an

intimate connection with the contribution of the micromeric

epithelium to the formation of the archenteric roof, as the follow-

ing consideration w'ill show.

With the commencing infolding of the micromeric epithel-

ium, the blastoporic lip is strongly raised in its median part

{Fig. Sc), and the slit-like passage of the blastopore is converted

at this part into a circular pore. This circumstance is brought

aljout hy the complete withdrawal within of the macromeres in

this part and by the subsequent lifting of the blastoporic lip

formed of the micromeric epithelium which is now lieing in-

vaginated. For illustration of this point, the three figures.

Figs. 27-29, are instructive ; they were drawn from a series of

sections through an ovum a little younger than that shown in

Fig. 8a or Fig. 19 and represent cross-sections passing respectively

across the ventral part {Fig. 27), the blastoporic passage {Fig'

28) and the dorsal li}) of the blastopore {Fig. 29). In the first

figure {Fig. 27), the micromeric layer {e. riiic. ep.) is not yet

turned inw^ards, though the invagination of the macromeres has

proceeded to a great extent {hp.). In the next figure {Fig. 28),

the macromeric field is no longer exposed on the external surface

of the ovum, but has retired far inside; and the blastoporic passage

is bordered, from right and left, by the lateral walls formed of
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the infolding micromeric epithelium {e. mic. ep.). In the

third figure {Fig. 29), the already infolded epithelium forms

the median part of the archenteric roof ii. mic. ep.) which is

obliquely cut through. It is therefore obvious that so long as

the macromeric field is exposed on the external surface, the

blastoj)oric lips on the lateral sides, i. e., on the limbs of the arc,

stand apart from each other ; when the macromeric half is

entirely withdrawn inside and the infolding of the micromeric

epithelium commences its work, the lips are brought nearer :

hence resuhs the change of shape in the blastoporic arc. I

should here add that neither the micromeric nor the macromeric

part is passive in the process, but both are in active state. The

infolding of the former is, of course, carried on by its own

activity, l. e., by extension of the layer in general, which is

brought about by both the cell-multiplication of the epithelial

components and the dovetail-insertion of the micromeres forming

the cupola of the segmentation cavity. The invagination of the

macromeres is likewise actively taking place ; this is in fact

the same active process as that which more early caused the

blastoporic depression.

At the stage of Fi(/. VJ there is already comparatively little

cell disturbance in front of the archenteron {Fiff. 19, ::••::• ). This

shows that the delamination of the outermost cell-layer of the

macromeric mass to form the archenteric roof is of a short dura-

tion and of a limited extent. On the other hand, there is a

strong reason, as briefly stated on p. 13, for believing that the

backward shifting of the outer micromeric layer {Fl(/. 1*.>, e. mic.

c)).)y at the cost of which the formation of the archenteric roof

is accomplished, is of a greater importançLe. This shifting seems

to be more active in later stages {Figs. liO, 21, and 24, i. mic.
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ij).), in wliicli the larger part of the archeiiteric root' is already

occupied hy the inicronieric layer. In tlu^ stage of an ovum

rei)resented in F'uj. 21, the anterior end of tlie arclienteroii

lias pushed its way across the segmentation cavity and has struck

against the ventral part of the peristomal mesoderm which is

brought forth from the ventral junction line destined to be

transformed into the ventral lip of the blastopore.

The mitosis met with very frequently in the outer micromeric

layer {Figs. 19-21 and Figs. 27-30) has naturally no other

significance than an active growth of the layer, by which not

only the outer layer itself but also the archenteric roof is ex-

tended.

At the stage shown in Fig. 21, however, a large part

of the macromeric hemisphere is still exposed. This part

invaginates, as before, by its own activity as shown by the

depression on the surface ; but in order to bring forth the

complete gastrula, this part is doubtless overgrown to a great

extent by the dorsal and lateral blastoporic lips now formed of

the micromeric ej^ithelium. The overgrowth is, however, certain-

ly brought about, not by a free growth of the lips' rim as it

were, but by the outer micromeric epithelium itself which is shift-

ing backwards uninterruptedly from earlier stages and is extended

by the active superficial growth mentioned above. This layer of

course migrates inwards about the blastoporic lips, but, at the

same time, it narrows the blastoporic aperture, causing the lips

to grow on in such a manner that the blastopore is ultimately

converted into the definitive circular form (Fig. 22).

From the above observations, we see that the micromeric

epithelium is brought into the archenteric roof by its infolding

and that it overgrows a large part of the macromeric hemisphere
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by it« backward shifting and superficial extension. In consequence

of these processes, the large arched blastopore suffers changes in its

shape and ultimately acquires the definitive form. After all, the

whole occurrences are nothing else than those which answer to

the overgrowth of the animal layer over the large blastopore in

Amjyhioxus in which it takes place only after complete invagi-

nation of the vegetative hemisphere, while here in Fetromyzon

earlier phases of the overgrowth overlap to some extent later

phases of the invagination. At any rate, it is true that some

later phases of the gastrulation in Fetromyzon as well as in

Ainphloxus, consist entirely in overgrowth of the micromeric

epithelium.

The invaginated micromeric epithelium is not of a great

breadth from side to side ; however, it occupies completely the

roof of the archenteroii whicli presents, on cross-sections, a

small lentiform shape, while the lateral walls and the fioor of

the cavity are formed by the macromeric cell-group {Fiys. 24

and 29). It is plain that this relation of the micromeric

epithelium to other parts has been brought about in such a way

that the macromeric epithelium (folded at the blastoporic lip)

partly migrated inwards and partly caused the lip to grow farther

backwards, while the depressed macromeric surface was deeply

withdrawn leaving a concavity on the surface. The archenteric

cavity is accordingly represented by the depressed or grooved surface

of the macromeric hemisphere itself (compare Fly. 29 with Fiy. 28).

It is this part of the micromeric epithelium which is called by

Lwoff^^ the " Dorsalplatte." It must be remarked here that the

boundary between the micromeric " dorsal plate " and the macro-

meric lateral walls and floor however does^ not correspond to the

1) loc. cit.
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junction line : n number of tlie rancromeric elements at this part

on either side is pressed out of the archenteric border, and a

new connection is established lu'twcen the micromeric epithelium

and the macromeric part. Such a particular process is

perhaps indispensable, because a broad surface of the macro-

meric hemisphere is converted into a narrow passage of the

blastopore. The cells thus pushed out assume a looser epithelial

arrangement which stands on both sides in connection with the

" dorsal 2^hite," as if tlic}^ were its lateral continuations (Figs.

27-30, /. mac. ep.). It is this structure which much attracted the

attention of observers and misled especially W. Scott^' to assume

it as the mesoderm split off from the main mass of the macro-

meric elements. For the covenience of reference, T will call it

the lateral irregular epithelium, although it is by no means to

be regarded as a definite structure.

Anteriorly the " dorsal plate " is more or less broad and

passes over into an irregular epithelium of the archenteric wall

brought about by early invagination of the macromeric elements.

At its posterior extremity, the " dorsal plate " is divided at every

stage after its appearance into two arms which embrace the

blastopore from the dorsal side forming its lateral lips {Fig.

28). In the comjilete gastrula, the lateral lips represented by

the folding of micromeric epithelium are extended to the

ventral median part, the two arms meeting with each other at

the ventral blastoporic lip ; but the folding in is here still very

slight {Fig. 22). After all, the oval depression of the blastopore is

for the first time converted into a circular pore which con-

stitutes the definitive blastopore.

1) W. Scott : Beiträge zur Entwickeliingsgeseliiclite der retromyzonten. Morpliol.

Jahrb., Bd. VII, 1882.
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It is a remarkable fact that a part of the macromeric cell-

mass, known as the 3^olk-plug in Amphibian ova, does not come

into view nt all. As before noted (p. 11), the yolk-plug is, in

fact, n part of the vegetative hemisphere, which is still ex-

posed after having already been surrounded by the furrow of the

sickle-groove brought about by infolding of the animal layer. In

the Petromyzon ovum, there is never an occasion for such a

temporary phenomenon to manifest itself, because the definitive

ventral lip of the blastopore is wanting in the younger stages and

is found only in the complete gastrula.

A wedge-shaped structure composed of small cells and

found immediately inside the ventral blastoporic lip in the

gastrula. [Fig. 22, j).m.), represents the ventral part of the

peristomal mesoderm, which when traced anteriorly, is continuous

to the gastral part of the mesoderm already formed in this stage

on both sides of the " dorsal plate." It is proliferated out of

the micromeric epithelium forming the blastoporic lips. Earliest

traces of the proliferation is seen already in a little younger ova

{Fig. 23, 2^- ^«O-

We have therefore before us archenteric walls, in which

the " dorsal plate " makes up the larger posterior section of the

roof of the cavity and in which the anterior part of the roof is

formed of the macromeric epithelium, while the lateral walls and

the floor are represented by indifferent macromeres. The

" dorsal plate " gives rise, in its median part, to the gastral

mesoderm (Fig. 24, g. m.), and in the blastoporic lips, to the

peristomal mesoderm. The irregular macromeric epithelium

forming the anterior archenteric wall loses gradually its epithelial

structure and together with the lateral irregular epithelium, be-

comes indistinguishable from other macromeres; consequently
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the archeiiteric cavity in tliis j^art, thougli visible for some time

here and there as irregular spaces, is finally lost from sight

{F'lcf. 22).

c) Passing now to the translocation of the boundary groove

and obliteration of the segmentation cavity, I have left the

history of the boundary groove at a stage when the visible

blastopore appears for the first time {Fig. IG). Thenceforth the

groove shifts farther and farther forwards, as the archcnteric

pocket is added in length, to some extent by inward migration

of the micromeric epithelium, but largely by invagination of

the macromeric hemisphere, which process reduces the segmen-

tation cavity (Figs. 17-19). It is thus plain that the forward shift-

ing of the groove indicates the extent into which the segmentation

cavity is obliterated. It must however be borne in mind that

the ovum soon arrives at a stage, in which side by side with

the active invagination of the macromeric hemisphere there is

going on another process, viz., the backward shifting of the outer

micromeric epithelium. Henceforth the translocation of the

groove is, as stated on p. 13, only apparent. In other words,

the obliteration of the segraenatation cavity by the invagination

of the macromeric hemisphere, is very little when compared with

the reduction of it by the shifting backwards of the micromeric

epithelium. In this way the segmentation cavity is at length

entirely obliterated long before accomplishment of the gastrula-

tion [Fig. 21) ; and consequently the boundary groove is also

lost from sight.

The invagination of the macromeric hemisphere and the

backward shifting of the outer micromeric layer represent, however,

by no means the sole cause for the obliteration of segmentation

cavity. The macromeres which form a part of the hemisphere
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in the neighbourhood of the cavity lose their mutual union,

thus disturbing the sharp contour of the cavity ; and furthermore,

some scattered cells come to fill up the last remnant of

the cavity, which is thus entirely obliterated {Figs. 21 and

30).

The loosening of the cellular union of the macromeres,

which is doubtless a very remarkable occurrence, is not confined

to the neighbourhood of the segmentation cavity where it first

takes place, but eventually extends over a wider extent and

especially to the ventral part. Even the whole mass of the cells

may be more or less influenced by the process {Fig. 21 and

22). The main mass of the hemisphere formed of macromeric

elements has hitherto been in firm union, so as to give them a

polyhedral shape by mutual pressure and to cause the sharp

contour against the segmentation cavity. This close union has

been, I believe, kept uj) owing to the pressure exerted by the

liquid contents of the segmentation cavity upon the cell-mass.

The pressure is probably intensified by stages with growing

reduction of the cavity. Upon this j^i'^ssure, as before stated,

depends also the external form of the boundary groove during

invagination, it having the effect of distending the animal

layer. The liquid is at length forced to escape in some way as

the cavity is by stages reduced ; it is probably pressed out through

the outer micromeric layer when the pressure attains the maxi-

mum. As soon as this happens, the pressure is suddenly much

weakened, and the loosening of the cellular union should set in.

The segmentation cavity is thus obliterated.

In the gastrula thus brought forth, the invaginated parts of

the ovum, including the micromeric and macromeric parts, will

be called the entoderm, while the micromeric epithelium which
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remains as the extrnial c<>at of the ovum merits the name of the

ectoderm.

Having described above the main course of the gastrulation,

I may be permitted to give some more considerations on a few

points :

1. I have stated before that I have come to consider the

stage given in Fig. 1 as an old morula stage, and not as a

blastula. This is due to the following consideration. It seems

to me correct that under the term " blastula " is understood

a stage in which blastomeres are no longer in a merely aggregated

state, but are converted into the form of an epithelium, since

this histologically differentiated condition ought certainly to be

distinguished from the stages that consist (jf indifferent cells

only, as is very obvious in Ami^hioxus. Applying this view to

the present case, the stage given in Fig. 1 is not really gone

further than an old morula. In this case the blastulation, as

indicated by differentiation of the blastomeres into an epithelium,

should be looked upon as being much delayed ; it is still being-

carried on during the whole period of the gastrulation and is

finished only a little earlier than the latter process. In other

words, the two processess, blastulation and gastrulation, overlap

each other to a great extent in the period of their occurrence.

The prime cause of this belated mode of development is in-

disputably due to delay of segmentation on account of an en(n"mous

accumulation of yolk within the ovum.

2. I have n<jt been able to detect in any stage what might

be considered as " concrescence." It is trae that at a much

later stage when the embryo begins to grow in its long axis,
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there is detected, in a «mall extent of the hind region, a process

which resembles concrescence. But that seems to me to be

of a significance difterent from the process which embryologists

are wont to call by the name just mentioned ; the process observed

by me is probably identical with that which was pointed out in

the Amphibia by Eycleshymer.^^

3. I have stated that the macromeric hemisphere has an

activity of its own. This is an important factor in bringing

about the gastrulation in Petromyzon, That such is the case in

the Petromyzon ovum which contains much larger quantity of yolk

than the frog's ovum and that there is no yolk-plug in the

former are very striking facts. I can find no other way of

explaining this peculiarity than by assuming the frog's ovum to

be secondarily holoblastic as was maintained by Professor Mitsu-

kuri seven years ago.'-' I intend to deal with this question more

fully at another place.

I wish to express my deepest thanks to Professor Mitsukuri

for his kindness in looking through the manuscript.

Nov. 26, 190o.

1) A. C. Eyclesliyiner : Tlie Formation of tlie Embryo of Necturus, witli Kemarks

on the Theory of Concrescence. Anat. Anz., Bd. XXI, 1902.

2) K. Mitsnkuri : On the Fate of the Blastopore, the Relations of the Primitive
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ON THE CJA8T11ULAT10N IN TETROMYZON.

Explanations of Plates.

List uf Abbreviationy.

a.h Animal hemisphere.

arxn Archenteron

.

b.(/ Boundary groove.

bj) Blastopore.

hp.l Blastoporic lip.

con Conical eminence.

ch Chorion.

em.s Embryonic shield.

(J.
m Gastral mesoderm.

i. mic. c^j...Inner micromeric epithel-

ium.

I. mac. ey>..Lateral irregular epithel-

ium.

niacin Macromeres (macromeric

layer).

mac. cyA... Macromeric epithelium.

micm Micromeres (micromeric

layer).

mic.ep. ...Micromeric epithelium.

m.fj Medullary groove.

p.m Peristomal mesoderm.

s.c Segmentation cavity.

v.li Vegetative hemisphere.

vl.hp Ventral lip of blastopore.

+ Boundary between micro-

meric and macromeric

epithelia in archenteric

roof.

.J.

Anterior blind end of

archenteron.

,.^ Disturbed part of macro-

meric cell-mass.

% Lower limit of micromeres.

^^^ Flattened part of vege-

tative hemisphere.
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Plate I.

Surface views of the ova undergoing the process of gastrulation. The

figures were all drawn by the author from living specimens. The

magnification is about x 30 for all the figures.

Fit/. 1—An old morula. The upper translucent part (a.h.) is the anima

hemisphere ; the lower opaque part (vJi.) is the vegetative

hemisphere.

Fi(j. 2—A fully grown morula. The animal hemisphere (a.h.) has become

much larger than that in the stage of Fù/. 1, while the vegetative

hemisphere (v.h.) is rather reduced in extent.

Fig. 3a—Side view of a little further advanced ovum. The conical

eminence (c.em.) appears as a rounded elevation. The boundary

groove (b.g.) has come into view.

Fig. 'M)—Dorsal view of the same ovum. The proportion of the extent

of the animal and vegetative hemispheres is well seen ; the latter

is about ^ of the former in bulk.

Fig. 4«—Side view of a little further developed ovum. The conical emi-

nence (c.em.) has become prominent, and a part of the vegetative

hemisphere below the eminence has flattened (.,;;;..). The boundary

groove (b.g.) has become deeper and is extended farther ventrally.

Fig. 46—Dorsal view of the same ovum. A comparison of this with

Fig. 3b shows that the part giving rise to the conical eminence

is strongly compressed from side to side.

Fig. 5«—Side view of an ovum in which the gastrula invagination has just

begun (bjj.) ;
the boundary groove {b.g.) has extended itself far-

ther ventrally.

Fig. :V>—Dorsal view ot the same ovum. The blastopore (bj).) is seen like

a nail-mark below the conical eminence (c.oii.)^

Fig. iki—Side view of an ovum in which the invaciination has y-one a little

further.

Fig. i)b—Dorsal view of the same ovum. The conical eminence is con

verted into a flattened and broad elevation (cm.s.), the embry-

onic shield, and consequently the boundary groove (b.g.) is curved

anteriorly.

Fig. ik—The same ovum froln tht- basal surface". The crescentic blasto-

pore (bp.) has increased in length of both its limbs.
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Fiif. 7iy—Side view of a further advanced ovum. The constriction of the

boundary groove (A.j/.) is not only strikin«.^, but now surrounds

the ovum completely. While the invagination is further

carried on, the basal surface is depressed and flattened further

ventrally.

Fi'c/. IJ)—üorsal view of the same ovum. The embryonic shield (em.s.)

has become broader, and the ))Oundary groove (h.g.) has shifted

anteriorly in consequence of the advancing invagination.

Fig. Ic—lîasal view of the same ovum. The invaginating groove {hp.) is

nuich extended, describing an almost semicircular arc. It is

bounded outside by the blastoporic lip {hpJ.) of the same form and

which is most prominent in the middle part. The field contained

within the arc is depressed a great deal, and the depression is

deeper towards the steepest middle part of the blastoporic lip,

thus presenting a wide-gaped blastopore of a funnel-like shape.

Fig. 8a—Side view of an ovum in which the translucent part is reduced,

in consequence of the progressing invagination, into a small

vesicle at the anterior end of the ovum and is separated from the

opaque embryonic shield by the strongly curved boundary groove

(&.r/.).

Fig. Sh—Dorsal view of the same ovum. The larger part of the ovum is

occupied by the opaque solid part, the embryonic shield (eon. .<?.)
;

capping this is seen the small translucent vesicle at the anterior

end.

Fig. 8c—Basal view of the same ovum. Both limbs of the arc described

by the blastoporic lip (bp.i.) are brought nearer to the median

line and to each other, while the blastoporic depression has become

deeper than before.

Fig. 9a—Side view of a further advanced ovum. The whole extent of

the dorsal surface is occupied by the embryonic shield (e?/i.s.).

The translucent vesicle is driven into the ventral side of the

anterior part and is seen as a slight swelling. A great deal of

the vegetative hemisphere remains still exposed
; accordingly, the

ovum is somewht conical in shape, the posterior part being

bulged out.

Fig. dl)—Dorsal view of the same ovum. The translucent vesicle can

not be seen, while the boundary groove is perceived as two slight

indentations on both sides of the anterior end {h.g.).
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Fifj. 9c—Basal view of tlie same ovum. The blastoporic depression {hp.)

has becoine deeper and narrower, hut ventral ly it passes over

gradually into the vegetative field which is still spherical in shape,

wanting as yet the ventral blastoporic lip.

Fù/. lOf/—»Side view of a further advanced ovum. There is no longer seen

any trace of the translucent vesicle. The segmentation cavity is

thoroughly obliterated. The ovum now assumes a jiear-shape,

being larger in the anterior part and lessening in bulk post-

eriorly.

Fig. \0h—Dorsal view of the same ovum. The dorsal surface is no longer

plain as before, but there is expressed an oval elevation (m.p.),

the medullary plate, along the median line of which is seen the

" Rückenrinne " running lengthwise. This is deeper towards the

posterior end and communicates with the blastopore, while ant-

eriorly it is shallower and fades away at length.

/Vf/, lia—Side view of a much advanced ovum. The medullary plate is

converted into a pair of prominent medullary ridges (m.o\). The

ventral lip of the blastopore {vl.hp.) is now established.

FIIf. \\h—The .same ovum seen from the dorsal and posterior sides. The

blastopore shows its definitive circular form by the establishment

of the ventral lip {vl.hp.)

Plate II.

Fig. 12—A section through both the animal and vegetative poles of an

ovum a little younger than that represented in Fig. 1. The

segmentation of the blastomeres are being actively carried on

.

The macro- and micro-meres project into the semilunar segmenta-

tion cavity, and some of them are even detached and nearly free

in that cavity, x G4.

Fig. 1.3—A section through both the jwles of an ovum, the same' in

development as the surface vi(3sv shown in Fig. 2. The ovum is

ellipsoidal in shape ; accordingly, the segmentation cavity is no

longer semilunar in outline, but is circular. Segmentation is

over. The blastonierie wall {micrm. and macrm.) shows not only

a sharp contour against the segmentation cavity, but is reduced

in tliickness. x f54.

Fig. 14—A median sagittal section throiigh an ovum, nearly the same in

development as the stage shown in Fig. .'3a. The relation of
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tlio conical otuiiiciicc (c.rm.) to tli.^ Ixxindary groove {/>.(/.) is

very well seen. Tlie inieroineric part is transformed into a

eolniiiiiai- epitlieliiini (niic.ep.) at a small area in tin; groove.

X CI.

Fi(/. IT)—A median sagittal sectit)n through an ovum, alioiit the same in

dovelojiment as tlie snrfaco view represented in Fif/. 4a. Tiie

conical eminence (c.cin.) is distinct ; accordingly, the Ixaindary

groove (h.tj.) is deep, and a small lield of the macromeric hemi-

s|)h(a'e innnediately below the emintnice is tlattened (4..). x CA.

Fitj. 1()—A median sagittal section through an ovum of about the same

stage as that shown in Fig. 5«. The commencing gastrula

invagination {hp.) is well seen. The conical ennnence and the

boundary groove are conspicuous. The floor of the segmentation

cavity opposite the invaginating blastopore {hp.) is a little raised

into that cavity, x G4.

Fig. 17—A median sagittal section througli an ovum a little older than

the surface view given in Fig. da. The boundary groove has

somewhat shifted anteriorly, being ])ressed by the invagination of

the macromeres which formerly formed the conical eminence and

which now take an epithelial arrangement {mac.cp.). The arch-

enteron has appeared for the first time. The differentiation of

the micromeres into the columnar epithelium {mic.ep.) has ex-

tended over an increased area. The wrinkled chorion {di.) is to

be seen, x 64.

/,7,y. 18—A median sagittal section through an ovum of about the same

stage as the snrface view shown in Fig. la. The archeuteron

{ar.en.) and tlie macromeric epithelium {mac.cp.) roofing the cavity

have increased in extent. The boundary groove {h.g.) has shifted

ftirther anteriorly, and the segmentation cavity (.s.c.) is nnich

reduced. Some macromeres outside the anterior blintl end of the

archenteron are in a disturbed state {v.-^). x 80.

l,';,j^ \\)—A median sagittal section through an ovum as much advanced as

the stage represented in Fig. 8a. Not only the archenteron

{ar.en.) and the macromeric roof of it [mac.ep.) have increased

in extent, but in the posterior section of the roof there

have come into view the raicromeric epithelium {i.mic.ep.),

which may })e distinguished from tlie macromeric [lart lying

anteriorly tn the point marked with -i-
by the regular arrangement

of cells as well as bv tlieir smaller nuclei. The boundary groove
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(6.y.) has öliil'ted far anteriorly, and the segmentation cavity (.s'.c.)

is very much reduced. Some disturbed macromeres (««-) are seen

outside the blind end of the archenteric canal, x 80.

Plate III.

Fig. 20—A median sagittal section through an ovum a little further

advanced than that shown in surface view in Fig. 9«. The

archenteron [ar.cn.) has further extended, this extension being

made by further invagination of the macromeres as well as by

new addition of micromeric epithelium. The segmentation

cavity [s.c.) is reduced into a narrow space ; the boundary groove

{h.g.) is marked by a slight depression on the ventral surface of

the last remnant of the segmemtation cavity, which is about to

be obliterated by the falling in of the macromeres loosened from

mutual union, x SO.

Fig. 21—A median sagittal section through an ovum of about the same

development as the surface view given in Fig. 10«. Tiie arch-

enteron (ar.en.) is much increased in extent ; its anterior part

strikes against the peristomal part of the mesoderm (p.m.) now

formed, thus entirely obliterating the segmentation cavity. The

micromeric section of the archenteric roof has greatly enlarged

so that nearly two-thirds of the latter is taken up by the micro-

meric epithelium (^i.mic.ep.) ; a small part of the macromeric

field still remains uninvaginated. The strongly wrinkled chorion

[cli.) is shown, x 80.

Fig. 22—A median sagittal section of a nnich advanced ovum which is,

however, a little j'Ounger than the ovum figured in Fig. l\a.

The process of gastrulation is finished. There is no trace of the

macromeric field outside. The outer {e.mic.ep.) as well as the

inner {i.mic.ep.) micromeric epithelia show a compact texture.

The anterior part of the archenteron is lost from sight ; the cells

which formerly formed the wall at this part are now indistinguish-

able from other macromeric elements which have lost their nuitual

union. The peristomal mesoderm [p.m.) is well established.

xSO.

Fiq. 23—A piece of a sagittal section through an ovum a little yt)nnger

than that represented in Fig. 14. The jeft side is the outer

surface, and the right represents the surface turned towards the
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segmentation cavity. 1 have eudeavoured to sliuvv hore the

transitional part ot' the micromeric to the macronieric laver and
the mode in which tiie micromeric layer of many cells in liiick-

ness (tiiion.) passes over into the columnar epithelium (inic. ep.).

liesides the dilïerence in size of cells the nuclei contained in the

micromeres (upper part ol the figure) are ranch smaller than those

in the raacromeres (lower part) ; this contrast is, in this section,

especially shar{)ly expressed. The lighter colour of the micromeric

part is due to the smaller quantity of yolk-granules contained.

The e})ithelially differentiated part passes over, on one hand

abruptly into the macronieric i)art formed of a crowd of larger cells

and, on the other hand, into the micromeric layer which is not

yet well established but is formed of cells wedged in between one

another in a dovetail-like manner, x ISO.

Fi(/. 24—A transverse section throngh the dorsal part of an ovum abont

as far developed as that shown in Fig. 10«. The distinctive

characteristics of the two kinds of cells are the same as given in

the explanation of Fiç/. 23. Between the outer {e.mic.ep.)

and the inner {i.mic.ep.) micromeric epithelium no difference in

histological nature can be detected. The cells of the inner epithel-

ium forming the roof of the archenteron [)roliferate on either side

of the layer and give rise to cells of the same kind (g.vi.), and

which are destined to establish the gastral part of the mesoderm.

The concave surface of the archenteric floor is nothing else than the

depression or funnel-groove of the exposed macromeric field, x 180.

Fig. 25—A frontal section through the blastopore of an ovum of about the

same stage as that represented in Fig. la. A large notch (bp.)

at the lower end shows the blastoporic depression on the macro-

meric field. The macromeric surface is almost entirely with-

drawn, and the lateral lips on either side of the notch are covered

with the micromeric epithelium. A shallow depression on either

side {h.g.) represents the boundary groove. As the section passes

through the dorsal part, the segnientation cavity {s.c.) is com-

paratively small
;
on the contrary, the disturbed part of the

macromeres («s) is met with in its whole breadth. The micro-

meric layer (micep.) presents the structure of a columnar epithel-

ium throughout its whole extent, x 80.

Fig. 2C—A section from the ventral part of the same series as that shown

in Fig. 25. The micromeric layer is nowhere tlifferentiated at
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all. Ou tlie left side, a mere truce of the boundary groove (/>. 7.)

is seen. As tlie plane of the section is inclined toward tliat

side, the groove is not met with on the right side. The macro-

meric field shows no tendency to invaginate. The disturbed part

of the cell-mass is found in this section also, x 80.

F'kj. 27—An oblique transverse section through the blastoporic depression

of an ovum of a stage intermediate between those represented

in Fig. 8a and Fig. la, A shallow depression on the macromeric

margin {l>p.) shows tlie ventral part of the blastoporic funnel cut

through. The archenteron (ar.en.) is roofed by the irregular

macromeric epithelium (onac.ep.). An irregular row of macro-

meres on either side of and apparently continuous with the roof,

(l.mac.ep.) represents the lateral irregular epithelium, x 80.

pip^ 28—A more dorsal section from the same series as that just

described. The blastopore is represented by a deep notch (h^).).

Lateral lips formed by the micromeric layer border the notch,

this condition being brought about in consequence of complete

withdrawal of the macromeres. x 80.

j'T'/ry, 29—A still more dorsal section from the same series, passing through

the dorsal lip of the blastopore. The micromeric epithelium

{i.mic.ep.) is reflected to form the archenteric roof, while the

depressed macromeric field which has been withdrawn represents

the archenteric floor. As the section is an oblique one, the

anterior part of the archenteron is cut through lengthwise to some

extent (the upper part of the figure), x 80.

Fig. 30—A horizontal section through an ovum a little younger than tl>e

stage represented in Fig. 10a. In the anterior part (the left

])art in the figure), the section passes through the dorsal blastoporic

lip. The archenteric roof {i.mic.ej).) is cut througli obliquely,

while the posterior part (the right part in the figure) shows in

section the ventral part beyond the anterior end of the

archenteron. Thi^ lateral irregular epithelium (/. mac. ep.) is

seen as a continuous laver. x 80.
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The Fucaceœ of Japan.
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INTRODUCTION.

The family Fucaccœ {Cyclosporeœ) is in tlie jirosont jXTper

taken with the same limitations as by Kjellmax" in Exgleti

and Prantl's " Die Xatürlicheii Pflanzenfamilien," in which he

included the Sargassacecv and Fucaceœ of other systematists.

In the "Nippon Sörui Mêi " (Enumeration of the Algjp of

Japan) published ])y Dr. K. Okamura^' in 1902, 5C) species of

Fucaceous algie are mentioned under 7 genera. The list comprises

all known species from Japan reported by various botanists up

to that date. Among those mentioned, 39 species belong to the

genus Sargassum, 8 to Cystophyllum, and one or two to each of

the remaining genera.

The first knowledge of Japanese Sargasmm we owe to the

elaborate work of TrRXEii."' A few species more were added

by various European algologists, such as ('. Acjardh,'*' Kïïzixg"'^

1) 1 Theil. 2. Abth. p. 208.

2) pp. 137-160.

?,) Historia Fucorum. 1808-1818.

4) Species Algarnm. 1821, 1828.

5) Ueber die Eigeutliiimliciilceit der Vegetation in die chinesischen und japanisclien

Meeren—lîotani<che Zeitung, 184.'!. s. .').1-.")7.
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and Harvey.^^ In his classical work "Species Sargassorum

Australiœ," J. Agaedh revised all the species of Sargassum

known from the Australian seas as well as those from the coast

of Japan and the Indian Ocean, adding at the same time, a large

number of new species described by him. He"' again revised

Sargassum of Japan in " Analecta Algologica " and added a few

other species. Before the last mentioned publication appeared

De Toni included all known species up to that time in his

" Sylloge Algarum." The Japanese forms mentioned in that

work numbered 39 species and 3 varieties inclusive of the doubtful

species described by the earlj'^ writers. Okamura's enumeration

noted above is based entirely upon De Toni's work.

Any one who tries to touch upon the Sargassum and Cysto2^hyl-

liim of Japan encounters the utmost difficidty in identifying the

specimens with the descriptions. The plants under these genera

vary greatly in their morphological characters according to the

age of the individual and the conditions of its environment :

and not a few species have their uj)per parts so wliolly unlike

their lower portions, that it would be quite im2:)0ssible to imagine

the former in cases in which the latter alone were given. Many

of the species assigned to the coast of Japan and established by

European botanists were based upon fragmentary and sterile

specimens of such variable plants as mentioned above found

floating on the sea or cast ashore. And moreover the species

described by Hatîvey and by J. Agaedh have never been

illustrated. The present writer could not restrain an exclamation

of impatience at a diagnosis of a few lines which was satisfactorily

1) Cluiracters of New Alg;\i chielly from Japan anil adjacent Eegions collected bj'

Charles AVright in the North Tacific Expedition UIlde^ 'Captain Eodgkrs.—Proceedings

of the American Academy of Art and Science. Vol. V. 1859. p. 327-334.

2) De Speciebiis Sargassorum .Taponicis Scholia. (Anal. Algol, cont. TIT. p. 49-()l).
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applicable to several entirely ditterent species. It must jje

confessed that the most puzzling points in the course of the

present study lay in such descriptions and their derivations. As

will be found in this paper, among the 39 species of Sargassmii

hitherto annexed to the Japanese algal flora only 18 seem to

me to remain as ** good " species. 'Jlie accompanying plates,

superfluous as some of them may seem, will give no small

advantage to those who may hereafter touch upon the Fucaceœ

of Japan.

The morphological characters of Sargassuni have been

minutely discussed by ,1. Agaedii in "Species Sargassorum

Australia?," and few points need further remark. His observa-

tions, however, seem to me, undoubtedly to have been based

upon herbarium specimens. Close observation of the plants ui

vivo may reveal interesting and important facts to amplify or to

modif}" his conclusions. vSome points which are directly connected

•with Japanese forms will be noted in the present paper under

the species concerned.

Among the members which are grouped in the series Acanlho-

cm'picœ J. At;, and Jlalacocarjncœ J. Ag. under the subgenus

Eiisargassiuii J. Xg., there are not a few species which cannot

be separated from one another without a knowledge of the

reproductive organs. Gkunow^' seems to have believed that

tiargassum polycystum is a dioecious plant with smooth male

receptacles and prickly female ones. If the presence or absence

of the prickly processes on the receptacle be due to the sex,

then there is no reason for separating the ÄcantkocarpicLü from

the Malacocurpico'. This question, however, is not yet satisfac-

torily settled. The plant which I have identified as Sargassum

1) Forscliungsreise der Gazelle, p. 2(1.
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Iiic(foliiim var. duplicatuiiL in tbe present paper liud some of its

receptacles quite smooth and some undoubtedly prickly ; and a

male plant referable, though not without some hesitation, to the

same species is provided with prickly receptacles. These facts

seem to disprove Gkunow's remark.

O'KuNTZE revised the Sargassuyn species in 1881^^ and in

1898.'"' In so far as it relates to the Japanese species his view

is so divergent from that of the systematists of the present day

that I can not venture to follow his specific arrangement. He

seems to have taken the relative positions of recej)tacles, vesicles,

and leaves in an individual as characters of little importance

in defining a species. As a result, some of the members of

Cystojjhyllum in our classification are b}^ him I'efei'red to Sar-

gassum. I have therefore found it advisable not to take his

opinions into consideration in the i)resent work except on one

or two points.

The present study was first suggested by Dr. K. Kishinouye

of the Imperial Fisheries Bureau of the Department of Agricul-

ture and Commerce. In 1902, circulars were sent to twenty

two Marine Experiment Stations along our coasts, request-

ing the collection of specimens of Sargassuvi and its allies.

Numerous specimens of the genus mentioned as well as of

Cydophyllum, etc., all entire and perfect, were sent to the

Bureau. The material was examined carefully together with the

dried specimens in the writer's herbarium. For certain reasons

the study could not be carried on under the J^ureau and all of

the material was entrusted to the writer for the execution of

the work.

1) Revision voii iSiirgassum u. das sogenannte Sargasso Meer. Englek's Bot. Jalirb.

]',d. 1. ISSl.

•J) lievisio (icncra I'lantarum. 111. ii.
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III tilt' year I'tO"), i\\v irsiilts were jniblishcd ;is u prelinii-

Jiarv report on the Fucaeeoiis algte of Japan in the Tokyo

Botanical Magazine." In that report the present writer asked

for the loan of specimens to enable liim to secure as complete

data as [)ossible in discussing the distribution of the family on

our coasts, and several botanists who had specimens in their

herbaria kindly forwarded them for the writer's examination.

Prof. K. MiYABE who had for twenty years carefully studied

the marine flora of Hokkaido placed all his collection, together

with that of the Fisheries Department of the Hokkaido Local

Government, at the writer's disposal. These extensive collections

have thrown much light upon the northern species, as may be

seen under the proper headings. The present writer may declare

with assurance that few species of the family Micacece, if any,

are likely to be found in Hokkaido to be added to the present

work. Only by the unequalled kindness of Prof. Miyabe was

such a result possible. A species found in his collection,

undoubtedly new to science, is described in this paper under the

name Sargaasum Miyabei in recognition of his generosity.

Greatly to the regret of the writer it is necessary to say

that the coast of Loochoo as well as that of the southern parts

of the Kiushiu Islands have not been thoroughly botanized. The

s})ecimens from those localities were few in number and often

fragmentary. Many of them belonged to the "duplicate-leaved"

form, the most (juestionable members of Saygasmtn. Some of

them were sent to Major Theo. Reinbold for his opinion on

them ; and he was so kind as to take the trouble to compare

them with the authentic specimens and to give invaluable advice

1) Vul. Vd. Xu. 12L'2. PI». 149-101.
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to the writer. The whole responsibility, however, with respect to

the references and determination, rests with the present author.

The species described by Harvey as new, in his paper

entitled " Characters of New Algie," 1. c, were not described in

full, and none of them were illustrated by the author or by

any subsequent botanist. These species, indeed, have been the

hardest nuts to crack in the study of the Sargassutn of Japan.

Prof. P. Y,. Wright of Trinity College, Dublin, where the

original specimens of Harvey's species are kept, generously

saved me much time and trouble, by picking out the specimens

and taking photographs of each. If PIarvey's s})ecies are in

the present paper correctly determined, which the writer may

hope to be the case, it is due to the generous help of l*rofessor

Wright.

The best thanks of the writer are due to Prof. Dr. J.

Matsumura under whose care the present work has been carried

on ; and the writer can not sufhciently express his thankfulness

to Dr. K. KiSHiNOUYE, Prof. K. Miyabe, Major Thi:o. Eeix-

-BOLD and Prof. P. Wjught for their kind liel}) in tlie ways

noted above. 'J'o Prof. Dr. M. Miyosjh, Dr. K. Okamura and

others he begs to acknowledge his indebtedness for helj) given

him in references or specimens which were indispensable in

the course of this study.

Tokyo, November, r.>OG.
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DISTRIBUTION OF FUCACEOUS ALGM ON THE
COAST OF JAPAN.

The distribution of marine alg.T along the coast of Japan

was first discussed by Dr. Okamt^ra'^ in 1802. The data at

that time wei-e l\v no means ample enough to make tlie results

conclusive; for our knowledge of tlie marine flora of the Kuriles

and of Loochoo was very scanty. Yet the paper is of great

value even at present and no fundamental alteration is to be

expected in the results. In the year 1901, at the "Minnesota

Seaside Station" I gave a brief sketch of the distribution of the

marine flora of Japan. It was luiblished in " Postelsia," No.

I.,-^ the year-book of that station for 1901. In it the whole

algal regions of Japan was briefly divided as follows :

—

{a) Pacific side.

1. From the Kurile Islands to Kinkwasan Island.

2. From Kinkwasan Island to the southern end of

the Kiushiu Islands.

0. From the southern end of the Kiushiu Islands to

Formosa.

(/*) Japan Sea side.

1. From Iki Island to Ojika peninsula.

2. From Ojika Peninsula to the north.

That the distribution of marine algre is greatly influenced by

prevailing ocean currents is bej'ond all doubt. To discuss the

algal regions of Japan, therefore, it is not unnecessary to explain

the prevailing ocean currents along the coast of Japan. This

was once done in "Postelsia," 1. c. But as the latter publication

1) The Tokyo Botanical ^[a^^azine, Vol. VI. No. CO. pp. ÔG-GO. 1892.

2) pp. 17iM9L'. cf. also Jîot. CVntrall)!. lid. XCI, p. 41. 190:5.
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lias only a limited circulation it will he preferable to repeat the

explanation here.

The two prevailing ocean currents along the coast of Japan

may be l)riefly described as a warm and a cold current. The

warm current is the main north equatorial stream, which, turning

towards the north in the Philippines, runs along the Loochoo

Islands. At the Kiushiu Islands, it divides into two streams, the

main or eastern being known as the Japan or Black Current.

This runs still farther northward and northeastward to Vancouver

Island, on the opposite side of the Pacific Ocean. It is this

current which washes the east coast of the Main Island (Honshu)

of the Japanese Archipelago, running as far north as Kinkwasan

Island in the summer, but in winter it is pushed aside by the

cold stream from the Behring Sea, so tliat at that time of the

year it cannot be traced farther north than Cape Inuboi.

The lesser of the two branches of the north equatorial

stream is known as the Korean or Tsushima Current. It washes

the western coast of the Kiushiu Islands and flows into the

Japan Sea through Tsushima Strait. Although this branch is

a rather weak stream as compared with the eastern current, it

travels farther north, washing the west coast of Japan, and

passes out through Soya Strait toward the east. Its final end

may be traced though faintly on the Ochotsk side of the south

Kurile or Etorofu Island.

The main cold currents are likewise two in number. One

of them originates at Behring Strait and runs south-westward

along the coast of the Kurile Islands and washes the south-

eastern coast of Hokkaido (Yezo). Bending southward it dis-

appears in the Pacific near Kinkwasan Island in summer, and

at Ca]-)0 Imiboi in winter. These two points off the coast of
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Ja])an, where tlic currents jneet, are dreaded l)v mariners on

account of the rough water.

The other eokl current conies down along; the west coast

of Saglialiii Island, washing; the east coasts of Sil)eria and Korea.

Of this current only a small i)i)rtion touches the west coast of

Hokkaido as an undercurrent. Thus the Jajian Sea, with the

subtro])ical current on the Japanese side, and the arctic on the

Siberian side, shows remarkable climatic differences at places

ha vino- the same latitude. Otaru, wdiere ice is unknown in the

harbour, lies on the same parallel with Yladivostock, ice-blockaded

for nearly half the year.

Hakodate, situated on the Tsugaru strait between the ^fain

Island (Honshu) and Hokkaido, has an especially interesting flora.

A l)ranch of the eastern cold current escajies to the Japan Sea,

washing the Hokkaido side of the strait, and the western warm

current enters the same strait along the Honshu shore."

The following table is to illustrate the specific distribution

of Fucacea^ along the whole coast of Japan. The localities

are arranged in order beginning at the southern part of the

Japan Sea side and going northwards, including almost all

])rovinces on that side as far as Saghalin, tlience turning to

the Ochotsk coast of Hokkaido and the Kuriles. In the

next, the Pacific coast of the Kuriles comes first and the rocky

shores of Hokkaido, the Main Island, Shikoku, and Kiushiu

are traced jirovince after province southwards. Two pro-

vinces, Oshima in Hokkaido, and Mutsu in the IMain Island

are mentioned twice, these provinces being separated by the

Tsugaru strait through which the two great ocean currents

1) For precise accounts of tlie currents of llie Tsugaru strait, see:

—

Yendo; Cause of

the decrease of seaweeds in the Prefecture of Aoniori (Jonrn. of the Imp. Fisch. Bureau)

Vol. XII. No. 2. pp. r,r,-<,7.
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communicate. Tlie coasts of some of the provinces consist in

the greater part of sandy beaches, and consequently only a few

species have been reported from them ; such species are either

not considered in the table, or they are attributed to the

neigh])ouring provinces. This will not cause any deception in

discussing the distributive features at large.

T should here confess that the material in our hands by no

means covers all the existing sj^ecies on our coast. The southern

seas, esj^ecially, may supply us with no small number of species

as yet unknown, as has been hinted above. However, the data I

have been able to procure up to date are ample enough to give

sufficient knowledge of the distribution of the family along the

coast of Japan. A few remarks on the facts shown in the table

will not be superfluous if added here.

1. The species which belong to the genus Fucus are

strictly limited to the coasts of Hokkaido and the Kurile islands.

Pelvetla has similar limitations. But the latter does not occur

in the northern Kuriles, and one of its formée extends, though

in a less luxuriant state, as far south as Kinkwasan Island.

These two genera may stand as representatives of the region

extending from the Kurile Islands to Kinkwasan Island. Besides,

Cystophyllum geminaium, (J. crassipes, C. hahodatense, Sargassum

Kjellmanianv.m and S. Thunhergii f. latlfolia are confined to

the same region.

2. Sargassum is quantitatively as well as qualitatively poor

along the northern coast of Hokkaido. It is especially interest-

ing to note that on the northeast coast of Hokkaido we find

only two cold-sea forms of Sargassum, S. Kjellmanianum and S.

Thunhergii f. latifolia. Sargassum Horneri, S. Ringgoldianum,

S. énerve, Oifslophyllum sisgvihrioides, etc., are the most common
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l'cinus of the I'ncil'u' and o\' tlic JajKiii Sen side of iiiiddk; .Ia])aii.

Lall' ill tlie 8])riiii;- these species are found in such hixui'iance

that fisheiinen experience cüiisiderablc trouble iu ruiiniug their

boats over tlie dense vegetation. On the northeast coast of

Hokkaido none of these species occur even scantily, but instead

of them ()/6lu/)ht/lliiin crassipes and 0. geniinatum are found in

sitnihir hixuriance. In »I une, the port of Nemuro is so ßlled

u}) with ('. vrass'ipcs that a steam launch can hardly navigate

the part without the blades of its propeller becoming entangled

in the fronds of the weed.

3. The strait of Tsuo;aru is an outlet of the Tsushima

current from the Japan Sea to the I\icific Ocean. This is

satisfactorily illustrated in the table. Coccophora Langsdorfil has

been reported from the provinces of Echigo, Sado, and Noto,

all on the coast of the Japan Sea. The present writer found

the same spacies along both sides of tlie above mentioned strait

and eould trace it to the Pacilic coast of the Province of Mutsu.

Again Sarc/assum confusum is found in the Japan Sea in con-

siderable quantities. On the Pacilie coast, however, it is conlined

to the provinces of Mutsu and Ivikuchu ; both provinces are on

or near the outlet of the strait on the Pacific side.

4. The coasts of the Inland Sea which is surrounded by

Shikoku, Kiushiu and the western part of the Main Island, were

known to us to be poor in alga*. X few species of Sargaatium

and Ct/6loj>hi///(/iJi, willi badly developed fronds, were the only

specimens I could get from that sea.

5. Cysloseira is conlined to the Loochoo archipelago ; and

Ot/aloscira Sonderl was i-ei)orted l)y Dickie from the southern

end of the Province of Kii. The occurrence of this same

species there is to be doubted, as noliody else has collected the
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species anywhere within our boundaries. There is no reason,

however, to deny the occurrence of a Cystoseira species on the

coast of that province. I actually collected Marchesettia spongi-

oldes and Vanvoorstia speciabilis, which occur in Loochoo and

are undoubtedly tropical, some years ago in the southern j^art of

the Province of Kii but at no place farther north. There will

be no great error in taking Cystoseira as a representative, in

Japan, of the alga.' of the subtropical waters ; in other words,

of the region from the southern end of the Kiushiu Islands to

Formosa. The species of Sargassuin under the series Acanlho-'

earpiece J. Ac;, fiourisli mainly Avithin this region.

G. The Pacific and the Japan Sea side have many species

in common. Both sides, however, differ more or less in having

several species peculiar to one or the otiier of them. Thus :

—

Peculiar to the Pacific side.

Sargassiuib selacciun.

/S. pinnat'ifidum.

S. tosœnse.

S. kash Iwajinianu in .

S. kushimolense.

tS. Ilicifolium rar. dupHcaluiii.

S. cristafoli'i///.

/V. graiiiinijubain.

S. sagamianum.

S. iilj>po/iicum.

( )n Ijoth sides iiic. dillrrcncu

most remarkable in mi(hllc .Ja})aii,

ill ihe southern seas as well ;i.s in

Peculiar to the Japan Sea side.

Sargassum fuloellum .

S. confiisum.

S. confusum f. vaiidiun.

aV. Thunbergii f. iiipjmnlca.

S. 3Iiyabei.

Cystophylhim cœspitosum .

Coccophoi'a La ngsdorfil.

0. Iin2)crata.

of tlie distribulive features is

bc(5oming graihially indistinct

liukkaido.
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7. TIk' Ocholsk a'idi' ol' Hokkaido cxhihits iio peculiarity

in .s})ecilic distrilmtion, l)ut shows to a certain extent the cliar-

acteristic features of both the l^iciiic and the dupan Sea sides.

It should he remembered that Sargassiim confnsum, which is

undoubtedly found in the Tsushima current, also exists on the

Dchotsk side of Hokkaido as far north as the southern Kuriles.

(S, On the P;icific side, m:iny of the warm-sea forms cease

to grow in the region north of the l*rovince of Rikuzen ; and

the cold-sea forms seldom extend southward beyond the same

province. Hence Kinkwasan Island, that lies ofl' the coast of

that province, may be taken as the limit of the two. This

satisfactorily answers to what has been proved by Jokdax" from

the ichtheological point of view.

On the Japan »Sea side, the Province of Ugo is the northern

limit of the warm-sea forms, while the Province of Oshima seems

to be the southern limit of the cold-sea forms. It is not certain

whether the western shore of the Province of ^lutsu is occujiied

))y the northern or by the southern species, as that region has

not yet been investigated by botanists. The Ojika peninsula in

the Province of Ugo may l)e at all events not very far from the

boundary of the northern and the southern flora of the .Japan

Sea.

1) JouDAN : tlic Fisli Kiuiiii of Japan. (Science, Vol. XI V., No. uôi. pp. ö4ü-ü(»7.

Uct. I'JOl).
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SPECIES.

FUCUS (Touni.) L.

IPucus evanescens Ag.

Plate T. Fi.ir. 1-2.

Ag.: Icon. Alg. iued. t. 132.— /f/.: Spec, 1. p. 92.—J. Ag.: .Spec. 1. p. 210.

—Id.: Spetzb. Alg. II. p. 40.—Farlow: Alg. of New Engl, p. 101.—

Kjellm,: Oni Beringliafv. Alg, p. o4.

—

Id.: Alg, Arct, Sea. p. 202.

—

Ki-TZ.: Tab, Phyc, X. Taf, 42. I. {non bona).—T>E Toni: Syll. Alg. III.

!>. 201,

—

Okam.: Eniuner. Alg. of Jap. }). 1.37.

—

Setcii. anil Gard.:

Alg. X. W. Anier. p. 2.S1.

= Fucus vcsiculosHS var. cvancsccns Küt/..: Si)ec. }>. .589,

= Fucus vcsiculosus PosfT, et Rupr.: 111. Alg. t. 30.

The present species abounds in tlie northern j^arts of the

Pacific as well as of the Atlantic Ocean. More than a dozen

forniic have been described by Kjellman from both localities,

and Setciiell and Gardner'^ added two more from the north-

west coast of North ^Vmerica. Kjellmax""' himself, however,

observes that the formœ lie described ** are certainly connected

by numerous intermediate forms, but they deserve however to

be mentioned specially, because they show the limits and direc-

tions of the species and differ somewhat with regard to biology

and geographical distribution." I am strongly of the belief that

some of his forma' are nothing but extreme cases of one and the

same species, due to age and i)lacL' of growth. The ])readth and

texture of the segments of the fronds, and especially the caules-

cence or non-caulescence of the plants, are characters that are

never reliable. Generally speaking, young and sterile individuals

have the segments mostly winged down to the l)asal ones, while

1) Setciiell iukI (Jaiidnek: Algic of N. W. America, p. 283.

2) Kjellman: Al-jiL- vC llic Aiclit: S(.a. p. '20o.
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the old Olios almost always liavc the basal segments reduced to

the ribs, and thus the fronds become caulescent. Any one who

has ever tried to make a collection of this species, must have

recognized that the young branches which have newly started

adventitiously from a part of a caulescent segment are short but

broadly winged. The size and the shape of the receptacles, too,

undoubtedly tend to vary in some degree according to the locality

of the plant.

Along the coast of almost the whole of Hokkaido, the present

species may be found in greater or less quantities. The vast

horizontal reef in the litoral regions of Kataoka Bay, Shiraushu

Island, is one of the best localities for this species within our

boundaries. When we hunt for different forms in such a place

we can easily pick up a good number of modifications in the

external appearance of the fronds according to the season and

the salinity of the water in which they grow. Some of the forma?

will be mentioned below. But, as K.tellman has already said,

quite a number are applicable partly to one forma and partly to

another, and often show an intermediate character. The formœ

I mention below are by no means all we can find within our

boundaries and hence can not be used in the discussion of the

geographical distribution or of the limit of the modification of the

species. What I can mention here is the occurrence of Fucus

evanescens in our northern seas, and the extreme variability of

its external forms according to the habitat and the season.

More than half of the specimens in our hands, collected

from the various parts of Hokkaido, are referable to /. 'per-

grandis Kjellm. or to /. macrocephala Kjellm. rather than to

any other forma. Some of them, however, have the segments

much narrower than any reported of the species and a few are
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thin and membranaceous in substance. One of the specimens

from Shiranuka, Prov. of Kushiro, has the rib quite obsolete

above the middle portions of the frond. The specimens from

Shari and Sliitsnnai have some likeness to both /. contracta and

/. angusta, l)nt more closely resemble the latter. They are

characterized by well-defined receptacles and minute but promi-

nent, densely aggregated conceptacles (PI. I. fig. 1.). One of the

specimens from Kushiro stands very near to them but has much

larger receptacles which measure !..5-2.5 cm. in length and 1.-

1.2 cm. in breadth, bifurcating with wide angles, thus approach-

ing more closely to /. macrocephala Kjellm. The specimen

from Osatsube is applicable to /. cornuta Kjellm., though

fragmentary and sterile ; but ours has the receptacles simple or

only once forked, and most of them are very well defined at the

base. Kjellman" mentions /. nana and /. bursigera from

Spitzbergen Island at the high water mark or in the liver

mouth. X specimen which approaches these formte was found at

Esashi in the Province of Kitami and is now in the herbarium

of the Department of Fisheries of the Hokkaido Local Govern-

ment ; PI. I. fig. 2 represents a part of it.

Beside the above mentioned forma? others might be pointed

out. It would, however, be unimportant to add to algological

literature more formal names, established on what I regard as

invalid local forms.

Localities: Zenigamezawa (n. ir. r.), 8hirikishinai (ir. h. f.),

Todohokke (ir. s, a.), Osatsube (n. ii. i\), Oshima Prov.; Mororan

(h. s. a.) (!), Urakawa (ir.ir. i-.), Shamani (h.s.a.), Saruru (h. s.a.),

Iburi Prov.; Shitsunai (ii.s.A.^ Shoya (h.s.a.), Hidaka Prov.;

Shiranuka (h.h.f.), Kushiro(!) (H.s.A.),'Kushiro Prov.; Nemuro (!)

]) KjEiXMAN': Orn Spetzbcrgens Marina Klor. Tliallopli. II. p. 1.
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(ii.ir. F.) (ir.s. A.) (Okami'ha); Wennai (n.n. r.), Kunashiri Isl.; liet-

tobu (H.ii. F.), Hitokappu Bay (!), Kubetsu ( ! ), Etorofn Isl.; Shire-

toko (iT.ii.F.), Shari (u.ii. i\), ^loyoro (ir. ii.i\), Mombetsii (ii.h.a.),

Risliiri Isl. (!), Kitaini Prov.; Urujipu Isl. (ir. ir. f.) (ir. s. a.)

(Okami'Ra); Kasliowa Isl.(!); Onnekotan Isl. ( ! ) ; Shashikotan

I.^l. (!); Poromnshiri Isl. (!) (ii.s.a.); Shininshn lsl.(!); Yavina,

Kamtseliatka(!).

FifCHs htjJdifts Yaiii,. /. f'fïeitfffftfs IvOsknv.

Plate I. Fio-. :].

RosENV.: Grœnl. p. 834.

—

Borges.: Mar. Alg. Filrœs. p. 4G5.

—

Retch.

and Garp.: Al^-. N. AV. Amer. p. 280.

= Fucus eclentatus De la Pyl.: Flor. d. Terr. Neuv. p. 84.

We have a form of Fucus on the east coast of Hokkaido, which

resembles Fucus evanescens in several respects; but it has narrower

lamina; and the ribs reach to the ultimate points of the terminal

segments. If the vanishing of the ribs at the upper portions of

the fronds and the broadness of the laminie have been taken as im-

jDortant points characterizing Fucus evanescens, the above must be

detatched from it, and should be referred to Fucks inßatus Vahl.

Setchell and Gardner ^^ assign the S2:)ecies, with a few

formœ, to the northwest coast of North America. Ours probably

is equal to theirs although I could not find a form corresponding

to Fucus inßatus f. filiformis {F. filiformis Gmel.) on our coast.

BÖRGESEN"' discussed minutely the various forms of Fucus

inßatus and compared them with the descriptions of former

writers. I can not enter upon a criticism of his opinion, as

most of the forms belong to the north Atlantic. I am therefore

1) Setchell and Gardner : Algœ of N. "W. America. \^. 280-281.

2) BöRGESEX : ^farine Algro of Fiircrs. p. 4'>6 et ?ef].
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obliged to follow implicitly his classification in the determination

of the various forms of Fucus inflatus.

Our form may be referred to /. edentatus Roseny. with

satisfaction, and accords es2:)ecially well with the figure and des-

cription of a plant from Tliorshaven, illustrated by Bökgesen in

"Marine Alg. of Farœs " fig. 90.

The specimens collected by myself were growing mixed with

Pelvetia Babingtonii f. japonica. This fact led me to wonder if

the plants that I had considered as the high tide form of the

latter were not a form of the plant in question. The high tide

form of Pelvetia Babingtonii f. japonica has indeed some resem-

blance to Fucus inflatus f. disiicus as will be stated hereafter.

I have no reason to deny the occurrence of the last mentioned

forma weithin our boundaries: the high tide form, however, which

I mention below under Pelvetia Babingtonii f. Wrightii, may

1)6 conclusively proved not to belong to Fucus inflatus.

Kjellman^^ mentions a single species. Fucus evanescens, in

his list of Algie from Bering Strait. He describes several

formce under it from there, but does not 2:ive anv account of

Fucus inflatus or forms resembling it.

There are numerous examples in the specimens at our hand

which show a character intermediate between Fucus evanescens

and Fucus inflatus: that is, in some segments of a frond the

ribs reach to the apices while in others they disappear at some

distance from the ultimate points. Among the specimens which

I mentioned under the preceding species many have the ribs in

some segments quite to the apices.

It may be easily imagined, taking Fucus inflatus as a valid

species, that in places where the t^'o species occur together,

1) Kjr.LLMAN : lîerin^liiifvets Algflora, p. 34.
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hybrids between them may exist in nature. On one side, liow-

ever, it is not unreasonable to believe that too much stress has

been put on the broad laminœ and the vanishing ribs in separating

Faciis evanescens from Fucus inßaius Va hl. The considerable

formœ of and the distinction between Fucus evanescens and Fticus

inßatus have been repeatedly discussed, but I can not find any

reliable statement which clearly differentiates the two. A study

of the herbarium specimens labelled wnth either of the two

specific names would probably prove the ambiguity of the dis-

tinguishing characters. I have stood on the vast field of Fucus

evanescens at Juan de Fuca Strait, Vancouver Isl., lî. C; and

also on that at Kataoka Bay, Shimushu Island in the Kurile

group. Although 1 am not wholly convinced, still the two

collections made at those places have strengthened my incli-

nation to agree with Strömpfelt,'' who included under the single

species Fucus evanescens everything reported under the names

Fucus inßatus, F. edentatus and F. furcatus. I am not, however,

inclined at present to give any judgment on the matter as 1 have

not yet visited a Fucus reef in the north Atlantic.

Localities : Osatsube, Oshima Prov. (h. s. a.) ; Mororan, Iburi

Prov. (ii. S.A.) ; Urakawa, Hidaka Prov. (ir. s. a.) ; Esashi, Kitami

Prov. (U.S.A.); Kushiro (T. Kawakami) (!); Nemuro(!); l\u-

betsu(!), Hitokappu Bay(!), Ktorofu Jsl.

Fucus pfi'/'orniis (J,mi;i,. /, Pf/faiswi -I. A(i.

DeTom: IMiyc. .Jap. Nov. j). 48.

—

Okam.: I'">iiuiiiei-. Alir. of.Jap. p. l-'î".

= Fucus leptophyllus Küxz.: Tal>. Pliyc. X. p. G. Taf. \'2. ïv^. i\'.—
])ifKii:: Alg. .Jap. in .Tourn. Liiiii. S(jc., Jîotaiiy. \'ol. XV.

p. -^öi).

1) StkömI'I'ki.t : Oui Algvef^eialioii viil Ishiiuls Kiisler, p. oö.
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I have not seen any specimen of tbis species collected in

Japan. Its occurrence on our coast lias been reported by Dickie

but it is extremely doubtful to me. The upper portion of a

sterile specimen of Halyseris p^'oiifera Okam. or of Caiyomitra

Cabrerœ Kütz.—both occurring within our boundaries—has some

apparent likeness to the species in question.

Locality: " Osima Harbour" (Dickie).

PELVETIA.

I*elveti(i Wi'ightii (Har\'.) emend.

I'latc I. Fig-. 4-5.

Hakvey^^ established two new species of Fucus from the

specimens collected by Chaules Wiugiiï during the North Pacific

Exploring Expedition of the American Navy. They were pub-

lished with diagnosis only. As the definitions were rather briefly

given, there arose somu confusion in the attempts of later

algologists to identify the species.

One of the species, Fucus Wri(jhtii, was unanimously acknow-

ledged by Japanese algologists; but the other, Fucks Babingtonii

has been regarded as problematical by them. By the kindness of

Prof. E. P. Wright of Trinity College, Dublin, I was so fortunate

as to get a set of fine photographs of the original specimens of

Fucus Babingtonii. As a result of a study of the photographs

when compared with the rich collection of the specimens in the

herbarium of the Sapporo Agricultural College, I was able to

satisfactorily identify the si)ecies. The two species described by

Harvey, however, arc by no means fixed species but rather are

diflerent forms of one and the same species. Added to them we

1) IIakvky: Cliaraclcrs of Now algju. p. 32S-.'5"J'J.
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liavo a tliiril form nioic w less well (leCnied, wliicli will \)c

reniarkeil ii[)on with llie others below.

/'. ff/jn'((( lorm. ii(»v. l'lalc I. Fi<^. 4.

Diagnosis. Fronde lato-linoaii ooiuphinatii decomposite dichotoma ramosis-

sinia ; ve!>ieulis nornialiter millis; receptaculis lanceolatis compresso-

lurgiilis terniiiuilibus.

= Fiicus Wrightii Jl\i;v.: Cliaracl. of New Wy:. ]>. .'>2.S.— J)i; Tom:
Svll. AI-. III. p. 201).— /f/.: riiyc. Jap. Nov. j). 4S.

^Fductia Wrightii Oka.m.: I'^mmer. Al<r. of Jap. p. lo8.—Ykxdo:

IVelini. Lust of Jap. Fiie. ]>. läl.

The original diagnosis of Fucus Wrightii was based on a sterile

s])eeimen so that a little additional description will not be superHiious.

The frond is tereto-com pressed, linear, decomposito-diclioto-

mously branched, with the axils generally acute. The stem is

subcylindrical and extremely short, measuring hardly one centi-

meter in length. It starts from the top of a comparatively small

disc-shaped root. Occasionally it bifurcates into two branches

before attaining a percej^tible length, thus giving the appearance

of two fronds starting from the same root. A frond, when fully

grown, attains o feet in length with copious fastigiate l)ranches.

The internodal segments are linear varying from li cm. to 10cm.

in length, more or less broadened upward, and with no sort of

midrib. The sterile terminal segments are linear, truncated or

bifurcated at the apices, each pair being parallel, lleceptacles

ai-e limited to the terminal segments of the branches. They are

mostly simple but frequently are bifurcated with wide angles.

^\'hile yet very young they are tlat and lanceolate but gradually

swell up, at the same time increasing in general size. The

l>lant is hermaphrodite and antheridia and oogonia are found in

the same conceptacle. The conceptacles have bushy hairs which

extrude from the mouth.
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The tyj^ical plant has no true vesicles. But a few blister-

like elevations are often met with in an upper branchlet or

below a dividing point. In such cases they extend throughout

the whole diameter of the segments concerned and are ovate or

much elongated. This character is seldom met with in those

specimens which were collected in the vicinity and southward of

the Tsugaru Strait (PJ. I. fig. 4. a) ; but iu those from colder

parts, the ampulation becomes much more frequent, tending

to a fixed character, and suggests gradual inclination to the

next forma.

/. Hahinfjfonii form. nov.

Diagnosis. Fronde angustiore compresso-plaiui decoiiiposite dichotoiiiu fasti-

giata; vesiculis oblongis compressis in ramis superioribuis infra axilla.s

immersi.s ; receptaculis linearibus terniinalibus complanatis !<in)plicibiis

vel furcatis.

=Fuciis Babingtonii Hakv.: Charact. of New Alg. p. 329.

=Peluetia Babingtonii De Toxi: Öyll. Alg. III. p. 216.— /f/.: I'liyc.

Jap. Nov. p. 48.

The present forma differs from the preceding in having the

vesicles constant. The vesicles are oblongo-linear, situated below

the bifurcating j^oints, and having diameters slightly larger than

the breadth of the segment in which they are found. In the

dried specimens they are apt to be over-looked owing to the

collapse of the elevated surfaces. The plants which come under

this cateaorv attain, as far as I can ascertain, hardlv two feet

in total length. Even the largest of the specimens is nuich

inferior in size to the type specimen.

Fucus Babinglonii has been assigned by Hakvj:y to the

coast of Bimoda as well a^ to that of Hong-kong. It is beyond

doubt that there is some mistake concermng the localities. The

present forma and its sisters are found exclusively in the colder
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seas and never come down so far south as the coast of Simoda

washed by the warm Japan current. The plant which Dr.

Okamura identified with Harvey's species and distributed in

the "Algœ Japon iere Exsiccatœ" No. 37, is limited to the warm

part of Japan. lîut this is quite a distinct plant, being described

in the present paper under the name of Ishige Okamural. The

Hongkong specimen, (if any plant of such form as is referable

to the forma here described occur there), may probably be the

same as Ishige Okamural. But in the herbarium of Trinity

College the specimen is lacking and I am unable to enter into

any discussion of it.

This forma is more common in the middle part of Hokkaido;

and in its characters gradually approaches /. iypica on one side

and /. japonica on the other, as we trace it westward and east-

wards respectively. Details relating to this circumstance will be

given in later paragraphs.

/. japoniea form. nov. Plate I. Fig'. 5.

Diagnosis. Fronde anaustiore compresso-plana decomposite dichotonia fasti-

iriata; vesiculis oblongis vel bilobis in ramis superioribus infra axillas

inflatis ; receptaculis Hnearibus truncatis terminalibus complanatis sim-

plicibus vel furcatis.

= Pelvetia japonica Yendo.: Prelim. List of Jap. Fiic. p. 151,

The frond of this forma is thinner and narrower than that

of /. typiea. and more resembles /. Babingtonii in this respect.

The vesicles are oblongo-obovate, with a diameter sometimes

more that twice as broad as the segment and considerably

swollen on both surfaces so that they show a remarkable appear-

ance in the dried specimens. They are, as a rule, found at the

terminal portions of the upper segments, the inflation very often

running into the ujiper two segments. Receptacles are linear,
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obtuse or truncated at the apices. They arc transformed from

the terminal segments of the branches. In the majority of cases

a small but remarkable vesicle is found at the point of meeting

of the two adjacent fertile segments, giving to the receptacles

the appearance of having started from the top of the vesicle.

Remark on the affinity and relation to other species. Tiie

three formée above mentioned undoubtedly belong to one species.

On the southern end of Hokkaido as well as on the Pacific side

of northern Honshu we find /. typica only. But as we proceed

northward, the chance of meeting /. Babingtonii increases, and

in the north-eastern parts of Hokkaido /. japonica predominates.

The fronds of /. typica attain the largest size with propor-

tionally thick segments. In some segments the breadth measures

one centimeter, while in the other two it seldom exceeds half a

centimeter. The high tide forms of /, japonica are indistin-

guishable from the young shoots of /. typica and tlie forms

intermediate between these two fornue exhibit various modifications

of f. Babingtonii.

The material from which Harvey described Fucas Wrightii

was sterile and the exact systematic position of the species has

hitherto been in doubt. De Toni^^ suspected it to belong to

Ascophyllnm, while he transferred Fucus Babingtonii to the

genus Pelvetia. The vesicles, however, of Fucus Wrightii, or

Pelvetia Wrightii f. typica as it is here called, are never normal

and hence the reference of the plant to Ascojjhylluni is not

acceptable.

On examining the conceptacles of/, typica and /. japonica

I was able to ascertain that each oogonium contained two oospores,

and that the essential characters of theYeproductive organs proved

1) Syll. Alg. TIT. p. 200.
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it to be Prlvetid. Tlu' two oospores, however, dilTcrent from

those observed in tlie otlicr s])eeies of Prlvetia, resulted from n

longitudinnl partition of tlie mother eell. Very often tlie two

oospores were obliquely situated in ;in oogonium but those in

serial disposition were exceedingly rare. This character would

not be important enough to warrant a claim for a new generic

position for the sj^ecies but must be included under the genus

Pclvclia with the additional note to the generic definition that

in certain members the spore-mother- cells are divided by a

longitudinal partition.

Harvky'' mentions, though with some doubt, a plant under

the name Fucus furcaius, in the list of plants collected by Dr.

Ta'all at Esquimau, Vancouver Island, B.C. He remarks some

difficulty in referring his ])lant to that species and states that

it scarcely differs from Fucus Wrightii of Japan. In 1901,

I visited the " Minnesota Seaside Station " which stands on

the west coast of the same island. On the rocks above high

water mark, irrigated occasionally by the spray, I found a plant

which bears a close resemblance to the dwarfed forms of our

Pelvetia Wi'iffhtii. I had little doubt that it was the plant

Harvey meant in the above cited lines. Setciiell and

Gardner-^ seem to think that Harvey's plant |)robably be-

longed to a form of Fucus inßaius.

On comparing the high tide forms of Pelvetia Wrightii f. typica

with the specimens collected by myself on Vancouver Island I find

very little difference between them. Ours, however, are more

yellowish when fresh and somewhat thinner than the Canadian plant.

It is possible that specific differences between them may be found.

1) Harvey: List of Plants collected by Dr. Lyall. (Journ. Linn. Soc. VI. p. 163).

2) Petchf.i.l ami fîAHDNKR: Alga^ nf X. W. Amer. p. 2S0.
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In the Minnesota Botanical Studies, Ser. III. Part 1, Holtz

describes a plant under the name Pelvetia fasUgiata, collected

at the Seaside Station. The illustration of its habit (PL VII.)

proves it to be of the sanae species as the plant that I collected

there. Tlie photograph of an isolated plant, though differing

slightly from the Californian forms, shows the characters of

Pelvetia fastigiata. It is somewhat broader than the high tide

forms of Pelvetia Wrightii f. typica. The oogonia studied by

Holtz prove the plant to belong to Pelvetia ; and when I

examined the receptacles of the fresh material of the Canadian

form at the Station I also clearly observed the two parted

oogonia. There can be no doubt that the plant described by

Holtz is of the same species as that which I have compared

to a high tide form of our /. typica ; and that it is a form, if

not the type, of Pelvetia fastigiata.

On the other hand, there is some similarity between the

sterile specimens of Fucus furcatus f. distichus and the Canadian

form—the reason, probably, why Haevey thouglit the plant

might be Fucus furcatus.

Summing up the above considerations I may conclude that

there are close relationships between Pelvetia Wrightii, (especially

/. typica) and Pelvetia fastigiata: that these are distinguishable

from each other in their low tide forms only : that the sterile

specimens of the two species found above the high water marks

are scarcely distinguishable : and lastly that Fucus furcatus f
distichus has some external resemblance to the dwarfed forms

of these two species.

Localities : /. tyjnca ; Matsushima, Rikuzen Prov. (Oka-

muea); Kesennuma, Rikuchil Prov. (Oi^àmura) ; Shimofuro (!),

Shiranuka (I), Mutsu Prov.; Hakodate (!) (Wright, Harvey)
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(U.S.A.); liiiira, Zenigamezawa, Oshima Prov. (ir. Ji. f.) ; Slioya,

Abuta, Urakawa, Cape Erinio, Hiilaka Prov. (ir. ii. i.) ; Rishiii

Isl. (!), SaNvaki, Esashi, Rebunsliiri, Abasliiri, Shiretoko, Kitaini

Prov. (h.h.f.); Otaru(!); Kubetsu(!), E[itokappii Bay(!), Etorofu

Isl.; Nemuro(!).

/. Babinglonii ; Todoliokke (h. s. a.), Osatsube, Hiura,

(h. h. f.), Oshima Prov.; Mororan, Tomakomai, Iburi Prov.

(h. h. f.) (h. s. a.) ; Shoya, Sliitsukari, Saruru, Shamani, Hidaka

Prov. (h. h. f.) ; Shakubetsu, Kusliiro Prov. (h. h. f.) (ii. s. a.)
;

Sbibetoro, Etorofu Isl. (h. h. f.) ; Abasliiri (h. s. a.), Sawaki,

(h. h. f.), Kitarai Prov.

/. japonica ; Osatsube, Numajiri, Oshima Prov. (h. h. f.)
;

Mororan, Iburi Prov. (h. a. f.) ; Tomakomai, Hidaka Prov.

(h. h. f.) ; Sliari-utoro, Moyoro, Mombetsu, Kitami Prov.

(h. h. f.) ; Nemuro(î) (h.h.f.) ; Rubetsu (!), Hitokaj^pu Bay (!),

Etorofu Isl.

CYSTOSEIRA Ag.

Ci/stoseira articulata J. Ag.

Spec. I. p. 210.

—

Okam.: List of Alg. Coll. in Carol, aud Aiistr. p. 82.

(Bot. Mag. Tokyo, No. 209).

=Hormophysa articulata Kürz.: Tal). Phyc. X. p. 22. Taf. 61.

A specimen collected by Dr. K. Miyake is preserved in the

herbarium of the Science College of Tokyo. On examination I found

it satisfactorily referable to the species mentioned. For a full account

of the generic position of the plant, see Okamuka's paper, 1. c.

Locality : Yonabara, Loochoo (K. Miyake, h. sc. coll.).

Cystoseira tinquetra J. Ag.

Spec. I. p. 215.

—

Martens: Preu.s. Expeil. Tange, p. 115.

—

Okam.:

Euumer. Alg. of Jap. p. 141.
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Maktexö reported u fragment of the present speeies floating on

the Pacific Ocean near Japan. Okamura mentions this species in

his Enumeration of Algie of Japan, 1. c. hut without any comment.

Locality : Japan (Martens); Loochoo (Kueoiwa, Okamura).

Cystoseira Soiiderl Picc.

Nuove xVlg. Vettor Pisani. p. 23. No. 60.—De Toni: .Syll. Alg. III.

p. 175.

= Treptaeantha Sondcri Kutz.: Tab. Phyc. X. p. 11. Taf. 28. fig. III.

—Dickie: Alg. of Jap. in Jouni. of Linn. Soc, Bot. Vol.

XV. p. 450.

I have not seen any specimen of this species collected with-

in our ht)undaries. Dickie may liave been in error.

Locality : " Osima Harbour " (Moseley, Dickie).

? Cystoseira specigera Ao.

Spec. p. 04.

—

Dickie: Alg. of Jap. in Journ. of Linn. Soc, Bot. Vol.

XV. p. 450.

Dickie doubtingly mentions the plant without any comment.

De Toni^' has already questioned the occurrence of the present

species in Japan.

CYSTOPHYLLUIYl J. Ag.

CystopliylUun gemiiiatiuii J. Ag.

8poc. I. p. 232.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 156.

—

Okam.: Eiuuner.

Alg. of Jap. p. 139.—Setcu. ct Gard.: Alg. of X. AV. Amer. p. 285.

= Cystoseira geminata At:.: System, p. 286.

- Sirophysalis geminata Kïitz.: Spec. p. 602.

= Cystoseira thijrsigera Post, et Rurr.: 111. Alg. taf. 38. iig. 1.—liurR.:

Tange des Ocliot. Meer. p. 347.

= Cystopîiijîlum Lepidiiim IIauv.: List of Plants Vancouver, p. 163.

-De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. "156.—Saunders: Alg. from

1) De Toni : Phyc. Jap. Nov. p. 47.
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Hair. Alu.>?k. Exi». p. 432.

—

Collins, IIoldlx and Sktcjl:

Phyc. Hor. Ainer. No. XLVII.

—

Tilden: Amer. Alg. Cent.

III. >'o. 232.

= Cystoscira Lcpidiiim Kli'K.: Tange des Ochot. Mccr. p. 347.— Kltz.:

Tab. Phye. X. Taf. 52. fig. 1.

= Cystoseira hijpocarpa Kitz.: Tab. Pliyc. X. Tai". 52. fig. 2.—Di;

Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 175.

Remark on the synonymy. Cystophyllum Lcpidium Harv.

aiitl Cystophyllum hypocarpa KÜTZ. are not well marked with

Gystop)hylluin gemuialum J. Ag. This circumstance has been

noted by former writers, who, however, mentioned the three

j)seudo-species separately. Setchell and Gardner^' united them

into one under the single species Cystophyllum geminatum J. Ag.

which is highly preferable.

Ruprecht ' says that Cystophylluvi Lepidium does not occur

in the north Pacific, and that the specimen in Mertex's her-

barium bearing that name and labelled " Insul. Kurile " seems

to have been collected at Saghalin Island. The specimens,

however, in our hands are from the southern Kuriles. In

Etorofu Island, where I collected the plant, it is especially

common along the northern side, often covering an extensive

area of rocks in the sublitoral region and not infrequently

occurrino; mixed with Fucus evanescens in the litoral region.

Localities: Ivubetsu(!), Shana (h.ii. f.), Etorofu Isl. (Oka-

31URA). Uruppu Isl. (h. H. p.).

Ctjtstophf/lhiin ci'assi2ws J. Ag.

Plate n. Fig. 0-12.

.Spec. I. ]). 232.—Di: Toni: .Syll. Alg. lU. p. 150.— /(/.: Phyc. .Tap.

Nov. p. 46.

1) Setchelx and Gaudxeb: 1. c. p. 2s0.

2) Kutrecht: Tange, p. .'347.
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=Fucus crassipcs Mert.: in Tuen, Hist. Fuc. Vol. II. p. 154. Tab. 131.

= Cijstoseira crassipcs Ac: Spec. p. 69.—Id.: System, p. 286.

= Sirophjjsalis crassipcs Kütz.: Spec. p. 602.—/(?.: Tab. Pliyc. X. Tat".

56. fig. 1.

—

iNlARïENs: Preus. Exped. Tauge, p. 128.

= Sirophijsalis kakiloides Küxz.: Tab. Phyc. X. Taf. 56. fig. 2.

? =Fiiciis kakiloides Mert. mscr? (sec. De Toni: Syll. Alg. 1. c).

I have seen no authentic specimen of the present species.

But judging from the illustrations delineated by Turner in Hist.

Fuc, 1. c. and by Kutzing in Tab. Phyc, 1. c, I venture to

refer the specimens from eastern Hokkaido to this species.

Description of the species. In a fully grown individual, the

frond attains o-6 feet in total height, solitarily attached to the

substratum by a hemispherical or subconical disc-shaped root.

The stem is simple, stout and cylindrical, measuring about half

a centimeter in diameter. It gradually diminishes in thickness

upwards and sends out several branches in all directions, which

further divide into fastigiate branchlets. The principal branches

at the lower parts of the axial stem are similar in appearance to

the latter, but are somewhat more slender with more abundant

scars of old branchlets.

In a young or average plant the axial stem barely reaches

a few inches in height but has several branches already of con-

siderable length at its upper portion. These branches have their

basal regions incrassated into fusiform stems. I shall call these

branches "fusiform branches" for convenience sake. AVhile the

plants are yet very young, the incrassation of the stems is very

conspicuous and the future indefinite branches and branchlets

appear as several short, cylindrical but recurved processes at

the upper ends, as well as on the swollen sides, of the fusiform

Ijodies. Cf. PL II. fig. 13. Each apibal process of these fusiform

bodies elongates further into an axial member and the processes
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at the upper portion mostly elongate into Intonil brandies; while

those on the swollen side develop into su])ordinate fusiform stems

of similar appearance.

The stems of the fusiform branches are smooth, cylindrical

or subterete, and measure about 2 mm. in diameter above the

incrassated portion. Lateral branches are given out in all direc-

tions, apparently ]^innately ramose in the pressed specimens.

Some of them in the upper portions are geminate but by no

means of specific importance.

The lower lateral branchlets of the fusiform branches are

generally entirely w^anting in vesicles. They often attain 13-lGcm.

in length, the diameter of the stems being 1.5 mm. or less. The

leaves at the basal portions of these branchlets are narrowly

, linear, 2-3 cm. in length and 1.5-3.0 mm. in breadth, pointed

above, and tapering below into flat stipes. They are ribless and

entire. The upper leaves become narrower by degrees and

divide decompoundly pinnately or apparently sympodially. The

terminal ones are hair-like and less ramose.

The lateral branchlets found in the middle portions of the

fusiform branches are decompoundly pinnate and are vesiculi-

ferous at their basal parts with or without the receptacles on

the terminal regions. The uppermost branchlets are generally

destitute of vesicles and each ultimate segment ends in a

receptacle.

Vesicles are spherico-ellipsoidal with a long, flat stalk at

the base, and are mucronated or awned at the top. Some ot

them are found with one or more minor vesicles in succession

on the top. Each two successive vesicles are sharply and

distinctly separated one from another by a short and delicate

link. This character is especially important in distinguishing
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n Sterile form of tlie present species from the one next

mentioned.

Receptacles are simple lanceoid-cylindrical, solitarily situated

at the terminal points of the sympodially divided ramulets.

Localities: Sawara, Oshima Prov. (h.h.f.) ; Mororan, (h. s. a.),

Abuta, (n, it. f.), Iburi Prov.; Onnebetsii, Kitami Prov. (h. h. f.)
;

Nemuro ( ! ).

CystopliyUuïii haK'odatense sp. nov.

Plate II. Fig. 13-15.

= Cijstophyllum ? hcikodatense Yendo.: Prelim. Lii^t of Fucac. of Jaj^an.

p. 152.

= Cystophyllmn crassipcs Oram.: (ncc J. Ag.). Eiuimer. of Alg, of

Japan, p. 139. excl. sijn.

Diagnosis. Radice scutelata, liemisjihœrico-elevata ; caiile gracili, cylindraceo,

Lindique ramis egredientibus; ramis a basi incrassatin, fusiformi-elongatis,

sursum complauatis, filiform ibii.*, inermibus, quoquoversum ramulis egre-

dientibus ; foliis iiiferioribus auguste liueari-lanceolati.*, superioribus

filiforniibus pinnatim divaricatis ; vesiculis ellipsoideis solitariis vel

eoncatenatis, longe stijiitatis, apice obtusis vel in ramulis fructiferis

abeuntibus; receptaculis cylindraceis verrucosis longe pedicelatis.

Description of the species. A well grown plant of the

present species measures 5-6 feet in length, attached to the

substratum by a circular disc which is slightly elevated at the

to]). PI. II. fig. 5 shows a young shoot just starting out. In

this sort of plant the stem at the basal region is smooth and

cylindrical, not exceeding a few inches in length. The primary

stem is subclavate, with a number of fusiform, approximate

branches near the top as well as around the swollen portion.

The morphological characters of these fusiform branches are

identical with those described under the preceding species.

The lateral branchlets which start from the lower portions

of the fusiform branches are more or less thiciv and robust,
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hardly exceeding 10 cm. in Iciigtli. They are decompoiindly

alternately divided, with the lower lacinioc terete fdiform; the

upper ones may develop into ordinary leaves. As a rule, they

are sterile and not provided with vesicles. Occasionally, however,

the apex of a leaf is inflated into au ovate mucronate vesicle.

The branchlets from the middle and the upper portions develop

further and constitute the principal parts of the frond. They

are decompoundly subpinnately ramose with leaves or sterile

ramules at the base ; the ultimate segments become vesiculiferous

and, when mature, are fertile. The leaves are linear-lanceolate,

acuminated above, and taper downwards into a short, flat stipe :

they are ribless, entire, and destitute of cryptostomata.

Vesicles are ellipsoidal or ovate, occasionally fusiform. They

are sometimes solitary but 2-5 or more of them are found in a

moniliform series at the terminal portion of a vegetative segment.

The constrictions between two successive vesicles are loose and

seldom stalk-like. The inferior end of the lowermost vesicle of

a series tapers downwards into a long filiform stipe, and from

the upper end of the uppermost vesicle, a racemose receptacular

ramulet rises. Each receptacle is lanceoid-cylindrical, verruculose,

accuminate above and with a filiform stipe below.

Remark on the affinity to other species. There are six species

hitherto reported from the north Pacific Ocean, w^hich have some

relation to the present species, viz:

—

Cyüophyllwni crassipes J. Ag.,

Cystophyllum geminatum J. Ag., Cystophyllum Lepidium Harv.,

Gyslophyllum filifoUum J. Ag., Cystoseira spicigera Ag., and

Oystoseira hypocarpa KiJTz. Among^these^six species, Cystoseira

hypocarpa Kütz. is probably synonymous with Oystopliyllum Lepi-

dium Harv. as De Toni^^ has already pointed out; and Cystoseira

1) De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 175.
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spicigera Ag. is a doubtful plant being described from an undoubt-

edly incomplete specimen : and lastly, Cyuophyllum Leindium

Harv. has no well marked character to separate it from Gißto-

l^hyllum geniinatum J. Ag. The remaining species Cystophyllum

crassi2yes J. Ag. and Cystophyllum filifolium J. Ag. have been

assigned to Japan and are more closely related to the plant here

described than to any of the others.

Cydophyllimi crampes apparently stands close to the present

species especially when we compare the sterile specimens of both.

But the relative positions of the vesicles and receptacles readily

distinguish the two species. Cystophyllum filifolium J. Ag. was

formerly reckoned under the genus Cystoseira by C. Agardh.

This circumstance at first led me to identify our plant with that

species. But the characters of the vesicles and receptacles in the

diagnosis of Cystop)hyllum filifolium J. Ag. are rather nearer to

Cystophyllum crassipes J. Ag. than to the present species.

So far as our present researches extend we can not find any

other species than Cystophyllum crassipes and the present one,

that approaches the description of Cystophyllum, filifolium J. Ag.

It may be permissible to say that the last mentioned S2:)ecies may

be identical with either of the two species mentioned. At present,

however, I must leave J. Agardh's species in doubt, with the

hope that some one wlio has an opportunity of examining the

original specimen, will carefully compare it with the two species

described in this paper.

Remark on the generic position of the present species. So

long as the definition of the genus Cystoseira remains as it is

now, the plant here described ought to be counted under that

genus. In the preliminary list of the Fucaceœ of Japan, I^^

1) Ykndo: 1. c. p. 15"J.
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liesitatingly referred this species to Cyslophylhun. No one will

iloiil)t that there is a very close relutionship between the present

species and Cyslophyllum crasslpes and that it may be found that

these two do not belong to different genera.

In such species as Cystoseira erlcoides Ag., Cysioseira 3Iyrica

J. Ag., Cystoseira fibrosa Ag., etc., the vesicles are not limited

to the linal division of the ramulets, and certain portions of

vegetative organs are generally found above a vesicle. But in

Cystoseira Osmundacea Ag., Cystoseira fœniculacea Grev., Cysto-

seira squarrosa KuTZ., etc., the case, as in the present species,

is different : the vesicles are always on the terminal division of the

vegetative organs, and only the receptacles or the receptacular

branchlets may be found above a vesicle. In Cystophyllum gemi-

natwii the relative positions of receptacles and vesicles are some-

what indeterminate: in most cases the receptacles are above the

vesicles but not infrequently a vesicle may be found at the aj^ex

of a receptacle. Cf. also Kutzixg's Tab. Phyc. X. Taf. 52 fig.

2. under Cystoseira hypocarpa.

I propose the following key to distinguish Cystoseira from

Cystophyllum :
—

Cystoseira : vesicles not restricted to the final divisions of

the vegetative organ.

Cystophyllum : vesicles restricted to the final divisions of the

vegetative organ; only the recej^tacles or receptacular

ramulets may be above the vesicles.

In accordance therewith Cystophyllum hakodatense may with-

out impropriety be assigned to the genus Cystophyllum and other

species such as Cystoseira Osmundacea Ag., Cystoseira fœniculacea

Ag., Cystoseira squarrosa Dj: Not. 'etc., should be transferred to

that genus.
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Localities : Iwaki Prov. (Okamura) ; Rikucliü Prov. (Oka-

mura); Shimofuro, Mutsii Prov. (!); Hakodate (!) Esaslii, Oshima

Prov. (h.h.f.); Cape Eaiden (h.h.f.), Yoicbi (h.h.f.), Takasliima

(h.s.a.), Sukuzushi (h.s.a.), Zenibako^(H.s.A.), Shiribeshi Prov.;

AtsLita (h.s.a.), Mashike (h.h.f.), Ishikari Prov.; Pumoi (h.h.f.),

Chikubetsu (h.h.f.), Onisbika (h.s.a.), Tesbio Prov.; Pisbiri

Island (!), Abasbiri (h.h.f.) (h.s.a.), Kitami Prov.; Nemuro Har-

bour(!), Tomosbiri (h.h.f.), Nemuro Prov.; Kusbiro (T. Kawa-

KAMi)(!) (h.s.a.); Sboya (h.h.f.) (h.s.a.), Horoizumi (h.h.f.),

Urakawa (h.h.f.), Hidaka Prov.; Tomakomai (h.s.a.), Mororan

(h.h.f.), Iburi Prov.

CuütophyUuni sisyinbrioides J. Ag.

Plate III. Fig. 1-6.

Spec. I. 13. 234. cxcl. sijn.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 158. excl. sijn.

—Id.: Phye. Jap. Nov. p. 47.

—

Okam.: Euiimer. Alg. of Jap. p. 140.

= Fucus Mijagroides Turn.: Hist. Fiic. Vol. II. p. 28. Tab. 83.

^Fueus sisijmhrioides Turn.: Hist. Fuc. Vol. II. p. 150. Tab. 179.

= Spongocarpus sisymbrioides Kütz.: Phyc. Gen. p. 365.

—

Id.: Spec.

Alg. p. 632.—/£^.: Tab. Phyc. X. Taf. 91. fig. 1.—Suring.:

Alg. Jap. p. 26.

—

Martens: Preus. Exped. Tange, p. 116.

= Sargassum Myagroides Ag.: Spec. p. 25.

—

O'Kuntze: Revisio Gen.

Plant. III. 2, p. 427.

= Sargassuin sisymbrioides Ag.: System, p. 307.

—

O'Kuntze: Revisio

Gen. Plant. III. 2. 427 excl. syn.

= Sargassum filicinum sisymbrioides O'Kuntze : Revisio Sarg. p. 215.

= Spongocarpus silieulosus Sond.: in Kütz. Tab. Phyc. X. Taf. 91.

fig. 2.

= Myagropsis Cameliiia Kütz.: Ueber d. Eigcnt. (Bot. Zeitg. 1843)

p. 57.—Id.: Spec. Alg. p. 634.—7cZ.: Tab. Phyc. X. Taf. 92.

fig. 1.

—

Id.: Phyc. Gen. p. 368.

—

Martens: Preus. Exped.

Tange, p. 130.

Tbis is one of tbe most common algie' along nearly tlie wbole

of our coast. As tbe frond is apt to vary in form tbe exact
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character of tlio species was not satisfactorily advertised. The

following remarks ni;iy add something to the present knowledge

of the plant.

Description of the species. Roots are disc-shaped, occasionally

attaining 7 cm. in diameter, flat on the lower surface and subhemi-

spherical on the upper, from which a stout cylindrical, rugose

stem arises. At the lower portion of the stem a number of decom-

poundly pinnated branches are given off patently. The upper

terminal point of the stem is truncated and complanated, with

short "anläge" of the branchlets on both sides. (Cf. PI. III.

fig. 7 b. under Cystophyllum Turneri). The lateral branches are

distichously pinnately disposed on the principal branches and

are exceedingly approximate. The principal branches are, in a

manner, a sort of "Kurztrieb." The pinuation of an order is

always in a plane at right angles to the plane in which the

pinnatiou of the next order lies.

The lower parts of the stems of the lateral branches are

smooth and subcompressed, elliptical in cross section. Near the

insertion jwints they are much thickened, forming subfusiform or

not infrequently angulate bases. When a well grown plant is

uprooted and beaten upon the shore for many days, the lateral

branches wear away from the point just above the swollen region.

The result is a robust twig with coarse dentation along both sides

of each branch (fig. 8.).

The lateral branches are transformed either into the definite

branchlets (leaves) or into the filiform stems of the indefinite

branchlets. The leaves are linear 1.5-2 mm. wide and 10-20 mm.

long, occasionally measuring 30-35 mm. Well developed ones are

pinnately sected or, more strictly speaking, sympodially divided.

A slightly elevated midrib traverses the whole length of each leaf
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with the lateral veins rumiiug into the segments. The basal part

of each leaf is more or less constricted to form a short cylindrical

petiole. The leaves are either directly inserted in the "Kurztrieb"

disposed in the manner explained above, or they are alternately

pinnately arranged along the margins of subterete, filiform inde-

finite branchlets. One or more of the lateral segments of a leaf

are often transformed into vesicles.

Well grown lateral branches often measure 6.5 feet in length.

The stems are terete, compressed with round edges. Each gives

off minor ramules from its edges in a distichous, alternate and

pinnate manner. These ramules are simple or decompound and

have vesicles at the lower part and receptacles at the upper ; in

a younger ramule, the vesicles only. Both vesicles and receptacles

are alternatejy pinnately arranged.

Vesicles vary in their form according to their position in

a frond. Those which are transformed from the lateral segments

of a leaf, and usually found at the basal regions of a frond, are

ellipsoidal, G-8mm. in major axis and 4-5 mm. in minor axis,

slightly narrowed downwards, each having a short stalk, and

coronated with a narrow, linear, costated leaflet at the apex. As

we trace them upwards, they become much elongated, diminishing

in diameter and finally becoming spindle-shape. Such vesicles

have stalks often as long as their length and the corona frequently

long and setaceous.

Keceptacles arc racemosely arranged at the upjier part of a

ramulet, the terminal one being the largest. They are elongated

conical or cylindrical, attenuated above and abruptly ending at

the base in a comparatively long filiform stalk. The receptacles

uf both sexes have the same appearaifce, except that the female

receptacles mostly have a darker colour.
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Remark on the synonymy. The present speeies is readily

recognized by its general habit. The colour, the texture and the

external apjiearance of the upper portions of the sterile fronds

remind us of DesmarcMia aculeata as has been noted by former

algologists." Without seeing the fertile branches one is led to

place the species under the Phyllotrlcha J. Ag. not however

Nvithout difficulty. C. AcjArvDir^ once actually referred the ]ilnnt

to Sargassum.

O'KuxTZE''^ has dwelt on the opinion that the species in

question should be classified under the genus Sargassum. The

generic conception of Sargassum given by him in his papers

differs widely from that of recent authors. As far as the

Japanese species of Sargassiim and CystophyUum are concerned,

I can not fully concur in the specific disposition of Kuxtze.

There is no doubt that he is trying to disarrange the system of

Sargassum after a study of fragmental herbarium specimens.

Myagrojms Camelina KrTZ. was first described in " Botan-

ische Zeitung," 1843, p. 57., from a specimen collected by

Tilesius in Japan. J. Agardh"^ referred both it and ^Tyagrojms

Turneri Kutz. to his Sargassum sisymbrioides remarking that the

former two have been described from the upper jiortions of the

latter. Kutzing^^ insisted upon his opinion and illustrated the

so called inferior part of 3Iyagropsis Camelina, at the same time,

criticising sharply J. Agakdh's reference.

I took particular care in trying to settle the problem. There

is no doubt that Spongocarjjus siliculosus Soxd. is identical with

1) Cf. De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. lôs.

2) C. AoAEDH : System, p. 307.

.">) O'Kuxtze: Kevisio Gen. Plant. Ill, 2. p. 427; LI.: Revi-sio von Sargassum. p. 21').

4) J. Agardh : Spec. I. p. 204.

5) Kützixg: Tab. Phyc. X. p. ?,2. Taf. 02. fi-. 1.
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Cysto])hyllum sisymbrioides. I liave found, however, a plant

which is much more applicable to Cystophyllum (Myagropsis)

Turneri than to Cystophyllum sisymbrioides. The detail will be

given under the next species. As for llyagropsis Camelina I

have little doubt, judging from the descriptions and figures given

by KuTZiNG, 1. c, that it belongs to the present species.

In defining Myagropsis Camelina, Kützing^^ says that the

stem is "zusammengedrückt, dreikantig" and that the branchlet

''flach dreikantig." He further observes that the stem is "hie

und da mit spitzigen und hakenförmigen Dornen besetzt," and

the branchlets "an den Kanten mit zweispalten, entfernt stehen-

den, sehr kleinen Dörnchen besetzt." These statements are

evidently induced from the scars of the dropped lateral branchlets,

leaves, or vesicles. The size of the vesicles cannot be a specific

character in this case. I have many specimens of Cystophyllum

sisymbrioides which have in their basal portions more roundisli

vesicles than Kutzing has figured under Myagropsis Camelina.

Localities : Nagato Prov. (!) ; Izumo Prov. (Okamura)
;

Tango Prov. (!); Wakasa Prov. (R. Tsuge)(!); Noto Prov.

(Okamuea) ; Echigo Prov. (!) ; Sado Prov. (!) ; Rikuzen Prov. (!) ;

Hitachi Prov. (!) ; Boshû Prov. (!) ; Misaki ( ! ), Enoshima ( ! ),

Sagami Prov.; Izu Prov. (!); Shima Prov. (!); Awa Prov. (!)>

Bungo Prov. (!) ; Nagasaki (Hoenek, Tuener).

Cystophyllum Turneri nov. nom.

Plate HI. Fig. 7-11.

=Myagropsis Turneri Kütz.: Ueber d.^Eigent. (Bot. Zeitg. 1843) p.

57. cxcl. sijn.—I(l: Spec.jAlg. p. G34.—/d!.: Phyc. Gen. p. 368.

—Id: Tab. I>hyc. X. p. 32. Taf. 92. fig. 2.—Martens: Preus.

Exped. Tange, p. 130.

]) KÜTZiNQ : Ueber die P"igentinnUchkeit. (Bot. Zeitg. 1843 s. 57).
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Description of the species. T have not yet seen an anthcntie

specimen of Jfj/agrop.^is Turncr'i Ki'Tz. Vint the ])hint liere

treated answers to the descriptions and ilhistration of Ki'Tzrxci's

species in many points.

KiJTZixr, referred Turner's Fkcus Myagroidca to his genus

J/ya(j[7'opsis, calling it Myagrojms Turneri. After a careful

examination of the material at hand, I fonnd that Turxer's

species should he amalgamated with Cystophyllum sisymbrioides as

had heen done hy J. Agardh^^; and that Kutzixg's species

accorded fairly well with another plant fonnd in several parts of

Japan. This plant has several well marked characters and

deserves a specific rank. Hence the name Cystophylhim Turneri

(KÜTZ.)

The relative dispositions of the hranches and hranchlets in

the present species are identical with the j)receding. But the

branchlets are generally less approximate in this species, and the

thickening of the basal parts of the stems is less conspicuous

and even quite negligible. The stems of the branchlets are

filiform, more slender and compressed than in the preceding-

species, but occasionally angulate at the thickened portions.

The leaves are very narrow, hardly attaining l.ô mm. in

breadth but frequently measuring 12 cm. in length. They are

alternately pinnately divided, with the segments patent and

distant, and with a breadth nearly equal to that in the axial

part. The midrib is distinct, and traverses the whole length of

the leaf, running into the segments \\]) to their apices.

The vesicles on the lower portions of the branchlets are

subspherical, 3.5 mm. in length and 3 mm. in diameter, with a

stalk slightly shorter than the length of the vesicles, and coro-

1) J. Agardh, Spec. Alg. T. p. 2.'U.
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nated with simple or often bifurcated, long, linear-spathulate,

subcostated leaflets. Those in the lower portions of the minor

ramulets are mostly spherical 1.5-2 mm. in diameter with long

stalks and simjile setaceous crown leaflets. Very young vesicles,

usually found at the upper parts of the minor ramulets are

slightly ovate or pyriform. Two or more spherical vesicles are

often disposed in a series with filiform links, and coronated on

the terminal one (fig. 10).

Receptacles are cylindrical, acuminated above, racemously

arranged at the upper part of a ramulet. In the majority of cases

only the terminal one developes, the rest being abortive. Hence the

receptacles are apparently solitary and terminal on the ramulets.

The largest specimen I have seen measured 3 feet in total

length.

In other respects it is similar to Cystophyllum sisymbrioides.

Localities: Bosha Prov. (h.s.a.); Misaki, Sagami Prov. (!);

Sanuki Prov. (!); Chikuzen Prov. (M. Yano) (!).

Cystophyllutn cœsjnfosuw sp. nov.

Plate III. Fig. 12-13.

Diagnosis. Radice hemisphœrico-scutelata, caule siniplici, teretiusculo, ramis

iindique egredientibus ; ramis fîlifonnibus, compressis, inermibiis, decom-

posite pinnatim ramulosis, piunis e margine distichis ; vesiculis in petiolo

ipsis nunc œquale nunc breviore ellipsoideis, folio simplici vel furcate

coronatis; receptaculis apice ramulonim racemosiscylindraceis; caulibus

foliisque minute giandulosis.

Description of the species. The present species is easily

recognized by the general appearance and the extreme delicacy

of every part of the frond. The indefinite branches at the lower

portions of a frond attain greater length than those at the upper,

so that the entire plant is densely ccespitose and fastigiate,
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Tlie lulcriil bniuchlets on the luwcr iiululiiiltu I)iuiic1k'S

measure generally 20-30 em. in length when fully grown. Their

stems are delicate and liliform, about ^mm. wide, issuing sub-

ordinate ramulets in an alternately pinnate manner. The ramulets

are further divided in a similar manner, and their l^asal segments

may be transformed into vesicles and the upper segments into

receptacles. The vesicles are small, ovate, with a short stipe at

the base and a simple or bifurcated leaflet at the apex. No

ribs are found on the leaves, as the latter seem too narrow to

admit them. All parts of the frond except the old and basal

portions are provided with small but obvious cryptostomata.

The mode of ramification, the disposition of the receptacles

and other essential characters of the present species, except the

points remarked above, are similar to the preceding two species.

What has been stated about them may in general be applied to

the species here described.

Localities: Echigo Prov. (!); Ugo Prov. (!).

TUR BINARA Labix.

Tuvhhiavia ornata J. Ac;.

Spec. I. p. 266.

—

Okam.: Eiiumer. Alg. ot Jap. p. 141.

I have not seen a specimen of this species.

Localities: Ishigaki-jima, Loochoo (Okamuea); Bonin Isl.

(Okamuka).

Tuvbiiiaria trlalata Küiz.

Tal). Pliyc. X. p. 24. Taf. 67.

—

Bartox: Syst. Struct. Ace. of Turhi-

naria p. 21-S._Dk Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 127.

= Turhinaria vulgaris var. tricdata J. Ac: Spec. I. p. 268.

= Tiirbinaria hetcroplujlla Kutz.: Tab. Phyc. X. Taf. 6*J. iig. 1.
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A «ingle but fertile specimen, collected by Dr. K. Miyake in

Looclioo, is kept in the herbarium of the Science College of the

Tokyo Imperial University. It accords very well with the de-

scriptions of the above mentioned species and especially with the

illustrations of Tw^binarla irialata var. capensis KiJïz. in Tab.

Phyc. 1. c.

Locality : Tomari, Loochoo (Miyake, h. sc. coll.).

Tui'hinaria (\*) fuslfovtiiis Yendo.

Plate IV. Fig. 1-7.

Prelim. List of Fuc. Jap. ]>. 153.

= C'ljatophjUum fusiforme Harv.: Cliaract. of New Alg. p. 328.—De
Toni: öyll. Alg. III. p. 159.—7^.: Phyc. Jap. Nov. p. 47.—

Okam.: Alg. Exsic. Jap. No. 36.

—

Id.: Enumer. Alg. of Japan,

p. 141.

/. da Vif/era Yexdo. 1. c. Plate IV. Fig. 7.

= OjstopJujUum fusiforme ß dauigerum Uarv.: 1. c.

Remark on the species and the forma: The present species was

described by Haiivey under the genus Oijstophyllum from the

material collected by Charles AVkight at Shimoda and Hako-

date. Since that time no one has given any further information

respecting the plant except that De Toni rej^eated the original

diagnosis in his works above cited. Harvey's specimen was

sterile: and as the species was established on incomplete dried

specimens there are some points misrepresented in tlie original

diagnosis. The foUow^ing remarks may not be unnecessary for a

full knowledge of the species.

The root is a small holdfast, with the rhizincs robust and

cylindrical, ca. 1 mm. in diameter. Frequently some of the

rhizine elongate horizontally like a ytolon, giving off several

minute processes from the under sides.
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The stoiii is erect, cyliiulrical, usually l)rancliing at a short

distance from the holdfast. A few radical leaves are found

helow or near the diverging point of the stem. These leaves

are borne by very young individuals only, and seem to droj) off

at an early stage. They are Hat but thick and succulent,

yellowish brown, and slightly elevated along the median line
;

some are very small, ovate or clavate, hardly measuring 1 cm.

in length; some, however, grow to be as large as 4cm. by 1cm.,

and are linear-spathulate, more or less tapering upwards, ending

in a round apex, with a short cylindrical petiole. I have seen

them frequently with undulating or even coarsely dentated

margins (fig. 2 and oa, b).

The rami, as they are called, on the young and short

branches vary in shape according, it seems to me, to the locality.

In the plants found in the northern seas, they are short and

clavate with the apical portion inflated into a pyriform "vesicle."

In those of the southern seas the "vesicles" are mostly mucro-

uated or slightly tapering upward and seldom become fusiform.

The plants commonly found along the coast of middle and

southern Japan, and as far as Korea, have all the " rami
"

several inches long, solid, cylindrical with equal diameter through-

out nearly the whole length; and frequently some of the "rami"

are elongated, clavate, complanated above and sparingly dentated.

In such forms the ramuli on the lateral branches are fusiform

and inflated.

Generally speaking, the plants from cold seas are rich in

the clavate "rami"; while in those from warmer regions the

"rami" on the i)rincipal members are mostly filifürm, tlie fusi-

form rami being limited to the lateral branches. The formel-

coincide with the definition of ß. clavigenuti Harv. But it is
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au invalid form and a number of intermediate forms between

both extremes may be met with.

Branchlets are axillary. They are for the most j)art stunted and

are beset with several ramuli in a spiral arrangement. The result

is the presence of subfasciculate bunches at the axils. The ramuli

are always an inHated fusiform however the fulcrant "rami" may

vary in their shape. Hence those plants wdiich have the filiform

and cylindrical "rami" assume a very widely spread and slender

appearance (fig. 2), while those in which the pyriform " rami
"

predominate, have a dense and robust appearance (fig. 2.).

Eeceptacles are smooth, cylindrical clavate, round at the apex,

and have very short stalks. As a rule, 3-5 or more of them are

found forming a cluster on an inconspicuous stem, directly on the

axil of a "ramus" or of a ramulus of the fertile branches.

Remark on the systematic position of the species. Cysto-

lihyllum fusifonne was established by Harvey, as above noted,

from sterile specimens. So far as I have been able to ascertain no

one has ever described its receptacles. In spite of the abundance

of the sterile individuals, the receptaculiferous plants are rather

rare. The plants attîiin their utmost luxuriance at the end of

April and most of them are driven away from the substratum

before they produce the reproductive organs. Some of the plants,

which have passed a summer, and dropped most of the "rami"

from the lower and middle portions of the fronds continue their

develojmient late into the autumn ; and those in quiet coves

frequently reach (3-8 feet in total height at the end of the

following March. The receptacles are found in June and July.

They are sometimes met with on individuals a few inches in

height which had evidently germinated the previous autumn, or

sometimes on the two-year old fronds.
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A close observation of the receptacles suggests the impropriety

of assigning the species to the genus Cydophyllum as has hecn

acknowledged. The receptacles are unquestionably axillary, how-

ever much the fulcrant leaves may vary in their shape.

As may be understood from the above remarks the fulcrant

leaves or the **rami" may vary in shape to a considerable

degree. If these cylindrical " rami " have been considered as a

modification of the ordinary leaves of Snrgassum, we shall find

a remarkable relationship of this species to that genus. On the

other hand, if the vesiculation of the clavate "rami" has been

taken as an important character of the species, the plant must

be counted as a member of, or at least standing very close to,

the genus Turhinaria. The only difficulty in so disposing of it

is that the species hitherto placed under Turhinaria have winged

and trumpet-shaped "vesicles," while in our species they are

smooth and ovate or fusiform. The foliaceous leaves at the base

of the young plants of this species seem at first to justify assign-

ing it to Sargassum. But according to J. Aoardh,^^ Kutzixg,-^

ct al, the leaves at the basal portions of the Turhinaria species

are also often filiform or dichotomously divided. Most species of

Sargassum have disc-shaped roots, and all of Turhinaria, like

the plant under consideration have ramose holdfiists. The two

genera, Sargassum and Turhinaria, stand very close to each other

in regard to the relative positions of the vegetative and repro-

ductive orsfans. The onlv radical distinction between them is

that the latter genus has nearly all the " rami " transformed

into vesicles, characteristic of the genus; while in the former

the differentiation of the "rami" into leaves and vesicles is

1) Species I. p. 2GÔ.

2) Tab. Pl.yc. X. Taf. G7-G8.
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highly developed. Our species shows the character of both

genera at once, if indeed it is not an intermediate form.

To propose a new generic position for such a plant as this,

which stands between two genera so closely allied as Turbinaria

and Sargasswn would be unacceptible. I provisionally mention

the problematic species under Turbinaria, expecting that a closer

study of the phylogeny of the two genera will probably settle

the legitimacy or illegitimacy of assigning it as I have done.

Localities : Nagasaki (h. sc. coll.) ; Mogi (h. sc. coll.) ; Higo

Prov. (!); Tsushima Prov. (Y. Yabe) ; Fusan, Korea (H. Yabe);

Tango Prov. (Okamuka); Eikuchfi (?) (Okamura); Hakodate (?)

(Okamitra) ; Kazusa Prov. (!) ; Boshri(!); Bagami Prov. (!);

Izu Prov. (!) (Wright, Harvey); Numazu, Izu Prov. (h. s. a.);

Ise Prov. (Okamura); Shima Prov. (!); Kii Prov. (!); Awa

Prov. (!); Tosa Prov. (h.s.a.); Kagoshima (Okamura).

/. claviyera: Tsugaru Str. (Wright, Harvey); Toppu, Zeni-

gamezawa, Fukuyama, Hakodate (!) (h.s.a.), Oshima Prov.;

Rikuchü Prov. (!) (h.s.a.); Rikuzen Prov. (!); Eno-ura, (h. sc.

coll.), Shimoda(!), Izu Prov.

COCCOPHORA Grev.

Coccophova Lniif/sdovfii Grev.

Plate Y.

A1,L^ Brit. p. XXXIV.—KÜTZ.: Spec. Alg. p. 635.— /f/.: Tub. Phyc.

XI. Taf. 45. %. 2.—J. Ao.: Spec. I. p. 250.—Smith : in Murk's.

Phyc. Mem. IL p. 30. t. IX.—De Toni: Syll. Aly. III. p. 184.—/f/.:

Phyc. Jap. Nov. p. 48.

—

JNIartens: Preus. Exped. Tange, p. 130.

—

Yendo: On Coce. Langs, p. 137.

=Fuciis Langsdorfii Turn.: Hist. Fuc. Vol. III. p. 70. Tab. 165.

= Fucus Tilesii Aa.: Dec. No. 1.

= Cjjstoscira Tilcsii Ac: Spec. p. 78.

—

Id.: System, p. 291.
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= Cnrcophorn phjiUaiupliora J. Ao.: Spoo. I. p. 2")0.—^FAPtTEX.';: Preup.

i:xpe(l. Tixuixc. ]). 130.—KrTZiN(i: Tah. Pliyc. XL Taf. 48. fi--,

].—/(/.: Spec. Alg. p. 636.—Dk Tont: Syîl. Alg. III. p. 185.

—Id: Phyc. .Tup. Nov. p. 48.

= Cijstoscira phijUamphora Ao.: Spec. p. 79.

—

Id.: System, p. 291.

—

Id.: Icon. Alg. Ined. Tab. IV.

Description of the species. Judging from the references

hitherto accessible to nie, no complete frond of the present plant

seems to have reached the algologists. They have unanimously

remarked that the conceptacles are found in the walls of the

vesicles. Tlie present writer was so fortunate as to get many

complete specimens at Hakodate and actually to observe the

habit in the same localit3\

A well grown individual measures 40-50 cm. in total length

arising at the base from a knotty stump, which is firmly attached

to the substratum. From the surface of the stump there start

out several shoots which soon branch into several stems. The

bases of the shoots are mostly swollen into rugose knots which

give a rough aspect to the primary stumji. In an old plant

the shoots often fall off, leaving the basal knots on the surface

of the primary stump; the latter tluis becoming much more

knotty. These shoots correspond morphologically to the inde-

finite branches of Sargassum.

There are two distinct forms of shoots. One of these satis-

fiictorily answers to the descriptions and figures of Cocco2')hora

liiliyllamjiliora J. Ac;., and the other to those of Coccophora

Langsdorfi't Grey. I shall call the former the Phyllamphora

form for convenience sake. This is nothing but a young part

of the frond and is always found un-branched and sterile. The

latter, called for convenience, Langsdorf's form, as has been

well figured by Tfrxer and by Smith, is simple and straight,
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and gives out numerous receptaculiferous brandies in all direc-

tions. Frequently one or more branches of the Phyllamphora

form are found in tlie jilaces usually occupied by the recep-

taculiferous branches.

The apical portions of the axial stems of Laxgsdoef's form

are generally rubbed off. As a rule, the scale-like leaves are

entirely wanting on the axial stems throughout the whole length.

For a few inches from the basal point the stems are naked, but

with subprominent scars of the fallen leaves.

Of the receptaculiferous lateral branches. Smith ^^ gave a

full description and beautiful illustration. He seems to have

doubted the existence of the small bulb at the base of each

lateral branch as described by Turner. I also was not able to

verify any such character as Turner described and illustrated.

The stems of the lateral receptaculiferous branches are more

slender than the axial member and are covered with scale-like

leaves spirally arranged with a divergence of |. These leaves

are approximate below and gradually separate toward the apex

of the stems. The lower leaves are very small, hardly exceeding

1.5 mm. in length and 0.5 mm. in the broadest part, sessile,

entire and tapering upward ; the uj'tper ones become gently

elongated often attaining 10 mm., equally sessile and tapering

with but one or two obtuse teeth on the lower margins. In the

apical portions of the stems, the leaves are replaced by berry-

like hollow receptacles, each borne on a short stalk. The upper-

most receptacle on each branch, as a rule, is the largest.

The stems of the Phyllamphora form are as thick as the

axial stem of Langsdorf's form, and are similarly covered with

scale-like leaves in similar arrangement. The leaves are, however,

1) Smith: in Murray's Pliyc. INIcm. Part ]I. PI. IX.
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inuc'li I'urtlicr apart. Those on the middle portions oi' ilie steins

measure 2-3 cm. in Icngtli, and 1.-1.5 mm. in hreadth, gradually

tapering upwards. The dentation is limited to the basal portion

which is now broadened into stipule-like appendages; and finally

divides into distichously alternately pinnate leaves, each segment

equaling the main part in breadth.

Near the middle portions of the simple or parted leaves,

the vesicles are found. They are elliptical or subsj)indle shaped,

generally only one to a leaf, but often two or more in the same

leaf. When found in the parted leaf they are usually situated

near the parting point. If they are found just at the point,

the part above the vesicle has the appearance of a furcated

corona.

In some fully matured specimens of the Phyllamphora form

an embryonal stage of the lateral branch was found at each

axil of the leaves. It can be demonstrated that these leaves

fall off before the lateral branches come to maturity. No specimen

was found with a leaf remaining undetached at the base of a

receptaculiferous branch.

Remarks on the synonymy and the systematic position of the

plant. Coccopliora phylkuiqihora J. Ac4., as has been stated above,

is a pseudo-species described from a sterile branch of Coccophora

Langsdorfii Gkev. As far as I could judge from the habit of

the plant the sterile simple branches begin to give rise to the

lateral fertile branches early in the summer or late in the spring.

The latter attain their maturity in the spring of the next year,

the new phyllamphora forms appearing until then. Thus the

basal stump is evidently perenial.

It is curious that no one has ever detected the relation

between the two forms. Sterile and fertile branches have stood
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as separate species for nearly a half century. Okamura is the

only one, as fiir as my references extend, who has touched on

this problem. He^^ noted that Coccojyhora j^hyllamj^kora might

possibly be a special modification of its fellow species. But

ceased to pursue the subject further.

As Langsdoef's form was taken as the complete or nearly

complete frond, the hollow receptacles were thought to serve

at the same time as vesicles. This consideration resulted in an

awkward misrepresentation in the systematic disposition.

The fact that the lateral branches are axillary, and that

the vesicles and receptacles are developed into S2)ecial organs

places the present ])lant near Sargassum; but both in general

appearance and in minute points, there is hardly any corres-

pondence with any species of Sargassum. The decaying away

of the vegetative portions, which bear the vesicles, and the

succeeding growth of the reproductive Ijranches are especially

characteristic. We find some species of Sargassum whose vege-

tative branches in greater part disappear before the maturity of

the receptacles. As regards the lateral branch, arising from an

axil of a leaf, with receptacles at the apical portions, and some

with vegetative leaves on the lower portions, we can find some

similarity in Sargassum only.

The essential morphological difference between Sargassum

and Coccophora lies in the fact that the vesicles and the recejit-

acles may occur in the same definite branch in the former, while

they are in separate ones in the latter.

The ampulation of the recej)tacles seem to be the result of

physiological necessity, for the vesicles are already absent when

the reproductive organs have reached mi\turity. In this respect

1) Okamuka: Eiuiiuer. uf Alg. Jap. p. lo8.
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the cluiiucler may be considered under a conception similar to

that of the rece})tacles of tlic Hormophysa.

Localities: Hakodate (!); Mutsu Prov.(!); Noto Prov. (Oka-

mura); Echigo Prov. (Okamura).

Coccopliora (?) Iinperata Yexdo.

Phite IV. Pig. 8-P2.

Prelim. Lisjt of Jap. Fuc. p. 154.

Diagnosis. Radice priiuodiale igiiota, plaiitic adultiores nodoso-prostiata,

caulibus coinnuuiibus confluenti, ramis erectis sursum exeuntibus ; raniis

cylindraceis iiiennibus ad basiin mox intumescentibus, S2)iraliter rajuulis

egredieutibiis ; ramulis brevissiniis spiraliter foliis gereutibus; foliis

basalibus sessilibus, stipulatis, filiformibus, dichotome divaricatis, minute

glaiidulosi;?, ramulüium sessilibus imbriculatis ; vesiculis receptaculisque

ignotis.

Description of the species. The fronds are apparently niulti-

cipital, arising from a rugose knotty prostrate stump. Morphologi-

cally speaking, the stump, as in Coecophora Langsdorfii, is a

dwarfed stem, and the erect stems upon it correspond to the

principal branches of Cystophylluiii and Saryassum. The stems

are cylindrical, 20-30 cm. high, more or less abruptly thickened

at the very base, with short stunted ramules subregularly spirally

disposed above: angle of divergence ca. -^.

Ramules are beset with filiform elongated leaves at the base

and with subulate scale-like leaves above, in the same disposi-

tion as the ramules on a stem. The filiform leaves divide

dichotomously once or twice with wide axils, with a few elevated

cryptostomata on the surface; the base of a leaf is generally

abruptly expanded and often stipule-like. The scale-like ones

are obcuneate, broadened downward, concave inside, and longi-

tudinally ridged outside (fig. 12).
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Keceptacle and vesicle unknown.

Remark on affinity. A good number of the specimens of the

jiresent jjlant were sent from the Marine Experiment Station of

Akita Prefecture. But none of them was either fertile or vesi-

culiferous. The exact systematic position can not be ascertained

at present. The scale-like leaves, their disposition on the ramules

and the general characters of the root, suggest a close affinity

to Coccopliora Langsdorfii, from which, however, it may at once

be separated by the dotted filiform leaves.

If referrable to Coccopliora, which is highly probable, the

specimens at hand are a vegetative form of the plant, being

parallel to the Phyllamphora stage of CoccopJiora Langsdorfii.

The lateral ramules with the scale-like leaflets may grow to be

the receptaculiferous branches. Further discussion is reserved

until we shall have been able to examine a fertile specimen.

The densely foliferous ramules at the upper portions of tlie

stem remind us of the paniculate inflorescence of Imperaia.

Hence the specific name.

Locality: Ugo Prov. (!).

SARGASSUiVI Ao.

PHYLLOTRICHA J, Ac.

Savf/assuiii pllaliferuin Ag.

Plate VI. Pig. 1-7.

Hpec. p. 27.—J. A(i.: ^pec. I. p. 28'J.

—

IIauiot : Alg. d. Yokuisk. p.

218.

—

Sukixgar: Alg. Jap. p. 25.

—

Martens: Preu:^. Exped. Tange,

p. 116.—De Toxi: Syll. Alg. III. p. 17.-^Id.: Phyc. Jap. Nov. p. 43.

—Okam.: Euuiuer. of Alg. of Jap. p. 143.
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= Fucus pihilifcr Turx.: Hist. Fuc. Vol. T. Tab. Ho.

= Fucus mieroccratius Trux.: Illst. Fuc. Vol. 11. ]>. l.j.j. Tab. loO,

= Sargassum microceratium Ao.: Dec. No. 3'5.—J. Ac: Anal. Al;,^

Cent. III. p. 59.

=Myagropsis microeeratia KI'tz.: Tab. I'liyc. X. Taf. 94.

Description of the species. Frond attains 2-4.5 foet in height

with a knotty, rugose, disc-shape root at the base. Generally

several shoots start from the surface of the same root, giving the

appearance of a multicipital frond. A primary shoot is nothing

but a simple lanceolate or linear leaf attached to the surface of

a circular disc by a ver}' short petiole. It gradually elongates

and divides decompoundly pinnately, with the margin entire; an

immersed midrib traverses the whole length of the lamina and

a series of cryj^tostomata is found on each side of the latter.

The jjinme are l.ü-2.0mm. wide and the entire length of a leaf

measures -3-6 cm.

The axial part of a primary shoot develops to form the

main stem of a frond, thickening simultaneously into a compressed

or ancipitous rachis. The lower portion of the stem has several

leaves arising alternately from the ancipitous edges. These leaves

are essentially similar to the primary shoots in every respect.

In an old stem, these lower leaves are generally worn off, leaving

conical scars at the points of insertion. The stem in the upj^er

portions is subterete, with rounded margin, measuring 1.5-2.0 mm.

in breadth. The fidcrant leaves in the upper portions are fili-

form, subterete, pinnately divided or apparently dichotomous, or

sometimes simple, with the apices of the segments sharply pointed.

No distinct midrib is found in the upper leaves which have

cryptostomata on the margins.

Vesicles are spherical, without cryptostomata, ending abruptly

in a slender stipe as long or even twice as long as the diameter
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of the vesicles. The apices of the vesicles are absolutel}^ round

nnd smooth. A vesicle is evidently transformed from the apical

portion of a segment of a leaf, and is often found at a terminal

end of the bifurcated leaflets.

Receptacles are ramose, spirally arranged on the ultimate

ramulets. They are cylindrical, more or less tajiering upwards,

with verruculose surface in the matured specimens. They are

2-8 mm. long with slender stalks of about half their length. A

fulcrant leaflet is found at the base of a fertile ramulet but no

branchlet exists at the insertion point of a receptacle.

var. pinnatifoliuni var. nov. Plate YI. fig. 8-11.

=Sargassu)n pinnatifolium A«.: System, p. 303.

—

Kütz.: Tab. Pliyc.

XI. Taf. 33.

—

Dickie: Alg. Jap. in Jouni. Linn. Soc. Bot.

Vol. XV. p. 449.

—

Martens: Preus. Exped. Tange, p. llß.—
Yexdo: Prelim. List of Jap. Fiic. p. 154.

= Fucus pinnatifolius Ag.: Alg. Dec. No. 3.

—

Id.: in Act. Holm.

1815. Tab. 5.

~ Sargassum Henslowianum var. pinnatifolium J. Af4.: Spec. Sarg. p.

121.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. lOd.—Irl: Phyc. Jap. Nov.

p. 45.

—

Oka]\i.: Ennmer. Alg. of Jap. p. 159.

Description of the variety. The essential characters of the

fronds of the present variety are similar to those of the typo,

except in a few points. I am not acquainted with the primary

stage of the frond. Judging, however, from the youngest plants

at hand, it is easily seen that both tlie type and the variety have

similar aspects in the primary stage. The basal leaves of the

well grown individuals are ro!)ust in texture and darker in

colour: hence the cryptostomata are usually undetectable in the

basal leaves. The leaves and stems are generally much narrower

in the type than in the~ variety.

Vesicles are comparatively small,* measuring 2.5-3 mm. in

diameter, pyriform, not coronated, attenuated below into a stipe
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of equal or double the length of the vesicle. They are found

at the lower portions of the fertile ra mules, often assuming the

position of branchlets. The shape of the vesicles is an impor-

tant point in distinguishing practically the variety from the type.

It must be kept in mind, ho^Yever, that an intermediate form

is sometimes met with.

Receptacles are cylindrical, simple or often divided, verru-

culose on the surface, and with a short stipe. They are race-

mosely disposed on a fertile ramule. A linear-lanceolate subulate

leaflet is found at the l):ise of a lower receptacle, but is usually

wanting in the upper ones.

Remark on the affinity and the synonymy. The type and the

variety are so closed related that it is often hard to distinguish

them by mere description. In general aspect, however, they are

always quite different from each other and one never fails to

separate them at a glance although he will often meet with plants

of an intermediate character.

A plant bearing the name Sargassum piluliferum Ag. is

distributed in Collins, Holden and Setchell's Phyc. Bor.-Amer.

No. 537, and also in Farlow, Anderson and Eaton's Alg. Exsic.

Amer. Bor. No. 102. On comparing it with our specimens I

do not hesitate to say that the American plant and our own

belong to different species, or at least different varieties. The

diagnosis of Sargassum pihdiferian given by J. Agardh in his

former works accords very well with our plants: but the descrip-

tion of the same species in his Spec. Sarg. Austr. relates much

more closely to the American plant than to ours.

The present species was first reported from Japan as collected

by TiLESirs and described by Turner in 1808. The specimen

seems to have been incomplete and the specific definition was
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rather inadequate and ambiguous. Afterwards an allied plant

was found on the Californian coast and was referred by Faelow

to the same species. As far as I could judge, the American

plant differs from ours in having terete verrucose stems, while

ours has compressed and smooth ones: the leaves are generally

smaller and more delicate, the receptacles much shorter and

more approximate in the American plant than in the Japanese.

J. Agardh omits to mention the present species in Anal. Alg.

Cont. III. It is rather remarkable that the species which was

originally established on Japanese material should be referred to

an American plant and its occurrence in the mother country

neglected.

The definitions of Sargassum pinnaiifolium by Agaedh.^^

and by Kützing"^ are at once applicable to Sargassum pihdiferum.

The figures, however, delineated by the latter in his Tab. Phyc,

1. c, suggest the plant that I mention here in varietal rank. If

the determination by the present writer has been correctly done,

the plant is by no means a valid sj)ecies but merely a variety

of Sargassum pihdiferum Ag.

J. Agaedh^^ refers Sargassum pinnaiifolium to a variety of

Sargassum Henslowianum. Had all the fulcrant leaves in the

illustration of the latter species been removed, it might have

assumed a shape nearly similar to that of our variety, the young

fertile ramulets of Sargassum Henslowianum corresponding, in

the illustration, to the much divided upper leaves of this variety.

I am compelled to suspect that J. Agardh compared the two

plants, by their illustrations, in some such way as has been

1) AoAKDir: System. I.e.

2) Ki-rziNG: Spee. Alg. p. Olli.

3) J. Agardh: Spee. Sarg. p. 12],
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suggested: otherwise, we can liai-dly imagine any aflTinity between

the two. He/^ however, remarked that if a complete specimen

of Sarffassian Ilenslow'ianum var. j^innatlfolium J. Ag. had been

examined, his variety might be found to belong to the Dimorphce :

and he"^ entirely disregarded that variety in his later work.

SuRiXGAE. mentions Sargassum piluliferuvi f. capillaris Suk.

in Algce Japonicas p. 25. as being distinguished from the type

by having " foliis superioribus capillaribus enerviis." But as

above stated, the uj^per leaves in the adults of the j)i'esent and

of the next species, generally lack the midrib and this character

is never formal.

Fucus mici'oceratius Turn, it w^ould seem had better be amal-

gamated with the present species. The only difficulty in doing

so is that the figure illustrated in Hist. Fuc, 1. c, has the

vesicles mucronated or apiculated. But Turner in describing

the species says that the vesicles are spherical and externally

smooth. In Tab. Phyc, 1. c, Kijtzixg delineates all the vesicles

with round apices. These facts strengthen my belief that Turner's

species and its derivatives should be placed in a position synonymous

with the present species.

It is to be noted here that a sterile, non-vesiculiferous form

of Oystophyllum Turnerl is often difficult to distinguish from a

similar form of this species.

Localities: Nagasaki (h. sc. coll.); ChikuzenProv. (M. Yano) (!);

Tsushima Prov. (ii.s.a.); Nagato Prov. (!); Osumi Prov. (h.s.a.);

Tosa Prov. (H. Yamamoto) (!) ; Sanuki Prov. (!); Kii Prov.

(U.S.A.); Shima Prov. (!); ]\Iikawa Prov. (!); Sagami Prov. (!);

1) Spec. Alg. I. p. 290; Sarg. Austr. p. 12-_'.

2) Anal. Alg., Cont. III. p. 49 ct seq.
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Boshü^Prov. (!); Kazusa Prov. (!); "Elsewhere on the coast of

the Japan Sea and the Pacific Ocean " (Okamuea).

var, 'pinnatifolium: Oshima, Kii Piov. (Moseley, Dickie);

Akashi Channel (Moseley, Dickie); Japan (Tilesius); Mikawa

Prov. (!); Noto Prov. (!); Tango Prov. (!).

Savffasswèn setaceuiu Yendo.

Plate VII. Fig. 5-7.

Prelim. List of Jap. Fuc. p. 154.

Diagnosis. Radice scutelata complanata, caule communi breve cyliudraceo,

mox fastigiate ramoso, ramis teretibus siirsum compressis, subtortilis,

pinuato-ramulosis, raniulis sa^pe geminatis ; foliis inferioribiis auguste

linearibus decomposite pinnatis, laciniis lineari-lanceolatis, evaiiesceute

costatis, superioribus filiformibus decomposite dicliotomis, laciniis longis-

simis setaceis ecostatin, sparsim glandulosis, terminalibus simplicis setaeeis;

vesiculis inferioribiis sphœrico-obovatis, muticis, in petiolo ipsas requante,

superioribus mediisque glandulosis, in inferiore ramuloruni parte soli-

tariis; receptaculis cylindraceis breve stij^itatis, apice ramuloruni

racemosis.

Description of the species. A well grown plant attains a

height of 3-4 feet with copious lateral branches. The root is

disc-shaped, flat and comparatively small, hardly 1.5 cm. in

diameter. Often two or more shoots are found starting from a

common disc. The stem is short and cylindrical, 1-2 cm. in

length, and a few mm. in diameter. It soon gives rise to several

fastigiate branches which are practically the principal members

of the frond. The stems of these branches are cylindrical or

terete, gradually compressed above and loosely twisted, pinnately

ramose. The basal leaves on the old branches are complanated,

thin and coreaceous, decompoundly alternately divided. Each

segment is linear-lanceolate, entire, with ^an obscure rib running

nearly the whole length, and without cryptostomata. The upper
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leaves are in like manner decompoundly pinnately divided, but

the segments are thick, filiform and ribless, cartilaginous in

substance and frosted with conspicuous cryptostoraata on the

surface. The young branches are morphologically similar to the

basal leaves and may further develop into long branches by the

thickening and elongating of the axial segment.

One or two lateral branches start out from each axil of the

middle and the upper leaves. The lower lateral branches

measure 20 cm. or more, the lowest being the longest. The

leaves on the branches are essentially like the fulcrant leaves

but the number of segments gradually decreases. The leaflets

on the terminal portions of the ramulets are mostly simple

and setaceous.

Vesicles are sjDhserico-obovate, round at the apices, and have

stipes as long as the vesicles. Those in the lower portions of the

fronds lack the cryptostomata but those in the upper are evidently

spotted with conspicuous ones. They are mostly found solitary

near the insertion points of the branches or branchlets.

Fertile ramulets are found at the axil of the simple seta-

ceous leaflets in the terminal portions of the lateral branchlets.

The receptacles are cylindrical, somewhat pointed above, verru-

culose on the surface, and with a short stipe.

Remark on the affinity. The present plant exhibits close

similarity to ^Sargasmm 'piluliferum and its variety. On the

other hand, it has no less resemblance to the plant reported

from the Californian coast under the name Sargassuni piluliferum.

This species, however, is, in the well grown individuals, easily

distinguished from the others by its having ribless, filiform

leaves.

Locality: Kashiwajima, Tosa Prov. (!).
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SCHIZOPHYCUS J. Ag.

Srrrf/asstini pinnatifldttm Harv. mut. str.

Plate VII. Fig. 1-3.

Charact. of New Alg. p. 327.— ? J. Ag.: Aual. Alg. Cout. III. p. 50.

Diagnosis (emend.). Caiile tereli sursum compressa, distiche piunatim

ramosis, ramis e margiue egredientibus; foliis iuferioribus a^jproxiraatis,

anguste linearibus, laciniis linearibus simplicibus vel piunatifido-dicho-

tomis, iutegris, costatis, superioribus linearibus, laciniis lineari-lanceolatis,

argute serratis subsingula utrinque série glandulosis; vesiculis ellipsoideis

folio sîepe bipartito serrato coronatis; receptaculis.

Description of the species. There are three specimens of the

present species whicli were collected by Dr. K. Miyake and

are kept in the herbarium of the Science College of the Tokyo

Imperial University. None of them have the basal part of the

frond and they are all sterile. In the spring of 1904, I found

several specimens at Misaki ; and in the next year, I received a

specimen of the same species for determination from the Hiro-

shima Higher Normal School. Unfortunately these were equally

sterile and lacked the basal portions.

As far as the material shows, the axial stem is complauated

with rounded edges and has short lateral branches from its

margins. In some specimens a short spinous process was found

at the edge of each internode in the lower portions. The lateral

branches are disposed distichously pinnately with the internodal

distance rarely exceeding one centimeter. The lower ones have

the leaves on them very approximate and when they drop off, the

scars give the stem a very rugose and prickly appearance. The

leaves on these branches are narrow and linear, measuring 1-2 mm.

in breadth and are subdichotomously ^furcated, or often simple.

An immersed midrib traverses almost the entire length of the
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laminn, ninniiip; into each sc2;nicnt. The margin of the leaves

usually has a tVw sharp dentations but often is quite entire. In

one specimen collected at Misaki, all of the leaves were entire;

while in another, the leaves on the basal portions were entire

but those on the upper had become dentated. The total length

of a leaf measures 3-5 cm. No cryptostoma were found on the

leaves.

The leaves on the upper branches are thin and membra-

naceous. They are essentially similar to the lower ones in shape

but attain a much larger size, often measuring 8 cm. in length,

and 4 cm. in maximum breadth. They are occasionally decom-

poundly pinnately sected and the margin is mostly dentated. In

the specimen from the Hiroshima Higher Normal School the

apices of the segments are obtuse but in the Loochoo specimens

they are generally acute. The cryptostomata are small but

evident, and are arranged in an irregular series on each side of

the lamina.

Vesicles are usually found solitary at the base of the lateral

branches or on the petiole of the fulcrant leaf of the upper

portions of a frond. They are oblong or sometimes sjiherical,

coronated with simple or bifurcated leaflets and with stipes

shorter than their diameter, which varies from 3 to 5 mm.

Receptacles unknown.

Remark on Relation to other species. Judging from the

photographs, the original specimens of Sargassum pijuiatißduin

Hary. were two different plants catalogued under the same

name. One of them is evidently equal to Sargassum patens var.

Schizophylla ; and the other, an upper portion of the present

species. Harvey did not distinguish them as separate species,

and the original diagnosis of Sargassum pinnatifolium seems to
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relate more to Sargassum patens rar. Schizophylla than to the

present specie?. J. Agardh mentions Sargassum pinnatifidum in

Anal. Alg. 1. e. I have not seen his specimen ; but as far as

I can judge from the description his plant is probably different

from ours here described.

This species has some apparent resemblance to Sargassum

2nluliferum Ag. This is especially the case with the lower por-

tions of a sterile specimen. But the latter species has the vesicles

always round at the apices, while in the present species they are

coronated with a simple or furcated leaflet, or at least they are

mucronated. It has still more likeness to Sargassum pxitens var.

Schizophylla, so much so that some fragmentary specimens of both

species, especially when dried, can hardly be distinguished from

one another. The present species, indeed, shows characters to

some extent intermediate between the two species above mentioned.

The short lateral branches with approximate leaves, however,

may in many cases serve to distinguish the sterile specimens.

I am equally in doubt as to the propriety of mentioning

this species under the subgenus Schizophycus J. Ag. although it

undoubtedly stands nearer to Sargassum patens var. Schizophylla

than to any others. The present arrangement is a provisional

one until we shall have the good fortune of examining the

embryonal stages of the frond.

Localities: Loochoo (Wright, Harvey), (K. MiYAkE)(!);

Misaki (h.s.a.) (!); Shima Prov. (h. Hiroshima high. norm. sch.)(!),

Sargassum patens Ag.

^ Plate VIII.

Ag.: Sp. p. 47.— 7^.: System. p.'_ 303.—J. Ag.: Spec. I. p. 288.—/d:

Spec. Sarg. p. 56.—/(f.: Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 50.—De Toni;
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Syll. Al^^ ill. p. !!).—/(/.: Pliyc. Jap. Nov. p. 4r5.—TTaiuot : A1-. .le

Yokosk. p. 218.

= Sargassum Rodgersianum Harv.: Clianict. of New Alg. p. '527.

= Fueus patens Ac: in Act. Holm. 1815. p. 244.

= Fucus pUuIifcr ,9 major Turn.: IILst. Fuc. Vol. I. p. 146.

= HaIochloa patens Kütz.: Spec. Alg. p. 632. -7rf.: Tab. Phyo. XT.

Taf. I. fig. 1.

—

ISIartens: Pieus. Exped. Tange, p. 116.

= Anthophycus japonicus IMart.: Preus. Exped. Tange, p. 115.

= Carpophijllum? japonicwn De Toni: Phye. Jap. Nov. p. 46.

Description of the species. The youngest plants of this

species have a few basal leaves growing almost radically from the

top of a disc-shaped root. The primary basal leaves are usually

simple, elliptical or obovate, with a short flat petiole : but the

successive upper ones become much longer, alternately lobed,

with the lobes narrowed at the points of divergence and mostly

elliptical in outline.

The younger basal leaves elongate further by apical growth

adding a few lobes, as it were, successively above the older ones.

When they have grown several inches in height, the upper lobes

eventually become narrower and pinnately sected. Leaves in

this stage are no longer leaves but branches, and the lobes are

evidently the definite brunches, i. e. the leaves. This manner of

development is characteristic of Phyllotricha J. Ag. and Schizo-

phyciis J. Ag.

The leaves on the lower portions of the branches are some-

times simple and sometimes divided. The simple ones are linear-

spathulate more or less narrowed upwards with the margins

subentire or sparingly dentated : the base is very often oblique,

terminating in a short petiole. The divided leaves usually

diminish in breadth: tlie margins are mostly subentire but often

roughly toothed.

The upper leaves on the stems become gradually narrower
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und finally filiform; at first patent, but soon bent upward. They

usually divide into a few segments, and those at the apical

regions are mostly simple. Very often we find a simple leaf

attaining 20 cm. in length.

The basal leaves—the young branches—as well as the leaves

on the elongated stems are always flat on the same plane in which

the flattened stem lies. This character distinguishes the plant

readily from the other members of the Bactrophycus or Eusar-

gassum. An elevated rib runs along the median of the leaf,

sending out lateral costœ into the lobes if any. In the upper

filiform leaves these costœ are not evident, especially in the dried

material ; but the cross section of leaves of this sort from a fresh

specimen is elliptical, with the middle portion slightly elevated

on both surfaces. Cryptostomata are always present along the

edges of tlie upper leaves and stems. In the lower leaves, how-

ever, they are, as a rule, obscure.

Ramules are axillary. In the beginning they appear as short

subcompressed processes starting from the upper margin of the

petiole. Eacli process develops into a vesicle and a ramule

starts from the basal point of the vesicular stalk. (Plate VIII.

fig. 3, 5).

Vesicles are obovate or subspherical, with a complanat-

ed stalk nearly as long as the vesicle, and each crowned

with a simple or pinnately divided filiform leaflet. In the

upper vesicles several cryptostomata are found as elevated brown

spots.

Receptacles are linear, simple or often divided, round at the

apices, attenuated below,, disposed on a short ramule in a disti-

chously pinnate manner. Cryptostomata are also found on the

receptacles,
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vra: Schixophftlln Ykndo. Plate IX. Fi<,^ 1-P,.

Prelim. List of Jaj). Fiic. p. 155.

= Halochloa Schizophylla Ki'xz.: lieber d. Eigciit. (Bot. Zeitung 184.3.)

s. öß.—Ici: Spec. Alg. p. 632.— /(/.: Phyc. Gen. p. .367.— /f/.:

Tab. Pliyc. Xr. Taf. I. fig. 2.

= Sargassum jmnatifidum IIarv. p.p.:Charact.of New Alg. p. 327.

—

Dk
Toni : Syll. Alg. III. p. 20.—J. A<i.: Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 50.

Description of the variety. Sargassum jyciteiis Ag. varies greatly

accordiug to the condition of the environment and the season
;

still, there is a distinct form found in the southern part of Japan.

This form accords with the description and the illustration of

Halochloa Schizophylla Kütz. It is, however, by no means a

species, as we sometimes encounter a specimen which shows inter-

mediate characters, especially when sterile.

The radical leaves of the variety are simple or pinuately

lobed as in the type. They are, however, thin and membranaceous,

beset with several irregular rows of inconspicuous cryptostomata
;

the margins of the simple leaves or the segments of the divided

leaves are minutely dentated, and the axial laminœ of the divided

leaves are usually armed with a few sharp spinous processes on

the margins. The lower fulcrant leaves are lobed into several

lateral segments, each segment, as well as the axial lamina being

irregularly but sharply serrated. Very frequently two vesicles

are found serially connected, the upper one being crowned with a

divided leaflet at the top. Occasionally one or two simple leaflets

were found on a vesicle at some distance from the corona. (PI.

VIII. fig. 8).

The leaves on the upper portions are as in the type. In

some dwarfed forms, however, they are often short and profusely

ramose, apparently approaching certain leaves of Sargassum pin-

natifidum. Some extreme forms show a resemblance to the lower
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portions of Sargasmm ^JtY-w/'i/ei'w^i^. A specimen from Tsushima

Island, preserved in the herbarium of the Sapporo Agricultural

College, has the upper leaves almost capillaceous. Kuntze^^

notes that Halochloa Schizophylla is an abnormal young form of

Sargassum 2y^luliferum. This is probably derived from such

partial similarity.

J. Agaedh, Martens and others agree in the opinion that

Halochloa Schizophylla Kxjtz. is hardly separable from Sargassum

2Xttens Ag. Martens'-' observes that the former is nothing but a

young individual or a lower part of the latter species. As has

been stated above, the difference between the type and the variety

is already perceptible in the young shoots.

Remark on the synonymy. As has been stated in the pre-

ceding chapter, the original definition of Sargassum jnnnatißdwn

given by Harvey is satisfactorily applicable to var. Schizophylla.

J. Agardh^^ recognized the close affinity between Harvey's

species and Sargassum païens Ag. He mentioned, however,

Sargassum jnnnatißdum Harv. as an independent species as it

differed to some extent from the type form of Sargassum patetis

Ag. It is much to be regretted that the eminent algologist did

not happen to compare it with the variety.

Sargassum Rodgersianum is also a species established by

Harvey. The original diagnosis is so very brief that we can

hardly grasp the exact character of his plant. J. Agardh

mentions the species in Anal. Alg. cont. III. p. 54. But judging

from the remark made by him in that paper, and from the fact

that he mentioned it under the subgenus Bactrophycus it is

1) Kuntzk: Revisio von »Sarg. p. 227.

2) Martens: Preus. Exped. Tange, p. 116.

3) Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 54.
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beyond doubt that his plants were quite difîerent from Harvey's.

By the kindness of Prof. Wiiküit of Trinity College I was able

to get the photograph of the original specimen of Sargasswn EoJ-

gersianum. The i)lant is nothing but a part of aSI patens Ag.

Gßrxow had recognized this when he revised Harvey's specimen,

according to a letter from Prof. Wright, and the label bearing

the name Sargassuvi Rodgersianum Harv. is correctly amended.

Anthophycus japonicus is proposed by Martens in Preus.

Exped. Tange, p. llo. The diagnosis is not clear enough being

in some respects apj)licable to Sargassum Ringgoldianum Harv.

De Toni^^ referred it doubtingly to the genus Carpophyllum.

Goebel illustrates a plant in Biologische Schildringen p. 8. fig. 2.

bearing the name of Anthophycus japonicus Mart. The figure

reveals nothing but an upjDer portion of a sterile frond of the

typical form of the present species.

Localities: Nagasaki (Kjellman, J. Agardh), Goto (Kjell-

MAN, J. Agardh), Hizen Prov.(!); Tsushima Prov. (h.s. a.); Shimo-

noseki (Kjellman, J. Agardh), Nagato Prov. (J. Nikai) (!); Izumo

Prov. (!); Iwami Prov. (!); Tango Prov. (!); Shimösa Prov. (!);

Boshn Prov. (!); Sagami Prov. (h.s.a.)(!); Shima Prov. (!); Kii

Prov. (!); Awa Prov. (!); Tosa Prov. (h.s.a.); Sanuki Prov. (!);

Aki Prov. (!); Bingo Prov. (!).

var. Schizophylla: Misaki (h.s.a.) (!); Kii Prov. (!); Awa

Prov. (!); Higo Prov. (!); Hizen Prov. (!); Loochoo (Okamtra),

(Wright, Harvey); Tsushima (h.s.a.).

Sargassum toscvnse Yendo.

Plate IX. Fig. 1-1.

Prelini. List uf Jai). Fuc. p. 158.

Diagnosis. Radice scutelata compressa; caule conimuni hrevisslino raox

1) Pbyc. Jap. Nov. p. 4t>.
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racemoso; ramis complanatis ancipitibus sursuni teretibus, pinuatim

ramulosis, piunis e niargine egredieutibus; ramulis teretibus vel cylin-

draceis piniiatis; foliis verticalibus, lineari-lanceolatis basi constrictis,

siniplicibus vel piiiuato-dichotomis costatis integerrimis vel erispato-

dentatis, utriuque pluri-serie glandulosis ; vesiculis sj)lia!rico-ovatis, folio

simplici vel furcato corouatis, glandulosis, in inferiore ramulorum

parte solitariis; receptaculis subcylindraceis verruculosis in ramulo

paniculatis.

Description of the species. The plant attains 3-5 feet in total

length. The root is disc-shape of irregular outline, comparatively

small in size. From tJie uj^per surface of the root several shoots

often start off, each of which may ramify at a short distance from

the base almost multicipitally. The primary shoot is complanated,

linear-elongated, attenuated below into a short, terete stem, and

alternately pinnately divided above. An immersed rib traverses

the whole length of the axial segment and diverges into the lateral

segments quite to the apices. Thus the primary shoot is very

similar to that of Sargassum patens. But in the present species the

axial segment is from the very beginning of its growth more stem-

like. As the shoot grows further the axial segment becomes a

stem with enormously prolonged internodes, but remaining flat,

iuimersedly ribbed, and with ancipitous margins crispato-dentated.

The lateral segments develop int simple, basal leaves which are

narrowly lanceolate, attenuated upward, slightly ribbed, crypto-

stomated, and crispated or undulated in the margins. In some

cases basal leaves measured 20 cm. in length and 1cm. at the widest

part (PL IX. fig. 4.).

The stem in the upper portions as well as in the lateral

branches is no longer ancipitous but terete, with the fulcrant leaves

at its compressed margins. Most of the fulcrant leaves are simj^le,

linear-lanceolate, but often pinnately divided with narrow segments.

Branches and branchlets start patently from the upper edge of the
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petiole of the fulcrant leaves, as in the case of Sargassum patens.

The leaflets, on the petioles of which the receptacles are borne,

are narrowly linear, almost filiform, tapering gradually upward.

They have no rib but have conspicuous cryptostomata along both

edges.

Vesicles are always solitary at the base of the lateral branches,

and not seldom the lowermost division of a receptacular ramulet is

modified into a vesicle. They are ovate, apiculated while young,

crowned with a long simple or furcated leaflet when fully grown,

spotted with cryptostomata, and provided with a flattened stalk

sometimes twice as long as the vesicle.

Receptacles are subcylindrical, granulöse, each with a short

cylindrical stem below. They are paniculately disposed on the

lateral branches.

Relation to other species. The primary shoot and its manner

of development suggest the subgenus Schizophycus J. Ag.; and the

species evidently stands near the preceding species. The fertile

ramules of both the present sjiecies and Sargassum patens are very

much alike but the latter species has more rece^itacles to a ramulet;

while the former has, as far as I have been able to ascertain, less

than four of them. The two species, however, may be readily dis-

tinguished by their leaves.

Locality. Tosa Prov. (!).

Sarfffissnm knshiivajhnnmun Yexdo.

Plate VII. Fig. 4.

Diagnosis, Caule , ramis complanatis ramulos a margine pinnatim

emittentibus ; ramulis teretibus pinnatis; foliis fulcrantibus brevissime

stipitatis, palmatim pinnato-dichotoniis, laciniis linearibus, subdentatis,

costatis; vesiculis maximis, in petiolo ipsas œquale, sphîericus, foliis

piunatis vel siraplieibus coronatis; receptaculis , .
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Description of tlie species. The lower portions of the frond are

not known. The stem is compressed with rounded edges, alternately

pinnately ramose. The leaves on the principal branches grow

patently from the edges of the complanated stem, with a very short

petiole : they are decompoundly pinnately or subdichotomously

divided with the segments linear and the margins shallowly and

irregularly dentated. An immersed rib traverses the whole length

of the leaf running into the segments almost to the tip of each.

Vesicles are sjiherical, with complanated stipe nearly as long

as the diameter, coronated with one or two or often three pinnately

divided leaflets. They are axillary and solitary. A lateral branch

starts from the axil formed by a vesicle and the principal stem.

Keceptacles unknown.

Relation to other species. The specimen is fragmentary and the

appearance of the entire plant is not known. But the characters

shewn in the specimen at hand are quite unique and not referable

to any described species. Unfortunately the specimen is sterile so

that the exact systematic position can not be ascertained. The

plant, however, should probably be grouped under Schizojohyms J.

Aa. and placed near Sargassum patens. From the latter it may be

easily distinguished by the forms of the vesicles and the leaves.

Locality. Kashiwa-jima, Tosa Prov. (T. Making) (!).

ARTHROPHYCUS J. Ag.

Sargassum kushiniofetise Yendo.

Plate XVI. Fig. 20.

Prelim. List of Fuc. Jap. p. 157.

Diagnosis. Radiée scutelata, caule compresse, lœvi, distiehe pinnate; foliis

verticalibiis papyraceis in specimini exSiccato glaucis, lanceolatis, breve

stipitatis, inimerse eostatis, ai-^ute crispato-deutatis, irregulariter utriii-
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que irlandulosis
; vcsiculis in jietiolo coniplaiiato elliptico-spliajricis, folio

majore loiiije stipitato coronatis; receptaeulis

Description of the species. In the preliminary list of Fucaceœ

of Japan, I. c, I mentioned the present species established from a

fragmentary sterile specimen that I collected at Kushimoto, Kii

Prov. Among the specimens preserved in the herbarium of the

Sapporo Agricultural College, I also found a complete though

sterile specimen of the same species, collected at Shibushi, Hiuga

Prov. I do not hesitate to mention them under the new specific

name on account of the unique characters revealed in the specimens.

The root is scutelate with a primary stem on it. The stems

of the principal branches are smooth, subcompressed with rounded

edges, from which the lateral branches are sent off distichously and

alternately. The leaves on the principal branches are thin and

papyraceous, turning a dirty whitish colour on drying due to a

powder-like substance on the surface of the lamina. They are

simple, li near-spa thulate, narrowed above, measuring o-lOcm. in

length and l.ö-2cm. in width at the broadest part. The petiole is

complanated and short, and expands abruj)tly into the lamina. An
immersed rib runs from the j^etiole quite to the apex of the leaf.

Minute, dark cryptostomata are found on both sides of the rib,

disposed with no apparent regularity. They are invisible except by

translucent light, owing to the grayish hue of the leaves. The

margin is coarsely dentated with sharp and spinulose teeth.

Vesicles are ovate or spherical with a long complanated stalk

below and a large crown leaflet above. The latter is often as large

as an ordinary leaf which it resembles, except that the basal portion

gradually attenuates into a long compressed stalk. In the Kii

specimen we have a bifurcated leaflet ujjon a vesicle, as shown in

PI. XVI. fig. 20. But this may be an abnormal case.
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Systematic position of the species. Our specimens unfor-

tunately lack the reproductive organ, and the exact relationship

between the present species and the others is therefore uncertain.

But the vesicles, in this species, are evidently transformed from the

basal portions of simple leaves; and the branches do not result from

the elongation of leaf-segments. This suggests to us to group the

species under either Bactrophycus or Arthrophycus. It probably

belongs to the latter subgenus standing near Sargassum grande

or Sargassum undulatum. From these species ours may be easily

distinguished by the peculiar corona and the smooth compressed

stem. The present disposition is, however, a provisional one until

we have a full knowledge of the reproductive organ.

Localities: Kushimoto, Kii Prov. (!); Shibushi, Hiuga Prov.

(h.s.a.).

BACTROPHYCUS J. Ag.

Sargassum Morneri Ag.

Plate X.

Spec. p. 38.—7d: System, p. 307.—J. Ag.: Spec. Alg. I. p. 290.—7d:

Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 57.

—

Id.: Anal. Alg. Coiit. III. p. 50 (jiomen).—
Hariot: Alg. de Yokosk. p. 218.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 20.—

Id.: Phyc. Jap. Nov. p. 43.—O. Kuntze: Revis, von Sarg. p. 218 (excl.

sjjn.) PI. I. fig. 26.—Id.: Revis. Gen. Plant. III. 2. p. 429.—Okam.:

Enumer. Alg. of Jap. p. 144.

=FuGus Horneri Turn.: Hist. Fuc. Vol. I. p. 34. Tab. 17.

= Spongoearpus Horneri Kütz.: Ueber d. Eigeiit. s. 54.

—

Id.: Tab.

Phyc. X. Taf. 89.—/d: Phyc. Gen. p. 365.—Suring.: Alg.

Jup. p. 26.

—

Martens : Preus. Exped. Tange, p. 116.

= Sargassum spathulatum J. Ag.: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 58. adnot.—
Id.: Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 50.

= Sargassum Horneri var. spathulatum Okam.: Enumer. Alg. of Jap.

p. 144.

= Sargassum Fengeri J. Ag.: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 58.

—

Id.: Anal. Alg.

Gout. III. p. 50 (nomen).—T>E Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 21.—
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Id.: Phyc. Jaj). Xov. ]\ 4o. (excl. si/n.).—OKA>r.: Emnncr.

Alg. of Jap. p. 144.

= Sargassitm polyoclontwn J. Ag.: Anal. Alg. Coiit. 111. j). 51.

—

Okam.:

iMiimier. AIlt. of Ja]), p. 145.

Description of the species. The frond is 2-5 feet in height,

frequently attaining 16 feet in total length. The root is scutellate,

irregularly lobed on the margin. From the top of the root rises a

single erect stem which, in full grown forms, sends upwards lateral

branches. The stem of a young frond of about half a foot in height

is subcylindrical with small, sharp, spinous processes over the surface.

In more fully grown individuals these spinous processes usually

disappear at the basal region and the stem becomes 4-5 sided with

the scars of the basal leaves spirally disposed (PI. X. fig. 2, 3).

The lower portions, however, of the stem as well as the branches

retain the processes for a considerable time. In the middle and

upper portions the stems are cylindrical, smooth and cartilagineous,

usually with shallow longitudinal furrows running downward from

the insertion points of the leaves. They are loosely twisted. The

interfolial distance varies according to the habit of the plants,

ranging from a few centimeters to 20cm.

The basal leaves of young sterile plants are characteristic (PI.

X. fig. 1). They are linear-spathulate, alternately pinnately sected,

the sini being round and deep quite up to the midrib in the basal

part of a leaf, but gradually becoming shallower and narrower to-

wards the apex. The apex of a leaf is obtuse, or often roundish-

truncate: segments truncate, directed slightly upward, and dentated

at the apices. The size of segments in a leaf gently diminishes

downwards until finally they are reduced to small but sharj) spinous

processes on the filiform petiole. The midrib is slightly elevated

but sharply defined, and vanishes near the apex. On the upper

surface of the rib there are frequently several spinous processes
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in a row; but they are usually confined to the lower half of

the leaf.

The leaves on the lower portions of the sterile lateral branches

are similar to those above described in every respect, but usually

much smaller. On the terminal portions of a frond they are much

narrower and extremely delicate and membranaceous (PL X. fig. 7):

often deeply alternately pinnatisected with the sini deep and the

segments ascending, sometimes shallowly dentated or even undul-

ated; and sometimes with the apices of the leaves acuminate or

spathulate. These variations are often met with in one and the

same individual.

Vesicles are cylindrical, 10-14 mm. in length and 2-2.5 mm.

in diameter. The apex of a vesicle ends abruptly in a simple,

serrated crown leaflet with a long petiole, and the base in a short

stalk. Many vesicles are usually found disposed in a raceme or

cyme on the lower portion of a ramule.

Receptacles are cylindrical and terminal on a ramulet. Tlie

male and female receptacles are found on different individuals and

differ in their external shape as has been described by Kützing'^

though somewhat inadequately. The male receptacles are long and

homogeneously cylindrical, mucronate above, and ending abruptly

in a short stipe below (PI. X. fig. 6). The female ones are much

thicker and shorter, more or less attenuated upwards, and equally

mucronate at the top (PI. X. fig. 5). The coneeptacles of both

sexes begin to ripen first at the upper portion of a receptacle and

then gradually lower down. Those that are discharging their

contents are much swollen resulting in a much larger diameter in

that part of the receptacle. . Kutzing's figures-^ illustrate the stage^
^

-

1) Phyc. Gen. p. 3G5.

2) Tab. Phyc. Bd. X. T:if. 89. fig. c.
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just referred to. The autlior^\ luuloubtcdly through some mis-

understandhig, remarks that the spores are contained in the swollen

upper half and the antheridia in the lower. Finally the whole of

the receptacle becomes much swollen, and, at the same-time, ex-

tremely gelatinous and easily corruptible.

Remark on the synonymy. The vesicles and the basal leaves

are characteristic of the present species. The young and sterile

forms which are destitute of even a vesicle can be determined

without the least doubt by the unrivalled character of the basal

leaves; in a fragmentary specimen a vesicle enables us to surely

tell the species. A. study of a large stock of specimens from

various parts of our coast convinces me of the unreliability of all

other characters.

J. Agaedh'-- found in collections from Korea, Saghalin and

Japan, some fragmentary specimens which had some characters

varying from tlie ordinary form of Sargassum Horneri. They

were more robust in texture, different in shape of leaves, and

were more densely ramiferous. He was, liowever, in some doubt

as to its specific value and noted it provisionally under the name

Sargassum spathulatum. In his later work'^' he claimed a specific

position for it. The essential character separating it from Sar-

gassum Horneri was the obtuse apex of the leaves.

We have specimens from Sado Prov., Otaru Harbour, and

Kikuchu Prov., wdiich accord with the description of Sargassum

spathulatum with remarkable accuracy. The main stem is always

more robust, and the branches and branchlets, usually compara-

tively short, start out approximately : the leaves are spathulate,

1) Tab. Pliyc. Bd. X. p. .'U.

2) Spec. S.irg. Aubtr. p. 58.

3) Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 50.
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shallowly cleft with ribs evanescent in the upper jJortions. Some

of the forttis exhibit more divergent characters in the vesicles,

being often subfasiform and not homogeneously cylindrical.

There are, however, numerous forms which stand between these

and the typical forms of Sargassum Horneri. The spathulate

leaves are never constant in these specimens but may frequently

be found on the typical ones. The branches are approximate

or non-approximate, and the texture varies from robust to soft,

according to the condition of the j^l^ce where the plant grows.

In general, in those which grow in the warmer and more sheltered

seas the stems are slender, the interfolial distances longer, and

the leaves broader and more deeply cleft.

In Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 58, J. Agaedh described another

species, viz. Sargassum Fengeri. Judging from the description I

am not able to find any legitimate ground for separating it from

Sargassum Horneri.

In Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 50, Agardh described still an-

other species from a lower portion of a sterile specimen, which had

been collected by KjellmaîsT in Jaj)an. The author remarked

that the species, i. e. Sargassum 'polyodonium, might be distin-

guished from Sargassum Horneri by its having a furrowed cylin-

drical stem instead of a triquetrous one. But as I have above

stated, the cylindrical but furrowed stem is an im^^ortant character

of Sargassum Horneri, especially when yet young. The angulate

stem is to be found at the lower portion of the older fronds,

and is a result of the falling otf of the basal leaves. I can not

find any reason for mentioning Sargassum ]^olyodontum as a

distinct species or even as a variety.

It must be admitted that J. Agakdh's three species have

been described from fragmentary or sterile specimens, which as
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the author confesses, had none of their parts in a complete state.

Savffassiwi spathulatum was first noted from an upper portion of

a frond. He afterward found a lower portion of a frond that

he believed to belong to the same species, which, in my judge-

ment, was a local form of Sargassum Horneri apparently ditîërent

from the sterile but normal specimen he ever posessed. The

confusion has probably arisen from his ignorance of the complete

form of the present species.

/. fuvcatodentattirti O'Kuntze. Plate X. Fig. 8.

Revisio von Sarg. p. 224. PI. II. fig. 25.

Remark on the forma. I have mentioned above that when

found in a warmer and more sheltered sea the plants assume a

changed appearance. The essential and only difierence between

such plants and the typical form lies in the basal leaves of the

young stems as well as in those of the sterile branches. They

are much smaller in size and membranaceous in texture; deeply,

alternately pinnately sected clear to the midrib throughout their

whole length; the pinnœ, except those of the lowermost leaves,

are narrowly linear, once or twice dichotomously or digitately

divided, with each apex pointed and curved inward, the spinous

processes along the upper surface of the rib being very conspic-

uous and almost always present. These characters are also

manifested in some degree in the fulcrant leaves and the crown

leaflets. The vesicles are usually proportionally small. This form,

although it gradually approaches the ordinary forms through

several intermediate stages, is by no means negligible. It is worth

mentioning in a formal rank. Forma furcalodentatum O'Kuntze,

1. c, suggests the jDresent form, and the photographic print accom-

panying the original paper illustrates an upper portion of it.
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A specimen sent from the province of Satsuma has every

part much elongated and delicate. The stem is almost filament-

ous, the vesicles elongated, crowned with a narrow undulated

leaflet, and the receptacles unusually pronounced. Undoubtedly

an extremity of the present forma.

Localities: Goto, Hizen Prov. (Kjellman, J. Agardh) ;

Korea (Okamuea) ; Iwami Prov. (!); Izumo Prov. (!); Tango

Prov. 1^!); Noto Prov. (!); Ugo Prov. (!); Fukuyama (h.s.a.),

Hakodate (!), Esashi (h.s.a.), Usujiri (h.h.f.), Oshima Prov.;

Otaru, Shiribeshi Prov. (h.s.a.); Ishikari Prov. (h.s.a.); Saghalin

(Fenger, J. Agardh); Mouth of Amur (Fenger, J. Agardh);

Shoya, Hidaka Prov. (h.s.a.); Pikuchfi Prov. (!); Rikuzen

Prov. (!); Shimôsa Prov. (!); Boshü Prov. (!); Sagami Prov. (!);

Izu Prov. (!); Shima Prov. (!); Kii Prov. (!); Bungo Prov. (!);

" Everywhere along the Pacific and Japan Sea side " (Okamura).

/. furcatodentatum : Mikawa Prov. (!); Kii Prov. (h. sc.

COLL.); lyo Prov. (H. Yamamoto) (
! ) ; Chikuzen Prov. (M.

Yano) (!); Hizen Prov. (K. Oshima) (!).

Sargassuni filicinuni Harv.

Plate XL Fig. 8.

Charact. of New Alg. p. 327.—J. Ag.: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 58.

—

Id.:

Anal. Alg. III. p. 50.—De Toni : SylL Alg. III. p. 2L—Id.: Phyc.

JajD. Nov. p. 44.

Remark on the affinity. I have identified a few specimens, which,

though fragmentary, exactly accord with the diagnosis and the

photograph of the original specimen of the above named species.

The plant has a strong resemblance to Sargassum Horneri as

well as to Sargassum kiushianum. But the spherical vesicles of

the present species readily separate it from the former and the
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cylindrical, fusiform receptacles from the latter. It has also

some apparent similarity to a certain form of Sargassum micra-

canthumy from which, however, it may be distinguished by the

thin papyraceous texture of the leaves and the great elongation of

the lateral branches, and by the truncated or bidentated segments

of the pinnated leaves ; and more easily, when fertile, by the

shape of the receptacles. It is an unmistakable species but

seems to be comparatively rare.

Localities : East coast of Japan (Wright, Hakvey) ; Misaki( ! ).

Sargrissntti serratifolium Ac.

Plate XI. Fig. 1-7.

»System, p. 299.—J. Ag.: Spec. Alg. I. p. 291.

—

Id.: Spec. Sarg. Austr.

p. 59.—/J.: Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 53.—De Toxi: Syll. Alg. III. p.

22.

—

Id.: Phyc. Jap. Nov. p. 44.

—

Okam.: Enumer. Alg. of Jap. p. 148.

= Fueus scrratifolius Ag.: Dec. No. 31.

= Fucus longifolius var. tenuifolia Turn.: Hist. Fuc. Vol. II. Tab. 88.

=Haloeliloa longifolia Kütz.: Tab. Phyc. X. Taf. 100.—/^.: Phyc.

Gen. p. 367.

=Haloehloa serratifolla Kütz.: Tab. Phyc. X. Taf. 99.— /i,: Ueber

d. Figent. (Bot. Zeitg. 1843) s. m.
= Haloehloa serratifolium ß longifolia Kütz.: Spec. p. 633.

=Fucus longifolius Turn.: Hist. Fuc. Vol. II. p. 88. Tab. 104.

= Sargassum coryneearpum Harv. (nee J. Ag.): Charact. of New Alg.

p. 328.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 2b.—Id.: Phyc. Jap. Nov.

p. 45.

—

Okam.: Enumer. Alg. of Jap. p. 151.

Description of the species. At an early stage of development,

the root is disc-shaped with a primary shoot upon it. The stem

of the shoot usually ramifies at or near the very base. The

stem of the primary shoot as well as the branches develop

further, rapidly increasing in thickness and elongating by apical

growth. The root eventually becomes a stout conical elevation

often exceedino; 4 cm. in diameter at the base. In a well
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developed plant, as a consequence, the primary stem generally

becomes confluent with the upper portion of the root, with the

basal branches apparently starting multicij)itally from the surface

of the conical elevation. It is these basal branches which appear

as the principal members of a frond. When old, their lower

portions are cylindrical but irregularly verrucose from the scars left

by the dropped basal leaves, and are mostly trunk-like. These stout

stems, when only a few centimeters in length, ramify profusely.

The stem of a branch which is sent forth from the basal

stem, is compressedly ancipitous with a longitudinal costal eleva-

tion on one surface, and provided with several spinous processes

along the ancipitated margins.

While the plants are yet very young, measuring not more

than 2 feet in height, the basal leaves are usually still to be

found. In such specimens the leaves are strongly retrofractive,

linear-spathulate, and irregularly dentated with a midrib running

from the base nearly to the apex. The base of such a leaf is cune-

ate, round or often cordate, and is continuous to a short complanated

petiole. The margins of the complanated stipule frequently

expand into thin membranaceous wing-like appendages confluent

above with the ancipitous margins of the stem. The substance of

the leaves is mostly thick and coreaceous without cryptostomata,

but often very thin and membranaceous with inconspicuous cryp-

tostomata or else entirely destitute of them. The leaves in the

upper portion of a frond are linear-spathulate, duplicato-serrated,

with the segments pointing obliquely upwards.

In these young forms vesicles are found solitary on the

upper surface of the flat petioles. They are large and spherical,

often measuring 1 cm. in diameter, coronated with a lanceolate

or spathulate leaflet at the top, and with a stalk usually shorter
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tlmn the diameter. From the middle portion of the stalk a

young lateral branch is given oil". In some cases the base of

the crown leaflet passes downwards along the longitudinal lines

with small wings here and there.

The young plants of the above described forms attain their

maximum size in April, and seem to develop no further during

the summer. During that season the larger number of the basal

leaves drop ofl', leaving the petioles together with the short

lateral ramulets upon them. In the autumn of the same year

these short ramulets begin to develop further. They continue to

grow until the next spring, ramifying decompoundly and alter-

nately pinnately, attaining frequently several feet in length.

The stems of the ramulets, as well as of the ultimate j)or-

tions of the principal branches, are tereto-triquetrous, and much

more slender than the middle and upper portions of the stems

of the latter. They are more or less twisted.

The duplicato-serrated leaves, characteristic of the present

species, are found in large numbers in those plants which are

collected late in winter or early in sj)ring. These leaves mostly

appear as the fulcrant leaves of the lateral branches. The leaves

in the last mentioned parts, which support the minor ramulets,

are much narrower and longer, attenuated in both directions,

and mostly shallowly alternately pinnately dentated, with elevated

midrib running nearly the entire length of the lamina. The

leaves on the ultimate portions of the ramules as well as on the

minor ramulets gradually become narrower, with obscure serrature

and midrib.

The vesicles on these plants are elliptical, much smaller

than those found in the young forms, measuring 6-8 mm. in

length and 4-5 mm. in diameter. Some are coronated with a
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narrowly linear, costated and serrated leaflet, while others are

simply mucronated at the apex.

Receptacles are complanated, clavated or spathulated, often

attenuated above, ending at the base in a short slender stalk.

They are disposed in a panicle or raceme on the final ramulets

of the upper branches. Receptacles of both sexes have a similar

external appearance.

Remark on the synonymy. The present species is prone to

a considerable variation in its vegetative organs, according to the

condition of the environment and the season. The characteristic

duplicato-serrated leaves are often obliterated even in the spring

forms. In younger individuals, as above described, they are

often entirely wanting. Hence the morphological value of the

leaves in specific determination is sometimes very slight. The

matured plants without the characteristic fulcrant leaves are,

indeed, often liable to be confounded with Sargassum tortile.

The distinction between these two species will be discussed in

the next chapter.

On consulting the original diagnosis of Sargassum coryne-

carpum Harv., I was led to strongly suspect that it had been

based on a specimen of Sargassum serratifolium which had lost

its fulcrant leaves by age. The photograph of the original

specimen of the former species showed that Harvey's plant

was undoubtedly an old specimen of the present species, with

some basal leaves still undetached but having lost the fulcrant

leaves on all branches. J. Agardh^^ referred a plant to Sar-

gassum corynecarpum Harv., but his plant belongs to a quite

different species, as may be easily seen by comparing the descrip-

r'

1) Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 57.
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tion with Harvey's diagnosis. Cf. also the remarks under the

heading of Sargassum Kjdhnanianum in the present work.

Sargassum serratifolimn Ag. has been doubtfully referred to

Sargassum tortile by J. Agaedh. He also added that Halochloa

macrantha Kütz. might be referred to the latter species. These

three plants, in my judgment, can scarcely be separated unless

one is supplied with a complete set of specimens of each.

I shall not say anything about the opinion of O'Kl'NTZE^^

who declares that the present plant belongs to Sargassum vulgare

and Sargassum medium.

Localities: Loochoo (Okajiuea); Shimabara, Hizen Prov.

(Maetexs); Tsushima (h.s. a.)(î); Izumo Prov. (!); Tango Prov. (!);

Sado Prov. (!); Rikuzen Prov. (!); Shimösa Prov. (!); Boshfi

Prov. (!) ; Sagami Prov. (!) ; Shimoda, Izu Prov. (Weight, Haevey

under Sargassum corynecarpum) ; Shima Prov. (!) ; Awa Prov. ( Î ) ;

Tosa Prov. (H. Yamamoto) ( ! ) ; Bungo Prov. (!).

Sargassiiin tortile Ag.

Plato XII. Fig. 1-8.

Dec. No. 2.

—

Id.: System, p. 299.

—

Id.: Sj^ec. p. 15.—J, Ac;.: Spec. Alg.

I. p. 291.—M: Spec. Sarg. Aiistr. p. 60.—7d: Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p.

53 {exd. sijn.).—T>E Toni : Phyc. Jap. Nov. p. 4i.—Id.: Syll. Alg.

III. p. 23 (exel. syn.).—Okam.: Enumer. Alg. of Jap. p. 147.

2=Fucus longifolius var. angustifolius Tuex.: Hist. Fuc. Vol. II. p.

88. Tab. 104. %. h.

= Halochloa tortilis Ki'ïz.: Tab. Phyc. X. Taf. 99.

—

Id.: Ueber d.

Eigent. (Bot. Zeitg. 1843) s. 56.

='Fueus seoparius Tukx.: Hist. Fuc. Vol. II. p. 156. Tab. 132,

= Sargassum seoparium Ag.: Spec. p. 26.—J. Ac: Spec. Alg. I. p.

292.—W.: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 60.—De Tom : Syll. Alg.

III. p. 23.

1) Eevisio von Sarg. p. 21G.
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=Haloehloa seoparia Kütz.: Spec. p. 634.

—

7c?.: Tab. Phyc. X. Taf.

95.

=Haloehloa pachyearpa Kütz.: Ueber d. Eigent. (Bot. Zeitg. 184:3)

s. 55.—Id.: Spec. p. 34.—M: Tab. Phyc. X. Taf. 96.

=Haloehloa süiquastra Kütz.: Spec. p. 634.

—

Id.: Tab. Phyc. X. Taf.

97. %. 1.

=Fucus siliquastrus Turn.: Hist. Fuc. Vol. III. p. 26. Tab. 82.

t = Sargassiim siliquastrum J. Ag.: Spec. Alg. I. p. 292.

—

Id.: Spec.

Sarg. Austr. p. 60.

^= Cystoseira süiquastra Ag.: System, p. 288. pp.

'? = Sargassum siliquastrum? var. pyriferum Harv.: Charact. of New
Alg. p. 328.

^= Carpaeanthus triehophyllus Kütz.: Spec. p. 622.

—

Id.: Tab. Phyc.

XL Taf. 37. fig. 2.—Id.: Phyc. Gen. p. 368.—Id.: Ueber d.

Eigent. (Bot. Zeitg. 1843) s. 57.

2=HaloeMoa tenuis Kütz.: Ueber d. Eigent. (Bot. Zeitg. 1843) s. 57.

—Id.: Phyc. Gen. p. 367.—M: Spec. p. 623.—Okam.: Euumer.

Alg. of Jap. p. 160.—J. Ag.: Spec. I. p. 292.

Description of the species. In a well grown individual the

stem is a stout cylindrical trunk arising from tlie top of a hemi-

spherical or compressed conical root, which measures 2-ocm. in

diameter. The average length of a frond measures o.;j-4 feet

but frequently as much as 8 feet. The stem, in most cases,

sends out numerous branches at a distance of a few centimeters

from the base. These branches divide repeatedly, resulting finally

in a number of subordinate branches.

The stems of the youngest principal branches are cylindrical

and smooth on the lower portions but above become gradually

compressed. Coarse spinous processes are usually present on the

margins of the complanated portions of the stems. The leaves

on these stems are thick, coreaceous, dark-brown, oblongo-ovate

or spathulate, slightly elevated at the costal region, and irregu-

larly and roughly serrated on the margins.'' As in the preceding

species, the subordinate branch grows out from the upper surface
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of the petiole of the basal leaf, which sooner or later drops off

as the branches develop further.

The lateral branches on the principal members play the

important part of a frond. When just starting, their stems are

compressed and ancipitous sending out strongly retrofractive leaves

alternately from the surfaces of the stems. As the iuterfolial dis-

tances measure but a few centimeters, such stems bend in a zigzag

manner with a leaf at each angulate point. The leaves on the

basal regions of these sterile branchlets are spathulate or lanceo-

late, frosted in some individuals with cryptostomata which may

however be wanting in others: they are thick and coreaceous in

texture, dark brown in colour, mostly irregularly serrated, and

with an immersed midrib. The upper leaves, however, are narrow,

linear-lanceolate, brownish in colour, immersedly costated, with

or without cryptostomata, and sharply and subregularly alternately

pinnately dentated. The laciniœ are obliquely triangular, directed

upwards, and ending in a sharp point. Every one of these leaves

on the lateral branches may, after further development, become

a fulcrant leaf supporting a lateral branch upon the petiole.

The leaves on the lesser indefinite branches are very narrow,

sharply serrated as in the up23er fulcrant leaves. They become

narrower by degrees, as we trace them upwards, till the lamina

is finally reduced to a wing-like appendage along the rib, or

often becomes quite filiform. The lacinia? of the serrature be-

come likewise narrower and claw-like, obliquely reflexed above,

and regularly alternately pinnately disposed. Very often the

indefinite branches just above the basal leaves are stunted with

approximate retrofractive leaves, which are usually setaceous with

a few prickle-like dentations.

The stems of the minor branches, as above remarked, are
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ancipitous, often with a few spines along the margins. In tlie

upper portions of the more developed branches, however, they

become triquetrous and are often very strongly twisted. The

stems of the fertile branchlets are slender, filiform and triquetrous

or terete.

Vesicles are mostly found solitary near the base of the

terminal raraulets. They are pear-shaped, often subspherical,

mucronated at the apex or with a setaceous crown leaflet, and

with a short, slender, cylindrical stalk. In a specimen kindly

given me by Mr. K. Tsuge, who collected it in the province of

Wakasa, the setaceous crown leaflets are so very pronounced as

to give a piluliferous appearance to the upper portions of the

frond. Frequently the aj^ex is crowned with an alternately

pinnately serrated, filiform leaflet. The size of a vesicle varies

according to its position in the frond, but the largest ones

measured 1cm. in length and 0.8-0.6 cm. in diameter.

Vesicles are in most cases not met with in the young

branches but are found abundantly on the upper portions of the

full grown but sterile fronds : in April, when the plants become

fertile, the fronds are very poor in vesicles as they are mostly

given off in this season.

Receptacles are linear-spathulate, clavate or elongato-elliptical,

compressed with round margins, more or less attenuated below

ending in a short cylindrical stalk. They are disposed in a

raceme on a final ramulet with a filiform, simple setaceous

bractlet at the base of each. The bractlets easily drop off and

often no trace of them is to be found on the frond, except their

insignificant scars. The result shows an apparent similarity to the

receptacular ramulets of the members of.- the section Siliquosœ

under the Eusargassum J. Ag.
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/. tnnrrocarpa Yendo. I'latc XII. Fig. 8.

Prelini. List of Jap. Fuc. p. 156.

= Sargassum macrocarpum A(!.: System, p. .'>07.

—

Id.: »Spec. p. 3G.

—

J. Ag.: Spec. Alg. I. p. 293.

—

Id,: Spec. Sarg. Austr. \^. GO.

—

Id.: Anal. Ali;. Cont. III. p. 53.—Okam.; Enumcr. Alg. of

Jap. p. 140.—De Toni : Syll. Alg. III. p. 24 p.p.—Id.: Phyc.

Jap. Nov. p. 44.

=HaJoehloa pohjacantha Kütz,: Tab. Phyc. X. Taf. 98.

—

Id.: Ueber

d. Eigeiit. (Bot. Zeitg. 1843.) s. 56.

=HaIoehloa maeracantha Kütz.: Tab. Pliyc. X. Taf. 97. fig. 2.

Remark on the forma. I identify one plant as Sargassum

macrocarpum Ac;. As the original diagnosis is so very simple that

it may be applied to other allied species, my identification is

mostly based on the descriptions given by J. Agardii. If the

determination by the present writer has been correctly done, the

plant is by no means a valid species but may be connected with

the typical form of the present species by various gradations.

Still it often exhibits some remarkable characters and is worthy

of mention in a formal rank.

The essential characters of the frond are similar to the type.

The total length of a well grown plant often measures 7-8 feet

with the lateral branches as long as 1-1.5 feet. The vesicles at

the basal portions of the lower branches are remarkably large

attaining sometimes 2 cm. in length, with a short sub-ancipitous

stalk, crowned with a narrow, dentated, ribbed, and glandulated

leaf. Those on the terminal branchlets are nearly equal to those

of the type. The leaves sometimes become as long as 15-18 cm.

and are generally very stiff and coreaceous, with the ribs dis-

tinctly elevated almost to the tips. The margin is coarsely but

deeply dentated with the sini round and the laciniie deltoid and

curved upwards. The cryptostomata are conspicuous in some

individuals but entirely wanting in others. The spinous processes
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011 the margin of the lower ancipitous stems are prominent and

abundant but, gradually diminish in number on the upper stems.

Remark on the synonymy. The present species is the most

perplexing one in the study of the Saryassum of Japan. Extra-

ordinary confusions have occurred in the specific conception of the

European herbarists, particularly on account of the divergent

opinions of J. Agardh and Kützing.

J. Agardh discounted the specific value of Halochloa scoparia

KÜTZ. and referred it once to Sargassum macrocarpum J. Ag/^

and afterward to Sargassum tortile Ag.-^ He^^ declared that

Kützing's plant was different from Fucus scoparius Turn, which

he mentions as a distinct species: and he referred Halochloa

pachycarpa KÜTZ., though sometimes^^ with doubt, to Turner's

species. Judging from the figures of Halochloa scoparia KÜTZ.

in Tab. Phyc, 1. c, I have no doubt that it is identical with

Sargassum tortile Ag., and the descriptions and figures of Sar-

gassum scoparium Ag. or Fucus scoparius Turn, prove no reason-

able mark to distinguish the latter from Kützing's. In a similar

manner, J. Agardii^^ combined Halochloa siliquastra Kutz. with

Sai'gassum tortile Ag., while he''^ mentioned Fucus siliquastrus

Turn, as an independent species under the name of Sargassum

siliqiiastrum. But the distinction between Kützing's and Turner's

plants, as made out from references, is entirely worthless in practice.

De Toni^^ combined Sargassum siUquastrumf var. pyriferum

Harv. with Sargassum macrocarpum J. Ag. The reason for his

1) Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. GO.

2) Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. ö?>.

[>) Spec. Sarg. Anstr. p. 60.

4) Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 53. -

5) Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. GO. ,

6) Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 50.

7) Syll. Alg. III. p. 24.
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having done so is not clear to nic. Judging from the original

diagnosis, Harvey's plant seems to be a form referable either

to Sargassum serratifoUum or to Sarg, ioriile, with the fulcrant

leaves off. Prof. Wright wrote me wlien I asked for a photo-

graph of Harvey's original specimen, that he could not find

any bearing that name in the herbarium of Trinity College.

Garimcanthus trichophyllum KÜTZ. seems extremely doubtful to

me. De Toni^^ has placed it under the questionable species. It

has exactly the same characters as Sargassum tortile except that the

receptacles are "ad angulos spinoso dentata." So far as my

researches on the Japanese forms of Sargassum extend, I can

not believe such a species occurs on our coast. The plant which

KÜTZING had illustrated was probably a specimen of the present

species with shrunken receptacles apparently angulate.

Fucus heterophyllus is assigned to Japan by Turner"^ J.

Agardh^^*^ seems to doubt its occurrence in Japan, which is reason-

able, and mentions it under Sargassum siliquastrum. The figures

delineated by Turner are incomplete ; they are referable to Sargassum

serratifoUum or rather to Sarg, tortile. He remarks, however,

of the receptacles :
** some solitary, others growing two or three

together,"—which is not a character of the present species.

J. Agardh^^ referred Fucus longifolius j angustifolius Turn.

to the present species. But Turner's original description and

illustration may at once be applied to both Sargassum serrati-

foUum and this species. It may not be possible to solve the

problem before seeing Turner's original specimen.

1) Syll. Alg. Iir. p. 118.

2) Hist. Flic. Vol. II. 1). 02.

3) Spec. Alg. I. p. 29:i.

4) Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. CO.

5) Spec. Alg. I. p. 291.
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Halochloa 'pachycar'pa KÜTZ. has been established undoubtedly

on a basal portion of a local form of Sargassum tortile. The plant

is characterized by the enormous dilatation at the residual por-

tions of the fallen basal leaves. I illustrate a plant which agrees

very well with Kützing's figure, from a sheltered cove at Hama-

jima in the Province of Shima. The upper portions of this

aberrant form, however, satisfactorily prove it to belong to the

present species. (PI. XI. fig. 4).

Halochloa 'polyacantha I refer to /. macrocarpa, though I do

so with hesitation. The much divided lacinise uf the pinnatisected

leaves, as delineated b}^ Kützing, 1. c, were not verified in our

collections.

Localities: Nagasaki (Tilesius, Agardh), (Hokner, Turner),

Hizen Prov. (!) ; Chikuzen Prov. (M. Yano) (!) ; Tsushima Prov.

(h. s. a.) ; Fusan, Korea (h. sc. coll.) ; Nagato Prov. (h. sc. coll.)
;

Izumo Prov. (!); Tango Prov. (!); Hakodate (h.h.f.), Esashi

(h.h.f.), Oshima Prov. (!); Ugo Prov. (!); Shimösa Prov. (!);

Sagami Prov. (!); Shima Prov. (!); Kii Prov. (h. sc. coll.) ; Awa

Prov. (h.s.a.); Sanuki Prov. (!); Aki Prov. (!); Satsuma Prov.

(H.S.A.).

/. macrocarpa: Sagami Prov. (h.s.a.); Kii Prov. (h.s.a.);

Tsushima Prov. (h.s.a.); Tango Prov. (!); Noto Prov. (!); Sado

Prov. (!).

Sargassum fulvellmn Ag.

Plate XIII. Fig. 18-20.

Spec. p. 34—M: System, p. 306.—J. Ag.: Spec. Alg. I. p. 293 (excl.

sijn.).—Id.: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 61.

—

Id.: Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 55.

-De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 25.

= Fucus fiduellus Turn.: Hist. Fuc. Vol.' I. p, 148. Tab. 66.

= Spongocarpus fulvellus Kütz.: Spec. p. 633.

—

Id.: Tab. Phyc. X. Taf. 90.
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Description of the species. Fronds of a matured plant mea-

sure 2-2.") i'cet in total lengtli. The root is complanated, disc-

shaped and has a subcylindrical stem on its top. The scars of

the fallen basal leaves, as in many other members of the

Bactrophyims, give to the lower portion of the stem a knotty

appearance. Several fastigiate branches are sent forth in all

directions from the stem at a few centimeters above the root.

The stems of the branches are triquetrous, slightly twisted with

a few dentations on the ridges, but gradually become terete and

and smootli upwards.

The leaves on the sterile branches as well as on the lower por-

tions of the fronds are retrofractive, elongato-elliptical with round

apex and short complanated and often winged petiole. In the

fresh specimens they are dark brown in colour and thick and

cartilaginous in texture. Small but well defined cryptostomata

are discernible in translucent light. The margin is generally

entile but in some leaves on young sterile branches it is often

coarsely serrated. As a rule, these serrated leaves are variable

in their shape ranging from ovate to lanceolate according to

individuals and the locality of the plant. An elevated midrib

runs through the meridional line and disappears before reaching

the apex.

The leaves on the fertile branches are highly variable in their

shape according to their position in the frond. On the lower

portions they are mostly lanceolate or spathulate, very often

obliquely cuneate, with comparatively short stipe and sparingly

serrated or entire margin. Those on the upper portions are

narrow, cuneate or spathulate, tapering towards the base into a

long stipe; mostly entire at the margin but frequently sparingly

dentated. The midrib becomes gradually obsolete as the
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leaves ascend, the number of the cryptostomata at the same

time diminishing.

The leaves on the minor branchlets are narrow and filiform,

mostly with neither rib nor cryptostoma.

Vesicles are j^yriform, with very short stipe at the base and

quite round at the apex. In some cases a few mucronated

vesicles are found among the muticous ones; and often an indi-

vidual with all the vesicles mucronated is met with. A specimen

from the Province of Izumo belonged to the latter category but

had exactly the same characters as the others in the remaining

points. As a rule two or three vesicles are found in a dwarfed

raceme at the base of the ramulet. No cryptostomata on the

vesicles.

Keceptacles are elongato-conical, 3-5 mm. in length, obtuse

at the apices and with a very short pedicel at the base. They

are found, in matured plants, in dense racemose branchlets.

Excepting the few terminal ones, each of them is accompanied

by a small filiform, subulate and spotted bractlet.

Remark on the identification. The descriptions and illustra-

tions of Sargassum fulvellum Ag. are largely applicable to our

plant, except in a few points. The jDallidity of the frond, which

characterized the species, has not been proved in our specimens.

The material on which the original description was based had

probably been bleached as J. Agardh^^ has already noted. In

defining the species C. Agardh^^ and Tuknee,^^ used the expres-

sion *' foliis enervibus." Our plant, however, has the leaves

mostly evanescently costated except those on the terminal parts

1) Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. öl.

2) System, p. 30G.

3) Turn.: Hist. Fuc. Vol. I. p. 147.
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of the subordinate branclilets. It must be remembered that the

next sjieeies has leaves absolutely destitute of midrib, and that its

fronds are very liable to lose colour when cast ashore. The

figure, indeed, of Inicits fulvellus illustrated by Turner is

apj^licable to both this and the following species. The greater

part of the description by Turner also applies to both plants.

But he notes that the plant does not adhere in the least to

the paper. Sargassum énerve is remarkable for adhering closely

to the paper on drying, while the plant here treated never

does so.

J. Agardh^^ remarks that the vesicles of the present species

are mucronated; and De Toni-^ notes that the mucronatioa

measures 2.2mm. In our plant, however, as has been shown

above, most of the vesicles are entire at the top, and mucronated

ones are rather uncommon. They say also, "folia vix uncialia,

paullo ultra 3mm " This remark applies to the upper por-

tions only of the frond of this plant.

It is to be remembered that the present writer has never

seen an authentic specimen of either Turner's or J. Agardh's.

There is, therefore, no little danger in disputing the former

descriptions; but it may be said with safety that in Japan

we find no other plants than the one now described and the

next one which presents a close agreement with the descriptions

of Sargassum falvellum Ag.

Localities: Nagasaki (Martens), Ilizen Prov. (!); Iwami

Prov. (!); Izumo Prov. (!); Tango Prov. (!); Sado Prov. (!).

1) Spec. Alg. I. p. 293-294.

2) Syll. Alg. III. p. 25.
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Sargassuni énerve Ag.

Plate XIII. Fig. 1-6.

Spec. p. 17.

—

Id.: System, p. 279.

—

J. Ag.: Spec. Alg. I. p. 294 (exel.

sijn.).—Id.: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 61.

—

Id.: Anal. Alg. III. p. 55.

—

Kütz.:

Tab. Phyc. XI. Tab. 13.—Haeiot: Alg. de Yokosk. p. 218.—Mar-

tens: Preus. Exped. Tange, p. 116.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 25.

—Id.: Phyc. Jap. Nov. p. 45.

—

Okam.: Enumer. Alg. of Jap. p. 149.

= Sargassum fulvellum Okam.: Enumer. of Alg. of Jap. p. 149.

= Spongocarpiis enervis Kütz.: Ueber d. Eigent. (Bot. Zeitg. 1843.) s.

55.—Id.: Tab. Phyc. X. Taf. 89. II.—Zd: Phyc. Gen. p.

365.—O'Kuntze: Ptevisio von Sarg. p. 220.

Description of the species. The root is a depressed cone

with a simple erect stem on its top. In a shoot just starting

the leaves are sent off spirally upwards from very near the base.

The leaves are strongly retrofractive, linear-spathulate or cuneate,

irregularly dentated, attenuated below into a more or less elong-

ated petiole. From the petiole a costal elevation passes into the

lamina but disappears within a very short distance. The substance

of the leaves is thick but soft, dark brown in colour, and without

cryptostoma. Short lateral branches, not exceeding an inch in

length, with several large vesicles at each base, are seen on the

upper portions of these young plants.

The plants with the above features generally attain full

development early in the spring, reaching 2-3 feet in height.

Then the basal leaves begin to drop off. Late in the autumn,

the majority of the basal leaves disappear, and the axial stem

elongates considerably, often attaining 15 feet in total length,

the lateral branches developing proportionally at the same time.

In the vicinity of the Biological Laboratory at Misaki, the

receptacles are discharging their contentSr^arly in January. The

stems of the matured plants are in the middle and the upper
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portions triquetrous or quadrangulato with jiromincut rid^os, and

unexclusively twisted. Tlie stems of the hxteral l)ranchlets are

cylindrieal hut in the lower portions slightly angulate. The leaves

on the lower portions of the lateral branches are spathulate,

sub-obtuse at the apex, attenuated below into a petiole; coarsely

serrated on the margin, ribless, with many minute dark spots.

Those on the ujiper portions, especially on the fertile branchlets,

are much smaller, linear-clavate or often obliquely cuneate and

slighth' dentated on the margin, and are extremely soft in texture.

It is owing to the latter character that the present is the principal

species of Sargassum used as food by the fishermen in certain

parts of Japan.

The vesicles at the base of a lateral branch in young and sterile

shoots are ellipsoidal or obovate, measuring 12-1') mm. in length

and <S-9mm. in diameter. They are usually slightly compressed

with an inconspicuous longitudinal ridge over the apex. The

apices of the vesicles are generally round, but often raucronate

or even crowned with a small leaflet. The vesicles on the matured

fronds are obovate, sometimes pyriform, with a very short stipe,

usually round at the apex, but occasionally fusiform and apicul-

ated. They rarely exceed 5 mm. in length.

Receptacles are elongato- conical, shortly pedicelled, each

borne on a small, subulate and complanated bractlet, except the

terminal one. They are disposed in a raceme on the terminal

branchlets.

Remark on the synonymy. Kützing'^ declared that Sargassum,

énerve Ag. and Spongocarpus enervis Kütz. are different plants.

But they belong to one and the same species, as J. Agardh"^ had

1) Phyc. Gen. p. 365.

2) Spec. Surg. Anstr. p. 01.
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suspected. The cliaracter' of the vesicles which the former writer

pointed out in distinguishing both are demonstratively unreliable.

J. Agardh^^ and De Tont"^ remarked that the present species

has a close affinity to Sargassum fahellum Ag. and the former

Avriter once united Sponcmyus enei'vis Kütz. with it. Both are,

indeed, nearly related, but may be easily distinguished ])y various

points as already mentioned under the preceding species.

J. AgaPvDH"^ relates that the plant which he received from

Martens with the name of Fvcus 2^(i'i^idus is equal to Sargassum

énerve Ag., while the plant described and figured by TrRXER in

Hist. Fuc. Vol. I. t. 67 bearing the former name is quite different

from the latter. The figures of Fucus pallidus illustrated by

Turner, 1. c, and of Halochloa pallida by Kützing in Tab. Phyc.

X. 94. II. do not coincide with the present species in several

important characters. These figures, incomplete as they are, are

rather referable to Sargassum jjiluliferum Ag. or a variety of it.

O'KuNTZE^^ remarks that Sargassum énerve is a hybrid be-

tween Sargassum vulgare and Sargassum Horneri. On what

ground his opinion is based is beyond our imagination.

Localities: Chikuzen Prov. (M. Yano) (! ) ; Korea (Tilesius)
;

Hagi, Iwami Prov. (J. Nikai); Izumo Prov. (!); Tango Prov.(!);

Noto Prov. (!); Kikuzen Prov. (!)! Öhimösa Prov. (!); Boslui

Prov. (!); Sagami Prov. (!); Izu Prov. (!); Shima Prov. (!); Kii

Prov. (!); Awa Prov. (!); Sanuki Prov. (!); Bungo Prov. (!);

" Everywhere along the coast of the Pacific Ocean and the Japan

Sea" (OkAMURa).

1) Spec. Surg. Austr. [>. Gl;—Spec. Alg. I. p. 2i)4.

2) Pliyc. Jap. Nov. p. 45.

?>) Spec. Alg. I. p. 294.

4) Revisio von Sarg. p. 222.
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Sffiyassttm hcnilpltuUHèit Ac

WAV XIIJ. Fig. 7-17.

ypir. p. oD.— /(/.: System, p. 307.—J. Ag.: »Spec. I. p. 331.

—

hi: Spec. Sarg.

Austr. p. CA.— Id.: Aiuil. Alg. Cont. III. p. 50.—De Toxi: Syll. Alg.

III. p. 20.

—

Id.: Pliye. Jap. Nov. p. 45.

—

Dickie: Alg. Jaj). in Journ.

Linn. Soc, lV)t. Vol. XV. p. 45.

—

Okam.: Enunier. Alg. of Jap. }). 150.

= Fucus hcmiphyUus Turn.: Hist. Fiic. Vol. III. p. 80. Tab. 169.

= Spongocarpus hemiphijllus Kütz.: Spec. p. 633.

—

Id.: Tab. Thyc. X.

Taf. 90.

= Sargassum hemiphijUoides Kütz.: Spec. p. 008.

—

Id.: Tab. Pliyc.

XL Taf. 7.

= Surgassum liemiphijllum var. sinense J. Aü.: Spec. Sarg. Austi-. p.

61.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 26.

= Sargassum hcmiphgllum var. micromerum J. Ac,.: Spec. Sarg. Austr.

p. 62.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 27.

= Sargassum micromerum J. Ag.: Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 57.

= Sargassum chineuse J. Ag.: Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 50.

Description of the species. The roots are ramose, irregularly

dividing as they extend, with the ramuli spreading radially and

horizontally. Some of the ramuli more elongate than the rest,

having the appearance of a stolon. I am not certain whether a

new shoot may start out from the stolon-like ramuli or not.

But none of the numerous specimens in our hands proves a

vegetative multiplication hy budding from the ramuli.

The stem of a young frond usually branches at a point a

few millimeters above the root. The branches become nearly as

long as the primary frond and have similar characters in all

respects. The stems of the branches hardly exceed 1.5 mm. in

diameter. They are spirally beset with the characteristic asym-

metrical leaves, the interfolial distances ranoinsî from 3 to 8mm.

or more.

The leaves on the lower portions of the stems are cuneate,

obovate or oblongo-elliptical, more or less attenuated below and
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minutely serrated at the 'upj)er margin, or often entire. Tliey

are usually destitute of cryptostomata, and are frequently sym-

metrical. Those on the upper portions of the principal stems, as

well as those on the lateral branches, are without exception asym-

metrical and situated perpendicularly. They are obliquely cuneate

in general outline, attenuated below and ending in a filiform petiole.

The upper margin is entire and recurved upward, the lower is

minutely or coarsely dentated, not infrequently subentire. The

total length of the leaves varies to a considerable degree even

in the same individual, i-anging from -|cm. to 3 or more cm.

When the plant has attained maturity the fulcrant leaves on

the principal members have mostly dropped off, and the lateral

branches j^lay the important part of the frond. The leaves on

the terminal ramulets are usually narrowly cuneate, entire, or

shallowly bi-trifid at the apices.

The lateral branches are axillar}^ As the fulcrant leaves

are per2)endicularly situated, the branches grow apparently from

the base of the smooth upper margin. This character in a fair

degree distinguishes the plant, together with a few others, from

the rest of the Bactrophycus.

The stems of the lateral branches are more slender than

those of the principal members. The leaves on them are pro-

portionately smaller, and very approximately disposed. These

leaves have in most cases the lesser ramulets arising from their axils

which sooner or later become provided with the receptacles. The

ramulets usually measure 2- 1cm. in length, but freijueutly do

not exceed one centimeter.

Vesicles are found on the lower portions of the ramulets.

They are liable to a considerable variation in shape according

to the individual and to their position in the frond. As a rule
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iho^c on llio lower })ortiüns of a. IVoml are obovatu or j>yrirorin,

often willi round ai)iees, while on the upper they are elliptieal

or oblongo-obovate and niucronated at the apices. Frequently,

they appear like an inflated leaf with a wing-like appendage at

the margin. These variations occur sometimes in the same,

sometimes in dilVerent individuals.

Receptacles are cylindrical, about 1mm. in diameter, o-Omm.

in length, more or less attenuated above, and abruptly ending

below in a short stipe. They are racemosely disposed at the

upper portion of the terminal branchlet. When the latter has

been much depressed they appear in a small cluster with a few-

vesicles at the base. A small, subulate bractlet accompanies

each receptacle except the terminal one.

Remark on the synonymy. J. Agaedh distinguished two

varieties of Sargassam hemiphyllum Ag., calling them var. chinenëo

and var. niicromeruni in Spec. Sarg. Austr. 1. c. In his later

work. Anal. Alg., 1. c, he raised them both to specific rank.

A close examination, however, of rich collections of the plant

from various localities made at various seasons proves that the

characters pointed out hy J. Agardh to distinguish the three

species are not diagnostic, and that it would be better to unite

them into one species. The size of the leaves is, first of all, wholly

unreliable for specific or varietal distinction. It varies according

to the parts of the frond and also according to individuals. In

an aberrant form collected by myself at Cape Shiomizaki, in

the Province of Kii, I found the leaves on the lateral branches

nearly as large as the fulcrant leaves on the main stems. The

roundness or sharpness of the apices of the leaves is a much

more unfixed character. Frequently plants are found with leaves

decidedly entire at the margin and round at the apices.
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Saryassum hemiphylloiäes Kütz. was suspected by J. Agardh

to be nearly related to Scwgassum chinense. He, however, left it

in doubt, as Kützing's figure had a regular dentation on the

outer margins of the leaves. This character as well as the round-

headed vesicles shown in tlie figure presents no objection to a

union of KUïzing'« plant with the present species.

Localities: Nagasaki (Î); Hagi, Iwami Prov. (h. sc. coll.);

Hakodate (h. sc. coll.); Boshù Prov. (!); Hagami Prov. (!); Izu

Prov. (!); Öuruga Prov. (!); Shima Prov. (!); Awa Prov. (!); Tosa

Prov.(!); Ise Prov. (K. Tani)(!); Osumi Prov. (h.s.a.); Hiuga

Prov. (h.s.a.).

Scivgassuni KJelliiianiauuni Yendo.

Plate XV. Fig. 1-5.

Pruliin. List of Jap. Fuc. p. 158.

'l = Sargassuin corijnecarpum J. Ac;.: (jiec Hakv.) Anal. Alg. Cunt.

III. p. 57.

Diagnosis. Radice scutellata subconica; caule tereto sursum longitudine

striate, subtortili, quo(jiioversum ramoso; rarais lateralibus filifbrmibus

ramossissimis; foliis fulcrautibus oblongo-obovatis apice obtusis, stipitis

hrevissimis, subdentatis, ecostatis, minute giandulosis, .superioilbus ramu-

lorumque minoribus, siibspatliulatis vel lanceolatis rarius oblique cune-

atis, i^arce dentatis, medio singula série eryptostomatibus glaudulosis;

vesiculis in petiolo ipsis breviore subsphœricis vel pyriformibus,

mucronatis, parce giandulosis ; reeej)taculis cylindraceis, brevissime

stipitatis, in ramulo ultimo racemosis.

Description of the species. A well grown plant measures

75-120 cm. in height, and is attached to the substratum by a small,

depressed, conical root. The primary stem is subterete and hardly

exceeds 1 inch in length, sending out several branches fascicu-

lately from the top. At an early stage ,of development these

branches are bud-like with numerous, thick, scale-like leaves
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disposed spirally around the til)])rcviatod stem. The diameter of

the stem measures ca. 1.5 mm. and seems to gain a little even

in a fully grown form. As the branches elongate upwards the

scale-like leaves gradually increase in size. The leaves on the

portion several centimeters above the root are generally oblongo-

obovate, 1.5-2.5 cm. long and )>-4mm. wide, with obtuse apex,

sparingly serrated, ribless and with or without spots. The sub-

stance of the leaves is thin but coreaceous. They almost all fall

olV before the frond attains its maturity.

The lateral branches at the lower portions of the principal

members are short, hardly one inch long; but they become gradually

longer on the uppei- portions and eventually ramify decompoundly.

Stems of the branches are cylindrical, filiform and smooth. The

leaves on these branches and branchlets are very small, about

5mm. in length, and 1.5mm. in width, with a few dentations on

the margins; subspathulate or lanceolate in shape. Often some

of the leaves are bifid cuneate and sometimes apparently henii-

phyllous. Most of them have a few cryptostomata in a series

along the median line, as in the leaves of Sargassum confusum.

Vesicles are subspherical or pyriform, less than 3 mm. in

length, with a stalk about half as long as the vesicles, sparingly

dotted with minute cryptostomata. The apices of the vesicles are

generally mucronate but some of the upper young ones are fusi-

form. Two or three vesicles are generally found in the lower

portion of an ultimate ramulet. Very frequently the bractlet

below a receptacle is swollen at the apex into a small roundish

vesicle; or occasionally a small vesicle with a long stalk is given

off from the lateral side of a receptacle.

Receptacles are cylindrical, attenuated upwards, with a short

stalk below, growing solitary at the base of a subulate, filiform
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or narrowly lanceolate ])ractlet. They are disposed in a raceme

on the terminal portion of the ultimate ramulet.

/. rnuticus form, nov.

Diagnosis. Foliis inferioribiis majoribus, lanceolatis, ecostatis, minute dentatis,

superioribus ramulorumque cuneatis s?epe obliquis bi-tridentatis, medio

irregulari unica série cryptostomatibus glandulosis; vesiciilis obovatis

muticis rarius mucronatis.

Remark on the forma. What has been said above on the

type may in large part be applied to the present forma. The

essential points separating it from the type are the leaves of

yonng sterile branches and the shape of the vesicles. The leaves

on the basal portion of a young frond are lanceolate, ribless, and

minutely serrated or coarsely dentated. They often attain 2cm.

in length and 5 mm. in width. The leaves on the upper ramules

are bi-tridentated, cuneated and frequently subhemiphyllous, with

minute cryptostomata irregularly disposed along the median line.

Vesicles are mostly obovate, muticous, but in rare cases some in

an individual are aristated or mucronated, and frequently spotted

with a few cryptostomata.

This forma is limited, as far as our collection extends, to the

warmer parts of the Pacific side of the Main Island. The typical

form seems to exist in the colder seas only.

Remark on the affinity to other species. The plant has

apparently a close resemblance to Sargassum hemiphijllmn in its

general aspect and texture, but it may be readily distinguished

from the latter species by its sirnj^le scutate root and by the

greater elongation of the ultimate ramulets.

J. Agardh describes a plant from Hakodate, collected

by Kjellman, under the name of Sargassum corynecarpuni

Harv. I am in considerable doubt about, his plant. He says'^

]) Anal. Alg., Cont, Til. p. 57.
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thiit it lioars a close reseniblanco to Sargassiim hemiphylluvi.

iSarf/assum. corijnecarpum, as already stated (p. 84), was established

by Harvky on a withered specimen of Sargassum scrratifoUwn.

Although J. Agardit had never seen an authentic specimen of

Hakyey's species, it is ratlier surprising that he should refer a

]ilant which had some likeness to Sargassinn hemvphylhim to the

diagnosis of such a widely differing species as Sargassum coryne-

cnrpum Harv. Judging fiom the description given in Anal.

Alg. Cont. III. 1. c, his plant seems to come near the present

species, though it is said to have immersedly costated leaves and

apparently fibrous roots. In our plant the root is small and

scutate. But when the basal stem is greatly diminished in

length, the adventitious buds from the lower portions of the

main branches give the appearance of a fibrous root. The basal

leaves in our plant, again, are frequently evanescently elevated

on the meridional line, but the upper ones are decidedly ribless.

It is with some hesitation that I refer the present species to the

plant that J. Agardh mentioned under the name of Sargassum

corynecarpum ; it may, however, be safely stated that his plant

is remote from Harvey's, but is closely related to the species

here described, if not identical with it.

Sargassum Tliunbergli f. latifolia is closely allied to the

present species. The young shoots of both, indeed, are almost

indistinguishable the one from the other. When fully grown,

however, both exhibit several characters which enable us to

separate them quite easily. In the present species the leaves on

the upper ramules are cuneate, bifid cuneate or often linear-

lanceolate, but rarely filiform; the vesicles have longer and more

delicate stipes; and the vesiculiferous ramulets are not abbreviated

as in Sargassum TJmnhergii. The young and sterile specimens
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of the latter species show an external resemblance to Rhodomela

Larix or Chordaria abietina, while those of the present species

exhibit no such appearance. In the aged fronds of Sargassum

Thimhergii the primary stem is quite hard to recognize, while in

the present species the short subterete stem remains unchanged.

Localities: Fukushima, (h. h.f.), Hakodate (h.s.a.), Yesashi

(h. s. A.), Toppu (h.s.a.), in Oshima Prov.; Takashima (h.s.a.),

Yoichi (H.H. F.), Shiribeshi Prov.; Yangesliiri Isl., Teshio Prov.

(h.h.f.); Rishiri IsL (h.s.a.), Notoro (il.s.a.), Soya (n. n. f.),

Kitami Prov.; Akkeshi, Kushiro Prov. (h.s.a.); Nishiura, Kuna-

shiri Isl. (h.h.f.); Shana, Etorofu Isl. (h.h.f.); Pikuzen Prov. (!).

/. imUicus: Pikuzen Prov. (R. Tsüge)(!); Boshû Prov. (!);

Sagami Prov. (!) ; Shima Prov. (!) ; Kii Prov. (!) ; Chikuzen Prov. ( ! ).

Sarcfassurti confasiiin Ag.

Plate XIV. Fig. 1-12.

System, p. 801.—J. Ag.: Spec. I. p. 294.

—

Id.: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p.

m.—Icl: Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 60.—KÜtz.: Spec. p. 010.—De
Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 115.—/^.: Pliyc. Jap. Nov. p. 4().—Okam.:

Eiiumer. Alg. of Jap. 158.

= Sargassum acinaria Martens: Preus. Exped. Tange, p. 128.

= Sargassum acinaria Kütz.: Tab. Phyc. XI. Taf. 17. fig. II.

= Fucus heterophjUus Ag.: Dec. No. 52.

'I = Sargassum fuliginosum Kütz.: Spec. Alg. p. 012.

—

Id.: Tal). Phyc.

XI. Taf. 19.—J. Ag.: Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 00.—De Toni:

Syll. Alg. III. p. 117.—Okam.: Enumei-, Alg. of Jap. p. 158.

— ? Martens: Pj-eus. Exped. Tange, p. 116.

1 = Fueus pallidus Turn.: Hist. Fuc. Vol. I. p. 150. Tab. 07.

Description of the species. The root is a complanated disc

with a single stem I'ising from its top. The primary stem seems

never to exceed a few inches in height even in the mature plant.

The important function of the frond is played by the copious
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bninchcs which ww st'tit olV more or less ulternutc-piiniately t'roiii

the priiicii)nl stem. In a well i;rowii individual tlie total length

of the I'rontl measures 2-Ö feet. While the i)rimary and also

the juineipal branches are yet very young- they are cylindrical

but densely beset with small, sharp, spinous processes. The

leaves on them are linear-spathulate or obovate, often attaining

7 cm. in length. They are thick and coreaceous in substance,

evanescently costated, with sparingly dentated or entire margin,

and frosted with many cryptostomata.

As the plant further develops the basal leaves on the lower

portion of the primary stem fall oft', leaving prominent angulate

elevations on its surface. The principal branches elongate up-

ward, the leaves gradually decreasing in size, and send out

eventually u lateral branch from the axil of each new leaf. The

fulcrant leaves seem to dro}) oft" soon after the lateral branches

have appeared, but the large basal leaves often remain solitarily

for a considerable time. The lateral branches and the upper

portions of the principal branches are mostly smooth and cylin-

drical but frequently are subangulate.

The leaves on the lateral branches vary considerably in size

and shape. It is owing to this character and to the length of

the ultimate branchlets that the fronds of the present species

are frequently quite dissimilar. The average leaves on a sterile

branch are linear-lanceolate, 3-4 cm. long and 3-4 mm. or less

wide, acute at the apices and tapering downwards into filiform

petioles; the margin is entire, the substance thin and papyraceous,

and several prominent cryptostomata are found in a series along the

median of each lamina. We occasionally meet with a specimen

in which the cryptostomata are hardly detectable. The leaves on

the fertile ramulets are mostly filiform or narrowly linear-clavate.
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Vesicles are generally' found on tlie basal portions of the

ultimate branclilets. Those fully grown are spherical or sub-

spherical, round at the apices, with a stalk at the base nearly

as long as the diameter of the vesicle. The young ones are often

obovate and apiculated. They are provided with few but well

defined cryptostomata.

Recej)tacles are cylindrical, more or less narrowed above,

each, excepting the aj^ical ones, borne on the foot of a filiform,

subulate bractlet. They are racemosely disposed at the terminal

portion of the ultimate branchlets.

/. valida Yendü. Plate XIA". Fig. 8-12.

Preiim. List of Fuc. Jup. p. 160.

"^^Sargassum validum J. Ag.: Anal. Alg. Coat. III. p. 51).

= Sargasswn cxpansum J. Ag.: 1. c. p. 60.

Remark on the forma. J. Agardh in his paper Anal. Alg.

Cont. III. described two new species calling them Sargassum

validuvi and S. expansum. These two species are distinguished

essentially from each other as well as from Sai'gassuiii confusam

by the characters of the rib and the arrangements of the crypto-

stomata on tlie upper leaves, and the dentations of the basal

leaves. After careful study of the material in our hands I have

decided to unite the two species into one and mention it as a

forma of the present species. It must be remembered, however,

that I have not seen any of the authentic specimens of Agardh's

plants and the present disposition is therefore a provisional one.

But as far as I could judge from our specimens, provided that

I have leferretl them to J. Agardh's species correctly, the specific

characters pointed out by that author are by no means constant,

and often are reversed. The cryj)tostomata on the leaves of the

lateral branches are, as above Jioted, occasionally wanting. The
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paloiiliii'ss of llu' lateral hraiichcH, tlic iiumhor oi" tlu; sj)in()U.s

processes on the stems, ete., iire also quite unreliable cliaractei-s.

The present forma may be separated from the type to some

extent by having the basal leaves mostly lanceolate, with the rib

extending nearly to the ai)ex of each, and irregularly serrated at

the margin. In some of the specimens from the vicinity of the

Otaru Bay, the serrature on the leaves is remarkably regular;

yet plenty of specimens from other localities serve to link them

with those having entire spathulate leaves. Linear-spathulate,

ribbed leaves are not uncommon in the upper portions of the

present forma. AVhen the basal leaves have fallen off this and

the typical forma are often hardly distinguishable.

Remark on the synonymy. The original diagnosis of Sar-

(jassum vaUduni is at once applicable to both Sargassum confusum

and Sargassum fuhellum in the specific concej)tion taken in the

present paper. »J. xVgaedii described Sargassum validum from

the material collected by Kjellman at Hakodate. Sargassum

fulvellum seems to be limited to the warmer parts of Japan, and

its occurrence in the vicinit}^ of Hakodate seems to me very

doubtful; while Sargassum confusum, is commonly found along

the coast of Hokkaido (Yesso). Hence I choose to refer the

questionable species, Sargassum validum, rather to the northern

species.

Fucus paUidus Turn, is a problematic species. »F. Agardh^^

once referred it, though with doubt, to Sargassum énerve, but he

neglected it in his later works. Referring to Tuexek's Hist.

Fuc. 1. c, 1 believe that it may be identical with the present

species. The figure of Halochloa pallida in Tab. Phyc. X. Taf.

1) Spec. Alg. I. p. 294.
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94, is mtlier referable to Sargassiuii piluliferwn. If Fucus pal-

lidus be nothing but the present species, the name Sargassum

2)allidum must stand instead of Sargassum confusum according

to the rule of priority.

J. Agardh^^ mentions a plant which he thought probably a

young form of Sargassum validum. I can not but suspect, judging

from his note, that his plant may have been a basal portion of

Sargassum ^?«i6?2S var. Schizophylla. None of the young and

sterile specimens of the present species in our collection verifies

his remark.

Sargassum fuliginosiun KiJTZ. seems to me an extremely

doubtful Ibrm. It is assigned by Kützing to the coast of Kam-

tschatka. We have reason to believe that, in Japan, Sargassum

has its northern limit at the southern end of the Kurile Islands.

J. Agardh refers, though with doubt, a plant from Jeto (Jeso?)

to this species. It is not clear whether the plants of both

writers belong to exactly the same species or not; but, as far as

the references extend, Kützing's plant seems to come near the

present species if not to be a form of it.

J. Agardh considered as doubtful Sargassum acinaria KÜTz.

reported from Korea. The lower portions of the plant are not

figured, and the leaves at the base of the lateral branches have

the ribs almost quite to the tip. The general appearance of the

2)lant, judging from the illustrations in Tab. Phyc. 1. c, suggests

a part of the present species.

Remark on the affinity to other species. J. Agaiîdh added

a new section Angidatw to the subgenus Eusargassum, and Sar-

gassum validum, S. expansum, etc., were included in it. He

^

1) Anal. A]g. Cont. III. p. 59.
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notes that the receptacles of tliese S[)ecies have an arrangement

simihir to that of the members of the Baclrophycus while the

characters of the vesicles have a greater resemblance to those of

the Eumrgassum. The present writer can not hold with the

opinion that the roundness or apiculation of the vesicles in a.

frond is a sufficiently important point to serve for subgeneric

distinction. As has been repeatedly stated in the preceding

chapters, the vesicles are in some species generally mnticous

in the lower parts of the fronds, while in the upper and younger

portions they are often apiculated or mucroiiated. In Sargassum

énerve which is undoubtedly a member of the Bactrophycus,

some of the vesicles are round-headed in the young sterile fronds;

;ind in Sargassum fuheUum some of the vesicles are mnticous

while others in the same individual are apiculated. In Sargassum

Kjellmanianum we noticed that the southern and the northern

forms differed essentially in the shape of the vesicles. In Sar-

gassum Ringgoldianum which has been counted as a member of

the Baclrophycus, the vesicles are coronated with an enormously

prolonged spathulate leaflet, while the receptacular ramulets claim

a position for the species somewhere outside that subgenus.

Sargassum Miyabei has a close resemblance to the present

species. They are so alike that in sterile specimens the species

may not be discriminated with safet}-. When fertile, however,

the former can be readily separated from the latter by the

absence of the bractlets at the bases of the receptacles. Other

points will be discussed later on.

Localities: Cape Nomo, Hizen Prov. (Kjellman, J. Agardii)
;

Fusaii, Korea (N. Yabe, herb. sc. coll.); Hagi, Iwami Prov. (J.

NiKAi, HERB. SC. COLL.); Wakasa Prov. (P. Tsuge)(!); Noto

Prov. (K. Okamura); Echigo Prov. (!); Shimofuro, Mutsu
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Prov. (!) ; Hakodate (ii. s. a.) (h. n. f.) ( ! ), Fnsliikido (n. s. a.),

Kudo (h.ii.f.), Esashi (h. h.f.), (h.s. a.), To}3pu (h.s. a.), Oshima

Prov.; Bikuni (h.h.f.), Otaru (h.h.f.), Temiya (h.s. a.), Suku-

zushi (h.s. A.), Takashima (h.s. a.), Shiribeslii Prov.; Chikiibetsu

(h.h.f.), Yangeshiri (h.h.f.), Masliike (h.h.f.), Teshio Prov.;

Abashiri (h.h.f.), Hhiretoko (h.h.f.), Kitami Prov.; Shibetoro

(h.h.f.), (h.s. a.), Etorofii Isl. ; Sbiraniika, Mutsn Prov. (!);

Oshima, Rikuchfi Prov. (!); ? Nagasaki (Martens).

/. validum: Korea (Ceouan, J. xIgaedh, under S. validum)',

Iwami Prov. (!); Hakodate (!) (Kjellman, J. Agaedh under S.

validum)', Tshikari Prov. (h. s.a.); Eebun Isl., Kitami Prov.

(ft. S.A.).

Sarfffissmn Ifiynhei s]>. nov.

PLnto XIV. Fig. 13-14.

Diagnosis. Ciuile commuai breve mox fasciculate ramosa, ramis cyliiulraceis

filiformilnis, in inferiore parte simplicis, foliosissimis, in superiore ramu-

losis; foliis auguste linearihus, deoi'sum attenuatis, integerrimis, parce

glandulosis; vesiculis in petiolo i})sas superaute, ellipticis vel fusiform-

ibus-, mucronatis, glandulosis; receptaculis cylindraceis breve stipitatis,

bracteolis in vesiculam transforinatis, in ranuilo racemosis.

Description of the species. In the specimens in our hands

the root is incomplete and we are unable to determine its exact

character. The primary stem seems not to exceed an inch or

two in length, with several principal branches starting fasci-

culately near its apex, as in Sargassinn Tliunbergii. The stems

of the principal branches are slightly angulate, measuring 1.5-

2.0 mm. in diameter. A young branch is invariably covered

densely with naii'ow lanceolate leaves, disposed approximately

and spirally. Wlien a frond has becon;(> old these rich leaves

(hop oir, and the stems eventually become very rougli with tlie
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leaf-scar^. Leaves are, as a I'lile, narrowly lanceolate, acuminated

above, and gradually attenuated towards the base into a delicate

filiform petiole. The margins are almost always entire l)ut some-

times coarsely dentated in the upper portion of the leaf. A few

obvious, elevated cryptostomata occur on the leaves.

Vesicles are elliptical, apiculated above, and acuminated be-

low into a loni>- filiform stipe. They are disposed racemosely on

the lateral branches on which not a single leaf, except the

fiilcraiit leaf, i.s usually to be found. And on the ultimate

ramulets the fulcrant leaf itself is always transformed into a

vesicle. Hence when a plant is sterile there is danger of its

being mistaken for a Cysiophyllum.

Receptacles are cylindrical, unarmed, tapering above, with

a short filiform stipe; borne solitarily on each stipe of a vesicle

or terminal on the ramulets.

Remark on the affinity. The plant has a close resemblance

to Sargassum confiisum on the one side, and to Sargasswn

Thunhergii on the other. One is liable to refer the young

shoots, densely covered as they are with small leaves, to either

of these two species, oi- to Scü^gassum Kjellmanianum. A fertile

branch, however, readily distinguishes the present species from

the others.

The disposition of the receptacles and vesicles of this species

is somewhat alien-ant among the Bactroj)hycus. It may be taken

as an extreme form of the Racemoscc^ standing near Sargassum

nipponicum, with the receptacular ramulets reduced to single

rece2)tacles only. But I am inclined to think it an ally of Sar-

gassum confusum. The essential difference between them lies in

the fact that in the former the bractlets on the ultimate fertile

ramulets are invariably transformed into vesicles. Such a modi-
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fication, however, though in a lesser degree than in this case, is

very commonly met with in the fronds of Sargassum. The species

next mentioned is an actual example.

Localities: Esashi and Hakodate, Oshima Prov. (h.h.f.);

Zenihako, Shiribeshi Prov. (h.s. a.); Rishiri Isl. (h.h.f.); Cape

Soya (h.h.f.), Kitami Prov.; Nikishoro and Chashitsu, Kuna-

shiri Isl. (h.h.f.).

Sfirr/nssiini Thuiiberffii O'Kuntze.

Plate XV. Fig. 5.

Eevisio Savg. p. 215.—Id.: Revisio Gen. Plant. III. 2. p. 427.

= Fucus Thunbergii Meet.: in Roth. Catalect. Bot. III. p. 104. Tab.

III. fig. a, c-e.—Turn.: Hist. Fuc. Vol. II. p. 158. Tab. 133.

= Cijstoscira Thimbergii Ag.: Spec. p. 81.

= Rhodomela Thunbergii Ag.: System, p. 199.

= Myagropsis Thimbergii Kütz.: Spec. Alg. p. G35.

—

Id.: Tab. Phyc.

X. Taf. 93. fig. II.

= CystophyUum Thunbergii J. Ag.: Spec. Alg. I. p. 233.

—

De Toni:

Syll. Alg. III. p. 153.—M: Phyc. Jap. Nov. p. 47.—Okam.:

Enumer. Alg. of Jap. p. 140.

= Turbinnria (?) Thunbergii Yendo: Prelim. List of Jap. Fuc. p. 153.

Remark on the species. The present species is one of the

most common algde found at the high tide mark along the coast

of nearly the whole of Japan. The colour of the fronds is dark

olive-brown, but it turns, except in the vesicles, an intense black

on exposure to the air, as is usual with all brown algre which

occur between the tide marks. The external appearance of the

plant is extremely variable according to its age as well as to

the condition of the habitat. The essential characters which give

the plants such a divergent appearance are the length of the

lateral branches and the internodal distap^e.

In the embryonal stage of the plant, the principal branches,
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not exceeding ;iii inch in length, are provided, like the huds

of the AsparagUi^, with spirally disposed, scale-like, imbricate

leaves. Then they commence to send out a short lateral branch

from each axil of the scale-like leaves. The whole aspect of a

principal branch in tiiis stage is simple and vermicular, apparently

resembling liliodomela Larix. AVhen further grown with the

lateral members eventually more distant and elongated, the frond

becomes deconipoundly and densely ramose. Turner's Hist. Fuc,

1. c, illustrates these stages in a satisfactory manner, and the

diagnosis hitherto given to the species very well applies to such

forms. Some of the forms found in the northern parts as well

as on the coast of the Japan Sea side have more or less dis-

tinctly marked characters to be distinguished from those above

stated. Hence the following:

—

/'. typit'd, nov. nom.

= Fucus Thunbcrgii Tukn. Hist. Fuc, 1. c.

/. latifolia, form. nov.

Diagnosis. Eaiiiis lateralihus brcvioribus, folii.s fiilcrantibiis lanceulatis,

ramulorum subulato-lanceolatip, sœpo oblique cuneatis, parce glanclu-

losis; vesiculis obovatis, nnicronatis, stcpe muticis; rcceptaculis cylin-

draceis l)reve stipitatis.

/. nippotiica, form. nov. Plate XV. Fig. 5.

Diagnosis. R-imis lateralibus longissimis densissime vesiculiferis; foliis

fulcrantibus subulato-lanceolatis, angustissiniis, ramulorum plerunique

iu vesiculas traiisformatis; vesiculis minoribus, cllipsoidei.s, apiculatis;

receptaculis cyliudraceis, stipitatis, in ramulo abbreviato solitariis.

Description of the formae. Forma typica flourishes in the warmer

parts of the Pacific side of Japan from 30° to 40° N. latitude.

It is characterized by having filiform leaves throughout the whole

of the frond except at the base. The lateral branches are always
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quite short, rarely attaining ocm. in length, and are densely beset

with abbreviated ramulets. Vesicles are oblongo-obovate, with a

long stalk at the base and apiculated at the top. They are

evidently inflations of the uj^per portions of the filiform leaves.

Keceptacles are cylindrical, more or less narrowed above, with a

short stipe, and disposed in a racemose manner. Some specimens

found in the vicinity of Nagasaki had the lateral branches as

long as several centimeters and the receptacles measured 1 cm. in

length with a diameter of a little over 0.5mm. The vesicles

together with the receptacles are, as in the other formie, generally

limited to the abbreviated ramulets or to the terminal portions

of the branches. The stems of the princij)al branches are ridged

and measure 1.5-2 mm. in thickness in the middle portion.

Forma latifolia lives in the colder seas and is found on the

coast of Hokkaido as far north as Etorofu Island. Its southern

limit is near Kinkwasan Island, a little south of 40° N. latitude.

The fulcrant leaves, i.e., the leaves on the principal branches, are

lanceolate, and often as wide as 3 mm. Those on the lateral

branches are complanated, subulato-lanceolate and usually have

a few cryptostomata. On an average they measure ca. 0.5 mm.

in width and 5 mm. in length. In the specimens from northern

localities they apparently tend to have a greater width. In the

specimens from the east coast of Hokkaido, tliese narrow lanceo-

late leaves are no longer found on the lower portions of the frond

and in their place there are obliquely cuneate or spathulate leaves,

6-7 mm. long and o-4 mm. wide. The assigning of Sargassum

hemiphyllum to the northern part of Hokkaido may have been

due to an erroneous identification of this forma. The vesicles

begin to appear after the plant has gro\yji more than a foot in

height. At the beginning they are nothing but slight inflations
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in tlie apical jnirt of a more or less broadened leaf. When fully

formed they become more spherical than those of /. typica and

are frequently inermous. The receptacles are cylindrical, more

or less narrowed above and have a short filiform stipe.

At an early stage of development, this forma is hardly sei)a-

rable from /. tijpica. But as soon as the fronds have reached

half a foot in height, the characteristic broad fulcrant leaves

serve unmistakably to distinguish it from the others. In a full

grown individual the frond attains 3-4 feet in total height. The

lateral members are much further apart than in /. typica and

their avera2;e lens-th is less than an inch. The stems of the

principal branches are 2-onim. thick, and are five-ridged. A
ridge is generated downwards from each insertion point of the

leaves which are disposed spirally upwards in a screw -wise

direction.

Forma nippomca also is not easily separable from /. typica

while it is yet young. When it has attained to about a foot in

total height, the lateral branches elongate to a considerable degree,

often exceeding the principal branches in length. The ramulets

on the lateral branches are quite stunted and approximate. The

leaves on the ramulets are almost all transformed into small apicu-

lated vesicles. The richness of the vesicles in the lateral branches

is an important point in the practical distinction of this forma

from /. typica. Receptacles are found at the terminal 23oint of

the stunted ramulet, and are usually solitary.

This forma is most abundant on the Japan Sea side from

Nagasaki as far as Saghalin. On the coast of the Pacific side

it seems to be confined to the vicinity of the eastern entrance

of the Tsugaru Strait.

Remark on the systematic position. It can be easily demonstrated
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from a fertile specimen that the receptacles or the receptacular

ramulets are axillary. This character certainly excludes the plant

from the genus Cystoijhyllum and necessitates its reference to

Sargassum. Hence the name Sargassum Thunbergii, proposed

by O'KuNTZE in the works referred to above, although his

generic conception differs from ours, must be preferred according

to the rule of priority. In /. typica and /. lalifoUa, the ful-

crant leaves in the lower as well as in the middle portions of

the fronds are filiform or lanceolate. In f. nipponica, they are

almost always transformed into vesicles. Fig. 5 illustrates a por-

tion of a fertile lateral branch of the latter form. In it one

ramulet has an inflated fulcrant leaf and another a lanceolate

one. This character, no doubt, suggests the close affinity of the

present species to Turbinariai?) fusiformis.

That the receptacles are axillaiy or apparently axillary is

an important point in separating Turbinaina and Sargassum from

the other genera of Facaccce. I prefer to place the present plant

and the following one under the genus Sargassum. In my former

paper—the Preliminary List— I have referred it with some hesi-

tation to the genus Turbina^Ha on the ground that it showed

several points of morphological similarity to Turbinaria{?) fusi-

formis. The fulcrant leaves, however, of this and of the next

species are in the majority of cases foliose and not vesiculiform,

and this suggests the propriety of arranging the. two species as is

here done. Some of the specimens of this species, especially of

/. latifolia, exhibit some resemblance to Sargassum Kjellmanianum.

In some sterile specimens, indeed, it is often difficult to distin-

guish the two species except by close examination.

Localities: /. typica-, Higo Prov. (!,); Chikuzen Prov. (M.

Yano) (!); Shirikishinai (h.h.f.), Fukuyama (h. h. f.), Esashi
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(iT.n.F.), OsliiniM Prov.; R-aidcn (tltlf.), P»ikiini (it.tt.f.), To-

iniyu (U.S.A.), Sukiizushi (h.s.a.), öhiribe.shi Prov.; Moyoro

(ir.H.F.), Oiinebetsii (h.h.f.), Kitami Prov.; Sliitsukari, Hidaka

Prov. (h.h.f.); Rikiiclul Prov. (h.s.a.); Rikuzen Prov. (h.s.a.);

Boshil Prov. (!); Sagami Prov. (!); Izu Prov. (!); Suruga Prov.

(h. s. a.) ; Shima Prov. (!) ; Kii Prov. (n. sc. coll.) ; Tosa Prov. (!) ;

Biiiigo Prov. (h.s.a.); Osumi Prov. (h.s.a.).

/. latifolia; Hakodate (!); Shimofuro, Mutsu Prov. (!); Shari-

iitoro Cape, Kitami Prov. (h.h.f.); Nemuro (!); Slioyn, Hidaka

Prov. (h.s.a.); Rikuzen Prov. (!); Rikuchfi Prov. (!).

/. nip2)onica ; Hizen Prov. (!); Fiisan, Korea (H. Yabe, h. sc.

coll); Tsushima Prov. (Y. Yabe, h. sc. coll.); Izumo Prov. (!);

Tango Prov. (!); Wakasa Prov. (R. Tsuge) (!); Ecliigo Prov.(!);

Todohokke (h.s.a.), Zenigamezawa (h.s.a.), Hakodate (!), Kama-

ya (h.s.a.), Osliima Prov.; Rishiri Isl. (!); Urakawa, Hidaka

Prov. (h.h.f.); Tosa Prov. (!).

Sarf/assitm Swnrtzianuni nom, nov.

=Fucus Swai^tzii Ac: iu Act. Holm. 1815. p. 105. t. 4. fig. a-b.

= Rhodomela Swartzii Ag.: System, p. 198.

= Cystoseira Swartzii Ag.: Spec. p. 82.

"^ Mijagropsis Thunbergii var. Swartzii Kf'Tz.: Spec. p. 635.

= Myagropsis Swartzii Kütz.: Tal). Pliyc. X. Taf. 93. fig. 1.

=" Fucus Thunbergii var. racemosus Roth.: Catalect. Bot. III. Tab.

3. fig. b.

= CystophijUum Swartzii J. Ag.: Spec. Alg. I. p. 233.

—

De Toni:

Syll. Alg. III. p. 157.—Id: Phyc. Jap. Nov. p. 47.—Okam.:

Enumer. Alg. of Jap. p. 140.

= Turbinaria (?) Swartzii Yexdo: Prelim. List of Jap. Flic j). 153.

Remark on the species. This species has hitherto been dis-

tinguished from the preceding by the vesicles being evoluted

from the middle portions of the leaves. This, however, is never
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accurate and often quite unreliable. Kützing^^ illustrates some

of the leaves as having two inflations successively or in a series.

The greater number of the typical forms of the present species,

when fully grown, have this sort of vesicles. I am tempted to

believe that this character is rather important in tlie discrimi-

nation of tlie two species. Besides, this species may be easily

distinguished from the preceding by its yellowish colour and soft

texture. The fulcrant leaves are mostly as broad as, or broader

than, those of /. latifolia and are spotted with a few well defined

cryptostomata. In some specimens I found the basal leaves

slightly dentated with the general outlines linear-lanceolate. It

must be remembered, however, that given the young fronds alone,

it is usually difficult to distinguish the present species from the

preceding except with practice.

The occurrence of two inflations serially in a leaf is an

uncommon charactei* among the species of Sargassum. The same

sort of arrangement of vesicles has been met with in several

species of Cystophyllum. This fact made me hesitate to refer

the present species to the genus Sargassam. But the receptacles

are, as in the preceding species, evidently axillary, which, in

the limitation of Cystophyllum by recent botanists, proves the

iniproj)ricty of the generic jiosition hitherto acknowledged.

Localities :
" Pacific side, from Kiuslui to the southern

part of Hokkaido."' (Okamura) ; Takashinia, Shiribeshi Prov.

(h.s. A.); Sawara (ii. ii.f.), Osatsube (h.h. f.), Oshima Prov.;

Shiretoko, Kitami Prov. (h. h. v.) ; Enoura (h. sc. coll.), Izu

Prov.(!); Shima Prov. (!).

]) Tai). I'll VC. X. T:.f. 9;î. Hi;. 1.
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MICRACANTHJE.

Receptaculis ovatis, coniplaiuitis, aucipitihii;^, apicc vol margiiie minute

dentatis, petiolatis, nunc in axilla lamuloruni solitariis nunc in rainulo

contractu aggregatis.

The following three species present a remarkable peculiarity

in the receptacles. The fertile ramulets are always so abbreviated

that they arc not able to carry more than three receptacles on

each. In extreme cases, only one receptacle, accompanied by a

single leaf at its base, represents a fertile ramulet. The

receptacles are ovate, ancipitous, excavated on one surface and

longitudinally elevated on the other, and minutely spinoso-

dentated on the margin or at the apex. The roots are scutate

or tuberculate, and the stems mostly angulate ; leaves simple,

pinnatisected or entire, with or without cryptostomata ; vesicles

coronated wàth a simple leaflet, or often apiculated.

These species should undoubtedly be included under the sub-

genus Bactro]jhycus on account of the undivided receptacles and the

other characters. But the dentation on the margin of the complanated

receptacles claims for them a systematic position different from the

other members. They might better be placed under an independent

subgenus if preferred, but I choose to simply mention them in the

new section above named under the subgenus Bactrophycus.

Sargnssiim kiusJiiantini sp. nov.

Plate XV. Fig. 6-9.

Diagnosis. Caule , ramis filiformibus, quadrangularibus, longitudine

striatis, ramulis undique egredientibus ; foliis linearibus, costatis, niem-

branaceis, profunde alterne pinnatifidis, laciniis linearibus vel triangular-

ibus ssepe apice bidentatis ; vesiculis in petiolo filiformi ipsas sub-

ajquaute sj)hsericis, folio pinuatifido coronatis; receptaculis complanatis

ovalibus dorso longitudine elevatis, margine minute dentatis, in axilla

ramulorum solitariis.
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Description of the species. The basal portion of the frond

is unknown. The stem (possibly of the principal branch) is quad-

rangular, ca. 2mm. thick, with longitudinal furrows as in the case of

Sargassum Horneri. It is loosely twisted with the lateral branches

disposed spirally upwards. The leaves on the stem are thin and

membranaceous, pinnatisected, with the general outline linear or

linear-lanceolate. The lamina is almost reduced to an elevated,

undulating midrib, which becomes a filiform petiole below. The

laciniœ are ascending, subulate, narrowly linear, acuminate or

shallowly bi-tridentated at the apices. No cryptostomata are

found in our specimen. The leaves on the lateral branches are

essentially similar to those on the stem, but are smaller and

narrower, with the laciniœ obliquely triangular. The ajDices of

the leaves on both parts are pointed or narrowly truncated.

Vesicles are solitarily disposed near the base of the lateral

ramulets. Those found in the lower portions of the frond are

spherical, but those in the upper, ovate or elliptical; they are

coronated with a pinnatisected leaflet, or sometimes simply mucron-

ated ; stipes short and filiform.

Receptacles are complanated, obovate, ca. o mm. in length,

with a cylindrical stalk. They are longitudinally elevated on

one surface and shallowly concave on the other, and minutely

serrated on the margin.

Remark on the affinity. The present species is closely related

to the next. It may, however, be easily distinguished by the

membranaceous texture of the leaves, the extremely narrow lacinise,

the solitary receptacles, etc. It has also a strong resemblance to

Sargassum filicinum in the vegetative organs, so that the sterile

specimens of both plants are almost indistinguisliable from each other.

Locality. Chikuzen Prov. (M. Yano) (!).
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Snt'{/nssuiii niicracanthmn (Kürz.)

Plate XV. Fig. 10-21.

Sargassum {Halochloa) micracanihum wus first established by

KüTZiXG from a plant collected in Japan by Tilesius. J. Agardii

mentions the same species in Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 52, based on

material collected in the same place by Kjellman. The specimens

which reached both writers were unfortunately sterile and the repro-

ductive organ was consequently unknown. There is no little risk in

identifying a plant wdth the above named species as w^e have within

our boundaries at least three distinct plants, all worthy of specific

rank and to all which, when sterile, Kützing's specific definition

of the above may be applied equally well : these are Sargassum

filicmum Harv., Sargassum kiushianum, and the plant under

consideration. The present identification is hence a provisional

one, done with the hope that my doubts will be cleared away by

some one who has the chance of studying the authentic specimens.

Among the specimens in our hands, which accord with the de-

scriptions by the two writers, there are two well defined varieties, if

not species. Kützing's description is more applicable to the one,

which I choose to call var. typica; the other, i.e., var. stipulata,

has many characters coinciding with J. Agardh's description,

var, tt/pica Yendo.: Prelim. List of Fuc. Jup. p. 158.

Plate XV. Fig. 10-17.

=Halochloa mieracantha Kütz.: Ueber d. Eigeiit. (Bot. Zeitg. 1843)

s. 56.—/d: Spec. Alg. p. 633.—/rf.: Phyc. Gen. p. 367.—M:
Tab. Phyc. X. Taf. 98. fig. IL

Description of var. typica. Roots are complanated, disc-shaped,

irregularly sinuated at the margin. From the upper surface of

the disc there start usually several principal stems which ramify
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at a short distance from the base. Not infrequently we meet

with a form wliich has many unbranched stems starting multi-

cipitally from a prostrate disc.

The stems of young shoots are cylindrical at the basalmost

j^ortion but soon become angulate above. In the middle portions

of fronds they are, as a rule, triquetrous, more or less twisted,

and occasionally complanated and ancipitous. The stems of the

lateral branches are filiform and cylindrical ; but in a well grown

individual their basal portions are minutely denticulated by the

scars of fallen leaves. The specific name comes probably from

this character. A good -sized frond measures 30-35 cm. in height,

with the lateral branches as long as 3-6 cm.

The basal leaves are spathulate or lanceolate with a short,

complanated petiole. Those on the embryonal shoots are thick,

mostly entire or undulating at the margin; but those above a

short distance from the base are coreaceous, pinnately dentated,

and evidently retrofractive ; an elevated midrib runs almost to the

apex. The edges of the complanated petiole run upwards into the

ridges of the triquetrous stem and are often remarkably pronounced.

The leaves on the lateral branches are linear, alternately

pinnately dentated, with a rib that runs undulating along the

median line. The laciniœ are more or less obliquely triangular, often,

however, linear-subulate or truncated, and not seldom duplicato-

serrated. The sini are round and deep reaching almost to the

rib. In the lower lateral branches the leaves are much smaller

and approximately disposed. In most cases no obvious subordinate

ramuli are seen on the lateral branches ; but if one develops to

any degree, the leaflets on it are linear-spathulate or clavate,

attenuated below into long petiole, subentire at the margin and

with an evident rib.
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Vesicles are found solitary near the insertion point of a

lateral branch. They are elliptico-spherical, with or without

cryptostomata, and mucronated or crowned with a simple serrated

leaflet on the apex. The stipe is usually shorter than the length

of the vesicle.

Keceptacles are obovate or elliptical, complanated with an-

cipitous edges, more or less concave on one surface and convex

on the other ; the apical, occasionally the whole, margin is

minutely toothed. They are usually found solitary at the axil

formed by a leaf and the stem of a lateral branch, but some-

times two or three of them, each accompanied by a leaflet at

its base, are borne racemously on a poorly developed minor

ramulet.

var, stipiUata Yexdo. Prelim. List of Fiic. Jap. p. 158.

Plate XV. Fig. 18-21.

= Sargassum inicraeanthum J. Ac4.: Aual. Alg. Cont. III. p. 52.

Diagnosis. Foliis fulcrautibus late stipulatis, stipulis margiue dentatis sur-

suiu marginibus rachidis confluentibus.

Remark on var. stipulata. This variety has several note-

worthy characters which enable us to distinguish it from var. typlca.

If only extreme forms of both varieties were compared, it would

doubtless seem to be improper to range them under the same

species. On com2:>aring a large number of specimens, however, the

characters to distinguish both varieties are often hardly detectable

and they may be connected by various intermediate forms.

In this variety the basal portion of the complanated petiole

of a fulcrant leaf is enormously expanded, with irregular dentation

on the outer margins, and gives an appearance of stipules (fig.

20). The margins of the " stipules " become confluent with the
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edges of the stem and traverse longitudinally up to the next

node. Hence the edges are usually remarkably winged.

From the upper surface of the stipulated portion of a petiole

a pair of opposite leaves start out. These leaflets are almost

sessile and have a common insertion. From a point practically

between the pair a lateral branch is given off. In comparison

with other species these two leaves represent two unusually con-

tracted basal nodes of a lateral branch. In the upper portions

of a frond one of the pair is found at the base of the branch

and the other a little above the first, but set in the opposite

direction, thus clearly proving the above remark.

The leaves, except the basal ones, are dotted with prominent

cryptostomata. In some specimens, however, this character is

slightly developed, showing a gradual approach to var. typica.

Remark on the affinity. J. Agaedh at first doubted the

validity of Halochloa micracantha Kutz. and referred it to Sar-

gassum Fengeri, though with hesitation. In Anal. Alg. Cont.

III. p. 52 he changed his former opinion and mentioned Kütz-

ing's plant as a distinct species under the genus Sargassum. He

further noted that the species stands close to both Sargassum

Horneri and Sargassum tortile.

In describing Sargassum micracaîithum, J. Agakdh mentions

the wings on the stems and the cryptostomata on the leaves as

important characters. These are very pronounced in var. stij^ulata

while almost negligible in var. tyjyica. One of the specimens

collected by Dr. Y. Yabe on Tsushima Island was wingless on

the stem and showed every other character of var. typica, but

had well-defined cryptostomata on the laciniai of the leaves.

That the resemblance of the preso^nt species to Sargassum

Horneri, Sargassum filicinuM, Sargassum tortile, etc., is merely
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superficial is satisfactorily proved by the receptacles. Sargasmni

kiushiamim is the only species which is closely related to the

present in many respects. These two, however, may be easily

separated by the shape of the leaves, the texture of the fronds, etc.

Localities : var. tyjnca : Tsushima Prov. (Y. Yabe, herb.

sr. COLL.); Nagato Prov. (!); Iwami Prov. (J. Nikai, hekb. sc.

COLL.); Tzumo Prov. (!); Tango Prov. (!); Sado Prov. (!); Hako-

date (!); Eikuzen Prov. (!); Boshu Prov. (!); Shima Prov.

(H.S.A.); Kii Prov. (!); Awa Prov. (!); Tosa Prov. (H. Yama-

MOTo)(!); Hiuga Prov. (!); Kudo (n.s.A.), Fukuyama (n.s. A.),

Oshima Prov.

var. stipulaia: Ugo Prov. (!); Kikuzen Prov. (!); Sagarai

Prov. (h.s.a.).

Sargassuin nigvifoliwin Yendo.

Plate XVI. Fig. 1-3.

Prelim. List of Fuc. Jap. p. 158.

Diagnosis. Radice ncnloso-prostrata, pluribus frondibus ex superfacie exeunt-

ihus; eaule communi brevissimi mox ramoso plerumque radici con-

fluent!; raniis trifjuetris, alterne complanatis, ramulis e margine spiraliter

egre<Iientihus ; ramulis tenuioribus, teretibus, triquetris, foliis approxi-

matis; foliis fulcrantibus verticalibas, cra.ssis, cartilagineis, lanceolatis

vel ovatls, immerse eostatis, plerumque obliquis, petiolis complanatis,

ramulorum lanceolatis vel clavatis, evanescente eostatis; vesiculis sub-

compressis, ellipsoideis, mucronatis vel subulatis ; receptaculis spathulatis

vel subcuneatis, complanatis, apice minute dentatis, in axilla ramulorum

solitariis, vel in brevissirao ramulo racemosis.

Description of the species. The root is a prostrate rugose

mass with a number of shoots rising multicipitally from the

surface. From the very base of each shoot, many protuberances

are sent out confusedly, some of which elongate upwards into

the principal branches. As a consequence the root of a w^ell
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developed plant has a very intricate appearance, and is likely to

be mistaken for a sort of holdfast. The shoots, i.e. the axial

stems, seem to develop very slightly, attaining not more than 1-2 cm.

in height. Their stems are virtually smooth and cylindrical but

have an irregular knotty appearance owing to the protuberances

above noted.

The principal branches play the main part of a frond and

in a well-grown individual may measure 2-2.5 feet in total length.

The stem at the lower portion of a principal branch is essen-

tially triquetrous with the leaves spirally disposed on it, the

angle of their divergence being i. This, however, is not readily

recognized as the stem is more or less twisted. From the inser-

tion point of each leaf there passes downwards a prominent,

almost wing-like ridge, to the lower third insertion. Hence the

stem becomes complanated with the successive internodes com-

pressed, by the twisting of the stem, in different planes.

Leaves on the principal branches are thick, cartilaginous,

and dark olive-brown in colour even in the fresh condition.

They are simple, obliquely spathulate or hemiphyllous, evanes-

cently costated, attenuating and recurving downwards to a com-

pressed petiole. The margin is absolutely entire. The lamina of

a leaf is disj^osed perpendicularly and the petiole is horizontally

flattened. No cryptostomata are seen.

The lateral branches appear after the principal branches

have attained their full length. They are axillary, and not

more than 3-4 inches in length. Their stems are thinner than

the principal branches but have similar characters ; and the

leaves on them are much narrower, being obliquely cuneate or

lanceolate, attenuated toward the base. >-

Vesicles are subcompressed, elongato-elliptical, mucronated
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or with a short lignle wliicli often runs downwards for a short

distance forniini;- a narrow wing-like appendage. They are usually

found solitary on the basal portion of a lateral branch but not

infrequently at the base of a minor fertile ramulet.

Keceptacles are spathulate or subcuneate, complanated, with

ancipitous margin, and with a few dentations at the apex. They

are, as in the preceding species, mostly solitary at each axil

formed by a leaf and the stem of a lateral branch, but often

2-3 or more of them are racemously disposed on an extremely

short ramulet.

Remark on the affinity. The present species has very well

marked characters and no other sjiecies hitherto known to us

seems to be closely related to it. The receptacles, however, suggest

that this species should be placed near Sargassum micracanthum.

Localities: Misaki, Sagami Prov. (!); Izu Prov. (!); Iwami

Prov. (!).

EUSARGASSUM J. Ac.

Trihe 1. CARPOPHYLL^ J. Ag.

Sargassum graminifollum Ag.

Plate XVI. Fig. 4.

Spec. p. l^.—Icl: System, p. 209.—J. Ag.; Spec. I. p. 303.—/d: Spec.

Sarg. Austr. p. 81.—KÜTZ.: Spec. p. 615.—/fZ.: Tab. Phyc. XI. Taf.

28. fig. 1.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 38.

=Fueus graminifoliiis Turn.: Hist. Fuc. Vol. IV. p. 32. Tab, 210.

= Sargassum VachcUianum Grev.: Alg. Orient, p. 204. Tab. IV.

Remark on the determination. We have several specimens

which accord with the descriptions and figures of the above named

species as given by various writers. In our specimens, the stems

on the upjier portions of fronds are compressed and ancipitous,
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measuring 3-5 mm. in breadth; and the vesicles are found mostly

solitary near the base of the lateral branches. These characters

accord especially well with the illustration given by Turner in

Hist. Fuc. 1. c.

I have not seen any reproductive organ on our specimens.

A fragmentary piece of a plant which has various characters

referrible to Sargassum serratifolium or its allies, was collected

at Shishikui, Awa Prov. Its receptacles, however, proved the

plant to belong to the Carpophyllce ; and the vesicles on it were

apiculated, or coronated with somewhat broadened leaflets (PI.

XVI. fig. 4). As we have not been able to find in Japan any

species, except the present, which might be included in that

tribe, I have provisionally connected the fragment with the plant

above remarked upon, though not without considerable doubt.

Localities : Nemoto, Boshü Prov. (h. s. a.) ; Enoshima,

Sagami Prov. (!); Shimoda, Izu Prov. (!); ? Shishikui, Awa

Prov. (!).

Tribe 2. GLOMERULATM J. Ag.

There are at least three species of plants within our boun-

daries which should be enumerated under the tribe Glomerulalœ.

They are exclusively from the warmer regions and are more or

less related to Sargassum du2Jlicatum J. Ag. But the exact

characters of the last mentioned species, as well as its relation-

ship to other allied members are not very clear to me. I can

not but repeat what was said by Major Retnbold'^ when he

described the Sargassum of the East Indies, viz.:

—

"Ohne Kennt-

niss der schwer zu beschaffenden Original-Exemplare, auf welche

J. Agardh die oben angeführten Arten basirt hat, lediglich aus

1) Sarg. V. Ind. Arch. p. 71.
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den gegebenen Diagnosen nnd Bemerkungen heraus, dürfte es

sehr schwer halten, S. du2ilicaiicni J. Ag. genügend sicher und

scharf von den ähnlichen Arten zu unterscheiden."

I was especially careful in determining our plants but the

result was not very satisfactory, as might be expected from the

above noted circumstance. A few of the specimens were sent

to Major Reinbold. He was kind enough to take the

trouble to compare them with the reliable specimens at his com-

mand and has given me much valuable advice together with

authentic specimens of Bory, Grunow, etc. The determination

of the following three species is for the most part based on his

opinion.

I have a few other specimens, sterile and fragmentary, which

should probably be counted in this tribe. They are however

so incomplete as to make impossible even to speculate upon

their relation to any known species. We have reason to believe

that a careful research in the warmer regions of Japan may

add to her Üora a few other species of Sargassum, especially of

the present tribe.

Sargassum Ilicifoliuiu var: diiplicatitm J. Ag.

Plate XVI. Fig. 5-9.

Spec. Alg. I. p. 818.

—

Eeinb.: Sarg. v. Ind. Arch. p. 70,

= Sargassum cristccfoUum Harv.: Alg. Felf. in Hook. Lond. Juurn.

Bot. I. 1). 147. (sec. J. Ag.).

= Sargassum Pfeiffcrœ Grun.: Fidscli. p. 5.

Remark on the determination. Our specimens answer very

well to the description of the above named variety given in J.

Agardh's Spec. Alg., 1. c. They also accord most satisfactorily

with iSarr/assum Pfeijferœ Grux., a part of an original specimen
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of which I have obtained through the kindness of Major Kein-

BOLD. The leaves in the present plant are soft and membrana-

ceous, sometimes " duplicated " but often not, and turn a

brownish colour on drying. The receptacles are less densely

aggregated and are frequently isolated by a short stalk, partly

exhibiting a character of the Biserruke. Dentated and smooth

recej)tacles are mingled together in the same individual or even

in the same ramulet. These points remind one of Sargassum

oocyste var. conchq^Hcatum J. Ag. (in Spec. Alg. I. p. 317, but

struck out in Sarg. Austr.).

J. Agardh established a new species in Sarg. Austr. p. 90,

calling it /Sargassum diiplicahim, reducing Sargassum Ilicifolium

var. duplicalum, Sargassum cristœfoUum Harv. and Sargassum

Pfeifferœ Grun. to the synonyms. It is very doubtful, how-

ever, whether the plant on which the new species was based

is identical with all of the synonymized species. There is reason

to believe that the plant probably differed from Sargassum Ilici-

folium var. duplicalum as he says :
—" Folia, ad basem vix sunt

excisa, hinc in vicinia Sargassum Ilicifolia vix disponenda ; folia

in hac prœterea sunt niulto tenuior, fere membranacea dicenda,...

" I prefer to retain here the old name as has been done

by Reinbold.

A specimen from Kashiwajima in Tosa Prov., has all its

characters similar to the plant in question, except that the

receptacles are never sejmrated from one another by the stalk

and are minutely spinulated without exception. It is a J. Unfor-

tunately we have only one fragmentary piece and further dis-

cussion is impossible at 2)rcsent.

Localities: Hiratsuka, Saganii Prov'.(!); Tosa Prov. (ii.s.a.).

Boshfi (OkAMURa) (!).
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Sargassum vi'istœfollunt Ag.

Spec. p. 13.—/rf.: System, p. 2'J7.—J. Ag.: Spec. Al^^ I. p. .325.—/(/.:

Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 91.—Reinb.: Sarg. v. lud. Arch. p. 70.—Dk
Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 52.—Yendo: Prelim. List of Fuc. Jap. p.

158. (cxcl. sijn.).

'i=Sargassum duplicatum Bory: Voy. Coquil. No. 22.

In 1900, I found a Sargassum species in Hiuga Prov., which

had tliick, leather-Hke, "duplicate" leaves and seemed to answer

to the remark on Sargassum cristcefoliwn given by Keinbold in

Sarg. V. Ind. Arch. p. 71. Unfortunately my specimens were all

sterile, and as I was not without doubt about the species, one of

the specimens was sent to the author of the above mentioned

paper for examination. He kindly examined the specimen, com-

pared it with the authentic specimens kept in Binder's herbarium,

and wrote me that the plant I had sent him was referrible,

though provisionally, to Sargassum crista'folium Ag. and that it

had a close resemblance to Sargassum duplicatum Boky., as well

as to Sargassum cristœfolium var. Upolense Gkun.

J. Agardh^^ refers, with some degree of doubt, Sargassum

duplicatum Bory. to his Sargassum beriberifolium. The relation

between the two species will be discussed under the next species.

Localities: Bindare Isl., Hiuga Prov. (Î); Numazu, Suruga

Prov. (h.s.a.).

Sargassiini beriberlfoliiun J. Ag.

Plate XVI. Pig. 10-14.

Spec. Alg. I. p. 337.—/f/.: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. DO. Tab. XXVI. fig.

v.—De Toxi: Syll. Alg. III. p. 50.

1) Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 12Ü.
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^=Sargassum eristœfoUum var. eondensatum Sond.: Alg. Trop. Austr.

p. 42. No. 15.

"^= Sargassinn dublicatum Okam.: Enumer. Alg. of Jap. p. 153.

Remark on the species. Numerous specimens of marine

algaî were brought liome by Dr. H. Hattori of the Botanical

Institute, collected by himself while on a trip to the Bonin

Islands. Among them there are a good number of Sargassum,

all fertile and complete. After careful examination they all proved

to belong to a single species, to which the descriptions and

figures of Sargassum beriberifolium given by J. Agakdh in the

paj)ers above referred to were exactly applicable. As the estab-

lisher of the species seems not to have had access to a complete

specimen, some additional remarks on the points which escaped

his observation will not be superfluous.

The root is disc-shaped in a young and isolated individual

but is usually prostrate, sometimes overlapping the surface of a

LithothcminicG and eventually assuming a hemispherical or tuber-

culate shape of irregular outline. On its upper surface there

stands in most cases several principal stems which are cylindrical,

smooth and hardly a centimeter in height. A number of

principal branches are sent out in all directions around the

short stem, frequently apparently multicipitally. These branches

play the important part of frond and attain 3-4 feet in length

when fully developed.

The stem of a principal branch is complanated, giving rise

to the lateral branches on its ancipitous margins distichously

and alternately. But as the stem is generally more or less

loosely twisted the arrangement is in some degree disturbed.

The leaves on the lower portions of the principal branches are

elliptical or oblongo-obovate, evanescently costated, and sharply
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but eojirsely subdiiplicately dcntatcd on tlic margin. Some of

tlic leaves on the lateral branches are evidently " duplicated
"

while the larger number of them are simple.

Vesicles are spherical with a complanated stipe as long as

their diameter. In the majority of cases those on the lower portion

of a frond are marginated or even have coarsely dentated wings.

Remark on the synonymy. J. Agakdh^^ has referred Sar-

gassum cristccfolium var. condensatum Sond. and Sargassum

dvplicatum Boky to the present species though with hesitation.

On comparing our plant with a specimen of the former variety,

determined by GßUNOW, it seems to me that J. Agardh had

good grounds for doing so. As for Sargassum du2'>licatum Bory,

Major Keinbold wrote me that it is very likely a species

distinct from the present.

Mr. Okamuka reported Sargassum duplicatum J. Ag. to

have been collected in the Bonin Islands. Dr. Hattori observed

that no other species seemed to occur there beside that which

he had collected. It is not impossible that there occurs Sargassum

Ilicifolmm var. dublicatum, which may have been mentioned by Mr.

Okamura under the name Sargassum duplicatum J. Ag. At pre-

sent, however, I can only mention his statement here, though I

doubt if his plant can be identified with Sargassum beriberifolium.

Locality. Bonin Isl. (Hattori), ? (Okamura).

Tribe 3. BISERRULuE Ag.

Sargassu^n Iwterocystum Mont.

Cent. III. No. 54.—M: Yoy. Bonite, p. 43. Tab. 142.—J. Ac: Spec.

Alg. I. p. 34G.— /f/.: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 93.—De Toni: Syll. Alg.

III. p. 55.

1) Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 90 and 123.
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= Cnrpacanthus hderocijstus Kütz.: Spec. p. 623.

—

Id: Tab, Phyc.

XI. Taf. 40.

'i = Sargassum armatum J. Ac4.: Spec. Alg. I. p. 313.

—

Kütz.: Spec. p. 626.

Our plant is sterile, but satisflxctorily accords with the

descriptions of the present species. The stems in ours are spotted

with conspicuous cryptostomata and seem muricated on drying.

The vesicles are glandulated and frequently have minute spinous

processes on the surface.

Locality. Loochoo (K. Miyake, h. sc. coll.).

Sargassiiin hrevifolhiin Kütz.

Spec. Alg. p. 608.—7f/.: Tab. Phyc. XI. Taf. 4. fig. 2.—De Toni:

Syll. Alg. III. p. 117.—Heydricii: Algflora v. Ost-Asien, p. 288.

A specimen of Saryassum sent me by Mr. Saito for determi-

nation, answered very well to the description and illustration of

the species mentioned above. Unfortunately the specimen was

sterile and fragmentary, so that I am unable to add anything

to the original remarks. The systematic position, therefore, is

not certain, and I am compelled to follow the opinion of De

ToNi^^ who notes that the present plant seems to stand near

Sargassum heterocystuyn.

Localities: Loochoo (Waebueg, Heydeich); Nagasaki (Tile-

sius, Kützing); Misaki, Sagami Prov. (Saito).

Sargassum Mserrula J. Ag.

Spec. Alg. I. p. S18.—Id.: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 94. Tab. XXVII. fig.

4.—KÜTZ.: Spec. p. 626.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 58.—Heydricii :

Algflora V. Ost-Asien, p. 287.—-Okam.: Enumer. Alg. of Jap. p. 154.

= Sargassum squarrosum Grev. in Ann. and Mag. of Nat. History.

III. p. 254 and in Trans. Bot. Soc. Tab. XI.

'i = Sargassum distiehum Sond.: Plant. Preiss. p. 15.

1) Syll. Alg. III., 1. c.
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IIfa'DKK'h ro]>orls! ilie present sj^eeies from tlie lîonin IsImikIs

as well as iVoiii Formosa. For the reason given under the head

0Ï f^arffassum beriberifolium ;p. lo'")), the occurrence of this species

at the ]*>onin Islands seems to me rather douhtfnl.

Locality. Bonin Islands (Wakburg, Hetdricii).

Sffrf/asstiiii cinctutii .1. Ag.?

Plate XVI. Fiiv. lo-lü.

Spec. Alg. I. p. :V2i.—Id.: Spec. Sarg. Au.str. p. 95 Tab. XXMI. iig.

III.—Ki'TZ.: Spec. Alg. p. G27.—Dr: Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 09.

'f = Sarcjassum acanthiearpuw (Jkev. Alg. Orient, in Ann. Mag. of Nat.

Hist. II. p. 432 Tab. XIII. and in Trans. Bot. Soe. Edinb.

Tall. VIII.

= Sargassum odontocarpum Sond.: Alg. Trop. Austral, p. 43. No. IG.

A fragmentary but fertile specimen, cast ashore in Hiuga

Prov., exhibited characters of the present species, so far as thej

went. As the specimen lacks the lower portion, I am not

able to refer it to any of the fornnr which have been described

by Grunow^^ under this species.

Locality. Takamatsu, Hiuga Prov. (!).

Sarf/ffssum inirropftf/lfum Ac;.?

Plate XVI. Fig. 17.

Spec. p. 33.—W.: System, p. 306.—J. A(!.: Spec. Alg. I. ]i. 312.— 7f/.:

Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 99.—Di-: T<.xr: Syll. Alg. HI. ].. 71.—Ykndo:

Prelim. List of Fuc. Jap. j). 159.

"^-Sargassum Gaudiehaudii Mont.: Voy. Bonite, p. 47 Tab. 141.—

KÜTZ.: Tab. Phyc. XL Tat: 39.

'i = Carpacantlms Gaudiehaudii Kutz.: Spec. Alg. ]). G32.

Remark on the determination. Our plant has much external

resemblance to the plant identified with Sargassum heterocystum

1) In Prcc. Alg. Vettor Pisani, etc. Cf. Dr Toni: Syll. Alg. III. ji. (iO d srrj.
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Mont, in the present work, but is rather to be referred to the

species here mentioned. The leaves of this plant are not oblique,

as in Sargassiim heterocystum, and the vesicles are generally

much smaller. The receptacles are triquetro-cylindrical, verru-

cose, and each separated by a short stalk. Had not J. Agaedh^^

remarked that the receptacles on the upper portion of the

fronds of the present species were poorly spinulated, I should not

have hesitated to include our plant under the section Malacocarjncœ.

It is to be noted that the elevated cryptostomata on the softer

jyavts of the stems, leaves, and often on the receptacles, give a

spinulose appearance to these ipavts in a dried specimen.

Locality. Loochoo (K. Miyake, h. sc. coll.).

Sargassu^n rnicrocystmn J. Ag.

Spec. Alg. I. p. 323.— /(/.: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 94 Tab. XXVIII.

fig. 1.—KÜTZ.: Spec. Alg. p. 608.—W.: Tab. Phyc. Rd. XI. Taf. 0.

-De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 57.

I have only one sterile sjiecimen, collected at Bindare, Hiuga

Prov., and which exactly agrees with descriptions of the present

species. Our plant has the leaves somewhat narrowed above, but

the characteristic shai-p and rich dentation on them is perfectly

manifested.

Locality. Hiuga Prov. (!).

Trilw 4. FRUTICULIFERjE J. Ag.

The following four species of this tribe have hitherto been

assigned to the Japan coast. Their specific limits are by no

means very clear. Beaides, there exist seyeral species of Acantho-

1) Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 99.
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cdrjtiar, which havu a close reöcnil)liincc lo thein in the vegetative

organs. Hence it is very often beyond our power to determine

a sterile specimen of these species without more or less uncer-

tainty. In addition to the specimens reported below, 1 have a few

others which, owing to their incomplete state, can not be referred

to any of the species, though they undoubtedly stand in near

relation to one or the other of the latter. I therefore omit men-

tioning those incomplete specimens any farther, reserving them

for future stud v.

Sanjasswiii aquifoliiuti Aa.?

Plate XVI. Fig. 18-19.

Spec. p. 12.—Id.: System, p. 21)7.—J. Ag. Spec. Alg. I. p. .3.S0.—/f/.:

Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 102.—KuTz.: Spec. Alg. p. 607.

—

Id.: Tab. Phyc.

Bd. XI. Taf. 3.—Keixb.: Sarg. Ind. Arcli. p. 73.—De Toni: Sylt.

Alg. III. p. 75.

= Fucus aquifoUus Turn.: Hist. Fiic. Vol. I. p. 112, Taf. 50.

= Sargassum virescens Fig. et De Xot.: Alg. Mar. Rosso, p. 21.

—

Zaxard.: PL Mar. Riibr. p. 239.

Remark on the species. Our specimen is the upper portion

of a fertile plant. The basal leaves und other characters of the

lower portion are not known. So far as the specimen reveals,

the axial stem is smooth and filiform, sending out lateral branches

in all directions. The leaves on the branches are thin but rigid,

obovate or oblong, often more or less oblique at the base, and

are frequently duplicato-serrated on the margin. The ribs are

delicate but evident, disappearing above at the middle of the leaf

length. Leaves on the ultimate ramulets are spatulate with acute

dentations. Vesicles elliptical, unarmed, some of the younger

ones glandulated, with compressed stipe nearly as long as the

vesicles. Keceptacles axillary, subcylindrical, sessile, often furcate,

somewhat verrucose, and cvuioso-racemose on a short ramulet.
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Our specimen seems to iiccoi'd 2:»retty well with the diagnosis

of Sargassum aqiiifoUum. Ag. The species is defined as having

n complanated stem and repando-dentated leaves. These char-

acters, however, can not be tested in our specimen as it lacks

the lower portion of the frond. Reinbold ^^ states that the fact

that the ribs are nearly entirely wanting or are scarcely visible

clearly characterizes the leaves of Sargassum aquifolium Ag. Other

writers also agree in describing the plant as having semi-enervous

leaves or subevanescent ribs on the leaves, while Kutzing

delineates the ribs very clearly in his Tab. Phyc, 1. c.

I cannot but mention with query the present species as oc-

curring in our region, as the specimen on hand is fragmentary.

Anyway it is plain from the specimen that a species belonging to

the tribe Fruiiculifenc and closely related to this species, should

be added to the algal flora of Japan.

Locality. Izu Prov. (K. Tani) (!).

Sav(jassuni olttusifoliwiti J. Ag.

»Spec. Alg. 1. p. oo'J.—/(/.: Spec. 8arg. Austr. p. lOo.

—

Maetens :

Prelis. Exped. Taugc. p. 116.— Dickie: Alg. Jap. in Jouin. Linn. Sue.

Bot. XV. p. 449.—De Tom: Syll. Alg. 111. p. 79.—/(/.: I'hyc. Jai).

Nov. p. 45.

—

Okam.: Eiuuner. Alg. Jap. p. 156.

I doubt the occurrence of this species within our boundary.

Localities : Nagasaki (Schottmüllek, Martens) ; Akashi

channel (Moseley, Dickie).

Sftvf/assuni latifoliuni J. At;.

Spec. I. Alg.' p. :\Sß.—JcL: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 103.—De Not: Alg.

JMar. Kc-so. p. 18.—Dk Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 78.—O'Kuntze:

Kevisio von Sarg. p. 217.

1) Sary. v. Iiul. Arch. ]>. 74.
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=Fuais Idtifolius Tiikn.: lli.st. Fiic. 'luK. !»l.

= Sargassuni pulycarpwii Dk j\ot.: I.e. |). 17.

= Sargassum siihrcpandum Kütz. Tah. l'iivc. XI. Tai". 2.

—

Mautkn.s:

Preus. K.xped. TaiiL^c-. p. 12!).— Cl*. DhTom: Tlivc. Jap. Nov.

p. 45 No. 172.

Remark on the species. Martens'* reports Sargassum suhre-

pandum Foksk., collected at Nagasaki by Schottmüller. He

mentions Kutzing's Tab. Phyc, 1. c, fig. 1, as an illustration of

Forskal's species and not of ^^argassum subrepandum Ag. J.

AcARDir^ refers Kutzing's illustration to the present species. As

I have never seen any specimen regarded as authentic by any

of these writers, I can only follow J. Agardh's opinion.

Martens^- assigns also Carpacanthns latifolius Kütz. to

Nagasaki. But J. Agaruh"*^ discredits the presence of any Carp-

acanthus structure in the receptacles of Sargassum latifolium J.

Ag. If Martens had mentioned Carpacanthus latifolius Kütz.

after identifying his specimen with the illustration in Tab. Phyc.

Bd. XI, Taf. 47, the specimen might possibly have been a

basal portion, or a young sterile frond, of Sargassum serraiifoliu/n

or of one of its allies.

Localities. Nagasaki (Schottmüller, Martens) ;
Japan

(O'Kuntze).

Sargassian assiiniln Hakv.

Plate XVII. Fig. 2-3.

Cliaract. of New Alg. p. 328.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. 111. p. :;!).—/(/.:

Phyc. Nov. Jap. p. 4G.

—

Okam.: Eiiuiner. Al<,^ of Jaj). p. 152.

—

Yexdo: Prelim, List of Jap. Fuc. p. 159.

Description of the species. A specimen, collected at Naga-

1) Preus. Exped. Tange, p. 116.

2) Spec. Svrg. Austr. p. \0?>.

Ö) 1. c, p. I.jU.

4j Spec. Surg. Auslr. 1. c
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saki in May 1870 and kept in tbe herbarium of the Science College

of Tokyo, accords pretty well with the original diagnosis and the

photopraph of the authentic specimen of the above mentioned

species. The species was rather briefly defined and as no comment

on it nor a figure of it has since been given, the following

observations on our specimens may not be superfluous.

The specimen in the herbarium lacks the I'oot, but seems to

have been cut oÏÏ quite near the base. The total length of the

specimen is about 30 cm. The stems of the principal branches

are cylindrical and smooth, gradually tereto-compressed above

and subpinnately or vaguely ramose. The leaves on the principal

branches, i. e., the fulcrant leaves, are oblongo-spathulate, gener-

ally oblique at the base and blunt at the apex ; the ribs are

hardly elevated above the surface of the laminœ and appear

as obscure dark streaks running longitudinally in the median

line. In most cases they reach quite to the apex of the leaf,

but sometimes become evanescent above. The leaves on the lower

portion of the frond are frosted with a few rows of cryptostoraata,

but the upper narrow ones have only a single row of them on each

side of the rib ; margins, sparingly dentated, with each tooth

subapiculated ; substance of leaves, thin and membranaceous,

turning yellowish brown on drying.

The vesicles are spherical, rounded at the apex and mostly

marginated. They are found solitary at the base of each lateral

branch. Those found on the upper portion of the fronds are

evidently glandulatcd ; but in the second specimen, collected in

Kii Prov. by the writer, they were entirely unspotted. The stalks

are from a half to a whole length longer than the diameter ot

the vesicle, dilatated upward so as to become confluent with the

marginal wings, if any, of the vesicle.
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The rejirodiu*tiv(^ ori2;:m i^ not developed in oui- specimens.

vai'. stipulât II Yexjjo.

Plate XYTr. Fiçr. 2-3.

Prelini. List of Jap. Fiie. j). IHO.

Diagnosis. IVtiolis folioi'um complanuti.«, nncipitibus, alatis, jnariii-

nihiis acute dentatis.

Description of the variety. Var. sti^mlata has the petioles

complanated with coarsely deutated wings along the ancipitous

edges. In other respects as in the type.

Remark on the affinity. Onr plants have a close affmity

with that illustrated by Kutzing in his Tab. Phyc. XI. Taf. 2,

fig. 2, under the name of Sargassum herbaceum. J. Agardh^'

doubtingly referred Kutzing's figure to Sargassum aquifolium

Ag. But this referring of Kützing's plant to Agardh's could have

resulted only from uncertainty as to the specific conception of tlie

latter. Keinbold'^ has already j)ointed out this matter in full.

The present species belongs without doubt to the 'Matifolium
"

type ; but none of the species under this type are by any means

well defined, as may be seen from Reinbold's remarks. The

present species has also a certain resemblance to a form of Sargassum

iUcifoUum J. Ag. The latter is, indeed, very hard to separate

from the species of the " latifolium " type when sterile. It is,

therefore, very probable that Harvey's species may be reduced

to some of the known species of the type mentioned, and still

more probable that var. stipulata should not be placed under

the present species but under some other. These are highly

interesting problems which ought to be solved in the future. It

1) Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 102.

2) Sarg. V. Ind. .\rcli. p. 74.
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may be safely inferred that after careful researches on a large

set of fertile specimens of these species we shall probably be able

to strike off sevei'al from the list of those we at present include

under the type.

Localities : Nagasaki (ir. sc. coll.) ; Kushimoto, Kii. Prov. (!)

rar. dipulaia : Tosa Prov. ( ! )

Trilv 5. CYMOS^. J. Ac;.

Snrffassuin uulffare Aa.

Plate XVII. Fig. 4-5.

Spec. p. 3.—/(/.: System, p. 293 partim.—iS. Ag.: Spec. Alg. I. p. 342.

—Id: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 108.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 85.

=Fucus nutans Turn.: Hist. Fuc. I. Tab. 46 {exel. form. phir.).

= Sargassum Icptoearpum Kiixz.: Pliyc. Gen. p. 362.

—

Id.: Spec, Alg.

p. 008 ?

Remark on the species. Ho far as hitherto reported, Sargassum

vulgare and its varieties seem to have been confined to the

Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea, and none of the

members belonging to the tribe Cyinosœ were ever thought to

exist in our region. During the course of the present study,

however, I have mot with two specimens which seem to come

under the limits of the above mentioned species.

I am not very familiar with Sargassum vulgare and its varieties,

having had access to only a few specimens which bear that

name. Yet I can not refrain from thinking that the species,

taken in the sense of J. Agardh, covers many widely divergent

forms, so that some of the plants referred to by J. Agaedh as

synonyms of the varieties can hardly be considered to belong to

the same species. Here, however, I can , not but dispose our

])hints according to the classification of the well known algologist.
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r((i'. lincarifoliitin J. Ac;. Plate XVII. Fiü;, 5.

Spec. Sai-g. Austr. p. 108.—De Toni: Syll. Al,^-. III. p. .SO.

=Sargassum vulgare Grev.: Alg. Brit. Tab. 1.

- Sargassum flavifolium Kütz.: Spec. Alg. p. 015.

—

Id.: Tal). Pliyc.

XL Tab. 2G.

= Sargassum megalophijUum Mont.: Fl. d'Algérie, s. 1. f. 1.

—

Kütz.

Spec. Alg-. p. 615.—7f7.: Tab. Phyc. XI. Taf. 23.

Remark on the variety. A fragmentary but fertile specimen,

wliicli accords very well with the descriptions and figures of

Sargassum megalophyllum Mont., is kept in the herbarium of the

Sapporo Agricultural College. The specimen was collected in

the province of Tosa by Me. T. Marino. J. Agardh placed

Montagne's species, 1. c, together with two others under the

present variety as above quoted. The accompanying figure (PL

XVI r, Fig. 5) shows a portion of the specimen in our hands,

which is open to the criticism of those who are familiar with

the present variety.

var, foliosissimtim J. Ag. Plate XVII. Fig. 4.

Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 108.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 8G.

=Fueus foliosissimus Lamx.: Essai. Alg. Tab. VII. fig. 1.

= Sargassum pteropus Kütz.: Spec. Alg. p. 608.

—

Id.: Tab. Phyc. XI.

Taf. 5, fig. 1.

=Sargassum Bahiense Kütz.: Alg. Spec. p. 608.—Id. : Tab. Phyc.

XI. Taf. 5, fig. 2.

= Sargassum trachyphyllum Kütz.: Spec. Alg. p. 609.

—

Id.: Tab. Phyc.

XI. Taf. 8, fig. 1.

= Sargassum pohjphyllum Kütz.: Spec. Alg. p. 609.— /r/.: Tab. Phyc.

XI. Taf. 8, fig. 2.

= Sargassum brevipes Kütz.: Tab. Phyc. XL Taf 9 fig. 1.

Remark on the variety. A fragmentary but fertile specimen,

kept in the herbarium of the Science College of Tokyo, has

many points referable to Sargassum Bahiense Kütz., 1. c. The
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receptacles are well developed in the specimen and prove it to

be a member of the tribe Cymosœ. J. Agahdh brought down

Kutzing's species to the present variety. But I can not be

easily convinced by the opinion that such a plant as that in our

hands, with such characteristic receptacles, should be united with

Sargassum vulgare Ag., however considerable the variations which

the latter may undergo. If our plant be exactly identical with

Kutzing's, the species Sargassum Bahiense Kütz., I believe, had

better be restored.

Localities: Var. Unearifolium ; Tosa Prov. (h. s. a.).

Var. foliosissimum ; Loochoo (K. Miyake, h. sc. coll.)

Tribe 6. RACEMOSE. J. Ag.

Sargassum Hinggoldianum Harv.

Plate XVIII.

Charact. of New Alg. p. 327.—J. Ag.: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 57.—Id.:

Anal. Alg. Cont. III. p. 51.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 22.—Id.:

Phyc. Jap. Nov. p. 44.

—

Okam.: Enumer. Alg. of Jap. p. 146.

—

Yendo: Prelim. List of Jap. Fuc. p. 156.

= Sargassum coreanum J. Ag.: Spec. Sarg. Austr, p. 58.

—

Id.: Anal.

Alg. Cont. III. p. 51.—De Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. 22.—

Okam.: Enumer. Alg. of Jap. p. 145.

Description of the species. The present species has several

unique characters and is readily distinguished from all the other

species. While it is yet very young, measuring some one or two

feet in height, with the basal leaves still Unfällen, the stem is

compressedly triangular, ancipitous, usually not twisted, and saring-

ly serrated on the margins. The leaves are linear-spathulate,

4-6 cm. long 1.5-2 cm. wide, rounded at the apex and attenuated

below, ending finally in a short ancipitovi« petiole. They grow

alternately from the flat surface of the stems and are strongly
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retrofractive, recurving and gently ascending. Tlie strong retro-

fraction of the leaves gives a versatile appearance to the upper

node (fig. 1.). The interfolial distances range from 1^ to 7 cm.

In substance the leaves are thick and coreaceous, with an elevated

rib which dies away near the apex.

As the plant grows further, the lower portions of the

ancipitous stem gradually become cylindrical, measuring 0.5-0.75

cm. in diameter. The basal alternate leaves drop off by degrees

and their insertion points now appear as dilated and angulate

elevations with apices like a chisel edge. The result is a stout

thick stem bent more or less zigzag in a plane (fig. 3). The leaves

and stems in the upper portions retain characters similar to

those of the younger lower portions described above, and the

leaves therein often attain a length of 37.5 cm. with a nearly

equal breadth.

In a well developed plant the root is disc-shaped, elevated

on the upper surface, usually conical but frequently hemispherical.

The diameter at the base measures 2-3 cm.

Branches and branchlets are sent out from the upper surface

of the flat petioles. The branches starting from the basal leaves

become by further development indistinguishable from the

primary stem, acting as the principal members of the frond.

They ramify mostly in a plane, apparently in a dichotomous or

subdichotomous way. Hence, a full-grown plant bears a consider-

able number of fastigiate, stout branches, each richly provided

with gigantic leaves. In total length a plant often measures 7

feet or more.

The vesicles are oblong ellipsoid, slightly compressed, with a

comparatively short ancipitous stalk. Those on the sterile lower

portions are more roundish and largei", coronated with a sliort
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wing-like leaflet. They are often so large as to measure 3 cm. in

length, 1.7 cm. in width, and 1.5 cm. in thickness. The vesicles

on the upper branches as well as on the receptaculiferous ramulets

are generally elongated and much compressed. The wings traverse

the margin, continuous with the long linear leaflet at the upper

end of the vesicle, and frequently with the flattened stalk at the

lower end (Fig. 4,9).

The vesicles on the younger portions of a frond are mostly

found solitary upon the petiole. But in a fully grown though not

fertile individual, we frequently find a cluster of two or more

vesicles with the "anläge" of a receptacular ramulet on each stalk.

Receptacles differ greatly in external shape and size according

to the sexes. The male receptacles are linear-spathulate, rarely

obliquely cuneate, foliaceous, minutely verruculose, often measur-

ing 5 cm. long, 7 mm. wide, and 1 mm. thick ; both ends are

for the most part rounded, with a stalk 2-5 mm. in length at

the base. They are paniculately disposed on an upper branchlet

(fig. 6-8). The receptacles of female plants are compressed

siliquaeform, much smaller in size, and measure 5-11 mm. long

and 2-3 mm. wide. They are disposed in the same manner as

male receptacles, but are more regularly paniculate ; and usually

a larger number are found on a ramulet (fig. 5).

Remark on the synonymy. Harvey's original diagnosis

sharply defines the j)resent species. He says, however, that the

branches are pinnate and the leaves decompoundly pinnate. This

description is hardly recommendable for such a plant as this,

with strongly retrofractive leaves and branches, and is not apj^li-

cable to well grown forms with fastigiate branches.

J. Agardh described a new species 'in Spec. Sarg. Austr.

p. 58, under the name of Sargassum coreanum. He already
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recognized the close relation between his species and Sargassum

Ruiggoldhumm Harv., but did not observe the difference in

full. Afterward, in Anal. Alg. cont. III., p. öl, he described

a plant in detail which he identified with Hakvey's species.

He seemed to have had great doubts on the validity of his

species when he wrote the latter paper. The distinguishing point

between his and Harvey's species lay essentially in the characters

of the receptacles. De Toni^^ also notes the strong resemblance

of the two species when he says " Huic speciei {S. Ringgoldianuni

Harv.) paraffine videtur Sargassum coreanuiii J. Ag." It is not

hard to see from J. Agardh's later publication-' that he was

very uncertain as to the propriety of describing them separately.

I have seen authentic specimens of neither J. Agardh's nor

Harvey's species. I am, however, strongly of the belief that I

am not in error in referring our plant to the above named

species, which has no confusable form on our coast. The re-

ceptacles differ in external form according to the sex as described

above. J. Agardh's description of Sargassum coreanum I

have found satisfactorily applicable to the female plants ; while

the description of Sargassum Ringgoldianum in Anal. Alg.,

1. c, applies very well to the male individuals. I therefore do

not hesitate to say that J. Agardh described the sexually

differing forms of Sargassum Ringgoldiaimm Harv. as two distinct

species.

The differences in the vegetative characters of male and

female individuals are quite negligible. A difference, if any,

will be found in the crown leaflets of the vesicles. In the

male, abruptly truncated leaflets predominate, while in the other,

1) I'liyc. Jap. Nov. p. 44.

•1) Anal. A1-. Cont. III. p. 51-52.
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sex, linear-elongated, acuminated ones do so. But this of course

is not always strictly carried out.

Systematic position of the species. The present species has

been placed under the subgenus Bactrophycus by J. Agardh ; but

there seems to be no affinity between it and the remaining members

of that subgenus except in the fact that the leaves are strongly

retrofractive. The Bactrophycus is characterized by having each

receptacle accompanied by a bractlet at its base ; the terminal

one or two only being free from any appendage. In this species,

as described above, the receptacles are bractless from the beginning

and are disposed in a raceme on an ultimate ramulet. This

character suggests that tlie present species belongs to the tribe

Racemosœ and should be placed near Sargassum Hensloiuianum

J. Ag.

Localities : Nagato Prov. (J. -Nikai, h. sc. coll.) ; Tsushi-

ma Prov. (h. s. a.) ; Korea (Ckouan, J. Agaedh) ; Izumo

Prov. (!) ; Tango Prov. (!); Sado Prov. (!) ; Shakubetsu (h. s. a.)
;

Mouth of Amur River (Fengee, J. Agardh) ; Kushiro Prov. (h.

s. A.) ; Pikuzen Prov. (!) ; Hitachi Prov. (!) ; Böshü Prov. (!) ; Izu

Prov. (!) ; Shimoda (Wright, Harvey); Sagami Prov. (!) ; Shima

Prov. (!); (h. s. a.); Awa Prov.(!) ; lyo Prov. (!); Bungo Prov. (!) ;

" Warmer parts of the Pacific coast of Japan " (Okamura).

Sarf/assum siliqosiun J. Ag.

Plate XVII. Pig. 1.

8])ec. Alg. I. p. 316.

—

Id.: Spec. Sarg. Austr. p. 121, Tab, X,—Ki'TZ.:

Spec. Alg. p. Oil).—Dk Toni: Syll. Alg. III. p. lQl.~Id.: Pliyc. Jap.

Nov. p. 45.

—

Martens: Preus. Exped. Tange p. IIG.

= Sargassum ornatum Gkev.: Alg. Orieut, in Ann, antl Mag. of Nat.

Hist. Vol, II, p. 205 Tab, IV. and in Tians, Bot, Soc. Edin,

p. 87 PI. VI.
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Our specimen is sterile, but very well accords with the

descriptions of this species. The leaves in the upper portions of

the frond exhibit some monstrosity. The terminal parts of the

leaves are swollen—the remaining parts undergoing no modifica-

tion—to an obovate vesicle with the narrow end tapering downwards

to become confluent with the rib. The accompanying figure

(Pi. XVII, fig. 1) will explain much better than a description.

Localities. Nagasaki (Schottmetller, Martens) ; Kushimoto,

Kii Prov. (!)

Sarfjrtssuni aagarniamiin Yendo.

Plate XYII. Fig. G-10.

Prelim. List of Fiic. Jai>. p. 157.

Diagnosis. Radice primaria .^cutellata, adultiore nocloso-jirostrata, pluribus

frondibus ex facie mulcipite exeuntibus ; caiile communi cylindraceo

verrucoso brevissimo mox ramoso ; ramis exacte triquetris spiraliter

alterne ramulosis, srepe tortilis, ramulis ad orto retrofractis ; foliis in-

ferioribus lanceolatis vel spathulatis, immerse costatis, dentatis vel

integris, mediis superioribusque auguste lanceolatis vel clavatis, anciji-

itibus, integerrimis, ssepe parce dentatis, crassis coreaceisque, nonnun-

qiiam secundis; vcsiculis ellipsoideis vel pyriformibus, mucronatis vel

aristatis, petiolis complaiiatis, in inferiore j^fii'te ramulorum solitariis;

receptaculis

Description of the species. The present species has remark-

ably unique characters and is readily distinguished from others.

Although a fertile specimen has not yet been found, I do not

hesitate to give a new specific position to the plant. The root is

disc-shaped while yet very young, but soon spreads horizontally,

sending out a number of erect stems multicipitally from the

upper surface. The stems of the decayed fronds are cleared

from their bases, leaving knob-like protuberances on the prostrate
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root. The result is an irregularly knotty mass as shown in

PI. XVII, fig. 6.

The stems of the shoots or the branches are triangular with

sharp edges, with strongly retrofractive leaves spirally disposed.

The leaves on the basal portions are lanceolate or spathulate,

anci pitons or immersedly costated, and entire or sparingly

dentated on the margins. Those on the upper portions are linear

clavate, 2-4 mm. wide and 2-5 cm. long ; in the typical plants

the margins are entire but often coarsely denticulated. In

substance the leaves on all parts are thick and coreaceous.

Cryptostomata are entirely wanting.

Not infrequently the stems are loosely twisted and arched in

the upper portions and send out the leaves in a secund manner

towards the convex side (fig. 10).

Vesicles are elliptical, measuring 4-5 mm. in diameter and

5-7 mm. in length. When fully grown they are mucronated or

aristated at the top, and have a short ancipitous stipe at the

base. They are found solitary near the base of a lateral branch

or branchlet.

Keceptacles unknown.

Remark on the systematic position. As our plant has not

been found in fructification, the exact systematic position is

uncertain. The present disposition is therefore a provisional

one. It may be considered to have some resemblance to Sargassum

virgatwih Ag. or Sargassum concimim Grev., but the augulate

stems and the non-glandulated leaves do not accord with the

description of either species.

Localities. Sagami Prov. ( !) ; Shima Prov. (!) ; Hiuga

Prov. (!) ;
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Sarf/as.siini nijjponieuw Yrndo.

Plate XVII. Fig. n-lO.

rivlim. List of Fuc. of .Tap. 158.

Diagnosis. Kadioo filirillosa, rhizinis^^ loiiü;issimis, filiformilnis ; caule simplioi,

iîlifonni, uiidiquc raniis egredientibiis ; foliis liiieari-clavatis, deor.suiu

atteuuatis, ajjice acutis, immerse subcostatis, superioribus ramorumque

anoustis saîpe subulatis vel licmipliylloideis, integevrimis rarius bi-

tridentatis ; vesiculis fusiformibus in inferiore parte ramulorum paiicior-

ibus; receptaculis cylindraceis brève petiolatis in ramulo abbreviato

racemosis.

Description of tlie species, The root is fibrous, consisting of

radially extending, filiform rhizines Avhich are sent out from the

very base of the frond without any obvious rule as to arrange-

ment. As far as our specimen shows, the primary stem of a frond

seems to be simple, that is, it does not ramify at the basal portion

to give rise to the members which corresj)ond to the principal

branches of other species. But very often numerous shoots are

found with their roots entangled together into a large mass.

Stem is 1-4 feet long, filiform, smooth, often slightly

angulate, with short lateral branches spirally arranged on it.

The basal as well as the fulcrant leaves are linear-clavate, gently

attenuated below and acute at the apex. Some of the upper

leaves are often subulate above and slightly hemiphyllous. Most

of the leaves have a very insignificant immersed midrib. Leaf

margin is generally entire, often undulating and frequently with

one or two dentations.

The lateral branches are short, measuring a few inches in

length, simple or slightly decompound, with a delicate, filiform

stem. The leaves on them are narrowly lanceolate or filiform,

') In tlie same sense as Kjellmax used in "The Algne of tlie Arctic Sea." p. 238.
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spirally disposed. Those on the ultimate branchlets are some-

times replaced by vesicles, but very frequently no vesicle is to

be found in a frond.

Vesicles, if present, are narrowly spindle-shaped, 2-4 times

longer than the diameter, attenuated towards both ends into a

filiform stalk and an awn.

Receptacles are cylindrical, each with a short stipe at the

base. They are disposed in a short raceme on an ultimate

ramulet. Those on the terminal portion of a ramulet are gener-

ally simply geminate or solitary upon the petiole of a small

subulate, bract-like leaflet.

Remark on the affinity. This species without doubt belongs

to the subgenus Racemosœ J. Ag. and should be placed near

Sargassum Henslowianum J. Ag. It resembles a form of

Sargassum hemiphyllum in general appearance as well as in having

the fibrous root. When fertile, however, each may be readily

distinguished from the other ; and when sterile, the present species

is easily recognized by the coreaceous texture of the leaves.

Localities. Cape Shiomisaki, KiiProv. (!); Hiuga Prov. (!)

ISHIGE^^ Gen. nov.

Ishif/e Okatnurai sp. nov.

Plate II. Fig. 1-8.

=Pelvetia Babingtonii Okam. (wee Harv.). Alg. Jap. Exsic. No. 37.

—Id.: Enumer. Alg. Jap. p. 137.

=Pelvetia Babingtonii Harv.? Yendo: Prelim. List of Jap. Fuc.

p. 151.

Diagnosis. Planta duabus formis; una forma radice scutellata rachide brevi

tereti, mox expansa, fronde eomplanata, rcgulariter decomposite dicho-

toma, flabellata, laciniis late linearibut*,' sursum latioribus, sinibus

1) From the Japanese name of the plant.
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rotutKÜH, apicalihus bifidis, cryptostoniatil)iis mnnerorti.s ; alter lornia

radico scutellata rachklc brcvi cyliiidracea doconij)Osito-dichotome rainosa,

laciniis iiiferioribus mediisquc cylindraceis vel tereto-angulatis, .sursum

tuiuiioribus, apicalibus bifidis, cryptostoniatilnis millis. Frons ox cclUil-

ariim duobus stratis constructa, inarticiilata ; cortical! c'elhili.s iiiinoribus

aiiticüiKilc (lis[)ositis, cliroinatibus, et intcriori cellulis clonj^atis articu-

latis cylindraceis in reticulum densissinunu uudique anastoniosantibu.s,

byalinis. Keceptaculis

Description of the species. This plant is one of the most

common algae on the coast of the warmer regions of Japan. It

is always found above low-water mark and is exposed to the air

during the ebb-tide hours, sometimes lying in intensely hot sun

shine and sometimes thoroughly washed by fresh rain water.

The plant has two forms of an entirely different appearance.

One has all its segments, except in the aberrant cases remarked

upon below, cylindrical or terete ; while in the other they are flat

and leaf-like. I shall call the former the " filiform " type and

the latter the " foliose " type, for convenience sake.

The foliose type has scutellate root a few mm. in diameter,

with one or more shoots arising from the same root. The stem

is cylindrical, hardly attaining a few mm. in diameter at the

base and soon exj^anding into a flabellate frond. The frond ramifies

in a regularly dichotomous manner, unless an arm is checked in

its development. The axils are wide with the sini round ; hence

the appearance of an entire frond is fan-shaped. The segments are

linear or linear-cuneate ranging from o mm. to 40 mm. in length

and from 3 mm. to 20 mm. in width. Average thickness, ca. 0.6 mm.

The apices of the ultimate segments are narrowed and bifid, and

have a slit-like depression at each apical point, the longer axis

of the depression being parallel to the surface of the segment.

Occasionally we find a specimen of this type with an inflated

segment containing gaseous matter in it. But the inflation is
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never a coustunt character and is accidental. It is most frequent-

ly found in those plants which live on rocks at low-tide mark

fonting open seas.

Numerous sterile cryptostomata are found throughout the

whole of the frond except in the basal cylindrical portions.

They are globular in shape, situated just below the cortical layer,

with a communicating opening through the latter. Hairs are

given off from the bottom of the cryptostoma and extrude through

the opening above the surface of the frond. In dried specimens

the hairs appear as inconspicuous white specks on the dark

brownish frond.

The filiform type has a scutellate root a few mm. in diameter,

with one or more shoots starting from the same root. The

stem is cylindrical measuring l.-l.o mm. in diameter and ramifies

subregularly dichotomously with acute axils. The segments are

cylindrical or terete, more or less compressed, and broadened at

the point below each axil. They are similar in size and shape

everywhere in a frond, except the ultimate ones which are much

thinner and shorter. As the apical segments are pointed in this

type, the slit-like depression found in those of the foliose type,

now appears as an inconspicuous excavation. The substance of

the frond is cartilaginous and the colour is dark brown while in

the water, but turns black when exposed to the air. The total

height of a frond often reaches 15 cm. Cryptostomata are

wanting in this form.

It is quite common to iind a branch of the foliose type in

a part of a filiform frond. The foliose branches may be near

the basal portion or at the middle of a filiform frond, and in

most cases several of them occur close to one another in the

same individual (PI. II, fig. 3). This is due to the extraordi-
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luiry growth uf abiiüriiial branches which start out tVoin tlic

surface of an internode of the filiform segment. We could never

Ihul any segment in a normal filiform frond dilatated or com-

l)lanated to such a degree as is found in ii foliose frond ; nor

could we lind any of the segments of the foliose brunch narrowed

to u cylindrical or terete one, except the basal portion which is

inserted in the filiform segment. The point of insertion is more

or less intumesced, which is probably never met with in the case

of ordinary ramification (PI. II, fig. 2-4). After carefully study-

ing the nature of this foliose branch I have arrived at the con-

clusion that the abnormal branch was due to a parasitic organism

{/SirejHothrix-Vike) invested in the frond.

The segments in the middle or the upper portion are often

verruculose instead of smooth. By cutting these portions crosswise

we find small ovate pits, in sha2:>e apparently the conceptacles of

a Fucaceous alga. But so far as my observation extends nothing

that could be suspected to be the reproductive cells of the pre-

sent plant could be found in them. Nor could there be found

any single hair growing from them. A large number of the

pits, if not all, belong to the parasite.

Structure of the frond. The frond is constructed essentially

of t\\'o })arts, the medulla and the cortex. The medullary por-

tion is composed of hypheal cells much entangled with one

another so as to form a compact and elastic tissue. The cortical

part is built up of rows of cubical cells disposed anticlinally.

They are connected with the hypheal cells by the innermost ones

which are nuicli larger and more spherical than the peripheral

ones. The cubical ones are rich in brownish chromatophores

which give the frond a dark olive colour when fresh.

In the middle portions of the frond we find two sorts of the
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hypheal cells. The one extends almost always longitudinally

along the axial part of the frond and has a much thinner wall

than the other. It is rich in contents and has transverse septa

at intervals of certain distances. The other is much narrower than

the axial ones and extends in all directions, occasionally running

from one surface to the other, binding together the cortical

layers. It is destitute of a septum throughout its entire length

(PI. II, fig. G).

By cutting a longitudinal (meridional) section of a terminal

segment of a well-grown plant through the depression at an

apical point, we find in the middle a notch, around which

numerous cells are aggregated without any obvious regularity.

The cortical layer at the external margin is much thinner, being

composed of 3-5- celled rows. The cells are smaller than those

of the cortical layer of other portions of the frond and are

radially elongated. The cells of the medullary portion are

exclusively septated and loosely arranged. They are all alike,

but those situated in the axial part are slightly larger in

diameter than the neighbouring ones. The former mostly run

longitudinally while the latter are directed obliquely outward

and ramify simultaneously to join with the cortical cells (PI. II,

iig. 5).

The lower portions of the foliose type are terete or cylin-

drical, and have a structure similar to the complanated part in

essential characters. The cortical parts in these portions,

however, ai-e nearly twice as thick and the cells in a row are

18-20, or nearly twice as many as in the complanated part. The

hypheal cells are more compactly arranged, compressing one an-

other with nuich thicker cell-walls.

The structure of the filiform frond is exactly similar to
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that of the cylindrical portion of the foliose ones just alluded

to. Ill some cases the upper segments are much complanated,

more or less resembling the segments of a narrow form of the

foliose type. The structure of such portions has no marked

diflerence from that of the foliose type, except that the cryptostomata

are entirely absent.

Relation between the two forms. Sj^ecimens of the filiform

type have been distributed by Mr. Okamura under the name of

Pelvelia Babingtonii Harv., as No. o7 of *' Algse Japonic»

Exsiccaüc." The foliose type was suspected by many people to

belong to a different species from the filiform one and some

went so far as to consider them to bêlons; to different venera.

Those wdio consider the two forms to belono- to different

species are inclined to regard the foliose branches upon the

filiform frond as a parasitic or symbiotic combination. The fact that

one of the forms never partially reveals the character of the other

stands strongly in fovor of this view. A dimorphic plant may very

often show an intermediate or mixed form. But in the present

plant none of the ordinarily ramified segments of one type assumes

the form of the other in any satisfiictory degree. The upper

segments of a filiform frond may be more or less broadened or com-

planated but never to such an extent as to link the two types
;

in like manner, the segments of the foliose type often consider-

ably decrease its breadth but never entrrely lose the characters of

that type. When a branch with foliose segments is found in a

filiform frond, it always starts from an internodal point with a

peculiar mode of insertion, as has been already mentioned (PI. II,

fig. 3, 4).

I am, however, strongly of the belief that the two

types belong to one and the same species. We have not been
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able to find a case in which a frond of the foliose type was

growing on any alga other than either of the two types under

consideration. Repeated examinations have been made on sections

through the adjoining points of the two forms. In every

case it was revealed nothing except that the hypheal cells of

the segment of the filiform frond passed into the stem of the

foliose one without any indication that the two different forms

belonged to separate plants. And in the case in which the

abnormal foliose branches were found on a frond of the foliose

type, the section through the point of insertion showed only

a slight disturbance in the cortical tissue at that point, and

nothing else. The two types will be regarded as the two forms

of a dimorphic plant, though positive proof for doing so is

lacking. The determination is, therefore, a provisional one to be

held until it has been proved that the two types belong to

different species.

The fiicts that the abnormal foliose branches, whether they

be on a frond of the foliose type or of the filiform type, are

always accompanied by the parasitic organism infesting the

princij^al frond, and that they are found fasciculately at the

same point, remind us of the witches' broom of a flowering plant.

The malformations of Ascophylhim and Cystoseira have been

reported by Baeton^^ and Valliante.-^ But in these cases no

disturbance in the ramification of a frond was observed. We
are familiar with the fronds of Fusus evanescens, which have

numerous stunted branches growing at an internodal jioint or on

1) Barton : Malformation of iVscophj-lliim and Desniarestin, in Mukray, Pliyc. Mem.
PI. ir. p. 21.

2j Valliante: Le Cystoseirae del Golfo di Napoli. Fauna n. Flora de.s Gofes von

Neapel. 7.
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H torii-oH' onil." This is not, in many cases, a result of regenera-

tion on a wounded part, but is a Nvitches' broom caused by certain

endophytic alga. In Fucus evaiiescem, liowever, differently from

ours, tlio lirooni branches are similar in shape to the principal

frond. Tt is a widely known fact that some flowei-ing plants, such

as Abies, Fyuphorbia, etc., when attacked by ]mrasitic fungi,

undergo a considerable modification in the mode of ramification

as well as in the shape of the leaves. So far as the knowledge

of the present writer extends, no example parallel to our case

has ever been recorded from the algae. More details on this

subject, I hope to present in another paper.

Systematic position of the species. On what grounds Oka-

MURA has identified this plant with Pelvetia {Fucus) Babingtonii

Harv. is not satisfactorily clear to me ; it might have been because

this is the only plant on the Pacific coast of middle Japan, whose

structure has a certain resemblance to Pelvetia. Judging from the

remark made by him in Enumer. Alg. of Jap. p. 137, he seems

to have laid too much stress on the locality of Pelvetia Babingtonii

Hary. mentioned by the original author. And he seems to have

believed the foliose type to belong to other species. There is

very little ground for referring this species to the genus Pelvetia,

but we have many points separating it from that genus.

The characters of the cryptostomata in foliose type exactly

answer to those of the other Fucaceous genera hitherto studied

(PL II, fig. 8). Cf. the figures of the cryptostoma of Sargassum

filipendula newdy illustrated by Simoxs.^^

Although MuRRAY^^ seems to have differed from Oltmanns's

1) Cf. Saunders: Harrimak's Alaska expedition. PI. LXII, fig. 1.

2) A morphol. study of Sarg, filip. PI. X. fig. 22. Tlie Bot. Gazette, vol. 49. 190G.

3) Phyc. Memoir. Part. II. p. 30.
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view, in preferring those characters on which the latter rests

his sections to that afforded by the growth of the plants, there is

no doubt that the occurrence of an apical cell at the growing point

characterizes certain groups of Fucaceous genera. Unfortunately

the material of the present species in my hands was not fitted

for the purpose of examination on this point. But there is little

doubt left that our plant belongs to the Fuco-Ascophyllum

group of Oltmanns, or at least stands nearer to it than to the

others.

The uncertainty of the systematic position of the present

genus comes from our lack of knowledge of its propagating

organ ; and there is no positive proof that the foliose and filiform

types belong to one and the same species. So far as the

vegetative characters of the fronds of the present species shows,

the disjoosition of this genus in the family Fucaceae will be the

most leo;itimate one.

I am strongly inclined to believe that the conceptacles, when

found in our plant, will be in the filiform type. If this be really

the case, what is the use of the foliose frond ? If, again, fructifica-

tion be found on both types, what is the relationshij:» between

the two ? The solution of these interesting problems must be

reserved for future investigations.
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„ „ f. muticus...l04, 106.

,, kushimotense 12, 72.

latifolium J. Ag. 140, 1-il.

„ leptocarpum Kütz.... 144.

„ macrocarpum Ag... 89, 90.

,, medium O'Kuntze... 85.

„ megalophyllum Mont. 145,

14.5.

„ micracanthum (Kütz). 123,

129.

,, ,, var. typica Yendü.

123,126,127.

,, ,, var. stipulata Yendo.

125,127.

,, micracanthum J. Ag. 81,

12Ô, 126.

,, luicri'ceratium Ag ôô.

„ microcystum J. Ag... 138.

,, micromerum J. Ag. 99, 101.

,, micropliyllum Ag. ... 137.

Miyabei... .5, 12, 111,112.

,, myagroides Ag '.. 36.

,
, 11 igrifolium ' 127.

„ uipponicum. 12, 113, 153.

,, obtusifolium J. Ag... 140.

,, üdontocarpuin Sond. 137.

„ oocyste var. condupli-

catum J. Ag 132.

„ ornatum Grev ISO.

,, ])allidum 110.
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Sargassnin patens Ao. 64, <!''^. f>i^J ' J'-^- '

„ ., var. îSchizophylla '

Vendu i!3,
I

1)4. 67, <î9. • lU.
'

Pfeiffeife Gkun 131,
'

\-A\. \:V2.

'

,, pilnlifenun Ac; 54,

~)7, (io, (14, (i8. DS, LIO.

„ var. capillarisSuu ~)9.

„ var. ]iiiinatit"olium.

56, (io.

pinnatifidnm Harv... L2,

62, 63, 64, 67, 67, {^S.

piiiuatifoliuni Ag.... Ô6,

57. 63.

polycarpuni DeNot... 141.

polycystum Ag 3.

polyodontum J. A(;. 75, 78.

polyphylluni Küt:^... 14ô.

pteropus Kurz 14ô.

Eingo-oldiiinnni Hauv. 10,

69, U 1,146, 149.

Rodgersianum Harv. 6Ö,

68, 69.

sagamianiim 12, 150.

scoparium Ag 85, 90.

setaceum |-i. 60.

serratifolium Ag 81,

84, 85, 9L,10,-), 130, 141.

siliquastruni J. Ag... SG,

90, 91.

„ var. ])yrifenim Harv.

86, 90.

siliqiiosnm "J. Ag. ... 150.

sisymbrioides Ag... 36, .>9,

s])at}inlatnin .1. Ag... 74,

77, 79.

sqiiarro.snm Guev. ... 136.

subrepandura Ag. ... 141.

Sargassuin snbrepanduin Forsk. 141.

„ subrepaiidimi Kvry.. 111.

141.

,, Swartzianum 119.

,, Tlmnl!)ergiiO'KuNTZE. 10.5,

106,112,11.3,114,118.

„ ,, f. latifolia. ... 10,

10.5, 115, 116,

lis, 119, 120.

„ ,, f. nipponica.... 12,

115,117,118,119.

„ f. typica 115,

117, 118.

„ tortile Ag 84,

8.5, 85, 90, 91, 92,126.

-, ,, f. macr(.)car[)a Yen do.

89, 92.

„ tosaense 12, 69.

„ trachyphyllnui Kütz. 14ù.

,, undnlatum J. Ac... 74.

„ Vachellianum Grev. 129.

,, validuDi .7. A g 108,

108, 109, 110, 112.

„ virescens Fig. et De Not.

139.

,, virgatum A g 1.52.

„ vulgare Grev 14ô.

„ vulgare Ag 8.5,

98.144,144, I4(;.

,, ,, var. linearitbliuni.

J. AG...145, I4(;.

„ ,, var. foliofîissimnm

J. AG...145, 146.

8iroi)bysalis crassipes Kütz 30.

,,
geminata Kütz 28.

Siropliysalis kakiloides Kütz.... 30.

Spongocarpus eiiervis Kütz. 96, 97,98.

,, fulvellus Kütz 92.

,, hemiphyllus Kürz.... 99.
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Bpongocarpus Horneri Kütz 74.

,, siliculosus SoND... .56', 39.

„ slsymbrioides Kutz... S6.

Treptacantha Sonderi Küiz. ... 28.

Turbinaria fiisiformis Yendo.... 44,

118.

„ „ f. clavigera Yendo.

44, 48.

„ lieterophylla Kütz... 43.

Turbinaria ornata J. Ag 43.

,, Hwartzii Yendo 119.

„ Thunbergii Yendo... 114.

,, trialata Kütz 43.

„ „ var. capensis Kütz.

44.

,, vulgaris var. trialata

J. Ag 43.

Vanvoorstia spectahilis H.\iiv... 12.

List of Abbreviations.

(H. »S. A.) Herbarium of the Sapporo Agricultural College.

(H. FT. F.) Herbarium of the Department of Fisheries of tlie Hokkaido T^ocal

Goveriiiueul.

(H. COLTi. SC.)...IIorbarium of the College of Science, Tokyf) Imperial Universily.

( ! )
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For

S. confusum f. vnlidum,

Pelveiia Babingtoniif. japonira,

Pelvetia Babingloiiii f. Wrighlii,

E.P. Wrioht,

Facus furcalus f. distichus,

Cystophylium hypocarpa Kütz.,

riate II., Fig. 13-1.-).,

seutelata,

rhiziiic,

int,

AUARDII,

Read

S. confusum f. mlida.

Pelveiia Wrighlii J'.Japonim.

Pelveiia Wrighlii f. Babinglonii.

P.E. WRir4HT.

Fucus inflatus f. dinlichux.

Oysloseira hypocarpa Kt^TZ.

Plate II., Fig. 1,^-ir.,

scutellata.

rhizines.

into.

.1. Af;AiU)H.

(Jarpac-iiilh)i ; Irichnphylhtm Ki'TZ., (/arpacanlhns trivliophy/lus KitTZ.
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_/". validum, '"'
./". valida.

FucHit llmnhirgii Ti'ux. etc., Fikur Thunbergii jVIert. in

Turn. <t-c.
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Plate I.

(All figures in this and all following plates are in natural size, unless specially mentioned).

Fig8. 1-2. Fucm evane.scens Ac.

1. From a specimen collected at Onnebetsu, in the prov. of Kitami.

This form is referrible to /. angtista Kjellm.

2. The same, from a specimen colle(;ted at Esushi in the ]»rov. of

Kitami. This ap[)roaches botli _/! wctî*'« Kjellm. and/', bicrsùjera

Kjellm. at once.

Fig. 3. Fucus inßatus Vaiil. /. edentatus Rosenv.

Fig. 4. Pclvetia Wriglitii var. typica. a. An nltimate l)raiich with

blister-like ampula. h. A fertile branch.

Fig. 5. Pclvetia Wrightu var. japonlca. a. A. ty[>ical branch, h.

Fertile segments.



Plate J.

PHOTO. BY K. OGAWA. K. YENDO DEL.
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Plate n.

Figs. 1-8. Ishige Ohamnrai.

1. Frond of tlio foliose type ; one of the broadest fronds in onr

collections. The ramification is somewhat irregular in this

specimen owing to injnries in many parts of the frond.

2. Frond of the foliose type with ahnormal foliose branches on <nie

of its segments.

3. Frond of the filiform tyju' with almornial foliose branches on

one of its segments.

4. Cross-section of a frond of the filiform type through an insc^r-

tion point of two abnormal foliose branches, a, filiform frond
;

h, basal ])ortion of a foliose branch ; c, the swollen part at the

insertion of the foliose branches, ca. x 15.

5. Longitudinal section of an apex of a foliose frond. x IGô.

6. A ]iart of longitudinal section of a frond of thc^ foliose type
;

about the middle portion of a frond. x 1C5.

7. A part of cross section of a frond of the filiform ty])e ; about

the middle portion of a frond. x 165.

8. Cross seciion of a frond of the foliose type to show a crypto-

stoma. X 285.

Figs. 9-12. Cy!=itop]iyllu7n crafff^ipes J. Ag.

9. Basal portion of a well grown individual.

10. Apical portion of the axial stem with basal i)arts of incrassate

branches.

11. Lateral branches, one of which is fertile. The end marked with x

is to be connected below to the [)art with the same mark in the

preceding figure.

12. Basal region of a branch with a sterile lat-eral branch.

Figs. 13-16. Cj/fitojjhyUum hakodatense.

13. A young axial stem with many "fusiform" branches, some of

which have been cleared away.

14. A young lateral branch growing from the swollen side of a

fusiform branch. Tiie part marked with ^ is to be connected to

the part with the same mark in the prececling figure.

15. A Ç fertile lateral branch.

16. Ç fertile ranmlets with fully developed receptacles.



Plate IL
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Plate m.

Fig.«. 1-G. Cyi^tophyUum '^isymhrioîdes J. Ag.

1. Basai part of a wtill grown plant,

2. A principal brandi et' a sterile frond, with one lateral branch.

3. A portion of withered principal branch ; the apjiroximate lateral

branches have been worn away, leaving their pinnately disposed

basal parts only.

4. A basal leaf at the basal part of a sterile lateral branch ; one

of the lacinifü transformed into vesicle.

.'5. Same as above, with two transformed lacinife.

G. Upper portion (»f a iertile lateral branch.

Figs. 7-11. Cystophyllum Turneri (Kütz.)

7. Axial stem moasnring about •20cni. in length, with the lateral

branches cut off near the insertion points, a, basal region; h,

a[)ical region.

8. A leaf at the base of a lateral branch.

9. Vesicles at the basal portions of ramulets.

10. Two c(Misecntive vesicles in a ramulet.

11. Middle portion of a lateral branch with fertile^ ramulets.

Figs. J 2-13. CystopIiyUnvi ca'.yritofsyim.

12. a, h, c. U{)i)er, middle and lower portion res[)ectively of a branch

of 39 cm. length.

13. a, b. Upper and middle portion respectively of a branch of

23 mi. leuu'th.
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Plate IV.

Figs. 1-6. Turhinaria ? fmi/ormis (Harv.)

1. A branch of steril« frond.

2. A young frond with leaf-like " rami."

3. The same, n, a leaf.

4. A |)art of fertile branch with cymose receptacles at the axils.

5. The same; a fertile lateral branch growing at the axil formed

by a fulcratit "ramus" and the stem.

6. A sterile lateral l)ranch, the fulcraut " ramus " being leaf-like.

Fig. 7. Forma davlycra. A branch of sterile troiitl.

Figs. 8-12. Coccoj^hora ? Imperata.

8. Frond in ca. | nat. size; one branch shown in full.

9. A lateral ramulet in nat. size.

10. A leaf in nat. size.

11. A biiurcated leaf, x2.

12. A lateral ramulet with upper portions of the basal leaves left

out. X 10.
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Plate V.

Coccopliora Lang.Hdorßl GiiEV.

The Langsdorf and the Phyllaniplidra tbnii starting from one and

the same stunted stem. From a [jhotograpli. (ja. ^ nat. size.



Plate V.

K. YENDO PHOTOGR.
PRINTED BY K. OGAWA.
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Plate VI.

Figs. 1-7. Sargafisum pihdifernm Ac.

1, 2 and 3. Basal, middle and niipor portion respectively of a

frond; in fig. 2 the npper [joitions of tlie lateral branches are

left out.

4.- A fertile branchlet in a full-grown lateral liranch. whosn njtper-

most portions are left out.

5. Kamulets with young receptacles.

G. A leaf at the basal part of a frond.

7. A fertile raniulet with mature Ç receptacles. x 2.

Figs. 8-1 1. Sargofisuin piluHfermn vor. pinnatifolium (Ag.)

8. Basal portion of a frond.

9. A receptacnlar ramulet on a lateral branch.

10. A part oi" a fertile lateral branch.

11. A receptacular ramulet on the apical part of a frond.
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Plate VII.

Figs. 1-3. Sao'gassnm jmiiiatißdwn (Harv.)

I. Sterile lateral branches in the lower region of a frond; from a

specimen collected at Misaki.

2 and 3. Lateral branches in the upper and the middle portion

of a frond respectivtd}'
; I'n^m a specimen collected in Loochoo.

Fig. 4. Sargassum kashiwajimanum.

Middle portion of a frond, showing tj'pical fnlcrant leaves.

Figs. 5-7 . Sargassum sefaceum.

i). Basal portions of two shoots starting from a common scntellate

root.

6. A lateral branchlet in the lower portion of a frond.

7. Lateral branches germinate at an axil ; one of them not drawn

in its upper portion.



liiitr VU.
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Plate VIII.

Figs. 1-7. Sanjassum patens Ag.

1. Basal portion of a frond showing the lower region of a principal

branch.

2. A lateral branch in the basal region of a frond.

3. Apical })ortion of a sterile principal branch.

4. A lateral branch in the lower part of a well-developed prin-

cipal branch.

5. A ramulet on a lateral brancli of the frond shown in fig. 4.

6. Apical portion of a lateral branch.

7. A mature receptacular ramulet.

Figs. 8-10. Sargassum patens var. Schizophylla (Kütz.)

8. A lateral branch in the lower portion of a frond.

9. A young lateral branch.

10. A lateral branch in the middle portion of a frond.



Hak Vlll.
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Plate IX.

Figs. 1-4. SargasHimt tosaense.

1. Basal portion dl' a rroiid.

2. Lower portion ol' a lateral branch. Tlir iulcrant leaf as well as

the three leaves on the lateral branch sliow well the peculiarity

of the species.

3. A fertile lateral branch in the upper portion of a frond.

4. A simple fulcrant leaf often niet with in the lower part of a

well develo[)e(l frond.



Platr ÏX.
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Plate X.

Figs. 1-7. Sargafisum Horneri Ag.

1. A sterile yonng frond.

2. Basal part of an old plant with a latei-al branch.

3. Basal part of a well develojied plant shovvinü; naked basal stems

and a lateral branch, with cross-sections of stems.

4. a, Insertion point of an npper lateral branch, h, cross sections of

the stem, x 2.

.5. A Ç fertile branchlet.

G. A 6 fertile branchlet.

7. o, b, c, Leaves on the terminal, middle and basal part respec-

tively of a terminal branchlet.

Fig. 8. Sargasft7im. Ilorneri f. furcatodentatum O'Kuntze.

A typical fulcrant leaf. x2.



Plate X.
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Plate XI.

Pitrs. 1-7. Sargassum f^erratifolium. Ag.

1. Tenninal portion of a well developed but sterile f'ronil.

2. Basal portion of the same.

3. Basal portion of a full-grown frond.

4. Middle jwrtion of the same ; with a crosssection of the stem.

i3. A typical lateral branch just belbre maturity ; with cross-sections

of stems.

Ü. Basal region of a fertile lateral branch to show the receptacular

ranndets. The lower ramulet has all its bractlets dropped off.

With a cross-section of the stem.

7. A typical leaf.



Plate XL
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Plate XII.

Figs, 1-7. SargafiSiiDi tortile Ac.

1. A sterile branch in the basal region of a well developed frond;

with cross section of llie stem.

2. A young principal branch. In this sort of branches the leaves

are not refractive.

8. Basal part of a fnll-grown plant, showing the copious ramifica-

tion ; each branch is cut oif near at its insertion point.

4. Lower portion of a frond collected at Hamajima, Prov. of

Shima. This form answers to that which was mentioned by

KUTiîiNG under the name Halochloa padiycarpa. With cross

section of the stem.

5. a. A fertile lateral branch in the upper portion of a matured

frond ; not a single leaf is to be found on it. This sort of

branch, when there is no leaf on it, is often diihcult to distin-

guish from Sargassum serratifoliuvi. If, however, even a single

leaf remain attached to it as shown in fig. 56, it can be safely

be referred to this species.

6. A typical fertile ramulet.

7. Densely pinnatifid lateral branch, often found in the lower part

of a frond.

Fig. 8. Sargassum tortile f. macrocarjyum (Ac;.)

A fertile lateral branch. In the present specimen most of the

receptacles lack the bractlet. In others, however, each receptacle,

except the ultimate ones, is supplied vvith a bractlet as shown in

fig. 6. With cross- sections of various parts of the stems.

Fig. 9. Sargassum ßlicinum, Harv.

A fertile ramulet.
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Plate XIII.

Figs. 1-6. Sanjassmn énerve Ac.

1. a. Middle portion of a fertile frond, siiowing a characteristic

lateral branch, h, cross sections of the principal stem, c, a

typical leaf on the lateral branches.

2. A fertile lateral branch from the U[)[)er portion of the same

individual as shown in fig. 1.

3. a, h, Eeceptacnlar rannilets. In b, a receptacle bears a minor

receptacle accompanied with a bractlet.

4. Terminal portion of a full-grown sterile frond.

5. A typical, young lateral branch of the same.

f). Lower portion of the same frond, with a cross-section.

Figs. 7-17. Sargassum Jiemiphyllum Ag.

7. Basal portion of a frond with symmetrical leaves.

8. Middle portion of the same frond, with lateral branclu-s, two of

the fulcrant leaves still riMiiaining attached.

0. A young lateral branch, ca. x 3.

10. Insertion point of a full-grown lateral branch.

11. Vesicles with a flat, short crown leaflet. X 2,

12. A ^ receptacular ramulet of the form ty[)ical of the species.

ca. X 3.

13. A receptacular ramulet from a south-sea form.

14. Basal portion of a frond with hemiphyllous basal leaves.

15. A lateral branch in the upper part of the same.

16. Large fulcrant leaves on well-develo[)ed sterile fronds,

17. Marginated vesicles.

Figs. 18-20. Sargassum Julvellmti Ag.

18. Basal part of a well-grown fertile plant, with cross-sections of

the stems.

19. U[)per portion of a branch of the plant illustrated in fig, 18;

the lower end marked with x is to be connected to the upper

end with the same mark in fig, 18, In this branch the recep-

tacles are not yet fully mature.

20. Terminal portion of a branchlet with J receptacles, ca, x 2,
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Plate XIV.

Figs. 1-7. Sargafismu con/?isum An.

1. Basai part of a plant with a young ])ranch.

2. Middle portion of a principal branch with fonr lateral hranches,

the fnlcrant leaves of which have drop[)ed off,

3. Basal jiart of a lateral branch with its fulcrant leaf remaining

attached.

4. Basal part of a plant destitute of the broad basal leaves.

5. Lower portion of a well-developed plant with a sterile branch.

In this plant all the vesicles were aristated.

6. A fertile lateral branch in the middle part of a principal brancli
;

from the same frond shown in the preceding figure. The lower

end marked with x is to be connected to the point with the same

mark in fig. 5 with some intermediate space between.

7. Fertile ramulets from the upper space of a lateral.

Figs. 8-12. Sargassum confusum f. valida (J. Ag.)

8. Basal part of a well-developed fertile plant with sterile young

branches and with middle portion of a branch of a more advanced

stage.

9. A typical basal leaf.

10. A fertile ramulet from the upper i)art of the branch which is

marked in fig. 8 with x .

11. A lateral branch with sev(>ral fertile ramulets.

12. A fertile ramulet from a well-dev(doped plant.

Figs. 13-14. Sargassum Miyahei.

13. A middle sized principal branch, showing basal portion of the

plant.

14. Apical portion (if a branch with well-developed receptacular

ramulets.



Plate XIV.
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Plate XV.

Figs. 1-4. Sargassimi Kjellmaniarmm.

1. Basal [»art of a plant, with a very yoiiny; branch at the base.

2. Middle portion of a branch with a fertile lateral branch.

3. A fertile rauuilct. ca. x 3.

4. A part of a fertile ramulet showing the vesiculiferons recep-

tacles, ca. X 3.

Fig. 5, Sargassum Tlmnhergii f. nipponica.

A portion of a principal branch, showing three nodes and two

stunted fertile ramulets. In the right hand rannilet the fnlcrant

leaf is filiform lanceolate, and in the left hand one it assumes

a vesicular form. ca. x 5.

ft'igs. 6-9. Sargassum kiushianum.

G. Middle portion of a frond, with a cross-section of the stem.

7. A receptacle with a leaf at the basal part of its stipe. The

leaf as well as the fnlcrant leaf is partly shown, ca. x 4.

8. Eeceptacles seen from the elevated side. ca. x 4.

\). Cross section of receptacle, ca. x 5.

Figs. 10-17. Sargassum micracanthum (KiJTZ.)

10. Basal part of a well-developed plant, with cross-sections of the

stem. Observe many young shoots are starting from the same

root.

11. A typical lateral branch in the upper portion of a sterile frond.

J 2. The same near at the apical portion of a well-developed sterile

frond.

13. A fertile lateral branch in the upper portion of a fnll-grown frond.

14. A fertile branch from a comparatively small plant.

1.5. A fertile ramulet near the terminal portion of a frond.

IG. The same from a well-developed frond.

17. Cross section of a J receptacle Ca. x 8.

Figs. 18-21. Sargassum micracanthum var. stipulata.

18. Basal part of a plant. Observe the basal leaves are entire, as in

the typical form (fig. 10).

19. A fertile lateral branch.

20. Insertion point of well developed lateral branches, with one

fnlcrant leaf still remaining. Observe the vesicles are coronated

and slightly winged.

21. A typical fulcrant leaf.
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Plate XVI.

Figs. 1—3. Sargassaiii n'Kjri/oliaiii.

1. A young steriK^ branch.

2. Midillo portion of a luU-grovvn i'rond, showing Ç fertile hiteral

branches.

3. Part of a fertile lateral branch to show the arrangement of re-

ceptacular ramiilets.

Fig. 4. Sargassmn (jramiinfolium Ag.

A fertile lateral branch, from a specimen from Prov. of Awa.

Of. text p. 130.

Figs. .5-9. SargaHsma llicifolium var. dupUcaturn J. Aa.

5. . Eeceptacular ramnlet, with most of tlie recei)tacles spinescent.

Oa. X 2. (from a specimen collected at Hiratsuka, Prov. of tSagami).

6. The same, with some of the receptacles smooth; from the same,

branch which bears the ramulet shown above. Ca. x 2.

7. A fertile lateral branch, probably of the present s[)ecies. (From

a specimen from Prov. of Tosa. Cf. Text, p. 132). J.

8. A receptacular rauDulet of the same. Ca. x 2.

9. A receptacle cluster enlarged.

Figs. 10-14. Sargassuoit heriherifoliiwi J. Ag.

10. Basal part of a well-developed plant.

11. A fertile lateral branch in the middle [)art of a branch.

12. The same with a vesicle.

13. A receptacle cluster enlarged.

14. A typical leaf.

Figs. 15-16. Sargassum cinctiom J. Ag. ?

15. A fertile lateral branch. ^

.

16. A receptacle cluster enlarged.

Fig. 17. Sargasswii microphylhim Ag. ?

a, h. Two receptacular ramulets, (Ja. x 4.

Figs. 18-19. Sargassum aqwi/oUuvi forma. ?

18. A part of a fertile lateral branch. Ca. x 2.

19. A recei)tacle cluster. Ca. x 3.

Fig. 20. Sargassum hiishimotcnse.

A part of the frond showing two sterile lateral branches.
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Plate XVII.

Fig. 1. Sargassicm süiquosioii J. Ac.

The upper part of a sterile frond, witli tlie peculiar ampullated

leaves.

Figs. 2, 3. Sargahsimi assimila var. stipulata.

2. A full-grown lateral branch from near the middle of a frond.

3. Lower portion of the same frond. In both figs. 2 & 3 the ends

marked with x are continuous with soni« intervening si)acfc;.

Fig. 4. Sargass'iim vuhjarc var. Jbliosissinmui J. Au.

A receptacular ramulet. Ca. x 2^.

Fig. 5. Sargassuoii vulgare var. linearifoliuiit J. Ac.

a. A part of a branch with a fertile lateral branch.

b. A receptacular ramulet. Ca x 3.

Figs. 6-10. Sargassîmi sagamiaimm.

6. The knotty root. A young branch and a part of a well -grown

branch are shown in the figure ; other branches are all left out.

7. Middle portion of a well-grown branch with two lateral branches.

The end marked with x is to be connected with the same-marked

end in the preceding figure.

8. Lower portion of a full-grown branch.

9. Basal portion of a full-grown lateral branch.

10. A young sterile branch with the secund leaves.

Figs. 11-16. Sargassu7n nipponicmn.

11. Lower portion of a frond.

12. Apical part of a principal shoot.

13-16. Receptacular ramulets in various stages of development.
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Plate XVIII.

Figs. 1-9. Srirr/nss/uit Bintjfjoldianmn, Hauv.

1. A sterile Iroiid witii some parts left out.

3. Basal portion of a well-developed plant showing dichotomously

branching stems.

4. Insertion point of a lateral branch. In this as in the next figure

the fulcrant leaf is transformed into a large vesicle.

5. A fertile lateral branch with ^ receptacles, b, cross-section of

a receptacle. Ca. x 4.

6-S. ^ Receptacular branches of various forms ;
those in figs. 7

and 8 are somewhat decayed with age. 6 b, cross-section of a

receptacle. Ca. x 4.

9. Vesicles with winged margins.
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